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Introduction
On
this
Thiru
Adi
Pooram
day,
the
thiruvavatara
dinam
of
ANDAL, Bhagavad Ramanuja Millennium Foundation (BRMF) and Sri Hayagriva
Likhita
Kaimkarya Ghoshti Members are
pleased
to
release
Srimad
Rahasyatrayasaram (RTS), the Magnum Opus of Swami Desikan's Sri Suktis. The
present release is a translation into English by Sriman M.R.Rajagopala Iyengar of
Kumbakonam at the request of Agnihotram Sriman Ramanuja Tatachar Swami. This
book was published in 1946 and is now out of print. We have been fortunate to
release a number of books in English on the three rahasyams in our web portal
- Sadagopan.org and the release of Sriman Rajagopala Ayyangar’s translation is a
timely samarpanam to meet the latest demand of many who are eager to study the
English translation of SRTS.
Bhagavad Ramanuja Millennium Foundation (BRMF) has been constitut ed among
other things to enable people access to literature and knowledge pertaining to the
sat sampradayam. We have expanded our mission to bring out rare books on Sri
Bhagavad Ramanuja Darsanam such as the one that is being released on this sacred
day.
SRTS was authored by Swami Desikan in the Manipravalam style , which has a
mixture of Tamil and Sanskrit. This work is a quintessential grantham dealing
with the three mantrams : Ashtaksharam, Dvayam and Charama Slokam. It is the
magnum opus among the Sri Kosams of Swami Desikan instructing us on these three
esoteric concepts. Hence, it has been included among the set of Four Sri Sooktis to
be learnt in the Traditional manner. RTS is a required text to be learnt by all
Vaishnavas desirous of gaining Moksham from the samsaric life and relief from being
tossed round in the ferocious cycle of repeated births and deaths. To attain this
ultimate goal of life, one has to gain a clear comprehension of Moksha Purushartham,
one has to gain a clear understanding of the Tattvams and Hitams. RTS has 32
chapters and the three Tattvas, the Three Rahasyas, the Artha panchaka and
Prapatti are described in detail in these 32 chapters. The summary of the content
in the form of a synopsis is given in the following pages as an introduction to the
subject matter expounded in Srimad Rahasya Traya Saram.
We hope to bring a few more of these source books that are rare, out-of-print and
old in English and other languages and seek ANDAL's and Sri
Rangamannar's anugrahams for realizing these goals.
Swami Desikan tiruvaDigaLE Saranam,
Dasan, Oppiliappaan Koil Varadachari Sadagopan

www.sadagopan.org
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A SYNOPSIS OF SWAMI DESIKAN’S
SRIMAD RAHASYA TRAYA SARAM
by
‘SrI nrsimha seva rasikan’
Oppiliappan Koil SrI Varadachari Sadagopan

A synopsis of the 32 chapters of the most sacred SrI sUkti of SrImad rahasya traya
sAram (SRTS) of Swamy VedAnta Desikan is presented here to gain a fuller
appreciation of the purport of each chapter and the linkages between them. SRTS
is divided into four parts (bhAgam-s):
1. arthAnusAsana,
2. strIkaraNa,
3. padavAkyayojanA and
4. sampradAyaprakriyA bhAgam-s.
A chapter entitled “guruparamparA sAram” precedes the 32 chapters of SRTS. This
chapter is considered as a separate chapter outside the 32 adhikArams of SRTS.
Although the chapter of “guruparamparA” is not an integral part of SRTS, all
AcAryAs teach this chapter as the MangaLacaraNam for the commencement and
successful completion of the learning of SRTS in our adhyAtma sampradAyam.
aDiyEn will attempt to summarize yathA mati, the scope and purport of the 32
adhikArams of SRTS with the blessings of aDiyEn’s AcAryan, SrI Malola divya
pAdukA sevaka, SrI nArAyaNa yatIndra mahA deSikan. aDiyEn appeals to the
readers to engage in sAramAtra grahaNam (taking in of what is the essence) and
asAra tyAgam (discarding of what is inessential) and bless aDiyEn as a krtArthan
and dhanyan.

A.

ARTH A NUSA SANA BHA GAM (CHAPTERS

1-22)

There are 22 chapters in this first of the four bhAgam-s (divisions) that form the
32 chapters of SRTS. This bhAgam covers the doctrines that a mumukshu (one
desirous of moksham) should know. We will comment briefly now on each of these 22
chapters of the arthAnusAsana bhAgam.
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1.

upodghAtAdhikAram:

This chapter is an introduction (upodghAtam) to all that will be covered in Srimad
rahasya traya sAram. The jIvan is qualified like the nityasUris by svarUpa yogyatai
to enjoy paripUrNa brahmAnandam at SrI VaikuNTham and yet has lost that
opportunity, nay the rights, because of its immersion in “samsAra bhogams” from
time immemorial. The jIvan gets disgusted at one time with its lot and gains the
sambandham of a sadAcAryan and begins to learn about tattvam, hitam and
purushArtham. The six reasons for being blessed with such links to a genuine
AcAryan (sadAcArya sambandham) are described here. Any one of the six reasons
can confer the bhAgyam of sadAcArya sambandham for a jIvan. These six reasons
are:
•

ISvarasya sauhArdam: EmperumAn staying as an anukUlan

•

yadrucchA sukrtam: Accidental sukrtam (good deed) done without intent

•

vishNoH kaTaksham: jAyamAna kaTAksham of the Lord on the jIvan at
birth

•

advesham: Staying away from developing animosity (dvesham) to the Lord

•

vishNoH abhimukhyam: Staying as a dependent on the grace of the Lord
alone and

•

sAtvikaiH sambhAshaNam: Association with the bhAgavatA-s of the Lord.
Assisted by any one of these six favorable factors, the down trodden jIva n
is blessed with AcArya sambandham through the grace of the Lord

and begins his journey towards his emancipation from the bonds
of samsAram. The indispensability of AcArya sambandham for
severing the cycles of births and deaths is emphasized here.
Swamy Desikan points out that all of the above truths find their
home in the three rahasyams in an unique way and that everyone
is entitled to salvation through the AcArya mukha upadesam on
the essence of the three rahasyams. These facts are elaborated
in a systematic manner in the subsequent chapters of SRTS.
2.

sAranishkarshAdhikAram (Determining the essentials to be imbibed):

The jIvan desirous of gaining moksham (mumukshu) now realizes that the three
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rahasyams are the most important as pramANams (valid knowled ge) for
understanding tattvam, hitam and purushArtham. This chapter establishes in an
unambiguous manner that the three rahasyams and their meanings should be clearly
known by a mumukshu. The knowledge of these three rahasyams - mUla mantram,
dvayam and carama Slokam - is considered as the quintessence (sAratamam) and the
loftiest of the knowledge needed by a mumukshu. In this chapter, Swamy Desikan
instructs us on what a mumkushu (jIvan desirous of moksham) should seek, study and
practice for moksha phalan without delay. This is the sAra nishkarsham or the
determination of the quintessence of all SAstrA-s .

3.

pradhAnapratitantrAdhikAram (The unique doctrine of our darsanam):

The jIvan becomes aware that the “pradhAna pratitantram” (the unique
distinguishing doctrine of this school of thought) is to be understood with the help
of the three rahasyams. This pradhAna pratitantram is identified as the SarIrAtma
or SarIra-SarIri bhAvam, the relationship between ISvaran as the indweller of both
the jIvans and the insentient, which serve as His SarIram (body). “pradhAna
pratitantram” means the key doctrine unique to our darSanam, which is not found in
the other darSanams (systems of philosophy). It rests on the foundation of
“authentic, authoritative and infallible Srutis”.
Here, the ParamAtmA’s innate nature (svarUpam) is established as the support
(dhArakan), Master (Seshi) and commander (niyantA) of both the sentient and the
insentient. He is the in-dweller (antaryAmi) of both the sentient (cetanams) and the
insentient (acetanams).
This SarIra-SarIri bhAvam, the central tenet of our siddhAntam, implies that the
sentient and insentient are the Lord’s body (SarIram) and are supported, controlled
and used by Him as their Master (Seshi). The meanings and the implications of this
pradhAna pratitantram (SarIra-SarIri bhAvam) blossom in to three relationships:
•
•
•

AdhAra-Adheya,
Sesha-Seshi and
nityantru-niyAmya.

All these three relationships help us understand that the Supreme Lord is the
ultimate goal to be attained and He alone is the upAyam for that attainment. Among
these

three

relationships,

the

Sesha-Seshi

(master-slave)

relationship

is

established in this adhikAram as the most prominent (pradhAnam) among the
pratitantrams (doctrines). This pradhAna pratitantram is taught by the Srutis
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(upanishads) and this unique doctrine is to be comprehended through the study of
the three mysteries (rahasyams).

4.

arthapancAdhikAram:

The five important doctrines (artha pancakam) to be understood by a mumukshu along
with the doctrine of SarIrAtma bhAvam referred to in the previous chapter are:
•

The svarUpam (inherent nature) of ParamAtma,

•

the svarUpam of the jIvAtma,

•

upAyam (means) to gain moksham,

•

the phalan of moksham and

•

the obstacles (virodhis) obstructing the realization of this moksha phalan.

The above five doctrines are also described alternatively as
•

prApyan, the object of attainment and His nature

•

prAptA, the jIvan that has to attain the Lord and its nature

•

prApti upAyam/means to attain the Lord

•

prApti phalan/fruits of surrender (viz.), the attainment of the Lord and

•

prApti virodhi, the nature of the obstacles on the way to the attainment of
the Lord.

One who desires moksham has to reflect upon the meanings of these five items
embedded in the three rahasyams:

a) The svarUpam of the ParamAtmA:
He is never without His devi. ParamAtma is vibhu (omnipresent). He has limitless
j~nAnam and bliss (Anandam). He is free of any defects (blemishless). He has
limitless auspicious attributes (ananta kalyANa guNams). He is the foundation
(AdhAram) for all the world and its beings. He has a divine and auspicious form (divya
mangaLa vigraham), which is not made up of panca bhUtams (prAkrtams). His body
is made of the aprAkrta, Suddha sattva material. He has both the leelA and nitya
VibhUtis (this world and SrI VaikuNTham) as His wealth (aiSvaryam/VibhUti). He
has as His leelA, the acts of creation, protection and destruction of the world and
its beings. This ParamAtmA is enjoyed by the liberated jIvans and the nityasUris at
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SrI VaikuNTham.

b) The svarUpam of the jIvan:
It is of atomic size. It is also of j~nAnanda svarUpam. It is an unconditional servant
of the Lord. It is under the control of the Lord. It is destined to attain the Lord. The
jIvans are of three types:
(1) bound (baddha),
(2) liberated (mukta) and
(3) eternally free (nitya) jIvans.

c) The upAyams (means) for moksham:
Bhakti and prapatti yogams are the two upAyams. Bhakti yogam is difficult to
practice and yields its phalan in a tardy manner. Prapatti yogam on the other hand is
easy to practice and is quick to yield results.

d) phalan of moksham:
The phalan to be enjoyed by adopting one or the other upAyams is moksham (i.e.),
freedom from the cycles of repeated births and deaths (samsAram). In the state
of moksham, the jIvan enjoys paripUrNa brahmAnandam at SrI VaikuNTham and
performs blemishless and uninterrupted kaimkaryams to the Lord.

e) phala virodhi:
avidyA/nescience (false and viparIta j~nAnam), pUrva janma karmAs and their
residual effects (vAsanA-s) are the three virodhis (enemies) that stand in the way
of moksham.
Additional details on artha pancakam are covered in the 12th e-book of
Sundarasimham series (www.sadagopan.org).
The nigamana Slokam of this fourth chapter of arthapancakam sums up the essence
of this chapter:

àaPy< äü smSt zei ; prm< àaÝa=hmSyaeict>
àaiÝdaRy xn ³maidh mm àaÝa Svt> sUirvt!,
hNtEnamitv&ÄvanhmhMmTya ivmTyaïy>
setuSs<àit zei;dMpit ÉrNyasStu me iz:yte.
prApyam brahma samasta Seshi paramam prAptA ahamasyocita:
prAptirdAya dhana kramAdiha mama prAptA svata: sUrivat |
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hantainAmativrttavAnaham ahammatyA vimatyaSraya:
setu: samprati Seshi dampati bharanyAsastu me Sishyate ||

Meaning:
The object of attainment (prApyam) is the Supreme Brahman, that is by nature the
Master (Seshi) of all and is free from any blemishes (heyam-s). I (the jIvan) is fit
to attain the Lord by my inherent nature (svarUpa guNams). My attainment of Him
is like the heirloom, where the wealth of the father is gained by the son. This
attainment of the Lord is natural for me because of my svarUpam as in the case of
the eternally liberated jIvans (nityasUris). Alas! Due to my own trespasses arising
from my ahankAram and avidyA (ego and nescience), I have lost that inheritance.
Now, I realize from the upadesam of sadAcAryans that the prapatti (bharanyAsam)
at the sacred feet of the divya dampatis (Seshi dampatis) is the only means for my
salvation.

5.

tattvatrayacintanAdhikAram:

The knowledge about the links of the three rahasyams in the five topics of the artha
pancakam are covered here.
This chapter deals with the three tattvams: ISvaran, jIvan (cetanam) and insentient
(acetanams). This adhikAram is the toughest to understand. A clear understanding
of these three tattvams with the help of a sadAcAryan is absolutely essential for a
mumukshu. These three tattvams have their own svarUpams (inherent nature) and
svabhAvams (vyApArams). Although they have been mentioned in the previous
chapter of arthapancakam, a deeper understanding of their svarUpa/svabhAvams is
essential to avoid the pitfalls of:
(a) SarIrAtma brahmam
(b) svatantra brahmam and
(c) nirISvara vAda ruci.
The SarIrAtma brahmam is the confusion arising from the mistaking of the
perishable body with the eternal Atman.
The svatantra brahmam is the delusion from the belief that one is an independent
entity and not the eternal servant of the Lord, who is the Master and Commander of
the jIvan in the matters of the execution of its karmAs.
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nirISvara vAda ruci is the development of the taste for denying ISvaran with its
disastrous consequences.
TirukkuDantai Desikan has 17 nAmAs for Swamy Desikan in the context of this
adhikAram (nAmAs 811-827) to capture the essence of the profound upadesams of
this

important

adhikAram

(e-book

91

of

Sundarasimham

series

of

www.sadagopan.org)
Among the three tattvams, ISvara tattvam has the following features:
It has under its control the svarUpam (intrinsic nature of the vastu or dharmi), the
sthiti (existence) and pravrtti (activities) of the different kinds of the sentient
(bhaddha, mukta and nitya jIvans) and the three kinds of acetanams (Prakrti, kAlam
and Suddha sattvam). Among the three tattvams that are distinct and different
(vilakshaNam), the ISvara tattvam is the One that rules (as ISan) and the other two
(acetanam and cetanam) are the ones that are ruled. Isvaran has these lakshaNams:
satyatvam, j~nAnatvam, anantatvam, Anandatvam and amalatvam besides jagat
kAraNatvam and vibhutvam.
This adhikAram describes also the five states of existence of ISvaran: Param,
vyUham, vibhavam, arcA and antaryAmi.
The six avatAra rahasyams of the Lord are also covered. The individual lakshaNams
of the cetanams and acetanams are described here as well.
Swamy Desikan has named this adhikAram as “tattva traya cintanAdhikAram”
instead of “tattva traya adhikAram”. His intent in inserting the word “cintanA” in the
title is to instruct us that it is not enough to know about the three tattvams but we
have to understand clearly the svarUpa, svabhAvam-s of the tattva trayams and
think about their different and individual lakshaNams (paraspara vilakshaNams). He
stresses that the mere knowledge about the tattvams from artha pancakam without
the detailed awareness of their differences in svarUpam-s and svabhAvam-s will end
up in us developing three illusions:
•

The body itself is the Atman (dehAtmabrahmam),

•

The jIvAtman is totally independent and not the servant of ParamAtman
(svatantarAtma brahmam),

•

anISvara vAda: the denial of ParamAtman as the creator, sustainer and
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destroyer of all cetanams and acetanams.
These three illusions are called mahA virodhi-s since they obstruct our path to seek
moksham. That is why a clear understanding of the svarUpam (inherent nature),
sthiti (duration of existence) and pravrtti (activities) of the cetanam, acetanam and
ISvaran is absolutely essential to defeat the three moksha virodhi-s.

6.

paradevatApAramArthyAdhikAram:

The recognition of the fact that sAtvIka SAstrams assert that SrIman nArAyaNan
is the Parabrahmam identified by the three rahasyams. This adhikAram establishes
with the help of veda pramANams and AzhvAr aruLiccheyalkaL that SriyaHpati,
SrIman nArAyaNan is the Supreme Deity and that He alone is the upAyam (means)
and upeyam (goal) for moksham. Swamy Desikan sums up the paradevatA aspects of
SrIman nArAyaNan with a profound summary:

ïImaÚary[ae n> pitrioltnumuRi´dae mu´ÉaeGy>
SrImAn nArayaNo na: pati: akhilatanu: muktido muktabhogya:
Here, Swamy Desikan states that the Supreme Reality (paradevatA) is the One
associated always with SrI Devi. He is our Master (naH pati) and He is the indweller
(antaryAmin) forming the universal body of all sentient and non- sentient (akhila
tanu:). He is the One and Only One, who is worshipped for gaining the fruit of
moksham (muktidan). He is also the Supreme, SrIman nArAyaNan, who is enjoyed by
the mukta jIvan.
This adhikAram instructs us that those who are aware of this pAramArthyam (the
true situation) will not be misled to look at any other gods for their moksha siddhi.
SrIman nArAyaNan alone will be their unfailing moksha dAyaka Mukundan.
TirukkuDantai Desikan, an aparAvatAram of Swamy Desikan created a SrI sUkti on
the thousand names of Swamy Desikan (deSika sahasra nAmam) and used 31 nAmAs
for Swamy Desikan (828-858) to summarize the upadesams of this sixth chapter of
SRTS. Detailed explanations of these nAmAs can be accessed at the 91st e-book of
Sundarasimham series (www.sadagopan.org).
The main message of this adhikAram is that SrIman nArAyaNan is the Para devatA
and the jIvan that is confused about this cardinal principle cannot hope to become a
ParamaikAnti and expect to gain moksham without delay.
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7.

mumukshutvAdhikAram:

The jIvan which has attained clarity about the meanings of the three tattvams
develops now the desire for moksham and begins to engage in the pursuit of the
upAyam for moksham. The cetanam understands the differences between the
Atman, indriyam (faculties) and the SarIram with the help from bhagavat SAstrams.
The cetanam also comprehends his fitness to reach SrI VaikuNTham and develops
disgust about returning to the world of samsAram. He develops aversion to
accumulating sins and landing in narakam. He stays away from engaging in pursuit of
pApa karmAs. He develops an appreciation of the greatness of the Lord and his own
helplessness (Akincanyam). He learns the true meanings of ashTAksharam from a
sadAcAryan and drives away the ahankAram and mamakAram that surrounded him,
which interfered with the pursuit of the sAdhanA for moksham. Driven by his
keenness to have the Bhagavat anubhavam, he intensifies the efforts to gain moksha
sukham. He becomes thus a mumukshu and the SAstrAs celebrate such a mumukshu.
In the final analysis, one has to recognize that the Lord’s grace alone makes it possible
for us to be born as a human being, gain a sadAcAryan to be blessed with knowledge
about the adhyAtma SAstrams and become a mumukshu.

8.

adhikArivibhAgAdhikAram

The adhikAri performing the upAyam for moksham is identified as belonging to one
or the other of two kinds:
•

bhakti yoga nishThar (expert in practicing bhakti yogam) and

•

Prapatti yoga nishThars (adept in pursuing prapatti) as their upAyams.

Those who follow the bhakti yogam, perform prapatti in between to ward off any
interference to pursue bhakti yogam. Others use prapatti yogam as a direct means to
gain moksha siddhi. There is no difference between the ultimate moksha phalan
gained through either upAyam.
There are three kinds of prapatti anushThAnam:
• sva nishThai,
• ukti nishThai and
• AcArya nishThai.
In sva nishThai, the adhikAri with superior j~nAnam and tapo balam surrenders to
the Lord directly.
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In ukti nishThai, the adhikAri utters the words of prapatti spoken by the AcAryan.
In AcArya nishThai, the adhikAri takes refuge in his AcAryan and entrusts latter
to actuate the prapatti.
There is also another nishThai known as bhAgavata nishThai, where the adhikAri
takes refuge in a bhAgavata and stays under the protection of his prapatti.
The essence of this chapter is summed up by Swamy Desikan in the nigamana Slokam:

àpÚadNye;a< n idzit muk…Ndae injpd<
àpÚí Öexa sucirt-prIpak-iÉdya,
iv¦Mben àaiÝÉRj nsuomekSy ivpul<
prSyazu àaiÝ> pirimtrsa jIivtdza.
prapannAt anyeshAm na diSati mukundo nijapadam
prapannaSca dvedhA sucarita-parIpAka-bhidayA |
viLambena prApti: bhajanasukham ekasya vipulam
parasya ASu prApti: parimitarasA jIvitadaSA ||
Here Swamy Desikan reveals that the Supreme Lord grants moksham only to those,
who are prapannAs. These prapannAs can be either the advAraka or sadvAraka
types.
The first type of prapanna is the one who is utterly helpless (akincana), the prapatti
assures moksham at the end of his life and is without delay. Any one of the four
varNams can perform this prapatti. The second type of prapannan is also known as
sakincana prapannan and he adopts bhakti yogam for moksha phalan. He has t o be
one of the three higher varNams. It is a more rigorous yogam and the moksham may
not be at the end of one life. Thus, it might have tardiness in yielding the phalan
(viLamba prApti) but this adhikAri enjoys immense bliss of bhakti-laden kaimkaryam
(vipula bhajana sukham) to the Lord right on this earth.

9.

upAyavibhAgAdhikAram:

The previous adhikAram described the different kinds of mumukshus. The division
of the two moksha upAyams for the above two types of adhikAris is the topic that is
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covered here.
Questions arise on adopting one of the two upAyams (bhakti or prapatti yogam) for
gaining the same phalan. In this adhikAram, the answers are given about the true
svarUpam of these two upAyams to address these questions. Swamy Desikan covers
karma and j~nAna yogam also in this chapter; these are auxiliaries to bhakti yogam.
Para bhakti, para j~nAnam and parama bhakti, which follow karma and j~nAna yogams
for a bhakti yogi are also covered here. At the beginning of this adhikaram, Swamy
Desikan reminds us that a mumukshu adopts one or the other of these two upAyams
through the grace of the Supreme Lord alone. Having immense puNyam alone, is not
enough to adopt such upAyams.
Bhakti yogam is the unceasing and affectionate remembrance of the svarUpam,
subhASraya tirumEni and ananta KalyANa guNams of the Lord, who is the Master
of all. This continuous dhyAnam on the Lord has been compared to a unbroken stream
of oil that is being poured from one vessel to the other. There are three stages in the
bhakti yoga:
•

Para bhakti,

•

para j~nAnam and

•

parama bhakti

sAmAnya bhakti leads to para bhakti, where the mumukshu develops a keen desire
to experience the Lord after climbing the steps of karma yogam, j~nAna yogam and
realizing the svarUpam of the jIvan. The second stage of bhakti yogam is para
j~nAnam, when the intense desire (para bhakti) of the sAdhakan is rewarded by the
Lord granting paripUrNa sAkshAtkAram for a limited period. That only whets the
appetite of the sAdhakan and he arrives at the third stage known as parama bhakti.
Now he develops the strongest desire for the permanent sAkshAtkAram of the Lord
and can not bear to be separated from the Lord. The Lord responds to that prayer
for urgent realization and grants the boon of union with Him. Those who do not have
the knowledge and power to practice the difficult bhakti yogam can perform direct
self-surrender (prapatti) and gain the same phalan that a bhakti yogi gains. This
prapatti route is open for every one irrespective of caste (high or low), gender or
creed. Bhakti yogam is restricted for the top three castes (varNams) alone.
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10.

prapattiyogyAdhikAram:

The viSesha adhikArams (eligibility) of the one who chooses prapatti among the two
upAyams is described here.
Fifteen kinds of adhikAris qualified to engage in prapatti yogam for moksham are
identified. The questions on how one becomes eligible to perform prapatt i without
observance of bhakti yogam is answered. ananyagatitvam (not having any other
resource), Akincanyam (inability to undertake any other upAyams) are considered as
the necessary qualifications to become eligible for performing Prapatti. Any one
independent of jAti, varNam or sex can perform prapatti as long as they have the
Akincanyam and ananya gatitvam. Thus prapatti yogam is glorious and superior to
bhakti yogam. Even an adhikAri qualified to pursue bhakti yogam can choose prapatti
yogam, if he can not counter the delay in gaining the phalan of moksham by pursuing
bhakti yogam. Prapatti has sarva adhikAratvam. There is no restrictions based on
jAti (jAtyAdi niyamam). From antaNar (Brahmins) to antiyar (caNDALan) can
observe prapatti as mokshopAyam easily. There are four criteria for eligibility to
perform prapatti:
•

not having the Sakti to pursue bhakti yogam/Sakti-abhAva:

•

not having the discriminating intellect/pramiti rahitan,

•

not qualified by SAstrAs because of jAti/SAstrata: paryudAsa:,

•

not being able to bear the delay to gain the phalan of moksham/kAlakshepa
akshamatvam.

There are in total 15 adhikAris, who are eligible for pursuing prapatti anushThAna m
because of having one or more of the above four features:
•

The four adhikAris, each of whom have only one of the four needed criteria (i.e.),
powerless to pursue the demanding bhakti yogam etc.

•

six adhikAris having two of the four eligibility factors like not having the
required j~nAnam or being outside the three jAtis and other five sets o f
permutations and combinations,

•

The four adhikAris possessing three of the four eligibility criteria,

•

The one adhikAri who fulfills all the four requirements.
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This adds up to a total of 15 adhikAris, who are eligible to choose prapatti mArgam
for the phalan of moksham.

11.

parikaravibhAgAdhikAram:

The listing of the five angams of prapatti, which is to be performed only once for
moksham and their divisions are included in this chapter.
The five angams of prapatti vidyA are:
•

AnukUlya sankalpam,

•

prAtikUla varjanam,

•

mahA viSvAsam,

•

goptrtva varaNam and

•

kArpaNyam.

AnukUlya sankalpam: It refers to the decision on the part of the Prapannan to
perform all actions that would please the Lord
prAtikUlya varjanam is a vow taken by the prapannan to desist from all activities
that would displease the Lord
kArpaNyam is the recognition of the adhikAri’s total helplessness to gain the parama
purushArtham of moksham
mahA viSvAsam is the total faith in the Lord that He would surely come to his rescue
and
goptrtva varaNam is the choice of the Lord to be his rakshakan accompanied by a
prayer (prArthanA pUrvaka vij~nApanam for rakshaNam).
All the five angams (auxiliaries) are essential for successful prapatti and there
should not be diminution in any one of them. Bhara samarpaNam is the angi for the
panca angams of prapatti (nyAsa: pancAnga samyuta:).
Among the five angams, mahA viSvAsam is the most important angam. The five
doubts (sankA pancakam) relating to the cultivation and sustenance of mahA
viSvAsam, the key angam of prapatti, are identified and answered through the clear
explanation of nature and grace of the Lord hailed in the three rahasyams.
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12.

sAngaprapadanAdhikAram:

The explanation of angi (BharanyAsa rUpam) and its importance for the one who is
desirous of moksham (mumukshu) is covered here.
The ways of performing prapatti with the five angams are described. The
importance of the four kinds of tyAgams (kartrtva, mamatA, phala and phalopAyatva
tyAgAms) to the accompaniment of the reflections on the five angams of prapatti
at the time of prostration before the sadAcAryan are described. The dvaya
mantram is used as the sAdhanam for svarUpa samarpaNam, phala samarpaNam and
Atma rakshA (bhara) samarpaNam.
Among the above three kinds of samarpaNam, bhara samarpaNam is the most
important. There are three kinds prapatti: sva nishThai, AcArya nishThai, ukti
nishThai.
Some include bhAgavata nishThai also among the four kinds of prapatti. MokshArtha
prapatti is done only once. The various steps for performing prapatti with five
angams are:
anushThAna sankalpam, sAtvika tyAgam, guru paramparA dhyAnam, purushakAra
prapatti at the sacred feet of MahA Lakshmi, dvaya mantra (karaNa mantra)
uccharaNam having five angams and the three samarpaNams.
The four kinds of tyAgam included in the sAttvika tyAgam are:
kartrtva tyAgam: abandonment of the idea that prapannan is the main doer and that
kartrtvam came by the way of the grace of the Lord
mamatA tyAgam: The anushThAnam of prapatti is considered as not yielding
prayojanam to the doer
phala tyAgam: The abandonment of the thought that the fruit of the prapatti
belongs to the kartA and the recognition that the fruit belongs solely to the Lord,
phalopAyatva tyAgam: The abandonment of the idea that the prapatti is being
observed as “a direct means for attaining his object, but it is only a pretext and that
the Supreme ParamAtman alone, is the direct means of attainment of the object;
the abandonment of the attachment that what is being performed is belonging to
him”.
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13.

krtakrtyAdhikAram:

The absence of need to take any other actions by the one who has placed the burden
of his protection at the sacred feet of the Lord.
krta krtyan is the one who has done mokshArtha prapatti. This chapter describes
his anushThAnams after prapatti and his mind set. He performs the nitya-naimittika
karmAs. He performs bhagavat-bhAgavata-AcArya kaimkaryams. He lives without
fear, sins and doubts. These are the essential features of a krta krtyan, the one who
has performed his duty that needs to be done. Another definition of krta krtyan is
one who had nirvedam over his sad state before prapatti for success in his
anushThAnam and abandons all Sokams thereafter to maintain the state of
successful prapatti.
The state of mind of the krta krtyan is summed up by Swamy Desikan this way:

Égvit hraE par< gNtu< ÉrNysn< k«t<
pirimt-suo-àaÞyE k«Ty< àhI[mk«Tyvt!,
Évit c vpuv&RiÄ> pUv¡ k«tEinRyt³ma
primh ivÉaera}asetubuRxErnupaLyte.
bhagavati harau pAram gantum bharanyasanam krtam
parimita-sukha-prAptyai krtyam prahINamakrtyavat |
bhavati ca vapurvrtti: pUrvam krtai: niyatakramA
paramiha vibho: Aj~nAsetu: budhai: anupAlyate ||

Meaning:
The krtakrtyan has performed the bharanyAsam at the sacred feet of the Lord to
cross the ocean of samsAram to reach the other side. All the kAmya karmA-s done
before for gaining alpa sukham have been abandoned. The deha rakshaNam has been
understood as happening according to pUrva karmA-s. For this krta krtyan with the
full awareness of his svarUpam as a prapannan, the dam of bhagavat Aj~nA
(Aj~nAsetuH) alone is to be protected.
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14.

svanishThAbhij~nAnAdhikAram:

The recognition of the appearance of signs/marks in one as a result of completion
of the bharanyAsam is the topic of this chapter.
The signs of acquiring each of the three nishThais (svarUpa, upAya and phala
nishThais) after prapatti is described. The recognizable lakshaNams consequent to
the maturation of nishThais through the experience in one’s mind set are covered.
This adhikAram focuses on the mental attitude and behaviour displayed by an ideal
prapannan based on his integration of the knowledge about the doctrines of tattva,
hita and purushArtham during his post-praatti life on this earth.
The lakshaNams following the acquisition of svarUpa nishThai are five in number:
•

not to be perturbed, when others insult him

•

having compassion for the one, who acquires his sins

•

showing gratitude to those, who point out to his (prapannan’s) sins

•

no change of heart at people who insult him

•

feeling happy over the diminution of his sins.

The five lakshaNams following upAya nishtai are:
•

thinking that sarveSvaran is the sole refuge

•

meeting death as a welcome act

•

feeling consoled at times of crisis by believing that God alone is his
rakshakan

•

not seeking any other upAyam for moksham after bhara nyAsam and

•

having the conviction that the good and bad are bhagavat sankalpam.

The three lakshaNams for one with phala nishThai are:

15.

•

enjoying the bhogams coming in one’s path

•

developing the ruci for bhagavat kaimkaryam

•

impatience to gain Bhagavat anubhavam.

uttarakrtyAdhikAram:

The acts (svayamprayojana kaimkaryams) to be carried out by the prapannan until
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leaving his mortal body are described here. The duties of the prapannan in the postprapatti period is thus the topic of this chapter.
Avoiding bhAgavtApacArams, control of one’s indriyams and directing them towards
the paths recommended by bhagavat SAstrams, seeking the satsangams of
paramaikAntis, kaimkaryams to BhagavAn, His bhAgavatAs and AcAryAs are some
of these duties to be carried out after the anushThAnam of prapatti. Living this way,
the prapannan will avoid any transgression of the commands of the Lord (bhagavat
SAstrams and Aj~nA) and follow a virtuous and exemplary life.

16.

prushArthakAshThAdhikAram:

The development of the understanding that bhAgavata Ses hatvam (being the
servant of the bhAgavatAs of the Lord) is the upper limit of bhagavat kaimkaryam.
BhAgavatAs are like rAja kumArAs. When we celebrate them, their father (the
king) is pleased. The same is true for the tadIyAs (bhAgavatAs). BhagavAn is
immensely pleased with the respect a prapannan extends to His bhAgavatAs.
BhagavAn is Seshi, the Master. BhAgavatAs and AcAryAs are SeshabhUtars.
BhAgavata and AcArya ArAdhanam leads to the fruits of bhagavat ArAdhanam in an
indirect manner. Bhagavat Sesha tulyam is bhAgavata Seshatvam (i.e.), being a
servant of the ParamaikAnti. BhAgavatAs is equal (tulyam) to being Seshan (servant)
to BhagavAn.
ParamaikAnti BhAgavatan or the most exalted devotee of the Lord is the one, who
experiences the ParamAtman alone as his means (upAya) and goal (upeya). Being
blessed to be a servant of the ParamaikAnti bhAgavatA is the boundary/
culmination/ellai nilam of bhagavat Seshatvam.

17.

SAstrIyaniyamanAdhikAram:

The emphasis in this chapter is on performing the prescribed kaimkaryams after
prapatti according to the ways shown by the SAstrams.
The importance of carrying out all kaimkaryams after prapatti in the way in which
bhagavat SAstrams suggest is asserted here. Swamy ALavantAr has instructed in
his GeetArtha sangraham that which does not conform to SAstram has demonic
quality (aSAstram Asuram krtsnam). GeetAcAryan Himself has provided the
direction for us to perform our kaimkaryams with SAstram as pramANam (tasmAt
SAstram pramANam te kAryAkArya vyavasthitau). The prapannan has to be
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extremely careful to perform the Aj~nA - anuj~nA kaimkaryams during the postprapatti period according to the canons of bhagavat SAstrams. This way SAstra
maryAdai will be maintained and he will not land himself into trouble by displeasing
the Lord.
The introductory Slokam of this adhikAram sums up the essence of this chapter:

muk…Nde ini]Py SvÉrmn"ae mu´vdsaE
SvtNÇa}aisÏa< Svymividt Svaim ùdy>,
pirTyage s*> Sv-pr-ivivxanwR - jnnat!
Al'!"(amamae] adnusrit zaôIy sri[m!.
mukunde nikshipya svabharam anagho muktavat asau
svatantra Aj~nAsiddhAm svayam avidita svAmi hrdaya: |
parityAge sadya: sva-para-vividhAnartha-jananAt
alanghyAm AmokshAt anusarati SAstrIya saraNim ||

Meaning:
Having placed the burden of his protection (rakshA bharam) at the sacred feet of
Lord Mukundan and becoming sinless (anaghaH), the prapanna jIvan is like a liberated
soul (muktavat). Staying still in the embodied state, he will not be able to discern
directly the intention of the Lord (avidita svAmi hrdayaH). Through the
abandonment (parityAgam) of the path of bhagavat SAstrams, he will expose himself
to many hazards both to himself and others. He will therefore follow the commands
of the SAstrAs till he gains moksham.

18.

aparAdhaparihArAdhikAram:

The two topics covered here are:
The steps taken by the prapannan to avoid aparAdhams (transgressions) during the
performance of kaimkaryams during the post-prapatti period of his life and the
removal of those sins which have entered through repentance over them and seeking
the forgiveness of the Lord.
If the prapannan acquires sins unconsciously, they do not stick to him. If he
accumulates sins consciously (buddhi pUrvakam), then he has to perform appropriate
prAyaScittams to banish the sins. The sins arising from viparIta anushThAnam have
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to be destroyed by acts of atonement (prAyaScittam/ kazhivirakkam). LakshmI
tantram declares in this context: “apAya samplave sadyaH prAyScittam samAcaret”.
For those prapannAs, who are hard of heart and do not perform the needed
prAyaScittams receive laghu Sikshai/ upakleSam-s (light daNDanais) from the Lord.
His prapatti does not however get negated. The earlier mokshArtha prapatti is never
affected; as a result, he does not enter into naraka lokam or return to samsAram.
PrAyaScitta prapatti (not for moksham) can also be done to overcome the sins from
pApams accumulated consciously. This prapatti is called punaH prapadanam.
dehAtma brahmam, svAtmA svAtantryam and bhAgavatApacAram are the main
causes for the generation of buddhi pUrvaka pApams. They have to be avoided at all
costs by a prapannan until he shakes off his mortal coils.

19.

sthAnaviSeshAdhikAram::

The conclusion is advanced that the fittest place of residence for the prapannan to
perform his kaimkaryams is the place, where the bhAgavatAs reside and make that
place a veritable divya desam. That place will be equal to SrI VaikuNTham as a place
of residence (vaikuNTha sadrsa vAsassthalam).
PeriyAzhvAr refers to the fact that one should consider himself as extremely
fortunate to live in the places, where ParamaikAntis reside (Periya Tirumozhi: 4.4.7).
MahA bhArata Slokam also instructs us to reside in places, where AcAryAs are
worshipped and sadhu janams flock:

gurvae yÇ puJyNte saxuv&Äa> zmaiNvta>,
vStVy< tÇ yu:maiÉ>

.

gurava: yatra pujyante sAdhuvrttA: SamAnvitA: |
vastavyam tatra yushmAbhi: ||

20.

niryANAdhikAram:

The way in which the jIvan of a prapannan exits the body with bhagavat sankalpam
without any restrictions of deSam or kAlam is the topic of this chapter.
niryANam or utkrAnti means exiting. In this case, it is the exiting of the jIvan from
the body, where it resided. From the time of performing prapatti to niryAyaNa
kAlam, six mistakes have to be avoided so that there is no delayed exit for the jIvan
from the body. These six hindering factors to be avoided are:
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•

ahankAra mamakArams,

•

bhAgavata apacArams,

•

ruci in prayojanAntarams,

•

devatAntara sambandham,

•

buddhi daurbalyam and

•

upayAntara pratyASai.

These will extend the life in samsAram although the moksham at the end is not
affected as a result of the mokshArtha prapatti done earlier. There is only time
delay that is experienced.
PerumAL blesses the prapannan to get rid of the ahankAra-mamakArams.
PrAyaScittams remove the ill effects of buddhi pUrvaka apacArams.
For those with ruci in prayojanAntaram (phalans other than moksham after prapatti
due to prArabda karmA-s), SrIman nArAyaNan blesses the prapannan with the
bhogams that he hankers after and then saves him by encouraging to do
prAyaScittams.

Our

Lord

will

not

punish

the

prapannan

with

ahitams

(inauspiciousness). He will only give light punishments (loss of wealth, sufferings from
loss of kin etc) and bring the erring prapannan back into the fold. He will also provide
the erring prapannan with vivekam (discriminative intellect) to desist from
durAcAram.
If one develops devatAntara sambandham, SrIman nArAyaNan will not abandon the
prapannan. He will unite the erring prapannan with paramaikAnti and make the
prapannan feel ashamed over his leanings.
For those with buddhi daurbalyam (feebleness of mind) and icchai in upAyAntaram
(pursuit of means other than prapatti), Our Lord will grow their MahA viSvAsam and
transform the erring prapannans into a pUrNa prapatti nishThar.
In the case of the prapannan, PerumAL stays away from nigraha sankalpam; He
blesses the prapannan with anugraha sankalpam; He hastens to bless him with SrI
VaikuNTha vAsam; He prolongs the desire for moksham in the prapannan and hastens
the prapannan’s desire for moksham; He grants him the moksham as his body falls
down; He distributes the puNyams and pApams of the prapannan among friends and
virodhis; He lowers the niyamams at the time of deha vyoham and finally initiates
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the niryANa kramam by entering the jIvan in the path of mUrdhanya nADi (brahma
nADi) and leads the prapanna jIvan via arcirAdi mArgam to SrI VaikuNTham (aham
smarAmi madbhaktam nayAmi paramAm gatim – VarAha bhagavAn in varAha carama
Slokam). antaryAmi brahman (hArdan) leads the prapanna jIvan upward with a
sUkshma SarIram to SrI VaikuNTham, where, as a mukta jIvan, he enjoys niradiSaya
bhogam (antamil pErinbam) and performs nitya (eternal), niravadya (blemishless)
kaimkaryam to the divya dampatis at SrI VaikuNTham.
In this adhikAram, the exit of the jIvan from the body until it enters the brahma
nADi is described.
The next chapter covers the journey of the jIvan via the arcirAdi mArgam to SrI
VaikuNTham, the Supreme abode of the Lord.

21.

gativiSeshAdhikAram:

The glorious way in which the prapanna jIvan travels by the arcirAdi mArgam to
Paramapadam is described here.
The Lord facilitates the entry of the jIvan from its former home (sthUla
SarIram/brahmapuram)

into

brahma

nADi

and

initiates

the

journey

via

devayAna/arcirAdi mArgam. During the travel by the path of light (arcirAdi
mArgam), the jIvan receives many upacArams from the AtivAhikAs/ arcirAdi
devatAs at assigned stations. These AtivAhikAs are:
Agni (the deity of the day), Sukla paksha devatA, the deity of uttarAyaNa, the
samvatsara devatA (the deity of the year), vAyu, Aditya, the Moon, the
vaidyutapurushan, VaruNa, Indra and prajApati.
The jIvan arrives finally at the banks of the celestial VirajA river and casts aside
his sUkshma deham (subtle body), crosses the VirajA river and takes on an aprAkrta
deham (non-material body) to enter the gates of SrI VaikuNTham. Many mukta
jIvans and nitya sUris await him there and offer their maryAdais through their
kaimkaryam of brahmAlankAram. Now the mukta jIvan arrives at the foot of the
throne of SrI VaikuNThanAthan and enjoys His sevai to his heart’s content. The
mukta jIvan manifests its nija svarUpam (true nature) andeight divine qualities and
enjoys the kaimkarya sAmrAjyam. Paramapada nAthan welcomes the just arrived
mukta jIvan with a fond embrace and blesses him to reside eternally under the cool
shade of His sacred feet.
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22.

paripUrNabrahmAnubhavAdhikAram:

The enjoyment of moksha sAmrAjyam after arriving at Paramapadam and the
performance of nitya, niravadya (blemishless) kaimkaryams there are the topics of
this adhikAram.
After the welcome by the Lord, the mukta jIvan engages in the performance of the
above kaimkaryams for the Lord and His divine consort. He enjoys niradiSaya
bhogam (antamil pErinbam/paripUrNa brahmAnandam) equal to that of the Lord
Himself at SrI VaikuNTham. He enjoys the sAyujya moksham, the highest level of
moksham. This mukta jIvan never returns to the samsAra maNDalam thereafter.
The mukta jIvan enjoys j~nAnam and bhogam on a par with his Lord. The unique
dharmams belonging to the Lord alone are not shared by the mukta jIvan or nitya
sUris. These asAdhAraNa dharmams for the Lord are:
•

jagat kAraNatvam (cause for the creation of the world and its beings),

•

mokshapradatvam (power to grant moksham),

•

sarvAdhAratvam (being the basis of the Universe and its beings),

•

sarva niyantrtvam (directing the beings of the world) and

•

sarva Seshitvam (being the Master of all).

The asAdharaNa dharmams for the mukta jIvan are:
•

Adheyatvam,

•

vidheyatvam and

•

Seshatvam.

The muktan attains j~nAna-bhoga-parama sAmyam with the Lord (sarva Seshi) and
enjoys the ubhaya vibhUtis. He never returns to material world as attested by the
Sruti vAkyam: “anAvrtti SabdAt”.
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B. STRIKARANA BHAGAM (CHAPTERS 23-26)
This bhAgam answers the objections raised in the 22 chapters of arthAnuSAsana
bhAgam and establishes the meanings behind the responses through the material
housed in the four chapters of the strIkaraNa bhAgam:
•

siddhopAyaSodhanAdhikAram,

•

sAdhyopAyaSodhanAdhikAram,

•

prabhAvavyavasthAdhikAram and

•

prabhAvarakshAdhikAram

23.

siddhopAyaSodhanAdhikAram:

The confusions about EmperumAn, the siddhopAyam, who is the most prominent
among the tattvams to be understood and the removal of those confusions are the
topics covered in this adhikAram.
A discussion on the three ways to overcome the nigraha sankalpam of the Lord, who
is angry at the jIvans over their trespasses of the bhagavat SAstrams is provided.
These three topics covered in this chapter are:
•

ISvaran’s guNams of svAtantryam and sahaja kAruNyam and answers for the
confusion over them caused by the distorting arguments of the kuyukti vAdis

•

The confusions over the Sesha-Seshi bhAva sambandham (the relation
between the Lord and the jIvan) and clarifications of these confusions

•

The explanations to remove the confusions about the “patNi” Sabdam linked
to the “SrImat” Sabdam.

The reasons are given in this chapter to reject the petty and distracting arguments
of kevala yukti vAdis and the recommendation is made to cut all of our relationships
with these vAdis known for their alpa j~nAnam. The 91 st e-book of Sundarasimham
series on Swamy Desika sahasra nAmams related to rahasya traya sAram
(www.sadagopan.org) has detailed discussions on the cardinal points about the
siddhopAya SodhanAdhikAram (nAmAs 909- 925).
In the introductory Slokam of this adhikAram, Swamy Desikan elaborates on the
essential nature of the Supreme Being, the siddhopAyan this way:
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yugpdiol< àTy]e[ Svt> stt< ivdn!
inrvix-dya-idVyaedNvan! AzKy-ivvijRt>,
jlix-sutya sax¡ devae jgTpirpalyn!
prmpué;> isÏaepay> àtIòÉrSstam!.
yugapadakhilam pratyaksheNa svata: satatam vidan
niravadhi-dayA-divyodanvAn aSakya-vivarjita: |
jaladhi-sutayA sArdham devo jagatparipAlayan
paramapurusha: siddhopAya: pratIshTabhara: satAm ||

Meaning:
The Supreme ParamAtman, who by his own nature knows everything directly, and
always witnesses all entities directly is an ocean of infinite compassion, and is capable
of accomplishing all things that he wills. He together with Goddess MahAlakshmi is
the protector of this Universe and the redeemer of humanity.
He is the self-realized means of protection, and He takes upon himself the burden
of protection of those aspirants who entrust Him with that burden of protection.
In this verse, the essentials of the siddhopAya have been expounded.
krpA viSishTa ISvaran (krshNam dharmam sanAtanam) is the dharmam, which is
forever siddham. He is forever ready to drench us with His dayA. He is therefore
recognized as siddhopAyam. The SodhanA is to examine the confusions caused by
alpa j~nAnis and provide answers to their objections.

24.

sAdhyopAyaSodhanAdhikAram:

The confusions about the sAdhyopAyams of bhakti and prapatti and the removal of
those confusions and misunderstandings are covered in this chapter.
The objections (Akshepam-s) and the answers (samAdhAnam-s) to them are
important areas to study to avoid the pitfalls of viparIta j~nAnam about the glorious
upAyams of bhakti and prapatti yogams for gaining moksham.
In this adhikAram, Swamy Desikan has established prapatti as the independent and
direct means (upAyam) for moksham and that bhakti yogam as well as prapatti yogam
serve as upAyams for attaining the Supreme Being by two different kinds of
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adhikAris. Swamy Desikan cleared up all the common confusions about the validity of
prapatti through raising nine objections against prapatti and provided clear answers
for all of them.
The two e-books (76th e-book in the ahobilavalli series entitled, “nikshepa rakshA”
and “Srimad rahasya traya sAram - Desika sahasra nAmam” - nAmAs 926-942 in the
91st e-book in the Sundarasimham series, at www.sadagopan.org) house many details
on the doctrines covered in the sAdhyopAyaSodhanAdhikAram of rahasya traya
sAram. Please refer to them to study the sound samAdhAnams offered by Swamy
Desikan for the AkshEpams of opponents’ of true svarUpam of prapatti and bhakti
yogams as the two sure means for moksham.
In his SrI sUkti of “nikshepa rakshA”, Swamy Desikan raises the nine objections
against prapatti and answered them all clearly and establishes the validity of
prapatti in an unassailable manner. After vindicating prapatti as an independent and
direct upAyam for moksham, Swamy Desikan has established that bhakti and
prapatti yogams are equally valid upAyams for gaining moksha sukham and are meant
for two different kinds of adhikAris based on the authority of scriptures and the
upadesams of revered pUrvAcAryAs.

25.

prabhAvavyavasthAdhikAram:

This is a chapter to define clearly the glories of prapatti without exaggeration or
diminution.
The 25th and the 26th chapters of SRTS are complementary in nature. In this 25 th
chapter, Swamy Desikan deflates the exaggerated views about prapatti and in the
26th chapter, he advances arguments against the views that underestimate the
greatness of prapatti as an upAyam for moksham. Swamy Desikan uses the two
chapters to understand prapatti in its true form without the distortions caused by
convex or concave lenses. He describes the noble upAyam as it is without conflict
with SAstrams. Some of the overenthusiastic exaggerations are:
•

Prapannan is lifted up to a higher jAti after prapatti even if he was born in a
lower jAti

•

The sins acquired knowingly by a prapannan will not stick to him and he does not
need to do anything about them

•

The left over eaten by a prapannan is sacred
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•

There is no forgiveness through prAyaScittams for consciously acquired sins
after prapatti.

Swamy Desikan rejects these exaggerations based upon the enthusiasm of those
who wish to glorify of prapatti beyond what it is and “sets all overtones right”.

26.

prabhAvarakshAdhikAram:

The chapter protects the glories of prapatti from those who downplay it. He
safeguards the vaibhavam of prapatti and refutes the views that deflate it. Swamy
Desikan reminds us on the importance to observe prapatti without diminishing its
vaibhavam even by an iota. He salutes the tapas of prapatti (nija bhara nyAsa
abhidhAnam) accepted as being superior to many dharmams as dAnam, yaj~nam et al
with its power to destroy sins and declares even a drop of the glorious ocean of
prapatti can be described adequately by the Veda vAkyams (tat bhUma arNava
leSavarNanam api prAcAm vAcAm na padam).

C. PADAVAKYAYOJANA BHAGAM (CHAPTERS 27-29)
In this third part of SRTS, the significance of the terms (padams) and the several
constructions of the terms (vAkyams) constituting the three rahasyams (mUla
mantram, dvayam and carama Slokam) are analyzed.

27.

mUlamantrAdhikAram:

The meanings of the padams, vAkyams of the tirumantiram (ashTAksahram) and the
ways to link them to gain their overall purport are indicated. The condensed meaning
of tirumantiram is:
SrIman nArAyaNan is the sarva loka rakshakan. He is never separated from His
PirATTi. He blesses all with good j~nAnam and shows them the sadgati. He has the
most beautiful tirumEni and is the abode of all auspicious guNams. He is the Creator
of all. He stays as the upAyam and phalan for the cetanams. He is the AdhAram for
cetanams and acetanams and stays inside them as their antaryAmi. The jIvAtma is
j~nAna svarUpan. He has j~nAnam as his attribute. He is different from ISvaran
and the acetanams. He is the unconditional servant of the Lord and PirATTi alone.
He is not the Master of anything. He stays under the influence of SrIman
nArAyaNan. He has no independence of his own. The jIvAtmA of these attributes will
perform nitya kaimkaryam to SrIman nArAyaNan.
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tirumantiram is celebrated for its glory by Upanishad, Smrtis and Kalpa granthams.
Among the three vyApaka mantrams about the Lord (tirumantiram, shaTaksharam
and dvAdaSAksharam), tirumantiram stands unique. It is sarva veda sAram. It
banishes all the inauspiciousness. It grants all the desired phalans. It assists in
uniting all upAyams and make them favorable to the sAdhakan. Members of all jAtis
can recite it according to their adhikAram in the Vaidika or tAntrika mode. It
reveals the meanings of the three tattvams. Without any sahakAram from the other
mantrams, it blesses one with all phalans. All mUrti-s of BhagavAn SrIman
nArAyaNan can be approached through this mantram.
One who has gained clarity from this mantram can not be shaken up by the vAdams
of the nAstikAs or Para mata vAdins. After gaining a clear j~nAnam about this
mantram, the adhikAri will have the mind set of a sthita praj~nan and will not be
elated by joyous events or depressed by the sad events. This tirumantiram alone is
capable of revealing what a mumukshu needs to understand about the tattvams and
upAyams for moksham. Tirumantiram has the power to bless a prapannan who
performed prapatti with mahA viSvAsam with limitless phalans. The power of
tirumantiram as a grantor of every kind of boon has been sung by Tirumangai AzhvAr,
who received direct upadesam on this mantram from SrIman nArAyaNan Himself.
Those who perform japam on this mantram and reflect on the deep meanings of this
mantram will possess all Atma guNams, eight kinds of bhakti-s, ashTa aiSvaryams,
ashTAnga yogam and tranquility.
Detailed meanings of tirumantiram and its parts (praNavam, “namaH” Sabdam,
“nArAyaNa” Sabdam, “Aya” Sabdam of the fourth case) are assembled in this
adhikAram.
Swamy Desikan points out that the pUrvAcAryAs have provided ten interpretations
(yojanais) based on using tirumantiram as one vAkyam or two vAkyams or three
vAkyams. Two, three and five meanings respectively have been given for
tirumantiram based on its treatment as one vAkyam or two or three vAkyams. The
ten yojanais for the tirumantiram, the clarification of the doubts about
tirumantiram and its glories have been extensively covered in the three separate ebooks of the Sundarasimham series (www.sadagopan.org). These are:
•

Tirumantira curukku (e-book # 24 ),

•

pradhAna satakam (e-book # 27),

•

virodha parihAram (e-book # 107).

•

The

40th

www.sadagopan.org
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e-books
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of

www.sadagopan.org named citra sAram also presents the doctrines on the
three rahasyams in an uniquely graphic manner.
•

The 86th e-book in SrI HayagrIvan series www.Sadagopan.org of has an
elaborate commentary on the tirumantrAdhikAram of Swamy Desikan’s
Chillarai rahasyangal of sAra sAram.

•

Also eBook # 85 in www.sadagopan.org has the synopsis (VivaraNam) of the
tirumantiram as expounded by SwAmi nigamAnta mahAdeSikan.

28.

dvayAdhikAram:

The meanings of the padams, vAkyams of the dvaya mantram and the ways to link
them together to gain the overall insights.
dvaya mantram elaborates on the meanings of tirumantiram. It originates from the
kaThavalli Sruti. Two mantrams from there have been united to form this mantram.
Hence, it is called dvayam. It came to us by the way of pAncarAtra Agamam. It is a
prapatti mantram. This mantram has to be received with reverence from a
sadAcAryan. One has to perform self-surrender using this mantra ratnam. AcArya
RaamAnuja has revealed the glory of this mantram with his upadesam that the
uccharaNam of dvayam in any manner will grant the moksha phalan. This mantram
covers the three amSams of SaraNyan, SaraNAgati and the phalan arising from the
performance of the SaraNAgati. In view of this coverage of all these three amSams,
the dvaya mantram is the most celebrated mantram.
The clarity embedded in the dvaya mantram is striking and is not found elsewhere.
The tirumantiram has these meanings in a condensed manner. AcArya RaamAnuja has
covered the sampradAya meanings of dvaya mantram in a magnificent manner in his
SaraNAgati gadyam.

29.

caramaSlokAdhikAram:

The meanings of the padams, vAkyams and the ways to link them together to gain
the various meanings of carama Slokam are assembled in this adhikAram.
The carama Slokam was revealed by Lord PaarthasArathi as GeetAcAryan to the
dejected and confused Arjuna in the battle field of Kuru Kshetram. It has been
celebrated as the uttama Slokam by our pUrvAcAryAs and is considered by them to
have the meaning of SaraNAgati trusted by the loka rIti and the faith generated
by the Vedams (loka-veda-padavI-viSvAsita artham). The integrated meaning of the
carama Slokam covers its seven bhAgams:
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(1)

Meaning of “sarva dharmAn parityjya” section

Oh cetanam! You have limited j~nAnam (alpa j~nAnam), limited Sakti (alpa Sakti).
You live for a limited time on this earth (parimita kAlavarti). You are impatient about
the delay in gaining moksham (vilamba kshaman). Other upAyams cannot be
understood by you or practiced by you. These upAyAntarams like bhakti yogam also
yield phalans in a delayed manner. Do not waste your time roaming in these difficult
paths.

(2)

The meaning of “mAm ekam”

I am sarva Sulabhan (easily accessible to all). I am the refuge for all the beings of
the world (sarva loka SaraNyan). I have all the guNams to protect all (SaraNyatvaupayukta-sarvAkAra-viSishTan). Therefore use Me alone as upAyam for moksham.

(3)

The meaning of “SaraNam vraja:”

Perform the bharanyAsam with its five angams (anga pancaka sampanna AtmarakshA
bhara samarpaNam) at My tiruvaDi.

(4)

The meaning of “tvA”

You will then become one who has performed the anushThAnam of prapatti and
thereby become the krta krtyan and dear to Me and worthy of My protection. You
will become very dear to me through your upAya anushThAnam.

(5)

The Meaning of “aham”

The dayA, I have for you is limitless. I have started to bless you with My grace. I am
the One, who receives the phalan for My action. There is no upper limit to My
svatantram. My sankalpam alone is the sahakAri for My action. I am the One, who is
the receiver of the phalan for My action.

(6)

The Meaning of “sarva pApebhyo mokshayishyAmi”

The assembly of virodhis you have are of various kinds and huge. You cannot destroy
them. I will destroy them to their roots. Afterwards, they won’t follow you. I will
bless You with the bhogams to enjoy that are equal to my own. When you enjoy Me
fully in this manner, I will bless You and feel happy over granting you further with
sarva deSa – sarva kAla - sarvAvastocita-sarva vidha kaimkaryams.

(7)

The Meaning of “mA Suca:”

Therefore please do not grieve over anything anymore.
The following e-books in www.sadagopan.org portal will be of interest to learn
about rahasya traya sAram in general and carama Slokam in particular:
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A. Sundarasimham e-books series
1) carama Sloka curukku: 20th e-book
2) GeetArtha sangraham: 30th e-book
3) SaraNagati dIpikai: 57th e-book
4) rahasya navaneetam: 68th e-book
5) rahasya Padavee: 69th e-book
6) SaraNAgati (in Tamil): 71st e-book
7) desika darsanam: 74th e-book
8) SrImat rahasya traya sAram (desika sahasra nAmam): 91st e-book
9) Virodha ParihAram: 107th e-book
B. Ahobilavalli e-book series
10) nikshepa RakshA: 76th e-book
(11 to 13) rahasya traya sAram: e-books 91, 92 and 93
C. Sri HayagrIivan e-book series
(14, 15) rahasya sandeSam and VivaraNam: e-books 2 and 3
16) rahasya traya sAram (Tamil): e-book 8
17) rahasya Maatrukai: e-book 10
18) rahasya ratnAvaLi: e-book 18
19) rahasya traya cuLakam: e-book 24
(20, 21) rahasya ratnAvaLi hrdayam: e-book 81
(22, 23) citra sAram: e-books 40 and 41

D. SAMPRADAYAPRAKRIYA BHAGAM (CHAPTERS 30-32)

30.

AcAryakrtyAdhikAram:

The explanations about the fit and unfit ones to receive the upadesams of a
sadAcAryan are covered here.
In the last three chapters, Swamy Desikan expounded the detailed meanings of the
three rahasyams. Now, he focuses on the important role of the AcAryan in
preserving, protecting and transmitting this precious sampradAya knowledge that
he has been blessed to receive from his own AcAryAs. The handing over of the satsampradAya knowledge to a deserving disciple is emphasized as an important duty
of an AcAryan before he ascends to Paramapadam. Swamy Desikan points out the
need for extra vigilance of instructing undeserving and ill qualified SishyAs on the
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esoteric teachings of these three rahasyams in this Kali yugam. Swamy Desikan
concludes this chapter with the grateful acknowledgment that the three rahasyams
and their inner meanings were taught by his revered AcArya sArvabhauman, KiDambi
AppuLLAr and that he has taken pains to pass it on to the Sishya paramparai.

31.

SishyakrtyAdhikAram:

The duties of a Sishyan who cannot ever repay the AcAryan for the great upAkAram
rendered by the AcAryan are described.
While the last adhikAram focused on the responsibilities of an AcAryan to instruct
a sat-Sishyan, this chapter emphasizes on the duties and the behaviour of a Sishyan
seeking this j~nAnam. Unassailable AcArya bhakti (aSithila guru bhakti:),
celebration of the vaibhavam of the AcAryan (AcArya praSamsA) sincere siSrUshai
to the AcAryan and respect for the family and property of AcAryan (AcArya vastuvAstu-Adike api pracura bahumati) and protection of the rahasya sArArthams
received from the revered AcAryan are some of the cardinal duties of the ideal
Sishyan.
Swamy Desikan concludes this adhikAram with a most powerful appeal for the
Sishyan’s duties to celebrate his AcAryA-s and points out that the SishyA-s can
never repay their AcAryA-s for their inestimable anugraham of lighting the j~nAna
dIpam inside them. He praises the AcAryan for chasing away the darkness of
aj~nAnam that enveloped the minds of the SishyA-s and reminds us about the
supreme importance of praising the vaibhavam of one’s AchAryan:
ஏற்றி மனத்து எழில் ஞானவிளக்கை இருளகனத்தும்
மாற்றினவர்க்கு ஒரு கைம்மாறு ைாணைில்லான்

பபாற்றி உைப்பதும் புந்தியில் கைாள்வதும் கபாங்குபுைழ்

சாற்றி வளர்ப்பம் சற்றல்பலவா முன்னம் கபற்றதற்பை.

E. ERRi manattu ezhil j~nAna viLakkai iruL anaittum
mARRinavarkku oru kaimmARu mAyanum kANakillAn
pORRi ukappatum puntiyil koLvatum pongu pukazh
sARRi vaLarpatum caRRalavO munnam peRRataRkkE.
Swamy Desikan recognizes the sadAcAryan as one on whose tongue Lord HayagrIvan
is seated on His throne and that he will not consider any devatA as being equal or
superior to this AcAryan (adhyAsIna turanga vaktra vilasat jihvAgra simhAsanAt
AcAryAt iha anyAm devatAm samadhikAm na manyAmahe).
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32.

nigamanAdhikAram:

The adhikAram sums up the messages from all the topics covered in the previous 31
chapters and concludes the upadesams on the three rahasyams.
After recapitulating all his upadesams housed in the four bhAgams of the SrI sUkti
of SrImad rahasya traya sAram, Swamy Desikan assembles the meanings of all these
chapters like a precious necklace made up of lovely gems. He points out that it is not
easy to comprehend the subtleties (sUkshmams) of dharmam. No harm will however
come to us if we follow the timeless path of the sages and AcAryAs, who follow the
strict path shown by Srutis and smrtis and do not swerve from those paths. Travel
along those paths will lead one to the arcirAdi mAargam to enter SrI VaikuNTham
and enjoy kaimkarya sAmrAjyam and paripUrNa brahmAnandam there without any
possibility of returning to the samsAra maNDalam.
A clear comprehension of the upadesams of Swamy Desikan and the sadAcAryAs
that follow Him would help us realize the indispensability of holding on to the sacred
feet of Sriya:pati, SrIman nArAyaNan, during the upAya and phala dasais (stages of
seeking the means of moksham and the fruits there of). Swamy Desikan has explained
the esoteric doctrines relating to the three rahasyams and their links to artha
pancakam, tattva trayam, the two upAyams for moksham and the glories of prapatti
precisely with the help of Sruti, smrti, VedAnta sUtrams, AzhvAr aruLiccheyalkaLs,
upamAs and upAkhyAnams.
Swamy Desikan is confident that an AstIka with sharp intellect, vairAgyam and
modesty along with utter faith in the Srutis will follow the path laid out by our
eternal sat-sampradAyam described in the SrI sUkti of Srimad rahasya traya
sAram. Such a person’s mind will be pure from the pursuit of sat-sampradAyam
gained from his AcAryan. He will not seek alpa phalans (satrNeshu aSaktaH) and will
always seek auspicious gains (sat-arthI). He will not have jealousy (anabhyasUyuH)
and will follow the everlasting glorious path described in this SrI sUkti.

AaStIKyvan! inizt buiÏrn_ysUyu>
sTs<àday pirzuÏmna> sdwIR,
s»et ÉIitriht> st&[e:vs´>
sÖtRnImnuivxaSyit zañtI— n>.
AstIkyavAn niSita buddhiranabhyasUyu:
satsampradAya pariSuddhamanA: sadarthI |
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sanketa bhIti rahita: satrNeshvasakta:
sadvartanIm anuvidhAsyati SASvatIm na: ||
At the end of this nigamanAdhikAram, Swamy Desikan performs sAtvIka tyAgam
and states that Lord HayagrIvan appeared as his AcAryan and performed the
upadesam and wrote it down on his mind . Our AcAryan asks a rhetorical question
here and asks how can there ever be any defect in this grantham, which arose from
such a divine source? Swami Desikan continues and says that he will not be elated if
the intelligent ones praise the vaibhavam of this grantham or the jealous ones reject
this grantham:
வெள்ளை பரிமுகர் தேசிகராய் ெிரகால் அடித
ில் இடடனம்

ாம்

உள்ைத்து எழுேி

து ஓளை

வகாள்ைத் துணி

ினும் வகாது என்று இகழினும் கூர்மேி

ாம் இேற்க்வகன்
ீர்

எள்ைத்ேளன உகொது இகழாது எம் எழில் மேித

veLLaip parimukhar tesikarAi virakAl aDiyOm
uLLattu ezhutiyatu Olaiyil iTTanam yAm itaRkken
koLLat tuNiyinum kOtu enRu ikazhinum kUrmatiyIr
eLLattanai ukavAtu ikazhAtu em ezhil matiyE.
Swamy Desikan describes his contented state of mind after completion of this SrI
sUkti this way:
எட்டும் இரண்டும் அறியாத எம்கம இகவ அறிவித்து
துகை கவாண்ணாத இைம் தரும் எங்ைள் அம மாதவனார்
முட்ை விகனத் திரள் மாள முயன்றிடும் அஞ்சல் என்றார்
ைட்டு எழில் வாசைத்தால் ைலங்ைா நிகல கபற்றனபம

eTTum iraNDum aRiyAta emmai ivai aRivittu
eTTa voNNAta iDam tarum engaL am mAdavanAr
muTTa vinait tiraL mALa muyanRiDum ancal enRAr
kaTTu ezhil vAcakattAl kalankA nilai peRRanamE.

Meaning:
We are the simpletons who do not know that the sum of eight and two is ten or we
are the ignorant ones who do not know about the eight lettered tirumantiram or
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the dvayam, with the two parts and carama Slokam. Our Lord Maadavan, the
moksha sukha dhAyakan, out of His infinite grace blessed us with the knowledge
about these three rahasyams through His sadAcAryans and made it possible for us
to reach the unattainable SrI VaikuNTham readily. He destroyed our mighty
bundles of sins at the conclusion of our upAya anushThAnam. Through His powerful
carama Sloka vAkyams (sarva pApebhyo mokshayishyAmi, mA Suca:) made us enjoy
the blissful, worry free state.
May we all learn the sacred doctrines covered by Swamy Desikan in Srimad rahasya
traya sAram under the sacred feet of a sadAcAryan and live in a state of nirbharam
and nirbhayam and perform bhagavat-bhAgavata-AcArya kaimkaryams befitting our
svarUpam as prapannAs.

#it kivtaikRkis<hSy svRtNÇSvtNÇSy ïImÖe»qnawSy
vedaNtacayRSy k«it;u ïImÔhSyÇysar> s<pU[R>
iti kavitArkika simhasya sarvatantra svatantrasya SrImadvenkaTanAthasya
vedAntAcAryasya krtishu SrImat rahasyatrayasAra: sampUrNa:

kivtaikRkis<hay kLya[gu[zailne,
ïImte ve»qezay vedaNtgurve nm>.
kavitArkika simhAya kalyANaguNaSAline |
SrImate venkaTeSAya vedAnta gurave nama: ||

Srimad Azhagiya Singar tiruvaDigaLE SaraNam
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with the tradition of Sri Vaishnavism and has, in addition. an
intimate knowledge of English, that he might undertake the
work. He complied with my request. completed the translation and handed it over to me. It is not possible for me to
thank him in adequate terms for having done so.
In getting the w. rk through the Press. I have received
great and enthusiastic elp from Sri K. V. Ramaswami, B. A.,
Assistant Secretary. Mettur Chemicals and Sri R. Natarajan,
B. 80.. Secretary of the Mettur Chemicals. I take this opportunity of expressing my deep gratitude to them.

I am also thankful to the Sree Vedanta Desika Sampradaya Sabha, Bombay for having kindly lent the block of
Sree Vedanta Desika appearing in the book.
My grateful thanks are due to Sri K. Vasudevan Nair,
Proprietor. The Literary Press, Salem who is well-known for
his deep interest in everything that concerns our religion, for
his ready and willing co-operation in the printing of the book
'
in his press.
Amman St-.
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INTRODUCTION
Life and Writings of 811' Vediz‘ntades'ika

Sri Venkatanatha or Vedantadesika, to use the name by which
he is more commonly known, was born at Th00ppil, a village near
Kaucheepuram, in 1268. His father was called Anantasuri and
his mother Totaramba. His maternal uncle was the renowned
Appullar, whose real name was Bamanuja. It is under him that
Vedantadesika learnt the Sastras. Appullar had studied Vedanta
under Nadathur Ammal (Varadacharya) along with Sudarsana
Bhatta, the author of S'rutaprakﬁsim, the splendid. commentary
on Ramanuja’s S'ri Bhr‘ishya. Appullar was the great-grandson of
Pranatartihara, the disciple of Sri Ramanuja, who was called
Vedanta Udayana for his proﬁciency in Vedanta. He had, there.
fore, personal knowletlge of Ramanuja’s religious teaching and
tradition.

Vedantadesika seems to have attracted the notice of Nadathur
Ammal by his precociousness. Before the age of twenty, he had
acquired a mastery of all the learning current in his days not only
in religion but in secular subjects as well. He states that his uncle,
Appullar, taught him with as much patience and care as a man
would teach a parrot to speak. Vedantadesika became so proﬁcient
in the composition of poetry and in the mastery of the science of
logic that he came to be called Kam’ Tifrkz‘ka Simha (the lion
among poets and logicians).
Three holy places are associated with Vedantadesika’s name
as having been his residences. One is Tiruvaheendrapuram in
South Arcot District, where, it may be presumed, he composed
some of his well-known Stotras or hymns like Gopﬁla Vims'ati
and Devanﬁyaka Panchr‘is'at in Sanskrit and Achyuta S'atakam
in Prakrit. He lived for many years at' Kaucheepuram. It is on
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the chief deity in Kancheepuram that Desika composed his
Varadarﬁja Panchﬁs'at in Sanskrit and his Attigiri Mﬁnmiyam
in Tamil.
Srirangam was, then, the centre of Vaishnavite culture and
learning and every one who had pretensions to a knowledge of
Visishtadvaitic phi1030phy and religion made it a point to stay there
as long as he could. Vedantadesika seems to have spent some
years of his life at Srirangam, gathering round him a band of
disciples who were greatly devoted to him. He says somewhere
that he had taught Vedanta (i. 6.) Sri th‘z‘shya, thirty times over.
He wrote also many treatises in Sanskrit and in Tamil in support
of the Vedantic system of Ramanuja and in refutation of rival
systems. It is no wonder that the title of Vedfintades'ika (or
Vedantacharya) was conferred on him, as he himself says, by the
Lord Sri Ranganatha.
Vedantadesika, or Desika, to use the
name by which
syrter
also he is often referred to, followed the us al custom of going on
pilgrimages to places in North India which are considered holy. It
was probably at Tirupati that he composed his Stotra called
Dayﬁs'atakam. It is said that he visited also Mathura, Brindavan,
Ayodhya and Banaras.
Desika chose to live a life of poverty. He would not seek the
patronage of the great as it might lead to a loss of independence.
It is said that the great Vidyaranya invited him to the court of
Vijayanagar assuring him of an honourable reception. But Vedantadesika would not consent. His reply to Vidyaranya called
Vaira‘gyapanchakam, which is in the form of ﬁve slokas in Sans.
krit, reveals his stern and austere independence of spirit.

By his extraordinary learning and exemplary way of life,
Vedantadesika won the admiration and reverence of all those who
were spiritually/.minded. Like Bamanuja before him, he was
blessed with a long life of strenuous, spiritual activity and died in
his one-hundredth year (1369).
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HIS WORKS
Sri Vedantadesika’s life was dedicated solely to study, to
teaching and to the composition of books and tracts. He is a
voluminous and versatile Writer who has left works in Sanskrit and
Tamil, in prose and in verse, and also in mam‘pravﬁlam, a kind of
Sanskritized Tamil. The number of his writings would come to a
hundred or more and only the more important of them are brieﬂy
mentioned below.
Vedantadesika reminds one of the English poet Milton. It is
well-known that Milton was a scholar in Greek, Latin and Italian,
besides his own language. English. His poetry was the poetry of
a scholar steeped in varied learning and a full and critical appreciation of his poems and prose writings is possible only to men of
learning. With just a few exceptions, all the poems of Milton are
on religious themes, as he had a lofty conception of the poet's art
and mission and would not care to dally in secular writing. He
Wrotea drama taking hi subject from the Old Testament of the
Bible. Milton wrote exte sively in prose also. both in English and
in Latin. He was also noted for the austerity of' his life, the
earnestness of hisTreligious convictions, and the stubborn independence of his character.
Sri Vedantadesika's
following heads

:-

works may be classiﬁed under the

SANSKBIT

l. Pomv

AND

ms

DRAMA:

Though Desika was wholly absorbed in the study and the
interpretation of Vedanta and of the religious tradition associated
with Sri Ramanuja, he had in him a genius for poetic composition
which could not be repressed. So, instead of writing on secular
subjects, he made his muse the handmaid of religion. With the
single exception of Subhﬁsha‘ta-neevi. which is a didactic poem
containing gnomic verses like the S'atakas of Bhartrihari, all his
poems have a religious background.

'
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When he wanted to write a Mahﬁkavya like Raghuvamsra, he
chose for his theme Sri Krishna's lite and composed his Yddava'.
bhyudayam in twenty-four cantos (or sargas). The playful
activities of Sri Krishna in his boyhood and youth lend themselves
easily to poetic delight. It is Desika’s peculiar feature as a poet to
incorporate philosophical and religious ideas even into his poems.
The great Advaitic teacher, Sri Appayya Dikshitar, has written a
commentary on this Mahc‘ik'doya.
Desika was an admirer of Kalidasa's genius as a poet and
wrote a_ Sandes'a Kﬁvya following his manner. This is Hamsa
Sandes'a. Sri Rama sends a message by a swan to Sits devi' at
Lanka where she has been imprisoned by Rav'ana. The ﬁrst part
consisting of sixty slokas describes the route that the swan should
take in its journey to Lanka. The religious bias of the poet makes
him speak with reverence of the holy places and shrines of South
India on this route. In the second part consisting of ﬁfty slokas
Sri Rama gives a description of the state 0 Bits in Lanka as he
visualises it in his imagination and this is f llowed by the message
which is to give her comfort and consolation. The poem is written
in the metre called Mandﬁkriz‘ntfi which Kalidasa had employed
with brilliant success in his Meghasandes'a.
Pc’zdukc‘isahasram is a poetical tour de force said to have been
composed in the course of a single night. The theme is the sandals

of Sri Ranganatha at Srirangam and the poem has one thousand
and eight slokas in varied metres and is partly in praise of Sri
Rama’s sandals which were taken by Bharata to Ayodhya and
which are identiﬁed with Sri Banganatha’s.
THE DRAMA :

Krishnamisra, a gifted poet, wrote an allegorical drama called
Prabodhachaudrodaya on the Advaita Philosophy, wherein Prabo.
dhachandra or Juana brings about the deliverance of King Viveka
from the bondage oi samsc’zra into which he had been forced by
his enemies, Lust, Anger, and the like. In reply, as it were, to
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this play, Desika wrote an allegorical drama called Sankulpa
Suryodaya in ten acts. The war is between two sets of combutants, Viveka, Bhakti, and Spiritual Serenity (Santi) on one side
and Lust, Pride, Vanity and the like on the other. The hero is
Purusha or the ﬁrm and the ﬁnal deliverance of Purusha is brought
about by the victory of Viveka over Moha with the help of Vishnu.
bhakti.
2.

RELIGIOUS LYRICS

(Storms):

Vedantadesika has left a number of religious lyrics or Stotras
which have won the admiration of Sri Vaishnavas so much that
they are often repeated with great devotion during their gatherings.
These Stotras or religious lyrics are mainly on the gods worshipped
in Kancheepuram, Srirangam, Tirupati and Tiruvaheendtapuram.
Some of them are on Garuda. the Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess
of the Earth' and Goda the saintly daughter of Perialwar. '
Desika is said to have been an upzisaka of Bhagavan as
Hayagriva and has composed thirty.three slokas in His praise.

The ten avatars of Vishnu are described in ten slokas called
Das'avatﬁrastotram. After the Muslim raids in the 14th century,
Desika composed his Abheeti-stava, praying for succour to Sri
Ranganatha’s shrine and worshippers.

Dayﬁs'atakam consists of about one hundred slokas on the
Lord of Tirupati and on His mercy shown to the Jim, in varied
ways.

Varadarﬁjapanchc‘is'at, referred to before, has ﬁfty-one slokas
in praise of Sri Varadaraja of Kancheepuram.
Desika was. for some years, a resident at Tiruvaheendrapuram
where he was a staunch devotee of the god Devanatha, in whose
praise he composed ﬁftythree slokas called Dwana'yakapanchﬁslat.
Desika was a profound admirer of Sri Ramanuja whose works
he studied again and again with reverence and also taught to others.
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In Yatiraja-saptati, he has expressed his boundless admiration
and reverence and also his indebtedness to Sri Ramanuja. The

poem has seventy slokas.

One of the ﬁnest of these lyrics is Gopiilam'ms'afi on Sri
Krishna. Desika's poetic style is generally that of a scholar and is
not easily understood by the ordinary reader. But in Gopr‘ila
vims'ati, his deep and fervent devotion has enabled him to visualise
Sri Krishna and sing his praise in s'lokas which are lucid and
delightful and can be understood even by the beginner of Sanskrit
studies.
3.

VEDANTA.

"

It'is in the discussion of subjects connected with Vedanta that

Vedautiades'ika excelled. He had studied the philosophical writings
of Sri Sankaracharya and others and 'was a master. as has already
been stated. of Visishtadvaita as taught by Sri Ramannja. He
dedicated his life, it may be said without .y exaggeration, to the
prOpagation of Bamanuja’s gospel by allt e means in his power.
Being a subtle logician, he refuted rival systems of philos0phicul
thought in many of his writings and established the soundness of
Visishtadvaita from the point of view of S'rutis and of reason.

Tatvateeka: Sri Desika began an elaborate commentary on
Sr'i Bha'shyam but left it incomplete. It is only the commentary
up to the section dealing with the Mahasiddhanta that is now
available.

Adhikarargasﬁra‘vali is in 562 slokas and is a synopsis of Sri
th‘ishyam. Desika had a wonderful gift of expressing philosophical ideas concisely in Sanskrit verse giving the Poorvapaksha
and the Siddhﬁnta in each s'loka. In this work which is in the
metre called Sragdharti. Desika summarises the meaning of each
sﬁtra and of each adhikararga or section of Sri Ramanuja‘s commentary on the Brahma Sim-as giving. as a general rule, the
prime: facic view in the ﬁrst half of each added and the right
interpretation of the adhikaratga or siddhz‘mm in the second half.
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Tatvamuktﬁkalﬁpzi is a controversial work in Sanskrit verse,
and consists of 501 s'lokas. The Visishtadvaita philosOphy is sought
to be established as the only right system by a refutation of rival
views or theories. Here again, the ﬁrst half of each sloka expresses
the Poorvapaksha stating concisely the tenets of other systems and
the second the siddhc‘mta in connection with such topics as the
Jnda or non-sentient things. the Jim, the Nﬁyaka or Iswara and
buddhi, which are all dravya or substances and also adravya, those
which are not substances. Desika has left also a commentary of.
his own on this work called Sarm‘zrthasiddhi.
S’rztadooshargi is a controversial treatise in terse prose against
Desika ﬁnds a. hundred points of objection against
Advaita.
Advaita, but only sixty-six of them are extant in the texts that are
now available-

Nyiiya Paris'uddhi and Nyaya siddhﬁnjanam are treatises
on logic or nyc’iya as it should be understood. They are both
critical of the Vaiseshiisa and Nyaya schools of logic.

Seswara - mimﬁmsa: It is generally held that Jaimini, the
author of the PHr-va Mimamsc’i Sﬁtras. was an agnostic who had
no faith in the existence of God or Gods. In this work Desika’s
aim is to prove that J aimini did believe in the existence of gods.
Only a fragment of this treatise is, at present, available.
Nyc’tsa - vims'ati - Nz'ksheparaksha, Nyﬁsa-tilaka, Saralgc‘zgati
panchr‘israt, and N yc‘isa das'aka aim at establishing Prapattz’ as an
upiiya for moksha by refuting the arguments of those who hold
that bhaktz‘ alone is prescribed in the Sastras as the means for
attaining it. They describe also the manner of performingprapatti
and the potency of the upﬁya along with the qualiﬁcations which
make one competent for it.
4.

COMMENTARIES:

Desika has left commentaries on Isravﬁsyopanishad, on Alavandar’s Chatus's'lok? and his Stotra-ratnam, and on the three prose
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works of Sri Ramanuja, namely, Saram‘igatz’ gadyam, Sriranga
gadyam and Vaikunta gadyam.

Tiitparya chandrilzii is a scholarly commentary on Sri Ramanuja’s (Jim bhc‘ishyam. The author shows how Sri Ramanuja’s
interpretation of the verses of the Gitii is more apt and more in
accordance with reason than that of other commentators.
TA MIL.

Desika has composed many treatises in Tamil, most of them
being in verse. Among the verse compositions are Attigiri Mimmiyam already referred to and Mummam’kkovai which is on Sri
Devanatha of 'l‘iruvaheendrapuram.

Paramatabhangam expounds, in Tamil verse and in highly

Sanskritised Tamil prose, the doctrines of Visishtadvaita and
refutes some sixteen rival systems. It is also in support of the
l’ancharatra Agarnas and describes Sarauiiﬁati as an ujuiya.

S’rimad Rahasyatrayqsc’rra is, of course, one of his greatest
prose works. The Tamil prose in this work, as in others, hasa
large admixture of sanskrit words.
Desika has left also a large number of tracts on the prOper
code of conduct and Observances that a good Sri Vaishnava should
follow and likewise on the doctrines of Visislitadvaita.
SRIMAD RAHASYATRAYASARA

Visishtadvaitins, who are the followers of Sri Ramanuja,
consider the following as prammziis or sources by \\ hich knowledge
is
acquirtdz— (1) Puttyaksha or sense perception. Among the
._ _ .__._..._
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The above listIS by no means exhaustive The attention of the reader
who desires to have fuller information'IS invited to the articlein Sri Nrisimhapriya (Vol. 12 Sanchika 9 of the year Vijaya and the month Purattasii by
Vidwan Poundarikapuram Narasimhacharya Swami, Kancheepuram and to
Desika Prabhandham ( came“ L‘iaun'sgm) edited by Sri R. Kesava Ayyangar
and Sri Soumya Ramanujaehariar and published by Sri T Parthasarathi
Ayyangar, Advocate. Devakottai.
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senses or indriyas which provide us with knowledge are the sense
of sight, the sense of hearing, the sense of smell, the sense of taste
and the sense of touch. To these ﬁve should be added the mind
or manas which perceives such internal feelings as pleasure and
pain. (2) Anuma‘na or inference: Even without actual sense
perception. we sometimes acquire knowledge based on previous
perceptions. For instance, we have seen on many occasions that
wherever there is smoke, there is ﬁre. When, afterwards, we see
smoke rising on a. hill, we. at once, infer that there must be ﬁre on
that hill, though we do not actually see the ﬁre. Inference is.
always based on previous sense.perception. (3) The third source
of knowledge accepted by Visishtadvaitins is s'abda or verbal
authority or trustworthy utterance. Though I have never been to
London, I believe that there is a big city of that‘ name on the
evidence of those whom I consider intelligent and trustworthy.
In matters of religion, this verbal authority is found in the stastras.
They reveal to us what we cannot see or infer by ourselves. For
instance, they speak {1f the existence of God, who creates the
Universe, sustains it and dissolves or absorbs it into Himself. They
also tell us that our souls are eternal and are now in the bondage
of births and deaths owing to beginningless karma. They teach
us also how We can get rid of this bondage. Among these s'r'istras,
the foremost place is given to the four Vedas with their crowning
chapters called the Upanishads. These are called the S'mtis. Next
come the Sm 11t1s like those of M anu, Yagnavalkya, and Parasara
and also the Mahabharata with its great inset, The Bhagavad
Gita, and the Ramayana, and the Puranas, and likewise, the
Prabandhas of the Alvars. These smrit'is are valid sources of
knowledge so long as they do not state anything that is directly
opposed to the teaching of the S'rutis. The Brahma Sﬁtra's of
Badarayana are the result of a critical examination of the S'rutis
in regard to what they actually teach and are also authoritative.

The followers of Ramanuja accept also the validity of the
teaching contained in the Pancharatra Agamas. These Zgama's
have come down to us from time immemorial and are held by
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Visishtadvaitins to have been taught by the Supreme Being, Narayana Himself. Only some among these Zigamc’zs are now available to
us in print like Ahirbudhnya Samhitﬁ, Lakshmi Tantram, Sﬁtvata
Samhim, Poushkara Samhz‘tc‘i, Iswara Samhr‘tc‘i and Garudw
Samhitiz‘. The followers of ltamanuja do not ﬁnd any doctrine
or statement in these figamas which conﬂicts with the S'rutis.
Therefore they give a high place to them as to Srutis, so far as
religion and spiritual life are concerned.

It is on

a careful and critical examination of the knowledge
provided by these varied sources of knowledge, (pranu‘ugﬁs), that
Sri Ramanuja based his system of religious philOSOphy called
Visistadvaita. We get to know the doctrines and traditions connected with this system from his commentaries on the Brahma
Sittras of Badarayana called Sri Bhr‘cshyam, Védiinta Deepa and
Vedanta-sun: and also treatises called VEdZirthasangraha, Saram‘igati-gadyam, Vaikunta gadyam and S'riranga gadyam. In
regard to certain traditional beliefs and Observances based on the
Piiuchariitra ﬁgamas. Ramanuja has not left a clear and deﬁnite
expression of his views. Sri Vedantadesika, who came some one
hundred and ﬁfty years after him and who was steeped in the
religious lore and the religious discussions which had intervened
during this period, aims at giving a clear, complete and comprehensive exposition of Visishtadvaitic thought and tradition in his
S'rimad RahaSyatrayasEira.

The following is a brief summary of the teaching contained in
Rahasyatrayasiira on the more important doctrines of Ramanuja’s system of philosophy and of the religious and spiritual
tradition (sampradiiya) connectvd with him as understood by the
Northern School of Sri Vaishnavites (Vadagalais).
TATTVA
The intelligent man who is desirous of mokshd or deliverance
from the bondage of samsrzm or the cycle of births and deaths
should know the three kinds of tattviis or Reels (things that exist)
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and the relation in which they stand towards one another. Accord.
ing to Visishtadvaita, all existing things are real and none of them
is a mere illusory appearance.

There are three classes or kinds of existing things or reels.
(1) Chit by which are meant sentient beings which have consciousness, however low their level might be (2) Achit which means nonsentient things, which have no consciousness and which are all
modiﬁcations of matter or prakriti and (3) I swam who stands by.
Himself (being of different from the other two) as their Ruler and
Controller.
1.

CHIT

Chit is aclass name are name which indicates a group or
class of existing things. By Chit is meant Irma, soul or self. Its
essential nature (Svari‘rpa) or what distinguishes it from the other
two, achit and fswarg, may be described as follows :-- It is
different from the body. the senses, the mind. the vital breath
(pr-Ema) and intelligence (buddhz‘). It is ajada or incapable of
shining by itself ; its essential nature is bliss or ﬁnanda and jnﬁua
(consciousness or knowledge). It is eternal (nitya), atomic (mm)
and incapable of being perceived by the senses. It is indivisible
and has no parts or avayavas. Besides being of the nature of
knowledge (jm'ina), it possesses also jm‘ina or knowledge as an
attribute (dharma). This knowledge possessed by the self is called
dharmabhma jnzimr. The self or soul is subject to the control of
Iswara (niyr‘imya) and is also supported by Him (dharya). It is
s'ésha to Iswara (i. e) it exists solely for the fulﬁlment of His
purposes and not for itself.

It was said above that the self can shine by itself.

for
instance, can be seen only when it is lighted up by the ﬂame of a
lamp, but the ﬂame of a lamp shines by itself and does not require
any other light to help its being seen. 80 also the self shines or, in
other words. is felt or realised by the person without any other help.
The self is also conscious of itself as when a man says ‘ I '.
A pot,
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Pain, misery and the like are due to contact with the body.
This contact with the body has resulted from beginningless karma.
The self or iitmfi thinks that the pain is its own.

If the self is m’tya or eternal, it may be asked what birth and

death mean. The answer is that birth means contact acquired
with a body; death is separation from that body.

The s'astrc'is say that the self is mm or atomic and that at the
time of death, it leaves the body from the heart. Though the self
is atomic or inﬁnitesim ally small in size and conﬁned to one place,
namely the heart. it is able to perceive the pleasure or the pain in
every part of the body by means of the knowledge which it
possesses as an attribute (dharmabhﬁta jnﬁna). Dharmabhma
jm‘ma or attributive knowledge is capable of contraction and expansion (sankocha vikc’isal and can expand and reach everywhere.
The self has no parts or avayavas and cannot undergo change or
modiﬁcation (vikc‘ira). In this respect it is diﬁ'erent from achit or
material objects like pots and cloths and. cannot be burnt, cut,
cooled or otherwise modiﬁed. Advaitins hold that the self or soul
is consciousness or knowledge and does not possess knowledge as
an attribute (i e.) dharmabhata jm‘ina. This is wrong, for We
feel that we have knowledge and do not feel that we are jm‘ina or
consciousness alone.

Just as the self is a knower who possesses knowledge (jniitc'z').
it is also a doer (kartc‘z). one that wills and makes efforts and one
that experiences or enjoys (bhoktc‘i). It should be remembered in
this connection that will which acts or puts forth efforts and enjoy.
ment or experience are both only forms of knowledge.
The self is a deer but a deer that is ever subject to the control
of Iswara. It is supported by Iswara because it can have no existence except that due to His essential nature (svarﬁpa) and His will
(sankalpa). Taking the case of our own body and soul, the soul
supports the body and prevents it from disintegrating or falling
during sleep by its essential nature (svarﬁpa). During its waking
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moments, the soul keeps the body from falling by its will (sankalpa). So also in regard to the self as related to Iswara. It will
be explained later that the soul stands in the relation of body to
Iswara, who is its Inner Self.

The soul was stated before to be sresha to Iswara and-’toexist
only for His purposes. Houses, ﬁelds, sons, Wives and the likeare
S’GSha to a man and exist for the fulﬁlment of his purposes.
But
they can and do exist apart from him. The self, on the other
hand, is a s'esha to Iswara which cannot exist apart from Him.
It is inseparable from Him. So it is an inseparable attribute or
eis'eshmga 'of Iswara. In this respect the self is like the body of
a man in relation to his soul. The body may be deﬁned as that
which is supported by a self and is capable of being centrolled by
it, while existingfor the fulﬁlment of its purposes. In this sense
the self of every sentient being is the body of Iswara.

When Chit is said to be a class-name, what is meant is that
{itmiis or sentient beings are many. though all of them belong to
the class Chit. The self’s or souls may belong to any one of these
groups:— (1) those that are in the bondage of samsc‘im (baddhas)
(2) those that have obtained liberation from it (muktas) and
(3) those who are eternally free (m’tyas) (i.e.) who have never
been in samsr‘zra, such as Garuda and Adisesha.
Owing to contact with achit, (the body or mattter), the self
has avidyd (ignorance), karma and vﬁsanﬁs or past impressions,
tastes and aptitudes. When contact with achit ceases entirely,
avidya and the rest leave the self. The avidyc‘z and karma have
no beginning. Therefore their original cause is not to he enquired
into. What is of importance is to bring about their end.

The self’s, be they baddhas mum-as or m‘tyas, are innumerable.
Visishtadvaitiﬂs stoutly oppose the Advaitic View that there is
only asingle self enveloped in avidyti and that when this is realised,
the self becomes identical with Brahman, that there is nothing else
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but this Brahman. which is pure consciousness. and that all objects
in the Universe. around. above and below us, are mere illusory
appearances.

In the state of mukti, though souls or self’s are all alike and
perfectly resemble one another, yet there is difference among them
capable of being perceived by themselves.

The self or atmﬁ may be deﬁned as a conscious being that
solely exists for the fulﬁlment of Iswara's purposes (s'csha). Achit
or matter, too, exists for Iswara but it is not a conscious being.
The Jim who is conscious and has intelligence is not only a yesha
but a dﬁsa (servant) of God.

It was stated before that the

'

soari'ipa or essential nature of
the self is knowledge or consciousness and that it has knowledge as
an attribute or dharma. Is there any diﬂ'erence between these
two kinds of knowledge or jm‘ina, it may be asked. The knowledge which is svarﬁpa is incapable of contraction and espansion;
it does not light up anything other than itself; it is conscious of
itself (selﬁconscions). The knowledge which is an attribute is
capable of contraction and expansion and can light up other things
like pots, cloths, stars, men and so on to the self. It is capable of
all-pervasiveness in the state of mukti, though limited in its range
in the state of samsﬁra owing to past karma.
According to Visishtadvaita, knowledge is a substance or
dravya, because it is the seat of action and qualities. Knowledge.
though a substance, may also be an attribute or dharma as
dharmabhuta jm'ina is of the svamjm inﬁna. Attributive knowledge or dharntabhﬁta jnﬁna is eternal. In the state of sushupti
or dreamless sleep, it is dormant and does not spread out and reach
anything, as the senses are then inactive.
a
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II. ACHIT.
Achit or matter, in its diﬂ'erent forms or modiﬁcations, is
Without consciousness or knowledge. It is subject to changes in
its form (vikﬁra) though eternal as substance.
Achit is of three kinds :-- The ﬁrst kind of achit is called
prakriti or matter, such as we see around us in this world. It is
sometimes called also mis'rasattvam, because the quality of
sattvam is mingled in it with rajas and tamas. It is [zrakriti
which, by its contact with the bound self, conceals from it knowledge and‘ bliss; it is also the cause of erroneous knowledge. As
has already been said, it is eternal and is an accessory to Iswara’s
Icelﬁ or sportful activity. Sometimes it is called prakriti because
from it, other forms of matter are evolved (vikn’ti). It is also
called Maya, for it is the cause of a wonderful variety of creations.

Misrrasattvam is in twenty four forms :—prakrit£ (the root
cause or primordial matter), mahat the next stage of modiﬁcation,
ahankc‘zra, manas (mind), the ﬁve kinds of subtle elements
(tanmiitras), the ﬁve senses of knowledge, sight, smell, taste,
hearing and touch (Juanéndrz'yas); the ﬁve senses of action, hand.
leg, speech, the organs of excretion and sex (karmendriyﬁs), and
the ﬁve elements or bhutﬁs viz, earth, water, ﬁre, air and c'zkc‘isa
(space or ether). It is by mixing these twenty-four tattvc'is of achit
that Tswam creates the anda or world by Himself and through
Brahma. There are many such audits or worlds, which are all
within the region of Iswara’s ledc'i.
The second kind of achit is called s'uddhasattvam. It is so
called because it is sattva that is free from all admixture of rajas
and tamas. Suddhasattvam is a wonderful substance entirely
diﬂ‘erent from the matter or prakriti that we see around us. It is
eternal and capable of producing knowledge and bliss.’ By the
mere will of Bhagavan and constituted of s'uddhasattvam, towers,
palaces, assembly halls, groves, gardens and the like exist in the
region of eternal glory, (m'tya vibh‘ﬁti or Paramapada) which is
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form (vigraha) of His own in m’tyaw’bhﬁti. His chief queen
or consort is Lakshmi ; Bhumi and Neela are also His consorts.

Even as light‘is Opposed to darkness, Iswara is Opposed to
everything of the nature of change (vikzira) or of blemish (dosha).
He is inﬁnite in the sense that He is eternal in regard to time,
omnipresent or aleervasive in regard to space, and has all things
and all beings as His prakziras, modes or attributes which are
inseparable from Him. He is the inner self (antaryiz‘m?) of all
things and of all beings. Thus He is not limited from the point
of view of time, space, or objects.
be asked: “ If Iswara is within all things and all
beings, would He not be affected by their faults or blemishes ?"
The answer is: “No. The individual self or (mm? is not affected
in any way by such changes as childhood, youth and old age which
are the modiﬁcations undergone by the body. As in the case of
the self of the individual, the inner self of all, namely Iswara,
remains within, unaffected by the faults or blemishes of chit or

It may

achit.
Iswara is compact of happiness or bliss (ﬁnanda) and His
essential nature is light or splendour that shines. His qualities like
knowledge and might are eternal (m‘tya), innumerable and
boundless. He has neither equals nor superiors.
Besides Jm'ina or knowledge and might (s'akti,), He has
boundless compassion for Jivas and inﬁnite love to them. He is
easily accessible to everyone. He is ever ready to help mortals
to cross over samsc‘zra and attain moksha. He is Himself the
upc'zya for us to attain moksha when we are without any other
upﬁya or means for attaining it.
As has been already stated, He is‘ the cause of all the world
and this is not due to any karma of His. but His mere will. Creation,
maintenance and destruction are of the nature of sport (ms) to
Him; that is, they are not performed for the sake of any future
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gain but for the moment’s pleasure, recreation or delectation like
games played by kings. "Is destruction or dissolution of the world
(samhﬁm) sport to Him ?” it may be asked. The answer is:
“That, too, is 12122 for him ”, because in the' state of samhzim or
pralaya, the ﬁrm is given repose and rest after the sins, troubles
and tribulations of life. Iswara is also the material cause of the
world (upiidt‘ina hamper). It is He that evolves into the world of
chit and achit- “ Does it not mean that He undergoes change ?
it may be asked. The answer is “ No. It is not His essential
nature (svar‘iipa) that evolves into chit and achit, but His attributes
or prakc'ims, chit and achit, which are inseparable from Him and
which. during pralaya or dissolution. lie in so subtle a state that
'they may not be recognised as existing at all - it is these which
evolve into the world.”

It may be~asked:— “ How can the same object or person

be
both the material cause and the instrumental cause ? In the case
of a pot, mud is the material cause or upi'idr'imz kiirmga and it is
different from the instrumental cause such as the potter, his wheel
and his stick.” The answer is as follows:- “ The same object may
sometimes be both upﬁdzimz kﬁrdﬁla (the material cause) and the
instrumental cause (nimitta krzraha ). Have we not seen the
spider weaving a wonderful web out of the material or stuff
constituting its body ? Iswara, too, creates the universe with chit
and achit, which are His body and which are inseparable from
Him. Iswara remains without change in His soari‘a‘pa ; it is only
his prahdms. modes or attributes. chit and achit, that change.

To achit, Iswara is the cause of modiﬁcation: to chit or
sentient beings, it is He that gives the body and the senses, and
that awards also mohsha.
When we ﬁnd some beings happy and others unhappy, we
should- not charge Iswara with partiality and cruelty in creating
them differently. It is on account of their past karma that Iswara
makes them different and this karma is am'idi (beginningless).

'
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Supreme Being and are like new lamps lighted from an original
one. They are ﬁt for the meditation of those who aspire to mukti.
Such are Rama, Krishna and the like.
Thefsecondary incarnations are through such as are
Vyasa.

ﬁve: like

The object of an incarnation is to protect the righteous, to
destroy the wicked and to establish dharma.

The Anataryc‘imi or Harda dwells within the heart of the
Jive} whatever he may be, in order to help him, in order to be
meditated on by him and in order to redeem him.
is the Supreme Being residing within the images or
other objects that are worshipped in houses or temples.
Archr‘z‘

It was said above that chit

and achit are the body of Iswara
and that these evolve into the world of sentient beings and non;
sentient things during creation. This doctrine that Iswara is the
inner self of all beings and of all things and that they are His body
is the principal feature of Sri Ramanuja’s Visishtadvaitic thought.
The relation that exists between chit and achit on the one side and
Iswara on the other is that between the body and the self s'ﬁr'ira
sarin' bhava. The doctrine is based on a passage in the
Antaryc‘imi Brahmargam of the Brihadr‘irazzyaka Upam‘shad,
where Brahman is said to have everything in the Universe as its
body and to control everything from within. The deﬁnition of
body or starira given before should be remembered in this
connection.

Note: Thejiva here means a jive who, can meditate.
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VISISHTADVAITA AND ADVAITA
Bamanuja’s system of religions phiIOBOphy is called Visishtadvaita or Visrishta Advaita to dis'inguish it from Sri Sankara.
charya’s Advaita. There are some passages or texts in the
Upanishads which state that Brahman alone exists and that there
is no second to it. 'Basing his system on such texts, Sankara
maintains that there is only a single reality or Real, namely,
Brahman. The multitudinous objects and beings which we see
around. above. and below us in the Universe are, according to him.
unreal and illusory appearances like the mirage and like the silver
which sometimes appears as an illusion on the shell. The world
that exists around us consists of sentient beings. chit and nonsentient things, achit. Sankara holds that all these «are illusory
projections (mithyr’i) on the only real entity which is Brahman.
His system of philosophy is, therefore, called Advaz'ta, the philosOphy which treats of the one without a second. Sankara states
that this Brahman has no attributes or qualities by which it can be
described or deﬁned and that we can only speak of it as mere
consciousness (chit or Jm‘z’na). It is not consciousness which is
conscious of anything within, it or outside of it, for there is nothing
else within it or outside of it. It is the only Real and nothing
more can be said of it except that it is the opposite of nonexistence, nonconsciousness and ﬁniteness.
Ramanuja interprets these texts which declare the oneness of
Brahman and its having no second in the Universe in a different
way. According to him, Brahman is said to be the only Reality in
the Srutis or Upanishads in the same way as a man who has a
body and the senses in addition to his soul, or Fitmfi is said to be a
single entity. In fact the passage referred to already in the
Antaryﬁmi Brahmaiga
Brihadiirazzyaka Upanishad called
declares, in unmistakable terms, that the Universe consisting of
sentient beings, jivas and non-sentient things (matter) are all the
body of Brahman and that Brahman is their inner self or soul.

'
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to the attainment of Brahman is destroyed except that part of it
which’ has already begun to yeild its consequences (prarabdha) and
when this too is brought to its end by the enjoyment or experience
(anubhava) of its effects, either in this one life or in one or more
future lives, the self attains moksha. Thus there is likelihood of.
delay in the attainment of moksha to the man who follous the
way of bhakti. Bhalm' is sometimes loosely employed to include
bowing before arc-ha, uttering the holy names of Bhagavan,
singing His praise and such other acts of devotion and love.
Service to Bhagavan in temples and the like is also sometimes
called bhakh’. This service also extends to the devotees of Bhagvan who are dear to him. These acts tend to promote bhaktz‘ but
do not form Miami-yoga.

Bhalm' yoga results from seven auxiliary states of mind:
(1) viveka uhich arises from bodily purity resulting from the
avoidance of impure fOOd (2) m‘moka (freedom from desires)
(3) abhyc‘zsa (frequent meditation of the auspicious object) (smbhii.
s'raya) (4) kriyii the performance of such rites as the five kinds
of yagna in accordance with one’s ability, (5) kalymgam' (kindness to all beings: being one in thought word and deed, compassion,
freedom from covetousness. refraining from injury to others by
thought. word or deed) (6) anavasﬁda (freedom from depression) and (7) mmddlzarsha (freedom from elation or undue
exaltation of spirit).
C

Bhakti aided by these virtues results in something resembling
visual perception of Bhagavan and is the cause of the last thought
being turned to Bhagavan. It has three stages of development
called by Sri Ramanuja: para bhakti, ﬁarajnana and parama
'
bhakti.

When karma is said to be destroyed by bhakti’ or prapatti,
what is really meant is that Bhagavan, being pleased with
the man’s devotion or self—surrender, gives up the thought of
punishing him for his sins or karma.
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goodwill to all, even to enemies who hate and revile, service to God
and the devotees of God. contentment with whatever one has or
whatever comes in one’s [way without any effort for attaining it —these are some of the virtues that the prapanna should cultivate.
His service to God and His devotees is prompted by the mere love
of it and is not due to the expectation of any reward. When one
has performed prapatti, 'one gives up all thoughts concerning
oneself, even the thought of attaining moksha, for the Lord has
taken on Himself all this burden or bhara.

It may be asked : I" It was said before that one of the angas
of prapatti is the will or determination at the time of its perfor-

mance to do whatever is pleasing to God and the avoidance of what
is displeasing to Him. Human nature being what it is. it is just
possible that the prapanna commits offences against the Lord,
either unawares or even deliberately. If he does so, how can it be
said that the performance of prapatti is sure to bring him moksha
at the end of this very life ?" Vedantadesika answers this question
“In matters which cannot be understood by human
as follows
reasoning, and in which the s'ﬁstras are the only authority, we
have to accept with faith what is stated in them, just as they are
stated there. Prapam' is said in the srﬁstras to have the potency
of conferring moksha at the end of this life. The man who has
performed prapatti is not likely to commit sins deliberately. If
he commits them unawares, they will be ignored by the Lord as
they were not deliberate. If he has, at any time, owing to the
weakness of human nature. committed a deliberate oﬂ'ence, he
should offer expiation (prayas'chz'tla) for it and thus obtain pardon
and the prayas'chitta for such offences is another prapattz‘. If,
however, being hard of heart, he does not choose to oﬁ'er this
expiation, the Lord will punish him in this very life. before his
death. in some way or other for the sin committed by him. He
may become blind or lame or meet with the loss of friends or
relatives or become subject social obloquy. There are hundreds
of other forms which the punishment might take.
It is certain,

:-
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however. that the prapanna will have moksha at the end of this
very life as desired by him.
Among the prapamzas, there are two classes driptas and
artas. Driptas are those that can bear the sufferings of this life until
death overtakes them. secure in the consciousness that the Saviour
will confer moksha thereafter. Zrtas are those who, while per.
forming prapattz‘, beg to be relieved of this life at once, as they
cannot endure separation from Bhagavan even for an instant.
They, too, will have their prayer fulﬁlled.
Competence for the performance of prapatti consists. as has
been already indicated in want of full knowledge of the upaya (bhaktiyoga) described in the s'astras or in the incapacity to adept it.
Even if a man has the knowledge and the capacity, if he cannot
endure the delay in the attainment of moksha which is likely in
bhakti as an upaya, he is competent to adapt prapam'. It has to
be added that upasana or bhakti is open only to men belonging to
the three higher castes; prapatti, on the other hand, is Open to all
castes and to both sexes.

The performance of prapatti is a rite to be gone through with
the prescribed mantras or mysteries. There are two forms in
which the rite is usually performed today. One is the rite in which
he disciple is made to repeat the mantra of prapattz‘ as dictated
by the Kchﬁrya. This is uktim'shgc'i in the other the disciple does
not repeat that mantra but the acha‘rya performs it for him.
This is acharyanishtc‘i.
The reader may now ask: “ In this scheme of upc‘iyas for the
attainment of moksha, if bhakti and prapatti alone are stated to be
the upayas, what is the place of karma yoga and inﬁrm yoga
which are described at considerable length in the Bhagavad Gita 1'
Do they in any way contribute to the attainment of moksha P ”
The answer. is as follows :-- Karma yoga means the performance,
by one who has understodd the truth concerning the essential
nature of the ﬂea and that of the Supreme Being, of such karma:
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Sri Lokacharya argues :— “ If this is so, to ad0pt bhaktz’ as an
upﬁya would mean that the firm trusts to his own endeavours and
efforts for his salvation. How can a creature who has no will of
his own think of depending on himself, when
every thought and
every movement of his are directed and controlled by Iswara? "
Therefore prapattz‘ alone is the means of salvation for one whose
svari‘ipa is being washer to Iswara.

To this Vedantadesika replies :— “ It is true that the jiva is
dependent on Iswara for all that he is. But Iswara has endowed
him with intelligence and reason. so that, as a rational being, he
may use the powers granted to him by Iswara for rejecting evil-and
for choosing what is good. If the jiva is absolutely without any
free will of his own, the s'iistras which enjoin certain things to be
done by him on pain of God’s displeasure would be meaningless.
And the src‘zstras do prescribe at great length bhakti as an upziya.
It would be unfair on the part of the sash-as to prescribe something
for the adeptiou of the jiva if it were against his essential nature.
Another point at issue between the two schools is the
nature of prajmtti or what is meant by that word. Sri Lokucharya
lays emphasis on the' jiva’s being the body of Iswara and on his
being His washer and also on the overwhelming compassion of the
Lord towards the jiva. He argues from these that, like a man
who would cleanse the dirt on his own body without being prayed
to by that body, Iswara would, of His own accord. cleanse the
impurities of the self which is his body without any prayer or effort
on its part. So prapatti is. according to him, merely mental
acquiescence. on the part of the jiva, in Iswara’s undertaking the
responsibility of his protection. What is required of the prapamia
is refraining from rejecting the Lord's eagerness to save him
(* apratishedha) or in other words, mere receptivity. The j'iva does
not remain passive like a clod (achit) but is mentally aware of the
Lord’s mercy, of His omnipotence and of his grace which requires
2.

" Srivachanabhooshanam: Prathamalr—rakaranam: Sutra 60, Page 73
(Ananda Press Edition.)
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“Sar'va dharmﬁn parityajya mc'imekam s'aratgam vraja" [Having
given up all dharmas (rites and duties) seek me as your refuge]
What is the meaning of “ Having given up all rites and duties?”
Sri Lokacharya argues, “ When it is said snatva bhunjeetha
(“ Having bathed. one should eat ") it means “ ﬁrst bathe and then
eat ". So also “having given up” means: "First give up the
performance of these rites and then seek me as the only dharma”.
Sri Vedantadesika, on the other hand, interprets the words
thus : “W hen it is said, “Having come into this world of suffering,
it is your duty to seek some means of deliverance from it,” having
come does not mean “ﬁrst come into this “Ol'l'd and then seek
deliverance”. It means “since you have already come into this
world of suﬂ‘ering”. So also in the Charamas'loka, the meaning
is, "Since you ﬁnd yourself unable to perform the rites and duties
enjoined in the 34731703 for the forgiveness of your sins and the
attainment of moksha, seek me as your refuge ". The man is not
asked to give them up as a condition for seeking God’s protection.
since he has already given them up owing to inability. Besides
the performance of ordained karma is insisted on again and again
by the Gitacbarya. So it is only in the event of inability that
s'armgiigati is prescribed.

It is because prapattz‘ is clearly deﬁned in it with its accessories

and with its potency in full detail and in accordance with what is
laid down in the Pﬁncharﬁtra Zgamas that Rahasyatrayasi‘ira
has been called Prapattc‘ S'c'istra.

Rahasyatrayasiira is thus a handbook of Visishtadvaitic

Vaishnavism as understood by the Vadagalai Acharyas. It is in
four parts: the ﬁrst part comprises chapters 1 to 22 and gives a
detailed exposition of the doctrines of Sri Bamanuja’s system or
Visishtadvaitic Vaishnavism, in accordance with the traditions of
the Northern School and with detailed instructions about bhakti
and prapatti as upayas for the attainment of the supreme goal of
man; the second part (chapters 23 to 26) discusses a number
of disputed points concerning bhakti and prapattz’ and states the
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exposition of it in all its details and with all the references and
authorities (prami'irgas) for what he says. so that it may be a
manual of Visishtadvaitic Vaishnavism, complete and comprehensive. When he quotes pramc‘ngas in support of his statements,
interpretations or contentions, Vedantadesika often gives only the
ﬁrst one or two words of the slokas or prose passages and of the
Tamil verses of the Alwars, presuming that these texts must be
familiar to the reader and need not therefore be quoted in full.
At the present day, many readers are likely to be ignorant of them
and cannot understand the line of reasoning adapted by the author
owing to this ignorance. It is therefore, rightly the practice
everywhere to study Rahasyatrayasr’ira under a guru. Besides
these passages quoted as pramc‘irgas, the explanation of the meanings of the words and sentences in the three great mantras requires.
for a clear understanding, at least an elementary knowledge of
Sanskrit grammar. Further the author clinches conclusions
arrived at after a discussion in a number of Sanskrit slokas of his
own which he does not render into Tamil. The gist of each
chapter is also given in Tamil verses and in Sankrit s'lokas, both
at the beginning and at the end. These, too, add to the difﬁculty
of understanding the text by oneself.

In this English translation, an attempt is made to minimise
these diﬁculties. The pramc’mas referred to only by their ﬁrst

words are translated and given in full. The author’s own s'lokas
are also rendered in English. Whenever it is felt necessary,
explanatory words. phrases or sentences are added within brackets
to make the author’s meaning clear. Occasionally longer explanations are given as footnotes. The author's interpretation of the
meaning of the three niantras has been made as lucid as possible,
though, as has been already said, a full and perfect understanding
would be possible only to those who have a knowledge of Sanskrit
grammar, so far at least as declensions of nouns and pronouns
are concerned. It is earnestly hoped that this English translation
will be of help to those who have only a meagre knowledge of
Sanskrit, when they study the original under their guru.
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It now remains for me to conclude this introduction with a

grateful acknowledgement of the generous help which I have
received in connection with this translation. I should not have
taken up the adventure but for the suggestion and kind. encourage.
ment given by Sri Ubhaya Ve-Agnihotram Ramanuja Thathachariar Swami. His approval of the rendering of some of the
earlier chapters was heartening and, after the completion of the
work. he took upon himself the entire responsibility of getting it
printed and published.
My grateful thanks are due to Sri K S. Patmchariar, M. 4..
whose eminence as a scholar in Sanskrit and in English has been
the admiration of all his friends and acquaintances. He read
through the manuscript of the introduction with great patience
and made a number of valuable suggestions for its improvement.
I should like to express my reSpectful gratitude also to my guru.
Sri Ubhaya Ve-Sinnamu Srinivasa Patrachariar Swami of Kumba—
konam, under whom I studied Sr? th’zshya and Srimad Rahasyatrayasﬁra. He was kind enough to hear me translate the introduction orally into Tamil and to correct several errors that had
crept in.

I consider myself as having been lucky

in having sought the
assistance of my esteemed friend, Sri G. K. Rangaswami Ayyangar,
M. A., before giving the manuscript to the press. As a devout
admirer of Sri Vedantadesika, he gave me unstinted and enthusiastic co.operation in making the translation as free from errors and
defects as possible. Having studied the original under the late
Chetlur Mahamahopadhyaya Narasimhachariar Swami, he hasa
good mastery of the subject and by close scrutiny and unsparing
criticism, he drew my attention to inaccuracies in the rendering
and to the omissions of even single words left untranslated by
oversight. He assisted me also in the laborious task of reading the
proofs. It would be presumptuous on my part to think of thanking him for all that he has done.
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SA NSKRIT SLOKA :

(With due devotion) we repeat the expression of adoration to
our gurus and likewise to their gurus; and among these (latter),
we pray for the grace of the Primeval Couple (Narayana and
Lakshmi), the twin s'eshis" of all the worlds (so that they may be
both the end to be attained by us and the means of attaining it).

TAMIL VERSE :
Having carefully studied the beautiful hymns sung with delight
in Tamil by seers, we have come to understand the real meaning
of the regions of the Upanishads which are otherwise difﬁcult to
comprehend - seers known as Poygai Muni, Bhutamuni, Peyalvar,
Kurugesan (Nammalvar) who was born on the banks of the cool
Tamraparni, Vishnuchittan, the pure-minded Kulasekhara, our
Pananathan, Thondaradippodi, the splendour that appeared in
Mazhisai ( Tirumazbisai alvar) and the prince of Mangai armed
with sword and spear for making bright the path of the Vedas
throughout the world.
TAMIL VERSE

.-

To those who venture to attain release from the bondage of sam.
sﬁra. the ancient path indicated to us by the spotless Madhurakavi
* A

sesha is one who exists solely for the purposes of another. That other

is seshi.

Note: (I) The commentator says that Vishnuchittan stands for Vishnuchittan and also for his daughter Andal. the authoress of many hymns.
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by his own example is the only safe 2 path, for while there
is Sri Krishna, the great cowherd, who incarnated solely for the
sake of his devotees to confer bliss on them, to be their refuge, to
be their ﬁnal goal, to stand in relation to them as mother, father,
brother and so on, to change their desire for the pleasures of this
world into a desire for Himself, to remove all their sins, to show
them inﬁnite compassion, to reveal the truth, and so also to bring
about in them a likeness to Himself — while there is Sri Krishna
ever ready to do all this, 3 he sought only the feet of the sage
SatagOpa (Nammiilvﬁr) who rendered in Tamil the truths contained in the Vedas which are otherwise hard to understand.

THE KCHKRYA ESSENTIAL FOR MOKSHA:

It is said in the

“Kshatrabandhu* ', who was the
worst of sinners, .and * 2 Pundarika, the virtuous— both of them
obtained moksha or release from bondage by virtue of their having
Echiiryas.” It is thus declared that in the case of every one, the
only means of securing molesha is to have an dchﬁrya. To the
man desirous of moksha, the line of Echiiryas is stated in the
S'rutz' 3 to extend upward even to the Sepreme Bhagavan for
Smrz‘tz‘s:

purposes of meditation.
Note (2) safe path :. This means Bhakn' and Prapam‘ which lead to
maks'ha. Acharya bhakti 18 called bhakti and prapam as it leads to them.
Note (3) Madhurakavi in his decade of Tamil verses, says that, to him,
Nammalvar is the only God and that through him, he expects to derive all the
beneﬁts that men expect to have from God Himself. The path indicated by him
is that of devotion to the Acharya for attaining mukti as well as other things.
* l Kshatrabandhu led the life of a highwayman in a forest. He was a
source of terror to the sages who lived in that forest. Once when the sage
Narada happened to pass by him, be rushed at him with his stick. Narada
took pity on him and asked him to ﬁnd out from his wife and children whether
they would share the sin he was committing, as it was done for their sake.
They refused and Kshatrabandhu realised his folly and begged to be instructed
by Narada in the truths of religion.
" 2 Pundarika was a virtuous Brahmin, who, though he.followed the
righteous path and went on a pilgrimage to holy places, did not get a vision of
God. It was only after being initiated into the Ashtakshara by Narada

that he realised God.

The srun' referred to here means :— “ This line of the acharyas extends
up to Bhagavan thus: This is his acharya; hisacharyais so andsoand so
on up to the Lord ”.
3
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BHAGAVKN THE FIRST KCHKRYA:

The Supreme Lord is the foremost of all Eicha'ryas, as may
be seen from the following passages :— “ Him' (Sri Krishna)
Who is possessed of all excellences, who is the ﬁchiirya, father and
gum ”. “Narayana2 who is the guru of all the world is also my
guru”, “ Thou3 art my kinsmari, and Thou art my guru ”, and
“Thou art4 the guru of all the worlds and likewise their goal ”.
It is He that, at the beginning, vouchsafed the Vedas to Brahma
and when they were stolen, brought them back to him and.
through him spread their knowledge in the world. It is He that
blessed Brahma’s sons, Sanatkumara and others, to understand5
all truths by themselves and to follow the path of renunciation.
Through them He revealed the means of attaining salvation. It is
Bhagavan. who. later by the agency of such great seers as Narada,
Parasara, Saks and Sounaka, maintained intact the tradition of the
Upanishads. It has been said “ Know6 that Vyasa who is other.
wise called Krishna Dvaipayana is the Lord Narayana Himself.
Who else is there in the world, 0 Maitreya, that could compose the
Mahabharata P ” It has also been said, " Devoutly 7 uttering the
name of that great sage (Vysa), Bhishma said with folded hands ”.
Into such great men as Vyasa referred to above the Lord entered
and through them published to the world great works like Mahabharata and S'Zz'r'iraka M imc‘imsa (Brahma S‘ﬁtras). Further in
such incarnations as H'amsa, Matsya, Hayagriva, Nara, Narayana.
and the Gitﬁchzirya (Sri Krishna), He himself stood out and
revealed spiritual truths and also the means of attaining moksha
(tatva and him). He had his invaluable teaching conﬁrmed also
I Mahabharata .' Sabha Parva : 41—21. Acharya here means one who
teaches Brahma Vidya and guru one who teaches the Vedas. This verse was
Spoken by Sahadeva to those assembled at the Rajasuya sacriﬁce.
Vishnu Parana 5 : 1—14.
Mahabharata : Gandhari’s words.
Alavandar’s Stotram: 60.
Mahabharata: Sam! Parva : 349—71.
Vishnu Parana: 3 : 4—5.
Mahabharata: Adi Perm; 114—40.
.
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through the words of such men of wisdom as Bhishma. It has been
said 3 “Narayana Himself dictated the whole of the Pr‘mcharﬁtra ”.
When this S'Fzstra which was originally taught by Him became
lost, once again at the end of the Dvapara Yuga and the beginning
of the Kali Yuga, He 9 revealed it 'again through Sankarshana in
accordance with the ordinances of the Satvatas so that all
castes, Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas. and Sudras, might, after
initiation by the achc‘zrya with the prescribed marks (S'ankha and
Chakm), worship and render service to the lord in the performance
of their daily duties with their minds set on the Eternal. As is said
in the following verse, " In the yuga of Kali '°, the Lord Achyuta
enters into the respective persons of men already born and carries
out His designs ”, Narayana assumed a new series of ten incarnations in the forms of Parankusa (N ammalvar ), Parakala
(Tirumangai) and others. In these ten avatars, just as clouds
take in the water of the ocean and then pour it down in the form
of rain so essential to the life of every one, the Lord gathered
together those parts of the Vedas which are most signiﬁcant and
revealed them brieﬂy in a language (Tamil) which is accessible to
every one.
When this path of spiritual'life was threatened with obstruction
by heretics, Open and covert, He incarnated again in the land of
Agastya in the forms of many teachers of the true doctrine.
Has it not been said, “ The god,” Narayana, Himself, assumes a
mortal form out of compassion and lifts up the world submerged
(in the darkness of ignorance) with the sastras as His hand ", and
so also, “ Our' " Lord dressed in his yellow raiment came as the guru
out of compassion to impart the teaching of the Veda ”. In
reference to this, the Maharshi, Suka, says, “ In the'2 yuga of
Kali, devotees of Narayana endOWed with spiritual greatness. will
Mahabharata: Santi Parva. 359—68.
Mahabharata: Blu'shma Parva 66—39—40.
10 Vishnudharma: 108—50.
11 Jayakhya Sarnhita.
11a Perialwar: Timmozhi 3—2—8.
12 Bhagavatam XI. 5—38, 39.
8
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him, as the result of his supreme devotion to his guru Vyasa.
From the episodes of Baikwa (and others) it is evident that the guru
who does not reveal spiritual truths immediately even to those
sn'shyas who are of excellent character will not be adversely aﬂected in his Spiritual life. If, on the other hand, the guru reveals
these spiritual truths to any and every disciple in the belief that
the sn'shya who has sought him must be good, he will be adversely
affected; for, in such cases, it is said that the sins of the disciple
become also the sins of the guru. This may be seen from the
story of Brahma. Without careful enquiry (into his ﬁtness) he
revealed truths to Indra. As a consequence Brahma forgot his
divine knowledge and had to be taught again by Bhagavan through
the agency of N arada, Brahma’s very disciple.“ In the stake:
referred to above, the meaning that, by not bringing the guru to
light and by improper bringing of the mantra to light, the man
suﬁ'ers decline respectively in wealth and in age is primarily intended owing to appropriateness and the support of Jabala and
Kata Srutis. There is nothing wrong in interpreting the s'loka as
meaning also “ He who omits to bring his guru to light and brings
the mantra to light will suffer decline both in Wealth (the wealth
of spiritual knowledge) and in age (spiritual standing )." It
follows from this that a man should bring his guru to light by way
of the overﬂow of his supreme devotion to him under all conditions
and that the sacred mantra should not, for the sake of any mate.
rial advantage, be revealed to the ﬁckle-minded who do not possess
all the qualities prescribed for a disciple. If the mantra is revealed
to undeserving persons. its great value which is like that of a casket
made of rubies containing a precious jewel will suffer and the
guru’s spiritual greatness will also be adversely affected. The word
guru refers, by implication, to the earlier gurus also in the line
of ascent extending up to Bhagavan. Or it may mean gurus in
general. Similarly the word mantra. refers also to the meanings
of the mantra and other secret doctrines connected with it. As a
rule or vidhz‘, it has been laid down that, whenever a man meditates on these secret meanings or mysteries, he should also meditate on the lineal succession of gurus. It has also been said: “ As
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an '3expiation for having conversed with those that are forbidden as
unﬁt (for conversation), we should meditate on the virtuous.”
By the words “ the virtuous ”, this 3401“: refers primarily to the,
iiclu'iryas.
TAMIL VERSE :
“ Having sought the protection of
my guru who has graciously
taught me that Bhagavan is the Inner Self within me and having also
bowed with devotion to the line of his gurus, I seek the refuge of
the feet of the Lord, after bowing at the feet of that generous soul
who appeared in Sri Perumbudur owing to his compassion (for his
fellow-men ), (his guru) Peria Nambi, Alavandar (the guru of
Peria 'Nambi, Manakkal Nambi, Uyyakkondar who taught the
good path (of prapatti) to Manakkal Nambi. N athamuni (the
guru of Uyyakkondar), Satagopan (Nammalvar) (the guru of
Nathamuni) and Senainathan (the guru of Nammalvar) and then,
of the gracious Lakshmi, sweet to the Lord as ambrosia.

SANSKRIT VERSE

:

May these great spiritual teachers. Nathamuni and others, ﬁll
my heart here and now with delight, so that I may not be subject
to the impact of the arrows of Manmatha (i. e. to the pleasures
of the senses )—teachers who bring us blissful truths of varied kinds
from Vedanta, who convey to us (like Bhagiratha) the celestial
river of the compassion of the divine couple to be sought in full
faith and who are foreign to the paths of envy, error and deception !

SANSKRI T VERSE :

The blissful line of our gurus who are possessed of many
auSpicious qualities, who have brought down the arrogance of rival
controversialists by the successive neighs issuing from Hayagriva
who delights in sitting on the throne of their hearts, and whose
triumphant banner ﬁxed at the top of the mansion of the four
13
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quarters has, by the ﬂourish of its cloth waving in the breeze, dis.
pelled the doctrines of their respective systems like tufts of cotton
and thereby rendered the good path clear to all this blissful
line of our gurus shines supreme.

-

TAMIL VERSE :
We that cling to the noble qualities and sweet words of the
benevolent sage, Ramanuja, who adorns the world with his renown
and who, like an elephant, knocking down plantain trees, refuted
the arguments of those that, with the help of their unrestrained
logic, wrought great havoc in the straight paths of the * Brahma
Sﬁtriis — we (that cling to his words) and are thereby blessed
with spiritual fervour shall no longer (even) think of deeds that are
evil.

TAMIL VERSE :
We, who were caught up in the stream of samsa‘ra from time
immemorial. and have, now, by a change of fortune, come to
acquire a knowledge of our true spiritual nature, consider that
Sri Yamunacharya (Alavandar) came into this world to protect
us from being sunk again in the mire of samstira and we will ever
be attached to the feet of the sage (Alavandar) who triumphed
over his opponents and blessed us with hiswritings. Never more
shall we read the works of heretics.

TAMIL VERSE:
We shall come to new life again by bowing every day at the
feet of the noble and generous Nathamuni, who to his (two) §loving
disciples who were like a trumpet and a conch (to proclaim the
truth and to cow down the exponents of rival systems) taught the
art of music so that they might sing the sweet strains of the Tamil
NOTE :— The disputations of these acharyas are compared to the succession of neighings coming from the God Hayagriva who is seated
in their hearts. By these disputations they are said to have put
down the pride of the exponents of rival systems.
" (or the Upanishads)
§ Two disciples: Kilagathalvan and Malagathalvan.

|
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Veda. which had been long'forgotten in the world and who pr0pa.
gated in the world, for the pursuit of all, the path of tapas (bhakti
and prapatti). In all the four regions of the world there is no one
equal to us (because of this devotion of ours to Nathemuni ).

NOTE: There are some who maintain that this chapter on the succ-Ession
of gurus is not part of Srimad Rahasyarrayasara and that the
latter begins only with the “ Introductory Chapter ”, which
fnllnwe-

(l) INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.
SANSKRI T VERSE :

I adore the regular

and spotless succession of Acharyas which
is well-known to extend upwards even to Bhagavan, It is by
virtue of. their grace that the essence of the meaning of the three
secret mantras (mysteries) abides in my mind.
SANSKRIT VERSE:

I bow to those great men

who have refuted the arguments of
men *that ch0p logic and ask, “ Why and wherefore?”, in
connection with (the truths of ) the srastra whichtreats (in two
parts) of karma and Brahman. They have thereby rendered
clean the highroad that leads to the Lord of Hastigiri.

TAMIL VERSE:
Lucky indeed are we in having an opportunity, in this world
and every day, of meditating on the three mysteries (mantras)
with great delight -- secrets which were taught to us with great
earnestness for the removal of our dense ignorance by great souls
endowed with compassion who sought the feet of the Spouse of
the lotus-born Lakshmi as their sole refuge and gave me also those
feet for our protection.
SANSKRIT VERSE

:

Though the Jiva is ever dear to the Lord (Souri) like the
gem Kaustubha, he fails to obtain the paramount sapremacy of
service (to the Lord) owing to his ignorance; but being favoured
NOTE :— It is said by some that this sloka pays homage to the author’s uncle
Appullar who established the importance of bhakti and prapam by
refuting the ar uments of .opponents in his writings. There are
others who ho_l that there is a reference to Desikar’s teacher under
whom he studied 'ﬂruvoymazhr‘ and who is known to have swept the
streets clean during the procession of Sri Varadaraja at Kaneheepuram.
" logic choppers like Tarkikas

12
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with His glance at a turn in the tide of fortune, he attains to a
knowledge of his real nature (as one entirely dependent on God
and existing only for Him ). This becomes possible by virtue of
the teaching imparted to him by his gurus and thus he succeeds in
saving himself.

THE HERITAGE OF THE

JTVA—TMK.

How the Jiviitmc? lost this heritage.

The individual soul ( Jivatma) has been declared in the diﬁerent sastras as being dear to the Lord of Lakshmi even like the
gem Kaustubha; be has been called the prince, the Lord’s son,
His disciple, His attendant, His dependant existing solely for Him
*( s'esha) and His servant. The Lord is his s'eshi for whose purposes (alone) he exists by his very nature. The Lord is the ruler
of the eternal Suris, who are ever free from ignorance. Be is
possessed of unsurpassed auspicious qualities ; He loves us as He
does the lotus-born Lakshmi. He is the Lord of men on earth
and of the Suris in Heaven. As has been said “ @The Lord
of the Universe dwells in the Supreme Region of Vaikunta along
With Lakshmi,” “ 1'Thou art ever with Lakshmi adorned with
shining bracelets ”. He dwells in the pure world of s'uddhasatva
( m‘tya vibhﬁtz‘ ) along with His great queen and is seated on a
couch, as described in such places as the Koushitak'i Brithmcma. in
a hall of splendour which is lit up with gems and stands on a
thousand pillars, in the eternal and changeless city called by names
like Ayodhya; for instance, it is said, “ IR is called Ayodhya and
Aparajita and is beyond the world of svarga.” The Lord is seated
on the bed of the serpent called S'esha who is like §an umbrella to
the Lord when He moves about and like a throne whenever he is
seated. He has been described ”as the ﬁlLord’s abode, His bed,
*NOTE:-— A Sutra or aphorism in Purva Mimamsa says: “ That is called

a

sesha which serves the purpose of another (and that other is called
a seshl) (e. g.) In a sacriﬁce. the grains of rice are sesha to the
which is seshi because they serve the purpose of the sacri-

grime

Parana
e Lainga
iruvoymozhi:

1T

4, 9, 10

§Mudal Tiruvandadi: 53
1511' unaramakosa: 23
Vandar: Statram
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and His seat.” Sasha, the serpent, is ever bent on serving the
Lord in all places, at all times, and in all situations and enjoys
rendering service of all kinds in varied embodied forms. As he is
thus fulﬁlling the purposes of the Lord and has no other aims in
life. he is, indeed, a real and unconditional Sasha and the name
S'esha ﬁts him in every way. The Lord shines on the bed of
S'esha as the Supreme and ever-youthful Sovereign of HeavenIt is His gracious desire that all souls should enjoy His blissful
state and attain their goal. The Jim is thus entitled, by hisessential nature, to the service of His Master as his birthright in as
high a degree as the eternal Siirz‘s themselves who have the endless
bliss of serving Him. But sunk in the sleep of beginningless Maya,
he has fallen into the wilderness of matter (prakrz'tz'), has had
repeated births in quick succession, has lost the primary aim of
existence, has found no comfort or consolation, has lost the
splendour of his real nature owing to evil desires and passions and
is without a true knowledge concerning tatva (that which should
be known for salvation and hita the means of attaining it). Well
has it been said, ” 3 Trudging along the many thousand pathways
of smusr‘ira consisting of cycles of births and deaths. he has become
deluded and exhausted and is covered with the dust of tendencies
left by impressions in the mind.”
The parable of the prince brought up by huntsmen.

The condition of the Jiva in samsa’ira has been aptly described in the following parable :— A certain king went out a.
hunting with the women of the harem and was keenly absorbed
in the sport. The little prince lost his way even before he knew
who he was and was brought up in a hamlet by tribesmen who
found him wandering about (helpless). As he grew older, he
identified himself with the people who brought him up and thought
that he, too, was a savage tribesman, learnt their language as if it
were his own and, like their own sons, ate their food and lived
their life. Without knowing anything about the enjoyments, the
3 Vishnu

Parana:

6 - 7 - 10
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code of conduct and the traditions of his birth, he found his good
and his evil, his joys and sorrows. in extremely gruesome things
totally different from enjoyments beﬁtting a prince. Though there
were some wise and sage-like men who knew him as a prince, he
was not accessible to them and lived like a savage without even the
means of being born in a better life after death, owing to life-long
savagery due to erroneous notions. The story is told of two
parrots born of the same parents. One of them was brought up
by holy men and the other by tanners who ate cow’s ﬂesh. The
former said, “ I was brought up by sages and he was brought up
by tanners. I hear, every day, the Speech of the sages and he
hears the speech of tanners. You have yourself seen the
difference between my speech and the speech of the other bird.
Goodness and wickedness are the result of (good and bad) association (respectively) ”.
\
Such was the condition of the prince who lost his real character and acquired a different nature. Similar is the state of the
Jiva who, by identifying himself with the body, loses his real
character and assumes a different nature. In the case of the
prince (of the parable) some generous benefactors who were
aware of his real birth (in a royal family) made up their minds
to save him (from savagery) by some means or other. They
removed from his mind his false identiﬁcation of himself with the
tribesmen and by discipline and training, physical and spiritual,
enabled him to become gradually ﬁt for princely enjoyments and
the means of attaining them. They made him realise, both by
precept and by example, what beﬁtted him as a prince in matters
connected with character and conduct and thus rendered him capable of hating the mean and gruesome enjoyments of savage life
and created in him the power of discrimination by which he could
choose and prefer the supremely reﬁned aims and enjoyments of
his princely station.
Vishnupurana: 2 43- 98

INTRODUCTORY
The applicability of the parable to the
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Jiva.

In the same way, some generous benefactors who are introduced to the J'iva by parents and the like help him realise that “the
soul is neither God nor man nor beast nor tree,' and that these diﬂ’erences of body and shape are due to karma." They enable him
to understand that the soul is different from the body and adopt

the proper means to make him pursue the goal or aim suited to his
essential nature and to follow the path that would lead to it. They
create in him qualities and modes of conduct found in men
endowed'with the splendour of wisdom and not in men who are so
absorbed in their bodies as to forget their soul and they bring him
to a position in which he is capable of distinguishing between what
should be rejected and what is worthy of adoption. Now in the
parable, on seeing for themselves the prince’s innate ﬁtness, the
transformation wrought in him by some worthy men and his
intelligence, some teachers being directed by the Supreme Master
who is all compassion and being themselves highly compassionate
appear before him and reveal his true parentage to him as also
what is highly desirable to one in his station and the means of
attaining it. It has been said, “ God’s love, good deeds done by
chance, the gracious glance of God, freedom from hate. willingness
to learn and the conversation of good men -- these are six causes
that lead to the acquisition of an ﬁcharya." Those good men in
the parable would strive in every possible way to bring about
a longing for reunion in (the mind of) the prince and the king. So
also With the Jiva. His gurus reveal to the Jiva the intimate
relation existing between him and Narayana, the Lord of Lakshmi.
who rules with His sceptre the earth surrounded by the e turbulent
ocean and the world of Vaikuuta without even the least exception.
Do not the sw‘zstras say, “ The soul is neither God nor man,
neither beast nor tree. Its essential nature is knowledge and bliss
and it is entirely dependent on the Supreme Being and exists
solely for His purposes (S'esha)" and again, “ The souls are indeed
the servants by nature of the Supreme ’rBeing ?” These gurus
" Nadu‘ar Tirumozld : ll - 3
f Mantrarqiapadastotram
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try earnestly to help the Jim attain the Lord and feel that his
attainment of the glory of moksha would give them as much
delight as the sovereignty of Vaikunta (Nitya vibhﬁtz‘) and of the
whole earth (lilc‘z vibhuti). They have as much love to him as the
cow to its calf on the day of its birth when, out of loving kindness,
it gives it milk. 80 with the help of words, neither excessive nor
defective, they desire to remove his ignorance, his doubts, and his
erroneous notions. As stated in the stolen. “ He §who teaches the
truth concerning cit (sentient being) acit (non-sentient matter)
and Iswara and their essential character etc”, they (the gums)
teach him the true nature of the Lord who is the ruler of sentient
and non—sentient things that are ruled by Him, of their respective
character and of their mutual relations to one another, of enjoyment or experience in samsiira (including svarga) and of release
from that bondage and of the respective means for attaining them
(one to be rejected and the other to be adopted), of the routes by
which the soul travels to its destined abodes and of the obstacles,
expressed and unexpressed, that stand in the way of salvation; for
these are matters that should be known to every one desirous of
release.

these things that should be known to every mumukshu are
found concisely stated in ‘the three mysteries or secrets' (mantras)
which are, as it were, the quintessence of all passages treating of
the J iva and Iswara and which contain the best part of all the
main doctrines.
All

TAMIL VERSE :
We that deserve a place near the heart of Vishnu even like
the gem Koustubha which rose from the sea along with Lakshmi
at the time of the great churning, we that are competent to wear,
on the crown of our head, the ﬂower-like feet of God, were in peril
of being swept away by the current of the stream of karma which
caught us up even while in our mother's womb, when, fortunately
§ Alavandar:

Stotram

l
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for us. certain great souls proﬁcient in the knowledge of the ﬁve
things that ought to be understood and likewise of the subtle doctrine that the relation of the Jivatma to the Lord is that of the
body to the soul, came to us out of compassion to save us from
being lost (in that stream).
[NOTE :— Koastubha: This gem is stated in certain treatises to stand
allegorically for the Jiva.]

SANSKRIT VERSE

:

In. the cycle of karma, avidyrz and others which succeed one
another, as in the revolution of a wheel, in the varied streams of
samsc‘mr peculiar to each individual and beginning from time immemorial, all systems of religious thought declare that, when the
proper time comes, there is varied fruition resulting from past
karma. At the time of this fruition, the Lord, who is the ﬁrst
Kchiirya, finds his Opportunity, catches the J iva and bestows His
grace on him. Such J ivas are indeed rare and they become the
repositories of all forms of wealth (like discrimination and free.
dom from desires) extending up to the sovereignty enjoyed by
the freed souls in moksha (viz., the enjoyment of Bhagavan and
service to Him).

Al‘s..-

[NOTE :— and others: The word others refers to vasanas or impressions
left in the mind in previous births, ruclu' or tastes and aptitudes and prakrm'
or association with matter.)
,

(2) THE CHAPTER ON THE DETERMINATION
OF WHAT IS BEST ?

*

NOTE :— “ The Three Mysteries " have been occasionally referred to in
previous chapters. Sri Vedantadesika presumes that everyone of his readers
knows what they are. It is just possible that some of them are not in the know
of these mysteries. So a brief account may be necessary of these mantras.
One of them is called Ashtakshara or Tirumantra. It consists of eight
syllables in Sanskrit which are in the form of three words. The ﬁrst word
which consists of a single syllable is 0m, which is made of three parts a, u and
m or akara. ukara and makara. The second word is nama which, when there
i s no sandhl, is namas. It means ‘ Obeisance ’ or adoration! The third word
is Narayana which means “ to Narayanaya ”. Narayanaya is the dative (the
fourth case) singular form of Narayana. The mantra, as a whole. means
" Adoration to Narayana! ” or “ I offer my adoration to Narayana.” (This is
the meaning appearing at ﬁrst sight.)
1.

2. Another mantra or mystery is the “last" sloka of Sri Krishna’s teaching in Bhagavad Gita usually called the charm slaka-

It means: “Having given up rites or activities as means to secure
maksha, surrender thyself to me alone ”. (This is the ﬁrst half of the stake.)

“ I will free thee from all sins; despair not.” (This

is the second half

of the slokao)
Yet another mystery or mantra is usually called Dvayam. It consists of
two parts : the ﬁrst part means “ I seek refuge at the feet of Narayana who is
ever inseparable from Sri or Lakshmi”. The second part means: “ I oﬁ‘er my
adoration to Narayana and Sri ".
3.

These, then, are the “ three mysteries or mantras ” which are the best
of what should be known and meditated upon. The fuller and more subtle
meanings of these mantras are explained in latter chapters. )—Tr.

SA NSKRIT SLOKA .°

What is Opposed to the way of the Vedas is like poison; even
in the Srut‘is or Vedas, those parts which treat of the means of
attaining the enjoyment of material goods (Pralm‘ts' bhoga) and
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Sa'stra that I know Janardana ”. “ Therefore 3in determining
what *ought to be done and what ought not be done, the only authority that should guide you is Sasha" and "He who is well *versed
in the Kgamas or Vedas will attain Brahman ”, the only pramana
2

that exists for our guidance is slabda or what is revealed in the
S'astras. In this context it has been said, “ What are5 to be
known are many and endless; the time (at our disposal) is short;
the hindrances are many; therefore prefer only what is valuable,
like the swan that separates the milk from the water with which it
is mixed.” The word ‘ valuable ’ really means ‘ most valuable’,
because it refers to what is always and unconditionally valuable.
The Sastras of those who are outside the pale of the Vedas (like
Buddhists) and likewise of heretics (like Advaitins) are not valu.
able at all and are therefore to be ignored. In the ﬁrst part of the
Veda, the portion which treats of rites leading to the attainment of
worldly goods is only of very slight value and hence not to be
resorted to. That part which treats of the attainment of the good
things of svarga after death, though it may appear valuable to
some as leading to fruits higher than worldly goods is of no use,
as, in the ﬁnal estimate, they are based on sorrow and have other
objectionable features. That part, too, which treats of the realisation of one’s own soul and the means thereof, though a little more
valuable, is not of value to those who desire the enjoyment of the
Supreme Self. To the man of discerning wisdom, the part of the
Veda which treats of the Supreme Brahman, the attainment of
Brahman and the means thereof is the most valuable, and is there.
fore to be preferred.
NOTE :— 2.

Mahabharata:

Udyoga Parva:

68—5.

Bhagavat Gita: 16-24.
4. Mahabharata: Santi Parva: 276-2.
3.

'

Uttara Gita: 3-10
"' ( Alternative meaning): “ what should be attained and what should be
rejected (see Tatparya Chandrika: Gite: XVI: 24)
5.

WHAT IS BEST

2
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THE THREE M YSTERIES ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT.
Even there, the three Mysteries (mantras) 'which are, as it
were, an epitome of the truths that ought to be known and of the
means of attaining salvation, which are the distinctive, unique and
exclusive doctrines (of our Visishtadvita system) are invaluable and
therefore to be most preferred. As stated in the s'loka “ From the
many and great s'c'z'stras, the wise man should choose only that
which is most valuable as the bee takes in the honey from the
ﬂowers,” the ﬂea who thirsts for moksha should prefer as invaluable
these three mysteries (mantrc‘sz
TAMIL VERSE .'
As if what has been already learnt is not enough, the eighteen
subjects of study may confront us like burdens (on the intellect);
but they add only to the number (and are of no use). Therefore
the Kchfiryas of our system ( Vis'istﬁdvaitam) have, with wise
discrimination, given us what the Nitya-sﬁrz’s whose wisdom never
languishes (literally ‘ who never wink’) speak of in exalted terms.
‘
namely, the eight’ (Ashtakshara) and the ‘two ’ (viz) the Dvayam and the charama s'loka.
SA NSKRI T VERSE .'

The basic mantra (moolamarztra) called Ashtfz‘kshara shines
conspicuously in the Upauishads (literally, the end of the
If there is any one endowed
various branches of the Veda).
with discriminating wisdom who has understood from that
mantra the truth about his essential nature, and if he spends all his
time in uttering the Dvayam which, even at a single utterance, can
produce the fruition of the desire fer the ultimate goal of life and if .
he has also absolute faith in the means of salvation taught with
compassion in the charama stolen by Sri Krishna who, for his
sport or Illa, became the charioteer, and, who is the crest jewel, as
it were, of the Vedas - if there is any such person (at all) in the
world, he will be the leader of all our hosts.
6.

Mahabharata: Santi Parva 176 - 66.

3.

THE CHAPTER ON THE MOST IMPORTANT AND
DISTINCTIVE DOCTRINE THAT IS UNIQUE
To VISISTADVAITA.

SANSKRI T VERSE :

'

When Bhagavan is seen in the mirror of the Vyc’ipaka
mantras, which disclose His all-pervasiveness, one will see that
the universe (which we perceive with our senses) is absolutely
dependent on Him for its existence and continuance and likewise
for its activity and the fruit or result arising from it; since
the universe is supported and controlled by Him and is also
solely for the fulﬁlment of His purposes, one will understand
that it is the body of the Primeval Creator.
By realising this relationship of the universe being the body of the Creator,
one is enabled to reach the heart of the Srutis. which were not'
composed by any one and which have the deepest signiﬁcance.
WHAT IS MEANT BY PRATITANTRA? THE MEANING
OF S'ART RA - S’ARfRI BHK VA

:-

The word Pratitantm means a doctrine or feature which is
peculiar and distinctive to a certain (philosophical or religious)
system exclusive of all others. Here it may be asked what the
doctrine that is most important and unique to our system of
Vedanta is. It is the doctrine which maintains that the relation—
ship between Iswara and the world of sentient beings and nonsentient things is that between the soul and the body. (Another is
the doctrine that every word, whatever its ordinary denotation
may be, such as ‘cow’ "man ” and the like, refers ultimately to
Iswara who is within them as their innermost soul).
NOTE :-—

' Vyapaka mantras:

These are

(l) 4shtakrhara

(2) Shadakshara, the mantra with six letters (Name Vishnaye With Pranava
at the beginning) and (3) Dvadasakshara, the Manny With twelve letters
( Name Bhagavate Vasudevaya with prauava at the beginntns.)
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siddha vis'eshanas). Therefore their existence and the like depend
entirely on the existence of their support (i. e.) Iswara. The exis—
tense of all things is also dependent on His will. Those of them
that have only a temporary existence take their origin from a
temporary will or sankalpa of H is and those of them that are
eternal (like Vaikunta and the sun's) exist for ever by His eternal
will. This distinction has been stated by one who is worthy of
respect for his learning in the (following) eloka :— “ The ' existence
of all things is only by Thy will. Of these some are eternally dear
to The and are hence eternal and even these eternal beings or
things are entirely dependent on Thee for their essential nature.”
Since the continuance of a thing is merely the continuity of
its existence, everything, (i. e.) existence and continuance, is
dependent on His will . There are heavy substances that are stated
in the s'iistras to be supported by Iswara's will. For instance, the
following s'loka says :--— ” The Heavens} the sky with the moon,
the sun and the stars, the different quarters, the earth. the great
ocean -— all these are supported by the might of the Supreme
Being, Vasudeva.” It is stated here that, in regard to keeping
these heavy things in their respective places without their falling
away from them, the existence, continuance and activity of these
’
things depend on Iswara’s will. The word ‘ supported (in the
srloka) means ‘is dependent on His will’. If it be asked how.
when every substance is supported by His will, the essential nature
(svari'ipa) of Iswara can have anything to do with them, the
answer is that the will of the Supreme Being ordains that these
objects should be supported by His essential nature (svarﬁpa ).
Thus all things are dependent on Iswara’s essential nature and also
on Iswara’s will. In the world (of daily life) also, we ﬁnd that the
body is supported by the essential nature (soar‘zzpa) of the soul or
self and also by the will of the self. Since the body exists from

l. Vaikuntasthavam:
2.

36

Mahabharata: Anmasanika paws 254-136.
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the time of the entry of the soul into it and perishes or disintegrates
when the soul leaves it, it is known to be supported by the
svarﬁpa or essential nature of the soul. In the state of dreamless
sleep (sushupti) and the like, when the will of the self is dormant,
the body continues to exist without any deterioration; so its
existence then is clearly dependent on the svar'a'pa of the self and
not its will (or sankalpa). In the waking state, when the body is
kept from falling, it is sustained by the will or sankalpa of the soul.
When the existence of the body is dependent only on the svarupa.
of the self or its essential nature, it is said to be supported
(ﬁdheyatva) by the latter; and when the existence depends on the
will or sankalpa it is said to be controlled and directed by the latter
(uiyﬁmyatva).
I

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF S'ESHA-S’ESHI BHA'VA?

Iswara is said to be the s'eshz'n of all things, because they exist
solely for the fulﬁlment of His purposes. They are His s'eshas.
The following 340120 explains how Iswara is is the S'eshin of all:—
“ The “utterance of the Upanishads is to the effect that the Lord
takes in both sentient and nomseutient things for the fulﬁlment of
His own purposes, by being the cause of their existence, their
continuance and their control. In regard to (one of the two (i.e.)
the sentient being), Thou art both the end to be attained (up‘éya)
and the means of attaining it (upiiya). This is Thy essential
nature and not an adventitious quality of Shine. Therefore,
0 Thou that hast Thy repose in Srirangam, I seek refuge in Thee
without any selﬁsh interest.”

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS KNOWLEDGE.
Sentient beings and non.sentient things exist
own sake but for the fulﬁlment of God’s purposes.
is ever to exist for somebody else 6.0.) the Lord.
for His own purposes, His glory is manifested.
3. Sriranzaradastavam:

(Uttara Satakam) 87.

not for their
Their nature
In using them
This is being
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S'eshi. “ But " it may be asked, “ what does this sentient being
gain by being supported and controlled by Him and by existing
801er for his master ? " The answer is as follows
By having
the Lord as his ﬁdhc'ira, the Jim becomes an inseparable attribute
of the Lord even like His own attributes, Juana and s'aktz' or
power; By being the Lord’s swim and by having the Lord as his
srcshi, the jiva acquires a taste for an ultimate goal or end which
is apprOpriate to his essential nature, for every being aims at a goal
or end suited to the conception held by it about its nature. By
being the wash: of the Lord and by having Him as his controller
and ruler, he comes to know the speciﬁc means or upziya (viz
Bhagavan) of attaining the goal or ultimate aim suited to his
essential nature. This upc‘zya or means (is the Lord Himself who
is the only prOper means for the attainment of this end and who)
does not require any auxiliary aid for helping Him. From what
has been said above, it follows that this sentient being has no other
support, exists for no body else, and has no other protector than
Bhagavan.

:-

THE PRESENCE OF THESE IDEAS IN THE THREE
M YSTERI ES OR M ANTRAS.

If it be asked how this idea is contained in the ﬁrst mystery

(i.e.) ashtc‘ikshara, the answer is as follows :— The word ‘Nara’
yana is a compound word which means either " He to whom
Nan-1h are a resting place (ayana ) ”, in which case it is a posses.

sive adjective compound (bahuvr‘ihi samr'isa ), or “ the resting
place of nﬁrzih (i.e.) men ”, in which case, it is a determinative
compound in which the ﬁrst part Nan—2h is in the genitive case (i.e.)
narc‘mﬁm + ayanam (which is qualiﬁed by the genitive.) The
compound word Nﬁrﬁyarga interpreted in these two ways establishes His being the support (of everything) and of His pervading
it. From this it would follow that the jiva, in his essential nature,
has no other support and is pervaded by no other than Narayana.
The words Om and Name which precede Ndrdyam‘iya imply that
the ﬂea exists for Narayana and is entirely dependent upon Him

30
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case ﬁya, though the termination has dropped. It means ' for a
or Bhagavan ’. The speciﬁc form of being s'eshas which applies
only to ﬁrms ( and not to non-sentient things) and which is really
being the servants of the Lord (dﬁsas) and of His being the
Swami or Master is revealed in the purport or implication. So
also in the word ‘Narayanaya' there is the general relationship of
the «shin towards all things and the speciﬁc relationship of Swami
or Master which obtains in the case of ﬂeas. Here the goal of use.
fulness to the Lord, which is the result of the general attitude of the
swim, becomes the goal of service or kainkarya to the Lord,
owing to the jiva being His servant or dc‘zsa. Thus by being the
s'cshz'n, Iswara attains a unique glory and as a consequence of His
being the Swami or Master, this glory consists in the enjoyment of
service which is His purushiirthu. Iswara is responsible for the
protection of His servants and has also the power to do so, whereas
the jiva or Chetana is not responsible for his own protection nor
has he the ability to protect himself. This is due to Iswara being
the unconditional (nirupc‘idhz‘ka) sash? and the unconditional
Director and Ruler. Owing to their being the unconditional
s'eshas and their being subject unconditionally to His control, it
becomes. indeed, the responsibility of the owner to protect what
belongs to Him and of the strong to protect the weak. Iswara,
however, makes up His mind to protect the jiva only after making
him adopt some means or upc‘tya for winning His protection,
(because the ﬂea is subject, according to the Sﬁstra to the law of

Karma).

TAMIL VERSE .'
The Lord gave us our existence and is our support (dhc‘zraka)
as well; He is also the unconditional Ruler that directs and controls
us. There is nothing that does not exist for the fulﬁlment of his
purposes; He is also our Master for whom all things exist; He
stands alone with no one to compare with Him. It is the earnest
conviction of'those who understand the spirit of the Vedas that we
are the bodies and the unconditional (or natural) servants of the

3
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Lord with the crown of Tutsi leaves (for the Antaryams‘
Br'dhmana of Brihadﬁrmpyaka upam'shad states this explicitly.)
SA NSKRIT VERSE :

If, in the Kali yuga, there is any one supremely wise who can
understand this unique and distinctive doctrine of the relationship
between Iswara and the world being that between the soul and the
body, which was taught by that sovereign sannyzisin (Sri Bamanuja)
and which is like the dawn that dispels the darkness of ignorance—‘
then in that place where he is, the tumultuous waves of logical
disputation arising from the eagerness to establish the truths of
other systems will subside at once.

4.

THE CHAPTER ON THE FIVE THINGS THAT
SHOULD BE KNOWN TO EVERY SEEKER
AFTER SALVATION.

SANSKRI'T S'LOKA :

In the ‘ a ’ in Om and in the word

‘

Narﬁyarga’ occurring
in Ashtc‘zkshara, the supreme end of life (i.e.) Bhagavan, who is
opposed to all that is objectionable or faulty, is indicated; in the m
in am and in the part m‘mz occurring in Nﬁrﬁyatgﬁya, the essential
nature (svar‘ﬁpa) of the jiva who is to attain this end is disclosed; the means of attainment already existing as established
(siddha upc'iya) namely, Bhagavan, is indicated in the part ayamt
occurring in Nﬁrﬁymga and the means to be accomplished or
adapted (sr'idhya upc'iya ), which is self-surrender, is in nmnas;
the fruit desired, viz" the enjoyment of Brahman which includes
also service to Him is disclosed in the dative or fourth case in
Ndrc'iyazu'iya; the hindrance to it, namely, the feeling of ‘mine’
is in the word mama occurring in uamah (1m mama ). He Who
understands the Ashtﬁksham mantra that reveals all these ﬁve
and *Doayam too, which is to the same effect-he will be considered by all as one who knows everything.

THERE IS NO REAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THOSE
WHO SPEAK OF FIVE THINGS AND THOSE
WHO SPEAK 0F SIX.

In the words Narc‘iymga and in om, the relationship between

Iswara and the ﬂea is revealed as that between the soul and the
body. Having taken this relationship as the foundation or basis of
the Visishtadvaita system, some investigated the ﬁve truths that
should be known to every one who desires moksha. Others took
this relationship also as one of the things to be known and hence
spoke of the six things to be known. If it be asked what the ﬁve
NOTE :— " livzyam may mean also the two 6.9.)
: o a.

Drum and charm-
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things are that should he understood by the seeker after moksha
along with the relationship itself, the answer, is as follows :-- “ The
nature' of “ the end to be attained ” vie. Brahman, the nature
of the individual self who is the seeker of the attainment, the
means of attainment (upc'iya), the fruit resulting from it and so
also the hindrances to the attainment of Brahman - all the Vedas
with their (elucidatory) itihﬁsﬁs and purﬁqﬁs speak of these ﬁve."
BRAHMAN, THE END TO BE ATTAINED:
ITS SVARI7PA:

Among these, the essential nature of Brahman, which is the
object of attainment, is revealed in the ﬁrst letter a in om and in
the word ‘Nﬁrﬁyalga' in Tirumantra and in the words Nﬁrﬁyarga
with the adjectives ‘ S'rimiin’ occurring in Dvayam and in the
words ‘me’ and ‘I’ occurring in the Charama s'loka. It is in this
way that they should be considered. While doing so, one should
think of His essential nature (svarﬁpa) as inﬁnite jm’ina and
inﬁnite bliss ever inseparable from His consort, Lakshmi, who.
in every form and in all situations, participates in all His actions.
For there are many authoritative passages in support of this
prescribed contemplation

:-

“ The Lord of the 2Universe is ever with Lakshmi in Vai.
kunta, the world beyond ” (Here the reference is to the Supreme

Lord (Para) in Vaikunta.)

-

“ This 3Narayana is always with Sri Narayana whose abode
is the ocean of milk. He has now come to the city of Madhura
leaving His bed (Adisesha ” (The reference is here to the Vy‘r‘iha)
“ Thou‘ art the God Narayana, the spouse of Sri and hast the
Chakra as Thy weapon and Thou art omnipresent ". (The reference is to the Vibhava or avatara.)

l. Harita Samhita.
2. Liugapurena.
3. Harivemsa: 113-62

4. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda 120-13.
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“ Bhagavan has the 5mole, Sri Vatsa, on His chest and Sri
is with Him eternally.” “ Lakshmi is 6ever inseparable from
Vishnu.” “ He (Lakshmana) 7said as follows to Rama in the
presence of Sits”. (Here Sri is indicated as purushakﬁra). “ The
renowned t'Lakshmana spoke thus to Site and to Rama who had
the great vow (of protecting His suppliants )". (Here Sri is indicated in the state of Her being the upﬁya ). “This Site." is capable
of protecting this host of Rakshasis from (the anger of) Baghava."
(Here and in the next passage, Sri is indicated as the upc'iya) “I will
be ”your protector” ( Sita’s words to the Rakshasis ). “ You will
“enjoy yourself on the slapes of the hills with Site and. whether
you are asleep or awake, I will render service to you " (says
Lakshmana): ( Here is the prayer for the fruit, namely. kain.
karya ). “ He is “seated on the serpent Ananta (Sasha). along
with Her (Lakshmi) ” ; “ When '“shall I become their eternal
servant and thus ﬁnd delight? ” (This is also prayer for service).
“ Thy "spouse is Purushottama.”

“ When the Lord, “who is along with Sri, is pleased by the
service rendered to Him by the eternal Suris who delight in that
service."
“ I worship ‘5 Vishnu with the inseparable Sri; He is the sea
of purity and bliss "

“ The "beloved of Sri, who is inﬁnite and whose form is the

unique abode of all auspicious qualities "
Ramayana: Yuddha kanda 114-15
Vishnu purana 1-18-17
39939!“

Ramayana: Aranyakanda 15—6
Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda 31-2
Ramayana: Sundarakanda 58-87

Ramayana: Sundarakanda 58—90
11. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda 31-27

10.

12.

Alavandar: Stotram

12A. Alavandar: Stotram 46
13. Alavandar:

'.

Chatussloki:

14. Alavandar Atmasiddhi
15. Ramanuja:
16.

Vedantasara

Ramauuja: Vedantadeepa

1
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the abode of Sri (Snaivasa). may my mind

" The Lord of 'i'Sri.

whose essential nature is opposed to all
that is objectionable and faulty and who is possessed of auspicious
qualities and is (at the same time) inﬁnite jm‘iua and inﬁnite
bliss.”
“ Thou“, the protector of the cowherds from the torrent of

rain caused by Indra, and the Goddess Lakshmi.”

“ Thou art “ever with Lakshmi adorned with shining brace“Am I "still to remain in samsam without enjoying you in
the company of Lakshmi? ”
“ Thy 8"grace and the grace of the lotus-born Goddess
these I will sweep the ﬂoor of Thy temple."

—-

with

“ Thou “and thy lotus-born Spouse should be pleased to accept
the service of the three worlds. ”
“

I

" not

be parted (from Thee) even for a moment “,
says Sri and abides on Thy chest.”
will

“ Thou “art all jm‘iua and bliss.”
“ Thou ”art the light that never goes out and art beyond all
limitations.
BHAGAVAN POSSESSES ALL AUSPICIOUS QUALITIES :
Bhagavan is to be thought of as being Opposed to all that
is faulty or objeotionable; for it has been said, “ That ”Supreme
l7. Ramanuja: Sri Bhashyam
l8. Ramanuja: Gita Bhashyam
19. Much] Tiruvandadi. 86
20. Timvoymozhi: 4-9—10
21. Tiruvoymozhi: 6-9—3
22. Tiruvoymozhi: 9-2-1.

9-2-3
Tiruvoymozhi: 6-10-10
25. Tiruvoymezhi: l-l-2
26. Perla Tirumozhi: 32-8»!
27. Vishnupurana: 1.22.53
23. Tiruvoymozhi:
24s

36'
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canons;

Goal, which is called Vishnm is has from all imperfections." and
“He is ”greater than the great ; in the Lord of the great and the
low, there are no such things as pain. "’ He is to be considered
also as possessing all those qualities which are necessary for one
who is the object of attainment and who is, likewise. the means of
attainment. Many are the passages that speak of B'liagavan's
qualities :—

“ Hear ”now at a man (. Sri Rama) possessed of these qualities

"'.

“ Him who ”is possessed of these qualities."

" Him

who is “the eldest (son) and who is possessed of all

noble qualities."

" Him who is I“‘thus possessed of noble qualities ”
" Rama "shone with 6 all thesel qualities."
“ Him who “was possessed of such qualities and of irresistible
valour."
“ There are 8“’many noble qualities,

0 King,

in your son."

" ”Benevolence,

compassion, learning, integrity of character
control of the senses, control of the mind —— these six qualities
adorn Rama, the best of men.”

“ He is

known to be earnest in the matter of dharmu; He
is affectionate to those that seek His protection."
“7

28. Vishnupurana: 6-5-85
29. Ramayana: Balakanda: 1-7

33. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 2—47

34. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 1—34
30- Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 2‘47 35. Ramayana: Ayodhvakanda: 2-26
36. Ibid. 33-!2
3i. Ramayana: Balakanda 1-20
32. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda:

11—31

37. Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 21-20

.
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" Thou art “capable of aﬂording protection and art also the
refuge of all.

This is declared by the divine sages.”

“ Thou art ”the

tree in which the good ﬁnd their resting
place; and Thou art the supreme refuge of all those who are in
distress.”
“ He is ‘° the store-house \ of such qualities as splendour
strength, lordship, great wisdom, supreme Velour and might.“

“ Is “there

any one that can cornprehend the qualities of
Vishnu, who is the inner self of all beings?” “ My "boy, just as
the gems in the ocean are countless, the qualities of the Lord
armed with Chakra are innumerable; ”

“ His “qualities cannot be enumerated even in tens 'of thou.

sands of years by even all the gods assembled tagether. If there
be any man of pure mind anywhere, gifted with the period of
life appointed for Brahma and if he be further endowed with a
thousand mouths, he may be able, 0 best of gods, to enumerate
one ten-thousandth fraction of Thy qualities or may not be able."

“ Though Thy “qualities are inﬁnite, yet six of them are foremost among them; even as the universe is borne within thy body,
the other qualities too, are contained within them.”
“ It is "owing to the deﬁciency of arrows that the man who
wishes to cover the sky desists and not owing to any deﬁciency in
the space of the sky. (So also) we fall back from the praise of
Govinda, owing to our deﬁciency of intelligence and not owing to
any deﬁciency in His qualities.”
38. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda:
121-18
39. Ramayana: Kishkindakanda:
15-19
40. Vishnupurena: 6-5—85

41. Brahmapurana
42. Vamanapurana: 74—40
43. Mahabharata: Kama Pam:

44.

??

4S.

‘2
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“Thou hast “qualities which, being remembered, aﬂiet me
during Thy separation -- me the great sinner."
“ He has
extent."

'7 noble

qualities like bliss, which are limitless in

BHAGAVAN HAS A DIVINE AND AUSPICIOUS FORM :

Bhagavan should be thought of, also, as having a transcendent, superosensuous (aprakrita), divine and auspicious form,
which is the resting place (c’is'raya) of the universe, for there are
many passages which refer to this form of His :—

" To Him ”whose form ever remains the same —- "
“ He who "has faith in His form that is eternal and in His
being the Supreme Deity -— him Bhagavan approaches soon,
0 Poushkara."

“ Hari has "another form entirely different from all forms
seen in the universe, in which all these yaktis abide.”
“ He “assumes by His will a form that is immense and that
is pleasing."
“ The body

"of the Supreme Being

is not constituted of the

(ﬁve) elements.”
'His form “is not constituted of prakriti or matter nor formed
of ﬂesh, lymph or bone.”

“ This form “has four arms, is supremely excellent, and is in
Vaikunta.”
46. Tiruvoymozhi:

8-1-8

l- l-1
48. Vishnupurana: l - 2 - I
49. Poushakara Samhita
50. Vishnupurana: 6 - 7 - 70.
47. Tiruvoymozhi:

51. Vishnupurana: _6- 5 - 84

52. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 206 - 60
53. Varahapurana: 31 -40
S4. Mahabharata: Mousalaparva: 5-34
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“ He has a “form resplendent like gold
and capable of being
seen by the mind as in a dream. "
-

“ In that “form, the whole universe occupies a small part."

" In Thy "form, 0 Lord, I see the gods.”
“ He has

”a body on which rest

weapons and ornaments.”

“ All this "universe is in His form as weapons and orna-_
ments.”

“ The “Supreme Being armed with the conch, the chakra
and the club is in the region beyond the universe of matter
( tamas) ”
From the Paucharatra Sastra (Bhagavat Sastra), it is learnt
that this form of the Lord is of ﬁve kinds :— (l) The Supreme

(Para

VEz’sudeva ),

(2) Vy‘riha (Vasudeva ,

ruddha and Pradyumua), (3)
Krishna), (4) Hr‘irda and
temples).

Saukarsbana, Ani.
Vibhava (avatars like Rama and
(5) archii (images worshipped in

Details concerning them may be learnt from the Pancharatra
s'astra and from tradition. Bhegavan should also be considered as
having endless glories or possessions ( Vibh'ati ). For there are
passages like the following which describe His vibh'atz's :—

THE VIBHUTIS OF BHAGAVKN: LILK AND BHOGA:
“ These "are the vibhun‘s (glories) of Vishnu
Menu and others, time and all beings. ”
55. Menu: Smriti: 12—122
56. Bhagavad Gita: 11-13
57. Ibid: 11-15

59. Ibid:

(i. e.)

Brahma,

1—22-66

60. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda 114-25.
61. Vishnupuraua: 1—22-32

58.Vishnupuraua:1—22—76
NOTE:-— Hard: is an aprakrlta form of the Lord present in the human
heart, like the arclm in temples.
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“ He has. for “ His abode, the
called Mahii vibhﬁti.

mum

region of eternal glory

“ There is "no end, 0 mighty warrior, to my divine glories ”
(vibhmis ). These ideas are concisely expressed in the s'loka :—

“ The "anda of the Universe and whatever else is found
within that anda are His vibhﬁ’tis."
These vibh‘iitis (possessions or glories) of God are of two
kinds. sentient and non-sentient, and these again are of two kinds,
some existing for His Lila or sport and others for His enjoyment
(bhoga ). This division into things for play (me) and things for
enjoyment (bhoga) is based on the diﬂerence in the rasa or
delectation, though all of them have agreeableness (or ﬁnukﬁlyam)
in common. Bhagavan should be considered as being engaged in
the work of the Universe merely for His play or sport (ma), for it
has been said as follows:
“ From ”whom is the origin etc. of this world ”

“ All “this is Hari's play (or sport ).”
“ 0f

"Him who plays like a child "

“ “Playing like a boy with his toys "

“ Thou "playest with Thy creatures, as if they were balls for
sport."
“ All "this is merely for play (on the part of Brahman) as in
the world (kings play with balls ).
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Vishuupurana: 5-1-50
Bhagavad Gita: 10—40
Alavandar Stotram: 17
Brahma Sutras: 1-1—2.
Mahabharata: Santiparva: 206-58

67. Vishnupurana: 1-2-18
68. Mahabharata: Sabhaparva:
40—78

69. Vishnndharma
70. Brahma sutras:

2—1-33
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THE GOAL OF ATTAINMENT.
The nature of the fruit to be attained or enjoyed is mentioned
in the dative or fourth case (i.e) in Nﬁrﬁyam‘iya in the Tim.
mantra, in the word namah in the Dvaya. and in the charama
840]“; in the words “I will free thee from all sins."
THE HINDRANCE TO ATTAINMENT.
The hindrances to the attainment are the multitude of
obstacles that stand in the way of our attaining moksha, such as
ignorance (avidyii), karma and viiscma or impression left in the
mind by karma in previous births.
The foremost of these hindrances is the punishment inﬂicted
by Bhagavan for disobedience of His orders continually from time
immemorial; This chastisement causes association with prakriti
or matter with its three qualities (satva, rajas and tamas)
and thereby contraction of knowledge. It brings about a connection between the soul on the one hand, and the body, the senses
and the like which are speciﬁc modiﬁcations of matter (or prakriti)
on the other. Further it makes the find subject to the sway of the
body and the senses. To quote the words of the Alwar, "With
the "strong rapes of my sins, Thou hast bound me tightly with the
body, covered the sores within the body (like ﬂesh. fat and blood)
with the skin and let me walk away from Thee.” “ With "the
body given by Thee at the time of creation, I have been wandering
about to the satisfaction of the body.” This chastisement often
consists in placing the ﬂora in the body of animals which can have
no knowledge of the S'Frstras and cannot act in accordance with
them. Even in births like those of men, it confounds the mind
with the views of inﬁdels and heretics and, even in the
case of those who escape this, causes, through the concealing
agency of the peacock feather of primal matter (moola-prakriti)
and its modiﬁcations, the bodies and the senses, (1) ignorance
72. Tiruvoymozhi. 5-1-5.

73.

Tiruvoymozhi. 3-2-1
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of the truth and (2) erraneous knowledge and so also (3) sub.
jection to sense-pleasures. As Sri Ramanuja says, “This
"(usociation with matter) causes obscuration of a knowledge
of the essential nature of Bhagavan and also false knowledge.
Besides it makes the ﬁrm think that this association is delightful."
As a consequence of this,
it induces the jiva to disobey
His orders and do forbidden things for the sake of petty pleasures.
To quote again the words of the Alwar: “Is it “right on Thy part
to confound my soul and excite my ﬁve senses by showing me,
who am a sinner, all sorts of petty pleasures ?" One act of
disobedience leads to further acts of sin. Well has it been said.
“Sin "committed again and again destroys wisdom and the man
without wisdom begins further acts of a sinful nature.” In
consequence the Lord makes the jiva wander again and
again through the cycle of life in the womb, birth,
old age, death, and hell, as stated by Himself, “ I throw 76them
always into asuric births ” By means of the scriptures of
those who are actuated by rajas and tamas, which show the way
to secure petty pleasures, the ﬂea is made to fall at the feet of
petty deities who are themselves souls (kshetmjmz) fettered with
similar chains. " Those who "are actuated by rajas” it has been
declared, “ worship yakshas and Rakshasas ; and those who are
actuated by tamas worship the spirits of the dead and elemental
spirits (Bhﬁtagagmr'. The jiva is deluded into considering
himself as greatly beneﬁted by the mean and gruesome enjoyments
afforded by these deities in the same way as worms ﬁnd a pleasure
in dirt and ﬁlth.

Even those who practise yoga are made to practise it in connection with petty deities or in the meditations of such inanimate
75. Sri Ramanuja: Peria Gadyam.

77. Mahabharata: Udyogaparva 35- 73.

76. Tiruvoymozhi. 6-9-9.

78. Bhagavad

sits. 16-I9.
79. Bhagavad Gita: 17—4.
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says that for those who practise ”karmayoga, the eﬂort will never perish or be in vain. What has been
built up will, of course, remain built up. as it were, of stone.
But we cannot say when the fruit will be attained, whether at the
end of a kalpa or of a manwmtara or of a yuga. Even sages
like Vasishta, who ever acted in such a manner as to please God.
had to wait long. Those who acted against the will of God like
Vritra and Kshatrabandhu attained moksha without any such
delay. So it is difﬁcult to say which individuals have done
meritorious deeds that would lead to moksha without delay.
Similarly it is difficult to state who have done bad deeds leading to
divine chastisement causing delay.
Gite?

S'ARANZGATI THE ONLY MEANS OF GETTING RID OF

THESE HINDRANCES:
How can this chief hindrance which is of the nature of divine
punishment resulting from disobedience of the Lord’s commands'
and which is the root cause of this chain of suffering-how can
this be removed ? The author of Sri Bhﬁshya (Sri Ramanuja) has
declared that the only remedy for this hindrance is to obtain the
favour of the Lord and that this can be done only by S'arargzigati
or self-surrender to the ”Lord. This declaration is made by him,
while commenting on the order in which the senses, the mind and
the like have to be controlled as stated in Kata upauishad.“
All these hindrances to mokslm are to be understood in
whatever is contrary to what is ordained in the three mysteries
(mantras) (e. g. the feeling that the jive is independent and acts for
his own purposes which is Opposed to the truths shown in the

Ashtﬁkshara), in the egoism, or sense of ‘ my ’ or ‘ mine ’ in the
genitive mama in namah (na +mama) and also in the words’ all
thy sins’ in the charama s'loka. These have td be thought of, so
that one may feel the suffering which lies in walking on the hot
80. Bhsgavad

Gite: 2-40.

8!. Sri Bhashya. 1-4-1.

82.

Katomishad I.

3-

10-11.
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sands of samsr’ira and desire to hasten towards the path leading to
bliss.

TAMIL VERSE :
Those who know these ﬁve have declared them in order that I
may not despair in mind and in order that the darkness of ignorance may not confound me. the ﬁve namely - the Lord of the'
lotus-born Lakshmi, who stands as the one thing to be attained.
the ﬂea who loves the lord and craves for His grace by seeking
His feet, the means (or upziya) to be adopted by the ﬂea for the
attainment, and the fruit resulting therefrom, as also the strong
fetters of sin due to delusion or ignorance (which are hindrances).

SANSKRIT VERSE:

"

That which is to be attained is the Supreme Brahman who is
the s'cshi of all; I am also a ﬁt person to attain Him; the attainment should come to me as inheritance due naturally to me as to
the Suris; alas, by my egoism and the ignorance arising from it,
I have lost it, but I have been taught that, by surrendering myself
to the divine couple who are my s'eshis, I can now attain it.

(5) THE CHAPTER ON THE THREE ‘REALS’

(OR TATVAS)
SANSKRIT S'LOKA .‘

The delusion that the soul is nothing but the body and the
senses ( prclm'ti) disappears when one has a knowledge of the
distinctive features of sentient beings and non-sentient things.
So also the disputes on such questions as the unity of the jive and
God will no longer continue, when the characteristic features of
each of them are marked out. Our ﬁchﬁryas, whose wisdom never
failed, teach us about the existence of three realities (Tatvas)
classiﬁed in the s'ﬁstriis as the experiencing subjects (bhobm), the
objects of experience and enjoyment (bhogyam) and He who
rules over both of them (Iswara).
CLASSIFICATION OF TATVAS OR REALS AND ITS USE:

It may

be asked why the Eichiiryiis should state that the
three tatvﬁs or ‘reals' should be specially prescribed for the
study of those who seek moksha, when they form only a part of
the six things that should be knowm, namely, the ﬁve truths
urthapauchaka and the relationship of soul and body (which
exists between God and the world). The answer is as follows :—
It is necessary to root out the delusion that the body is the 5mm
and that the ﬂea is independeant (of the Lord), as well as the
view that there is no God, which is the cause of that delusion, for
these are great obstacles to moksha.

The s'Eistriis. therefore, divide Reality into three classes:
the eXperienciug subject, the object of experience or enjoyment,
and the Ruler who controls and directs them. Among them,
non-sentient things which are the objects of experience are of three
kinds (1) Prakriti or matter which has the three qualities of
sutvam, rains and tamas (2) Kala or time and (3) Suddha
Satvam, the substance of which the transcendental region beyond
matter called Vaikunta is made. The nature of (1) Prakriti
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of ﬁrms are the Sun‘s“ who are described as seeing eternally the
transcendental world beyond matter. The third class of ‘Real’ is
Iswara who has been thus described :—- He is all ;‘° He knows
all; He sees all; He possesses all strength, all knoWledge, all power,
all wealth: He is without fatigue, without lassitude, without fear,
without anger, without desire and other such (blemishes). Thus
has the nature of Iswara been taught.

Thus the three realities consist of the Ruler and the Ruled
(the latter including prakrz‘tz‘ and the sentient beings) and our
Kcharyas (Sri Yamunacharya and Sri Ramanujacharya) have
stated this concisely in the words “(Tswara)” on whom depend the
essential nature (svar‘z‘zpa), the continuance (sthiti) and the actively
(pravrz’ttz‘) of the three kinds of sentient beings and of non-sentient
things with all their differences ”. The three kinds of sentient
beings are those that are in bondage (baddhal, those that have
obtained release (mukta) and those that are eternally free (uitya).
The three kinds of non-sentient things are Pralzriu‘ with its three
qualities (satvam, rajas and tamas). Time, and Suddhasatvam.
The essential nature (svar‘izpa) means the substance or thing which
is deﬁned by attributes peculiar and unique to it. Continuance
This
(sthitz') means continuance of the thing or object in time.
is eternal for eternal things. In the case of nometernal things, this
continuance is subject to expansion and contraction in accordance
with the will of Iswara. Activity or pmvrz‘tti includes action and
All these three: the essential nature
abstention from acuion.
(svar'iipa), the continuance in time (sthithi) and the activity
(pravrittz’) are seen (by perception and other pramriqas) to be
different in the case of each thing or object.
9.

Vishnu Parana 1—6—39.

10.

Vishnu Purana 5—1-47.

ll.

Alavandar: Atmiddhl and Ramanuja’s Vaikunta—Gadyam.
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association with prakn’ti or matter. The differences existing
mutually among jivas in respect of knowledge, pleasures and the
like may be seen in the groups of jivas ranging from Brahma to
a blade of grass.

These bound souls support bodies given to them by Iswara in
accordance with their respective karma, both by their essential
nature (svar‘iipa) as jnana and by their attributive knowledge
(dharma bhiZta j m‘ma ). The support given to the body by the
essential nature (svariipa) serves to make it exist. The support given
to it by the attributive knowledge or dharmabhﬁtajnzina. while in
such states as waking, serves to enable the body to be useful for
securing the ends or goal of life and for adOpting the means to
secure these ends. In the case of the supreme devotee who has
already adopted the means of attaining mukti. the support given by
attributive knowledge makes the body useful for the enjoyment of
Bhagavan and for rendering service to Him. In the case of sinners,
this support given to the body is productive of adverse experiences.
When the jiva leaves the body, the latter undergoes disintegration.
The constituent substances of the body into which it disintegrates
(such as the ﬁve elemental remain the body of Iswara. As regards
continuance in time (sthiti), the speciﬁc character of souls in
bondage, as distinguished from others, is continuous association
with the body until mukti. As regards activities, these ﬂeas in
bondage have three kinds: punya, papa and that which is neither
of these two.
MU KTAS :

The difference between released souls and others is that the
former have attained their essential nature in a manifest condition
by the removal of obstacles. As regards their continuance in time
their essential
(stlu'ti), their distinctive feature consists in this
nature (svar‘apa), which has become manifest, will continue to be
so without any and. Among souls that have attained mukti or
release, the mutual diﬂerence is their having attained the manifestation of their essential nature earlier or later. The diﬁ'erence in

:-
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their activities consists in speciﬁc kinds of service to the Lord
chosen by each and prompted by love, which has resulted from
the perfect enjoyment of Bhagavan gained after the loss of it
from time immemorial.
NITYAS:
The speciﬁc and distinctive feature of the m’tyas (the eternally free) is that the manifestation of their essential nature
(soarﬁpa) is without any beginning and also their absolute dependence ( on the Lord) : The speciﬁc feature of their continued
existence in time is that their enjoyment of the 'S'esh'i is beginningless. Since this is common to all nityas, there is no mutual
difference between their respective states of continuous existence
in time. The difference in their activities consists in the continuone performance of speciﬁc kinds of service to the Lord from
beginningless time which, though diﬂerent, yet form a continuous
stream of service. It has been said that such m’tyus as Ananta
(Sasha ) and Garuda hold certain speciﬁc ofﬁces and perform
Speciﬁc kinds of service in due relation to them. If so, it may be
asked, how it would be possible to reconcile this with the statement
(made by Sri Rarnanuja in the gadya) that m’tyas (the eternally
free) and muktas (who have attained moksha) have all access to
all kinds of service. The answer is that they are not barred from
any form of service which is pleasing to them and is in accordance
with the will of the Lord and that no one of them ever desires to
render the forms of service which have been specially marked off
for others. Besides the service rendered by any one of them is as
pleasing to the Lord as that done by others; therefore the service
rendered by any one of them gives the same pleasure of service
to all of them. There is no difference in the delight which results
from the service as its fruit. Hence there is nothing unreasonable
in stating that all of them have access to every form of service.
.

NOTE :—- ‘ Instead of Said the author’s use of the word seshitatva is to
include Srl or Lakshmi also as Seshi ". Chetlur commentary.
"'
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about and acted upon (oyavahiira). Self-luminosity is the
capability of being luminous without the need 'of any other knowledge to illumine it. Attributive knowledge has oishayitva, because
it discloses objects other than itself (like pots. cloths etc.) The
subjectiveness or inwardness of souls or iitmﬁs (pratyaktva)
consists in their being luminous to themselves ; that is, the beneﬁt
of their luminosity is enjoyed by themselves The r'itmr'i or self is
the recipient of the beneﬁt of every object being disclosed or
revealed. Pratyaktva is only a special instance of this general ,
statement, for in it, the self receives the beneﬁt of its own disclosure or revelation. A thing which does not possess this
[watyaktva or subjectiveness does not also possess the common
beneﬁt of objects being disclosed. It cannot, therefore, be called
sentient. Though subjective knowledge or the ‘ I ’ and attributive
knowledge, which is its attribute. are both luminous by themselves,
yet they are also capable of being apprehended by other forms of
knowledge (like that from s'fz'stras), as being endowed with attributes like being eternal. When one’s attributive knowledge
happens to be known or apprehended by one with the help of
another piece of knowledge, the latter is called another piece of
knowledge, merely because of the direction to which the attributive
knowledge is turned. When we perceive an object, say a pot,
dharmabhﬁtajniina contacts the object and reveals it to the soul or
self; but when the dharmabhntajna‘na itself becomes the object
of knowledge, it is revealed to the self by a part of it.

THE THREE KINDS OF NON-SENTIENT BEINGS:
The three classes of non-sentient things are capable of being
apprehended only by others, (and not by themselves). Non»
sentience means being without the possession of knowledge. To
be capable of being apprehended only by others means that their
apprehension is not to themselves or for their own beneﬁt. These
two (viz. being without the possession of knowledge and the
apprehension not being for their own beneﬁt) are true also of
attributive knowledge (dharmabhiitajm‘ma), which is thus a nonsentient thing.
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Of the three classes of non-sentient things, matter ( Prakrz’ti )
and time (Kala) are jada (i.e.) not luminous by themselves.
There are some who hold that smddha-satvam is also jada. To
be jada is to be without self-luminosity. Those who have studied
such treatises as Pancharﬁtra or the Lord's S'c'istra would say
that s'uddhasatvam is luminous by itself, as it is declared to be so
in that s'iistra. It may be asked why, if it is luminous by itself,
it is not directly perceived by beings in the state of samsc‘ira. without having to be known through s'iz'stra only. The answer is as
follows :— The soul whose essential nature (scar‘apa) is knowledge
and its attributive knowledge are both luminous by themselves and
yet the former is luminous to itself and not to other souls, who
have to know it with the help of their own attributive knowledge.
Attributive knowledge, though luminous to its substrate, namely
the soul. is not luminous to others. In the same way, the snack!!!“satvam may be luminous by itself only to lswara, the muktus and
the m'tyas and not to others. There is nothing unreasonable in
this view.

It has been said in the following sdoka

:—

“ We ”bow to Hari and proceed to expound the s'astra called
Nyéiya-Tatva :— to Hari who sees, directly by perception and of
His own accord, all things simultaneously." It may be asked how,
to Iswara who sees all things with His attributive knowledge.
smddha-satvam could be *luminous by itself, when it is illuminated by the attributive knowledge of Iswara. The answer is as
follows :— Iswara's attributive knowledge apprehends all things
including His own divine svari‘iﬁa and yet do we not hold that His
divine form is luminous by itself? So also it is possible that
s'uddhasatvam is self-luminous, though it is apprehended also by
the attributive knowledge of Iswara. This is true also of nityas.
When lighting up an object (like ,a pot), attributive knowledge, it
" NOTE:— A pot is not luminous, because it becomes visible or is seen
only when lighted up by the ﬂame of a lamp. The ﬂame of a lamp is luminous,
because it does not require anything else to become visible.
12.

Nyaya-tatvam: Mensch sloka.
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has already been said, is luminous by itself only to its sub-strata,
namely, the self or soul. In the same way sruddhﬁ-satvam may be
luminous by itself to those that have attained release in their new
state. There is nothing inconceivable in this. The luminosity of
attributive knowledge is obstructed at the time when it is not lighting up external objects (like pots), by past karma of certain kinds.
So also the luminosity of sruddhasatvam may meet with obstruction
in the state of bondage and may not, therefore, be apprehended by
those in samsﬁra.
SANSKRIT, SLOKA.
The luminosity of (attributive) knowledge is natural to it
(svﬁbhavika), after release from samsnra, but is obstructed sometimes during bondage. So also in this case, ( there may be obstruotion during samsiira and luminousness after release l”.
Substances which are subject to modiﬁcation (m’kﬁri) are sometimes agreeable and sometimes disagreeable to the same individual
and to different individuals. ( Similarly maldha-satvam may be
luminous to God, the eternally free souls and those souls that have
attained release from bondage, while being non-luminous to those
in bondage.) There is no contradiction in this. In matters ascertained by the authority of the Scriptures. it is no use pointing
out inconsistency based on analogy. If, without accepting this
principle, we were to say that s'uddha satvam is said to be luminous not in reality, but by courtesy, as it were, or ﬁguratively
(upachc'z‘ra), it might become possible to argue that knowledge,
bliss etc. are also true of the self or soul only ﬁguratively and not
in truth. It may be asked :——“ How could there be, in a luminous
object (viz. s'uddhasatvam l, qualities like form and taste and
classiﬁcations like earth and water and also modiﬁc tions. Selfluminous things like the soul and attributive knowledge do not, in
general, have shape, tiste, smell and the like )”? The answer is as
follows :— (All self-luminous objects are not alike but have differences peculiar to each) ; for example, knowledge or self which is
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substances (dravya) are, in their essential nature
(soar-3212a), eternal. Some of them are said to be temporary or
transient, owing to their assuming a new state or condition
(avastha ). which justiﬁes their being called by a new name. As
new states similar to those which have perished follow each other
in continuous succession, they are said to be eternal in the sense
of a stream or current of water (retaining the same form, though
the water at any time may be different).
All these

The essential nature (svar'iipa), the existence in time (sthiti),
and the activity (pravrz‘tti ) of all these substances are dependent
upon Iswara, because they have no existence etc. apart from His
existence and without His will or desire.
Therefore it is
due to Iswara’s will that all substances are, by their very
nature, agreeable. From this it follows that to Iswara, to
the eternally free and to the released souls. they are all agreeable.
To those bound in samsa‘ra, however, they appear as disagreeable
or as only slightly agreeable at different times and to different
persons in accordance with the karma of those persons. Even to
bound souls, the essential nature of their own self or soul is always
to be agreeable. as such is the will of Iswara. It is indeed, because
of this false identiﬁcation with the self which is agreeable and also
karma, that the body which is disagreeable appears agreeable to
those who are ignorant. Since prakn‘tz‘ and its modiﬁcations are
harmful owing to karma, the man who desires release from bondage should abandon the attachment to them. To those that have
attained moksha, however, these very things are agreeable and not
to be rejected. All those things that are taken for one’s own with
the notion of ‘I' and ‘Mine’ are harmful. They become agreeable,
when a man has come to understand his real nature and to realise
that these things exist for the purposes of-the Lord. We will ex.
plain this matter at length when we come to speak of the perfect
and complete enjoyment of (the bliss of) Brahman.

IS WARA:
The essential nature (svarﬁpa) of Iswara on whom depends
the existence of all things is truth (satyam), knowledge (jm'ina ),

'
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kos'a, “ Youth and other attributes are common to both of you;

however the Lord has manly qualities, like independence, conquest
of fees, ﬁrmness and the like, you have such feminine qualities
as existing solely for the husband, compassion and forgiveness.
Thus you two have taken diverse qualities.” “ It is impossible to
understand the real nature of God ”, says Nammzz‘lvar in (1-3-6)
80 in a matter like this, vain assertion or insistence is not proper.
As has been said:— “Some make "weak cases appear strong."
Although it is possible to prove whatever we please with the
help; of our proﬁciency in logical disputation, we submit to the
authority of the sriistras. Therefore we should understand clearly
the truth concerning the Real or Tatva that rules and the reals or
tatvas that are ruled, only in accordance with the prmnﬁnas. We
need not try to know all things but should try to know what is exceedingly useful. In matters which are only of limited use, we
need not be so curious to obtain knowledge. The pilot tries to
know just as much about the (vast) ocean as would enable him
to steer the ship along the right path. Similarly we have to under—
stand necessarily as much as has been said here. In order to

obtain unshakable conviction (about these truths), more elaborate
treatises may be studied.
OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE TATVAS
OR ‘ REALS ' :

Here we have classiﬁed the Tatvas into three. 80 also some
consider Iswara as the only real or Tatva, because all other reals
are His attributes. Some have classiﬁed the tatvas into two as
follows
The ruler and the ruled; the self and the non-self; the
means and the end (upaya and upeya ). Some classify what
should be known into four: the Saviour and that which is to be
saved; that which should be rejected and that which should be
accepted. Others classify what should be known under ﬁve heads
as pointed out before and others into six. In the Rahasyasrﬁstras,

:-

29.

Mahabharata: Sahhaparva:

39—5.
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what should be known is stated to be seven. To all those who
think in those varied ways, there are respective advantages accru.
ing to the strengthening of their knowledge and their daily
Observances.

What is said in the following 8401:“, is of course true :— ” A
knowledge ”of the slash-as can be obtained only with the greatest
difﬁculty. Further it may unsettle the mind. Therefore having
obtained a knowledge of Bari from the teaching of the guru, a
man should cease from all such activities.” This does not mean
that one should make no attempt to learn the s'ﬁstras. Ithonly
means that one should learn what is most important as quickly as
possible and proceed at once to adOpt the means learnt therefrom
for attaining molesha, without spending too much time over elaborate
treatises, which might cause delay in the adeption of the means.
The man who has enough to eat without tilling the soil would
never think of tilling it. So also without wasting time over what
is unimportant, we should, as soon as possible, adopt the means
prescribed for moksha.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA :
A clear knowledge of what is useful, indifference to the three

ends (dharma, artha, and Mum) and being one in thought, word
and deed - these constitute the elixir of happiness.
TAMIL VERSE :
Our ancient (‘ichc'iryas who gave us the essence of the Veda
have, out of compassion (for us), taught us clearly all about the
three wonderful and varied tatvas, cit. ucz‘t and Iswara in order to
remove, from our minds, the cruel delusion in regard to the body
arising from karma and the notion that we are independent (of the
Lord).
'
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a.

By the addition at a point here and the omission of a point
there, there are countless systems of thought, each appearing
beautiful with fallacious arguments owing to the endless diﬂ’erences
due to ‘is’ and ‘is not’. These are indeed as numerous as the
poems composed by the imagination of poets (some omitting an
incident and others inventing an incident and so forth). Notwithstanding this, the unparralleled vision of the truth ';(about the
tatvas) will make them all vanish at once into thin air. When the.
mag is seen in reality, the delusion that he is an animal or a leg of
wood, sthmgu vanishes at once. 80 also when, with the help of the
pranu'irgas’, Purushottama is ascertained as the Supreme Deity. the
delusion that Rudra (Sthanu) or any other is the Supreme Deity is
at once dispelled.

6.

THE CHAPTER ON THE TRUTH CONCERNING
THE SUPREME DEITY.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
Those who are not proﬁcient in the S't‘istras say that there is
only a single self, that all deities ( like Indra, Agni and so on) are
only one, that the three deities (Brahma. Vishnu and Siva), when
preperly understood, are alike and of equal rank, that these three
deities are only one deity (in three forms) and that the Supreme
Deity is other than these three and hold other such (errondous)
views, but those who have discrimination entertain no regard for
these (divergent views). The Upanishads, with one voice, and so
also Manu, Vyasa and others, following the Upanishads, proclaim
that Sriman Narayana is our Lord who has all (things and beings)
for His body, that e (alone) can give muktz’ and that He is the
object of blissful enjoyment for those who have attained moksha.
WHY SHOULD WE DETERMINE WHO THE

SUPREME DEITY

IS:

All ‘reals’ have been classiﬁed into matter (Prakrz'ti ), the
individual self and the Supreme Self or Iswara on the basis of the

differences among them pointed out before. (From a knowledge of
this classiﬁcation alone), it is not possible to attain supreme devotion to a single deity to the exclusion of all others, unless the truth
as to who is the Supreme Deity has been ascertained as in the
words of the Alwar: ” She will not worship any god other than
Bha-gavan nor dream of any such god ”. Further, to no one but
the exclusive devotee of the Supreme Deity, is moksha possible of
attainment without delay. So it is necessary to decide who is the
Supreme Deity.

CRITICISM

0F

ERRONEOUS VIEWS:

In this context, the view that all (things and beings) are the
substance of Brahman cannot be accepted, since sentient and non-
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also said elsewhere, “ There is no ‘being in the world that is
eternal, either among those that move or among those that do not
move, except that one Primaeval Purusha called Vasudeva."
This declares that He alone is eternal. Therefore, other views
such as the following :— “ The gods of the trinity (Brahma,
Vishnu, and Siva). are of equal greatness”; “ The three gods of
the Trinity are only one ”, “Iswara is above and beyond the
Trinity " “ Either Brahma or Rudra among the Trinity is the
Supreme Lord ”—these views stating equality, identity, the existence of an entity superior to all the three of the Trinity and the
supremacy of a different member of the Trinity, are against the
pramc‘mas. That Brahma, Rudra, and the like are created beings
subject to karma may be seen in the following passages :— “ The“
purusha or person created by Him (Narayana) is called Brahma
in the world”. “ Having "caused the dissolution of the worlds
before, you lay on the waters of the great ocean and created me at
ﬁrst by your Maya (will).”, “ Brahma’s name “is Ka and I, Is'a
rule over all embodied beings. We two were born from your
limbs. Therefore you are called Keswwa (Ka and Tsra)" Further
Brahma says, “ I was 'born from His graciousness for some
reason and you, from His wrath, for some other reason, in one of
the earlier creations.” The very words of these rival gods, which
are, so to say, a deed of release written with their own hands,
declare this truth. That Brahma and Rudra are subject to karma
and attained their high status, because of having worshipped the
Lord of all with special rites, may be seen from the following passages :— “All the ”gods sacriﬁce to Vasudeva and all the gods bow
to Vasudeva.” “ Brahma, nRudra and Indra, together with all
other gods and the great rishis worship the divine Narayana or
Hari. the greatest of Gods ", " Meditating 1’constantly on the
5. Mahabharata: Santiparva 347-32

6. Manmmriti 1-11
7. Ramayana: Uttarakanda 104—4
3. Harlvamsa (Siva’s words) [31—48

9. Mahabharata Santiparva 352-62
10.
11.

?

Mahabharata Santiparva 350-30

iz. Mahabharata Santiparva 210.33
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THE OTHER GODS ARE THE SERVANTS
OF BHAGAVKN.
That these (Brahma and Rudra) render service to the Lord,
who is their inner self, with the help of the knowledge given to
them by Him may be seen from the following s'loka :— “ These
two ", who are the greatest among the gods, are considered to have
been born (respectively) out of His (Bhagavan's) graciousness
and wrath; and they perform the duties of creation and destruction in accordance with the lines laid down by Him." They are
not pure and are not objects for spiritual meditation (s'ubhiis'raya),
for it has been said : “ Bhagavan ”Hiranyagarbha (Brahma),
Vasava (Indra) and Prajapati ......... all these gods and others
are impure, their births being due to past karma ” and again,
“ From Brahma” to the blade of grass, all beings that have their
existence in the world have had their births as the result of karma
and are subject to the cycle of births and deaths (sams'ara ) " and
further, “ The ”man who has no attachment (to the things of this
world) should know that every being including Brahma is impure
as being tainted by the ripening of karma -— to Him, Vasudeva
alone is the Supreme Goal or refuge.” These statements have
been made by Parasara, Sounaka, Saks and others. Brahma,
Budra and others have to seek Bhagavan’s protection and Bhagavan has to seek no body else’s protection. This is clear from His
own words :-- “ The gods” are under the protection of Rudra,
0 King, and Rudra is under the protection of Brahma. Brahma
is under my protection and I do not seek the protection of any
one. There is no one that I need for my protection, for I am the
These gods are among the great possessions
refuge of all.”
(vibhﬁti) of Bhagavan, who is the Lord of both lilavibhi'ai and
nitya-vibhﬁti) — for it is said, “Brahma" Daksha and others, Kala,
19.
20.
21.
22.

Mahabharata: Santiparva: 350-19
Vishnupurana: 6—7-56, 77.
Vishnudhsrmam: 104-23
BhagaVatam: 1149—18.

23. Mahabharata: Aswamedhikaparva
118-37, 38
24. Vishnupurana: 1-22-33
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nothing” more auspicious than Vasudeva, there is nothing more purifying than Vasudeva. There is no greater divinity than Vasudeva.
No one who adores Vasudeva ever parishes.” " In all ”the three
worlds, there was no one like Him ever born and there will be no
one like Him born in the future." “ Thereml is no divinity higher
than Kesava." “He is the ”King of all kings, Vishnu, the great
Brahman. We know Him to be Iswara. He is the Father, the
Creator.” Those who are lucky, even while in their mother’s
womb and have received. while in the state of being born, the
glance of Madhusudana will become desirous of moksha; for
His glance dispels rajas and tamas. Those who are looked at by
Brahma and Budra just before birth will become subject to the
inﬂuence of rajas and tamas. This difference is brought out in
the following passages :-- “ He who“ is looked at by Madhusudana
just as he is being born should be considered as a pure soul
(szitvika) and he will ever think of the goal of moksha. I f, on the
other hand, a person is looked at immediately at birth by Brahma
or Rudra, his mind will be overcome by rajas and tamas.”
THE ASPIRANT FOR MUKTI SHOULD WORSHIP
ONLY BHAGAVZN.

That these gods are not to be worshipped by those who desire
moksha (and that Narayana, the Lord of all, who is the cause of
these gods, is alone the deity to be worshipped by all those who
desire moksha, including these gods) may be seen from the following s'lokas :— “ To those “who are sunk in the sea of samsrrra
and whose minds are overpowered by the objects of sense pleasures, there is no other refuge than the ship of Vishnu." “ Those
who ”have a discriminating intelligence never worship Brahma, or
Rndra or any of the other gods, for the fruit of their worship
?
29.
?
30.
31. Naradiya Purana 18- 33
32. Mahabharata: Aswamedhika

parva 43~l3

.

33. Mahabharata: Santiparva
358—73—77

34. Vishnudharmam: 1-59
35. Mahabharata: Santiparva 350-36
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" Hari alone” is ﬁt to be meditated upon,
is very limited. ”
0 Brshmins, by you who are noted for your satvam. He is
and I am the m e a n s for en.
always to be adored
If, in some places,
abling you to r e m e m b e r Hari. ”
these gods are spoken of as assisting in the attainment of moksha,
it should be understood to mean that they, like Acharyas, assist by
imparting knowledge and in such other ways. This is also the
purport of the following passage; “ The man" who is a devotee of
the god of the sun (Surya) will, after seven more births, become a
devotee of Rudra by the Sun’s grace. He who is a devotee of
Sankara will, after seven more births, become a devotee of Vishnu
by the grace of Sankara.” And again :-— “ He who is a devotee of
Vasudsva will, after these seven births, become one with Vasudeva
by His grace.” In this context it has to be stated that devotion to
Surya and others leads gradually to devotion to Bhagavan, only in
the case of those who are not subject to mental delusions about the
Supreme Self and the Self’s that are below it -- such delusions as
holding that they are all one or that the lower self is the Supreme
Self or that all these divinities are of equal power. and provided
they are not ﬁlled with the hatred natural to the c’isuric or demoniac
nature. This is evident from the whim : “ Those who“ hold
Pumshottama as being similar to the other deities are to be con.
sidered heretics unﬁt for any kind of karma or rite. ” People who
have such delusions in their knowledge (and worship) will meet
with defeat due to the punishment inﬂicted by Bhagavan, although
they have devotion to other deities. From the following alloka :
“ O mighty Rudra,” get S'c'zstras of deluding import composed and
by prompting men to slight eﬁort, show the fruit of these actions
as soon as possible”—from this s'loka, we may infer that, if there is
success in achieving tangible fruits by following these false eastras.
it is only for making men fall into delusion and thence into hell.
If Bhagavan, whose will

is irresistible, decides that some one
deserves His punishment, then that person will ﬁnd no other god
36. Harivamsa:
‘1
37.

132—8. 14

38.

?

39. Varaha Parana: 70-36.

'
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capable of protecting him. It is said in the Ramayana “If a man
has “deserved death at the hands of Rama, neither the four-faced
Brahma, who was born of no mortal, nor the three—eyed Budra
who destroyed Tripura, nor the great Indra, who is the leader of
the gods, will be able to shield him in battle.” If, on the other
hand, a man seeks refuge under Bhagavan. even if all the gods and
intimate friends of His, like Sugriva, the great king, prOpose to
injure him, Iswara will protect him by over-coming wicked men
like Bavaria who should be overcome, and helping, by persuasion,
such good people as the leaders of 'the monkeys who had spoken
against Vibhishana, as they deserve that course. For has he not
said :-- “ To him who‘1 has sought my protection even once and
begged of me saying, f‘I am thine” —— to him I aﬂ'ord protection
from all beings. This is my vow” and is He not one who ever
keeps his word and sees that His vows do not fail?

THE BOONS GRANTED BY OTHER DEITIES ARE
DEPENDENT ON THE GRACE OF BHAGAVKN.

If men seek the favour of other gods, they

will soon obtain
minor rewards which are like poison mixed with honey, for it is
said, “ Those ,"who desire the fruits of karma or rites perform
sacriﬁces to the gods and obtain the rewards of their actions in the
world of men very soon." And again :—- " From them“ they

obtain the objects of their desire as ordained by myself ”. The
Lord said to the gods :-- “ This Brahma“ is your father and
mother and grandfather, and will, under instructions from me,
grant bonus to all beings, and Budra, his younger brother, who had
his origin in my forehead, will, under instructions from Brahma,
grant boons to all beings”
As stated in these passages, these are dependent upon Bhagavan.
It is said:-—- “ The“ rewards (obtained from thesedeities) are of
40. Suudarakanda 51-45

4|. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18-33
42 Bhagavad Gita: 4—12
43. Bhagavad Gita: 7—22

45. Mahabharata: Santiparva:

349-76-77
46. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 350—36
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those who do not clearly understand these principles in this way,
the worship of other deities is prescribed in such passages as the
following: “ They may “be worshipped by men other than those
who have discriminating intelligence."
Those who worship these other deities without knowing that
they are the bodies of Bhagavan are like a follower of Charvaka
(a materialist who believes that there is nothing other than the
body called the soul) who anoints the body of the king, his master,
without knowing that his master has a soul. It is true that the soul
of the king is pleased with the service done to his body. In the
same way, as a matter of fact, the devotion to these other deities
is really the worship of Bhagavan. as they are only His bodies.
Notwithstanding this, the fruit of this devotion to the lower deities
would be only partial and incomplete. (We may remember in this
connection the siloka in the Gita) which says :— “ Those “who
sacriﬁce with faith and earnestness to other deities -- they, too,
sacriﬁce only to me, but not in the manner and according to the
rules prescribed for it." Since the rite is performed in an irregular
manner without the observance of all the rules, the fruit will be
partial and incomplete. If, on the other hand, a man, knowing
that these other gods are only the bodies of Bhagavan, oﬁers worship to them owing to a special desire for obtaining quickly the
smaller goods of life, the fruit will be fully and completely realised
in perfect measure.

The Gite thus speaks of those who approach Bhagavan for
minor fruits :-“ The man“ who has lost his wealth but seeks to recover it, the man who wants to enjoy his own soul. and the man
who wants to acquire prosperity " All these will have their reward
in even greater measure.” Of those who adore Bhagavan without
any such desire for minor fruits and only for tlh sake of moksha.
it is said, “Bari“, who confers moksha, gives to .His worshippers
who meditate on Him, health of body, wealth, and enjoyments, in
?
53.
54. Bhazavad Gite: 9-23

55. Bhagavad Gita: 7-16
56. Vishnudharmam: 74—43
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addition to what they desire viz" moksha ". These are, so to say,
adventitious or incidental rewards (anushgngika) not sought by
them. Sri Kulasekhara Perumal, to whom such adventitious
prosperity was vouchsafed, says in this connection:—“ The 5“man
who desires only Thee and does not seek great prosperity — pros.
perity comes and seeks him." _Isandan also has stated this in his
stotra thus :-- “ Those enjoyments which were formerly desired
but could not be obtained come to us, of their own accord, without
any eﬂ'ort or exertion on our part, like rivers ﬂowing into the
ocean, (although we do not desire them now ).” (It may be
asked- why all those who desire only moksha are not blessed with
the good things of this life). (The answer is) :— This is due to
the special form of meditation or vidyzi practised by the devotee
and the special desires of his earlier life. (Some: vidyﬁs secure
worldly prosperity in addition to moksha after death, while others
secure only moksha.)

The Alwars, too, have spoken of these differences between the
Lord of all on one side and Brahma, Rudra and the other gods on
the other side, in passages such as the following :— “ The gods"
are only the food eaten by Bhagavan and vomited afterwards,
(eaten during pralaya and vomited after creation); are there any
(gods) who are not of the nature of this vomit? ” “ Narayana
”created the god with four faces, and the god with four faces created Sankara.” “ 0 Thou“ that art the original bulb of the lotus
of the navel, from which arose Brahma, Siva, Indra and the
others who worship you with reverence.” “ Arjuna “saw on
Siva’s head, the ﬂowers of the garland that he had placed at the
feet of the holy Bhagavan which had measured the whole world,
and understood clearly that Sri Krishna was the Supreme Deity
wearing a garland of green tulasi.” “ Indra“ who rules over the
gods, Brahma the god with four faces, and the'great Siva with his
matted locks of hair — (all these) meditate with earnestness and
.

56A. Perumal Tirumozhi: 5—9
57. Paris Tirumozhi: 11-6-2

58. Nanmucan Tiruvandadi:

l

59. Tiruvoymozhi: 10-10-3

60. Tiruvoymozhi: 2-8-6
61. Tiruvoyrnozhi:- 3—6—4
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sincerity on His lotus-like feet and go about praising Him.” “He
alone“ is the Lord of Siva who is spoken of in high terms. of
Brahma and of all others.” “ O Lord“ whose glory cannot be
adequately understood even by him who rides on the unique bull
and by Brahma,” And again, "Neither the god who has the bull for
his banner. viz. Siva nor Brahma. nor Indra nor any other knows
the remedy for the disease called “ birth ” (i.e.) samsﬁra.”

This truth about Bhagavan being the Supreme Deity should
be considered as present in the ﬁrst letter a of aum in Tirumantra
and in the word Narc'iyarga therein and in the word Narﬁyana
occurring in Dvayam along with its attribute Srimﬁn (along with
Sri or Lakshmi) and likewise in the words ‘me’ and ‘I’ occurring
in the Charama S'loka.

For men other than those who have this conviction about

the Sapreme Deity, it is not possible to be in the state of
having Bhagavan alone exclusively as their protector, a state such
as is described in the following and other words of the
Alwars :— “There is “no refuge other than Krishna”. “ Whether
you “weed out my suffering or whether you do not weed it out,
I have no other means of getting it removed.” “I "know of no
other staﬁ' of support for my soul ”. (We may see also) the ten
stanzas beginning with: “ If you do ”not withhold the suffering
due to my karma ”, The Alwar* who learnt all spiritual truths
directly from the Lord of all discerned the truth about the Supreme
Deity in Tirumantra, gave up all devotion to other deities and
became well established in exclusive devotion to Bhagavan, which
extends to His devotees and also in rendering exclusive service to
the Lord and His devotees. He gives expression to this in the
following verse z-- “I cannot“ live in agreement with those who
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Tiruvoymozhi: 4-10—4
Perialwar Tirumozhi: 4-10-4
Pcrialwar Tirumozhi: 5- 3-6
Tiruvoymozhi: 2-2-1
Tiruvoymozhi: 5-8—8

67. Tiruvoymozhi: 10-10—3
68. Perumal Tirumezhi: 5-1

" Tirumangai Alwar
69. Pcria Tirumozbi: 8-10-3
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hold that there is any other3 deity (than the Lord); I have also
obtained the privilege of rendering service to Thy devotees." In
the verse beginning with “ The earth. water, ﬁre, air, ether—having
created these,” the Alwar places (before himself) the three gods
concerned in this controversy and. after a consideration of
pramﬁaas, ignores two of them and decides on the remaining
deity who is Supreme Light" “as His god having a complexion
resembling that of a cloud.” Perialwar also declares in the following verse that the deity who is of this form and complexion is the
Sapreme Reality (Tatva) described in all the Vedas: “ If "you
"meditate on the god who is of the colour of the ocean by uttering
the origin of all Veda, namely. the syllable mm with three mﬁtras
(metrical units) etc. etc."

Having in mind the passage in Taittz’riya which describes the
Supreme Deity as being the Lord of Lakshmi, the Alwar understands that this description excludes other gods and exclaims
“I
have“I seen Lakshmi and the form of the Lord shining like gold
on which she rests.” Beginning with this verse he concludes with
the statement that “ for wise men it is only Bhagavan who ever
acts in conjunction with Lakshmi that is both refuge and goal.”
This he declares in the following verse :— “Our refuge "is the
goddess residing in the beautiful lotus covered with honey, who has
long eyes and shines with a splendour which throws into the shade
the lightning seated in the black cloud and who fascinates (with her
beauty) the God armed with the discus and wearing the garland
of tulasi on his broad chest.” The conclusion has been arrived at
that this couple (Bhagavan and Sri) are our goal of attainment
and our refuge.

:-

This truth regarding the Supreme Deity was taught at great
length by the great sage, Parasara, to his worthy disciple who was
ﬁt to receive the great spiritual secrets, in the following svloka :—
70. Tirunedunthandagam: 2
71. Perialwar Tirumozhi: 4-5-4

72. Third Tiruvandadi:

l

73. Third Tiruvandadi: 100
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“ In all "beings, gods, men and animals, all that is masculine is
Bhagavan, Bari, and all that is feminine is Lakshmi, O Maitreya,
and there is no one other than they.” This sage, Parasara,

obtained the knowledge concerning the Supreme Deity by the
grace of Pulastya and Vasishta who gave him this boon :—- “ You
will” understand the truth about the Supreme Deity.” “ What
was" said to you by Pulastya will certainly become true.” Our
great Ichzirya, Sri Yamunamuni, also speaks of Parasara with the
greatest regard in ‘ I bow" to Parasara, the best of sages.” And
Nammalwar, who received the gift of knowledge free from all
delusion and bhakti from Bhagavan and who occupies the highest
place in the line of those who have performed prapattz', has stated
the same truth (namely, that Lakshmi should also be considered
along with Bhagavan as our refuge and our goal) :— “ You have 7'
enabled me to have a vision of Thyself and Thy consort (Lakshmi)
with the shining bracelets, standing tOgether.”

We have already stated all that should be said in this connection in our commentary on The Four S'lokas (of Yamunaoharya)
with a refutation of the views of Opponents and refer the reader to
the same.
TAMIL VERSE :
Our Kchﬁryas have proclaimed, in no uncertain terms. that
our eternal Lord with His Consort seated on the lotus is the
Supreme Deity, so that disputants, proud of their knowledge of
reasoning and argumentation, may not, each according to his own
will, declare that the ultimate cause is this or that (Brahma, Rudra
or Indra) thus causing dread to the Vedas* and trepidation to all
devotees.
74. Vishnu Purana: l - 8 - 35
75. Vishnupurana: 1-1-26
76. lbid: l - l - 28

77. Alavandar Stotram: 4
78. Tiruvoymozhi: 4-9-10
'

" NOTE:— The Veda is afraid of the man who has only a little knowledge of it. ( Bibhcti alpa sruteh vedah)
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SANSKRIT VERSE :

In this world which is enveloped in avidyt‘i or karma, there

may be found, here and there, a single individual who has closely
studied Vedanta and who can realise that Namyana with His
consort Sri is the only refuge, when rulers sitting on victorious
thrones as sovereigns of countries, of the whole world, and of
Brahmsnda. itself perish utterly along with the story of their lives.

(7) THE CHAPTER ON THE ASPIRATION
FOR M UKTI.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
Who, indeed, is there that will bear the bondage of
samszz'ra -— who that has understood the revolutions of time, the
nature of matter ( prakriti) and its evolutes or modiﬁcations which
cause contraction of knowledge, the evils attendant on the enjoy.
ment of the pleasures of this world and of svarga, the eXperience
of suﬂ'erings resulting from sin which resemble a pit of ﬁre, the
true relationship that exists necessarily between himself and the
Supreme Being. the region of divine bliss and also the nature of
the body which is like a prison-house?

Thus, from the S'c‘istras which treat of the soul, a man should
understand the principles and truths explained so far. He should
know clearly that the soul or self is selﬂluminous or luminous
by itself, is a knower, doer and enjoyer having a body and that the
soul is atomic. eternal, without parts or limbs, incapable of being
cut, burnt, injured. dried up or otherwise affected and that its
essential nature is such as not to admit of increase or diminution
and that, in all these respects, it is different from the body, the
senses and the like which are attributes of the self. With the
conviction that the soul or self is capable of passing on into another
world and taking up another body, the man learns, in a general
way, that it is possible for him to have higher aims or goals than
those, found in this world. He is full of dread at the thought of
falling into hell and the like or experiencing the sufferings of
“another life and abstains from those actions which are the causes
thereof. He is also convinced that he is different from Iswara in
that while he is supported and controlled by Iswara and exists solely
for the fulﬁlment of His purposes and is besides weak, atomic and
subject to ignorance, doubts. errors, suﬁ'erings and the like, being
the abode of impurities, Iswara, of whom his self is an attribute, is,
in every one of these respects, absolutely the Opposite. From this
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Bhagavan: The protest or objection was made in such
works as the Gita and it was made by me.
The Jim:

Is there any witness ?

Bhagavan : The wise man.
The

Jim :

But he is an interested witness.

Thus in this dispute between Bhagavan and the ﬂea, the need
arises for an arbitrator.”
With a knowledge of the meaning of u in amn, which means
‘
‘only’, we should root out the notion of I’ in thinking “ I am the
s'esha of others (those other than Bhagavan) and the notion of
‘
mine ’ in thinking, “Another (and not Bhagavan) is my s'eshi."
By an understanding of the negation contained in the middle word
(viz. namo, na mama) which declares that there is no such thing
as independence fer the Jim, we should rid ourselves of the notion
of ‘ I ’ in thinking ‘that in respect of the means of securing one's
own protection, one is wholly independent’ and the notion of
‘mine’ in thinking that this act or activity for securing protection
is unconditionally ‘ one’s.’ By the force of this very negation
(na mama), we should give up erroneous notions that may exist
in regard to the fruit (of the upaya ), which consists in future
enjoyment (in Vaikunta) extending up to the service of the Lord,
which is the meaning of the dative in the third word (Narayargaya)
— erroneous notions of ‘ I ’ in thinking on the analogy of other
fruits enjoyed here (in this world ). “ I will be the independent
doer ” and “ I will he the enjoyer subject to no one else" and
“mine” in thinking “I do this for myself ” and “ I enjoy this
for myself ”. (These notions of ‘I ' and ‘ mine’ in varied situations should be completely rooted out by considering the meanings,
implicit and eXplicit, in the several words of the 'Tirumantra.)
Thus one should become well established in right knowledge and
should say to oneself in the words of the Alwars :-‘- “ Having

7
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petty: I have now

given them up and found relief.” " The 'pleasures of the ﬁve
senses in seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and tasting and, so
also, the unlimited but inferior enjoyment of one’s own self
(Eitmc‘z‘nubhava ), which is not capable of being realised by the
senses, have been given up by me.” “ When He is8 gracious, what
is there difﬁcult of attainment? I have had enough of dharma,
artha and kﬁma. They are petty.” ‘ The ‘fruits obtained by these
weakminded men are temporary and end after a short time.’
“ Having‘ come into this world which is not eternal and is full of
misery, seek me as your refuge.” “ Having“ heard of those who
were mighty and valiant and of those who had immense treasures
of wealth and who, after the lapse of some time, have left
nothing behind them but tales of their lives, the wise man never
considers as ‘his’, sons, wives, houses. land and the like, nor
wealth ". “ The ’world is all misery ”. “ Even‘ in Svarga, since
there is fear ‘of a fall after the expiry of the ordained period, there
is no happiness”. “It is 'only fools who banker after kingdoms,
thinking that they are theirs. Men like me never long for them,
because they are not intoxicated by the strong liquor of egotism
the sense of ‘I’ ).” “ From the ”mansion of Brahma downwards,
O sage, these evils exist; therefore the wise never desire the attainment of Svarga." “Above " the mansion of Brahma, there lies
the supreme world of Vishnu, which is pure, eternal, full of
supreme splendour and is called ‘the Supreme Brahman.’ Fools,
deluded by the pleasures of the senses and tormented by vanity,
covetousness, arrogance, anger, perﬁdy and delusion never go to
that world.
0 n l y good men without possessiveness and
egotism, who remain indifferent to the pairs of Opposites (like
.
I. Tiruvoymzhi: 3-2—6
2. Tiruvoymzhi: 4-9-10
3. Vishnupurana: 1—17—91
4. Bhagavad Gita: 7-23
5. Bhagavad Gita: 9-33
6. Vishnu Purana: 4-24, 142, [43

7. Vishnu Purana: 1—17- 69
8. Ibid: 6-5-50

9. Ibid: 6-1-7

Itihasa Samuchchayam: 4—49
11. Mahabharata - Aranya Parva:

10.

262-37, 38, 39
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pleasure and pain, heat and cold and the like). who have full control
over their senses, and who are devoted to Yogic meditation go
there." “ In that "world are beautiful vimanas (airships) which
can travel as they please, assembly halls, gardens of varied kinds,
0 king, and, likewise lotus tanks, full of pellucid water.” “ ”Compared with that world of the Supreme Being, these lower worlds
(of Brahma and Indra) are like hell.” From these and other
sayings, the Jim should realise the seven kinds of evil inherent in
the enjoyment of non-sentient things, viz. their littleness, their
instability, their origin in pain, their being mingled with. pain,
their resulting ultimately in pain, their origin being due to a
perverse egotism and their being Opposed to the bliss which is his
nature. He should also realise such of these evils as are inherent
in the enjoyment of one’s self, ﬁtmc‘mubhava. He should then
realise, with clear vision, the unique character of the enjoyment of
of the bliss of Bhagavan, which, in every one of these respects, is
Opposed to them. He would then attain the condition of. “one
who longs eagerly for the Supreme Being and who, consequently,
is averse from things that are other than the Supreme Being. He
would then abstain from activity whose characteristics Brahma
is 1‘ said to have described (as leading to fruits other than Moksha )
and embrace renunciation whose characteristics are said to have
been described by the 1“sage Narayana (as leading to Moksha). It
is only men of this type that can be described as competent
sapirants for mukti. Even if a man knows clearly what is high and
what is low among the tatvas and what is high and what is low
among the aims and objects desired as the goal of life as explained
above. if he does not adapt the upr'iya which can secure the
supreme goal of life, after acquiring a distaste for other pleasures
(vaira’gya), he will be an object of ridicule like the dog whose
tail does not hide its private parts nor drives ﬂies and mosquitoes.
His learning will be of no use to him. So has it been said :—
12. Mahabharata Santi Parva: 196—4
14. Barhaspatya Smriti:

15.

} Mahabharata: 219-4-2
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“Learning is "fruitful when it leads to purity of character and of
conduct :” “ The “Siz'stras have been enjoined by wise men for

securing serenity of mind. Therefore only he who has attained
serenity of mind should be considered as having a knowledge of
all the svc‘zstras ”. Therefore, “ men “should conduct themselves
in a manner which will be in keeping with their age, with the
duties which they undertake, with their goal in life. with their
learning, and with their birth, so that their appearance, Speech
and action are all alike ” -- it is only these that will secure the
glory described in passages like the following: when a man
performs his duties, he is lauded by others. “ The gods'0 consider
him as a Brahmin who is clad in whatever rags he can obtain,
eats whatever food comes to him and has his bed wherever he
can ﬁnd it;" “ The gods" bow to him (who is free from the
pairs of Opposites, who has no attachment to anything in life and
who ever delights in doing good to all beings ”l.
TAMIL VERSE.-

The wise man longs for Moksha, which is the supreme goal or
aim of life, having conquered the senses by the grace of those
ﬁchﬁryas who have taught him of the eternal bliss of holding the
feet of Bhagavan, who stands ever ready to redeem him, of the
sea of samsr’ira whose essential nature is to perish and of that
which is good and that which is evil.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
There may be born somewhere in this world some one who,
being lucky and wise and desirous of obtaining release from
samsc’zra, gives up the pleasures of external objects which are like
honey mixed with poison and who, being averse, also, to the limited
delight of realising or eXperiencing his self ( atmanubhava ),
longs for the enjoyment of the inﬁnite bliss of Brahman.
l7. Mahabharata SabhaParva: 5-116
18. Itihasa Samucchaya: 12-37
19. Mann Smriti: 4-1-8

20.

.-

‘2

21. Vishnudharmam: 43-28

1

(8) THE CHAPTER ON THE

CLASSIFICATION
OF QUALIFIED PERSONS.

SANSKRI T S’LOKA

.-

Even though the desire for moksha is the same, a distinction
arises among those who practise the vidyc'is or forms of meditation
prescribed in the wrath, as a result of their respective qualiﬁcations
or competence in regard to such vidyc‘is as Madhuvz'dya, Sadm'dya
and so on. In the same way, a distinction arises between the
adoption of prapatti and other vidyas (which are of the nature of
bhakti or devout meditation), as a result of an unseen power or
destiny depending on past karma which brooks no questioning.
[ NOTE :— Some aspirants for moksha are qualiﬁed for mad/m vidya and

others for sadvidya as a result of their respective competence or special forms
of aspiration. So also some are qualiﬁed for prapam, while others are for
bhalm'. ]

TWO KINDS OF ADHIKA'RIS:
Among those who thus resort to the practice of the dharmas
of renunciation as a means for the attainment of the supreme goal
of life (namely moksha), there are two classes of qualiﬁed persons :—
those who adapt prapattz' as the sole and direct means and those
to whom prapattz' is auxiliary to the chief means, viz.. bhakti.
Both these are prapannas, one adapting prapam' as an indepen.
dent means and the other adopting it as anga to bhakti. Both
of them are also called bhaktas. because bhaktz‘ is the phala or
fruit for one and sc'idhana or means for the other.
NOTE :— phala bhaktl means bhaktl which arises as the fruit of prapattl.
whereas Indiana bhaktl is bin/m which leads to moksha.

Just as, according to the passage, " Ablation is prescribed in seven

forms ”, (1) the utterance of a mantra; (2) the mental process;
(3) celestial ablution; (4) ablution by air and so on. are held as
diﬁ‘erent and equally effective kinds of ablation in regard to those
who are qualiﬁed for those respective forms, the forms known 'as

8
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owing to our intimate connexion with him.” W3, too. have
expressed this idea in Nyﬁsa Tiliilza as follows :-- “ The blind man
walks on being led by one who is not blind; the lame man is
taken (across the stream) by the boatman, being placed within the
boat; the children of the king’s servants enjoy ,the pleasures (of
the palace), although they do not know the king. So also my
iichc‘irya, who is compassionate, is capable of making me attain
Thee, O Lord of Srirangam ". It comes to this that the Lord of
all will not be gracious enough to grant us the supreme goal of
existence, unless prapatti is performed in some manner or
other and by some one or other.

The favour of Bhagavatas, residence in holy places and the
like are not direct and independent means for attaining nzoksha.
(It is true that we ﬁnd such p issages as the following in the
Sastrasl :-—- “ Whether' it be a beast'or a man or a bird -- those
who are held by Bhagavatas as their own will go to the supreme
abode of Vishnu for that very reason ”. “ We, “who live .in your
territories, should be protected by you, for you are our king, 0 ruler
of men, whether you are in the town or in the forests”. " All
the beings“ in Ayodhya which contained (many) good regions —whether they were beings that moved or beings that could not
move - be enabled them (all) to acquire nobility of nature”. The
nobility was that of feeling delight in the company of Sri Rama
and grief in separation from him. “ The10 strength that lies in
living in places Where Thou hast temples is the strength that
enables a man to attain molesha ". (From these passages, it
might appear, at ﬁrst sight, that the favour of Bhagavatas or God’s
devotees and the fact of living in places belonging to the Lord
would lead of themselves to the supreme goal.) But even here
there is always some connexion with either prapatti by one’s own
utterance or prapattz‘ through the Eichiirya or bhakti or prapatti
7. Bharadwaja Smriti:

8. Ramayana: Aranya Kanda

:

l - 20

9. Tiruvoymozhi: 7 - 5 - I
10. Pcrialwar Tirumozhi: 5-

l-3
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created all the worlds ! Is there anything that is difﬁcult to obtain,
when Thou art pleased ? ” “ When" He is graciously disposed,
is there any thing here that cannot be obtained ? ” “ What is "there
in this world or in the world above, 0 Dalbhya, that cannot be
accomplished by those men whose minds are directed towards
Vishnu? ”. “ The fruit is from Him. It stands to reason ”.
( Brahma Si‘t‘tras 3 - 2 - 37).
Bhakti or upr‘isana is the means of
securing the four kinds of objects that may be desired in accord.
ance with one's aim as stated in the Bhagavad Gita (7 - 16).
“Four types of men who have performed meritorious deeds wor.
ship me :— He who has lost his wealth and is anxious to recover it,
he who wants to have a vision of his own self ( atma' ) and to enjoy
it (ﬁhm‘inubhava ), he who wants to acquire wealth anew, and he
who is a Jarmi, who desires to be for ever with the Lord and
practises bhakti for attaining Him." Similarly have not the great
rishz’s declared that prapatti is also the means of attaining the
four kinds of objects or aims as is stated in the slain: :— " Only“
so long as one does not perform prapatti to Thee that canst
destroy all sins, will there be the anxiety to recover lost wealth,
only so long will there be the desire to acquire new wealth, only so
long will there be the absence of the enjoyment of one's self as
something diﬂ'erent from the body ; only so long will there be the
sorrow of samsc‘ira”. From the words “ that destroyest all sins”
and the repetition of “ only so long” repeated in every case with
great consideration, it is made clear that the fruit which is desired
by the man will all become his, in accordance with his desire
and at the very time when he desires to have it. It is in
consideration of this superior efﬁcacy of prapatti that it is stated
“ Those Who practise
(in Lakshmi Tantra 17
62) as follows
Jm'ina Yoga and Bhakti Yoga with a pure mind and those who
perform karma which would discipline the soul in renunciation
are not Worth even one ten-millionth part of the man who has

-

17. Vishnu Phrana l - l7 - 91
18. Vishnu Dharma 43 - 46
19. Vishnu Parana I - 9 - 73

:-

s
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performed prapatti. The diﬁ'erence in the kinds of Service done
here (in this life) by the prapmma is due to the diﬂ'erence in the
desire of the prapanna and that diﬂ‘ersnce in the desire is due to
the difference in the meritorious deeds of the past which have
begun to operate in this life (Pn'irabdha karma). There will be
no diﬂ'erence at all in the bliss that will be attained after casting
oﬂ' the last body.

THE BLISS IN MOKSHA IS THE SAME FOR BOTH.
Entire dependence on the Lord is uniformly the same for all.
For it is stated in Vishnu Tatvam f'" “ Having understood his
absolute dependence on the Supreme Person, he gets rid of the
bondage due to past karma, attains peerless independence and
enjoys bliss with him.” It has been declared (by the Ehashyakara
in the chapter on the Goal (Chapter IV of the Brahma Smras)
that this independence which is said to be acquired in the ﬁnal
stage of attainment (i.e.) moksha is *ﬁtness to render every kind
of service to the Lord without being subject to past karma.
TAMIL VERSE :
Those who desire to attain the bliss of Bhagavau realise that
the supreme aim of life is moksha and that there are two upc'iyas
or means attaining it, one prolonged and the other quick which
depend on their luck. They adopt one of these two upc‘iyas and
ﬁnd that. for getting rid of the hindrances caused by past karma,
there is no other way than seeking the feet of Mukunda for refuge.

SANSKRI T S'LOKA .'
Mukunda does not vouchsafe His abode to any one other
than the prajzmma. The prapamm is of two kinds, namely,
he who adapts prapatti as the sole and independent means and he
who adopts prapatti as the auxiliary means to bhﬁkti or upﬁsana
and this diﬂ'erence is due to diﬁerence in the fruition of their good
" Brahma Sutras: 4-4-8
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deeds. He who adapts prapatti as an auxiliary to bhakti will attain
moksha after much delay caused by the need to expiate past
karma (in one or several bodies ), but will have the happiness of
devout worship in this world for a long time. He to whom
prapatti is the sole and independent means will attain moksha
quickly his.) at the end of this life itself, but his happiness of
serving the Lord in this world will be limited and of short
duration.

CLASSIFICATION
OF THE MEANS OR UPA'YA FOR
ATTAINING (M UKTI).

(9) THE CHAPTER ON THE

SANSKRIT SLOKA.
Bhagavan is declared in the Upanishads to be Himself the
means (upﬁya) of attaining Him. The ways of bhakti and
prapattz' are indicated for winning His grace. The adaption of
these *ways is the result of the great ripening of meritorious deeds
(done in the past) and, even for this, Bhagavan, who has the
ability to create everything, is Himself the cause.
NOTE :—-" These ways: The commentary Saraswadini says that the Sanskrit word Gan' does not mean here ways or upayas but forms of knowledge.

UPA-YA AND UPEYA:

The means or upc'z'ya to be adOpted by them (i. e.) the seekers
after mukti) is a Special kind of eXpansion of knowledge. The
upeya or object of attainment which can be realised by this means
Of these.
is another special kind of expansion of knowledge.
the special kind of expansion of knowledge which is the
means requires the help of instruments of knowledge (karana)
and has been prescribed in the S'iistras. It has for its object
Brahman who is always endowed with the ﬁve attributes like
satyam, (satyam, jm‘inam, anantam. iinamlam. amalatvam)
which deﬁne His essential nature or substance (svarﬁpa), along
with the qualities associated invariably with the respective vidyii
or form of meditation. The object of attainment (upeya) which
is a special kind of expansion of knowledge does not require any
instruments of knowledge. It is the natural heritage of the jivr’itmii
and has for its object Brahman perfect with all qualities and glori.
ous possessions (vibh‘iztz‘s).
S'LOKA:

The principle of tatkratu states only that the qualities ( and
forms) meditated upon would not be excluded in the attainment-_
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Service to the
it does not exclude other qualities (and forms).
Lord is also the object of attainment (upeya) as it is the overuﬂoui
of the experience (of Bhagavan) which is attained.
NOTE :-- The principle of tatkratu or ratkram nyaya is to the eﬂ'ect that
in whatever form or manner and with whatever qualities one meditates on
God — in that very form and with those very qualities will one attain HimThough service to the Lord is not speciﬁcally prescribed in a vidya. it will be
attained after mukri.

BHAGAVAN IS BOTH UPAYA AND UPEYA:

Iswara is the object of the k no W] e d g e which is the
means, upaya, and is also the object of the knowledge which is
attainment : He is the means or Uptiya as being the giver of the
(cleared) fruit and, likewise. He is U peyu because He is Himself
the object that is to be enjoyed. In the case of the mumukshu
who has adopted prapatti as the sole and independent means,
Iswara takes the place of other ujniyas. In the case of others also
(i. e.) those who adapt bhakti, Iswara whose favour has been won
by prapam' (adepted as an auxiliary means to bhakti ) intervenes
and, standing in the place of rites and duties which are too hard
for them in those situations which lie between the beginning of
karma yoga and the completion of the (prescribed) meditation,
brings about the removal of sins and the manifestation of satvam
which can result from their performance. He sees to it that the
meditation or worship which has been adapted as an upfiya is so
completed as to bear fruit.
KARMA YOGA

:

Karma Yoga means the performance of certain kinds of
karma or rites and duties as the result of knowledge acquired from

the s'i‘istras in regard to the true nature of the Jiva'tma and the
Paramh‘tnu‘i. The rites and duties consist of the following:
(1) m'tya karma or regular duties to be performed compulsorily
(like the daily sandhyr‘i vandaua) (‘Zl' naimittika karma or rites
to be compulsorily performed on speciﬁc occasions (like the eclipse
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of the sun or the moon) and (3) such Izi'imya karnii‘zs or rites as
are Optional and as have been chosen to be within one’s ability.
Though these kamya rites are ordained for obtaining certain
speciﬁed fruits like svarga, they have to be performed without
any desire for those fruits. All these rites and duties, 1, 2 and 3,
have to be performed regularly and in accordance with the prescribed rules by the Karma-yogin.
This karma yoga has several sub-divisions described in the
whims beginning with “ Some perform the rites or sacriﬁces
(Yajna) which are of the nature of the worship of the Gods ”
(Bhagavad Gita IV 25.) They include such (items) as the
adoration of the gods, the performance of austerities (tapas ),
pilgrimage to sacred places, giving in charity, and sacriﬁces.

it of
.
.
accordance With
the differences
In the same way as, in
competence, pirapaui becomes the means of attaining muktz‘,
either through Miami or directly by itself and without the inter.
vention of bhakti. so also karma yoga, either through Jm‘ma

Yoga or without it, becomes the means of having a vision of one’s
self or soul (ﬁtmdvalokana), the contemplation of one’s own self
or atmii with the help of yogic auxiliaries like yama (selﬂrestraint), m'yama (observance of rites) and pranayama (the control

of the breath).

JNKNK YOGA:

Juana Yoga is the constant and uninterrupted contemplation.

by one who has conquered his mind by karma-yoga. of his
svar‘ﬁpa or esScntial nature or the self as being distinct from
matter. (the body, the senses and the like) —- his svariipa which
is the mode or prakfira of Iswara in virtue of its relation to Him
as His body or s'arira. The self is the body of Iswara (as has
been already pointed out) because it is supported and controlled
by Him and serves His purposes.

If a person has succeeded in attaining to a vision of his self
atmr'ivalokana) by the practice of yoga preceded by karma yoga
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and Jm‘ina yoga and if he escapes the snare of being (perms.
nently) attracted by the pleasure of enjoying this vision which is
so great as to create a distaste for all sensapleasures —- then he
begins the practice of bhaktiyaga which is (the direct) means for
the attainment of the supreme goal of enjoying Bhagavan. While
practising bhaktz’yoga, the aspirant contemplates on Bhagavan as
the Inner Self, or antaryr'imin of his own self which is His body.
The vision that he has (already ) acquired of his own pure self is
then useful, for it is only through it that he reaches its Inner Self.
just as the cloth within which a gem is tied up is ﬁrst to be seen
before the gem itself can be seen. In this way the vision of one's
self serves as a qualiﬁcation for the practice of bhakti yoga.

BHAKTI YOGA :
Bhakti yoga is the special form of meditation which is of the
nature of unsurpassed love and which has, for its object, the essen—
tial nature and the like (form, qualities. etc.) of Bhagavan who is
not dependent on any one else. who is not subject to the authority
of any one else and who does not exist for the fulﬁlment of the
purposes of any one else. Bhakti is of the form of a continuous
stream of knowledge which is of the nature of uninterrupted
memory like oil streaming down continuously; it has clearness
similar to that of visual perception; it grows from strength to
strength by being practised every day until the day of journey to
Paramapada and terminates in the remembrance of the last
moment. The performance of the rites and duties of one’s varmz
and Eis'rama is auxiliary to it (bhaktz‘yoga ). as it dispels sins that
cause rajas and tamas, which, like weeds, impede the growth of
satvam so necessary for the expansion of knowledge. This bhalztz‘
yoga is also a means or sc'idhana in accordance with the speciﬁc
desire of the siidhaka, for acquiring lordship (in this world or in
sum-go) and other fruits (like kaivalya ). This is calculated to
strengthen the faith of the weak.minded as stated in the whim;
" Worldly‘ beneﬁts have also been mentioned as arising from
1. Satvata Samhita

9
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bhakti-yoga. They produce conﬁdence in the attainment of mukti
(by verifying what is stated in the s'ﬁstra from the example of
these worldly beneﬁts). This idea is expressed in the aloha in the
Gita‘ (‘7 . 16) which says: " Four kinds of persons worship me
etc.” The superiority of the Jm‘m'i which is stated there in the
words, “ Among them, the Jm‘ini is the best because he desires to
be always with Bhagavan and is devoted solely and exclusively to
Him " is thus described by Bhagavan Himself :-- “ Four ’kinds
of pe0ple are my men. They are all devotees (bhaktas). Of them
they who worship me alone exclusively are the best, for they do
not approach other deities. They perform the prescribed rites and
duties without caring for their fruits and desire to attain me alone.
The other three kinds of devotees desire ( worldly) fruits which
have an end and they are subject to lapses. The wise man who
warships me with sole and exclusive devotion attains moleslm."

Bhakti yoga which has thus been prescribed as the means of
obtaining moksha has been called parabhaktz‘. Love of the Lord
which results from intimacy with siittvz'kas (and the scriptures)
and which produces parabhakti is also called bhaktz‘, because it
generates an eager desire to know Iswara with perfect clearness.
“ Owing to I’my devotion to the Lord and to
It has been said
my gurus, I have attained spiritual purity and come to know
Janardana with the help of the s'iistras.” ( So parabhakti is born
successively of a knowledge of the truth obtained from the s'Eistras
Which leads to karma yoga and the like). It (parabhakti) produces in its turn an eager desire and determination to see the Lord
“ O Lord, ‘who art the
and makes the man cry out as follows
abode of attributes like jnzina, be pleased to show Thy whole self 1”
“ Vouchsafe‘ Thy grace so that I may see Thee " : “ May I ‘see
Thee some day! ” By this keen desire alone, he wins the grace of
Bhagavan who rewards him with a perfect visual perception

:-

:-

2. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 350
—-

3-

( 33

—

Mahabharata: Udyosaparva:

35 )

(8-5

4. Bhagavad Gita: ll—4
5. Tiruvoymozhi: 8—1—1
6. Tiruvoymozhi: 6-9-4
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This visual perc epti on
of himself for the time being.
is called parajna'na. From this perfect vision of the svarizpa
of the Lord is born an excessive and unsurpassed love for the Lord
similar to that felt by a man suffering from great thirst at the sight
of a tank. This (excessive and unsurpassed love for the Lord)
is called parama bhakti. Parama bhakti produces an eager desire
and determination to enjoy the Lord without any limitations, as
the bhakta feels that it is impossible to live any longer without
this experience of the Lord as described in the Tiruvoymozhi
10 . 10 - 1 (where the Alwar cries out that he will not hereafter
allow the Lord to leave him) and that he must become one with
the Lord and declares all this with an oath that cannot be ignored
by the Lord. It causes (likewise) an excessive eagerness in the
Lord to give him moksha immediately and makes him attain
moksha after quenching his great thirst for union.
NOTE :— Bhakn‘ leads through yoga to para-bhakﬁ which leads to
para-jam, which, in its turn, leads to parama-bhakﬂ.

BHAKTI AND PRAPATTI :

(Prapatti stands in the place of para

bhaktz‘ to the

man who
adapts it as the direct and independent means). Since bhakti yoga
is not suitable for those who do not belong to the three
higher castes and (likewise) also for those in these three castes
who are wanting in jm’ina or ability or both and since it will not
suit those who cannot endure any delay in the attainment of its
fruit ( namely, moksha) and are therefore extremely impatient,
prapattz‘ is prescribed as the sole and independent means of
moksha for them. Since it will be the means of securing all desired
objects, it has been prescribed in the place of para bhaktz‘ for
these who know their limitations. Just as in the case of the man
who practises the vidyas, para bhakti is followed by (certain)
stages of attainment (like para jm‘ina ), this prapatti will be
followed by certain favourable results or states in accordance with
the desire of the man who adopts it as the independent upaya.
These states are to be considered as part of the fruits of prapam'.
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Thus prapatti and bhakti are said to be Optional in relation to
those who are qualiﬁed for them as they secure the same ﬁnal goal
or fruit.
BHAKTI IS DIFFERENT FROM PRAPATTI :

That the two are different from each other is evident from
the adhikarana or section. “ The Brahma Vidyas are different
as their *names and the like are diﬂ'erent ”. Brahma sﬁtras
(III - 3 - 56). That there is Option (to choose any of them) is
also evident from the section : “ There is Option (to adOpt any of
them ) because the result or (ﬁnal) fruit is the same". Brahma
smras (III - 3 . 57 )-

It may be seen that, as in upﬁsam’is there are differences in
mantras and the like (angas ), there are, in Nyastt Vidya also,

differences stated in the different branches of the vedas (S’a‘ikhas)
and in the diﬁ'erent samhitrzs of the ﬁgamas. Just as obeisance
(namaskiira) is divided into three forms, verbal, mental and bodily,
so prajmtti, too, is said to be of different kinds owing to the
excess of one or other of these differences. It has been stated by
some that, just as obeisance becomes complete when all the three,
verbal, mental and bodily are combined, prapatti, too, becomes
complete when verbal and bodily actions are combined with mental
states or m‘ma. This statement of theirs should be understood
as meaning that mental prapatti is full and complete and that
verbal and bodily activities are, as it were, the overﬂow of the
mental prapatti ( jntina). (It should not be taken to mean that
prapatti is incomplete when verbal and bodily actions are absent).
We have already stated that all these are productive of the desired
result or fruit in accordance with the competency of those who
adapt them.

j

NOTE: -- ‘ Commentators of Brahma sutras like Sudarsana Bhatta point
out that this difference in names applies specially to nyasa, since it is a diﬁ‘erent
word from ‘contemplate’, ‘meditate ‘, and ‘ adore’ which are used in connection with the other vidym and which mean the same thing, whereas nyara has a
different meaning (altogether).
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TAMIL VERSE :
They are Brahmins who know the following :— (1) Karma
Yoga as suited to one’s state (viz. vama, aslrama and the like);
(2) Juana Yoga adapted with keen intelligence on account of its
beneﬁcial results: (3) Bhakti Yoga adapted by those with an inner
vision which is delightful and (4) Prapattz’ which yields immediate
fruit by the grace of God to those who are destitute of the qualiﬁcations (for the other three) and who cannot endure delay in
attaining moksha.
SANSKRI T S'LOKA

:

Karma, Juana, Upc’zsana (bhakti) and likewise s'aram'igafz'

are the good ways prescribed in the Vedas for securing
moksha ; of these some are indirect and auxiliary means (namely,
karma and jm‘ina) while the others, bhaktz‘ and s'aranﬁgatz'
are direct and independent upayas for muktz‘. Of these, some
(i. e. karma and jm‘ma ), have only one form (that of being in.
direct and auxiliary means); bhaktz‘ has only one form (that of
being the direct and independent means for muktz‘, while slaratgagati or prapatti has two forms, that of being an indirect and auxiliary means as leading to bhakti and also that of being the direct
and independent means or upa‘ya for obtaining muktz‘. The wise
(who know the wash-as), having understood well the difference
among these upa‘yas due to their having this single or twofold
nature, delight in the last words (charamasloka) of the charioteer
who is the Saviour of all. (Le) they prefer s'ararﬁigatz' ).

(10) THE CHAPTER ON FITNESS FOR PRAPATTI.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA :

Fitness (for Bhakti or Prapatti) consists in a combination
of desire (for the fruits of a course of action‘ and of ability which
is threefold. This ﬁtness of man is differentiated as consisting in
conditions prescribed for the yoga of eight angas or auxiliaries
( bhaktz’ yoga) and for the yoga of six angas or auxiliaries ( pra.
pattz'). That Bhagavan is the refuge or Saviour of all has been
declared 'in the s'rutz' and conﬁrmed in the smritz‘s In adopting
this righteous path 01's., prapatti, there is competence for all as’
in the matter of speaking the truth and such other injunctions
as are ordained in the Vedas (for all men lwithout any difference
of caste or ﬁs'rama ).
l
(Those who are not of the three higher castes are prohibited
from the performance of certain rites and duties ordained in the
s'rutis. but this prohibition does not apply to such injunctions as
“ speak the truth ”, and “ look upon your mother as divine " etc.
which are also ordained in the Vedas. So also prapatti. though
prescribed in the Vedas, is Open to all castes).

THE MEANING OF COMPETENCY 0R ADHIKA'RA

.-

It is necessary that one

should know the special qualiﬁcations
and the like required in a person who intends to adOpt nyc'isa oidyfi
( prapatti ) without
any desire for the other upc’iyas in the quest
for the goal that is desired. Competency (adhikzira) consists in
NOTE 1 :— Ability which is threefold :— The ability to understand the
meaning of sastras: the ability to perform what is ordained in them and the
competence as laid down in the sastras according to caste, qualities and the
like.

:-

NOTE 2
Bhakti Yoga: Bhakti Yoga is called the ashtanga yoga,
because its eight angas are yama. niyama, etc. Prapam' is called Madam
yoga, because its six anus are such as anukulya sankalpa. prathlkuiya varianam, nukevisvasam, akinchanyam. etc., to be described later.
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the attribute of desiring the end on the3 part of the person who
adOpts an upa'ya for the sake of a certain desired result and also
ability to adopt it. Ability means the capacity to understand the
meaning of the statute and the capacity to perform what is
ordained therein and, likewise, ﬁtness or competency in accordance with what is prescribed in the S'Ftstras, such as, caste, quality
and the like (tichzira -samskc'ira). This competency exists already ( before the adaption of the uju'iya). To the man who has
this competency. what is stated to be the object to be obtained by
the means, is the desired result or fruit. Upc‘iya is the means
prescribed or ordained for securing that fruit or result. The
person who has become desirous of mukti (mumukshu ) and who
adapts the special apt—[ya for molesha called direct and independent
prajmttz’ should have, in common with the upﬁsaka (who has
adapted bhakti ), a knowledge obtained from the sriistras of such
things as the relationship (between Jivzitmc‘z and Parmmitmiz as
that between the body and the soul) and he should have in addi.
tion, the special qualiﬁcations of Zikz'nchanya and ananyagatz‘tva;
iikinchanya means the absence (in a person) of the ability for
other upﬁyas. Ananyagatz'tvam means an aversion to all other
interests (than molesha) and a turning away from all other refuge
than Bhagavan. The latter is implicit in the former, namely,
aversion to all other interests.
This may beseen from such
passages as the following :-- “ Wise ‘men never worship Brahma,
Rudra and others who are called gods, for the boons that they
could grant are limited.”
‘

If, Without an eager and impatient desire for immediate
moksha, a person who wants such things as the continuance of
the body (or the continuance of the worship of archavamra)
adepts prapatti for the sake of moksha, his mukti Will be delayed
in proportion to these other interests.
1.

Mahabharata: Santiparva:

350—36

10
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ZKINCHANYA AND ANANYAGATITVA :
Zkinchanya and Ananyagatitva are conditioned by the ignorance of and inability to adopt other upiiyas on the part of the
person adopting this means. as also his inability to endure delay in
attaining muktz‘. His taming away from other saviours than
Bhagavan is conditioned by his conviction of the absolute dependence on Bhagavan alone, which is common to himself and to
others (including other deities than the Lord), as is stated in the
Maker: “ Just as, O ’Bharata, tips of grass are entirely subject
to (the force of l the wind, even so are all beings subject
to the sway of the Lord ”, and it is conditioned also by his aversion to other interests than mukta’.

THE PRAMAIYAS IN SUPPORT: .
The nature of the speciﬁc competency for prajmtti is evident
from the following authoritative passages and from spiritual tradition : “ Having3 been abandoned by his own father ( Indra ), the
gods and the great sages, he, (210.) Kakasura, wandered about the
three worlds and ﬁnally took refuge under Rama alone ”, “ I am‘
the abode of all transgressions; I have no means or upa‘ya to save
myself and I have nothing else to attain besides Thee ”; “I seek‘
the refuge of Thy feet, 0 S'aralgya (Saviour) : I have no other
upﬁya and nothing else to attain than 'l‘hee ”: “ “Finding that
there is no upiiya for leaping over samsc'ira even in all the endless
future, etc.” : “ I ”who am aware that there is no upa‘ya for me
in all the thousands of crores of kalpas other than performing
prapattz' at Thy two lotus-like feet ”, and, "I who have no'
other refuge and no other saviour etc.”
PRAPATTI IS OPEN TO ALL :
If such qualiﬁcations exist. prapatti is certainly open to all
as an upaya, since there are no restrictions to it such as caste.
2. Mahabharata: Udyoga Parva: 30-29 6. Sriranga Gadyam
7. Vaikunta Gadyam
3. Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 38-33

4. 'A'hirbudhnya Samhita: 37-30

5. Alavandar: Stotram: 22

8. TituVOymozhi: 6-10-10
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TAMIL VERSE :

The devotees of the Lord (Acharyas) have themselves understood and have made us (also) understand the eternal Lord who
is the origin of'all things and who is anxious to save us, being full
of the might of mercy, so that all persons from the Brahmin to
the Chandala and especially those who feel most the sufferings of
samsara may, in their helplessness and without seeking any other
saviour or any other fruit, approach Him and seek refuge under
Him.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA :
Inability to adopt such upa'yas as Bhakti yoga, (2) ignor(3) prohibition by the sﬁstras
ance of the required knowledge;
of the adaption of such means and (4) inability to endure any
delay in attaining mukti :— these four, occuring either singly“ or
in combinations of two, three or four, by virtue of adrishta (resulting from meritorious deeds performed in the past) are
qualiﬁcations of varied kinds for the performance of direct and
independent prapatti to the Lord of Lakshmi and good men
resort to it with these qualiﬁcations and free from all doubt for the
attainment of mukti.
(1)

NOTE :— " Those who have only one of these four are of four classes.
those who have any two of them are of six, those who have any three are of
all the (our form one.
ion and those

Wye

(11) THE CHAPTER ON THE CLASSIFICATION
OF ACCESSORIES OR ANGAS:

SANSKRIT SLOKA :

Prapatti to Bhagavan which is of the nature of bharanyﬁsa

(the surrender to the Lord of the responsibility of one’s protection)
is ordained in such s'c'istras as the Vedas as having certain distinctive accessories or angas. which are of a certain speciﬁc nature
and of a certain speciﬁc extent and it is to be necessarily performied and only once to Bhagavc'in, who is the celestial ocean of mercy
who controls the whole universe from within it and who is already
bent on the destruction of samsa'm.

THE ANGAS OR ACCESSORIES 0F PRAPATTI :
The accessories or angas of this vidyzi (nyiisavidyc'i or prapattz‘ ) are the following: the intention or will to do (thereafter)
whatever is agreeable (to the Lord), the avoidance of whatever is
displeasing (to Him l, helplessness (kﬁrpaazya ), supreme faith,
and supplication or seeking His protection.

It has (sometimes) been

said that srarmgc'igati is 1of six
kinds :— intention to do whatever is pleasing (to the Lord) (anukmyasankalpa ), the avoidance of whatever is displeasing to Him
(prﬁtikﬁlyavarjanam), the faith that He will afford protection
( mahﬁvisrw‘zsa ), begging His protection (goptritvavarazm ), the
surrender of the self (ﬁtmanikshepa) and the feeling of helplessness (kﬁrpaqya ). It is stated to be six-fold in this and other
passages by the inclusion of the angi, namely prapatti or selfsurrender among its augas or accessories as in the word ashtiinga

yoga.
NOTE :— (Ashtanga Yoga is really dhyanayoga. It is said to consist of
yama, ulyama, asana, pranayama. pratyahara, dhyaua, dharana and samadhl.
Samadhi which is the angi is included among its angas or accessories ).

l. Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 31-18

3.52.
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That one of these is angi and that the others are angas are evident

from the following sloka and (this does not require any argument) :
“ Nyc'zsa or ”self-surrender which has the word m‘kshepa for a
synonym has ﬁve angas and is called also sannyc‘rsa, tyiiga and
yaranﬁgati." In -the Ahirbudlmya Samhitii, it is stated as
follows :— “ The jwczjmtti2A that I perform to the Lord is itself
eternal fruition to me: I desire no other fruit than this. This
absence of the desire for any other fruit (than prapattz') is itself
considered as the chief anga. The desire for the fruit is opposed
to this." This other anga (described in the AM. Samhz’tzi ),
namely, the absence of any desire for ulterior results or fruit is
essential in the surrender of the self for the sake of nzoksha, (and
not in every form of pmpattz’ ). The giving up of all attachment
to the fruit or consequence and also of the thought of one’s deer.
ship is common to all forms of renunciation such as karma yoga.
This thought or reﬂection should therefore be entertained by the
person desirous of moksha, at the time of his surrender of His self
to the Lord with all the angas.
ZNUKULYA SANKALPA AND
PRKTIKUL YA VARJANAM:

1 & 2.

Among these angas, the essential condition for the will to do
what is pleasing (to the Lord) (iinuki'ilya sankalpa) and the
avoidance of what would be displeasing to Him, (prc‘ttikﬁlya.
varjamzm) is the knowledge that the person exists solely for the
Lord of Lakshmi for whom all things and all beings exist and
should therefore do whatever would please Him by performance
and by abstention from performance. From this it follows:
that "by the '’determination to do whatever is pleasing and the
other (the avoidance of whatever is displeasing) one would avoid
transgressing the command of the Lord.
2. Lakshmi Tantra: 17—74
2A. Ahirbudhaya Samhita: 52-14
3. Lakshmi Tantra: 17-76

ll
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KKRPAIY YAM:

Kﬁrpanyam ,or helplessness is meditation on one's akin
chanya and other attributes (like ananyagan'tvam) described in
the previous chapter, or the freedom from pride to which it gives
rise. These generate a feeling of wretchedness or helplessness. In
any one of these ways. it would serve to heighten the compassion
of the Saviour (svarauya) and would be useful later on for the
promotion of the knowledge that there is no other upzzya. For it
is said:-- “ Kﬁrpauya‘ is abstention from seeking any other
ctpc‘tya ”.

(4)

MAHZVIS’VKSA:

Supreme faith or make”: vis'vr‘isa is necessary for the performance of prapattz’ free from all doubts and it leads later on to freedom
from all care or anxiety. For it is said :— “ “From the faith that
He will protect arises the performance of the desired upiiya."

(5) GOPTRITVA

VARAIY AM

:

Though molesha is the apprOpriate goal of our essential nature,
(svari‘ipa), yet when it is sought as the desired end (purushﬁrtha),
it has to be asked for, just like other desired objects not so approp.
riate. Supplication for protection is necessary since the thing (viz.
moksha) would be given only to one who asks for it. No good
thing is ever given Without its being asked for. Therefore moksha
will not be purushﬁrtha. unless it is asked for by the pumsha.
That is why it has been stated as follows :-— “ No “protection
would be given when it is not sought ", and “ 5* Supplianoy or
seeking the Lord as Saviour is to make our mind known (to Him).”
Since these ﬁve are of use at the time of the performance of
prapatti. they are essential for the surrender of one’s self, ﬁtma
m’kshepa.
c.4—

4. Lakshmi Tantra: 17-77
5. Lakshmi Tantra: 17-77

6. Lakshmi Tantra '

17—72

6A. Lakshmi Tantra: 17-78
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ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRESENCE OF
THESE ANGAS IN SARANKGATI:
These angas that are essential for prapatti may be seen in
the words of the good Trijata to the Rakshasis advising them to
seek refuge under Sitadevi. “ Enough 'of your cruel words."
This states the avoidance of what is displeasing. " Use 7Aonly
conciliatory language ”. This states implicitly the intention or
will to do what is pleasing, since the utterance of speech is impos—
sible without being preceded by mental resolution. “ Terrible"
dread has. indeed, befallen the Rakshasc‘is from Rama." By describing the state of helplessness in which they stand, this shows
their Zikz'nchanya which is a qualiﬁcation (for prapatti ) and it
reveals their kﬁrpanya also, for, by reﬂecting on their helplessness, they would give up their arrogance and the like, which leads
to kc‘zrpanya, one of the angas. “ She": is capable of protecting
us, 0 Rakshasis, from this great danger", which is elaborated by
Hanuman into “ She is” capable of protecting these Rakshasis
from Rama ". This shows the great faith or maht'ivis'vﬁsa that
she will protect, for even when the Lord is intent on punishing
one (for his or her misdeeds) she can turn his mind from anger.
" Let us beg Sita7E (to protect us). This is what I consider
proper. Though you threatened her before, beg of her now;
0 Bakshasis, do not ask whether she will protect. Such talk is
vain.” This is supplication for protection. The surrender of the
self, c‘itma m'kshepa, which is the (mg? and which has these ﬁve as
its angas is intended in the word pram’pata (obeisance) which
states the cause that produces the 'gracionsness, in the Weird: “Sita,
the 7Fdaughter of Janaka, is surely bent on showing her gracioususes to those who do her obeisance". Therefore the statement in
the mamas that Nyc‘zsa has 'ﬁve angas " is seen in its complete.
uses here (in the prapatti of the Bakshasis ). The Bakshasis did
7. Ramayana Sundarakanda: 27-42
27-42
7A.
,,
,,
27—45
73.
.,
,,
27-43
7C.
L.
,,

70. Ramayana Sundarakanda: §8~91
7E.

,,
,,
7F.
,,
,,
8. Lakshmi tantram: 17-74
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not reject this advice and even this (mere) acquiescence (namely,
non-rejection) made Sits become their refuge owing to her ex“ I ‘will be your refuge.”
That
treme love and graciously say
these words were from the very heart and ultimately bore fruit has
been declared by the great Parasara Bhattar renowned for his
learning and wisdom in the stolen: “ 0 Mother Maithili, by the
protection which you gave to the offending Rakshasis from
Hanuman, you reduced Rama and His council (Sugriva and
others) to a lower position. (for Rama protected Vibhishana (who
had committed no oﬂ'ence) and Kakasura (who had oﬁ‘ended)
when they were able to ask for protection whereas you protected the Rakshasis while they were in the very act of oﬂ’ending.
and even when they did not themselves beg of you to do so, (at the
intercession of Trijata)." In this surrender, by Trijata, of the responsibility (for protection) of herself and of others connected
with her, the Rakshasis who were related to Trijata by birth and
who had won her affection, were included.
80 also the
four Rakshasas who came along with Vibhishana were included
in the upﬁya adapted by him. In that context also where protection was granted (by Rama), it is possible to ﬁt in the mug? and
the angas. And it is in this way :-- Since (Vibhishana) tells
Ravana who is determined to continue in his evil career, “ Let
" Sita be given back to Rama ", and “ Let us" give Sita Devi to
Rama and live here, 0 King. free from all anxiety,” Vibhishana’s
intention to do whatever is pleasing ( ﬁmtki'ilya smzkalpa) is disclosed.
This wholesome speech caused anger in Ravana's
mind in the same way as milk tastes bitter to the person suffering
from (excess of ) bile. The intention to avoid what is displeasing
( prﬁtz’k‘alya earjmmm) is revealed in his coming (to Sri Rama)
having given up all attachment to Lanka in accordance with his
words, “I seek 1“refuge under Rama having given up (my) sons and
wives", and "Lenka“, friends, and all kinds of wealth have been

:-

9. Ramayana: Sundara Kanda:
10. Sri Gunaratnakosa: 50

ll.
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Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: 9-22

12. Ramayana: Yuddha Kandazls-M
13. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: I7—l4
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abandoned by me.” (These words were uttered by him) after
Bavana cursed him saying: “Shame'5 on thee, O thou that bringest
disgrace to our race." He then came to the conclusion that there
was no use of giving him advice any more, that he should not enjoy
any further the glories of being with him and that he should not
even stay in the place where he was. Vibhishana's kr‘irpanya or
feeling of helplessness is stated in his words beginning with, “The
wicked Ravana" and in his saying that he has no other course left
open owing to his enmity with the all-conquering Bavana and in
his declaring a short while after: “ I am the “younger brother 0‘
Havana and have been put to disgrace by him; I have sought Thy
protection, 0 Thou Saviour of all." His supreme faith (mahr'ivis'.
vﬁsa) which made him approach without fear and say : “I have'“
sought, as my refuge or upaya, Raghava who is the protector of
the whole world " is indicated in the words “ Vibhishana who was
great'” in wisdom" as being the cause (of this faith). The world
"great " which qualiﬁes “ wisdom ” is intended also to show his
supreme faith: his supplication for protection (Goptritva varalgam)
is conveyed in the words, “ I have sought Raghava ”, for it is
included within them. Besides the indirect suggestion of the
supplication for protection. his speech, “ Offer me (Vibhishana )
to him at once " shows the surrender of his self («itmam’kshepm
done with the help of those who could promote this surrender
(ghataka ). The word Nivedayata, which here means “ oﬁer to
Him " would be of no use, if it were interpreted as ‘inform '.

These ideas can be found either brieﬂy or at length in all
other contexts of pmpattz’ and in all deposits of prOperty on trust
with others in ordinary life. When depositing, with a capable
person, prOpei-ty or wealth which one is oneself unable to keep safe,
has it not been seen that one intends to do what is pleasing and to
give up the intention to displease that person ? One believes that
the person (so trusted) can keep it safe and will do so if requir,ed
tells him of one’ s inability to take care of it and begs him to be its
15. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda:16-15

16
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16A. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: 17—75
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custodian. Then one leaves it with him and sleeps caretfree. with-‘
'
out any fear and with one’s arms on one’s chest.

THE PRESENCE OF THESE ANGAS AND
THE ANGI IN DVAYA:

It may be asked how these angas are to

be understood in the.
mantra called Dvaya which reveals the meaning of the action
( prapattz‘) to be performed? The answer is as follows z—Doubts
might arise whether the Lord of all (1) who is omniscient and
omnipotent, (2) who rewards in proportion to the karma (performed by one ). (3) who does not require any help or assistance,
(4) who does not take action immediately like minor deities and
(5) who is destitute of equals and superiors— (1) whether the Lord
who is of such a nature could (at all) be accessible to those who
have committed unlimited transgressions (2) whether He would
grant fruits beyond all measure to those who have committed unlimited transgressions which are hindrances to their attainment.
(3) whether He would give (these blessings) in return for insigniﬁcant actions (on the part of the persons concerned), (4) whether,
he would grant them without delay and (5) whether He would
be absolutely indifferent to the status of the suppliant. To remove
these doubts one should know that the Lord has certain features
like (1) helpful recommendation (puruslmkﬁra) from Lakshmi,
(2) the relationship of the Master to his servants. (3) attributes
and qualities like love (to His creatures). (4) the will or deter.
mination (to redeem them) and (5) His own satisfaction insaving them. These features of the S‘cshi ( Bhagavan ) which are
needed. reSpectively, for the rrpaycz or means and for the attainment lie imbedded. as it were , in the words S'rimat (with Sri or
Lakshmi) and Narayana (the refuge of all men) and these fear. .
tures will not. in reason, be available for salvation if there is no
determination on the part of the ﬂow to do what is pleasing :
(Imukﬁlya sankalpa) and the avoidance of what is diSpleasing '
This should be considered as referred to r
( prc‘itikmya var-jam ).
in those two words in Dvaya. These words which show thatthe
master has these features reveal by their appmpriateness (the need .r
-

.

-

1

~

-
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for) the determination to perform what would please Him and
the avoidance of what would cause displeasure.

These ﬁve, namely (helpful recommendation from Sri, the
relationship of the Master to His servants, His attributes and
qualities, His activity in redeeming and the satisfaction (prayojana)
He receives have, respectively, the following speciﬁc properties:
(1) inability to refuse, (2) impossibility of dissociating (Himself
from His servants), (3) the unconditioned nature of His grace,
(4) the absence of the need for accessory help and (5) His feeling
that the gain of those who are below Him is His own gain. If it
is asked how the doubts (about salvation by prapatti) stated
before are removed by these speciﬁc properties, the answer is as
follows
(1) Though He is omniscient and omnipotent, He cannot ignore recommendations of certain kinds and will pardon all
faults which stand in the way of His accessibility in the same way
as a king will pardon the faults of servants of the zenana (on the
recommendation of the royal ladies). He will appear as if he is
unaware of these faults and be easily accessible. (2) Though He
rewards in accordance with one's karma, he will become gracious
owing to the performance of prapatti, which is some thing like an
apology for greater things, a vyc‘ija or gesture, and grant even that
fruit which is beyond all measure and which is one's natural right
like an inheritance, on account of its being due to the relationship
of master and servant. (3) Although He has all objects of desire
and does not require any help or assistance, He looks upon the
little action (prapatti) performed by one as if it were an act of
supreme help to Him because of His supreme and unconditioned
compassion; for He is like a generous emperor who is easily won
over by even little tokens of homage. Thus he becomes grateful
and acts (accordingly). (4) Though He does not (in general)
act quickly like inferior deities and rewards those who adapt other
means laid down in the s'astras only after (some) delay, yet
when a man who has no other protector or refuge has performed
prapam’, He grants whatever is desired at the very time when it is
wanted, as He did in the case of Kakasura and Vibhishana, by

:-
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His mere will which is accompanied with generosity and which
does not require any other help or aid. (5) Though He is destitute
of equals and superiors, He has such attributes as independence
and does what isdesired by His dependants forﬁis own satisfaction; so He grants (their request) without any consideration of
their status or rank as ( Sri Rama did) in the case of all creatures
in Kosala and in the same way as a man feeds his parrot and his
child alike with milk. Thus the doubts (regarding the efficacy of
prapatti ) arising from analogy with everyday life are removed
also by the same analogy. Therefore there is nothing to hinder
prapattc‘ from being the upiiya for the desired object, as ordained
in the s'c‘istras. Supreme faith or Mahfivis'viisa is not possible for
one who has not understood, from the special grace of a good
a'charya, these ﬁve, namely, helpful recommendation and the
like, qualiﬁed by such attributes as have been mentioned before.
This is how it_happens: The man ﬁnds that he is unﬁt to adopt
such upayas as karma yoga and the like on account of his great
sins resulting from Iswara’s being unfavourably disposed towards
him. His condition is such as is described in the following
340’“: : “ Shame“ on me that have neither purity, nor modesty,
neither compassion nor shame; for, 0 Supreme Person, I desire
to aspire to Thy service which even such great yogis. as Brahma,
Rudra and Sanaka ﬁnd far beyond the reach of their meditation."
Thus he has a hankering for attaining an object that is hard to
attain; but for securing it, he adapts an apiiya which does not
involve physical strain, expenditure of money or length of time
and which is easy of performance, since it involves only a single
mental act or even a single utterance with only a general understanding of the meaning of the words as a whole. With this easy
upc'iya he desires to attain that supremely great object (namely,
moksha) and that, too, when he wants it. He knows that, by
birth, conduct and the like, he is unﬁt to enjoy that fruit, like a
“dog which is unﬁt to eat the offering made to the gods, and yet
he longs to attain this glory not only for himself but also for those
l7. Alavandar Stotram

: 47

18. Padma Samhita:

Champadam: 12-83
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who are connected with him. .Embar has, therefore, illustrated the
difﬁculty of having such faith by saying that to expect this man
who dreads bhaktiyoga to have this supreme faith (regarding the
efﬁcacy of prapatti-) is “ to ask a man who pleads inability to
‘pay a bundle of sesamum stalks which would yield a kalam of
seeds to pay instead a kulam of oil ".

In this connection Appullar stated that the man who. like the
gopis, has little discrimination but knows that the Lord is easily
accessible and who seeks Him as having this quality has greater
faith than the man who thinks only of the Lord’s supreme great.
ness and remoteness and avoids Him ; for the latter is called in

the worst of men (narc’zdhama) as the birth of his know.
ledge has only led to his ruin. The greatness of this supreme faith
born of a knowledge of such things as helpful recommendation
(purushakiira) from Lakshmi, the essential nature of this faith
and the feeling of helplessness are to be seen respectively in the
preposition pra in prapadye (in Dvaya ). the root pad in pra.
padye occurring with the word s'aranam and in the ﬁrst person
singular in prapadye.
the

Gite?

In S'araty'igati Gadya, Sri Ramanuja explains the implication contained in the ﬁrst person singular ( prapadye) as meaning
“ I that have no other refuge ". In Dvaya the words Saranam
prapadye express supreme faith in the Lord’s protection. Therefore the supplication (or prayer for protection) is implicit in the
words which express supreme faith in the upﬁya (though not
actually stated in so many words). It has been said “ I am the
abode'9 of transgressions; I am without any other means of pro.
tecting myself. I have nothing else to attain than Thee.” “ Be
This thought of prayer is called
pleased"M to be my upziya.
s'armgr'igati. Let it be performed to the Lord." Further “ this
word staratgam '93 is employed to mean any one of the following :.
uptiya, house and protector; here it means only upiiya.” The

”-

19. Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 37-30

19A. Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 37-31
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Lord of all. besides being the protector in the genefal sense, as
stated in all s'ﬁstras should, in the case of the prapanna, be
thought of steadfastly as being an upﬁya, since he has accepted the
reSponsibil‘ity of protecting him and stands therefore in the place of
other upc‘iyas. Besides. the Lord should be thought of as an
upiiya in order that this adhz'kc'z'ri (namely, the prapanna) who
has surrendered the responsibility for his protection to the Lord
may remain steadfast without seeking other upiiyas.

The word upc‘iya stands for “ the means to secure an end "
and this means may be either sentient or non-sentient. It has
been said :-- “Among the angas to prapam' are the faith that He
will protect and the supplication or prayer for protection " “ The
Lord20 who controls everything. though He is omniscient and
always compassionate, eXpects a prayer for protection. since He
has to look after the process of samsc‘ira".
Since the upaya or
means in this case is a sentient being (namely, the Lord ), and
the prayer for. protection (or goptrz'tva varalgam) which is appli.
cable only to sentient beings is necessary here, the word slaratgam
in Dvaya, which means upa‘ya, implies also the prayer for protec.
tion. Since the Word srarmgam cannot have two meanings when
it is used only once, (we should understand that) in the Dvaya,
the steadfast thought of the Lord being an upiiya which is peculiar
to the adhikﬁr? called prapamm is brought out by the word
s'aramzm itself and that the prayer for protection which is
common to all adhikﬁris is understood by implication from the
meaning.
TAMIL VERSE :
Our kind Kclu'zryas have taught us the way of seeking, as an
upﬁya, the Supreme Being who is (ever) ready to help us in our
state of helplessness, when we are without such upﬁyas as bhalm'
yoga which give rise to doubts (concerning our ability to adopt
them with success). They have taught it to us so well that we
zo. Lakshmi Tantra:
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shall never commit the mistake of begging. for deliverance from
the sorrows of samsiim, the (other) gods Who are bound by karma
and are therefore like ourselves and who are not related in any
way to us.

SANSKRI T S'LOKA

:

In the Scriptures (vouchsafed to us) by Bhagavan himself
6.8. in the Pﬁnchariitra Kgamas), this yoga called prapatti is
proclaimed as having ﬁve or six angas and as requiring to be performed only once. In this yoga, absention from transgressions
results from two of the angas. namely, Einukmya sankalpa and
prﬁtik‘ﬁlya varjana. It may be understood (also) that from one
anga, namely. karpanya, one feels that there is no other upc‘aya.
From supreme faith, another angu arises ﬁrmness of mind.
By another anga, namely. goptritva varanam, is generated
the Lord’s will to save. In this yoga. namely, prapatti, and also
in its angas, the thought that all these are dependent upon the
Lord should arise from a knowledge of the truth (tattoo) (that
the Jiva is sresha to the Lord and that all he does is really done by
the Lord and that for His own purposes - szittvc'ka, parityz'iga, ).
This last thought is common to pmpatti and all other upiiyas for
securing moksha, (When srarwgz'igat-i is performed for the sake of
worldly goods, this last thought, sc'ittvz‘ka parityc‘zga is absent.)

(12) THE CHAPTER ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF PRAPATI'I WITH ITS ANGAS.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
When a desired object is incapable of attainment by oneself
and by other upfiyas, prapatti is the placing of the responsibility
or burden of securing it in somebody who is capable of doing so
with a request or supplication. It is declared to be the speciﬁc
thought such as (the following) :— " This object should be accom.
plished (for me) by you without my making any effort of my.
own hereafter.”

THE NATURE OF THE ANGI :
In this upﬁya ( consisting of (mg? and angas ) to be adopted
by the seeker after moksha, the ang'i is the surrender of one’s self
or mm with a clear understanding that, neither in the prapam'
nor in the fruit thereof, one has any independence; it should be
in the same way as one would surrender a jewel belonging to
another to that person himself to be kept safe by him and to be
worn by him.

That is :— one should realise that, in relation to the Lord of
all who appears in the base and the sufﬁx of the ﬁrst letter in the
pramva (i.e.) a which means Iswara and the suﬂix of the dative
or fourth case which has been drapped (sic) aya, (for the Lord of
all) as the protector of all and the sash? of all, one has no interest
or connection at all in the activity of protecting one.self or those
related to one-self and also in what results from the protection of
oneself and those related to oneself, either as depending upon one.
self or as bringing about some results for oneself. It is the speciﬁc
form of thought that one is s'csha to the Lord and is entirely de.
pendent upon the Lord — in this, the most important feature is
surrendering the responsibility of protection (bharanyiisa) to the
Lord.
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THE MANNER IN WHICH BHARANYKSA
SHOULD BE PERFORMED:
The manner in which this form of mental realisation contained in the injunction “ One 'should surrender one’s self to me "'
should be effected is as follows :— The person should realise this
within himself: viz., “ I am absolutely dependent ( upon the
Lord) ; I am His meshes and exist only for Him. My srcshatva
does not belong to anybody else and has no dependence on any.
body else. Therefore Iswara who is the sash? and who is independent should protect me for the fulﬁlment of His own purposes.
As is said in the 340760,: “ Even my self" or ﬁtmc‘i does not belong
to me; (if a man should consider what does not belong to him as
his, he could consider the whole earth as his) ”; my soul does not
belong to me, it does not belong to anyone else (than Bhagavan),
I do not belong to myself. nor can I say that any thing belongs to
me unconditionally. As stated in the s'loka. :-- “ The “embodied
being who is like a lump of clay and is entirely dependent (on the
Lord) is not able to protect himself; how can he protect others ‘2",
I am incapable of protecting myself and those who are said to be
mine, independently (of the Lord) or for the sake of myself as
the main person interested in it.” Just as the wise Uparicharvasu
3always felt that his soul, his kingdom, his wealth, his wife. and
his vehicles were all for Bhagavan, we should also say, “I and
what is mine are His. The responsibility of protecting these is
also that of the Lord who is the universal Protector" for it is said :
” the surrender‘ of the responsibility for one’s self and of what is
one’s is called ifhnanikshepa.” “ There“ is no one other than
Bhagavan who is capable of affording protection ". The fruit of
this protection should also be considered primarily His, for it has
been said, “ Ktma.‘ nikshepa consists (also) in giving up all rela.
tionship to the fruit resulting from His protection and surrenderchief beneﬁciary”
ing it’viz the fruit) a..-to Kesava " who18 thea—n—I
.
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SANSKRI T S'LOKA :
To all seekers of moksha (whether bhaktas or pmpmmas),
the surrender of one’s soar‘izpa .or self and the rest (is) the fruit
in common. To one who has no other upiiya ((i.e.) prapanm‘z )
and is therefore akirwhmm, the surrender of the responsibility of
protection (bharanyiisa) is an additional angi. To all prapannas.
whatever may be the object desired by them, the surrender of the
reaponsibility is common. To those prapmmas who are desirous
of (only) moksha, the surrender of one’s self or svampa and also
of the fruit arising therefrom is an additional (requirement).
IS’WARA IS THE PRINCIPAL BENEFICIARY:

If it is asked how, when the ﬁrm who performs prapattz‘ as

the upﬁyw for the sake of some gain or fruit is the person interested in the fruit, Iswara becomes the chief beneficiary, the answer
is as follows :--Iswara becomes the chief beneﬁciary, because, just
like the modiﬁcations of wait or matter, the beneﬁts (purushc‘irthas) granted by Him to cit ( jioa) are pleasing to Him. Being
the sushi of all, He is the chief beneﬁciary. To a man of cultivated tastes, who is not in need of anything, the delight in melting
dolls made of metals and shaping them into ornaments and wear.
ing them in admiration of their beauty is not different (in kind)
from the delight enjoyed by him in keeping a sentient being like a
parrot in a cage and feeding it with milk and seeing it ﬂy according to His pleasure.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA
Therefore, ﬁtmasamarpmgam (the surrending of the self to
the Lord for protection) means here the realisation of the self as
existing solely for the purpose of the Saviour and that to such an
extent that the self feels no further responsibility, whatever, for its
own protection and this should be accompanied by the knowledge
that the fruits of such surrender are not one’s own.
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The purport of the $101“: in Alavandar’s Stotra (52) which
“ Whatever I
may be in :the body, the senses and the like,
says
and whatever may be the qualities of my nature, I who know that
I am Thy s'esha hereby surrender myself at this very moment at
thy two lotus-like feet” —- the purport of this siloka is as follows :If a man has (somehow) come into possession of a cloth bag
with the king’s seal on it, he would return the bag (to the king ),
even though he does not know for certain the nature and character
of the gem contained within it, in the hope that the king would
take it back. So also even those who have not the intelligence to
know, with perfect clearness, the nature, character and state of the
soul as distinguished from the body may surrender their self or
soul with the little knowledge that they possess. If they do so, even
for that much, Bhagavan will be prepared to remit the punishment
for the theft consisting in making away with one’s self (2'. a. claiming it as one’s own) from beginningless time. This idea contained in
the sw’istms is what (Alavandar) has in mind. In the next *s'loka (53)
it might appear as if be revoked the surrender (made before); but
its meaning is only this :—- Even when a person is bent on surren.
dering his self without a knowledge of such things as the nature of
his self, if he surrenders it with the notion that it is his own, like
the presentation to a king of something belonging to oneself, it
would not completely put an end to the crime of having stolen
one’s self. It does not mean that Alavandar considered his self.
surrender made in sdoka 52 in accordance with the injunctions
contained in the s'c'istras, as having been made in ignorance.
So from these two s'lolms, it is clear that the essence of the
s'c'istras which primarily prescribe bhamsamarpmgam as in the
words of Alavandar (60) “The responsibility of protecting me is
also Thine”, consists in saying na mama “ It is not mine " and
getting rid of the feeling of one’s connection (with everything),
though one may not have a true and discriminatory knowledge
about such things as the essential nature of the self.

:-

NOTE :— ‘ “However 0 lord, what can I surrender to Thee, O Madhava,
when I know that I and whatever belongs to me are always thine. As 1 have
nothing of my own, 1 have nothing to surrender, I am only giving Thee what
belongs to Thee”.
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THE MEANING OF THE ANGI IN DVAYAM:
Thus in the ﬁrst part of the Dvaya which deals with the
uptiya or means, the surrender to the Lord of the responsibility
(for one’s protection) accompanied by the thought that one is
washer to the Lord and exists only for Him is to be understood
in connection with the verb ( prapadye) joined with the word
s'araigam which treats of the upziya preceded by supreme faith
(mahc'ivis'viisa) and which contains within it, in an implicit form,
the supplieation for protection.
Thus (from what has been said in this chapter and in the
foregoing chapters), although these six (the ﬁve angas and the
angi) may be understood separately, while considering, in detail,
the meaning of each part of the sentence, yet they constitute only
a single mental act while understanding the whole sentence, just
like the understanding of other sentences having several parts.
Therefore, in accordance with the s'r‘istras, this principal action
with its angas is performed only once.

PRAPATTI IS A MOMENTARY ACTION.
An archer’s action in discharging an arrow for hitting a target
may be constituted of several separate acts (like observing the
object, taking the aim and discharging the arrow) and yet it is all
accomplished in a single moment. Similar is the act of surrendering (to the Lord) the responsibility of ( one’s) protection.
This is evident from the s'rutt' itself. (The sruti says, “ * Pramwa (mm) is the how: the soul or self is the arrow; it must be
discharged at Brahman, which is the target, with great care and
with keen concentration ”.

That this surrender of the responsibility of protection ( bharasamarpmga) should be chieﬂy thought of while uttering the
" Mundaka Upanlshad 11-4.
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mantras of prapatti is clearly statedas follows in Satyaki tantra

by the Saviour Himself, who undertakes the reaponsibility: “ With
this mantra one should surrender one’s self to me. The one who
has surrendered to me the responsibility of doing what should be
done will become one who has done one’s duty.”
A BRIEF STATEMENT OF
WHAT BHARASAMARPANA IS:

In (the performance of) this (angi), the conclusion regarding

the adoption of this upaya with its angas is as follows :- it consists
in the act of surrendering the responsibility for the protection of
one’s self preceded by the following :— the giving up of the thought
that one is the door (for it is the Lord that does everything), the
giving Up of the thought of ‘mine’ (that there is anything belongn
ing to oneself), the giving up of the fruit of the action, the giving
up of the thought that he himself adOpts the means for obtaining
that fruit; these must be accompanied by anukﬁlya sankalpa,
pratikﬁlyavarjana and the rest and, likewise, reverent bowing
down to the succession of gums and with the utterance of Dvaya.
The surrender of the responsibility for the protection of one’s self
carries with it implicity the surrender of one‘s Sum-Eva or self and
the fruit or gain arising from it.
The giving up of the thought that one is the doer will result
from the realisation of one's entire dependance on the Lord
throughout the existence of the soul. This will make one know
that this doership has been vouchsafed to one by the Lord Himself.

The giving

the thought of ‘MINE’ (mama) and of the
fruit (of prapatti) will arise from the knowledge that one, as well
as what belongs to one, exists, by one's very nature, solely for the
fulﬁlment of the purposes of Bhagavan alone.
Up of

The giving up of the upaya for attaining the fruit (moksha)
will result from a knowledge that the prapam' performed by a
.man for winning the grace of the Saviour cannot directly and
immediately be the cause of the main fruit. namely, moksha, that
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prapatti is non.sentient and, therefore, incapable of possessing
the will to grant the fruit and that only Iswara is the @3390: for
this fruit (moksha). Since Bhagavan who, out of the love natural
to Him, has been the primeval cause of everything from the time
of giving the man the body and the senses to the time of his utter.
ing the Dvaya—since Bhagavan is possessed of the will accompanied
by the desire to show His grace and is the immediate and direct
cause (of the ﬁnal fruit, viz moksha) and since he also stands
Himself in the place of the prescribed upﬁya in the case of the
man who is incapable of (adapting) other upa‘yas, He alone is the
upﬁya for the fruit. The authority for this conclusion is the
nature of the object, (namely, Bhagavan) as understood from the
s'c'istra which reveals the Person who has that nature and this
authority cannot be challenged by reason.
12

NADA-THUR AMMKL'S SUMMARY OF THE MEANING OF

PRAPATTI:
The following is a summary of the performance of prapatti
with its angas as given by Sri Nadathur Ammal :—

“I have been wandering in samsﬁra by doing, from beginning;
less time, what is displeasing to Thee. From this day onwards,

will do what is pleasing (to Thee). I will not do what will
displease (Thee). I have no capital with which to attain Thee. I

I

have made up my mind to seek only Thee as the upaya. Be Thou
my upziya ! Hereafter, either in the removal of what is evil or in
the attainment of what is good, I have no further responsibility
from now onwards”. In this the determination to do what is
pleasing and abstinence from what is displeasing have to be stated
only once as accessories or angas to the upiiya. His acting later in
accordance with this determination to do what is pleasing etc. will
be the result or fruit of the upaya and will last as long as his self
lasts. If, in accordance with the words of Sri Ammal, we take
the avoidance of what is displeasing as meaning only the determination to avoid what is displeasing, it is evident that it has to be
made only once (i. e at the time of pmpam'). It is true that it has
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been said

‘
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enemas

:- " I have ’ dissociated

myself from sins which cost
one into samsﬁra.” (But it may be explained in this way :-) The
avoidance of what is displeasing may mean either having no
connection (at all) with it (i. a.) giving it up or the determination to
avoid it. In either case, this is, at the ﬁrst instant, an anga and
the actual avoidance is the result or fruit of prapatti which follows
afterwards. This holds good also in regard to visrvasa or faith.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
Doing what is pleasing (to the Lord) and avoiding what is
displeasing (in one’s life after prapatti) are the result of meritorious
deeds done in the past, and also the determination made at the
time of performing prapatti.
Therefore wise are they who perform prapatti in order to
render faultless service during their life-time and to attain moksha
after casting off the body resulting from prc‘zrabdha karma.
TAMIL VERSE :
Our princely Zchc‘zryas, who wear the crown of proﬁciency in
the Vedas, have placed us for protection under the feet of the
Lord, who, from beginningless time, has resolved, in His great
compassion, to save us; they have done so in order that there
may be no further responsibility in ourselves (for our protection),
by saying to us, “Do not forget the truth that the Lord, who is the
soul of the world, will protect you who are related to Him as srcsha
(existing solely for His purposes ."
SANSKRI T SLOKA:

The horse, the chariot and the charioteer -- the end of the
Vedas (the Upanishads) shows that the three tattoos, cit, «cit, and
7. Lakshmi Tantra: 50-215.
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Is'wara are related to one another respectively like the three

mentioned above and have always had varied activities in
accordance with their respective nature. In connection with these
activities, all the three are of the nature of being the (material)
causes; two, cit and Is'wara, are of the nature of doers, and one (i. e)
Is'wara is alone independent (of all others). Therefore the ﬂea, the
responsibility for whose protection has been undertaken by Iswara
who is the Master, is carefree and has no further responsibility of
his own in the matter of his protection.

THE CHAPTER ON THE MAN WHO HAS DONE
WHAT OUGHT TO BE DONE (I. E.) PRAPATTI.

(13)

SANSKRIT SLOKA.
When Bhagavan, who is omnipotent, who knows all things
and who is, by His nature, full of love for us, has accepted the responsibility (of protecting us), there is nothing more remaining to
be done by us here for it; let us therefore ﬁx our souls in that
boundless sea of supreme bliss and feel the satisfaction (of having
attained our object) by becoming rich in rendering service to Him,
poor though we may have been before.

THE PRAPANNA HAS DONE WHAT HE OUGHT TO DO
AND HAS ATTAINED HIS GOAL:
The man who has adopted this upﬁya (prapatti ) has,
from the time when be adapted it, nothing else to do for attaining
the fruit thereof.
(2) What he had to do has been done by performing prapattz' once: (3) (Bhagavan) who is independent (of
all others), whose will is irresistible and who is the one that
rewards us with the fruit (of our actions) says, “ Do not grievel,"
Owing to these (three) reasons, the prapmma would become
care-free at the thought of having surrendered his bhara. Since
the Lord of all who has been accepted as the upc‘iya*, which is
ever present as stated in. “ Seek refuge under me alone ", has said
“I will release Thee from all sins”, and since the Lord can (always)
be trusted and since He is capable (of acting according to His
word), he would have no doubts or fears in regard to the realisation of his object. So he (the prapamm) would rejoice at having
given up even the slightest trace of other aims or objects and also
with having given up other upc'iyas along with upfiyas which are
subsidiary to them. Like a poor man who has received a great
treasure with little effort, he would rejoice at the prOSpect of the
(1)

TCharama sloka.
’Siddhopaya - the upaya which is ever present is Bhagavan, for He is always
eager to save the ﬁrm
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supreme goal (of life) which he is to attain. It has been said :—
“ He' who has sought, in every possible manner, the refuge of
Narayana who is the Saviour and the gum of the world is not the
servant of the gods, of the rishis, of animals, of men and of the
pitn’s. He is in no way their debtor ”. In regard to such fives
(kshetrajnasl as have taken the names of Prajapati (the Lord of
creatures) and Pasmpati (the Lord of beasts, viz. bound souls ),
he is able, like one whose promissory note registered in the unwritten Vedas under certain conditions (upﬁdhi relating to caste
etc. ) and requiring service as interest for the principal (borrowed
by him from them) has been fully discharged (torn off). Therefore when he has to pronounce their names in the performance of
*such compulsory and regularly recurrent and occasional rites as
the ﬁve great yajnas (Panchamahﬁ yajnas ), he would realise
that these names refer really to Iswara (Bhagavan) etymologically:
“ Those2 who
as has been stated by the sages in passages like
worship the pitris (the spirits of their forefathers), the gods, the
Brahmins and Agni . they (in reality) worship only Vishnu, who
is the Inner Self of all beings." When the king’s servants place a
garland and a jewel on the coat worn by the king, their object is
not to please the coat but to gain the favour of the king.

:-

The same idea has been expressed in such places as the chapter
called Yajm'z‘grahara in the Mahr‘zbhr'irata" (Ch. 349 S’antt' Parva)
and in Hastigirz’ Mc’ihc’ztmya. In the Brahma Sﬁtras also (1-2-29),
it is said: “ Since words like Agni refer directly also to Brahman,
Jaimini is of Opinion that there is nothing unreasonable in it ".
Such words as gods and pitrz‘s have no connection with the coats
called gods and pitrz’s and by the full signiﬁcance contained in their
NOTE :— The idea is that Prajapati, Pasupati. Agni and others are only
like the coat of a king and that, within them, there is the Inner Ruler,
Immortal. who alone is Parameswara or the Supreme Ruler.

l. Bhagavatam:

Mahabharata: Santiparva: 355-24
"' Mahabharata: Santiparva: Chapter 349: “The Great Padmanabha
receives the quintessences of al the offerings made in sacriﬁces " and when the
gods asked Brahma who- was performing a sacriﬁce to Bhagavan he replied:
“Neither by me nor by any one else who wants to cross the sea of samsara
are you adored with sacrifices. It is only Bhagavan who receives our offerings".
11-5-41

2.
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etymology or derivation, they stand for Iswara (Bhagavan), in the same way as words like Narayana do. In
pronouncing such words (Prajapati. Pasupati, Agni ), the
prapmma would realise that there is no violation of his sole and
exclusive devotion to Bhagavan, in the same way as, when the pure
sacriﬁcers (s'uddhayﬁji) who live in Swetadvipa pronounce the word
Narayana (Nap-imam ayanam), they do not go against their exclusive
devotion to Bhagavan by using the word Nara. Bhagavan has
willed to accept him as His servant to render service in accordance
With his varna, ﬁs'rama, occasions (like the birth of a child) and
qualities (like being a Vaishnava). Therefore by service to Him
who is the Euler and the S'cshi - service which consists in obedient
performance of His commands and permissions as understood
from the S'c‘zstras, the prapmma would do his little bit of service like
the freed souls who understand the mind of the Lord by direct
perception and be like the muktas; he would be extolled, according
to the Siistras and those who stand by them, as one who, by the
completion of the upc'iya (prapatti), has done his duty and who, by
the completion of his aim in life, has attained satisfaction.

parts

(119.)

Sri Ramanuja has conclusively described the prapmma's
reﬂection on his satisfactory fulﬁlment of his duty thus in his
Sarargﬁgati gadya :— “ Therefore rest happy in the assurance
free from all doubt that you will know me, see me, and attain me
as I truly am". This is what it means :—- “ We were wandering
in samsﬁra owing to Bhagavan’s punishment inﬂicted on us for
transgreseing His commands from beginningless time. By the
compassion of Bhagavan ever waiting for an opportunity (to save
us), we came into the reach of the kind glances of our good
ﬁcharyas and by repeating after them their utterance of Dvaya.
we have completed our prapattz’. There is no further means
needed for obtaining the Saviour. Therefore He will pardon (all
the sins) which were the cause of the punishment. The Lord of
Sri (Lakshmi) who is the wash? of all and who is capable of purify.
ing His devotees and obtaining their service, will, for His own
glory, protect us. With this faith, the prapanna would be free
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from all care or anxiety or responsibility.” (This is the purport
of Sri Ramannja’s words in the Gadyal. This idea is the conclu.
sive meaning which is surely contained also in the Saviour’s words
“ Do not grieve ” (in the charama s'loka ).

THE MARKS OF ONE WHO HAS PERFORMED
PRAPATTI :
Since one of the qualiﬁcations for the performance of prapattz‘,
is sorrow or grief before pmpattz‘, if he had no grief before, he‘
would not have the necessary qualiﬁcation for performing prapattt'.
So by the principle “when there is no cause, there is no effect,"
his upﬁya (prapcztti l will not be effective. If, after the performance
of prapattc', he grieves owing to want of faith in the. words of the
Saviour, it would follow by the principle “When the effect is
absent, there must have been absence of all the required materials
(or causes)" that his upr‘z‘ya is incomplete (owing to want of full
faith) and that the beneﬁt or fruit will be delayed inasmuch as it
will require the completion of the upaya. The man who was
formerly full of grief and who is now free from sorrow in accor.
dance with the words" Do not grieve" may be considered to have
done what should be done (i. e) prapam' in the mower manner.
TAMIL: VERSE:
Our spiritual leaders whom the Lord of Sri that dwells on
Hastigiri has taken into His protection after endeavouring for a
long time to ﬁnd out what boon He should confer on those who
loved Him . they are like kings and gods (to us). for they have, ever
in their minds, the abode of the Lord of the eternal sizris and they
are like Paramahamsas, because they have completed all rites that
have to be performed, (or like swans in their purity or in their
capacity to separate the essential from the non-essential).
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SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
Bharanyc‘zsa (or the surrender of the responsibility of protection) has been made ( at the feet of) Bhagavan (Hari) for reaching beyond samszira. So also actions that can produce only limited
pleasures have been given up just like forbidden actions. The
sustenance of the body will continue in accordance with past
karma (which has begun to Operate). So nothing need be done
for it. Thereafter (5.6) after prapatti the bounds" imposed by
the Lord’s command are scrupulously observed by wise men,
(merely because it is the Lord’s command.)

:-

" This means that the nitya and uaimittika karma: which are
NOTE
ordained by the Lord in the Sastras have still to be performed after prapam,
as, otherwise, there would be transgression of His command.

(14)

THE CHAPTER ON THE MARKS OR SIGNS BY
WHICH ONE CAN RECOGNISE THAT ONE IS
IN THE PROPER STATE OR NISHTA.

SA NSKRIT S'LOKA.

To a man whose understanding is ﬁrmly and properly ﬁxed
on (a knowledge of ) his essential nature, on the upc’zya adopted
by him, viz.
prapatti and on the ultimate aim of life
(purushﬁrtha), a recognition that he is steadily ﬁxed in this state
gives more delight (even) than his approaching moksha. For by
the might of this knowledge, he is able, with a disciplined mind, to
close up the chasms lying before him (as obstacles) which are
deep and hard to ﬁll and which are as immense as the sky.
I. Signs or marks regarding nishtr‘i in Svari‘ipd :-*
How can a man know that he has ﬁrm faith or nishtﬁ (in
regard to the knowledge of svdriipa ‘2) The answer is as folloWs:(1) when he is treated with such things as contumely by others,
he would be free from sorrow or depression owing to the knowledge
that these faults pertaining to the body and the like (ugliness, low
birth etc) have no connection (at all) with his essential nature.
“ When one man1 reviles another, the sin
(2) It has been said
of the reviled person passes on to the reviler". 80 towards these
fools that are to receive his sin by their derisive talk, he (the
prapmma) should feel over-whelming campassion as stated in
such s'lokas as the following :— “ If other ”created beings harbour
enmity and show hatred, the wise man pities them saying, " How
wrapped up they are in great delusion l" and “ One 'should very
much pity the fool who does evil to himself by violating the
sviistras and straying from the right path and who is, therefore.
like ﬁrewood destined for the flames of hell.” (3) The prapmma

:-

l. Mahabharata: Aswamedhika

parva: 110-64.

2. Vishnu purana: 1-11-82.
3. Ayurveda?
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would feel grateful to these revilers as being benefactors who
remind him, by their censure, of faults which have been described
in Alavandar’s *stloka and in such verses as those of tTirumangai
Alvar as ﬁt to be reﬂected on in connection with oneself. (4) The
prapanna (who has the nishtc'i in svar‘ipa) would understand
that all souls are dependent on Bhagavan owing to their essential
nature, that all jivas ( kshetrajnas) are under the sway of past
karma and that these revilers of his (therefore) revile him by
the prompting of 1swara, who is independent and is the s'eshi of
all and who enjoys the ma which follows from past karma in the
relations between him and his revilers. He would therefore feel
no aversion to them : (5) He would rejoice that his past sins
which have begun to operate in this life are now being worked out
in part. If he has these marks or characteristics as clariﬁed in the
explanation of the meaning of the ﬁrst word (prmgrwa) and the
middle Word 11a. mama (name) in the Moolamantra, the prapmma
may consider that he has realised his difference from wait or
matter, that he possesses knowledge which will enable him to act
beneﬁcially towards all beings, that he feels his being destitute of
upﬁyas of any kind, that he knows his existing solely for the fulﬁlment of the purposes of Bhagavan and is entirely dependent on
him and should therefore do what is pleasing to the Lord, who, by
His very nature, is impartial, who rewards (or punishes), each
according to his karma, and who is the independent mesh? for
whom all else exist and that he understands that his good can arise
only from the will of another (ie) the Lord, as has been pointed
out in the s'loka: “ Where am 1‘ who am so full of evil thoughts?
Where is the possibility of my seeking what is good to me?
NOTE :— ‘ Alawandar’s sloka: 62 - “How can I ever cross the sea of
sorrow and render service at Thy feet - I who have transgressed all the regulations of the sastras who am mean, ﬁckle-minded, envious, ungrateful, arrogant,
lustful, deceitful. wicked and sinful?”
1' The verses of Tirumangai Alwar : Peria Tirumozhi I - 1- “Born into this
life, I fell into deep anguish of mind. I mingled with young women thinking
it was greatly to be desired, until at last I realised that salvation consists only in
the utterance of the name ‘N ARAYANA'.
4. Jitanta Stotram:

1-18
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Therefore, 0 Thou, that controllest the gods!
whatever is good for me, O Madhava l"

II THE NISHTK CONCERNING

1‘43

0

Direct me to do

UPAYA':

If, in him, these features that follow are found, the man who
has performed prapattz’ may infer that he is in the proper state in
relation to the knowledge concerning the upc‘zya (1) He under.
stands that, for him, there is no protection from himself or from
others and that Iswara is his only Protector : (2) Though he is
confronted with causes of fear even to the extent of death, he does
not bewail his state and feels satisﬁed as at the approach of what
is desirable, for it has been said :— “PeOple are “generally afraid
of Death because they have not done what they should have done;
those who have done what they should do expect Death as if he
were a welcome guest” (3) He has the perfect conﬁdence of
having found a Saviour. Sita Devi taught this by her example.
“The beautiful ‘ Sita, resting on the arm of Sri Rama, was not afraid
at the sight of the elephant, the lion or the tiger (when she was with
him in the forest)" She said to Bavana:—O Thou '(Rakshasa) with
ten heads that deservest to be reduced to ashes! because I have
not obtained Sri Rama’s permission and because I have to cherish
my tapas as a pativrata‘ (a wife devoted to her husband), I do not
burn thee to ashes by the ﬂame ( of my chastity) and likewise,
“if Rama “who can destroy the forces of his enemies ﬁlls Lanka
with his arrows and take me away from here, it will be in keeping
with his character.” In respect of the object for which he has
made bharanyr'isu, the prapanna is without any (further) eﬂ'ort
of his own (to save himself). In that matter, he realises that
the removal of what is evil and the attainment of what is good
are in the Lord's hands alone. If he has these features, it may be
inferred that he is steadfastly ﬁxed in the upiiya which he has
sought and which is the means of obtaining all the beneﬁts desired
5. Itihasa Samuochaya: 7-38.

6. Ramayana: Sundara Kanda:

7. Ramayana: Sundara Kanda: 22-20.
60—20.

8. Ramayana: Sundara Kanda: 30-39.
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by him, which is prescribed as an upﬁya in the ﬁrst half of the
Charama s'loka, which is to be thought of in the ﬁrst part of
Dvaya and which is implicit also in the middle word of
Tirumantra (namo ).

III THE

NISHTA- CONCERNING PURUSHKRTHA:

It has been

said :—- “Of the ’three, your birth, continuance and
perishing, why should you be anxious only about your continuance ?
In the same way as birth and death come of themselves (without
any choice being left to you), your continuance in life also will not
depend on anything done by you” and again: “The logoddess of Lakshmi comes, of her own accord, to one who does not exert himself in
any way. Another man who makes efforts does not obtain even the
food (he wants). This is in accordance with past karma".The prajum.
na whose understanding is ﬁrmly ﬁxed in the purushc‘rrtha would
not feel anxious in relation to such things as the maintenance of the
body .which are directed by Iswara in accordance with particular acts
of past karma that have begun to operatein this life. He would reﬂect
that, even if he grieved or felt anxious about these things, nothing
would happen except according to the will of God, as stated in the
following passages:— “Though he “ﬂies in the air, or enters the
lower world, called Rasatala, or wanders about the whole earth,
a man will not obtain what is not ordained for him ” and again,
“ Whatever "work is done in the world is work done by me. So
others pr0pose but I dispose." When things not forbidden in the
yc‘zstras come to him without any seeking of his and by the will of
God, the prapanna realises that the debt which has resulted from
past karma that has begun to operate is now being discharged.
Therefore he enjoys them without trying to avoid them. For it
has been said in Parc‘is'arag'itfi and elsewhere :— “ House-holders
should receive whatever comes to them without any exertion on
their part. Al regards their dharmas, on the other hand, it is my
Opinion that they should, in. all possible ways, exe‘rt themselves
9.

?

10. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 339-15

?
11.
12. Mahabharata: Sontiparva: 359—56
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and fulﬁl them ”, and so also, “ The l"wise man should not be
anxious about his food. He should think only of his dharma.
Man’s food comes to him along with his birth.” Like-wise it has
been stated in Ajagaroptz‘khydna :— “ I do 1‘ not avoid enjoyments
which come to me of themselves and which are also in keeping
with (my) dharma nor do I seek any enjoyment which can be
had only with painful effort."

The praparma who has attained m’shtﬁ in purushﬁrtha has
neither pleasure nor pain, when he meets with or fails to get
objects usually desired other than moksha, as taught in the following evloizas :-“ When 1“one of these two, pleasure and pain, arrives,
one should not feel delighted on seeing pleasure nor feel sorrow
when one sees pain ”, and “ The man who" meditates on the feet
of the Lord is not elated at the possession of wealth, nor does he
feel dispirited when what he possesses is lost." He has, on the
other hand, a great longing for service to the Lord which is suited to
his essential nature and which is the supreme aim of his life. This
urgent longing for the object to be gained will make him cry out as
in Alavandar’s Stotram and in Sri Ramanuja’s gadya, " When,
when shall I see, face to face, Bhagavan N arayana? When shall I
press his two lotus-like feet on my head? ” When such conduct
and feeling are seen in the praparma, it may be inferred that his
mind is ﬁrmly ﬁxed in regard to the supreme and inﬁnite goal of
existence which is indicated, as (an inﬁnitesimal part of ) the sea
is by the ﬁnger, in the dative Nc’zrﬁyarzc‘iya in Tirumantra, in the
dative Nfirc'iymgc‘zya and in the word namas in Dvaya and in the
sentence “ I shall release thee from all sins” in Charama s'loka.
Thus by observing these signs in himself, the man may
realise that he is well established in the state of a true prapmma
in regard to his essential nature (svar‘ﬁpa), his upiiya and his
supreme aim (purushﬁrtha) as stated in the stake :v— I am a
self, not a body; I am the sash: who exists only for Lord; I have
13. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 301—35
14. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 177-24

15. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 175-5
16. The second Tiruvandadi: 45
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no possessions of my own; I have sought His protection with the
desire to render service to Him" and as understood also from
Tirumantra and the like. To the praparma who has seen in
himself these signs, there will be no causes of fear confronting him
other than offence to those who know Brahman, which might
occur (as a possibility) on account of his living in the midst of
enemies (the body and the senses ), nor sources of delight other
than the service which suits his essential nature. (This may be
seen in the case of Sita devi) of whom it is said, " Sita" does not
look at these Rakshasis ; she does not look at these trees full of
ﬂowers and fruits. Her heart is ﬁxed on one alone and she sees
only Sri Rama”. If by chance, these (other causes of fear and
sources of delight) come before him, he will have neither fear nor
delight.
,

TAMIL VERSE :
Those who have become welLestablished in their knowledge
of the three things shown in the Tirumantra (namely, svarﬁpa,
upﬁya, and purushﬁrtha) will never agree to do what is imprOper
and will do only what is prOper. They are really wise men who
ﬁnd, in themselves, these attitudes and actions and they may be
called eternal saris living on the earth.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA :

In the interval between this life of worldly enjoyment and life
after moksha — (an interval) which may be compared to a

mingling of the state of sleep and the waking state —some destiny
has placed prapmmas for a time and they pass the rest of their
lives wearing, on their heads, the garland of their m'shtii in regard
to tatva, upiiya, and pumshiirtha, which has been vouchsafed to
them by the Lord.

17.

18. Ramayana : Sundarakanda: 16-25

(15) THE CHAPTER ON THE MANNER IN WHICH
ONE SHOULD CONDUCT ONESELF
AFTER PRAPA TTI.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
The prapanna, with his eyes ﬁxed on the absence of his own
responsibility (bhara) in regard to both what is seen in this life
and what is to come hereafter, follows, until the fall of his body, a
course of action which is faultless and agreeable (observing the
code of conduct prescribed for his vama and his Eis'rama) and for
the sake of delight (in the enjoyment of the auspicious qualities of
Bhagavnn) frequently studies Vedanta with good men, teaches
the sweet and noble utterances (of such as Alvars )- always and
also listens to them.

THE CODE OF CONDUCT SUITED FOR A PRAPANNA:
The man who has thus done what he should do and infers his
proper attainment of m'shtii (in svarﬁpa, upc‘tya and purushﬁrtha)
should follow the line of conduct described hereunder as long as he
lives, like a farmer who, out of a big ﬁeld ﬁt for use in the adoration of the Lord, gives up a large part and reserves only a small
fraction of it as enough for his needs. This adhz’kc'iri, namely, the
prapanna, who has given up his connection with many things and
is still connected with certain things (like the body) should follow a
line of conduct which would be most delightful like the successive
services rendered by released souls (in heaven). This line of
conduct is an end in itself; it has been prescribed for him in the
s'ﬁstras as required to be done (in certain speciﬁc divisions of
time); it is a form of service connected by links to the service
which is to follow immediately after and is the means of winning
the favour of the Master and is also its effect. The following
passages indicate this line of conduct; —- “I read]1 the books
which describe the attributes and qualities of Bhagavan; I listened

l. Nanmugan Tiruvandadi: 63
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to other people reading them, I bowed to Him, I worshipped Him
always and performed service to Him and thus saw to it that my
time was not spent in vain". “Men should” get rid of their sorrow
which is as deep as the sea on account of past karma surrounding
the soul, by meditating on those passages which reveal the Lord’s
qualities. If they should not do so, by what other thought can
they get rid of their sorrow while in samsiira P ” "We ”should,
without intermission render service to the Lord in all places and
in all circumstances and at all times”. “If the ‘Lord is so gracious
as to enable me to spend my time always with the passages which
describe His qualities in my mouth, with His form alluring the eye
and other senses in my mind, and with ﬂowers ﬁt enough for His
form in my hands - if I ﬁnd this grace, what is there unpleasant
for me while living here ? “ I was“ born to seek ﬂowers that are
hard to obtain in order that they may be placed at the Lord’s feet"
"May I, “the sinner that I am, press the tender feet of the Lord
which are gently pressed by the incomparably beautiful Lakshmi
and the other, viz, the goddess of the Earth ! " “ This is 'the
only object that I desire — that the Lord should take me into
His service for His own satisfaction ”. “ We will 'render
service, 0 Lord. only to Thee ". “ If the Lord ’will be so
gracious as to let us gently press His feet in the place where He
sleeps" “My ”ﬁngers will keep count when I utter the names of
the Lord." “The 11days of my starvation are not those on which I
do not eat — (they are) the days, if ever they occur, on which I
do not constantly meditate saying “m‘imo Nﬁrﬁyaua" and the days
on which I do not approach Thy feet with the three Vedas which
are (as it were) freshly blossomed ﬂowers”. “My tonguen will
not praise any one but Thee; I Wonder whether Thou wilt
2. Paris Tiruvandadi: 86
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Tiiuvoimozhi: 3-3—1
Tiruvoimozhi: 8—]0—4
Tiruvoimozhi: 1-4-9
Tiruvoimozhi: 9-2-10
'I iruvoimozhi: 2—9-4

Tiruppavai: 29
9. Nachiar Tirumozhi :4-1
10. Perialvar Tirumbzhi: 4—4-3
11. Perialvar Timmozhi: 5-1-6
12. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 5-1-1
8.
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suffer any loss of glory by my praise; but I cannot stOp praising
Thee, for my tongue is not under my control”. “My mouth“
does not praise any one but Him”, “M y “shoulders do not bow
to any one but Him”, “I ‘5 will not look upon my soul which
belongs to the Lord as my own, nor will I remain in the
company of those mean persons who think so," “ May “Thou be
so gracious as to make me ever meditate on Thee ”, “ When will
1”these two eyes of mine delight in looking at the forehead of the
Lord where the two gems that shed light shine dispelling dark.
ness?” “Ido 18not long for birth accompanied with wealth that
(only) makes the ﬂesh grow but pray to be born as a bird in the
Venkata Hills ”. “ The “eyes of those who have not seen that
Golden Hill which rides on the bird and which, long ago, planted
the hill wound with the serpent in the sea and churned it for the
sake of nectar — their eyes are not eyes at all ”
Likewise also these Sanskrit s'lokas :-“ I do “not long for the wealth of Brahma or for that of
Rudra. I long to be either a kadamba tree or a kunda tree on the
backs of the Yamuna (which Sri Krishna puriﬁed with His holy
feet )." “ Take me as "Thy servant. There is nothing improper
in this. I will attain thereby the satisfaction of serving Thee for
whom alone I exist. Thou wilt also obtain the satisfaction of
having protected one who has sought Thee as his refuge.” “ Whether you” are awake or asleep, I will render all the service that is
required.” “ Live" as you may for a hundred years, I will be
under you. Order me yourself to do whatever you want in places
which you consider beautiful ”. “ I long" only for being the
Tiruvandadi: ll
Mudal Tiruvandadi: 63
Mudal Tiruvandadi: 64
Tiruchanda viruttam: 10!
Perumal Tirumozhi: 1-1
Perumal Tirumozhi: 4—1

13. Mudal

19. Tirumangai Alvar: 11-7-1

l4.

20.

15.

16.
17.

18.

?

-

21. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 31-22
22. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 31-27
23. Ramayana: Ayodbyakanda: 15-7
24. Jitanta stotram: 1-13
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servant of Bhagavan in all my births.” “ I will ”spend my days
thus, rendering the appointed service ‘in each of the ﬁve parts of
the day and in worshipping Bhagavan with good chandana. ﬂowers
and the like - such as I can obtain with my own effort."
These are the ways of service after prapatti which are in
keeping with one’s essential nature (avarﬁpa) in spending the time.

THE PRAPANNA SHOULD SEEK
SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE:
Further the prapanna should not remain complacently
ignorant of what should be known to one in that state, in the pre.
sumption that he has already done what should be done. In the
state of perfect enjoyment of the Lord, knowledge and love are
(both) essential. Therefore in accordance with the stolen, “ One
"should never beg of the Lord anything but knowledge and love
for His holy feet. The man who begs (for other things) will
surely perish ”, there is nothing improper in desiring knowledge
and love of the Lord. It has been said :— “ The '"Lord of the
yellow raiment has incarnated as the guru to teach the Veda.” So
the prapanna should learn from such gurus possessed of exclusive
devotion to the Lord and having a clear knowledge of ( the truth).
He should obtain clear knowledge from them by following the
injunction contained in the s'loka :— “ Bow to "your guru, place
your doubts before him and render service to him, (then) learn
from him the true nature of the self. (Your) Eichc‘iryas will teach
you the truth concerning the self.” He should have his knowledge
rendered clear and pure, for (the poet) says, “ Even a man ”that
is dull becomes intelligent by seeking the company of the wise.
Muddy water becomes clear and pure by being mixed with the
lather from soapnut." It has been said, “ He whose” knowledge
of the truth (concerning Bhagavan) extends up to the enjoyment

is. The verses of Vankipuram Nambi
26.
27. Pcrialvar Timmozhi: 5-2—8

28. Bhagavad Gita: 4—34
29. Kalidasa: Malavikagnimitra.
30. Satvata Samhita.
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of the Lord -- all those who fall within the range of his eyes will
be puriﬁed of all their sins." .So the prapamta should live in close
contact with such as are well established in this knowledge. As
stated (in the G‘itzi) :—- “ In a “ tank which is intended for all and
for various purposes, one should take only as much (of the water)
as is required for one’s purposes ”, the prapmma should deter.

mine what he should choose, from among their ways of life and
conduct, what is in accordance with his varqa, his asrrama, his
gotra, his character and the like and conduct himself in keeping
with that determination and should walk warily lest he should fall
into the pitfall of thinking of his own superiority and the inferiority
of others, which might arise from his conceit while observing this
code of conduct.

Even if, as it occurred to such as Nammalvar and Nathamunigal, he is blessed with the special grace of the Saviour so as
to enjoy the rise of such beneﬁts as the vision (of the Lord), he
should feel sure (that it is not due to any merit of his own) as
said in, “ I do not" know what is good and what is bad”, and
” Even if I know what is good and what is evil, I cannot obtain
what is good and avoid what is evil " He should see to it that his be.
ing destitute of all upiiyas (Kkinchanya) which is due to his svarﬁpa,
his maintenance (sthz’thi) and his activities ( pravritti.) being
entirely dependent (on the Lord) does not suﬂ‘er any change or
loss. [He should remember his utter helplessness (Ital-pawn)
as described in the stake: “ I “am the abode of all transgressions,
I have no means of protecting myself and I have nothing else to
attain than Thee“, and in such verses as "I have ”not been
observing the code of the disciplined life, nor have I keen intel.
ligence", “What “can I do? “May my " misery be put an end
to by Thee! If thou dost not do so, there is no one else to protect
L

31.
32.
33.
34.

Bhagavad Gita: 2-46
Perialvar Thirumozhi: 5—1—3
Peria Tiruvandadi: 3
Ahitbtldhﬂ’a Samhita: 3-30

35. Tiruvaimozhi : 5—7-1
36. Tiruvoimozhi: 5-8-3
37. Tiruvoimozhi: 5-8-8
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me”. “I have no ”other upﬁya and no other protector," “I do
not” know of any one whom I can hold as the Saviour of my
soul" “We are such” ignorant women belonging to the race of
cowherds as eat in forests while grazing the cows there", “I have
“given up the rites pertaining to Brahmins of worshipping the
three ﬁres after ablutions”. “I was "not born into any of the four
castes wherein one is ﬁt to follow dharma", “I am “ignorant and
of low birt ", "I “have no one to seek for support".
“Even if
“Thou dost not remove from me the sufferings due to karma, I
have no other refuge than thee," “I have not “practised karma
yoga; I have not understood the real nature of the disembodied
self (ale) I have not performed Jm‘inayoga, nor have I bhaktz’
towards Thy holy feet." (In these Tamil verses and Sanskrit
s'lokas. the feeling of helplessness is well depicted and the
prapanna should realise his own helplessness by remembering such

'

verses).

Owing to the knowledge of his own unﬁtness from time immemorial and the loss of the Lord's service which resulted from it,
which may cause excessive disgust, the prapmma should not fall
into despair which makes one lament in the words of the Alvar
saying, “The nature“ of the man in samsc‘ira is such that he
identiﬁes himself with the perishing body and calls it “I"; from it
arises also evil conduct and from it arises again the body that is
foul". (Without falling into despair ), he should hearten himself
with the succeeding words there :-- “O ‘7 Lord of the immortals,
Thou wast born into all castes and even from the wombs of animals
in Thy eagerness to protect the livers?" He should comfort himself
38. Tiruvoimozhi: 6—10-10

43. Perla Tirumozhi:

39. Tiruvoimozhi: 10—10-3

44. Peria Timmozhi: 1-9-9

40. Tiruppavai: 28

45. Pemmal Tirumozhi:

4i. Timmalai: 25

46. Alavandar Stotram: 22

42. Tiruchandavituttam: 90

£7. Tiruviruttam: l

5—8—1

5—!
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with the words of the Saviour who appears in front to save him -the words which are wholesome and sweet like mother's milk
(such as “ For the protection of the good and the destruction of
the wicked and so also for the establishment of dharma, I am
born again and again in every yuga.” He should bathe. as it were,
in the words (of Bhagavan) which reveal the secret of the avatars
and take courage (from passages like the following) :-— “Whatever“
a man may have been in the past, if he lives a righteous life in his
old age. it will do him good ; his evil deeds in the past will do him
no harm " and “A man may ‘“ have been wicked in his past life;
he may have fed on anything (however impure); he may have
been ungrateful; he may have been a sceptic ; in spite of all that,
if he earnestly seeks the protection of the Lord, who is the cause
of the world, know that that man is faultless owing to the
Lord’s greatness ”, “ In one“0 half of an instant, ajz‘va commits
a sin which cannot be expiated even in the course of ten thousand
kalpas of Brahma. But Thou pardonest him if only he gives up
the thought of sinning (again), even though he has transgressed.
How wonderful this is l" “ The past‘u is past, what can we do
concerning it? The wise man should think of erecting the dam.
even when the water is ﬂowing.” “ It is “good to die after per.
forming pmpatti to the Lord at least in the dying moments ”.

In accordance with this principle. the prapamm 'should not
lament for what is past and without running away at the thought

of his past unfitness, he should make himself ﬁt for the future by
reﬂecting on the present ﬁtness which has resulted from the inﬁ.
nite greatness of the Saviour which brooks no questioning, like
those who construct a dam for the water that will come up in the
future; he should not stray from the path of performing the
commands and permissions of the Lord which are in keeping with
his present state as a pmpmma. As described (by the Alvar),
the ”senses which have become tired with expectations of enjoy.
EdTBodhayana—Sutra: 14—10

49. Satvata Samhita: 16-23-24
50. Vaikunta Stave: 61

-

_

5!. Vankipuram Nambi: Karika:

$2. Tiruvoimozhi: 14-8
$3. Tiruvoirnozhi: 3-8 (1-10)
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ing the Lord should be rendered [it (to enjoy Him) by means of
pure food and service and directed towards such (spiritual) expe.
riences as are available and turned away from the desire for
unwholesome objects, like cows that are turned away from steal'
thily eating the crops.

When pe0ple are waiting for the boat in order (to cross the
stream) to go to a place of their desire, some of them may avoid
playing chess or other game with stakes, as it could not be
stapped whenever desired but may be engaged in playing the game
without any stakes so that they might be in a position to give up
the game (when the boat has come). Though they play merely
for the enjoyment (and not for money), they move the pawns
(on the board) in strict accordance with the rules of the game. In
the same way (though the prapanna does not expect any proﬁt
out of it) he performs gladly the rites commanded and permitted
by the Supreme Ruler, which are really services to the Lord, in
accordance with the speciﬁc time and place at which they are
ordained for performance. (In performing them), he should
resemble not those who drink milk for relief from excess of bile,
but like those who have got well easily and quickly with the help
of a medicine and who drink milk with pleasure (not as a cure
for disease).

SERVICE TO ARCHA':
While rendering this service, the prapmma should do such
acts of service as are in keeping with the respective relationships
between him and the Lord and with the Lord's supreme majesty
and easy accesssibility; he should do these acts towards the images
(archii) into which the Lord has inoarnated for the sake of some
devotees with exclusive devotion to Him; for it has been said :—
“He who “believes in the eternal form and supreme majesty of the
Lord—him, O Poushkara, the Lord approaches,” “In the“ same
way as the water of the ocean taken up by the clouds and let fall
54. Poushkara Samhita:

55.

Poushhra Smhita:

-
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Bhagavan whose
image has been installed by devotees becomes ﬁt to be served and
enjOyed by others". “The six ”qualities like Jm‘ina are found in
transcendent measure in the mantras and in the images (archﬁ ).
They are described in the mantras. and the qulities .are found in
Bhagavan. since He has, out of His compassion. chosen to abide in
these images". This shows the fullness of perfection, “He who"
looks upon the Lord residing in the image as Purushottama and
beholds Him (again and again) from the pedestal of the foot to the
crown on the head—his ﬁve deadly sins (M ahﬁpc‘itaka) are destroyed quickly; Is it necessary to state that minor offences, too, perish?
This shows how supremely puriﬁcatory the archﬁ is. And again
it is said ;-- “ If men” of clouded intellects happen to see Bbagavan abiding in the arch? even by mere chance, all the evil
tendencies in them, such as the following, perish :— the thought
that the body is the self; the false notion arising from it that he
sees the soul by perception ; false conclusions arrived at by fallacious reasoning, false inferences resulting from wrong premises,
false interpretations of scriptural texts and want of faith in the
S'c'istras.” Thus the worship of the image (archii) is a panacea
for all mental diseases arising from a false understanding of cause
and effect.
all,

The prapamza should meditate on the Lord’s placing Himself
at the disposal of those who seek His protection in a manner
which cannot be understood by the mind or described in words,
for it has been said, " Whoever" wants to see me and in whatever
form —- to him I reveal myself in that very form.” The same
thing is stated also (in the Tamil verse) “ He assumes“ the
form desired by His devotees.” He should also meditate on the
alluring beauty of the Lord of which (the Alvar) says “ The eyes"
that have seen the Lord will refuse to see other things.” Having
56. Vishvaksena Samhita:

59. Bhagavad Gita: 4-11

57. Sandilya Smriti: 2-89

60. Model Tiruvandadi: 44

58. Poushkarasamhita

61. Amalanedipiran: 10
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done so, the prapamm should render service suited to the respective relationships between him and the Lord (such as master and
servant, father and son) and to His supreme majesty and easy
accessibility, in accordance with the following verses :— “ One“
should render service to the Lord like a chaste matron to her
beloved husband, like a mother to her suckling, like a disciple to
his ﬁchc‘zrya and like a friend to his friend. The Lord of Lakshmi
should always be looked upon as a master, as afriend, as an
achr‘zrya, as a father and as a mother ". “ One“ should serve the
Lord with as much fear as one would approach a king who is
youthful, and an elephant in rut. In the same way as one would
entertain a welcome guest who has come to one’s house, one
should worship the Lord with devotion, remembering His easy
accessibility.” “ One “should treat the Lord with as much affec.
tion as one would a beloved child ”.

Like Bharatalvan who conducted himself like a servant of a
king before (Sr-i Rama’s) sandals and of whom it is said, “While
the sandals“ were ruling, Bharata placed, before them ﬁrst,
whatever business had to be transacted and whatever valuable
tributes were brought and then accomplished whatever had to be
done in the manner in which it should be done”, -— like him the
prapanna should render service as to a king, with materials earned
righteously. He should look upon this service as a wedded wife
would look upon the careful custody of her sacred wedding . thread
and the like. He should have the conviction that he has attained
this ultimate aim of life, which begins from service to Bhagavan
and extends up to the service to His devotees, by his relationship
with his good Ziehﬁrya: for it has been said :— “Kshatrahandhu,
the great sinner, and Pundarika the virtuous, both attained moksha
by having A'chﬁryas" So also has it been said (inTamil) :-- “Our
acharyas“ are like bees which place us at the (ﬂower-like holy feet
62. SandilyaSmriti: 4-37—38

65. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda 115—27

63. Sandilya Smriti: 4-31

66. Tiruviruttam: 54

64.
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of the Lord, who is our Master and who renders help to‘the eternal
saris" and "If "Vi-'shnuohittar (Perialvar) who was born in the
city of Villiputtur and who was perfect in the qualities of the spirit.
by some means in his power, make the Lord appear before us, we
can see” (That is to say . without the grace of Vishnucitta, the
ﬁchﬁrya, they cannot- do anything themselves). The prapanﬂa
should feel grateful at the thought of the eXpansion of knowledge
which the ﬁchfzryas have wrought in him and of such things as the
service (of the Lord and His devotees) which have resulted from
it. He should behave towards them as towards the servants (of
the palace) who light the lamps and keep them burning on the
night before the coronation of the prince (as a token of their
rejoicing). He should feel grateful also to the Lord at the thought of
His innate compassion which is the common and primary cause of
all these and which, in the state of mukti, removes the di‘eaded possibility of a break in the enjoyment of Bhagavan whose independent
will cannot be questioned. For it has been said:-— “The Lord"
makes us climb up to Vaikunta through the centre of the sphere of
the sun whose rays dispel darkness and He removes the ladder that
helped to climb, so that there may be no coming back", and again,
“If “one goes to Vaikunta after performing prapattz’ by uttering
the words ‘Namo m‘crmga’, He will not let one come back to the
world of samsc‘ira, even if one should furnish security for going back
to Vaikunta”. (Nammalvar) says :— “The ﬁrm "feet of Narayana whose praise is unsurpassed” (the feet being ﬁrm. those who
have caught hold of them can never slip down); and again
“Bhagavan'” is our Father who takes away from His devotees their
future births, leads them to Vaikunta, helps the manifestation of
their svarﬁpa or essential nature and sees to their ever remaining
under His feet even like the lines on the soles (of His feet)", and
further, “The Lord" looks after (our) welfare by taking us to
His feet and by preventing our fall therefrom”. The prapmma
67. Nachiar Tirumozhi:

10—10

70. Tiruvoimozhi: l-2—l0

68. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 4-5-2

71. Timvoimozhi :. 3—7-7

69. Perialvar Tirumozhi:

12. Tituvoimozhi: 7-5-10

41-5—2
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should feel grateful to the Lord of Lakshmi, the swift, whose will
is ever absolute and who, even after molesha, shows the same
compassion as during samsﬁra. (The Alvar describes this compassion in the following words);— "By Thy" grace and the grace
of Thy Spouse who lives in the lotus, I served at Thy temple of
old”
WHAT THE PRAPANNA SHOULD DO WITH HIS MIND,
HIS SPEECH AND HIS BODY:

About this code of conduct (of the prapanna) we will
now state what is considered as the essence in regard to what
should be avoided by the three senses viz the mind, the speech and
the body and also in regard to what should be observed or followed
by them:—— “Between poison (Visha) and the objects of sense
(Vishaya) there is a great gulf of difference, for poison kills only
the man who eats it, whereas objects of sense kill even at their
mere thought.” It has been said also, “Is it "'fair on Thy
part to delude my soul by showing before sinful me the various
pleasures by which the senses allure me to my suffering ?”
Therefore in order that the desire for the ultimate object of
life may not languish, the most important among those that
should be forgotten is the enjoyment of sense pleasures. In
order that one may not become ungrateful, the chief thing that
should be thought of is the assistance given to us by the zichc’irya
from the time his glance ﬁrst fell on us. In order that we may
not lose the sense of helplessness. the chief thing that should be
avoided in speech is the expression of our excellence. In order
that one may not forget one’s conviction in the upc‘cya, the chief
among the things that should be uttered is Dvaya; as (the
Bhashyakara says) “ 7“one should ever utter the Dvaya with an
understanding of its meaning ". In order that Bhagavan who is
entitled to receive our service with pleasure may not become dis.
pleased at heart, the most important among those that should be
73. Tiruvoimozhi: 9-2-1

75. Tiruvoirnozhi: 6-9-9

74.

76. Saranagati gadyam.
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avoided by all the three senses is oﬁence to those that know
Brahman; as Andal says, “ We" will never do what ought not
to be done ”. In order that the sea of our supreme aim in life
may not dry up or become shallow, the most important among
those things that should be done is service to the ﬁchﬁrya and
other devotees of Bhagavzin as ordained in the S'Eistras and as
forming the outer limit of the service of the Lord.

This code of conduct which should be followed after prapatti
and which is an end in itself should be considered in those parts of
the three mysteries (mantras) which indicate the beneﬁt or fruit
that results.
TAMIL VERSE :
Our holy men who know the songs of the Tamil Veda with
their meaning and who have discharged all their debts (to the
gods, the pitris etc.) by the performance of prapatti accepted by
Sri Krishna of the beautiful Dwaraka, enjoy, with delight, even in
this world, that service which the m‘izktas and the si'iris perform
without intermission and with eagerness in the world yonder.

SANSKRIT S’LOKA:
Like a beloved wife who, in a big jewelled mirror, well-polished,
sees her loving husband by the side of her own image -- her loving
husband who has come behind her and stands beside her, and is at
once transported into the ecstasy of love and enjoys his presence
with the scattering of ﬂowers that spread their fragrance all round
—— (like that beloved wife) good
men, whose wealth consists in
their prapatti, see the Supreme lord in the great mantra (Tirumantra) which has frequently been meditated upon and enjoy
Him with loving service similar to fragrant ﬂowers.

77. Tiruppavai: 2

(16) THE CHAPTER ON THE FARTHEST EXTENT
OF OUR ULTIMATE OBJECT IN LIFE.
SANSKRI T S’LOKA

:

In the world of everyday life (a king sometimes uses his

dependents and ornaments to serve the purposes of those who are
dear to him like his sons, wives etc.) and in the Vedas, it is
declared that all the gods make their offerings to the devotee. Even
so, the Lord of Lakshmi uses sentient beings and non-sentient
things to serve for ever the purposes of those who have won His
regard, because He is independent and is their Master. 80, for us
whose minds have been disciplined by the teaching of such as the
prince of sannayasins (viz. Sri Ramanuja), the service of the
Lord extends as far as the service of those who are dear to Him
(Bhagavatas ).

REASONS FOR RENDERING SERVICE
TO BHKGAVATKS :

If it is asked here how it can be stated that the service of
Bhagavan extends up to the service of His devotees (the Bhagavatas ), the answer is as follows:- It has been said in the Vedartha
Sangraha: “ He is the swim whose svarnpa or essential nature

is such as is chosen on account of the desire to promote the glory
of another and that another is the 968113.” So in regard to the
Sapreme Ruler of all, the Jivu who is the S’esha is bound to pro.
mote His glory. That glory will depend on the nature of the s'esha,
whether it be sentient or non-sentient. It may be asked, “ What
is the glory that the firm is capable of conferring on the Supreme
Being ‘2 With his body and the like, he can confer only such
glory as non-sentient things do. So this service is common to him
and acit. The special glory that he can be the cause of promoting
must be by means of his intelligence or chaitmrya.’ *When the

:-

* In the sentences that follow the author points out the diﬂ‘erent
NOTE
kinds of people (including those who violate his comdifferent
in
which
ways
His
glory
as His seshas.
mands) promote
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is the
Euler and the Dispenser of punishment, enjoys only the delight or
delectation of (iii: and thus attains atc‘sraya glory. It has been said:" Bhagavan. ‘who has all beings as His body, rejoices when a ﬂea
does what is good and does not rejoice when the action is evil.”
When a man acts in accordance with the svc‘zstras, he gives thereby
delight to the Lord and thus does not let his generosity and other
qualities run to waste, but promotes the glory of the Lord so that
He extols him asin the words :--“All these are‘. indeed, generous".
In the same way as the muktas (released souls) and the
nityas (the sTwis) promote the glory of the Lord by direct perception of the Lord’s will and by acting in such a way as to give Him
bhoga or enjoyment, the prapmmas, too, can give rise to a special
kind of bhoga or enjoyment to the Lord and thus promote His
glory as stated in the following s'loka:-“ When shall Iialways be
Thy servant, look upon Thee as my Master and in this way give
Thee delight? ”. The pmpmma learns the Lord’s will from
the src‘istras (though not directly) and renders service to the Lord.

jiva acts against the spirit of the svc‘zstras, Iswara, who

THE LORD IS PLEASED AT THE SERVICE RENDERED
TO HIS DEVOTEES :
When a man gives rise to Iswara’s

lilc‘i

rasa by actions

opposed to the s'c'istras, it will end in his ruin. If, in the state of
bondage, he acts according to the Lord’s will as revealed in the
s'iistras and, in the state of moksha, by direct perception of the
Lord's will, he will not only promote the Lord's ma rasa and
bhoga but incidentally attain his own desired objects. When the
Jim acts on any occasion consciously, since his desired fruit,
incidental though it be, has to come from the will of the lord, the
latter has to be ascertained from the s'astras which disclose that
the service rendered to His devotees is most delightful to him.

l. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 199-25
2. Bhagavad Gita: 7-18

3. Alavandar

Stotram: 46
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The following authoritative texts may be studied in this connection:
"Of all ‘forms of homage, the homage paid to Vishnu is the best,
but superior even to this, is the excellent homage or adoration
offered to Vishnu’s devotees”, “I have I‘great aﬂection to those
who are devoted to my devotees. Therefore should one render
devout service to them." “Devotion“ to me is of eight forms :—
(1) love to my devotees without any thought of their faults;
(2) rejoicing at the adoration oﬂ'ered to me by another; (3) delight
in listening to stories concerning me; (4) a change in the voice.
in the eyes and in the body, while listening to such stories;
(5) trying to offer adoration to me; (6) freedom from hypocrisy
in one's relations with me; (7) meditation of me at all times;
(8) and not considering me as one from whom worldly beneﬁts can
if bhaktz' (which is of these eight forms) is found in a
be had
mleccha, he should be respected as the best of Brahmins endowed
With jm‘ma and bhakti ; he is a real samzyc'is'i, he is a Wise man
and he may be taught (the scriptures) and from him one may
learn the truth. He is ﬁt to be adored even like myself.”, “They
are 'my bhaktas or devotees who do not show devotion to any
other deity, who love those that are devoted to me and that have
sought me as their upr'iya", “I 8offer adoration also to those who
offer adoration to that yajna varc‘zha. who is of boundless splendour”. ‘By “seeking the protection of those who seek the Lord
as their refuge and by rendering service to him who is devoted to
the devotee, that is (in turn) devoted to the devotee of the Lord
by doing so, men are released from all their sins.”
——

-

When we study these passages, (it beomes clear) that, of all
forms of service which a wake: of the Lord may reader, that
rendered to the llhagavatas is the most important and is the most
pleasing to the Lord, in the same way as the fondling of the
prince is most pleasing to the king.
4. Padmottaram: 29-81
5. Mahabharata: Aswamedika

Parva: “6’23

6. Garuda purana: 219-6—9

Mahabharata: Aswginriili'kiﬁ
91
8. Garuda puranam :

7’
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In this matter, if we examine the path of the pramiinas,
Iswara, who has the Bhagavata as His body, is the object of
worship as is declared in the wicket: “Those who 'worship the
pim‘s, the gods, the Brahmins and Agni —- they worship only the
Lord who is the inner self of all creatures”. If, on the other hand.
we consider the thought of the Prakari who says “He 1s dear to
me also” and who is ever at the disposal of the man that is
exclusively devoted to Him on account of His love for him. as has
been said in the ”aim: “Among them the jnami I"is my very
self” the Lord would be pleased at the service rendered to the
Bhr‘zgavam, as if it were service rendered (directly) to His own
inner self and not as that done to His body.

In addition to its causing pleasure to the s'eshi, the relationship
of the ﬂea to Iswara as His s'esha is also mediately through the
Bhagavata Therefore his service to the Lord may also be mediate
through the Bhagawta. This may be explained as follows :-SANSKRIT S’LOKA :
To the Supreme Being who is always with Lakshmi and who
looks upon His devotees as His very self, the attribute of being
a 96311? may be both by being a sreshi along with Lakshmi and by
being a sushi mediately through the devotees”. (That is, those who
look upon themselves as s'eskas to His devotees are, mediately
through these devotees, s'cshas to the Lord Himself). A king who
is independent and who takes a pleasure in acting as he pleases
places the ornaments and garlands worn by himself round
the necks of his servants and of his elephants and horses.
(Tiruppanalvar says):— “The Lord who “is spotless and who has
made me the servant of His servants”. ( So does Narada say):—
“I, Narada, "have come here with an eager longing to see you.
To men like me, O Brahmin, those who are bhaktas of the Lord
are masters” and again (Tirumangai Alvar says); -- “I will not”
9. Mahabharata: Santi parva
. .
Daksha Smun:
10- Bhagavad Git“ 7‘18

-._.

H. Amlanadipiran: l
l2. Padmotharam: 81a- 52
13. Peria Timmozhi: 8-10-3
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remain in the company of those who think there is any other deity
deserving of adoration than Thee; also what I have accepted with
delight is the duty of serving Thy devotees". According to these
passages, since the jive is absolutely subject to the will of the Lord
and since the service of the socket is due also to those who are
favourites of the Lord, our being a swim to the Lord extends even
to the Bhagavatas and should last as long as the self lasts. Our
being s'eshas to Bhagavatas arises from their being devotees to the
Lord and pertains to our essential nature. It arises also from their
qualities and knowledge, which cause a desire in us to serve them.
(As Lakshmana says) “I “am his younger brother (by birth); I
have become his servant by his qualities", (That this relationship
of being a swim is due both to our essential nature and to (our
admiration for) their wisdom and character) is also indicated
(respectively in the two phrasesﬂ) “bhaktas of the lord and to
“men like me” (in the Speech of Narada quoted above). Perialvar,
the (great) commentator of Kalpa siltras stated (in this connection )z— “These who are ‘5 the servants of Bhagavatas and who
utter the names of Bhagavan are entitled even to sell us"This is the purport of the middle world in Tirumantm, namely,
namo: 1m mama (not for me). If we reﬂect on this purport, our
being swsha to the Lord is both mediate (through the Bhagavatas)
and immediate (direct to Him). Accordingly, the service that
should be rendered by the sash“ is also (both) mediate and direct.
Therefore it is the farthest limit of the service of the prapamm to
perform, as much as it lies in his power, service to the th‘zgavata,
since it is part of the duty of one who is 963110 to Bhagavr'in. So this
outermost region of service to Bhagavatas should be kept prOperly
cultivated so that it may not become fallow land full of weeds.
As stated in the following s'lokas in Poushkara samhz’tii. “It
is 1"not wrong for a wedded wife to honour her husband and to

honour his servants, whether in his presence or in his absence.”
l4. Ramayana: Kishkindhakanda:

4'12

IS. Pcrialvar Tirumozhi : 4—4-10
16. Poushkara Samhita‘
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and “Among “ the Lord‘s retinue are two classes: those that. are dear
to him and worthy of His trust and those who are not. To the
former class belong the m'tyas, the muktas and the Bho‘igauatc‘is.
To the latter class belong Brahma and the other gods who are
subject to the sway of past karma. The seeker after mulch“ should
not adore the latter ;” the devotee who is exclusively attached to
the Lord and whose dharma resembles that of a chaste Wife would
therefore do Well to act according to the will of his Lord. Since
the relationship of swim to Bhagavatas arises from no other cause
than the knowledge of our being s'esha only to the Lord and to no
other, this service to Bhagavatas is not irnprOper, (because it does
not arise from other causes like the desire for wealth or power).
BHKGAVATA—S

ARE S'ESHAS TO ONE ANOTHER:

If it is asked whether this relationship of being wash: to
th'tgavatt‘is is due to one’s nature or whether it is adventitious
(due to upﬁdhz‘ ), the answer is, that it is both natural and adventitions. In as much as it lasts as long as the self lasts and will
continue also in the state of moksha. it may be called natural.
(Does not Koorattalvan say) :-—- “When shall I join the eternal
s‘ﬁrz‘s who are always eager to be s'cshas to one another P” (This
relationship of a mesh! will continue even after release from
bondage). It may be said to be adventitious also (due to upfidhz'
or conditions ). as it arises from a knowledge of one’s relationship
to Bhagavan.

If so, it may be asked, “If both are Bhﬁgaeatas, would it not
be inconsistent that they should be both 31.9114 and seek? to each
other? ” The answer is as follows There is nothing inconsistent
in this, as it is possible for the same person to render help to
another and also to receive help from him. (In the performance
:—-—

of a sacriﬁce ), the sacriﬁcer who performs it for the sake of some
gain or beneﬁt ( phala) is the sushi but when he is considered as
the doer of the sacriﬁce. he is s'esha in relation to the sacriﬁce.
17. Poushkara Samhita:

l8. Vaikunta gadya: 77
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So also when each of the two Bhagavatas is bent on promoting the
glory (atz'SIaya) of the other, without either of them expecting that
glory, they become Sicshas by their being the cause of the promotion of the glory of the other; they are also s'cshis inasmuch as
they are the recipients of the glory (atis'aya ), though they
themselves may not desire it. Since they have been directed by
Iswara's will to promote each other’s glory. the relationship of
being wash: to Bhagavatas is, in the case of both, based on
sr'dstraic authority.

The relationship of being a servant (dc‘rsa) to Bhagavan
and Bhiigavatﬁs owing to an appreciation of their qualities or
character adds to one’s delight or enjoyment and promotes one’s
own exaltation. In this, Iswara, by His omnipotence and His will
which accompanies it, enables all Bhiigavatas to become s'eshis.
Taking their desire also along with His own will, Iswara makes
them s'eshas to Bhﬁgavatas. Since both the Bhagavatas stand in
the relation of seams to each other as having been ﬁt to be directed
by the Master to do His will, both of them attain their true and
essential nature (svar‘ﬁpa). They attain the ultimate limit of their
pumshiz‘rtha or goal of life, since they attain the relationship of
being s'cshas, which they are eager to have and also the privilege
of rendering service to the Bhagavata which follows from it. Since
Iswara delights in having directed them to become s'eshas and
s'cshis to each other, Iswara attains the state of being an Iaware or
ruler and of being an enjoyer. Since they realise clearly that
this relationship of being s'eshas and s'cshis to each other contri.
hates to the enjoyment (bhoga) of Iswara, they attain the faultless
and ultimate limit of purushﬁrtha By those who have done what
should be done (prapamzas ), who understand this subtle truth
and are convinced of it, the grace of devotees who are exclusively
and supremely attached to the Lord will be desired as an end in
itself - devotees who are free from the following stains :— the
desire for transgressing the Lord’s commands. excess of doubt,
connection with other deities. enjoyment depending on one’s own
eﬁ'ort and enjoyment for oue’s own self.
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We that accept the code of conduct prescribed by the Lord.
whose auspicious qualities ﬁll, with astonishment. Bhﬁgavatas who
have understood the meaning of the Vedas —- we conduct ourselves
in such a way that we do not deviate from the righteous path
ordained in the eternal Vedas in rendering service to His good
devotees with extreme reverence to them.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA :

With our words which emit a fragrance that would be eagerly
desired by' the lotus which arose in the pond of the Lord’s navel,
We do not beg of the Lord the pleasures of this world and of warm
which are like straw nor kaivalya nor even moksha. We only
pray that we should have the grace of the pure and ﬁrm-minded
Bhiz‘gavatas, who are like the chaste wives in the royal harem,
for their grace is like the dawn which heralds the day of the splendour of moksha.

(17)

THE CHAPTER ON THE ORDINANCES
IMPOSED BY THE SASTRAS.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
Having laid, on Mukunda, the responsibility for his protection
and become free from sin like those released from samsir'm, the
prapanna walks along the path laid down in the s'r'istras until his
release from bondage, since (unlike the mukta) he cannot read
the mind of the lord directly and since the path has been ordained
for us by the command of the Omnipotent Lord and since, by
straying from that path, he will immediately bring, on himself and
on others, ills of various kinds.

THE PRAPANNA SHOULD HAVE THE SKSTRA
FOR HIS GUIDE:

(It has been stated so far that)

owing to his relationship as a
swim, the prapmma has to render service to Bhagavan and to
Bhﬁgavatﬁs. Now it may be asked whether this service arises from
his desire and in accordance with the src‘zstms or from his mere
desire without any reference at all to the sriistras. The answer is
as follows; To the man who is in this world full of the darkness
of ignorance, the s'c'istra is required as a lamp (to show the path
that he should take). So the service that he is to render should
be according to the whim; in matters where the s'c‘zstra gives an
Option or alternatives, he may follow his own discretion. “How
is this”? it may be asked. When Sri Ramanuja was about to leave
this world, he observed his foremost disciples grieving exceedingly.
He called them to his side and commanded them on pain of offence
to Alavandar not to think of taking their own lives owing to
their sorrow at his death. “They will (if they do so) have no
connection with me”, he said. On hearing this, they were ﬁlled
with sorrow and begged that they might be told what they
should do thereafter. This was Sri Ramanuja’s reply :—
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S'RI RAMANUJA’S ADVICE:

“If a man has become a prapmma, the salvation of his

soul or self is the responsibility of Bhagavan, and he himself
has nothing to do with it. If he thinks that he has anything
to do with it, his surrender of responsibility ( prapatti or
ﬁtma samarpazgam) must have been false or insincere. The
maintenance of the body depends upon his past karma, and he
should not feel anxious about it. If he feels anxious about it, he
is a sceptic or m'istika. Therefore neither in regard to his spiritual
welfare nor in regard to his bodily welfare, has he anything more
to do. If so, it may be asked whether the man might go about
doing whatever he liked with his three kinds of organs, mind, speech
and body. The answer is that doing so is not in keeping with his
svarﬁpa or essential nature. It is true that he has nothing (more)
to do with regard to the upaya or means, but he should direct these
via, mind. speech and body to the rendering of service which is
the goal of his existence. There are ﬁve kinds of service which he
can render for the rest of his life :— (1) to study the Bhashya and
to Spread the knowledge obtained therefrom; ('2) if the man is not
qualiﬁed for it, to study the writings of the Alvars and spread their
knowledge; (3) if the man is not competent to do it (i. e.) No. (2),
to serve in holy temples sanctiﬁed (by the Alvars), by cooking
food. by making chaudanam, by lighting lamps and by weaving
garlands (for use in the temples); (4) if not competent to do (3),
to meditate on the meaning of Dvaya;; (5) if not competent to
do (4), to seek the good will of some Srz' Vaishqava who is well
disposed to him and would look upon him as his follower and spend
his life with him. '

I’ITFALLS IN THE PATH OF THE PRAPANNA:
The man who is qualiﬁed to live in this way has to avoid
pitfalls in front of him by behaving carefully in three matters.
‘They‘concern -— (1) those who are suitable or favourable (anuki'ila)
(2; thosewho are unsuitable or unfavourable (pratik‘ida) and (3)
those who are neither the one nor the other. The suitable are
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Sri Vaishnavas, the unsuitable are those that are the enemies of
Bhagavan; those who are neither the one nor the other are those
in samsc‘zra. The prapanna will rejoice at the sight of the suitable
( anukrzla) as at chandana, ﬂowers and the like and as at moonlight
and the southern breeze and (other) beloved objects. At the
sight of the unsuitable (pratikizla), he will be full of dread as at
the sight of the serpent and the ﬁre. At the sight of those who are
neither of these two, he will behave as at the sight of wood or stone
and treat them (with indifference), as if they were straw. If they
are agreeable, he sh iuld impart the knowledge of truth to them ;,
otherwise, he should pity their sad fate. It is the inclination for
wealth and sensual pleasure that stands in the way of such
behaviour. If, owing to the desire for wealth and sense pleasures,
a men should treat a Sri Vaishnava with disregard or contempt.
he would provoke the wrath of Bhagavan in the same way as a
man who treats the prince with disrespect in the presence of the
king would provoke the king’s anger. If, owing to the desire for
wealth and sense pleasures, a man should remain subservient to
those who are unsuitable, he would provoke disgust in the mind of
Bhagavan in the same way as a queen who. while her lord is an
en perr-r. begs alms of the mean and unworthy would provoke
disgust in the king’s mind. If a man should treat with respect
those who are neither the one nor the other. the Lord would have
no regard for him, as his knowledge serves no useful purpose like
that of one who cannot distinguish between a gem and a piece of
stone".
S’RI RAMANUJA'S ADVICE EXPLAINED:

In connection with this code of conduct prescribed by Sri
Bamanuja for the prapanna, we have to remember that the
pursuit of wealth and sense pleasures which are against dharma
have already been prohibited altogether (for al: including nonprapannas) as in the following s'lokas:—- “One should not‘, in
any circumstances and even in critical times. accept any gifts. not
1. Sandilya Smriti: 3-18
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even a cowrie. from an unchaste woman, a eunuch. an outcasts
(patita) or an enemy.” “They' are dear to me - they who are
born blind to the imperfections of others, Who are eunuchs in
regard to the wives of other men and who are dumb in the matter
of censuring others.” So the injunction contained in the
th‘zshyakc'ira's words (really) means that even in regard to the
acquisition of wealth and sensapleasures which are not opposed to
dharma, the prapmma should not deviate from his proper state in
regard to these three classes of persons, the suitable, the unsuitable
and those who are neither of these two. That those who are
suitable should not be treated with disregard is declared in S'andilya
smrz’tz‘ (4-86) "A householder does not like one who treats his son
with disregard; so also Bhagavan does not like those who do not
treat his bhaktas with due respect.” That those who are unsuitable
should not be associated with, is declared in the Mahabharata :
“Those who 'hate Kesava, the Supreme Being, and cannot,
meditate on‘ Him -- to them and to those who associate with
them with respect, there will be no beneﬁt at all from bathing in
the holy waters". So also it it said :— “One 4should not associate
with fools, with those who are addicted to sin, with those who are
cruel by nature, and with those who criticise adversely the s'ﬁstras
of Bhagam’in (Pancharatra). Association with them will put an end
to bhakti”. That those who are neither the one nor the other
should be treated like straw is well known from s'lokas like the
following:-— “0 men of“ the world, from this day onwards, you
are what you are and we are what we are. You are in quest of
wealth and sense pleasures; we are in quest of Narayana. (So)
there cannot be any companionship between you and us. We are
the servants of the Lord; you are the slaves of the senses”. The
words that the prapmma should walk warily (lest he should fall
into pitfalls) indicate that the ( ﬁve) services ordained as essential
by the th‘zshyakzira (in his words quoted above) stand in the
same category as services like Sandhyzivandana which can be
2. Vishnu Dharma: 76-22
3. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 336-36

4. Sandilya Smriti: 1-120
5. 7
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learnt only from the s'c'istras and that. for that reasoh. these ﬁve,
too. should be done in accordance with the injunctions prescribed
in the s'c—zstras. in order that they may become real and proper
services. It may be asked: (“How can his (Sri Ramanuja’s)
words be interpreted to include also those rites and duties that are
prescribed in the s'ﬁstras and that these ﬁve services which he has
speciﬁcally mentioned should also be done according to the
s't'istras P”) The answer is that it is clear from the th’zshyakc'ira’s
words 3— “If he should go about doing as he likes, it would be
against his svarﬁpa or essential nature.” As Alavandar puts it,
“Vlhatever “agrees not with the srﬁstras is Zsurz‘c in nature; those
actions that are opposed to the s'iistras are inconsistent with his
nature which is godly ”. Further it has been said by the Lord who
is entitled to our service :— ”The 's'ruti and the smritz’s are indeed
’my commands. He who transgresses them violates my commands.
He does injury to me. Though he may be devoted to me he should
not be called a Vaishnava”. Sri Ramanuja’s meaning is that, since
the Master has also made this declaration, the prapamm should
serve in accordance with the s'ﬁstras as long as he lives in the
body. In his Gitc‘irtha Saugraha. Alavandar says :— ”From the7
karmas pertaining to one’s varna and ﬁs'rama to bhaktiyoga, one
should perform everything, directed by love alone (of the Lord).
One should give up the notion that these are upziyas or means (for
attaining one’s ends). One should place the upi'z'ya without fear
on God; (i. e ) one should realise that Bhagavan is alone the upziya)”.
It is obvious that ‘by love alone’ excludes the notion that it is an
upc'zya owing to the word ‘aloue’ and this idea is elaborated in
“having given up the notion that these are upc‘zyas or means”. It is
true that, that the love (of the Lord) is indicated as having a
wonderful power of inspiring one to service prescribed in the
s'ﬁstra. But in the words “from the karmas pertainingto one’s
vaﬂga and ﬁs'rama”, it is shown that the nature of.these karma:
has to be ascertained only from the src'istras.
5. Gitartha Sangraha:

2|

6. Vishnu Dharma: 6-31

.

7. Gitartha

Sansraha:

31
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This ordinance imposed by the svﬁstras is well known from
the following Makers in the chapter on prapatti :-- “ In order“
that there may be no violation of dharma, for the protection of
the family, for ke aping ignorant men in the right path by setting
them an example, for the preservation of the moral law as deﬁned
in the s'iistras, for my (Lakshmi's) satisfaction and for the satisfaction of the Lord armed with S'amga who is the God of all gods,
the prapanna who is wise should not even think of transgressing
the ordinances of the Veda ”. The evil that would result from the
transgression is described immediately afterwards as follows
“Even aking’s‘ favourite, who, because it serves no purpose of
his own. destroys the bund of a river dug by the king’s orders,
which is of great use to the World, is beautiful in itself and causes
abundance of crops,-—- even he will be impaled for having done so );
So also though he may be dear, the man who violates the ordinances
of the Vedas is no favourite of mine inasmuch as he violates
my commands.” If, having offended the Lord, the pmpamza does
not seek pardon, it will produce, before he attains muktz’, some evil
or other in accordance with his speciﬁc qualiﬁcation.

:-

That apart, there is no greater hell (for the prapcmna) than

the displeasure caused to Bhagaviin. This displeasure of Bhagavan will disappear if he obtains pardon. (As the Gita says) Iswara,
by His very nature, is full of love to all. So till His displeasure
disappears, it will give the prapmma excruciating pain. If the
man has no such pain, his devotion to the Master and his desire
for rendering service after moksha have to be doubted.
Since this violation of the Lord’s command is Opposed to
the Lord’s pleasure which is our ﬁnal goal as stated in the slain;
“When shall I, Thy servant, look upon Thee alone as my Master and

:-

8. The words of Lakshmi in Lakshmi tantrum:
9. Lakshmi tantram: 17 - 95,96, 97
10. Alavandar Stotram: 46

11 - 93, 94

-
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give the delight by rendering service? " the observance of the
ordinances of the sastras has to be understood in those places in
the three mysteries (mantras) where the removal of obstacles is
referred to. In the case of those who have not completed their
adoption of (prapatti) the upaya, the observance of these ordinances
will remove the hindrances or obstacles to the completion of prapatti
and win for them the grace of the Lord. In the case of those
whose adaption of the upaya is complete, it will win the favour of
the Lord by removing the causes that might bring about His
displeasure (in future).

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:

The paths indicated in the s'r'istras deal with acts or rites of
two kinds: obligatory and permissive. The former have to be
done for avoiding the Lord's punishment and the latter for obtaining the respective beneﬁts.
Even when a permissible act is performed, if there is violation
of the prescribed method, it becomes an offence or violation of the
command. Therefore transgression of the rule prescribed in the
whim is nowhere countenanced.
When the same rite is prescribed both for avoiding a transgression and for obtaining a beneﬁt — in that rite, there is a mingling of competency (adlu‘kﬁra) according to scholars. When the
same karma or rite is prescribed as m‘tya (obligatory) and also
kr‘imya (for the sake of a beneﬁt), the act or rite performed for
the speciﬁc beneﬁt will serve (also) as the performance of the
m'tya (by that single performance).

In rites (karmas or services) prescribed for the attainment of

certain beneﬁts. the beneﬁt will not be obtained, when the service
is not performed, but there is no transgression. Such is the Opinion
of competent scholars.
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TAMIL VERSE:

By following the four Vedas (and the Smritis and other
stastras) in which the Supreme Being who measured the three
worlds with His feet has ordained what is right and what is wrong,
we have attained the state of service similar to that of the eternal
sun's who are full of the love (of God). To us who live in the
dark night (of samsa'ra), there is no other light than that of this
moon (viz. the s'E‘tstras) to dispel the darkness that grows denser
and denser at every step.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
The wise man learns what is in accordance with the will of.
the Ruler“ who is the originator of the Universe; from the Srutis;
from the Smritis ; and from the traditional practice of elders;
from the promptings of his own reason in the case of the man
with a pure heart; from good resolutions not departing from
dharma ; and also the traditional practice of the family, of the
Tcharmm and of the country. Sometimes he tries to understand
the Lord’s will from the commands of those who are competent to
direct him and also from omens, signs, dreams and the like.

" Niyamayltur adeh may mean also ‘ the Primeval Ruler ’
+ Charana: the acharas which pertain to the respective min
to which the
man belongs.

(18)

THE CHAPTER ON THE ATONEMENT
FOR OF FENCES.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:

This embodied being (the ﬂow) obtains the grace of
Madhava by the result of past karma (luck ). for the removal of
his sins —the grace of Madhava which, by its purity, delightfnlness,
holiness and efﬁcacy is like the (holy) Mauda'kini whose waters
are clear, sweet. always pure (white) and efﬁcacious. (That is,
he becomes a prapmma ). If, in spite of this, he still makes his
body unclean by wallowing in the mire of the stream of wretched
sense pleasures, his company is avoided by the wise (but this
would not stand in the way of his attainment of molesha after
death ).

THE PRAPANNA IS NOT LIKELY TO OFFEND;
IF HE OFFENDS, HE SHOULD PERFORM
PRZ YAS’CHI TTA.
Since the prapanna has, by nature, the sole character of a
washer to Bhagam‘in and since he delights only in rendering service
to Him in accordance with the ordinances of the s'astras, it is not
at all likely that, in other situations than those that are dangerous,
he will oﬂ'end against the Lord, as it would be Opposed to his
adopted state of being the exclusive servant of the Lord. If as a
result of past karma which has begun to operate (prﬁrabdha) and
under adverse conditions of place, time and circumstance. slight
offences (against the Lord) take place through inattention in the
waking state or (without his knowledge) in dreamless sleep
(sushupti) and other such states, these oﬂ'ences will disappear
without causing any stain. If. at the time of prapatﬁ, he did not
beg. with dread of them, for the removal of such sins as lead to
further sins, since he is still in close association with prakn’tz‘ like
one who lives under the same roof with a serpent, it is just possible
that, owing to his deﬁciency in spiritual qualities, certain lapses
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which are inconsistent with his state as a prapamm might, as in
the case of weak.hearted Rishis, even occur with his knowledge.
If such lapses do occur, the Lord of Lakshmi. who, by His very
nature. is his weleisher, stands ever ready to save him. Therefore these lapses in his actions will only he momentary like
lightning; he will quickly reﬂect on these lapses from his state as a
prapazma. feel ashamed at them, repent of them, and perform the
proper atonement (prayaswhitta) that is suited to his competence.
The following s'lokas explain the point :— “If there is 'offence.
the atonement that is to be done is only the performance of
prapattz’ again. If, after performing prapatti for the sake of
moksha. a man should perform karma yoga and the like with the
thought that these are upc’iyas (to mokshaf. it would also constitute
In order that this offence might disappear,
an offence.
prapattz‘ alone should be performed again“. “Whether a 'man
commits an oﬁ'ence knowing that it is an offence or does it without
knowing it tobe one, the only atonement (prayasichitta) that
has to be performed is to beg in these words :— “Pardon the
offence”. So also Sita says :—
“ 'It is well known that Sri Rama knows what Dharma is and
is fond of those who seek refuge under him. Seek his friendship
if you desire to live. PrOpitiate Sri Rama who loves those that
surrender themselves to him and, with a pure heart, see that I am
returned to him."

THE PRAPANNA WILL NEVER GO TO THE WORLD
OF YAMA EVEN I F HE OFFENDS:
When, owing to hard.heartedness due to past karma operating
now ( priirabdha), the prapmma does not obtain pardon by
atonement, he will not go to the world of Yama (but receive
“Seeing‘
punishment in this very life). For it has been said

:-

2. The verses of Vangipuram Namh-i:
Tantram : 17—91. 92
3. The words of Site to Ravana: Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 21, 20—21
4. Vamana Purana: 94-31.
1. Lakshmi
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his attendants with the noose (of death) in their hands, Yama
whispers in their ears :— ” Do not approach those who have performed prapatti at (the feet of) Madhusudana. I have sway
only over others and not 'over the devotees of Vishnu ". And
again : “0 Thou‘5 with lotus-like eyes, 0 Vasudeva, O Vishnu,
0 Thou that bearest the earth, 0 Thou that art armed with
the conch and the discus, be Thou my refuge” — those
that utter these words —- leave them at a distance for they are
not sinners ”, and further, “Those that perform“ prapattz’ to
Vishnu, the God who is armed with s'iirnga, never go to the
world of Yama, for naraka is not their dwelling place.” As stated
above in such treatises as Vishnujmriilga and Vt‘immzapurfilga and
the passages in the s'rutis on which they are based, they do not go
to the land of Yama, but they are punished with the blindness of
an eye, or the lameness of a leg, or some such thing and thus
relieved of their burden (of sin). (They will be punished in this
life itself here) on the analogy of one (who is dear) being punished
with the prick of a thorn instead of being stabbed with a spear.
The Supreme Lord, being possessed of forgiveness, kindness, compassion and over-ﬂowing love, relents in His anger and protects
the pmpmma after alight punishment in this very life for his
oﬂ'ence. An emperor, who is to be duly served, punishes his
attendants ( like those who carry the umbrellas ), the servants of
the harem like the hunchbacks and the dwarfs and so also the
princes, in proportion to their offences and (also) to such things as
their closeness to Him. (He punishes them) for having committed
offences. in spite of his affection to them due to their relationship
and His goodness. (He punishes them) so that they may obtain
pardon for their offences and know that, in future, they may not
oﬁ'end (in the same manner). The punishments are such as the
following :— averting his face from them, whipping, getting them
driven out, keeping them outside the gates and suspension for a
short time. Similarly Iswara punishes the prapamm, as Sri Rama

-

5. Yama’s words: Vishnupurana: 3-7-33
6. Vamanapurana: 94-41
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did in the case of Kakasura by making him lose an eye and thus

protects him.

Directing those that are gentle to obtain pardon (by atonement) and punishing those that are tough by nature for the sake
of correction are of the nature of the Lord’s forgiveness, which is a
consequence of their prapatti that preceded it. One should
therefore feel grateful to the Lord for this correction. To
emphasize this point, some said that the Lord would pardon even
those sins that are committed deliberately. (They did not mean to
say that deliberate offences would be pardoned without any
punishment ).

PRAPATTI WILL NEVER BE IN VAI N :
It should not be thought that, because sins committed deliberately after prapatti and not atoned for would be followed by their
consequences like that part of priimbdha karma which is of the
nature of sin, the prapatti performed before would not yield maksha. When asafoetida is applied to the root of a tree for making it
wither, the tree is sure to wither sooner or later, according to the
nature of the soil and other conditions; (but there is no doubt that
it will wither; it will do so, perhaps after a little more time). So
also in the case of these prapmmas who have committed sins
deliberately, there will be difference only with regard to the delay
in the complete release from samszira. If they desire to have
moksha at the end of this life and cannot brook delay and if the
period of their life-time is not previously ﬁxed, there will be delay
in moksha by the life-time being extended. To those whose period
of life-time is already ﬁxed, praputti will certainly bear fruit within that time.
DISCUSSION OF THE VIEW THAT EVEN DELIBERATE
OFFENCES COMMITTED BY A PRAPANNA WILL
NOT AFFECT HIM ADVERSELY.
It may be asked “ Even after Sita Devi promised protection
to the Rakshasis by saying “ I will 'protect you,” when these
7. Site’s words: Ramayana: Sundara Kanda:

58-90
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Rakshasis oﬂ'ended her again deliberately, were their sins not for.
given when Sita Devi said, “ I forgive“ their offences as I cannot
bear their sufferings" and “ Whether' they deserve punishment for
their sins or whether they have not committed any sins (deserving
of punishment), you should pardon them because of your generous nature — There is no one that is above fault ” ? The answer
is as follows :-— “ Even here, the Bakshasis were afraid that
Hanuman was about to punish them severely and were afterwards
saved from it. So there was, as in the raising of the sword (to
strike a person), a slight punishment (fear) and (then) forgiveness. Therefore, when it is sometimes stated that even sins
committed deliberately by a prapamm, would not cling to him,
the statement has no authority in support of it. It is also sometimes stated that the prapmma need not atone for his sins even
when he has committed them deliberately, and that, even if he has
not atoned for them, there will be no punishment by way of
teaching him a lesson. It is sometimes maintained also that
when such oﬂ’ences have been committed, there will be no
delay in the attainment of the supreme goal even for those
who are impatient of delay and that there will be no intermission or diminution in the services which have come to a
man as the result of meritorious karma in the past bearing
fruit in this life. These propositions maintained by some
(should not be taken as literally true); they are made just to
glorify the attributes and qualities of the Saviour and the power of
prapatti. Otherwise there would be no meaning in the continued
tradition of the observance, by previous prapanmzs, of the code
of conduct prescribed for the prapmma, in the s'Eistras which
prescribe methods of atonement for sins in the case of prapamzas,
and in the texts which say that there will be delay in the attainment of moksha for those who did not perform prapattz‘ indicating
the time when they wanted to have it and are also impatient of
delay while sinning deliberately. Though it is said as a general
8. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: “6-44
9. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: 116—44
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release you from all sins", since it is qualiﬁed
statement, “I
by a passage standing as a special case: “ This atonement consists
in the performance of prapatti once again”, it is evident that the
atonement for sins committed deliberately after prapatti is the
performance of another propatti. It cannot be argued that this
passage prescribing another prapatti is only for those who did not
perform pmpattz’ to cover also those subsequent sins that
might be committed deliberately. This argument would carry
weight, only if there were an explicit statement that prapatti might
be performed to cover also future sins of a deliberate nature.
(There is none such). If a man knows that the original prapatti
may be made in such a way as to cover also future sins of a
deliberate nature, there will be no one who will care to give up this
easier method and thus the text prescribing a further prapam' will
ﬁnd none to adopt it. A general statement cannot contradict a
statement made for a special or speciﬁc case (for the general
statement covers only all cases except those speciﬁed in the special
statement). If we hold that a general statement can sublate or
contradict a special statement for speciﬁc cases, it would follow
that, even in the case of one who adopts the upc'iya of bhakti or
upzisana, subsequent sins committed deliberately would cause no
stain.
will 'A

It

is evident from the authority of the following 3401“: that

those who are exclusively devoted to Bhagavan (whether they be
bhaktas or prapmmas) will not fall under the sway of Yama :-“Whateverlo may be the family into which they are born, wherever
they may live, those who love Bhagavan will never go to the world
of Yama.” There is general agreement also that the same sin will
meet with either heavy or light punishment as its consequence,
according to the differences of caste, character and the like. This
is also consistent with what obtains in the world in cases like the
offences committed by princes

:-

9-A Bhagavad Gita' XVIII
10.

'1

-

66-
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SANSKRI T S'LOKA :

In cases of deliberate' offence, the punishment is not as

severe as before ( prapattz‘ ) nor is there a high degree of grace.
To the prapamza the punishment is light as in the case of the sons
of kings.

Therefore to avoid even this light punishment which
would follow as the consequence, a further prapattz‘ is ordained.
In the case of those who are looked upon as learned and righteous,
and who are also capable of atonement, atonement in public, in
accordance with their ability, is proper when the offences have been
committed in public: This is for the sake of setting an example to
the rest of the world. If it were not done, it would be a transgression of (the Lord's) command stated before. The violation
of the command is injurious in two ways. When the waiting
woman is snapended from service. she loses what she obtains
(from the service) such as scents and has to experience also dread
(of punishment).

It may (now)

be asked :— “ What if the original or ﬁrst
prapattz' is made on one’s own initiative (without the sanction of
the s't'istrc'is) so as to cover also deliberate sins of the future?"
This is (easily ) answered by a counter-check :— “ What if bhaktz’
or upc‘isana is performed so as to cover also future acts of deliberate oﬁ'ence ‘2 What if prapatti as an anga is performed so as to
cover such acts? ” If it is stated that in these two cases (of
counter-check) also, it may be held that future sins will not cling,
it will be heresy Opposed to what is stated in Sri Bhashya and
elsewhere. It is also Opposed to the code of conduct observed by
such (holy men) as Ushasti* who were steadfast in the contemplation of Brahman (Brahmam'shta). There is no special ordinance to contradict the general statement that when a “sin is
"

N0 TE_ :— Ushasti ate

but . --—~. ——-—-—-—-

a morsel of cooked gram given by a mahour but
refused to drink . the water “lb“!!! was afterwards offered by him. He justiﬁed
his action by saying that he ate the gram to avoid death by starvation, but refused the water because there was then no fear of death.
11. Vishnu Parana: 2-6-40
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committed and the man feels remorse, the atonement or the
prayasvchitta is to meditate on Bhagavan. Therefore the rule that,
unless the occasion has arisen, there can be no application of a
remedy (to cover a future possibility) holds good and stands uncontradicted in the case of offences committed deliberately after
prapam‘. Since the prﬁyas'chitta or atonement is prescribed only
for a sin that has already been committed, if a man dreads the
possiblity of future sins committed deliberately, he should perform
atonement in the form of a prapatti for the sins of the past life
which have now begun to operate and which are the cause of these
(possible) future sins. For has it not been said, “Bhaktz‘ " adapted
as an upc'iya can destroy all sins except those sins of the
past that have begun to operate in this life. On the other hand,
prapatti (or siidhya bhaktz‘ )- is superior to bhakti and.can destroy
even those sins of the past that have begun to produce their consequences in this life ‘2” It has also been said 2- “The “sins com.
mitted in previous births aﬂlict a man (in the present life) as
diseases. They can he got rid of by medicines, charitable gifts,
japa, offerings to the ﬁre (homa) and adoration of Bhagavan”.
(It is indeed stated here) that, even by japa and homa, the sins
of the past which have begun to bear fruit in the present life can
be destroyed. (Such being the case, there is no reason to doubt
that prapatti can destory such sins ). Therefore if a man performs
prapattz’ in dread of the possibilities of future sins which might be
caused by the sins of the past, these can be got rid of and no such
future sin will be deliberately committed.

From such episodes as that of Sandili in which even Garuda
who has been described in Alavandar’s Stotram“ as Bhagavan’s
servant, friend, vehicle, seat and device on the banner, committed
an offence against the righteous Sandili and had to undergo the evil
consequences of it until he obtained pardon from her -—- from such
episodes, it is evident that even for those who are in immediate
contact with Bhagavan, even slight oﬁences against the righteous
are productive of evil consequences. (It may be asked whether
12. Vizaheswara Samhita

l3. Alavandar: Sastra: 4
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m‘tya sTiris like Garuda could commit oﬂ'ences at all). The answer
is that, if the eternal saris incarnate like Bhagavan, they have to
act the part of those who are subject to. the sway of karma and
perform atonement for offences in order to promote the good of
the world ( by setting a prOper example).

80. in order that one may not lose the grace of God and
thereby incur the need for further pmpatti or light punishment, a
way must be found to root out the\possibility of future offences.
In general, the root cause of all offences is want of discrimination
(avz'veka). Of this want of discrimination, the most impertant is
that which causes the delusion that the self is identical with matter
(the body) which is non-sentient and ever subject to modiﬁcation
and has such other qualities and, likewise, the delusion that the
individual self has the attributes and qualities which are peculiar to
Iswara, such as existing in itself, independence, and not existing
for any one but itself. The sharp-edged saw that cuts off this want
of discrimination is a clear knowledge of the nature of one's self
which is neither redundant nor inadequate.
SANSKRI T S'LOKA

:

When the cause, namely, the delusion that the self is the
body and that the self is independent (of the Lord) and other
such delusions disappear, the offences which arise from the desire
for wealth and for sense pleasures are (completely) rooted out
without any special effort.
The prime cause of all these, namely, the possibility of future
offences and the delusions which cause them is sin committed in
past births which has now begun to yield its consequences. Therefore it will be atoned, for by the performance of prapatti at the
beginning so as to cover that sin also or the performance of a
further prapatti for the purpose. Of these sins which have to
be stoned for, the Bhaishyalzc'ira (Sri Bamanuja') has pointed out
that .oﬁ'ences done to Bhsgavatas stand in the front rank like those
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done to the wives of a king —— aide his commentary on the Sﬁtra :.
"The 14fruits of mukti too, cannot be said to be attained at any
ﬁxed time; for they can be attained only if there are no obstacles”.
(Sri Ramanuja’s commentary is as follows: Though the fruit
of upc'ismm or bhaktz’ is mukti, still the time of its attainment is
uncertain. because of the presence or absence of obstacles. It
may be asked whether there could be any such obstacle in the case
of one whose karma or upﬁsana which gets him muktz' is far
stronger than all other karmas. The answer is :-- Even in his
case there may be obstacles of the nature of offences done in the
past to those who meditate on Brahman).
Such being the case, although there may be resemblance
between oneself and such persons as Parasara, vyasa, Suka,
Sounaka, Nathamuni and others, who were distinguished by their
caste, character, conduct and the like in such matters as devotion
to Bhagavan and the attainment of the supreme goal of life, they
should not be treated with disregard. There are differences due to
the will-of Bhagavan as seen in the condition of each object among
things which are the property of Bhagavan such as cows and
cowherds, tulasi and champaka, cowdung and musk. Such points
of excellence and inferiority, which are likely to cause envy,
should not make one think of treating superior persons with
disregard, as stated in Rahasyﬁmuiiya in the section treating
of the origin of envy. It is true that particular actions and
abstention from such actions have been prescribed in the case of
Bhﬁgavatas as due to conditions of caste and the like as stated in the
Brahma STi-tra ( 2 - 3 - 47) " That there is permission and prohibition (in respect of castes) is due to their relationship with their
bodies as in such things as ﬁre ” (Fire from the house of a Vedic
scholar is ﬁt for use, that from the cremation ground is unﬁt for
use. So also, though the soul is pure, a man becomes ﬁt or unﬁt
for certain speciﬁc matters owing to his soul’s contact with the
1*:

l4. Brahma Sutra: 3-4-51
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bOdyl- In Spite Of these ordinances, we should also consider such
passages as the following :—
“ Even" a man of bad conduct should be considered a good
man if he worships me without eXpectiug any other beneﬁt. He
should be treated with respect." “ The ohandr‘zlam who has devotion to Bhagavan — to think even by more chance, of this chandata, to talk to him and to treat him with respect — these purify
the man who does so, 0, Brahmin ". “ Whether the" devotee of
Bhagavan be a s'iidra, a huntsman, or a man who eats dog’s ﬂesh,
the man who looks upon him as identical with other men of
those reapective castes will go to hell.” “ Therefore one should do
1“'what one can to please the devotees of Bhagavan. By this,
Bhagavan becomes favourably disposed to bless one. There is no
doubt about this.” So also has it been said (by the Alwar)
that those 1'who are the devoted servants of the Lord are
his masters in all his future births and that the ”moment he made
up his mind to render service to the Lord’s devotees, his past
karma was destroyed and that he would never think of giving up
this service. In the same way it is our duty not to fail in reverence
towards the Lord's servants. Even if there is only this mental
reverence, it would amount to the s'esha’s service to the Lord who
is perfect and self-sufﬁcient. The thought that “ This man is of
the Lord ” is itself capable of doing good. If there is any
deviation from this path, one should tremble in fear as if
one has entered into the jaws of Death, as it has been said :-'“ Whatever" is crooked (in conduct) leads to death ( samsara) :
whatever is straight leads to the attainment of Brahman”. (When
there has been such deviation from right conduct) one should
at once beg pardon of these devoted servants of the Lord as
15. Bhagavad

Gita: 9-30

16. Itihasa samuochaya: 31-55

.17. Itihasa samucchaya: 27—26
18. ltihasa samucchaya: 27-27

19. Tiruvoymozhi: 3—7

20; Tiruvoymozhl: 8-10
21. Mahabharata: Santimrva: 79-21
'
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exempliﬁed in the following :»— “ Since” you have oﬂ'ended, I see
no other atonement for you than to be Lakshmana’s pardon, with
folded hands”, and again “If I have” offended you in any way,
either on account of over-conﬁdence or love, this fault of your
servant should be pardoned by you: There is no one who is above
committing an offence”, and further, “ The “harsh words that I
uttered to you after hearing the speech of Rama who is overwhelmed with grief — these words should be forgiven by you”.
We should reﬂect on the manner in which Sugriva, the great king,
and Lakshmana apologise to each other in these s'lokas and we
should get- reconciled to the devotees of the Lord (whom we have
offended), as if the split that occurred has been'glued up without
any trace of its being seen.

Even if one who knows the tattva has deliberately entered on
a course of conduct unfavourable (to the Lord), the Supreme
Ruler will pardon him. if he performs prapattz‘ subsequently.
This may be seen from the following episode :— When Brahma
saw Rudra in Badarikasrama aiming his arrow at Bhagavan who
had incarnated as the son of Dharma, he explained matters to
Rudra and stapped him from the ﬁght. “Rudra" then apologised
to Narayana who was his Lord to win His favour. He also per.
formed prapatti to Hari, the Creator of the World. The Supreme
Ruler, the giver of boons, became gracious, controlled His anger,
became pleased and associated there with Rudra”.
Whether a man has oﬁended Bhagavatas (in this life) or
whether some Bhagavatas hate him owing to his wicked deeds in
past lives though he has committed no offence in this life, he
should obtain the pardon of Bhagavan by obtaining the pardon of
such Bhagavatas by some means or other : This is evident in the
22. Ramayana: Kishkindhakanda: 32—17
23.
: 36-11
Ibid
: 36—28
Ibid
25. Mahabharata: Santi Pan/a: 352-64

24.
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passage which describes the characteristics of a Sri Vaishn'ava:
“ He is a 2‘devotee of Vishnu who, on hearing harsh words uttered
by a Bhagavata, prostrates before him and begs his pardon." If a
man does not do so, he will pass beyond the reach of the grace of
the Lord and will lose also what is essential to his nature as a
Vishqubhakta, namely, his being a Slcsha to Bhagavatas and, likewise, his qualities of self-restraint and patience; for it has been
said :--“ Those ”who are Brahmins (Bhagavatas absorbed in the
contemplations of Brahman) they are myself. There is no doubt
about this 0, King; when they are adored, I am adored; when
they are pleased, I am also pleased. He who hates them hates me
also." “ Though the Brahmin“ strikes him, curses him and utters
cruel words to him, he who does not how to him as I did (to
Bhrigu) he is a sinner. He will be consumed by the wild ﬁre
of the Brahmin’s anger. He deserves to be killed and punished.
He is not mine.” To lose these (his being a wash: to Bhagavatas
and his self-restraint and patience) is itself, in his case, being killed
and punished. Tondaradippodi Alwar*, who realised and enjoyed
his relationship of being a 963136: to Bhagavatas, which he considered as his distinctive feature, has described how miserable it is to be
outside the pale of the Lord’s grace as follows :— “ My Lord has
not said: “ This is a lad”9 deserving of my aﬂ'ection”. How wicked
are my sins ! ”

-

The word Brahmin occurring in these s'lokas has a special
signiﬁcance, as has been said in the stolen: “ He who” knows,
aright, the truth concerning Bhagavan, who is called Vishnu that
measured the world (with His feet) and is also called Vasudeva—
he becomes a Brahmin ”. Even if it is used in its general sense,
since the offence to the Brahmin is condemned, much more
worthy of condemnation would be the offence to a Bhagavata or
devotee of Bhagavan.
26. Lainga purana
27. Vishnu dharma: 52-20

28. Itihasa Samuechaya: 30-100
29. Timmalai: 37

30. Mahabharata: Anusanika paws: 16 - 2
" NOTE :-- That is why he calls himself Tondaradippodi, ‘The Dust at the

Feet of the Devotees ’.
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SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :

are destroyed, in four equal parts, by repentance, by
abstention, by the endeavour to perform atonement and by the
completion of the process of atonement. To those who feel
remorse and repentance, whether the prapatti is performed in a
previous kalpa or in a later kalpa, there is no difference in the
prapattz’ to be performed although (there is a diﬂ'erence in the
nature of sins committed). Similiarly whether the sins be serious
or venial, the performance of a single prapatti done at a time will
completely destroy at once (all sins).
All sins

TAMIL VERSE:
Those who dread, at heart. the formidable sins that bear fruit
at present and seek refuge at the two lotus-like feet of the Lord
who measured the worlds will be freed frOm all karma which
ﬂourishes like weeds. In order to prevent the occurrence of future
offences. the honey-like grace of our Lord prevails over the want
of discrimination (am'veka) which gives rise to them.
SAN SKRIT S’LOKA.

The Lord pardons, on account of prapattz', all sins committed before prapatti except (some among) those which have begun
to bear fruit in this life and also those sins which are committed
after prapattz’ unintentionally. Likewise He pardons (also) all
prarabdha karma except the portion of pr‘drabdha whose con.
sequences he has agreed to bear. In the case of the praparma,
it is not at all likely that sins will be committed subsequently with
deliberation. Even if such (subsequent) sins occur, they will be
destroyed by atonement; if, on account of wickedness, no atonement is performed, the sins will be expiated by punishment and
the Lord will ( then) take the prapamza to Himself.

(19) THE CHAPTER ON THE PLACES SUITABLE
FOR THE RESIDENCE OF THE PRAPANNA.

SANSKRI T S'LOKA

:

The place where it is possible to concentrate all one’s attention
on such things as service at the feet of Bhagavan and His adoration, or the place where one can ﬁnd some one or other whose mind
is exclusively and staunchly ﬁxed on Bhagavan — that is the place
of abode for prapanm'is as it is almost equal to Vaikunta. Many
places that have been prescribed (for abode) by the sages generally have this ﬁtness (in these two respects).

THE PLACE SUITED TO THE RESIDENCE OF
THE PRAPANNA :
As an end in itself, the prapamm is desirous and eager to live,
the rest of his life in a manner that would be inoffensive and
agreeable to the Lord. He is exclusively and supremely attached
to the Lord as described in the Maker :— The 'devotee who is
exclusively attached to Bhagavan is not to be described or designated as belonging to a certain village or a certain family, but as
belonging to Bhagavan, for Bhagavan alone is everything to him.

THE PLACES INHABITED BY BHAGAVATil—S ARE
THE MOST SUITABLE.

If it be asked what

is the prOper place for his residence, the
Holy regions like Aryavarta have now,

answer is as follows :——owing to the nature of the Yuga (Kali) become unﬁt for abode,
owing to the rites of vcmga and ﬁs'rama getting mingled. Therefore the prOper place for residence at present is any place where
the practice of the dharma of the four varljas is well established.
Even among these places, those regions which are- inhabited by
Bhagavatas are to be chosen by (the prapanmz) desirous of
moksha. It has been said :— ” What ’austerities must they have

l. Vishvaksena Samhita.

2. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 4-4—7
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practised (in their past lives) -- they who live in places where
there are devotees that adore, with folded hands, Sri Krishna, who
has a complexion similar to that of a black cloud, and that look
uponHim as their protector?” Though it is stated “ In Kali,
O, “Maitreya, men deluded by heretics will not adore Vishnu,
the Lord of the World, the Ruler who created all things ”, we
are also told about places where Bhagavatas live in Kali Yuga:
“ In Kali ‘Yuga, there will be born, here and there, noble souls
who consider that Narayana is the supreme object of attainment.
They will be born in numbers in Tamil Nad on the banks of the
Tamraparni, of the Kritamala, of the Palar, of the renowned
Cauvery and of the river which ﬂows westwards and again
“Those who ‘drink the waters of these rivers, 0, king, become
pure in mind and greatly devoted to Bhagavan who is called
Vasudeva". As stated in these passages, it is these places inhabited
by Bhiigavatzis, that are suitable for the residence of the
prapamm in this Kali Yuga. In Sr? Niirﬁyatﬂya the devas and
the rishz‘s said, “When ‘dharma stands on a single leg ready to
go elsewhere, how are we to live, 0 Lord? Please tell us this”,
Bhagavan replied as follows :— “You “should live in places where
gurus of good character and possessed of self-control are held in
reverence and where dharma has not undergone any deterioration.
The places which should be chosen by you, 0 best of devotees,
are those where ﬂourish the Vedas. yajgms, austerities (tapas ),
truth, control of the senses and the slaughter of animals only for
the sake of dharma (sacriﬁces). Adharma will not touch you
with its foot”.

:-

THE HOLY PLACES WHERE BHAGAVA'N IS
WORSHIPPED IN TEMPLES ARE
SPECIALLY SUITABLE:
Among them, the holy places where Bhagavan has chosen
to be present as archc‘z would be proper for the prapcmnas’
2A. Vishuupurana: 6- l - 50
3. Bhagavatam: 11-5-38-39

4. Bhagavatam: 11-5-40

5. Mahabharata: Santi Pam: 349~85
6. Mahabharata: Santi Parva: 349—8647
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residence. He should live permanently in one among them
which is suitable for his service (to the Lord). As an example
of holy places Where satva is predominant,
Srirangam
is indicated in the following passage
“Until the 7fall of the
body, live in peace here in Srirangam itself.”
That only
the holy places of Bhagavan are suitable for the residence of the
wise man has been stated by the great sage (Vyasa) in the context
of the places of pilgrimage in Zranya Parva, thus :— “The “place
where the Supreme Being, the God Narayana. who is eternal.
dwells
that is sacred; that is most holy; that is the place of
the sacred water that puriﬁes; that is the place ﬁt for austerities;
that is the place where the divine seers and the siddhﬁs and all
others perform penance”, and (in another context) elsewhere,
We ﬁnd -- “ There is" a mountain called Gomanta, 0, king, which
is full of all the minerals. On that mountain dwells the lotus.eyed
Lord Narayana, the Lord of Lakshmi, who is sung in hymns
(there) by those who desire moksha.” Bhagavan Valmiki also
has stated 2— “ This 1"mountain, Chitrakuta, which resembles
Himavan, the king of mountains, is possessed of glory, for Sri
Rama born of the race of Kakustha dwells on it like Kubera in
Nandana.” The word subhaga in this s'loka refers to the glory of
that mountain as one to be visited for having been the residence of
Bhagavan. In the Satvata Sastras also, the holy places where
there are the spontaneous manifestations of Bhagavan, those that
were established by siddhiis and those founded by devotees and
the degrees of sanctity attached to them are described separately
and it is also stated there that those who dwell within the bounds.
ries of these holy places will attain a special boon at the time of
their laying down the body :—“ The mind" of man which is under
the sway of the foul senses is always surrounded by impure inﬂu.
ences. It is, however, puriﬁed in the last moments by residence
in the abode of Narayana.”

:-

-

7. Saranagati Gadya:
8. Mahabharata: Aranya Prava:

88—27-28

9. Mahabharata: Bhishma Parva:

124-9

10. Ramayana: Ayodhyakanda: 98-12

1!. Satvata Samhita: 7-120
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Therefore as stated in the s'loka :— “ A "man should live in a
place where there is a temple of Vishnu and do some kind of
service (there). If he is unable to perform any service, he should
at least abstain from what is forbidden”; the prapmma would do
well to live in a place sanctiﬁed by the presence of Bhagavan and
Bhagavatas and capable of promoting satoa gurga.
it is said :— “ The place" where a man in full
control of his senses lives — that place has in it Kurukshetra.
Naimisa and, likewise, Pushkaram.” But this should be taken to
mean that, when a righteous man lives in some insigniﬁcant place,
because of his inability to live elsewhere, that place becomes sanctiﬁed by his residence. This is illustrated in the episode of Sandili.‘

It is true that

Therefore the statement in the following s'loka :—-‘ “The man
“ who performs prapattz’ by uttering this mantra at the very time
when he attains this knowledge -— that man attains moksha
wherever he may die losing his consciousness -- whether it be in
a holy place of pilgrimage or the house of one who eats dog’s
ﬂesh”
this statement that there is no special place prescribed for
death, should also be understood in the light of what has been said
above, as pointing out that this will be no hindrance to the attainment of molesha.

-

TAMIL VERSES

:

(l) The temple or Vimiilm which is renowned as Srirangam,
which was granted to the rulers of Ayodhya
the temple or
by the lotus-born Brahma, the temple or vimiirm where the

vitha

:- '

Sandili, a great devotee of the Lord, was living on an island
NOTE
in the sea. Garuda. who saw it, wondered why she should dwell in such a
mean place. Owing to this oﬁ‘ensive thought. his wings were burnt away and
he recovered their use only after obtaining her pardon.
12.

t

l3. ltihasa Samuechaya: 27-18

14. Varaha

Parana:
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invincible and incomparable Sri Rama worshipped, the temple or
vimzina which is the refuge of Vibbishana, the ally of Sri Rama, the
temple or vimﬁna, which secures all sorts of beneﬁts unattainable
elsewhere, the temple or vimc‘ina which has the shape ofprmgava, the
temple or vimfina which destroys all sins, however insurmountable
they may be—that temple of Srirangam is indeed full of the nectar
of grace which never satiates.

The mountain which reveals to us the two feet of Sri
Krishna, the mountain where wicked sinners get rid of both their
puma; and papa, the mountain which is renowned as being indeed
moksha itself, the mountain on which ﬂow holy streams with
pellucid waters, the mountain that is extolled as the abode of all
righteous actions, the mountain that secures all the enjoyments of
Paramapada (the region of dazzling gold), the mountain that is
longed for by the eternal s‘ﬁris and the peOple of this earth — that
mountain is only the mountain described in the Vedas and famous
as the Venkata Hills.
('2)

(3) Hastigiri (Kancheepuram) where dwells Sri Rama who,

with his might and with his arrow discharged from his beautiful
bow in the great battle-ﬁeld, shook down the bunch of ten heads of
the Rakshasa who was powerful in the use of missiles and where
dwells also Sri Krishna, the great friend of man, who ate the rising
butter kept by Yasoda, after churning the abundant curd into
which the churn was pressed --- this Hastigiri cuts 03 the sins of
devotees leaving no trace of them behind. It does, of itself, the
work of the Lord's chakra and lets the latter remain as a mere
ornament to His hand :

(4) That place on the earth where dwell (the devotees of the
Lord), who long for the world above (Paramapada) which is

the famous residence of Narayana, the Lord of Lakshmi, born of
the lotus full of honey (pollen) -- that place is as'sacred as the
Himalaya surrounded by forests, the Ganga, the Cauvery, the sea,
the holy cities (like Ayodhya, Matbura, Kasi and Kanchi) and Sri
Vaikanta all in one.

19
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The place which is not to the liking of the minds of those who
taste the nectar of the stories of Bhagavan (Vaikunta) -- that
place does not shine in the world, merely because it is called Kasi,
(Kasi: that which shines) ; it does not become a (suitable) place
of residence merely because it is called Ayodhya; it does not save
us from our sins merely because it is called Avanti (Av = to protect);
Kanchi is not excellent because of its name; nor is Madhura
considered a seat of excellence merely because it is called Madhura.
So also other cities do not become worthy merely because of their
names. (if they are not to the liking of those who delight in the
ambrosia of stories concerning Bhagavan (Vaikunta ).

(20)

THE CHAPTER ON THE DEPARTURE OF THE
SELF (FROM THE BODY )‘

SANSKRIT S’LOKA:
The Lord merges the aggregate of the senses in the mind, the
mind with the senses in the vital breath ( prairie ), the vital breath
with these in the self or soul, the self in the subtle elements
(Sizkshma bhﬁtas) and the self with these elements in Himself
(the Supreme Self) very soon. So far, the process of the soul’s
departure is common to both the person who has realised Him and
the person who has not realised Him. Thereafter, the Lord leads
the self through different veins ( Midi) which lead either to the
(dark) path of smoke or to the shining path of light (archirc'idi)
or elsewhere in accordance with the qualiﬁcations (of each
individual ).
NOTE :— The soul of the man who has realised Brahman is said to be led
through a vein issuing out of the head into the shining path of archis along
which it passes into immortality in Vaikunta. The soul of the man who has
not realised Brahman is led through other veins into the dark path called dhuma
or smoke. He will be born again in samsara.

“Having 1given up all upziyas, and having given up also all
desires including the desire to enjoy one’s self, I seek as my refuge,
O, Lord, Thy feet which measured the world.” When with
these words, the prapmma takes the feet of the Lord, the Lord
takes him by the hand, which, it has been said, is the only sapport
of the pmpamm : "The hand2 of the Lord who is called Janardana and who has been bought with the price of bhakti is the only
support for the prapamza." The Lord who has been called “the
king2A of kings of all (beings )" and who is the possessor of the
two glories, Lila" Vibhiiti (in this world) and Nitya Vibhﬁtz‘ or
eternal glory in Paramapada, (having taken him by the hand)
Jitanta Stotram:
Vishnudharmam:
2.

2A

1.

3—24

Mahabharata: Asvamedhikaparva: 43-13
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ﬁxes him in a place of His own liking and the praparma leads his
life there, being held in as high regard as an anointed queen and
following such occupations as are consistent with his exclusive and
supreme attachment to the Lord.

DELAY IN THE ATTAINMENT OF THE GOAL:
Among prapcmnas, there may be (some) who, on account
of certain speciﬁc evil deeds done in past lives Which have begun
to Operate now, may become subject to such lapses as the follow.
‘
ing:—-— (1') They may display the feelings of
I ’ and ‘ mine’
(ahankara and mamakc‘zm) (2) as a result of these (feelings)
they may commit offences; (3) they may diSplay a taste or
desire for other objects than the Lord;
(4) owing to this desire
they may contact other deities; (5) they may be weak-minded ;
owing to this (weak-mindedness ), they may desire to adept other
“payers. There may be others who. owing to good deeds done in
past lives which have begun to yield their fruits in this life and
owing to the Speciﬁc nature of the request for beneﬁts made at the
time of prapattc‘, have never swerved from the service of the Lord.
It may be asked what is the nature of the delay in the release from
samsﬁra in the case of these two classes of prapamtas. The
answer is as follows :—
of

(1) In this matter, prapmmas will never have the feelings
‘I' and ‘ mine' in any deep.seated form such as the Chm-vii.

kas (materialists) have. Even people who walk warily sometimes
stumble; so also prajmmms may, on rare occasions, show these
feelings; but these improper feelings or notions will disappear by
later wisdom originating in reason. (2) In the chapter on the
atonement for oﬁences, we explained how, if offences are com.
mitted, they will last only until the time of winning pardon or the
undergoing of punishment and how the oﬁences will be expiated
within the required time.

In the case of those who performed pmpatti without indicating any deﬁnite time (for the attainment of moksha ), it is said as
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follows :— " The man” who has performed prapam' to me and
who has not abstained from sins committed frequently, attains me
late after wearing out all his sins."

(3) “ Since the prapamza

bent on attaining molzsha, he
is not likely to have any long—standing desire for other beneﬁts.
Like those Who have both Brahma bhc’ivana and Karma bhﬁvamt,
(Brahma, Budra and the like), they might entertain a desire for
other beneﬁts along with the desire for moksha ; if so, Inwara, who
is their well-wisher, will not grant them those (so called) beneﬁts
(as they are not for his good); for it is said :—- “ Even when‘ the
bhakta prays for it, Iswara does not permit him to do what is not
good to himself. Does not the mother prevent her child that longs
“ He whom‘ I Want to
to fall into the ﬁre? ” It is said also
bless — his wealth I take away from him. His relations will then
desert him. He will become miserable. If, in his misery, he still
clings to me, I confer on him such blessings as are unattainable
even for the dams.” The same idea is found in the story of Kandadhﬁra. Sometimes Iswara creates in the praparma a distaste for
these other things by making him realise that they are trivial, transient and mingled With pain. Sometimes, as in the case of
Soubhari and Kuchela, he gives them the beneﬁts desired by them,
but makes them feel an aversion to them afterwards.
is

:-

(NOTE :— Kundadhara: A certain man who was devoutly attached to
Kundadhara begged him for wealth. Kundadhara, instead of granting wealth,
saw to it that his follower should become attached to dlzarma).

Thus the man who performed prapattz‘ indicating the time when
he should. attain moksha, will have acquired an aversion to other
beneﬁts than the Lord within the prescribed time. In the case also
of the man who did not indicate any such time while performing
prapatti, there will be delay, as has been stated 'in the s'loka:“ The man “who is desirous of performing such karma as is a
3. Lakshmi Tantram: 17—102

4. Vishnu Dharmam.

5. Bhagavatam.

6. Lakshmi Tantram: 17-103
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means of obtaining other beneﬁts (than God) enjoys pleasures
unmingled with pain, and at last acquires a distaste for them (and
the spirit of renunciation), after which he reaches the abode of
Bhagavan. In accordance with this, the delay in his attainment
(of the supreme goal) will be only until the birth of aversion to
Worldly objects.
(4)

In regard to contact with other deities, the Ruler of All will

bring him back some day or other into the company of those who
are staunchly and exclusively devoted to Bhagavan, correct his
lapse until he gets ashamed and thus remove his deviation from the
right path.

If, in some, this contact with other deities becomes permanent,
it may be inferred that the adaption of prapattz‘ as an upc‘iya was
incomplete in their case. It may also be understood that they may
have such things as Naraka in future. In a man of this description, the fragmentary prapatti performed to Bhagavan may, at
some time in the future. attain completion and become effective.
(5)

In those who performed pmpattz’ after the rise of full and

great faith, there will not be any weak-mindedness nor the desire
to adapt other upzr‘yas. If these - 01's., weak-mindedness and the
desire to adopt other means -—- are present, it is to be inferred that
their former faith was not strong enough. The Lord of All will
correct these men also until they acquire great faith and make
them perfect prapatmas.

In the case of those in whom no such lapses occur, there is no
possibility at all of delay in the attainment (of the supreme goal).
There will be delay for them only as long as they desire _it. They
will attain moksha at the time when they desire to have it. The
Adhikc’iri Who has attained the true state of a prapmma Will always
be the favourite of the Supreme Ruler, who is the Lord of
Lakshmi, as pointed out in the passage. “0, "Thou, Lord of
7. Tirumalai: 38
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Srirangam, that delightest in those idle“ men (prapannas) who
stand outer-most (as being incapable of karma yoga, jm‘ma yoga
or bhakti yoga) ”.

In the case of this prapamm, the Lord who is the uncondi-

tional mesh? of all, who is independent of all others and without
limitations of any kind and whose will is irresistible, withholds his
desire to punish, which is the cause of all fears, at the very ﬁrst
moment in which he utters the sentence expressing prapattz‘, in
the same way as at the beginning of the meditation in the case of
the upa'saka or bhakti yoga m'shta, who has adOpted prapatti as a
means to bhaktz‘, of whom it is said -— “ When the ‘w‘dyzi com.
mences, the destruction of former sins and the absence of contact
with subsequent sins (occur), for so the s'rutz's say ”. The Lord
makes up His mind (at that very instant) to bring him and those
who are his followers into the company of the eternal saris and,
.not satisﬁed with having done only this, He devours, as it were, all
the heaps of sins committed by those who have sought Him and
does not reveal any trace of them outside and feels also that He
should stomach even more (of-these sins). He removes the sins
of his followers too, even when they are committed deliberately,
by His will to grant the prapamm His blessing. In virtue of this,
they will expiate their sins by repentance and the like. It is said :
“ He (“the Lord) hastens to 'give Paramapada to the man who is
ﬁt for mukti ”. The Lord pities the prajzamza for the delay which
he has chosen and hastens to create in him an impatience of delay
(in attainment). He produces in him an eagerness to attain the
goal as illustrated in the following ( verses);-— " 1" Hereafter I do
not want to be born in this world of ignorance ” and “Do "not
deceive me as Thou didst before. I swear by Thee and by Thy
NOTE :— " They are called ‘idle’, because, after prapam they do not
seek any other upaya. They are said to stand "outer-most”; because, being
unable to adopt karma yoga, jnagra yoga and bhaktl yoga. they have adepted the

upaya prapam') which Is prescribed in the Cltarama slaka of the Gita.
10. Tiruvoymozhi: 10-6-1
8. Brahma Sutras: 4-1-13
u

9- Timvoymozhi: 10-5-3

ll. Tintvoymozhi: 10-10-2

'
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queen whose beautiful locks of hair shed their fragrance like a garland on Thy chest—I swear that I must be taken to Paramapada.” Having made him so eager and so impatient to obtain
the goal, the Lord decides on giving him Paramapada as desired
by him at the end of this life, which has come to him as a result
of past karma: So has it been said :— “ Our Lord" is the greatest
benefactor that confers Vaikunta on those who have performed
prajnatti, when they happen to die”. The Lord" has already seen
to it that the fetters of gold and iron which bind him to samsﬁra
namely, his papa and prawn, past and future, as also the karma
which has begun to operate, except that portion of it which he has
agreed to expiate (during this life) are cut of? without any trace
being left at all. It is said :— “The sins18 of the past and the
sins committed after prapatti vanish like cotton thrown in the
ﬁre.” So when the time for leaving the body has come, the Lord
causes his meritorious deeds ( putty“) and his sins (papa) to
be divided and distributed among others, namely, those who were
his well-wishers and those who did evil to him, respectively, as the
consequence of the good and the evil wrought to him by them,
For it has been said :— “The man ll‘who is about to attain muktz‘
leaves his pzugya and paper to his friends and foes resPectively and
attains Brahman as the fruit of bhaktz’ yoga”. and again “The
sins 1“which are notorious in this world and which, Oppressive
like Yama, make a man sink into samsiira left the man about to
attain mukti without making the least noise and entered into plants
(viz. his foes)”. The authors of the Smritis have expressed the
truth contained in the Upanishads in the manner stated above :
*

THE PRAPANNA MAY DIE AT ANY TIME. DAY 0R
NIGHT, IN THE BRIGHT OR IN THE DARK
HALF OF THE MONTH : ETC.
In regard to those who are desirous of other beneﬁts than

have not fulﬁlled completely the means of attainmokshq and who“Mn—O
..
"' NOTE:-— Even
punya karma which would lead to swarga is a fetter
(though of gold ), because it standsIn the way of moksha.
14. Menu Smriti: 6-79
12. Tiruvoymozhi: 9-10-5
15 Perialvar Tirumozhi: 5-4-3
13. Tiruppavai: 5
U.— ..n_—.-——

——

———--u—---—
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ing moksha, it has been said in the Smritz’, and in the science of
the celestial bodies, in the context of the departure from the body
that "“Day-time, the bright half of the month (S’ukla paksha)
and the Uttarc‘zymya are favourable times for those that die”. But
(as the prapanna has adopted successfully the proper uprzya)
there is no such rule for him in regard to the time of death. For
it has been said about him
“It is not right" to say that the
man who dies at night will not attain moksha, for the association
with karma lasts only as long as the body lasts ”, and again “ For
the same reason, the view18 is not right that the man who dies in
dakshilﬁiymm will not attain moksha.” Whether in the day of
man or in the night of man. whether in the day of pitris (s'uklapaksha) or in the night of the pitris (krishlgapaksha ), whether
in the day of the gods ( uttariiyazm) or in the night of the gods
( dakshirzﬁyana) — at the time appointed by the Lord, He makes
him remember all his previous thoughts and desires (for moksha)
and like a king who is gracious and who cuts oﬂ" the fetters of the
prince lying in the prison-house, the Lord takes him along with
Him. He causes some occasion or other suited to the time, for
the soul's parting from the body without regard to auSpicious or
inauspicious time.

:-

THE PROCESS OF THE S'ELF LEAVING THE BODY:
Then the Lord makes the ten external senses like speech
merge in the mind and the mind with the senses of action and of
knowledge, which are thus eleven in number, merge in the vital
breath (pram) and the vital breath in the self. Then at the
moment of the shaking of the bone 1n the back called vams'a, the
Lord churns out the subtle elements from the gross body (sth‘iila
deha) and contacts the self with the subtle elements (sﬁkshma
bhﬁta) and then comforts the self so mingled with the senses, the
vital breath and the subtle elements by keeping it 'by the side of
Himself in the form that He has assumed in the heart; for, by
16. Mahabharatha - Anusanika

Pm“ 242'“

l7. Brahma sutras: 4-2-18.
18. Brahma sutras: 4-2-19.
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nature, He is its friend and well-wisher. After giving the self rest
and relaxation, the Lord sees that the self passes out of the body.
So far, the process is the same both for the man who has realised
Brahman and for the man who has not.

THE PATH OF THE JOURNEY AFTER DEPARTURE:

(In regard to this passage of the self from the body), it has

been said as follows :— “The Jim: who” abides in the heart like a
lamp has innumerable veins (Midi). They are of many colours:—
White, black, violet, blue, golden yellow. yellow and red. Among
these veins (nc‘zdIs), which are of varied colours, there is one which
proceeds upwards. The individual self (Jim: ) who passes through
this vein breaks through the sphere of the sun and, having passed
beyond the world of Brahma, reaches the highest .state. One
hundred other m’idis also go upwards. The Jim who goes out
through them attains the bodies of the dams and reaches their
worlds. Some midis of various colours go downwards and they are
dim. The Jim: who goes out through them is born in samsﬁra
in this world, without any choice on his part, in order to experience
the fruits of his karma. ( Since the nﬁdis are like rays proceeding
from the heart which is like a lamp, they are called rays (ras'mis ).

The Lord sees to it that the self of the prapmma does not go
out through any of these midis which lead those that are thieves of
themselves, ((i. e.l who do not realise that they belong to the lord)
to svarga and naraka (hell) and are therefore like the routes
along which thieves take their victims. He makes the prapamza’s
self enter the Brahma Nﬁdi, which is beyond the hundredth among
fhose Midis that go upwards and which leads to the shining path
called archirﬁdi, and helps it to start with the support of the rays
of the sun.
When Koorathalvan (Sri Vatsankamisra) was in his last
moments. his tongue was parched with the fatigue (of the
moment) and (unable to speak or utter any words) he caught
19. Yagnyavalkya Smriti: 4-16-5369
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hold of Sri Ramanuja’s feet. At that time Sri Ramanuja whiSpered
the Dvaya Mantra in his ear. The other disciples, who were
there, said to themselves with mental depression :-— “How can we
hepe to get this blessing (Dvaya being whispered in the ear by Sri
Ramanuja)? What shall we do ?” Sri Ramanuja understood their
fears and said, “Do you not know the true character of Alvan?
When he is in this condition (unable to say anything owing to the
parched throat ), what I did was only like placing a little camphor
and a piece of sugar-candy (in his mouth, to make it wet). I did
not whiSper the Dvaya in order to make the upa'ya complete with
its accessories”. The disciples were relieved on hearing this.
NOTE 2—- The idea is that the prapanna will attain ”mks/Ia. even if he is
unconscious and unable to utter the Dvaya or other mantras.

Therefore as has been said in the following two s'lokas:—
“ The man who has performed prapattz’, whether he dies in a
holy place or in the house of one who eats dog’s ﬂesh, will attain
moksha even if he dies unconscious," and, "The 9"man who, when
his mind is in its normal condition, when the body is not shattered,
and when the elementary constituents of the body (dlu'itu) are in
perfect equipoise, meditates on me who have the world as my body
and who am not subject to births due to karma -— when that man
lies like a log of wood or a piece of stone. in his dying moments, I
think of (him) my devotee and lead him to attain the highest
state”, and as has been stated also in the Tamil verses .-- “O,
Lord "that reposest on Adi Sesha in Srirangam, a man seeks
refuge under the strong in order that he may obtain their support
when he is in distress; though I am not like Thy devotees who
know how to seek Thy help, yet I approach Thee, since Thou
wert gracious even to the elephant; when the langour of the dying
moment has come, I may not be able to think ot Thee. Therefore
I entreat Thee, even now, that, at that time, Thou shouldst come
to 'my rescue," —- as has been said in these passages, the prapanna
20. Varaha Cbarama Sloka:
21. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 4-10-1
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need not seek the remembrance (of God) in his last moments
(by any effort of his own).

THE LAST THOUGHT:
The statement :—- "At "the time of casting the body away,
you will be in full possession of your intelligence owing to my
grace; you will have a vision of me and will have all your previous
memories and desires (for moksha)” —- this statement, too, has
to be interpreted in a manner that would not be in conﬂict
with the verses cited above. This is how it should be interpreted.
Some ﬁchc‘zryas interpret as follows :-— “ The statement made in
(S'armu‘igati Gadya) applies to those prapmmas Who, While
performing prapattz'. begged also for the remembrance (of the
Lord) in their last moments.” This interpretation cannot be accepted for the following reason :-—There must be some *last thought
or other at the time of casting off the body and this thought must
have some object or other. If the object that is thought of were
other than the Lord, it would become dangerous, for it has been
said :—- “ Whatever” object one thinks of at the time when one
leaves one's body —— that alone will one attain (after death)”.
So (we have to conclude that) if the man has performed prapatti
as an independent means (whether or not he begged for the remem.
brance (of the Lord) in his last moments while performing
prapatti) he will get that remembrance as stated in the Gadya.
This is the interpretation favoured by some iichir‘ryas. In the
verses from Sanskrit and Tamil quoted above (Where the last
remembrance is not declared to be necessary), what is meant is
that the last remembrance is not prescribed for the prapamm as
something to be effected by his own effort as an upc‘rya. In the
eighth chapter of the Gitc’i, and in the s'lo/m which says :-“ That"
Bhagavan whom the yogz's keep in their minds by an effort at the
time of leaving the body-keeping that Bhagavan in mind,
Bhishma gave up his body. Was he not one who attained the
fruit of his bhakti or upusana.9” (The last remembrance comes as
-.---n-—.-_

22. Saranagati Gadya:
23. Bhagavad Gita: 8- 6

24 Mahabharata: Santi Parva: 46-143
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an upc‘iya for those who adopt bhakti as the means and it comes
by their own effort); but in the case of the prapamza. the remembrance comes out of the Lord’s grace alone. “ Kwalam madiya
dayayﬁ. ” are Sri Ramanuja’s words. What does this ‘last
remembrance ’ mean ? When Speech and other activities have become impossible, the remembrance or thought which arises in the
mind before the mind, too, ceases to function—this is the last
remembrance. Those who stand by cannot know it. Sri Ramanuja’s
commentary on the Brahma SIZtra: “It is seen ’5 that the mind
functions even after the senses have ceased to do so ", means only
this, that the mind's functioning may be inferred by some sign or
other. It may also describe his own experience in some states of
ill-health and the like. Therefore this last remembrance is a
thing that could be known only to the man who becomes a mukta
and to (the Lord) who gives him moksha.
After this, the self, whether it be of the yogi or of one who is
not a yogi, takes repose by the side of the Supreme Being who is
in his heart (Harda) and is in a state similar to that of dreamless
sleep (sushupti ).

It may be asked whether the description contained in the

silokas and Tamil verses quoted above (Nos. 20 and 21)——such as
being like a log of wood or like a piece of stone, and loss of all
remembrance or consciousness may not be a reference to this
state of sushuptz‘. The answer is that if so, there would be no
special consideration for the prapamza (which certainly there is).

Thereafter (Le. after repose by the side of the Supreme Being),
the self or soul attains perfect knowledge being awakened by the
Lord (who is wise) and who says that “the J iva gets knowledge,“
memory and forgetfulness only from Him.” Lighted by that knowledge. it enters into the Brahma Nadi. Thence ..forward Time
is one eternal day for the self.
25. Commentary on Brahma Sutra: 4-2—1
26. Bhagavad Gita 15-15
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:

To the prapanna (who is a devotee of Sri Ranganatha)
who departs from the body which is as transient as lightning and
who is to journey from the central Brahma nadi. along the
beautiful and shining path (of archirifdi ), which is free from (all)
impediments, the place of his departure is itself an auspicious
place, the day of his departure is itself an auSpicious day, the
omens and signs that are then seen are all auSpicious, whatever
they may be.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
Like a father who descends into a well full of slushy mire to
take out his son that has fallen into it, the Lord, (in 'His lilc‘z ),
abides in the cave of the heart (dahara) and at the time of our
leaving the body, He helps us to enter the midi which is beyond
the hundredth, so that we may start on our journey to the city
that was not built by any one.

(21) THE CHAPTER ON THE PRESCRIBED
PATH OR ROUTE.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:

Fire (archis ), day.time, the bright half of the month s'ukla'
paksha). yttarﬁyaqa and the year, thence Vayu, Surya, Chandra
and then Lightning, Varuna, Indra. Prajapati or Brahma —
having traversed this path in the order given above, the self crosses
the river Viraja; then follows the wonder that deﬁes (all description
in words.

THE ROUTE CALLED ARCHIRKDI:
Thus the Lord who lives in the heart and who is full of love
(for the Jim) starts with the self who desires mulet-i and who has
entered into the niidi in the head from out of Brahmapuri,
namely, the gross body, by the Brahma Midi. which is, as it
were, the main gate (of that city). In this He resembles a king
who walks to and fro with his charming child in his arms.
As has been said in the following verses =— “The self1 passes
through a beautiful Opening in the centre of the Sphere of the sun.”
“The 2self makes an opening in the sphere of the sun, whose

rays ﬁll his chariot". “He goes 8through the middle of the Sphere
of the ﬁery sun", “The Lord‘ helps him to climb up by a ladder
to Vaikzmta through the sphere of the sun whose hot rays dispel
the darkness and then removes the ladder," -—(as described in
these verses), the Lord sets the self on the path called devaya‘na
and leads him Himself with the following to guide him, namely,
archz's or ﬁre, day, the bright half of the month, U ttariiymga and
the year, Vayu, Surya and Chandra and Lightning: with LightnVaruua,
ing who is called also ami'imwa and his companions,
'
Indra and Prajapati, the self is helped on its way. As the Alvar
Paris Tirumadal: 16
2. Siria Tirumadal: 7
1.

Tirumazhisai Alvar: Tiruchandaviruttam: 67
.
4. Penalvar Tirumozhi: 4-9-3.
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:-

“ With these guides who are immortal, he reaches
says
Vaikunta and casts off this beautiful prison house of samszira.”
NOTE :-- Fire, Day, Suklapaksha, Uttarayana and the year are, of
course, inanimate; but the deities presiding over them ('abhimaui devatar) are
the guides here referred to.)

ENTERTAINMENT ON THE WAY:
The Lord has said, “I “remember my devotee and lead him
to the supreme goal.” In every one of these regions on the way
(which belong respectively to Surya, Chandra etc.), the self enjoys
all those delights which are described at great length in the s'c‘z'strc'is
of Bhagavan (Zgaaaiﬁs ). Thereafter it arrives at a region which
it has long been eager to see and which has been described as
follows :— “ When 7shall I see with my own eyes the world called
Vaikunta? It shines brilliantly, it is always with Bhagavan who
is possessed of the six attributes, like jnz‘z'na; it can never be
attained by those who are not devoted to Vishnu; it is free from
the three qualities of prakrita‘ or matter ( sattvam, rajas and
tamas ). It is full of the eternal siirt's who divide the day into ﬁve
parts and render the service to the Lord appropriate to each; it is
also full of released souls who are like the eternal saris. It has
presence chambers, halls, and mansions. It is beautiful with
forests and gardens; it has broad and deep wells, lakes and groves
which adorn it. It is free from the sufferings due to prakrz‘ti ; it
is ﬁt to be praised by the dew—IS. It shines like ten thousand suns
shining at once; it is constituted of pure sattvam unmingled with
rajas and tamas.”
As soon as the self arrives at this

region,

it casts 011' the
subtle body (siikshma srarim) which was kept on merely for the
sake of the journey and not for experiencing the fruits of past
karma: it casts off this subtle body like a boat which is set adrift
after the crossing of the river and when the self has crossed the
5. Tiruvoymozhi: 1—3—11.
6. Varaha Charama Sloka

7. Jitanta Stotram:

2-18-20
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river Viraja, the Lord endows the self with a body that is super sensuous and not constituted of matter or prakritz‘; it is helped to
reach the lake called Airammadiyam and then to approach the
asvattha tree called Somasavana and is then welcomed by ﬁve
hundred celestial damsels (upsaras) with garlands, ointments,
fragrant powders, raiments and ornaments. The self is then
decked by them with adornments suited to Brahman and the
fragrances. flavours and splendours of Brahman are made to enter
into it. It is then received by the eternal saris. As the Alwar
says.- “ The eternal ° mm with crowns on their heads come in
groups to receive these self’s or souls who are esteemed as the ser—
vants of Govinda in successive generations. They take the self to
the tower with high walls which is adorned with banners. The self
is then led to the entrance where the gates are kept by guards called
Indra and Prajapati and receives super-sensuous ( aprfikrita)
honours beﬁtting a king. This is described in the three verses
beginning with 10 - 9 - 9:-—-" As ' soon as they (the muktas)
arrive at the gate. the guards who are eternal saris say :-“ The
devotees of Bhagavan are our masters. So please enter our
abode”. “ The saris, who were there, wondered at the blessing
vouchsafed to these released souls arriving from the earth. They
considered it their own good fortune that these souls e n te r e d
Vaikunta and washed their feet and beautiful women received them
with treasures, fragrant powder, the parlyakumbha and the lamp.
Then these souls lived ( for ever with the eternal sun's enjoying
endless delights. ”

Thereafter the self is Ied into the enchanting assembly in the
hall (mantapa) set with gems. As has been said in these Makers:
"1 do" not know how long I have spent my time in vain with this
prakrz’ti being subject to her sway. How can I remain associated
with this prakrz‘ti, which takes the excellent forms' (or bodies of
the devﬁs), the middling forms (or bodies of men) and the mean
8. Tiruvoymozhi: 10-9—8.
9. Tiruvoymozhi: 10-9- (9-10-11)

10. Mahabharatha: Semi

Pam:

312-(30—38—39)
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forms (or bodies which experience the pains of hell)? I will
depart from her and give up all contact with her and attain
Bhagavan who is free from all blemish. I will become one with
Him and I will not be one with this non - sentient ﬁrakrr’ti. It is
in the ﬁtness of things that I should be one with Him and not with
this prakn‘tz‘”, and "When shall 11I see. with my eyes, Kesava who
is black as a cloud, whose eyes are broad and who is playing with
Lakshmi in the gardens? and “When shall 1”we all see Sri Rama
with his complexion black as a cloud and with his long arms, —
Rama who is ﬁrmly set in sattva. who has taken a staunch vow
to protect those that seek his help and who is bent on relieving the
sorrows of the world ? Just as the rising sun dispels the darkness
of the whole world, Sri Rama will dispel all our sorrow the moment
we see him” — as stated in these s'lokas, the Lord reveals to the
mukta His blissful form so that he may get rid of all his sorrows.
enables him to acquire his essential nature (with the *eight great
qualities), takes him to His feet and by st‘r‘yuj ya with Himself
which means equal enjoyment —— places him in the midst of His
eternal servants (m‘tya sﬁris) who enjoy eternal bliss and who
(henceforth) are of the same class as he.

-

Then the Lord blesses him with the grant of all such services
as were desired by him and as are agreeable to Himself, having
previously removed all hindrances and enabled him to attain, his
essential nature, in a manifest form, and Without any limitations of
place, time and circumstance, so that these services may last as
long as his soul lasts. The Lord embraces the mukta who has
arrived just now and treats him. without the slightest difference, in
the same manner as He treats the saris. who are eternally free
from all imperfections and who are like friends of the same age
among themselves and with the Lord The Lord is immensely
delighted at the bliss enjoyed by this eternal servant of His who is
*NOTE :—- The eight qualities :— freedom from sin. being without old age,
without death. without sorrow, without hunger: without thirst, With all
desired objects and with a will that meets With no hindrance.
12. Ramayana: Ayodhya Kanda:
ll. Jitanta Stotram: 2-21
83-(8-9)
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staunchly and exclusively devoted to Him, and who has attained
the exalted position desired by Alavandar in his *Stotram and by
Sri Ramanuja in his Vaikuntagadyam.
NOTE 2-— In the Stan-am and the Gadyam Sri Alavandar and Sri Ramanuja cry out, as it were, saying :— When shall I go to Vaikunta and see the
Lord face to face and be His devoted and eternal servant?
*

AROHIRA‘DI IS NOT THE ONLY ROUTE TO MOKSHA OR
VAIKUNTA. THERE ARE OTHER ROUTES AS WELL.
As in the case of such meditations as Madhu Vidyii which are
the means of attaining moksha after obtaining positions like those of
the Vas’iis. “ The pure“ quality of sattva makes the self attain Nara-

yana who is of the form of Aniruddha. The Lord who is of the
pure nature of Aniruddha leads him himself to the Supreme Vasudeva (Para Vzisudeva).” And again :— “ Know, "’0 best of
Brahmins, that this is the truth. Those who have become free from
puqya and papa, who are devoid of karma which is like fuel kindling the ﬁre of samsc‘ira and who walk along the route to the world
of Vishnu . to them the sun who dispels the darkness of all the
world is said to be the doorway." “ This world is sustained by the
sun. With their material body burnt up by the sun, they become
invisible as they have no bodies and are of the nature of the soul
which is atomic in size. They then enter the god Aniruddha.
Having remained in the body of Aniruddha (for some time) and
leaving it, they reach Pradyumna remaining now as only mind.
Leaving Pradyumna, they enter into Sankarshana who is the
deity presiding over Jivas (abhmzt‘ini deraii‘i). Along With them
proceed those who have performed Jm'ina Yoga and Karma yoga.
Having become free from the three qualities (sattvam. rajas and
tamas ), they enter into the Supreme Being who is the abode of
all, who resides within the Self and who is free from all imperfections. Know that Vasudeva is the abode of all (cam) and that
He is, in truth, immanent as antarya’mi in all. Those who have
13. Srigunaratnakosa: 27

l4. Mahabharata: Santiparva: 307-77

15.

Mahabharata: Santiparva:
354

- (IS—20)
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subjected themselves to spiritual disciplines, who have perfect
control over their senses and who have attained peace of mind
enter into Vasudeva, considering Him as the only object of attain-

ment."
(As in the case of Madhu Vidyc‘t) and in these passages
cited from the M ahﬁbhﬁrata, it has also been stated that there is
another route for muktas :-- “ They go l“from here to S'vetadvipa,
and reach Bari who has the Universe as His form. Then they
reach Hari in the form of Aniruddha who is in the ocean of milk.
From there they go to Pradyumna, who is the Lord of Brahma
and of all others. Thence they proceed to Sankarshana, the eternal
Bhagavan. To those who want to have, for ever, the bliss of
Brahman, who have attained success in being staunchly and exclusively devoted to Bhagavan and who perform the worship of the
Lord in the ﬁve different periods of the day — to them this is
another path (leading to moksha) . In the section (devoted to
Pancharatra in Sri Bhashya, it is said also that “ those ‘7 who attain
mukti give up the worship of the incarnational form (Vibhava), proceed thence to the worship of the Vy‘ﬁha'and ﬁnally after the worship of
the Vyﬁha, attain the Supreme Being called Vasudeva.” These refer
to particular classes of those who attain mukti. Similarly certain
speciﬁed routes are laid down for those who attain mukti after
remaining for a while in the Satyaloka, the world of Brahma.
These also apply to special cases such as lemma mukti (release by
gradation). It is not our object to describe these diﬂ'erences in the
routes to muktz', which are diverse for diverse souls, as their know.
ledge is prescribed only to the respective adhika'ris.

THE MEDITATION ON THE ROUTE-HOlV USEFUL
TO THE PRAPANNA
To the man who has adapted bhaktz‘ or upiisrma as his upﬁya,
the meditation on the path to m u I: H has been prescribed as an
mega to be performed daily. But to the man who has adopted
16.

Jayat Samhita:

17. Sri Bhashya: 2-2—41
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Still. at the time of
adopting this upziya, since he should know what his goal is in order
that he may be competent to adopt the upc‘z'ya, the meditation may
help to remember the supreme goal. It becomes an end in itself,
as it produces a keen delight in knowing that, very soon, the
supreme goal begged for at the time of prapattz’ will be attained.
In this respect it is like counting the days before the e n s u in g
wedding. The prapamza will attain the desired object even by a
cursory knowledge (of the path) (though the details are not known
to him.)

prapatti as the means, there is no such need.

Of this meditation on the pat-h to muktz', the state of Sita is an
example (of whom it is said) :-—” It looked 1" as if Sita was driving
in the chariot of her mind drawn by her desires which were like
ﬂeet horses, towards Sri Rama, the greatest of kings, who was
aware of his nature that always insisted on protecting those that
sought his help ”.
TAMIL VERSE:
Agni, Daytime, S'uklapaksha, Uttarziyatga, the year, the
intervening Vayu, Surya, Chandra. Lightning, Varuna, the king of
the dams, (Indra) with his umbrella (signifying rulership) and
Prajapati -- by these the soul of the mukta is entertained on the
way with delights and thereafter it enters the abode of bliss.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
We become exhausted by frequent a s c e n t (to seams) and
descent back to the earth along the path of the Pitrz‘s (the path of
smoke) like the water—pot going up and down the well by the
rotation of the watenwheel. ( We become exhausted likewise) by
incessant journey, to and fro, along the route to hell. (So) Hari
makes the various deities (on the shining path of archis) entertain
us who are so exhausted and at length confers bliss on us by
keeping us, as it were, under His shade which is (like the shade of
a sandal tree).
18.

Ramayana: Sundara Kanda: l9 - 7.

(22) THE CHAPTER ON THE FULL AND PERFECT
ENJOYMENT OF THE BLISS OF BRAHMAN.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
Led by his guides (archis and others) to the Lord of Lakshmi
who is possessed of varied glories in the region beyond tamas (i c.)
prakn‘ti and having attained Him, the mukta has his essential
nature in full manifestation and realises his inseparable connection
with the Lord and as a consequence, acquires the *eight attributes
(of freedom from sin and the like) and without any question of
his returning again (to samsr'tra ), he attains, in regard to enjoyment, perfect resemblance to the Lord.

THE NATURE OF THE BLISS OF BRAHMAN :

If it is asked what is this full and perfect enjoyment of
Brahman by the mukta who has traversed the path (described
before), the answer is as follows :-— He will in all places, at
all times, and in all situations, have, for his unsurpassed joys, the
supreme Ruler with His countless forms, attributes, glories and
activities without missing any of them. This is thus described (in
the following verse ):- “She ‘will never, in the least, miss (the
sight of) Bhagavan whose eyes are as beautiful as the lotus and
who is the Lord of the world.” (Since the Lord enjoys His own
forms, attributes, glories and activities Himself), there is perfect
similarity between the mukta’s enjoyment and the Lord’s. Therefore (the s'rutis) Speak of perfect similarity.
The Lord’s svariipa is delightful as may be seen from the
following passages :— “He is" all knowledge and all bliss”. " The
0attainment of Bhagavan is a remedy for the disease of (samsrzra).
It is of the nature of joy which is unsurpassed and confers joy on
others. It is an end in itself and lasts for ever”. Other things are
:— Eight attributes
l- Timvoymozhi: 6 - 7 - 10
2. Tiruvoymozhi: 14-2
"' NOTE

211).
:- (See page
3. Vishnupuranam:

6-5-59
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enjoyable in this way :— If the king is the queen's joy, then all
objects and instruments of his enjoyment as well as the places
where he ﬁnds delight are alike objects of joy to her. Similarly the
mukta ﬁnds joy in all that pertains to the Lord. That the
Supreme Ruler who has all forms, attributes and the like is an
object of enjoyment is evident from the s'rutz's and the smritz‘s.
This idea has been expressed in the section on manii in the
Brahma Sﬁtras. The svarﬁpa of Bhagavan is called Paramapada, because it is the ultimate and supreme object of attainment
being of unsurpassed agreeableness. Since the perfect enjoyment
of the war‘dpa of Bhagavan happens only after reaching a most
delightful region far superior to all others, that region is also called
Paramapada. The essential nature or svar‘apa of the ﬂea,
which is the recipient of this joy in the attainment of Bhagavan
which is also among the glorious possessions (Vibh‘u‘tis) of the
Lord and which has, for its attributes, jnﬁna and iimmda, is also
(sometimes )‘called Paramapada. Along with the others, these
three have, in common, only the feature of being the object of

attainment.

It has been

said above that such things as Bhagavan’s svarizpa,
attributes and forms, the region of eternal glory (m’tya vibh‘ﬁti)
which is constituted of pure sattvam and his own svarﬁpa are
objects of delight to the mukta. It may be asked, “ This may be
true. But by sense perception ( pratyaksha) and other sources of
knowledge, the objects in this world of ma vibhﬁti are found to be
disagreeable and are declared by the s'iistras also to be things to be
given up, How then could they viz. the objects in 12151 viblu'itz' be
objects of delight to the mukm?" The answer is as follows:—
“There is nothing inconceivable in this. What appears disagreeable to the man suffering from (excess of) bile is felt as agreeable
when the bile has decreased. Again when the. prince is in the
prison house it is disagreeable. But when .the emperor is pleased
to set him free and to place him by his own side to enjoy like
pleasures, the prison house may appear agreeable as a symbol of
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Bome jivas attain, in such worlds as those of Vishnu, the
privilege of living in the same world as Vishnu (salokya ), some
jivas attain proximity to the presence of Vishnu (sﬁmﬂbya );
tome attain forms similar to that of Vishnu (sﬁr‘ﬁpya): these,
too, are sometimes called muktas by courtesy (upachfira), since
they are very near the ultimate goal (but they are not really
muktas in the true sense of the word). This idea is set forth in
the following srloka :— “ Some live" in the worlds of Vishnu;

others approach very near to Vishnu; others, again, acquire forms
resembling Vishnu's; yet others attain sr‘iyujya with Vishnu.
This, alone, is called moksha." This srloka declares that only
sc‘iyujya in Paramapada is moksha. In the same Way as a hundred and the like are included within a thousand, sﬁlokya and the
like are included within sc'iyujya. The truth of this statement may
be seen in the following s'laka: “ I do not at all"A beg for molesha
which goes by the names of sﬁlokya and sarﬁpya. I long, 0 Lord
that hast taken a vow (to protect those that seek Thy help) -— I
long, 0 Thou with long arms, for sﬁyujya with Thee." Sc‘zyujya
means the relationship between two who are united in communion
(sayuk ). One might be sayuk with another, although only in the
common enjoyment of a certain pleasure. Here in regard to the
mukta, the object of enjoyment is Brahman with His praka‘ras or
modes. Since Brahman and the mukta both commune with each
other in the enjoyment of that bliss, the mukta is called sayuk

(with Brahman).

In this connection. it may be asked why, in one of the pass-

ages of the Veda, the two words, sﬁyujya and sﬁrshtithii are
employed (in the same sentence), when they mean the same thing,
namely, communion in the enjoyment (would it not be reduntant
to use two words when one would be enough” The answer is
(that there is a difference in meaning between the two words),
and it is as follows :—
12. Bhagavatam

12A.

Jitauta Stotram [1-16
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SANSKRIT S'LOKA :

Siiyujyam between the two (Brahman and the mukta) means
that there is no difference so far as the objects of enjoyment are
concerned: sc‘zrshtz’tii (between the two) means that there is no
difference in the degree or intensity of their enjoyment. (Two men
may have before them the same object of enjoyment and yet
one of them may enjoy it more intensely than the other).

It is true that the mukta has nothing

to do with the work of
creating, maintaining, destroying and such other things in regard
to the world (Jagad Vyapﬁra ). But just as the father who
cultivates the ﬁeld and the sons and others who do not cultivate it
enjoy alike the fruit from the cultivated ﬁeld, I s w a ra who is
engaged in the work of the world (Jagad Vyc‘zpc‘zra) and the mukta
who only witnesses it have the same degree of enjoyment in the
joy arising from that work. The author of the Brahma Sutras
has stated at the beginning of the section: “ (The “mukta’s enjoyment is) exclusive of the work of the world ” and concludes it by
saying :—“ The 1'resemblamse or equality (siimyam) between the
mukta and Brahman is only so far as the enjoyment is concerned,
as stated in the s'rulis. and also by inference linga ”. Sakatayana
has also stated as follows :--“ Those who meditate on Brahman
say that sﬁyujyam consists in the sameness or equality of enjoy.
ment ".

REFUTATION OF THE ADVAITIC DOCTRINE OF
IDENTITY:
To those (viz. Advaitins) who maintain that the word
Sc'iyujyam, means oneness or identity with Brahman (aikyam),
the derivative or etymological meaning of the word, sﬁyujyam, is
at variance, as also the texts' in the s'run' which declare that
l4. Brahma sutras: 4-4-21.
Brahma sutras: 4-4—17.
‘ NOTE :— Such srmis as the following :—Brahman is the . eternal
among eternals, the sentient among sentients. (1) He is one and satisﬁes the
desires of the many: Svetasvatara Upanishad.
‘2) Without any blemish or stain he attains perfect resemblance ( paramam 30mm )13.
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Brahman is different from the jivas. Besides, their view is
Opposed also to the s'rutis which declare that the makta will attain
perfect resemblance (samyam) to Brahman and that the mukt'a
Will be like Brahman. The author of the Gita has conveyed the
“They" Will attain my likeness ( sc‘idharmyam)”;
same idea in

:-

The Maharshi (Vyasa) has also expressed this idea at great
length in the discourse between Vasishta and Karala and concludes
by saying that this is the supreme truth :— “ The jiva released“
from bondage (i.e.) the mukta, attains the Supreme Being and
acquires attributes similar to those of the Supreme Being. He too
becomes free from all imperfections when he reaches Him. Hav.
ing attained the Omniscient Brahman, he, too, becomes omniscient. Having reached Him who is free from the bondage of
karma, he, too, becomes free from karma. Having attained
Bhagavan who is free from suﬁering and sorrow, he, too, becomes
free from them. Having reached Him who is blissful, he, too,
becomes blissful. 0 best of Bharatas, having attained Bhagavan
who acts by His will alone (without being inﬂuenced by karma),
he, too, acts merely by his will. He becomes resplendent and
having attained Bhagavan who is without the qualities (of prakriti)
he, too, is without those qualities. Having reached Brahman who
is without the body and the senses constituted of matter (prakrz’ti),
he, too, becomes free from them. Having attained the Supreme
Being who is independent of karma, he too, becomes independent.
I have thus described the truth to you, 0 great king, just as it is in
reality. Having accept-ed this teaching with a mind free from
discontent (as‘ﬁya ), meditate on Brahman who is eternal and free
from all imperfections and who is the ( ultimate) 'cause of the
world".

In the passage cited above, the mukta is called ‘independent'
(svatantra ), because he is free from the inﬂuence of past karma.
The Bhashyakara (Sri Ramanuja) has explained the meaning of
IS . Blanca vadG‘ta:
l

14—2

16.

Mahabhrata: Semi arva:

pan-(2641)
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the word Svarzit (literally the independent king) as “being not
subject to karma’.
Thus since in the s'mtis, the s'mritis and the auto-as. resemb.
lance between the mukta and Brahman ( sc'imyam) is explicitly
stated, those places in the texts which seem to speak of identity
(aikyam) between the mukta and Brahman in the state of release
from bondage have to be explained in a manner that would not be
inconsistent with'the s'rutis which declare difference between the
ﬂea and Brahman. The word aikyam or (identity) in such passages should be construed in the same manner as in the aloka :—
“ The aikyam between‘6A Rama and Sugriva arose 0, Lady, in
this way.” (Here aikyam means friendship, identity not of self’s
but of interests).
0

If it were not construed in this way, it would be in conﬂict

with thousands of authoritative passages like the following :—

(1) “ When the" person who is twice-born (dm'ja) sees
that he is different from the Supreme Being and that the Supreme
Being is different from himself, he becomes free from bondage and
will see for ever (Bhagavan who is) the 26th real. The Supreme
Being is one and the jiva -— who is the 25th real — is another.
Since the Supreme Being is within him (the five: ), good men
call them one The Supreme Being, 0, king, is diﬁ'erent from the
jiva, and the j iva, who is the 25th real, is different from the 24 reels.
Therefore good men do not consider the ﬁrm. who is the 25th real.
as being identical with the Supreme Being.- So in dread of birth
and death. they perform, 0 Kasyapa, karma yoga, acquire thereby
purity of mind, and then perform jm’ina yoga, and then meditate
on the Supreme Being as the supreme object of attainment.

(2) Purushottama" is diﬂ'erent from both

the baddha and

mukta. He is called the Supreme Being.
16A. Ramayana: Sundarakanda:
17.

’5—51

Mahabharata: Santi Parva:
323—0740)

18. Bhagavad Gite: 15-1?
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(3) He who is "within the ﬁrm as his Inner Ruler He is
eternal : He is free from the qualities of prakriti : He should be
known as Narayaaa : He is the soul of all and is called Purusha
——

by the Vedas. The consequences of past karma do not cling to
Him, in the same way as water does not cling to the leaf of the
lotus. The jiva who is inferior to the Supreme Being becomes
subject to bondage owing to past karma and attains moksha by
meditating on Brahman ".
“ J ust’o as ﬁre in a ball 0f (red.hot) iron seems to be one
with the iron, though it is really different from it, so the Supreme
Being pervades the world and is inseparable from it ”.
(4)

Therefore the perfect resemblance of the jiva (parama
sﬁmyam) (to Brahman) is only that arising from jnana and bhoga
(enjoyment) and the like. Iswara has, for His deﬁnition, the
following attributes which are like the umbrella and the claimant
(insignia of royalty):-— being the cause of the world, the conferring
of moksha on jivas, being the support of the world, being the
controller of the world, the one for whom all things and all sentient
beings exist, the one who has everything for His body, the one
who is denoted by all words, the one who can be understood from
all the Vedas, the one who is the refuge of all the world, the one
who should be adored by all those who want molesha. the one who
grants the fruits (of all actionS), the one whose essential nature is
omnipresence, Jm'ina and Fmamia (bliss), the one who is the spouse
of Lakshmi. These are peculiar to Him and are His distinctive
features. 'l'he mukta’s distinctive attributes are the following :—
being sustained (by Iswara); being controlled by Him, existing
only for the Lord (s'cshtava ), being atomic (cum) and such others.

THE MUKTA WILL NEVER BE IN SAMSKRA AGAIN:...

If it be so, it may be asked whether the mukta who is not in.

dependent (of God) may not, for some reason or other, incur the
19. Mahabharata: Santi Parva: (36144-15)

:l’;

20. Jayakhya Samhita: 4
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possibility of a return to samsc‘cra. The jiva’s dependence on
Iswara has been stated in the Wake: :— “ For “enabling a man
to get the good things of life, and for taking away from him the
ills of life, there is no one other than Purushottama who is competent”. The answer to that question is, ” There will be no such
possibility, for has He not Himself declared :-- “Those who ”per.
form bhaktc‘ yoga with great devotion and those who have perfor.
med prapattz‘ which is considered as a superior form of penance
(tapas) will obtain si'iyujya and will for ever render service to
me. They will always be free from the ills of samszira”. Even
in the stateof desire for mukti, the mukta had an aversion to the
enjoyment of non-sentiment things (matter) and also to the mere
enjoyment of his own self (kaivalya ). This aversion is now well
established in him ; for as he sees all things having Brahman as
their inner self. there is no possibility of his enjoying his own self
as separate (from everything else), and as he sees by constant
perception (pratyaksha ) the imperfections of all other objects
(than God), there is no possibility of his returning to samsc'ira of
his own free will. As his knowledge of the three tattvas, cz't. acz't
and Iswara and of what is good and what is evil, which he acquired
before, has now attained expansion without any break or contraction, there is no possibility of his ever going back to samszz'ra owing
to ajm‘ina or ignorance. The knowledge which formerly in
samsfira deepened into the form of love called bhaktz' and which
he acquired by his distinctive knowledge of the speciﬁc nature of
Bhagavan has, now, in the state of mukti, become ripened into
the form of supreme love, because he has now a vision of all
aspects of Bhagavan’s distinctive nature of which even the srastras
are incapable. Therefore Iswara’s great leve for him as stated
in the s't'oka : “The jnani is” dear to me (How dear he is to me
cannot be described even by me. Ominscient though I am)” -—
Iswara’s love for him is so overwhelming that its ﬂow is irresistible
and that its current reaches even those uplands which are connect.
21. Parama Samhita:

22. Parama Samhita:

23. Bhagavad

Gita: 7-17
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ed with him only in distant relationship. Therefore it cannot be
stated that, though he is free from karma, there is the possibility
of his returning to samsfira by the will of Iswara who is
independent (and all-powerful). Since the mukta is no longer
subject to the injunctions of svﬁstra, there is no possibility of his
violating the Lord’s command in the state of muktz‘. He cannot
do anything opposed to the will of Iswara as the Lord's pleasure
is now his pleasure. Therefore the ultimate goal or attainment
called moksha, which is of the nature of perfect and full enjoyment
of Brahman and which extends into service, has now become
eternal for him (i. c.) it will last as long as his soul lasts. Considering all this, the Sﬁtra-kc‘ira said :—- “There” is no return (to
samsEz‘ra) - no return, for the Scripture says so.”

TAMIL VERSE :
Having reached the dazzling region of Paramapada and
approached the Lord crowned with fragrant tulasi, who is ever
delighted in doing what is good to all beings, and having obtained
our share in service (to them), we shall ever live under the sounding anklets of the assembly of our c’ichﬁryas and enjoy delights
which will never change and which will spring (from within us)
to our great joy.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
May varied forms of service which are the overﬂow of the
blissful enjoyment of Brahman arising from the greatness of His
qualities and glorious possessions which are blended together like
honey and milk - may these forms of service in which there is a
conﬂict of hundreds of unwearied desires (to render service) and
which are easy of attainment for such as seers and saris — may
these manifest themselves in my mind I

SANSKRIT S'LOKA : (Summary of Part 1)
Having received* the gracious look ( of the Lord and of
the Zchﬁrya) and understood what is most essential and most
23. Brahma Sutras: 4-4—22
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important in the s'iistras (viz. the three mantras or ;ahasy,as).
having obtained a clear and accurate knowledge of his 6wn self and
of the Supreme Being and conquered his attachment to other interests in life, having acquired a knowledge of what is appmpriate
for the diﬂ'erent kinds of adhikztris, and realised the nature of the
two upﬁyas (bhakti and prapatti ). having become troubled (in
mind) (at his inability to adopt other upc‘zyas) and performed
bharanyc'isa with all its angas and thus done what he ought to
do, performing here in this world the adoration of the Lord (and
His devotees) without faults and in accordance with his state or
nishtc‘z and in the manner prescribed in the s'c‘istras and having
(thereafter) cast oﬂ (both) the gross (sthma) and subtle prakriti (body ), some one there may be who enjoys Bhagavan
eternally.
(NOTE :— This sloka refers concisely to the gist of each of the twentytwo chapters in the ﬁrst part of the treatise.)

End of the Part which forms the Exposition
of Doctrine.

(

APPENDIX
Chapter V Page 65 )

THE VISA—KHASTAMBHA AS DESCRIBED
IN THE SETVATA SAMHITK AND
THE LAKSHMT TANTRA.

In the region of eternal glory (m’tya vibhﬁti ), there is a huge
column constituted of s'uddhasattvam. It is a special form in

which Bhagavan appears there. This column or pillar is called
Vis'akha yoopa. The column consists of four parts called,
'
respectively, jﬁgmt, (the waking state ). svapna (the dream),
sushuptz‘ (dreamless sleep) and tur'iya (the fourth stage ;, counting from below upwards. In the part called jzigratsthmm, which
is somewhere above the base of the column, there are four divine
forms on the four sides called, respectively, Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha facing the east, the south the
west and the north and shining like branches around that part of the
column. This collection of four forms is called Jc‘z‘gratvyﬁha. The
activity of this vyﬁha is the creation, maintenance and destruction
of the world. The four forms are bright in colours, white, red and
the like. They have also arms or weapons. Above this part of the
column is the part called svapnasthz‘ma. Here, too, there are
four divine forms Vasudeva, Sankarshna, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha shining like branches, as before, to the east, the south,
the west and the north. This collection of four vyﬁhas in the second
part of the column from below is called svapnavy'iiha. These four
forms have no activities like creation and maintenance, but have
only the will to do so. Their colours, too, are not so bright as those
of the lower vyizha. They have weapons but no banners and other
accessories. Above the svapnasthﬁna, which is the second part
from below, is the third part or sthr‘ina called sushuptisthﬁna.
Here too there are four divine forms with the same names as in
the two other parts already described and in the same order.
This collection of four forms is called sushuptivyﬁha. These
forms have neither activities nor even the will or the desire to act.
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They have just the experience“;of their own bliss and nothing else.
In the form of Vasudeva which is like a branch of the column
shooting on the eastern side. there is no such thing as a body with
limbs and the like and it shines with all the six qualities. The
other three forms, Sankarshana and the like on the other three
sides have a body with hands, feet and the like. But they have
no weapons;_ on the palms they bear lines resembling the conch,
and the weapons. These forms have no colours. The uppermost
or fourth part of the column (Tuﬁya sthﬁna) has also similar
four forms with the same names as in the former parts. This
collection of four is the Turiya vy‘ﬂha. They have no bodies with
limbs and the like but resemble the Vc'isudeva form of the sushuptz'
vyi'iha. They have no activities, no will, no weapons and no lines
on the palm resembling arms. All the six qualities shine in the
form called Vasudeva and the other three have, each, only two of
these qualities. The names jr‘igrat, svapna, sushupti and tuﬁya
are given to them on the analogy of these states in man in the
ordinary world, according to the greater or the lesser activity
found in each. The turiya state is like that in a swoon when even
the breath is suspended, whereas in the sushupti state, the man
just breathes in or breathes out; in the svapua, his external senses
cease to act, only the mind is active, in the jﬁgrat state, both the
mind and the external senses act.
These four parts with four vyiihas in each correspond to the
four stages of development that may be found in the worshipper
who meditates on them. On the lowest stage of meditation,
‘there is no full control of the external senses and the mind; in
the second stage of deveIOpment, control of the external senses
has been attained but not of the mind; in the next stage, the mind,
too, has been controlled and the man who meditates is seen just
breathing in and breathing out with no other activity or sign of
life; in the last or perfect development of meditation, he is like
one in a swoon, not even breathing in or out;

———_
0“

PART II
The Discussion and clariﬁcation
and Disputed Points

('23)

of Doubts

THE CHAPTER ON THE CLARIFICATION
OF WHAT IS MEANT BY THE UPAYA
THAT IS ALREADY EXISTENT.
( SIDDHOPAYA)

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :

The Supreme Person who knows all things, at the same
time, by direct perception (pratyaksha) and without any aid or
instrument (in the form of sense organs). who is the boundless and
divine ocean of mercy, protects the world. with the daughter of the
ocean (Lakshmi ), being omnipotent. Having accepted the
responsibility of saving those who follow the right path, He is the
upziya that is already existent.
(NOTE :— By Siddhopaya. the author means Bhagavan who is the upon
already existent for those who perform prapatti. By Sadhyopaya he means
such upayas or means as bhakti and prapatti which secure the Lord’s favour so
that He may act as the Siddhopaya).

RECAPITULATION OF THE CONTENTS OF
THE FIRST PART:
We have already described below how the jive (Kshetrajna ),
who has been wandering in samsr'ira from beginningless time.
becomes averse to it by the mercy of God which is awaiting an
opportunity (to help him ), how he understands from the right
s'ﬁstras (the truth about) the tattoos, the means or upiiya and the
ultimate goal or aim of life, and how he becomes eager to attain
molesha. (We have already described how he adapts ( owing to
this desire for nwksha) an upaya or means (bhakti or prapatti)
which is in accord with his ﬁtness or competency. how he thereby
does what should be done, how, having realised his state as a
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prapanna or bhakta, he rehders faultless service in accordance

with that state and in accordance with the stash-as. for the remaining term of his life here. (We have already described ). how,
after the fall of the body, he reaches a region free from the touch
of matter ( prakrz’ti) by journeying along the shining path beginning with archis and how he attains there the supreme end, namely
perfect service which is the overﬂow of the unlimited enjoyment of
Bhagavan.

THREE CAUSES BY WHICH THE LORD'S
GRACE IS WON:
There are three main causes for the removal of the will of
the Lord imposed on men as a punishment for past sins, owing to
which the jivas who are subject to the sway of past karma have
no clear knowledge concerning the upiiya that is already existent
(namely Bhagavan), the upzzya by which His favour is secured
(Sc'idhyopziya) and also the potency of these upr’iyas. They are
as follows :— One is the Speech that comes from the lips of
Lakshmi: If one asks, "‘May this S'amaiigatz‘ by mine !" Her
reply is *“Let it be yours; everything will be obtained by it alone.”
Next is the grace of the good Zichc'irya and the third is the observance of the tradition of the righteous. The means (vyzija) by
which the grace of the good ﬁchzz‘rya can be secured and the
beneﬁts arising therefrom may be understood from the episodes of
Parasara, Maitreya, Sanjaya, Asvalayana and others.
NOTE :— By the advice of Vasishta. Parasara put a stop to the performance of a satra (sacriﬁce) which was aimed at the destruction of Rakshasas.
Pleased with this, Vasishta and Pulastya blessed him for his forbearance with a
knowledge of the sasrras and with the gifts necessary for the composition of a
promo.
Maitreya studied the Vedas, the dltanm sastms and- the Vedangas from
his guru and, by his grace, obtained a knowledge of Vedanta by which he
realised how the origin, maintenance and destruction of the world occur and
how there is nothing other than Vishnu.

‘Sri Ramanuja: Satanagati gadya
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Sanjaya says :-- "By the grace of Vyasa. I listened to this supreme Yoga.
the most secret of all. from Krishna Himself the Lord of all Yaw”. Aswalayana learnt the Rig Veda by his devotion to Sounaka.

The observance of the tradition of the righteous consists in
this :-Full of the quality of sattva, and entering his career of discipleship in the right manner and with perfect attention and concentra.
tion of mind, one should learn from the good ﬁchﬁrya who is
without any espectation of renown, wealth or honours and who .
is under, the sway of compassion, the truths concerning the
tattvas and the means or him, which have come down in
regular succession to the present day from the Lord of All,
While imparting instruction,
who is the ﬁrst achzirya of all.
there should be no unnecessary elaboration and no skipping over points that require clear exposition. The instruction
received is such as follows :—-— M adhava1 (the Lord of Lakshmi)
is both the father and the mother of all the worlds. 0, best of
men, seek refuge under that Saviour by sﬁrmﬁigati”. To those
who are faithful and pious but who are not competent to enter on
the difﬁcult study of the s'c'istras, which might, owing to their diﬂi.
culty, unsettle the mind, this instruction by the guru is alone
important. To others, the study of the s'iistras with the proper
exercise of reason is legitimate for their own clear understanding
and for convincing those who are deluded by the specious arguments (of rival thinkers).
FORMS OF INFIDELITY :

It has been said, “He

who 'understands dharma prescribed
in the Vedas and the smrz‘tis with the help of arguments not
Opposed (to the spirit of) the Vedas and srﬁstras — he alone
knows dharma, and not others.” Those who have not understood
dharma by the preper exercise of reason will become rationalistic
l. Mahabharata: Aranya Pang:2

56

2. Menu Smriti: 12-106
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(and sceptical) and will misinterpret the true meaning with
specious arguments inconsistent with the Vedas; it has been stated
that “by the followers“ of Kanada (Vaiseshika logicians), the
followers of Sakya (Buddhists) and the heretics. the dharma
ordained in the Vedas has disappeared."

-

This misinterpretation or denial is of two kinds
that concerning the glorious possessions (vibhizti) and that concerning
the One who possesses these glories. That concerning the One
who possesses the glories consists in denying the existence of the
Supreme Ruler, the Lord of Lakshmi, or declaring some other
deity as the Supreme Ruler and relegating the real Supreme Ruler
to the category of His possessions (vibhﬁti ). The misconception
or misinterpretation concerning the glories consists in this :—
denying the existence of these glories (or objects created by God)
or considering these vibh‘z‘itz's as existing but as independent of the
Lord by denying their relationship to Him, or declaring that they
are dependent on oneself or others.
ASSOCIATION WITH WICKED MEN SHOULD BE
A VOIDED :
Any one of these forms of denial might occur in the case of a
weak-minded man who has performed prapatti, on account of
association with those who are not ﬁt to be associated with If
such a misconception should occur, it is worse‘ “ than the great sin
of taking back a thing that has been given away (in charity )”'.
That sin will deprive a man of the merit acquired by all previous
gifts made from the time of birth onwards. But this is
worse, for the object of the gift was itself acquired by stealth from
the person to whom it was given later, and then the person is
robbed of what was given to him. Therefore, of the many causes
of delusion, association with rationalists (and sceptics) is most to
be avoided. This has been declared in passages like the following:
A

A

3. Atri Smriti r

__

4. Sandilya Smrili.
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“ These‘ who are heretics opposed to the Vedas, those who do
things forbidden in the s'ﬁstras, those who are like cats (deceiving
others), sceptics, rationalists who depend only on reason, those
who are like cranes (ever injuring others who are near them) —these should never be honoured even with words "; so it is said
also :-- “ A man ‘suﬂering from starvation may beg money of a
king, of his own pupil, and of the men whom he has helped to
perform a sacriﬁce ( yajmz ): But one should never beg of those
who are dissemblers, rationalists, heretics and men with the nature
of cranes." Again, “ One 'should associate with good men (Le.
men who know God. ) Whether in dispute or friendship, one
should associate only with them ; one should never do any of
these things with the wicked (those who do not believe in God),
“ Give up “the company of the wicked; associate eyer with the
good; do Whatever is righteous, both in the day and in the night,
remember always that you yourself and those who are related to
you are not immortal.” And again, “ Far better“ is it to dwell in
a cage of ﬂaming ﬁre than to commit the crime of dwelling with
sceptics, who do not countenance any thought of Souri
( Bhagavan ).”
l

Conversation with rationalists makes men foolish in spite of
their seeing, ‘as their 10knowledge is lost by specious reasoning.’
(this association with rationalists) removes men from every one
of the four classes which Iswara calls His own, in the s'loka:
" My 11people” are of four classes and they are all known to be
my bhaktas.” It would take them away from the group of men
whom Sri Ranganatha calls “ lads“I who are worthy of His love.”
It would throw them into the midst of those who are outside the
range of Bhagavan’s love as declared in: " There are'2A wicked
—5.

Mann Smriti: 4-30
'6. Yagnavalkya Smriti 1-130
7
7
8. Mahabharata: Aranya Parva
‘l
9.

10. Bhagavad Gita: 7-18
11. Mahabharata: Semi Parva: 350-34
12. Tirumalai: 37

12A. Bhagevad Gite VII -15
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men who do not seek my protection by performing prapam' ; they
are of four classes : fools, men who are vile, men who have lost
their knowledge by specious reasoning and men who are of the
nature of the Asuras.”
Even men with supreme faith that have sought the protection of the Supreme Ruler who is the Saviour of those that have
no one to protect them
even they, we *know. become deluded
by association with others; though they are not cast away, they
have afterwards to be corrected by good c'ichiiryas.

-

Have not the great sages declared :-- “If there“ were only
one s'c'istra, it would be possible to acquire knowledge free from
doubts. Because there are many s'c‘zstras in this world, it is
exceedingly difﬁcult to obtain knowledge that is true” and again,
“The Lord “ dwells in all who are free from doubt. The Lord of
Lakshmi never dwells with those who are full of doubt owing to
the exercise of free thinking."

It

is true that it has been stated: “In those‘“ who have
bhakti to Purushottama, there is no anger, no hatred, no covetous.
ness nor impure minds”, but this is applicable only to those
individuals who are perfect in the possession of spiritual qualities.
In the case of those who have yet to ascend to that high
spiritual level, it is welLknown that their minds may become
deluded. Thus it has been said “We hear “that the gods (deeds),
in dread of the diminution of samsara among those who are
devoted to Govinda, become their enemies, (11:. try to hinder devotion )” and again, “To “truthfulness in speech, there are a hundred
hindrances ; to tapas or the performance of austerities, the hindrances are a thousand; and bhakti to Govinda meets with ten

'

NOTE :-- Ember became subject to misconceptions owing to his association with Yadavaprakasa and had to be corrected by Peria Tirumalai Nambl.
15. Vishnu dharma : 2-25
l3. Itihasa Samucchyam: 33-105
14. Mahabharata - Santi Parva: 359-7! 16. Vishnu dharma: 74-94
14A Mahabharata: Anusasanika
parva : 254-135
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thousand hindrances”. Here we will ﬁrst. speak of the doubts
(or misconceptions) that are likely to arise in regard to Siddhapa'ya, the upﬁya, namely Bhagavan, that is already existent and
consider the way in which these doubts may be cleared.

( H EREAFTER THE

AUTHOR STATES POSSIBLE
DOUBTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS AND
TRIES TO REMOVE THEM ):

Doubt (1):— No upc'iya is necessary on the part of the jive:

'Iswara who ignored a man from beginningless time has
now concerned Himself with him (for his protection ). This is
not due to any action or work on the man’s part, but only to the
Lord‘s omnipotence. If it is not so, how is it that when the Alvar
asked :——“ The Lord has" now made me realise Him and placed
Himself within me. Why is it that He allowed me formerly to
stray from Him ‘2,” no reply was given except that “the cloud18
which adorned the measureless sky thundered in music ". The
implication is that there is no answer to this question except that
it was the Lord’s will to do so. Therefore why should we perform
or adapt any upziya (for securing His protection)? Some say,
therefore, that, of His own 1’ accord, and at the time when He
chooses, the Lord saves us and that the Lord bestows His grace
on His servants and protects them when He is pleased to do so
and that no endeavour of any kind is incumbent on us.
(1)

This doubt may be cleared as follows :— Although Iswara is
omnipotent, He makes the man adopt some gesture, some means
(vyiija) or pretext on his part and, in consideration of it, protects
him in order that the faults of partiality and cruelty (vaishamya,
nairghrigya) may not stain Him. The Alwar himself has declared
this truth in :—“ I said ”“Tirur'nalirunjolai” and immediately, the
Lord of Lakshmi ﬁlled my mind with His presence.” (The Vyaja,
l7. Tiruvoymozhi:
18. Tiruvoymozhi:

10—8—9.
10—9—1,

l9. Timvoymozhi: 1-7-5.

20.

Tiruvoymozhi: 10-8-1.
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endeavour, or gesture, here, is the utterance of the word Tirumaz.
iruajclaz’ by the Alwar). It may be asked “ This vya‘ja, too, is
adOpted by the Lord’s grace. Why did He not make the person
adopt it before ? " The answer is as follows :—“ The souls of men
have streams of karma ﬂowing from beginningless time.
These
streams of past karma produce their respective consequences at
diﬁ'erent times and Iswara has to bestow, on each individual, the
rewards or punishments that are in accordance with such karma.
If He were to do otherwise, He would be tainted with partiality
(and injustice). Iswara did not make the person adOpt the vyaja
before, as the time for the ripening of the fruit of the karma had
not yet come. Therefore, from the effect we have to infer the
cause. as stated above. If this view he not accepted, no follower
of any system will be able to answer the question why a person
acquires (at a certain time) such things as eagerness for moksha
which did not exist before. That these are due to the varied nature
of the streams of beginningless karma is the common explanation
for both those who believe in Iswara and those who do not.
Iswara’s independence and omnipotence consist in His determination to protect the jiva when He chooses to do so, on the
adoption of a vyc'ija or some form of upaya (endeavour) (or even
an apology for upziya) and in there being no power to prevent
Him from doing so.

If this is so, it may

be asked how we are to explain the verse
of the Alvar cited before, when he put the question why the Lord
did not choose to save him before and received no answer and also
the texts according to which the Lord is the unconditional Saviour:
Our answer is as follows :--The Alvar attaches great importance to
Iswara’s omnipotence and compassion and ignores the vy'a'ja or
vyajas adapted by himself, by which special means be secured the
Lord's compassion, when he says. “ For Thy neglect of me in
former times and for taking me into Thy favour at present, I see
no prominent causes other than Thy omnipotence and compassion.
But, if owing to Thy omniscience, Thou best seen any such cause.
favour me with a knowledge of it ". The Lord gave no reply and
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thereby the Alvar revealed to the world that the primary or promlo
nent causes were only His omnipotence and compassion. This
does not mean that there was no subsidiary cause or eye?” on
the part of the Alvar. From this it follows that the primary cause
for making the jiva an instrument of His Lila is His omnipotence (svzitantryam) and the subsidiary cause thereof is violation
of the command of the omnipotent Lord which has been ﬂowing
like a stream from beginningless time. Now the primary cause
for making the ﬂea an instrument of His bhoga (in Paramapada)
is the Lord’s natural compassion. The subsidiary cause (sahakari
kﬁrana) is the vyaja (bhakti or prapattz') which extinguishes
the Lord’s punishment (hitherto) acting as a hindrance or obstacle. Bhaktt’ and prapattc' which are adapted as vyaja to secure
Iswara’s favour, are, themselves, the result of His compassion due
to Special acts of merit. These reveal Iswara’s omnipotent and
compassionate nature. The prapanna should bear in mind this
attribute of the Lord, His being free from partiality and cruelty
(vaishamya and nairghmya) and bondage and moksha being depen.
dent on the violation of His command and the adaption of the
vya'ja, respectively, as they are all based on pramapas. Thus it
becomes his duty to lead the life of staunch and exclusive devotion
with ﬁrm faith in the compassion of the omnipotent. This is the
(real) meaning,

The omnipotence of one who has no compassion is dangerous
to others; the compassion of one who is not omnipotent is not
helpful to others and may also cause pain to the one who feels
compassion. But the compassion of a person who is also omnipotent can accomplish whatever is desired and will bring delight to
him and be the cause of immediately relieving the distress of those
who seek his help and of giving them what they long for.

In regard to incarnations, it has been said. " In" the distresses

of men, Sri Rama is greatly distressed”. (It may be asked how
this distress‘ can be reconciled with the delight spoken of above).
21.-

Romania: Ayodhys Kandn: 2-40
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It means only this: that

this distress is only in order to give
delight to those who are worthy of His grace. In the case of
wicked men with the nature of Asuras, the distress assumed by
the avatar is to make the evil-deer become deluded into thinking
that he is not Iswara’s incarnation. The great sages have declared
the truth of what has been said so far in the following srlokas: “ It
ll”is Bhagavan alone that rules over time and death — over those
that move and those that do not move. I am stating the truth-to
you; the Lord of all the worlds, though possessed of omnipotence
and omniscience, begins to act (duringincarnations ), as if He
were only a weak tiller of the soil. In this way, by His association
with wonderful powers, He deludes the world, but those who seek
refuge under Him are never deluded", and “Sri ”Krishna, who
had large eyes, removed the burden off the earth, deluded the
whole world and has now gone back to His own abode,” and again
“He imitates“ the actions of those who have the bodies of men,
but the [7122‘ of the Lord of the world is dependent only on His will”.
Therefore in the stories of the avatiirs or incarnations, the distress
is only of the nature of play.acting and that, too, has compassion
as its cause. It is of the nature of 13m or sport to the Omnipotent.
Have we not seen hunchbacks and dwarfs often taken into protec.
tion by kings who do not expect any return from them ? It is a
matter of 151?: or play to them and, at the same time, the consequence of compassion. That is why it is said, "The Upanishads"
state that the Lord of Sri creates, maintains, controls and does
such other things in regard to sentient and non-sentient things,
only for His own sake. It is therefore, 0, Lord of Sriranga, Thy
nature to be the means of salvation (upc‘iya) for the jiva and also
the object of attainment. Therefore I seek Thee as my upt'iya
without any thought of my own interests,"
Since Bhagavan is the seat of the activity. for the good of
others, He is the Saviour of those who seek refuge under Him and
22. liaahabharata: Udyoga Parva:
67 "3"”)

Vishnupuraua: V 22-18
24. Rangarajastavam: Uttara.
23. Mahabharata: Mousala Parva: 9-34
satakam: 31
23A
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since He places Himself in the place of other upayas (like para
bhaktc') (in order to protect them), He is also the upaya. Since
He is the seat of the fruit of the activity of protecting ( namely,
His delight), He is the s'esh't' and consequently the object of attain.
ment. That His being all this is due to His essential nature
(svarﬁpa) is understood from the prama‘aas or authorities which
help us to know Him. 0f the principal qualities of Iswara, such
as jm‘tna (knowledge) s'aktt' or power and compassion, knowledge
and power are qualities which come into play for both punishment
and favour, whereas compassion comes into play (only) in
conferring favours. Compassion, here, means, the inclination to
do good to others. Bhagavan’s compassion comes into play in all
the following :-—in the creation and sustenance of the three kinds
of sentient beings (baddha, mukta and m'tya). in keeping them in
activities pleasing to the Lord, in the eternal enjoyment of the
eternal saris, in seeing that those who have obtained release from
bondage do not return to samsc‘ira, in the creation of all things
(like mahat, ahaukiz‘ra tanmﬁtras, etc) in lilii vibhi‘tti (126.) in
this world, in the pure creation called His avatc‘ir untainted with
matter, in propagating a knowledge of the src‘rstras and in causing
through them a knowledge of the tattvas and of the means of
attaining muktz’, in creating an eagerness for molesha, in enabling
a person to do meritorious actions which would become the vyc’ija
or upitya for causing the eagerness for molesha, in prescribing
upayas suited to the nature of each individual for wiping out the
punishment for violation of His commands, in being accessory to
the mind being prompted to adapt the upc‘tya, in removing any
obstacles that might stand in the way of the man who has adapted
bhakti as the upc‘iya (upc‘isaka) in standing. in the case of those
who are destitute of other upﬁyas (i.e.) prapanuas, in the place of
these upziyas and protecting them from all danger, in ignoring
countless oﬁ'ences of a serious nature committed by the ﬂea from
beginningless time, by being gracious to him on account of the
vyaja or upﬁya performed by him and releasing him from
sdmsﬁra so that he may enjoy endless bliss, in bestowing moksha
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immediately on those prapannas who are impatient of delay,
and, in the case of those prapannas who are not impatient
of delay. and who have forgotten to beg for a life free from
sin (after prajnatti ), in creating repentance for any offences
committed by them owing to past karma which has begun to
Operate (prarabdha) and inducing the person to perform the
necessary prc'iyas'chitta or expiation suited to his competency; in
the case of those who are too hard-hearted to perform prayasu
chitta, in preventing their entrance into the world of Yama and
loss of the beneﬁt begged for by them by seeing that they are
punished for these offences (committed after prapatti) in this
life itself with sufferings (like blindness and lameness) —— in all
these the Lord’s compassion is the principal and common cause.
Iswara, who is endowed with compassion as described above,
is called Siddhopc‘iya or the ape": ya that “is already existent; thus it
is said :— “ Those ”Brahmins who know the ﬁrst part of the Veda
and those Who know the latter part of it, which treats of the
Supreme Being — they state that Sri Krishna is the eternal
dharma (i.e.) the upaya that always exists.” Bhaktz’ and prapatti,
which are adOpted as the means for making Him gracious are
called siz'dhyopiiyas (Le) upc‘iyas to be adapted for securing His
grace.

THE CONTENTION THAT THERE IS NO INJUNCTION
TO PERFORM PRAPATTI AS AN UPIYA:
to perform prapam' is contained in the
words, “ Seek refuge under me "alone ". Some say that it is not
an injunction to perform prapattz’ and that this prapatti should be
considered as an attribute of the person speciﬁed. We answer as
follows :— This attribute cannot be held as that ,of the person so
concerned or qualiﬁed, as it does not satisfy the deﬁnition of an

(2) The injunction

25. Mahabharata: Aranya

1321;111:123

26. Bhazavad Gite: Charama Sloka
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at variance with the statements of former achiiryas as seen in.
Tiruvoymozhi (10-8-9 ). cited before.

The s'loka which says: “The Lord ”who took the necessary
means or uprzya for making me live, while yet in my mother’s
womb — is He now asleep or is He now dead in regard to the
means to be adapted for making me live after being born ? ” -- this
is sometimes quoted in support of the statement that the Lord is
alone the upziya and that the jiva has to do nothing at all by way
of upc‘iya or vyc‘zja. It should be taken only as meaning that we
should not seek any other protector (and not to forbid man from
any form of endeavour). Otherwise one will have to give up
even such endeavours as have to be made for obtaining food.
Likewise the following s'lokas:—“ The embodied” being is like
a lump of clay subject to the will of another and unable to help
himself. How, then, can he protect another-'2,” and “ The jiva “is
ignorant and absolutely helpless in matters concerning his pleasures
and pains. He goes to svarga or naraka being directed by
Iswara, who rules over all,” and also, 3’ “Inscrutable is Bhagavan
He cannot be ordered by any one. He can go wherever He
chooses. He has all beings under His control. Like a child playing
with its toys, He plays with beings (and enjoys His lila) ” — in these
s'lokas, what is intended to be stated is only the jiva's entire
dependence (on the Lord) and [aware treating him in accordance
with his karma. (They do not prescribe the giving up of all
endeavour on the part of the jiva ). If this interpretation is not
accepted for the verse in Tiruvoynwzhi (quoted above ) and for
these s'lokas. there will be conﬂict with all s'c‘istras and also
inconsistencies with what has been said before.
So far we have dispelled certain misconceptions that may arise
from a consideration of Iswara's omnipotence and the compassion
which is natural to Him. We will now proceed to clear doubts
29. Jishnudharmaa
30- Mahabharata: Santi
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Mahabharata: Sahtl pom 12-36
32. Mahabharata: Sabha parva 40-73
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which might arise from a consideration of the peculiar relationship
( that exists between the jive: and Iswara ).

(4) THE CONTENTION THAT BEGGING

FOR.

_

PROTECTION IS INCONSISTENT WITH
OUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE S'ESHf.

There are some who deny the need for sadhyopziya or the
means or endeavour for winning the Lord’s grace, by stressing the
point that He is the svcshi for whom we exist and to whom we
belong. (They argue as follows): “Iswara is the sveshi and we
are like His sucklings as expressed by the sages to Sri Rama:
“We “are like babies in the embryo", who ever heard of a' suckling doing anything other than crying for mother’s milk. such as
paying wages for it ‘2 Would it be consistent with the essential
nature (svar‘ﬁpa) of the ﬁnd to perform the surrender of the self
(Ez‘tma samarpcmam), to ask for protection, to have full faith in
His protection and such other things ?”.
We meet this objection as follows :-— The great sages and the
author of Sri th'ishya observed, in their own lives. the
injunction about selﬂsurrender by begging for the Lord’s protection with faith preceding it. They have cited sviistms in support
of this (traditional) practice and have handed it down as instructions for successive (generations). Therefore though Iswara’s
relationship as the s'esh'i is eternal, He will not protect the jive
who is subject to the inﬂuence of past karma. unless the five
adapts some form of siidhyopﬁya or endeavaur (for winning His
grace). This truth has to be accepted by every one who holds by
the s'c'istras. If the svc'istras are given up (as authorities ), there
will be no Iswara at all to stand in the relationship of the sresh‘i (to
the ﬁrm ).
It was stated previously that, owing to His being the seam,
Iswara is bound to protect the ﬂea and that the ﬂea
being the washer is neither called upon nor able to protect himself.
What was said there is (not inconsistent with what is said here).
33. Ramayana: Aranya kands: l-3l
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There, with an illustration from ordinary life, the relationship
between the protector and the protected was shown to consist
in the protector being bound to protect and being capable of doing
so. It was not meant to show that the Protector Would protect
in every case, whether or not there is endeavour on the part of the
ﬂea to win His grace by prOpitiation. If that view were
taken, it would mean that all souls should be eternally free from
bondage. If it be maintained that, in the matterof protection. the
Lord, being omnipotent: chooses to save some and not others,
then it would mean that the Lord is partial to some and cruel
to others.
Those who maintain these propositions merely on the basis
of reason cannot say that the knowledge of the relationship (of the
s'eshin and the seeker) is alone required for securing protection
and that no request for protection need be made. For have we
not seen that non-sentient things, cattle, deer, birds and the like
and suckling children are protected, though they have no
know ledge of this relationship, just as they do not ask for
protection? If it be held that, though we have seen (such
instances), yet the knowledge of that relationship is required on
the authority of the s'c'istras, we answer that, if so. by the very
authority of the s'Zistras. the special kind of knowledge consisting
in bhalm‘ and prapam' will also have to be accepted (as necessary).

If it he held that what

for protection is that, while
being protected, there should be, in addition to the relationship, no
attempt to prevent protection, we answer that, in that case, the
Lord should grant moksha to all in such states as dreamless sleep
(sushupti ), (where there is the relationship and no attempt on the
part of the ﬂea to prevent protection). If, on the other hand, it
be maintained that there should be no attempt to prevent protection
in those mental states in which one is capable of doing so, we
answer that we have seen protection of even non-sentient things
which are incapable of preventing it and of even such sentient
beings as cattle and sons which attempt to prevent it.
is required
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From the stains: “ Those that “have nathzis (lords or
protectors) in the world do not perform their duty of protecting
themselves. It is their Natha or lord who puts forth endeavours
on their behalf, just as S’ibz' and others did the duties which should
have been performed by Yaye‘z’tz‘ " —- from this 340144, it should not
be thought that endeavour on the part of those that are to be
protected is not required at all. For the word Natha is from the
root nath and means, here, the begging for protection and
m‘ithavantah in that s'loka means, by the force of the termination
(vat or mathup) those who have a protector. So the word
m‘z’thavantah in the s'loka suggests, by the etymological meaning
of natha and by the termination (mathup) which shows the
relationship (of sash): and main) that is necessary for the state
of being carefree, the prayer for protection and the act of self-'
surrender. Otherwise there should be (as said before) moksha
for all and other such objections. If it is said that the word
nﬁthavantah in that s'loka should not be interpreted as having a
suggestion of all the meanings (referred to), we‘ have to state that
analogies taken from ordinary life should not be pressed too far in
the s'astra on moksha, for they would be at variance with actual
and explicit statements made in the s'c'istra ).
We shall now explain the real purport of the words of trust.
worthy authors where the apparent meaning would seem to be
that, while Iswara is the Protector or Saviour of all, we are not
required to put forth any endeavour for our protection, Their
real meaning is this.
SANSKRIT S’LOKA:
When self-surrender has been performed for the sake of a
certain object, there should be no repetition of that performance for
the same object, (The need for the adaptioh of the upﬁya or
endeavour in the form of prapatti at ﬁrst is not denied). Even
before prapattz’, the jive could not act independently of the Lord.
34.

Mahabharata: Aranya Parva: 121-2.
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There is no injunction for an endeavour at a later time also
for protection, when once the surrender of the reSponsibility
for protection has been made in accordance with pramﬁaas. For
even in that act of the original prapatti, the surrender of the
responsibility for one’s protection was made possible by Iswara, out
of consideration for some meritorious act performed by the ﬂea
as a result of the ripening of past karma ﬂowing like a stream
without any beginning. Since even this prapattz' was the Lord’s
doing. we should not be under the impression that we are protecting
ourselves. We should feel that the Lord who, we are taught
in the Moolamantram, is the Protector of all — that He made us
adept a certain means and became pr0pitiated thereby so as to
protect us. The (following) s'loka conveys the same idea :—
“ My Master Himself makes me surrender myself to Him, as I am
His swim and am ever subject to Him. (I surrender myself to
Him) with the help of the intelligence given to me by Him and
am now free from all responsibility in regard to my protection as
He has taken that responsibility on Himself ”.
This is the form prescribed for enabling us to meditate on
Bhagavan without the faults of the desire for renown, gain, honour
or beneﬁt, and of attachment to the fruit, the notion of one’s being
the (independent) doer and having an upaya. Therefore such
things as the prayer for protection are like the child’s act of suck.
ing the mother's milk and the grace of the Lord ﬂows like mother's
milk (after the pmpitiation ). From this it follows that (in stressing the need for the jiva's endeavour), we do not minimise the
primary importance of Siddhopziya, namely, Is'wara, who is the
existent upaya.
So far we have dispelled the misconceptions that might arise
from a consideration of the peculiar attributes and the peculiar
relationship (of swim and ycshi) which are revealed in the word

Nﬁrﬁyaqa.
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(.5) LAKSHMI IS AS MUCH THE UPAYA AS
THE LORD HIMSELF:
Hereafter we shall proceed brieﬂy to remove certain misconceptions which arise from the relationship of spouse that is expressed
in the word Srimat (having Lakshmi) as existing between Sri and
the Supreme Ruler who has consecrated Himself for the sacriﬁce
or yajmz of saving all. As stated in the following s'loka. “It is
said 3"in all religious systems and in the Vedanta that Bhagavan
acts as the Saviour only in the company of Lakshmi, who is the
very embodiment of compassion ”. (The phrase, ‘religious systems’
here refers to the four Pancharatra systems).
There are some who hold that, in the former part of the Dvaya,
the word S'rimat is an upalakshmgza" (an accidental sign by
which the thing is distinguished and not a permanent attribute
(or vis'eshatga), whereas in the latter part, the same word means
a permanent attribute of Narayana. (If this were true, it would
follow that the words ‘I seek as my refuge’ s'aralgam prapadye
Would apply only to Narayana and not to Sri or Lakshmi who, in
that part, according to them, is not meant to be taken as an
inseparable attribute but as only an accidental mark to distinguish
Narayana. Since in the latter part, S'rimat is. according to them,
an inseparable attribute (vis'eshaqa ), it would follow that the
dative and the namah would apply to the attribute and the substantive, viz, Sr: and Bhagavan. (It would then mean that Lakshmi
is not to be sought as the upc'iya but that adoration and service are
due to her as well as to her spouse, Narayana ).

In this (wrong) view, when the same word S'rimat is found
in both the parts (of Dvaya) and when there is no objection to
interpreting it in the same way, in both the places, the adaption
of an interpretation which is at variance with the well-known view
“ NOTE :— Upalakshana: In “That is Devadatta’s ﬁeld where the crane
before", the crane is an upalaksham or accidental feature to
sitting
was
identify the ﬁeld with. It is not a permanent attribute or vireshaua of the ﬁeld.
35. Lakshmi Tantram: 28-14
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of the ancient acha‘ryas and with the tradition connected with
Nammalvar. the chief of all prapamzas and which would give two
different interpretations to the same word in the same sentence has
no justiﬁcation. For in the following s'loka it is said :—- “O
When (we)
Lakshmi, with a face delightful like the moon !
try to ”study Thee as distinct from Bhagavan, (we feel) that His
soarﬁpa or essential nature and His being the Ruler over all are the
consequence of the greatness, which is His. by His being ever with
Thee. Thou art, therefore, the part (or attribute) by which
Bhagavan is understood as being of such and such a character.
Since Thou and Bhagavan are thus (inseparably) united, the Veda
does not speak of Thee asparately ".

It may be asked whether, if we take S'r‘imat as

an inseparable
attribute of Narayana in the ﬁrst part of the Dvaya also, it would
not follow that there are two upi'iyas viz., Narayana and Lakshmi,
and whether this would not be at variance with the texts which
say that there is no other uju'iya than Bhagavan. We counter
this objection by asking whether, if we take Lakshmi as the
inseparable attribute, as you hold, in the second part of Dawn, it
would not follow that there are two objects of attainment, namely,
Bhagavan and Lakshmi and whether this would not be at variance
with the texts which say “ There is no other interest or object of
attainment than Bhagavan ”.

If it is now asked: “ In that case what is the objection to

taking the word S'rimat as only an accidentally associated mark
(upalakshmm) by which Bhagavan is distinguished in both the
parts of the Dvaya, the answer is as follows :—-Certain qualities.
certain forms ( cigrahas) and certain activities are necessary for
Iswara being the upﬁya. Likewise certain other qualities, certain
other forms and certain activities are ever associated with Iswara
as the object of attainment. These necessary (thing's ). also, would
be at variance with Iswara being the only upc'iya and the only
object of attainment respectively. So they, too, would have to be
36. Sri Gunaratnakosam: 28.
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considered as accidental features and not inseparable attributes, but
this would be against the view of these critics who hold that Iswara
is the Protector or Saviour only in virtue of ( such attributes as)
His omnipotence and His compassion. So they cannot concede
that these qualities are only accidental features (upalaksharga)

They might argue that these qualities, forms and activities are
inseparable attributes (vis'cshaM) and not accidental features
(upalakshanas ), because they are useful for the purpose of
protection. We reply that the same may be said (with justice)
of Lakshmi’s relationship as spouse, both in the ﬁrst part of the
Dvaya and in the second part of the Dvaya. (i. a.) (She, too, is
useful for the respective purposes). The respective uses of
particular things or beings are in accordance with their nature and
may be understood from the pramtz‘gzas and from tradition. The
use of a thing or of a being is determined, of course, by its nature.

The usefulness of this attribute Sr? in Srimat, both in the
part dealing with upﬁya and in that which treats of the object to
be attained by that upiiya has been described by Nammalvar in
the following verses :— “ Lakshmi who” abides in the ever-frag.
rant lotus will destroy the karma of jivas (i.e.) those karmas
which act as hindrances to Bhagavan becoming the upﬁya ” and
" I will "sweep Thy temple with the help of Thy grace and that of
Lakshmi who abides in the lotus.” (So also) Bhagavan Valmiki
declared in The Ramﬁymga, the earliest of all kavyas, which is the
“ This Sita ”is capvery essence of the doctrine of Slarargﬁgati
able of protecting us from the great danger (confronting us ), O,
Rakshasis ” and “ She “is capable of saving the host of Bakshasis
from (the anger of Baghava) ". Such authors is Hiranyagarbha
and Kasyapa declared : “ We should“ meditate on Lakshmi, who
can grant us all the beneﬁts that we desire, who can take us safe
out of the sea of samsiz‘ra, who becomes easily gracious and who

:-

37. Tiruvoymozhi: 4 - 5 -

ll

_

38. Timvoymozbi: 9-2-1
39. Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 27-44

40. Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 58-91

4!. Kasyapa smriti
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can make us happy.” Sri Bhagavan Sounaka has given this pro.
ceptz— “ The man" that prays for the attainment of Bhagavan,
who is the purport of all words, should perform prapatti to
Lakshmi also.” The great sage Parasara who received the know.
ledge concerning the truth about the Supreme Deity from boons
granted to him by Vasishta and Pulastya has stated “Thou art,
0 Goddess“, *the knowledge concerning the soul, the giver of
moksha, the object of attainment." Even if. in this srloka, the
conferring of moksha be looked upon as an adjective qualifying the
knowledge of the soul, it has to be considered as her glory or
vibhuti on account of the appositional use (sfimiim'idhi karaigya ).
The Lord of Sri has himself proclaimed in connection with the
meditation on Bhagavan as the Lord of Sri in Sri Sﬁtvata Samhitc'i — “ Those "A who meditate on Bhagavan seek the protection of
Lakshmi and with that they easily cross the sea of samsc’ira which
is constituted of these three qualities”. Apart from the srr‘istras
treating specially of Sri, these sZistras which do not pertain to any
special sect or cult are of great authority.
Alavandar, too, has stated :— “The whole“ world depends
upon the glance of Sri, for its support.” and again “Without“
the grace of Lakshmi, the beloved spouse of the lotus-eyed
Lord, we cannot have those glorious experiences which one might
desire in this life (samsﬁra), nor the experience of our disembodied
self, nor the enjoyment of Bhagavan in moksha". The author
of Sri th‘zshya, in his Vailm/uu Gadya. says that she commands"
Adisesha, Vishvaksena and other attendants to render such service
to Bhagavan as is Isuited to the time and the circumstance, and
that the service to Bhagavan, which is the supreme goal, should
be rendered in accordance with her commands. Koorathalvan,

‘ NOTE :- The sloka says:

Thou art the knowledge concerning the self
is
in
Lakshmi
with arm vidya. The meaning is that
apposition
or atma vldya:
atma vidya is one of her vibhuris or glorious possessions. Since atma vidya can
confer mksha, it follows that Lakshmi can confer moksha.
42. Sounaka Samhita
44. Alavandar Stotram: 37
43. Vishnu pursna: 1—940
45. Alavandar . Chatussloki: 3
43A Sri Satvatam l2—84
46. Vaikunta pdye:
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too. sings his praise of Lakshmi in slokas beginning with these
words :— "The "bounds of Thy greatness. 0, Goddess, are not
known to Bhagavan nor even to Thyself”. These words are an
elaboration of what is contained in the sloka :—- “May Lakshmi
“confer happiness (on us)
Lakshmi, looking at whose face,
and with Her will as His aid, the Lord creates, destroys and
sustains all the worlds, and grants also such things as svargc‘i,
naraka (hell) and moksha. Since the two are engaged in the same
work and experience the same kind of delight, the Lord cannot
feel happy if he performs the me? of the work of the world without
her participation in it.” Bhattar, also, has commented on the
word Udr‘tm (generous) used in the S’mtz‘ (via, S'r'i Suktam) as an
adjective for Sri in this manner z—“How generous Thou ‘° art!
0, Mother, to the man who merely raises his hands folded in
worship to Thee, Thou grantest wealth, the enjoyment of his
disembodied self and even parmapada and yet Thou feelest
ashamed that Thou hast not done anything adequate for him. ”
Peria Jeer, too, has brought out all these ideas in his commentary
on S'ri Sﬂkta. Thus, from what we ﬁnd in the S'ruti,
Smrz‘ti and tradition, (the reader) gifted with insight can understand that the attribute expressed in the word S’rimat in Dvaya
has its uses, just like such things as forms (vigraha), in accordance

-

with its own nature.

SANSKRI T S'LOKAS :
You (critics who do not consider Lakshmi as an (inseparable)
attribute or vz’sresharga of Narayana in the ﬁrst part of Dvaya)
maintain that such things as the qualities of the Saviour (compas.
sion etc) are attributes and not mere upalaksharga, even though
they cannot undertake the responsibility (bhara) of protection and
cannot have the will to protect (being only qualities and therefore
non-sentient). Why do you object to the idea of Lakshmi being
the attribute (vis'eshmja) and Narayana being the substantive
47. Koorattalwar: Sristavam: 8
48. Koorattalwar: Sristavam: }

49. Sri Gunaratnakosam: 58
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(viswshya), when this divine couple have the same pleasure or relish
in all actions and when they are both s'esht's, when there is the
authority of the s'iistras for it? In such vidyﬁs or forms of meditation as that of Pratardana, although the Supreme Being is the
object of knowledge, we admit that sentient beings like Indra can
be attributes of Bhagavan just like non-sentient qualities. Similarly
in this vidyc'i called prapattz', the Omnipresent Lord is the object
of approach with His Spouse and with such things as His qualities in accordance with what is stated in the respective mantras.

We have already stated that what is understood from the
pramatgas should not be set aside by mere logic or reason. Therefore, just as we accept the Lord with His Spouse, as the object of
attainment in accordance with the wish of the Saviour, there is no
objection to the Lord with His Spouse being the upr‘zya as Well.

Just as Bhagavan with particular qualities (like omnipotence
and compassion) and particular forms (vigraha) indicated, respectively, by the words Nc‘irt'iyatga and charanau, ( the two feet)

which are attributes of Narayana forms a single upr'iya, so also
Bhagavan with Lakshmi, who appears in the word S'rimat as an
attribute in the eternal relationship of being His Spouse, may with.
out any impropriety, be considered as a single upc'iya. If it is said
that we should give up all the attributes of the upaya in order to
make the upiiya single, the dharma of being an upc'tya (tie. uptiyatva) will have to be given up also.

It should not be thought that the substantive (here Bhagavan),
when it gains some excellence from the attribute (here Lakshmi ),
should be considered as previously wanting in some excellence.
Well has it been said in the 340’“; :-- “ Thou art, 0 “Lakshmi.
the prOperty of Bhagavan by Thine own will; hence, though His
supreme excellence is due to Thee, His greatness is not dependent
on any one else. A gem becomes valuable on account of its
radiance. It does not thereby become in itself worthless; its
50. Srizunaratnakosa: 31
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value, which is natural to it, does not diminish thereby, because
its greatness is not due to anything else.” In the same way as the
substantive, (namely, Bhagavan) gains excellence from its attribute
(vis‘e‘shagm), namely, Lakshmi, the substantive, too, has its own
natural excellence. This is illustrated in the Make: in the
Ritmc‘zyafgar— “Just“1 as radiance cannot be separated from the
sun, I cannot remain separated from Raghava ". Brightness is the
natural quality common to radiance and the sun. 80 also Sri
Rama and Sita had, in common, auspicious qualities not dependent
on any one else, as described in the s'loka:—- “We bow to
"Bhagavan and Lakshmi, who have in their very nature, all
auSpicious qualities, who are the causes of the world and who are
beyond all comparison ".
23

There is nothing imprOper in stating that the substantive and
the attribute give excellence to each other as indicated in the
following :— “That ”splendour which is Sri Rama is beyond all
measure, for the daughter of Janaka is His". “ Though “she is
always with Thee, Thy Lakshmi astonishes Thee every day as if
she is new ; she is in every way ﬁt for Thee by her attributes, her
forms, her sportiul activity and her interest in protecting others ”.
“Thy S'ri”“A “ Thou art“B the Sri of Sri” and “The Sri of
even“ Sri ” —- these eXpressions show how Sri and the Lord of Sri
are excellent in themselves and add also to each other’s greatness.
By the authority of texts in the S'ruti (such as “He is the
Lord of the Universe”, “ The Spouse of Vishnu who is the
empress of the world ", and " The syllable ma indicates that the
jiva is the servant of both ”), and by the authority of the following
s'loka, “ The “world of sentient and non-sentient beings is s'esha to
Lakshmi, (i.e.) it exists for Lakshmi: She and the world are s'esha
51.
52.
53.
54.

Ramayana: Sundara Kanda: 21-15
Lakshmi Kalyanam.
Ramayana Atanya Kanda: 37-18
Alavandar Stotram : 38

54A Tiruvoimozbi: 10-10-2

54a Srigunaratnakosa : 9
540 Peria Tirumozbi 1-7-1
55. Sattvatam.
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to Bhagavan, who is Her s'cshi- Notwithstanding this, the control
of the world is common to both: the two together are seshi, in
relation to the world". By these authorities it was determined by
Somasi Andan in Shadarthasamkshepa, that both form always a
single s'eshi. In the case of certain special offerings (havis) enjoined in the Karmakanda. the offering is made to two deities like
Agni and Vishnu as if they were single. So also in this oﬂ‘ering
of the soul called prapattz‘, the two may, without any impropriety,
be the single recipient. As stated in the stolen, “Youth “and
certain other qualities are common to Thee and Bhagavan;
however you have divided other qualities between you for your
enjoyment and (that in this way) :— Bhagavan has manly qualities
like independence of others, control over enemies, ﬁrmness and
the like and Thou hast such feminine qualities as gentleness. existing only for the husband, compassion and forbearance”; the wife
is ever dependent on her Lord and in the performance of yajnas
or sacriﬁces, only the yajamr‘ina is Spoken of (as his Wife who
participates in the performance is implicit, as it were, in the word
yajamc‘ina, even When one yajamcma is referred to). So also in
regard to the teaching of the sﬁstras, the mention of a single
person does not mean the absence of the wife who is, as it were,
inseparable from her spouse. In the verse :— “Bhakti "' and
prapatti are forms of knowledge which have, for their object,
only Bhagavan, the Lord of Lakshmi, who abides in the lotus and
so also the knowledge called the perfect enjoyment of Brahman
has only Him for its object” in this verse this is real-y the meaning, 1:52., that Lakshmi, being included in Bhagavan. no separate
mention is made of her. This may be seen also in the passage:
“Since Thou” and Bhagavan are thus inseparably united, the srruti
does not speak of Thee separately”.

-

Nanjeeyar heard, from Kadambi Achan, what the author of
Sr? Bhashyam had declared and summarised it thus :— “ In places
56. Srigunaratnakosa: 34
57. Mudal 'l‘iruvandadi: 67

58. Srigunaratnakosa: 28
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where Bhagavan is referred to, it should be understood that
Lakshmi is also referred to".
Those whose object is only moksha and who have no other
aim.or interest, worship Lakshmi in her situation as layer (on the
chest of Bhagavan) and as bhoga in the image of the spouse
standing by the image of Bhagavan. But just as we bow before
certain images of Bhagavan (like Santanakrishna). which bestow
primarily the beneﬁts desired in this world, there is, for even
mumukshus, no impropriety in such actions as bowing before the
image of Lakshmi installed in a separate shrine and worshipped for
certain worldly beneﬁts (adhikc‘irﬁrcha' ), just as we should bow
before our mothers, since in all images of Lakshmi (wherever they
may be) her being the Spouse of Vishnu is an established fact.

When such authoritative doctrines are seen in the words of
those who are disinterested, those who are still so obstinate as not
to give up their wrong notions, are in a state described in the.
following s'lokasz— “The fool" who clings ﬁrmly to what he has
learnt before, the man who is ignorant of dharma, the man who
will not have his doubts cleared by those grown old in wisdom -—
this man will come to grief like a blind man falling into a ditch ”,
and “ To “those who are weak in intelligence, who are wicked,
who have been bitten by the serpent of specious reasoning and
whose senses have become deluded —- to these men, truths appear
different from what they (really) are ”.

In the investigation of the real meaning of the word Siddha-

pﬁya, the following passages should berrememberedz— “There is
"nothing other than these two. The males are Bhsgavan and the
females are Lakshmi”. “Just as Vishnu“ is in all things, so also
is she, 0, best of Brahmins,”. “The heart of this lady is ﬁxed on
Sri Rama and his heart is ever ﬁxed on her. Therefore it is that
59. Mahabharata Kama Parva 72-54.‘
60. Itihasa Samucchaya 33—108.

6!. Vishnu purana

1-8—35.

62. Vishnupurana 1- 8-17.
63. Ramayana: Sundara Kanda
15—52
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she and Sri Rama who is the embodiment of dharma continue.
alive for even the fraction of an hour." “ Both Bhagavan “and
Lakshmi are omnipresent, since they are inseparably united,
they are spoken of as one tattva or real." Therefore, since they
form a. single sveshi, since they are ever of the same mind, since
they are intimately attached to each other, and since they are
inseparably connected with each other in their avar‘ﬂpa or essential
nature, and in their ri'ipa or forms, those who are established in
sattva should understand the meaning of the word Nﬁrﬁyarga
with its adjective S'r'imat in such a manner as will not be at
variance with the inseparable unity of the tattvam (Bhagavan)
with its attribute (Sri) so well expressed in the s'loka:— “Thy
“essential nature svariipa and the forms that Thou takest and the
svar‘apa and the forms assumed by Bhagavan are in close embrace
with each other.”

\

(The author summarises the gist of the chapter in a number

of s'lokas as follows :-)

The Lord of Sri, who is the embodiment of compassion and
who secures, for them, all the beneﬁts desired by men is called
Siddhopc'iya. because He is already an existent updya. The ways
of securing His favour are such as bhaktz’ and prapatti and these
are called sadhyopc‘zyas, because they can be adopted and accomplished by those who desire the respective beneﬁts. When the
S'a'dhyopa‘ya ﬂows with high mounting waves and increases the
ﬂood of compassion of the weld, who is the sz'ddhopziya, the latter
breaks through the ﬂood of Zita” which is also His. By (that very
ﬂood of compassion) all hindrances to His service, such as even
the former will of the Omnipotent, disappear like dams built of
ﬁne sand. Though the acts of pr0pitiation (like bhakti and
prapatti ) are prescribed in the slﬁstras for securing the fruit, yet
Siddhopr‘iya is considered as 0f prime importance, because the
Lord alone is capable of granting moksha, since bhakti or
prepatti being non-sentient, cannot give the fruit directly and
64. Ahirbudhuya Samhita: 4-78.

65. Chatussloki: 4
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since Bhagavan alone can act directly. .To those who have adopted prapatts' as the primary and independent means, it is Specially
ordained that they should rest on the Omnipresent in order that
they may know that their own endeavour perishes instantly after
prapatti. Therefore with what aim, the surrender of responsibility
has been made to Siddhopziya -- for that aim, the man shouid
make no further endeavour and depend only on the S'z’ddhopzt'ya.
In the deﬁnition of prapatti in the mantra for prapattz', in the
injunction concerning it and in other passages and so also in S’rt
th‘ishya and the like and by tradition, Brahman is declared as the
upc‘zya. Just as we admit that certain (holy) places and the like
which exist already are called dharma productive of spiritual excel.
lence, so also it is said by those who understand the truth that Sri
Krishna is the eternal dharma (or upﬁya). This Siddhopaya is
to be thought of in the three mysteries or mantras in such as the
syllable a in aum etc.

TAMIL VERSE:
Narayana, with His Spouse Lakshmi, who is staunch in being
every kind of relation (to us), who is the sea of compassion that
dispels ignorance (and delusion), who shines sustaining all (things
and all beings) with His mere will, being the Supreme Lord without a second and who takes compassio'n on us on account of (Sri ),
the nectar born of sweet nectar — Narayana with Sri is the ﬁrm
refuge of all who seek His protection having no other support.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
The treasure (of gold - viz. Bhagavan ), which is not seen
even now by those who perceive only what is outside and not what
is within them, because they are guided by heretical systems which
have not the beneﬁt of the traditional knowledge of our spiritual
teachers — ( the treasure which they fail to perceive) even though
resting on it night and day (as in sushupti) the treasure which is
proclaimed in the s'rutis to be itself the means or sﬁdhana for its
attainment — that boundless treasure will make its presence (felt)
among those who are pure of mind.

-

(24) THE CHAPTER ON THE CLARIFICATION OF
WHAT ISLMEANT BY SADHYOPAYA OR
THE UPAYA THAT HAS TO BE
ADOPTED.

SAN SKRI T S’LOKA :

It appears to us, from the

and the words of
gurus fortiﬁed by reason, that the Omnipotent Lord being prepitiated by yajnas (sacriﬁces), gifts made in charity, offerings made
in the ﬁre (homa ), adoration, surrender of reponsibility (bharanyﬁsa ), constant meditation (bhakti yoga) and the like in accordance with one’s competence confers beneﬁts on men. This is
also What religious tradition prescribes.
srmtz's, smrz’tis

THE NEED FOR THE CLARIFICATION OF WHAT IS
MEANT BY SEDH YOPK YA :
A man may have a clear knowledge of Siddhopr‘zya (viz.
Bhagavan) who is omniscient, omnipotent and supremely com.
passionate. who, along with His Spouse, is the wash? of all and the
Saviour of the whole world: he may even have become perfect in
his averseness to samsc‘ira .by seeing that what is considered
agreeable by unintelligent persons is really disagreeable as stated in

the claim: “Health‘ gives (only) potency to the senses; wealth
(only) creates enemies; long life makes one suffer bereavement of
relations, What is there in these things that can delight a man?”.
He may have acquired an eager longing for the attainment of the
Supreme Being as stated in the 8401“! :— "He who' loves Bhagavan, the Supreme Being, has no love for anything else”; he may
have the feeling of urgency in regard to moksha as stated in the
added :—- “By paying' a heavy price in the from of virtuous deeds.
this boat of a body has been bought. Before this boat is broken
(or becomes leaky), hasten to cross the sea of sorrow”. In spite
l.
2. Barhaspatyasmriti:

3. Varabapurana:

PRAPATTI IS OPEN TO ALL CASTES
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of all these. if he does not clearly understand (all) about the
sadhyopa‘ya, prescribed in the injunction, “ Seek refuge under
me alone" and in the sentence which expresses the action, “I seek
refuge" (in Dvaya), which is the means of extinguishing the
punishment inﬂicted by Bhagavan which binds a man to samsara
and which resulted from beginningless and continued violation of
His commands —- if he does not understand it, there is no way of
prepitiating and winning the grace of the Supreme Ruler, who is
the Siddhopaya. Therefore we will remove misconceptions that
might arise concerning (1) competence therefor (2) the nature
of sadhyopa'ya and (3) the accessories pertaining to it.

COMPETENCE: PRAPATTI IS OPEN TO ALL (CASTES):
There are some who will ask :— “ This prapattz‘ is a
dharma prescribed in the Vedas. If so, how can it be said that
every one (of all castes) is qualiﬁed to perform it ? ” The answer
to this question is given on the authority of the Svetasvatara
S'ruti, which says that the Supreme Ruler is the Saviour of all.
This truth is conﬁrmed by expository passages like the following:“ Take ‘me to Raghava who is the Protector of all the worlds ”,
and in s'lokas like :-- “ You should‘ seek the protection of Vishnu
who is ﬁt to be approached by every one, who is easy of approach,
who can never go Wrong and has no one to compare with Him
and who removes the suffering of those who perform prapattz' ".
It is conﬁrmed also by passages in the Sc‘ttvatasamhita (2.9),
which says that all the three castes beginning with the Kshatriyas
and ending with the Sudras who have performed prapatti, are
competent to adore the four vyi'ihas, without mantras. So also is
it conﬁrmed by the whim in Sanatkumiira Samhita which says:—
“ The man born even into low castes who has performed prapatti
once to Bhagavan — that man is protected by Bhagavan from the
ills of samsc‘ira even though he is a patricide or a matricide.”
1.

4. Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda: 17-15

5.
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It is true that upa‘sana or meditation (in accordance with the

teaching of the Upam'shads) has been determined as ﬁt (only) for
the three higher castes in the section ‘Apasu‘adra; but speaking the
truth which is given as an injunction in the Vedas is enjoined for
all castes; so also prapattz' is a dharma common to all and may be
performed either with Vedic mantras or with mantras found in
the Tantras in accordance with the person’s respective competence,
without any violation of prepriety. We have heard, in the s'c'z‘stras,
of even such beings as crows performing prapatti. The Saviour
Himself has declared: “Women,7 Vaisyas and Sudras that are
born of sinners —- whoever they might be— they attain, O Partha.
the highest state if they seek my protection". Here seeking of the
Lord for protection by bhakti or prapatti is stated to be common
to all. Even in the matter of upc‘isana or meditation (according to
the vidyas in the Upauishads) though the beginning can be made
only by men in the three higher castes, the end of the course can
be attained by men in the bodies of any caste. This is stated in
Vishnudharma in the following s'lokaz—“Though Dharmavyc'idha'
and others belonged to low and gruesome castes, yet since, in their
previous births, they had practised bkaktiyoga, they continued it in
their latest life and, having completed it therein, attained their goal
like *Sramani."
‘ NOTE: (Sabari) or Sramani was of the caste of hunters and attained
mukti by bhakti to Bhagavatas and Bhagavan

0

Thus upfisana or bhaktz' yoga should be commenced only by
the three higher castes. But there is no such restriction in the
general statement about the competence for pmpatt-i. Further in
the special statement about the qualiﬁcations for prapatti, it is
deﬁnitely declared that every one is ﬁt to adapt pmpatti. The
special qualiﬁcations requisite for prapatii have already been
described by us.
Therefore birth in the three higher castes or the absence of it
is no competence for prapatti, when unaccompanied by the
6. Sri Bhashya: 1-3-9
‘7.

Bhagavad Gita: 9-32.

8.

Vishnu Dharma: 10-2-29.

PRA'PATTI IS NOT MERE FAITH
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inability to adapt other updyas. (The only qualiﬁcation that is
essential is ﬁkz‘nchanya, inability to adopt other upﬁyas). This may
be seen from the Tamil verse: “I was “not born into any of thefour castes to enable me to perform dharma”, and from the aloha:
“0 Thou J”Saviour! I was born into a family renowned in the
world for their fame, their purity, their practice of yoga, their
knowledge of the truth concerning matter (prakrz'ti) with its three
qualities and the ﬂeas and for their steadfast attachment to Thy lotuslike feet, and yet with a mind inclined to sin, I am sank in camara'
and am going down." Therefore it is beyond doubt that com-~
petence for prapattz' is open to persons of all castes who have a
knowledge of the Saviour and of s'araly‘igati and possess also
Zz‘kinchanya and the like.
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE NATURE OR
SVARUPA OF PRAPATTI :

The statement of learned men that the srararzﬁgati re;
ferred to in Dvaya means only faith in the two feet of Narayana
being the only upc‘iya for the attainment of Narayana with His
Spouse—this statement should be taken to mean only that faith in
s'arapc‘zgati in the mind of the person and faith as an accessory to
prapatti are very important. (It does not mean that faith alone is
enough). So also the words of the author of Sri Bhashya :-“Prapam' is faith; it is prayer accompanied by a faith that Bhagavanl
will grant whatever is desired on account of a single act of prayer”
-— these words of the th'ishyalu'ira emphasise the importance of
faith at the beginning and then declare in the words of Bharatamuni
which deﬁne prapatti that prapatts‘ is a prayer (for help) with faith
(It has been shown already
(in the person whose help is sought).
that) surrender of self is the mag? and that the others (like karpargya)
are angas (i.e.) accessories. “Nyﬁsa has”A been declared as having
ﬁve accessories or angas." Therefore these words of the Bhashyakara that prapatts’ consists in prayer (for: help) which might mean
2.

9. 'l'irucchanda Viruttam: 90.
10.

Alavandar: Stotrsm: 61.

10A
'

Lakshmi Tantram: 11-74.
‘
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that the Lord expects only the prayer for help should he understood
only as emphasising the importance of one of the angas (namely,
the seeking of the Lord's protection), for it is said “The "3 Lord

expects the expression of the desire for protection”. This is only
one of the angas (and not the angi ). (The Bhashyakara should“
not be taken as stating that the prayer alone will do). In the
shorter gadya also (Srirangagadya), Sri Ramanuja makes the
prayer with faith preceding it and concludes with the words
namostu to (i-e.) “I bow to Thee". Further he uses the word
szarmgam which means seeking (the Lord) as upc’iya. From
these two, it is evident that self-surrender is present. That the
word namas in namostute means surrender of self is welLknown
from such passages as the following :— “I bow “ to Bhagavan to
whom, having surrendered his self which is what is meant by
namaskc‘zra, a man gets rid of his suffering and enjoys whatever he
desires." In S’ri Vm‘kunga Gadya the surrender of self preceded
by prayer is explicit. Therefore (since Sri Ramanuja states in
Vaikunga - gadya: “Praying (for protection ), the person should
surrender his (or her) self to Bhagavan after bowing to Him,”)
it is clear that surrender of self is different from the prayer for
protection and is the angi with the prayer as an anga. It has
therefore to be concluded that in the words: “One should“ surrender one’s self by uttering this mantra ", and “the surrender" of
one’s self and of what belongs to one’s self”, the angi which is
surrender of self, is declared as a vidhi or injunction.

If this were not accepted (as true ), it would lead to construing the sentence “S'armﬁgati is of "A six kinds" in its apparent
meaning and thinking that the ﬁve accessories or angas of pfapam‘
are, every one of them, a form of prapattz‘ or augi, in the same
way as we conclude that there are seven diﬁerent kinds of ablation
(snzina) from the sentence :-- “Ablution”B is said to be of seven
kinds".
103 Inkshnii Tantram: (17—78)
11. Mantra'rajapada stotram:

12. Satvata Tami-am:

»

_

f

_

Tantram: 17-79
Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 37-2-28'
133 Bodhayanacrihya Sun-a: 2-7
13. Lakshmi
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have already stated (on page 137) that in this surrender of self,
the nature of the action to be performed which is common to all
.who desire beneﬁts of whatever kind is the surrender of the responsibility for protection.
SANSKRI T SLOKAS .'
Herein the surrender of self for the sake of moksha, since
there is to be made an oﬂ'ering (havis), owing to the injunction
regarding the manner in which the offering should be made, there
is an additional feature for the man who is destitute of other
‘upziyas, namely, the surrender of the responsibility for the pro.
tection of the self. Therefore by such authors as Rama Misra
(Uyyakkondar) and others. when they want to speak of the surrender of responsibility (bharanyr‘isa), a single aspect of it, namely,
the abstention from his own activity on the part of the prapanna
has been used to indicate prapatti. As in the world of ordinary
life, when the surrender of responsibility has not been made,
abstention from one’s own activity will not result thereafter merely
from the request for protection. He who sees the subtle feature
that is common to these three, namely, being destitute of all upa’yas
for protection, surrender of respmsibility and the prayer for being
the up'a‘ya —— he alone sees. (That subtle feature which is common
to all the three of them is refraining from all activity of one’s own
for one's protection. Since there is this common feature in all the
three, the other two are, sometimes used to denote bharanyasa').
Thus the surrender of one’s responsibility for the protection of
one’s self is the main injunction that is made in all sﬁstras treating
of prapatti and it has ﬁve accessories. (Such eminent authorities)
as Sri Vishuuchitta. Vadihamsambuvaha, and Varadacharya have
succinctly stated (this truth).

THE KNOWLEDGE THAT ONE IS SESHA TO THE
LORD IS NOT IN ITSELE PRAPATTI:
There are some who say :-“When a man has understood
the truth regarding the tattvas from the mamas, has he not
realised his relationship as sesha to Bhagavan ? Further. in
3.

94 KNOWLEDGE} 0F BEBHATVA IS NOT PRAPATTI 207

“r

.-____

the sloka.“If you desire to“ attain the highest state and to adapt the
upﬁya for it, remember that Hari is (your) master and that you
are Hie servant and that this relationship exists for ever by the
is not the meaning as
very nature (of things), (in this stoke)
follows
"If you desire the highest goal of life and the means of
attaining it, you should understand clearly that you are the servant
and that Iswara is the master and that this relationship exists by
nature”? They ask “When this is so, is there an action (besides
the thought of the relationship) enjoined called ﬁtmasamarpa.
13am”. This question does not deserve any consideration. just
like the dictum (of the Advaitz’us) that. by the mere knowledge
of the text of the *s'ruti, maksha can be attained.

-

:-

' NOTE :— Texts like "That Thou art" and “I am Brahman".
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :
To the man who prides himself on having stolen from Bhagavan the gem Kaustubha (which is the symbol of his soul) and who
is the prince of all sinners (he. the greatest of all sinners) the
surrender of responsibility (bharmzyitsa) (to the Lord) has been enjoined as an expiation. The thought that he is the svesha of the Supreme
Being. which qualiﬁes the praprmna. serves also to prevent the
theft of the soul (atma’pahc‘zra) in the future (£.e.) after prapatti.
The man ﬁrst understands from the srﬁstras that his self which
is a Real (Tattva) has the attribute of being a s'esha. Then with
this competency and with the accessories pertaining (to prapattc‘)
and also with the speciﬁc idea of the particular beneﬁt desired, he
surrenders the responsibility for the protection of his soul (to
Bhagavan) bearing in mind his relationship as a swim. This
surrender of responsibility which is enjoined as an “pay“ for the
remission of the punishment resulting from endless sins is indeed
what is called ﬁtmasmnarpmga (the surrender of the self).
'4
14. Vishnu Tattva:

‘-

M
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When it is said that moksha is attained by a knowledge of the
truth, it should be understood as meaning that it is only by way ot
leading to the adoption of an upaya. This is evident from the
authority of the injunction (vidhz') contained in such passages as“worship“ me " and "seek mrefuge under me".

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
The instruction which states :— “ From knowiedge arises
moksha”, should be understood in one of two ways :——“Bhakt£
proceeded by jm‘ma or knowledge leads to moksha or from jm‘ina
or knowledge, which is of the nature of bhakti, results moksha (for
bhakti is itself a form of knowledge).
Similarly the knowledge of the relationship of being a wash: to
the Lord which arises from a study of the s'c'istra is common to all
forms of activity for moksha, by refraining from the worldy life,
like bharanyiisa and upc'isana or bhakti. Since the activity of the
“amt. namely, service, is the extreme limit of the goal of attainment,
it is ceitainly not possible to adOpt any of the upiiyas enjoined for
moksha, without understanding the relationship of seem to the
Lord. Even if a man adopts the dharmas enjoined for the attainment of moksha without knowing this relationship of being a wake,
these dharmas or upﬁyas themselves will (in course of time)
produce that knowledge of the relationship and will become the
cause of moksha by making the adOption of the upiiya perfect and
complete. So the ﬁtmasamarpmgam that is enjoined for performance is not the mere knowledge of the relationship of beingasresha:
if it is asked what, then, it is, the answer is that it is the surrender of
the responsibility for one’s protection accompanied by such things as
the knowledge of the relationship of being a swim.

SANSKRIT SLOKA.
The contention that the particular kind of knowledge called
pmpatti results merely from the sentences or passages of the
————--—--—__—V- .n
15. shagavad'giia: 9-33
16. Bhagavad site: 18-66
—--—-—--——---—-
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svéstra. that it is, on that account, called siddhopﬁya' and that it is"
not an uprzya to be accomplished by a certain activity a- this con.
tention also is refuted by the injunction or vidhz’ (starargam oraja).

If it is argued that srararjam vraja “ seek protection " merely.
means “ Know this truth (that the Lord is the Saviour)”, the

answer is that it is Opposed to the natural and obvious meaning of
the words. It would also be against the plain and explicit rules on;
vidhis for the performance of prapattz’ as in the sentence
“Per.
form this prapam' accompanied by its ﬁve accessories or angas."
If it is held that what is intended in the Charama s'lolza is merely
this, that Iswara is the upﬁya for moksha and that no activity is
enjoined in this stain: for the man who wants moksha, it would
mean that it is merely the teaching of a truth that is needed for
bhakti yoga. which is the subject treated in that context. (The
Charama s'loka would then cease to have anything to do with

:-

prapatti ).
REFRAINING FROM ONE’S OWN ACTIVITY IS
NOT IN I TSELF PRAPATTI :
There are some who hold that prapatti is merely refraining
from one’s own activity for protecting one self and that what is
enjoined for its accomplishment is only the abandonment of all
dharmas or upayas. The answer to this view is as follows :-—Even
though it is abstention, this abandonment of all dharmas is itself
an activity or dharma of the person for his own protection (and
this would be inconsistent with their own words). Further this
view is in conﬂict also with the passage (quoted above) enjoining
the performance of prapatti with its ﬁve angﬁs.

The view held by some that the regarding of prapam‘ as anupfiya or as an auxiliary to Siddhopzz‘ya (for moksha) is apposed
to the doctrine that the Siddhopﬁya. namely, Iswara, is the only
upaya, that He is already an existent upaya, that He is the Sup.
reme Sentient, that He has supreme compassion, and omnipotence
this view is at variance
and that He is independent‘of all .others

-
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with the strum and the smrs'tis. It is not based on any general.
proposition (such as :—- “ Wherever an auxiliary condition is
required, there cannot be a single upaya” and “Where an accessory
is required, there is no independent doership"). Since there are these
objections and others, this view is based on fallacious reasoning.
If it were considered sound reasoning, it would mean that, even
in upa‘sana. whatever is accepted as auxiliary should be rejected as
'
unnecessary.

If it were further argued that even upii‘sana

is not a means or
upﬁya, it would be inconsistent with what has been stated else—
where by those who hold this view, for while commenting on the
passage, “Having given up all dharmas, seek refuge under me".
they interpret the word dht‘irma as upzisana or upﬁya for the
attainment of moksha. If they contend that in order to remove

Arjuna’s haughtiness. Sri Krishna prescribes unnecessary burdens
and uses the word dharma to mean what Arjuna, in his delusion or
inability to understand the real purport of the teaching, considers
as necessary upziyas in the phrase “all dharmas”. (the answer is as
follows ):--It is stated (in Yc’ignyavalkya Smriti l-8):—“The adoration of the Lord, personal purity, control of the senses. non-violence.
giving in charity. repeating the Vedas, other Vedic rites — among
all these, having a-vision of the Supreme Being by karma yoga
jm‘ina yoga and bhaktt' yoga is the highest dharma”. Again it is
said -- “Among all dharmas. the dharma“ which consists in the
adoration of Vishnu is the highest. for He protects His devotee as
if he were His own body”: and further. “There is no other
karma" enjoined in the Vedas for the expiation of sins than the
adoration of Vishnu". If these welLknown dharmas which are
described as supreme and which are activities for moksha of the
nature of abstention from worldly action. are stated to be no
dharmas. much more so would the dharmas prescribed for worldly
ends cease to be dharmas. and none of the s'ﬁstras would carry
16. Mahabharata:

r

“mummy-2‘

17.

Was: Smriti:
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any authority or weight. Those who hold these views would then
‘
line up with atheists and heretics.
The words in the Gita are): “ Give up
all dharmas ". In order that the meaning of the word all may
not be contracted or reduced in application, since the seeking of
the Lord’s protection is also denoted by the word dharma just like
upﬁsanas, should it not also be given up, in as much as it is also an
upc‘iya or sﬁdhaua ? Similarly to consider prapatti as a sﬁdhana.
or upziya or an auxiliary condition is at variance with the words
in the Gitfi : " Give up all dharmas or upc‘iyasﬂ “To ask in
reply :— " (What do you really mean ’2) If you mean that we
should adapt the upc‘iya giving up the thought that it will directly
and by itself lead to the end in view, it applies also equally to
bhakti yoga. If it is meant that we should give up the thought of
prapam' being a dharma even for winning the grace of the Lord,
we answer, “In that case, you will have to give up even the thought
that Siddhopc'iya, namely, “Sri Krishna, is the eternal dharma“ or
upr'iya ”, in order that the meaning of all in all dharmas may not
suﬁer reduction of application.

It may be asked:

(

If it is argued that what are to be abandoned are all dharmas

other than the one described in this passage — (namely, the
Charama s'loka ), the same answer might be given in support of
the performance of smram’igati .which is prescribed in this very
pallage: (s'aratgam vraja).
“ Upr‘isrmas, as
upﬁyas. require ‘that they should be originated or started; upfrsanas have to be promoted to higher and higher perfection; uprisanas require the fulﬁlment of auxiliary conditions -- Not so, this
upZ‘zya, namely Bhagavan. He does not require to be originated or
increased in intensity nor does He require any auxiliary help or
means of approach. He is eternal, has neither growth nor decay
and has always such qualities as full and perfect compassion which
A further doubt might arise as follows

18. Mahabharata: Aranya Parva: 71-123.

:--
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are of, His very nature. Without any means- of approach. He is
ever existent as an ztpzz'ya and is of irresistible might : Of what
use, then, are bhakti and prapattz' in His case ? " The answer is
that they help to obtain remission of the punishment which is the
cause Of'stzmsc'ira and which has been inﬂicted for beginningless
and successive acts of offence. When these upﬁyas are adapted
for other beneﬁts (than moksha) (for instance, svarga ), they
generate favourable dispositions (in the' Lord) suited to the
attainment of the respective beneﬁts, just like Jyotishtoma and the
like and thus serve as aids. In the case of the man who desires
moksha, they, as vyc’ija or sﬁdhyopﬁya, cause appeasement in
Siddhopaya so as to cancel the punishment and then to remove
the contraction of knowledge and the like due to that punishment,
so that Siddhopc‘zya or the Lord confers (on the person) beneﬁts
extending up to perfect service. It is in this way these upc‘iyas
help as long as the self lasts.
Therefore those pramc'itgas or authoritative passages which
state that Siddhopr'iya (the Lord) confers the ultimate goal of
perfect service (kainkarya) along with preliminary beneﬁts after
removing all undesirable hindrances and that sc'idhyopr'iya (bhakti
and prapatti) leads to these beneﬁts by pr0pitiating Siddhopziya
-- these pramﬁpas are both apposite and agree with one another
very well.

.

IS THERE ANY NEED FOR THE S'ZSI‘RA
ENJOINING PRAPATTI
.r"

4. Notwithstanding all this, some may ask: “ Why should
the s'c'istra enjoin this upc‘iya called prapattz’ ? (The s'ﬁstra has
to help 'only when man cannot ﬁnd out things for himself with his
common sense or reason). In ordinary life, when a man is about to
sink (into ruin) because‘ he cannot protect himself,”he seeks the
protection of some one who happens to be by 'his side and who has

the ability to protect him. In the same way, if a man has under.
stood himself and’ Iswa'ra from the s'iistra which treats of the
existent uprzya. will he not:_seek Iswara for protection, of his own
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accord, (without the Slﬁstra enjoining it)? So there is no prOp.:
riety in the maﬁa prescribing prapatti in the place of bhaktr'.

This question is based on appmpriate reasoning but proceeds
too far. This is how it goes too far. In ordinary life (in the
world) when a man seeks the help of another, he tries to learn
before-hand in what way he should approach the other, so that the
latter may take pity on him and then he seeks his protection.
Similarly we should know who is competent to seek Iswara’s pro:
tection and in what manner he should do so, so that the Lord may
protect him ; there is no pramc’izta or authority other than the
sw’zstra which deals with what should be done and which can tell us.
how we should proceed to seek His help. It cannot be maintained
that, by means of inference (or anumc’ina), we can understand
that the Lord will protect if we seek refuge under Him and then
seek His protection. For in that case, every one who has a know-,
ledge of the truth concerning Iswara may adapt the means in the
manner suggested by his own inference and the texts in the 9581‘?“
which prescribe upﬁsaua (bhakti) would then become useless.
The distinction that he who is capable should adopt up‘dsana and
the like and that he who is not capable of them should resort to
prapatti — this distinction cannot be established by means of
inference ( anumt‘ma ). If the 9678"“ does not enjoin the per.
formance of prapatti in the place of other upziyas to those who
are incapable of them, they will have to lose the fruit of these other
upayas as they are not competent enough for their pr0per performance. This is how it stands. Though in ordinary‘ life (in
the world ), we see service to kings and the like conferring certain
beneﬁts, yet we hold that in regard to the weaving of garlands, the
lighting of lamps, the singing of hymns, the act of prostrating, and
so on (in temples), if these things are done without any reference
to the s'Zistras ( as to how they should be done 3, they will become
offences. The worship of Bhagavan and His service have to be
done with the right accessories as'laid down in the sw'istras and the
fruits arising therefrom have also to be understood only from the
stratum. In the same, way. although we see instances of prapatti
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in worldly life and the beneﬁts arising thereirom, yet we can
understand only from the s'ﬁstras the relationship of cause and
eﬂ'ect that exists between prapam’ performed with particular
Mantras and in accordance with the instructions of the good
acharya and certain special beneﬁts which would result therefrom.
Just as certain special forms of worship and service are prescribed
for certain special beneﬁts, prapattz’, too, has been enjoined. If it
were otherwise, no rules would have to be prescribed for the
service of Bhagavan, in the same way as there are none for the
service of the king. It would lead to the wrong view that, for
prapatti also, the initiation into mantras with the instructions of
good acharyas is unnecessary. That even those who are not
competent for the utterance of mantras may perform prapatti to
the Saviour who has certain speciﬁc attributes and that certain
speciﬁc beneﬁts will be derived therefrom, provided it is performed
in the paper way without anything wanting and without any undue excess -— this cannot be determined by any sound inference.
Therefore just as particular forms of worship and service to
Bhagavan are enjoined (in the s'iistras) with certain accessories,
there is nothing inapprOpriate in the srastra prescribing the per.
formance of prapattz‘ with certain accessories (angas ).

THE VIEW THAT UPKSANA 0R BHAKTI IS
INCONSISTENT WITH ONE’S ESSENTIAL NATURE IS WRONG:
5. There are some who maintain that even among these
npzr‘yas which are enjoined by the slashes, upﬁsanas are opposed
to the essential nature (of the jiva). This should be taken to
mean only a desire to praise prapatti with emphasis on it and not
to condemn upasanas (as being against one’s nature). The
reasons are as follows

:-

It cannot be said that they are against the essential
nature of the jive on the ground that they would destroy the self,
(a)

for the self is eternal (and cannot be destroyed).
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It cannot be stated that the self or soul is.

in its
essential nature (scar'apa ), incapable, as the Bankhya says. of
being a deer, and is therefore incapable, by its very nature, of
performing upasanas. For the self is a door in bhakti (or «pa.
sanas-) and the like as in the performance of prapam', and in
rendering service (to Bhagavan and to Bhagavatas ). As stated
in the Brahma Sutras: “ The “Self is a deer (capable of endeavour or eﬁ'ort) ,- otherwise the s'c'istras Which enjoin doing certain
things and refraining from certain other things would have no
purpose or aim ”. and again, “ This “doership of the self is
dependent on Brahman ” —- As stated in these passages, the self is
a doer capable of endeavour. though his being a door is dependent
on Bhagavan. If it is maintained that the self is absolutely incapable of action, it would follow that, since purposeful action is
the sign or mark. of the existence of a thing, the self is
void or non-existent. If it is held that the self merely exists and
is without jm‘ina (or knowledge). without the desire to act, and
Without the endeavour or eﬂort needed for action, it would follow
that it is incapable also of enjoyment (boktrz'tvam ). This would
mean that samsr‘ira is illusory and that there is no need for any
The sloka “ Lakshmi“
upa'ya for the attainment of moksha.
comes of her own accord to a man who makes no endeavour.
Another man does not obtain even food, hard though he works.
This is also due to past karma ” -— this s'loka should not be interpreted as stating that the upa‘yas prescribed in the s'i'istras are
all of no use. It only emphasises that certain beneﬁts come to a
man as a result of certain actions performed in previous (births).
(b)

(c) Nor can it be maintained that upasanas are, accor-

ding to arastras. against the essential nature of the ﬂea, bemuse
they would bring evil consequences. For, unlike actions performed
out of the desire for worldly gains (Mmya) and actions prohibited
l9. Brahma Sutras: 2-3-33
10. Brahms Sutras: 2—3-40

2!. Mahabharata: Santi Parva:

339-45
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the s'ﬁ'stras (nishz'ddha), which are obstacles to moksha and
which arise from desire (raga) and the like, upc’isanas cannot bind
the soul to samsfira. because they are not performed out of a desire
for worldly gains and because they are enjoined in the s’c'istras only
for those Who want molesha.
in‘

Thus apt-manna cannot destroy the essential nature of the
self, they are not impossible of performance nor do they bring
evil consequences; there is, therefore, no justiﬁcation for their being considered to be at variance with the essential nature ( of the
self).

(d) Again it may be argued that since the self is different
from such things as the body, there is no pr0priety in the man who
knows that, in his essential nature as the self, there is no such thing
as vartga or Zis'rama, performing the duties and rites (dharmas)
and other upc'iyas which are connected with them, because they
all arise from the (erroneous) notion. “I am a Brahmin, I am
a Kshatriya." (It may be argued) on this ground that these
rites and duties (dharmas) which are dependent on one’s caste
(varqa) and ("ts'rama may justly be considered as being against
the essential nature of the self. This argument, too, is not
Sound for the following reason :-- Even if he understands that, in
its essential nature, the self is not Brahmin and the like, yet since
'he is, owing to certain forms of past karma, in close association
with the body which has the attributes of Brahmin and the like, he
should not give up the dharmas enjoined by the s'ﬁstrus in accordance with his varlga and Zis'rama and also in accordance with his
capacity for getting rid of the ills of life and for attaining good
things, as long as he is with that body, in the same way as he
makes endeavours to ward off such things as hunger and thirst
which arise from that association with the body. Therefore it
cannot be maintained that these dharmas should be given up on
the ground that they are against the essential nature of the soul
because the body is different from the soul to (the man endowed
with discrimination.)
In regard to the performance of these
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dharmas, it is not the delusion that the essential nature of the self“
has Brahminness and the like which gives competence, but the
association with the body which has such attributes as Brahmin»
ness. Therefore we do not see any conﬂict between upa'sanas and.
the essential nature of the self on account of the intelligent discri.
mination between the body and the soul which is necessary for the
performance of all dharma. That upasanas have within them the
notion of "I” (ahamkzira) ﬁnds no authority or sanction in the.
s'iistras, but was merely assumed by these critics to exist. (In the
performance of karma yoga, we are enjoined to give up the notion
that we are free agents and that we want certain beneﬁts).
Some say that since karma yoga and the like have
to be performed with the help of the body and the senses which are
adventitious (upc'idhi) and which were acquired as the result of
past karma, they are against the essential nature of the self. To
them we reply that, even for a knowledge of one’s essential nature
and for learning Dvaya and the like, there is neei for such things
as the mind. (So they would have to say that knowledge of the
essential nature and learning Dva ya are against the essential
nature.) Thus their objection would extend to the latter also.
(e)

THE OBJECTION THAT THE JIVA WHO IS ENTIRELY
DEPENDENT ON THE LORD CANNOT AND
SHOULD NOT ADOPT AN UPAYA.
asked, “ Whatever that might be, since
the jiva exists solely for Iswara (s'csha ), he is not expected to
protect himself and since he is absolutely subject to the will and
control of Iswara, he cannot protect himself; is it proper then to
prescribe a means or upiiya as necessary to be adapted by him, for
his protection and to call this an chaya that is capable of being
adapted by him? When this is so, bhakti yoga and the like are
productive of evil to the essential nature of the self (svarﬁpa ),' as
they are inconsistent with his being a s'esha who exists only for
Iswara and are “not possible of adOption, as they are inconsistent
(f)

It might be
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with his being absolutely under the will and control of Iswara ".
This objection has already been answered as leading to the logical
conclusion of the possibility of salvation for all. If the Lord were
to grant a ﬂea mukti or salvation without any consideration
(vyiija) whatsoever, the jiva should be a mukti from beginningless time. If it is held that Iswara, being independent and omni.
potent, makes a man a mukta whenever He is pleased, it would
mean that he is partial to some and cruel to others. Similar heresies would follow: Further those srﬁstras which prescribe the
means for attaining mukti would become meaningless. Therefore
in adopting this means enjoined as the result of the jiva’s being a
s'esha there is appropriateness and also a like apprOpriateness in
the owner protecting what is his own. It would become possible
to adapt such means as are agreeable to Him with the help of the
measure of independence granted (to us) by Him as the Supreme
Controller and to expect His favour in regard to the fruit or object
of attainment. This s'eshatva or existing solely for the Lord
these two
and being absolutely subject to His will and control
will help, in the stage of realisation, to perform the kind of service
that is agreeable to Him as that ordained by Him.

-

If these objectors hold that, on account of the knowledge of
being the mesh: and of entire dependence on Iswara, the ﬂea
should make no effort for his own protection, it would follow that
the service (kqinkarya ) rendered in accordance with the s't'istras
for the attainment of the Lord '3 favour and so also prapattz’ which

is prescribed as possible, would be beyond his competence, because
they are understood as being opposed to his essential nature. We
have already stated that prapatti is capable of being adopted as a
means in as much as it has been prescribed in the words “ s'ara4am vraja " (seek refuge), as something that has to be performed
over and above the mere knowledge of the relationship (between
the ﬂea and Iswara) arising from the texts. Therefore there is
no inappropriateness in the jiva, who exists only for the Lord and
who is entirely subject to His control, adapting such means of his
own for his protection as he is competent to adopt.
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THE OBJECTION THAT THE RITES OF VARSIA AND
AS’RAMA AND BHAKTI YOGA ARE [NOONSISTENT WITH EXCLUSIVE DEVO.
TION TO THE LORD.
(g) However, it may be stated, since the ﬂow has understood
clearly that He exists solely for Iswara and for no other, it is
opposed to his nature as a supreme and exclusive devotee of the
Lord to practise the rites (dharma) ordained for his varaa and
c'is'rama, because they imply the mediatorship of other deities (like
Agni, Surya and Varuna) and also to practise such things as
bhakti yoga which have these rites as their anga or accessory. It
is only s'uddha yzijis who worship the Lord alone (without any
reference to other deities) that deserve to be called men with supreme and exclusive devotion to the Lord ( paramaikc‘mﬁ) ”. This
objection can arise only from a lack of clear understanding of the
conclusion arrived at in such treatises as S'rZ Bhashya. It may be
asked how. The answer is that in such vidyiz‘s as Pratardmm and
Madhu vidyc’i, it is distinctly stated that the Supreme Being is
to be worshipped or meditated upon by the aspirant for mukti as
having Indra and other deities as His body. The author of SW
Bhashya has declared that in regard to the rites and duties of the
vama and Eis'rama also, which are angers or accessories to the
vidya's, the object of worship or meditation is only the Supreme
Self who has the respective deities as His body. Therefore what
is opposed to exclusive devotion to the Lord is the worship of other
deities as if they were independent, and also connection with other
deities owing to a desire for certain speciﬁc fruits, when these
deities have nothing to do with the rites and duties which are compulsory and recurrent (m'tya) as well as those which are inci.
dental and occasional (naimz‘ttika )- There is no Opposition to
supreme and exclusive devotion to the Lord in performing one’s
ordained rites and duties without any attachment to or desire for
any other fruit and with the thought that these deities. are attributes of the Lord and that such words as Agni denote the Lord
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who has Agni and the like as His body or attributes. There is no
opposition to exclusive devotion, likewise, in following the principle: “These ”words (Agni, Indra etc.) directly denote, by their
etymological signiﬁcance, the Supreme Self. It is not imprOper to
think so. So says Jaimini”, for these are rites and duties enjoined
(in the s’c'istras).

(h) “But", it may be argued again, “the s'r'istras have
enjoined also rites for such things as betwitchment (* * abhichiz‘ra)
to produce conviction. In the same manner, the forms of meditation
(or upiisana) have been enjoined only in order to produce conviction or faith in the efﬁcacy of what is prescribed (by the sriistras)
viz., prapam'. It does not mean that they are to be performed.
To the aspirant for muktz’, the end or object of attainment and
the means of attaining it are both one and the same. Therefore
the means favourable for the attainment of that end is only Iswara.
It is on account of this that the god presiding over dharma
condemned upasanas as Opposed to the end in view. while saying to
his son :-—- “ O, ”Bharata, If you are afraid of sins, do not begin
any activity and remain with the thought that Narayana is the
only end to be attained w ith all your heart.” This argument, too,
is not tenable for the following reasons

:-

The rites of bewitchment (abhichc‘ira) and the like
are sources of evil, because they are performed for purposes or
fruits that are evil. Since bhaktz‘ or upﬁsmm is enjoined for
attaining moksha, it cannot be a source of evil:
(1)

Suddha Yajis '-— Those whose adoration is solely to Bhagavan without
any intermediaray like Agni. Varuna and the like.
* * NOTE :— The Vedas prescribe the rites called abhichara for causing
the death of one’s enemy. They do so in order that by seeing the effect, men
may have faith in the sastra.
‘

22. Brahma Sutras: [—2-29
23. Vishnu dharma: 66-72
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It would be inconsistent with the view

of these critics
to hold that bhaktz’ or upr’isana is enjoined only to produce an
eager desire for the adoption of an easier means, viz" prapattc', by
describing a more diﬂicult means, viz , bhakti, for they hold that
bhczktu‘ is no means at all (to attain moksha ). Besides bhaktc’ does
not yield its fruit in this life but only after it. So it cannot create
faith or conviction in the other means prescribed. via, prapatti.
Men generally adopt, of their own accord, the easier means in preference to the more difﬁcult means. The success of the easier
means in producing the desired result will create faith or conviction in regard to the more difﬁcult means and not vice versa. 80
the more diﬂicult upﬁya cannot cause faith in the efﬁcacy of the
easier means. It will, therefore, have to be argued in support of
their view that, when certain fruits or good results which will arise
from a main rite or ang‘i are stated to arise from its anga or
accessory rite, it should be considered only as arthavc‘ida or mere
praise having no literal truth according to a principle (or nyaya)
of the Mimamsakss. Here moksha is really the fruit of prapatti.
which is the angi and this fruit is, in the view of these critics. for
the sake of mere praise (which is not true ), assigned to its anga
bhakti also. So, bhakti is, according to them, really not capable of
yielding moksha. This argument, too, is no good as it would be
inconsistent with the contention of these critics, for they would
then have to admit that bhakti is an anga or accessory of pmpam'
(2)

(which they deny).

The means or upziya, that is favoured by Iswara, who is the
object of attainment, can be understood only from the s'ﬁstra
(and it is no use asserting that bhakh‘ is not favoured by Him).
Reason is not competent to say that the means, via, bhaktz’ is
Opposed to the end in view (Bhagavan ). If we are to object to
any one thing that is prescribed in the s'Zistras by reasoning which
is against the s'r'istra, there would, by parity of reasoning, be no
validity in any of the things or dharmas prescribed in the s'c‘istras
and, likewise, in the s'iistras prescribing prapattz’ as well.
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Further there is no authority for the statement that in the
slain: quoted above (from Vishnu dharma :'note 23), the word
pﬁtaka (sin) refers to upziscmas and the like. Therefore since

are both enjoined for the aSpirant to muktz’,
they are, either of them, to be adOpted in accordance with the
competence (of the individual concerned).
(i) Nor would it be proper to hold that, though these two
bhakh’ and prapattz’ are enjoined (in the s'iistras), bhaktz’ or
upc’ismza and the like are not to be practised in as much as they
have not been favoured for adoption by the ﬁclu‘iryas; (for instance)
such things as the slaying of a bull for the entertainment of a
guest at dinner, though enjoined, are Opposed to the traditional
This objection, too. is not
practice of the learned (sa‘shta).
that of a thinking mind. It is only when all the Eichc'iryas
avoid the performance of a rite or observance, that it should be
abandoned in accordance with the saying :—- “Though a rite“ has
been prescribed in the src’istm, yet if it will retard the attainment
of svarga and is also repugnant to the general public, it should not
be performed ". In regard to the rites in question, since they were
adopted by such ancient achﬁryas as Parasara who is described by
Alavandar as one of the best sages, it cannot be maintained that
they are against the traditional observance of all learned men.
( j)
In the same way, it cannot be argued that, “though
these rites were suitable as dharmas to be practised in other yugas,
since in Kali Yuga, it is not possible to ﬁnd men competent to
perform such things as the upasmm or meditation of the Supreme
Self, they are not suited for observance in this age. That is why
it has been said :— “ Whatever“ fruit a man obtained in Krita
Yuga by renunciation (tyﬁga), whatever fruit a man obtained in‘
the Dvapara Yuga by the performance of yajnas, whatever a man
obtained in Tretayuga by worshipping the Lord, that a man
attains in Kali Yoga by the mere mention of His names ", and so
also in the M ahzibhrcrata :— “ Kali ”Yuga has this one great
bhaktz’ and prapatti

24. Yagnyavalkya Smriti: 1-156
25. Vishnu purana: 6—2-17

26. Mahabharata: 11-3-51
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advantage, 0, king ; in Kali, a man gets rid of his past karma by
the mere mention of Sri Krishna’s names and attains the Lord”;
Against this objection we may state that even at the present
time, there may be present men who are competent to perform
such things as upc‘isanas and who, like the ancient ﬁcha‘ryas, are
established in yoga for its own sake, for it is said :— “ To the
8"man who has Govinda at heart. there is Kritayuga in Kali yuga
and to. him who does not entertain Achyuta at heart, there is Kali
Yuga even in Krita Yuga.” If these were not admitted, it would
follow that even prapatti, which is different from the mention of
the Lord’s names (samkirtana) is not to be performed, because it
is difﬁcult to ﬁnd men who are competent to perform it and who
have the intense faith (maha vis'vfisa) necessary for it, for it has
been said :-- “ There is ”no man ( O Brahma) who is competent
to be initiated into this mantra. who is competent to perform the
rite uttering this mantra or who will listen to it." Therefore
since there is no other objection to such things as upﬁsanas, they
can be said to be unsuitable only for those adhikc‘zris Who are
"destitute2M of all upayas and who have no other way of salvation”,
because they are inapprOpriate for their competence in the same
way as ablutions by complete immersion in water are unsuitable
for those that are ill. It is in regard to such men as do not understand their being incompetent (for bha'ktc' or upasana) and who
adapt it as a means that it is-said : “ It is owing m’to the weakness
of mind which fails to understand its competence or incompetence
that a man adopts bhakti as an upﬁya. Therefore even these
upc‘zsanas and the like are, for other adhikﬁris, suitable to the
extent of their competence. Incompetence for them arises from
inability to adopt them or the inability to endure delay (in attaining salvation). The man who has this incompetence adopts prapatti. The man who has adopted prapatti as an independent and
direct upc'iya is proclaimed as “ one who has 29Aperformed a sacri27. Vishnu Dharma: 109—57
28. Poushkara Samhita:
28A. Alavandar: Stetram: 22

29. Lakshmitantram: 28-17

29A. Tiruvoymozhi: 5-7—5
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one who has 29”~"done what he ought to do ’ and ' one
who29C has performed a hundred sacriﬁces ’ by the Alvars, the
great sages and the Lord's S'r'zstras (Bhagavat S’Zistra) and the
Vedas. Further these authorities also praise all his activities up to
the time of death, as if they were the varied duties connected with
yajnas and ending with the ﬁnal bath (avabhrz‘ta ). They hold
also that, in the same way as the man who has performed a yajna
performs the compulsory and occasional rites (m’tya and n'aimz'ttika ) after it, the man who has adoPted pmpatti should perform
the duties of his varaa and ﬁsrrama as the commands of the Lord
who is omnipotent and that the man who has performed the sacriﬁce or yajmz of the self does not require the performance of any
other activity for the fruit desired by him. Therefore as stated in
such places as the Woke; :—"The Yogi isa’D superior to all those who
practise austerities (tapas) ; he is superior also to the jm‘zuis and
to those who perform the rites and duties (ordained for them).
Therefore, 0 Arjuna, become a yogin”; the dharmas or activities
of renunciation are superior to the activities or dharmas of action
(pravritti ); so also the yoga connected with the self is superior
to all other yogas; of all yogas the highest is the yoga connected
with (Sri Krishna), the son of Vasudeva, for it has been said,
“ The “man who ﬁxes his mind on me and worships me with
earnest faith should be considered as the highest among yogis ".
Similarly of all the vidyiis or forms of meditation on the Supreme
Self, only the particular 'vidyfi which is called nyiz’sa, nikshepa and
so on is the highest, for, among other reasons, it is easy, it has to
be performed only once, and it leads to the attainment of the end
soon. This truth regarding the Nyiisa vidyc’i is stated explicitly in
the Bhagavat Sﬁstra in the following s'lokas: ” Of all ”the austerities (tapas) prescribed for the attainment of 11zoksha, the austerity called nyiisa ( pmpatti) is the highest ”, and “Those "who,
with their thoughts ﬁxed only on moksha, are absorbed in the perﬁce,’

‘
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29B. Satvata Tantra:

290 Ahirbudhnya Samhita:

29D. Bhagavad Gita: 6-46
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30. Bhagavad Gita: 6-47
31. Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 37-36

32. Lakshmi Tantra:
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formance of karmayoga and those, again, who follow jm‘inayoga
and bhaktiyoga do not deserve to be placed on a par with even
one-ten millionth of the man who has performed prapatti ".
To the man who is unable (owing to illness) to perform such
things as ablution by immersion, “ the meditation on “A Vishnu,
which is called mental ablation, is ordained; thereby be obtains not
only the purity of those who perform the other kinds of ablution, but
acquires freedom from sins and the pleasure of the immediate enjoy ment of Bhagavan. In the same way, though prapatti is
ordained for those who are not competent to perform such things
as upiisanas, it confers the fruits attainable from them ; it secures
them (the upzzya, namely, upasuua also); it redeems the man who
is destitute of all other upr‘zyas ( akinchcma ); and further it secures
the fruit (desired by him) at the time when he wants it. Therefore prapm‘ti has superior potency.
1!

DOES PRAPATTI REQUIRE ANGAS OR ACCESSORIES?
So far we have removed the misconceptions that may arise
about the competence for the upiiycz and its essential nature
(svar‘ﬁpa ). Henceforward we will proceed to remove those mis.
conceptions that might be entertained in regard to accessories of
that upiiya. (1) Is it necessary that this upciya should be accom—
pained by such things as the determination to do what is agreeable
(zinukmyw sankalpa )? Will the Saviour who said, “ If a 3'’man
seeks protection with the desire for the immediate attainment of
an object (Eirta ) or with endurance of delay in the attainment
(dripta ), he should be protected by those who know the s'a‘stras,
even though he might be an enemy,” “I will,“ in no circumstances,
abandon one who has come to me in the guise of a friend, even
though there are faults in him. The great will appreciate this."
and “Bring him“ here, 0 Sugriva, whether he be Vibhishana or
34. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18-3
33. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18-28 35. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18-35

32A. Gargya Smriti
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even Ravana himself. I promise protection to him" —- (will the
Saviour who said these words) and who was gracious even to his
enemies care for the faults of those who have sought refuge under
him? The ancients describe Him as the Protector of the whole
world without any consideration of merit. Therefore these accessories (such as iinukﬁlya sankalpa) are not requi:ites but attributes that are most likely to be met with in those who have
performed prapatti.” Such is the contention of some critics.
In reply to this misconception, it may be said that the passages
on which it is based may really have, for their purport, the
idea that though such attributes as Eiuukmya do not continue
after the performance of pmpatti, some expiation will occur and
there will be no diminution in the fruit of pmpattz’, (They do not
mean that qualiﬁcations like ('inukﬁlyasmikalpa are not required
at the time of the performance of prapatti). If this explanation is
not accepted, many authoritative passages which distinguish betWeen the main rite (angi) and its accessories (anga) such as
“‘S'araigﬁgati is of six kinds,” “Nyz’isa has ﬁve angas” and “ Let
him perform that prapatti which has ﬁve accessories ” — many
such authoritative passages would offer Opposition. We have already
stated that (the absence of these accessories) would be against
What is the subject of experience in the world in regard to the
conventions regarding the surrender of objects that have to be
protected and that these accessories are required only once and so
on. Even the divine missile, Brahmastra, requires its own accesSOries (angels). Hence the claim that ‘there is no other requisite“
for prapattz' anywhere and at any time ” only states that it does
not require any other dharma (r rite. (It does not mean that
(even) the angus of prapattz' are not required). Otherwise even
intense faith (mahfivis'vusa) which these critics commend as an
anga might be considered as an attribute which may be found (in
a prapmma) and not as an anga.
36. Sanatkumara Samhita.
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WHY SHOULD INTENSE FAITH BE CALLED AN
ANGA INSTEAD OF MERE FAITH?

In this connextion, some others may contend as follows :—

“ When the believer has faith in what is stated in the s'c'istras, what

is the meaning of saying that there is something else called ‘intense
faith’ or mahiim’srvc‘tsa? Therefore there is no point in holding
that this mahﬁm's'vc'isa is anything other than the faith in the svc‘zstra
which is general and that it is a special anga or accessory of pm.
patti. This contention (or objection) is refuted by the Well-known
fact that there are degrees of faith as stated in the s'lokaz— “ One
should37 never place conﬁdence in a man whom one does not trust.
Even in a man whom one trusts, too much conﬁdence should not
be reposed.” It is also refuted by the text which prescribes extraordinary faith as an anga or accessory (in regard to prapattz’ ).

Bhagavan Narada has declared in S’rimad Ashtc‘zkshara
Brahma Vidyc'i that there are, in different men, varying degrees
of faith in the Moolamantra. (He says):—— “In 88'pr0portion to
the degree of faith that a man has in Ashtc'ikshara, will he attain
the fruit thereof. It is impossible to measure its greatness.” The
Supreme Ruler of all Will ultimately protect even those prapatmas
who are far from perfect and Whose faith is not; strong enough. If
authority is asked for this statement, here it is :— “By the” man
who has once uttered the two syllables ‘Harih‘ —- by him steps
have been taken for entering molesha". In accordance with this,
Alavandar has conveyed the same idea in the srloka :— “Whoever“
folds his hands in worship to Thee in any manner and at any
time — his sins vanish at once. It generates all good things. It
never fails to bear fruit," and so also, “A single“ drOp of the
ocean of nectar called bhakti towards the two lotuses of Thy feet
will extinguish instantly the spreading wildﬁre called samsc‘im
and confer superior happiness”. By uttering the three syllables
37. Mahabharata: Udyoga
38- Naradiya kalpa: 1'14

parva:

38"”

39. Vishnudharma: 70-84
40. Stotram: 28
41. Stotram: 29
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“Govinda”, Kshatrabandu, who stood surrounded by his past karmas swarming (like ants), attained the highest state.” As implied
in these passages, Iswara will promote the perfection of the upziya
and protect the man. Has not this idea been conveyed by Sri
Sandilya Bhagavan to Devala in the following s'loka :— “Many of
your ”previous births ended in vain. Consider how this life, too, may
end in vain and perform prapattz’ P From the 840’“! :—“The divine
”Aseers say that Thou art to be sought as the Saviour and that
Thou protectest those who have sought Thy protection.” — (from
this S’lokd) it should be understood that intense faith can be found
(only) in the divine seers and not in ordinary men) and that, by
the authority of what is said by the divine seers, those whose faith
is not strong should strengthen it.
Therefore since there are
varying degrees of faith, what is stated in the su‘z’stra about intense
faith being 'an anga of prapatti cannot be objected to.
CAUSES OF THE DECAY OF FAITH AND THE
REMEDY THEREFOR

We will now show how some peOple suffer from diminution of
faith and state how this tendency can be corrected . Some may
ask: -— “ How could bhaktz‘ and prapam‘ lead to such opposite
results as worldly prosperity and 11:01:31er merely because of the
difference in the mental attitude (of those who adopt them)? Have
we ever seen the saline seed yielding two different fruits owing to
the diversity of intentions in the (mind of the) sewer ? The
answer to this question is as follows :— “The src‘tstra which is the
(sole) authority in regard to matters pertaining to it in the same
way as sense . perception (pratyrtksha) is in regard to what per.
tains to it —- the s'r'z'stra can‘ certainly declare it to be so and reason
has no right to attempt to disprove it. In worldly life, if we give
an object to a charitable and generous king as an article for sale,
we shall obtain a liberal return; but if it is given (without any
42. Tirumalai: 4

43. Sandilya Smriti:
43A. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 120-18.
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thought of such return) merely as an offering or tribute, we see
it produce whatever is desired (by the person).
These two bhakti and prapatti, are of the nature of arite
prompted by pravritti (activity prompted by worldly interests),
when they are adapted by a person who expects some beneﬁt other
than (moksha) and in the case of those who desire only the feet
of Bhagavan, they are of the nature of a rite of renunciation
(niwittz‘ ). The same holds good of such things as the rites and
duties which are compulsory and regularly recurrent and those
which are compulsory and occasional (nitya and naimg‘ttika ).

If it be asked whether ﬁpasfma (bhakti) and prapattz', Which
are diﬁerent in their nature since the former has to be repeated

continuously (till death) and the latter to be performed only once
— whether these two could yield the same fruit; the answer is
as follows:—- “It is certainly possible, since it depends upon the
competency of the person (adepting the upc'iya), as in worldly life
and in the Vedic tradition.

To those aspirants to mukti who have adopted prapatti as an
independent and direct means, the upiiya (means) and the end
(which is) moksha, namely, the attainment of Bhagavan are one
and the same (i. e ) Bhagavan. However. owing to the degree of
urgency (tvarii) in the desire for moksha which arises from the
suffering of samsﬁra, there may be delay or absence of delay in the
attainment of the fruit in accordance with the time when it is
respectively desired by the persons concerned (via) ﬁrm and
driﬁta).
The reason why the Alvars, Nathamuni and the like obtained
such things as direct vision -'(sc7kshr‘ttkzira) of Bhagavan, while others
who adapted prapatti had to go without it is (two fold):——the difference in the desire for the fruit expressed at the time of prapatti
and also the difference in the past good 'karma which had begun to
operate in this life.
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Though that part of the fruit formerly desired is certain owing
to the performance of [irapattz' on a single occasion, yet, if a person
eagerly desires some other part of the fruit not desired before, a
further prapattz' is also apprOpriate.
Some critics may entertain doubts in regard to the effectiveness of prapattz’ which is the means of attaining all beneﬁts without
exception, when it is found that some forms of prapatti intended
to secure tangible beneﬁts in this life itself fail to do so. These
critics should be made to understand that if there is no effect, it is
due to some defect in the activity (karma), in the deer (km-ta“)
or in the means or accessories (szz'dhana ), just as in the case of
other rites prescribed in the s'astras. (For instance, the s'c'istra
says, “ He who desires rain should perform a yajna with kar'iri
(bamboo Sprouts) ”. If the rain does not follow the yajna, it
must be due to some defect in the performance of the karma, in
the deer, or in the sacriﬁcer or in the accessories or sfidhanas
employed in the sacriﬁce). Defect in the performance (of prapatti)
consists in the lack of intense faith, (mahc‘ivis'vasa ), and the like.
Defect in the doer consists in the absence of competency prescribed
for prapattz’. Defect in the sﬁdhauas or accessories is the absence
of such things as the teaching of the wise which is essential for the
performance of prapattz’ in accordance with the s'fistras. When
prapattz‘ is done without any of these defects, we see even the
attainment of visible and (tangible) fruits that have been desired
as the result.
2.

Yet others might contend as follows :— " Such sages as
Vyasa who are alike the expounders of all s'éistras including the
s'c'istra on prapatti state :-- “After“ studying all the srastras and
after frequent investigation of their meaning with the help of
reason, this one truth alone becomes evident: Narayana should
always be meditated on.” “ Hari “alone is ﬁt to be meditated on
‘°
always by people like you who are sattvikas." “ Vishnu is cous3.

44. Mahabhrata: Anusasanika

parva178-11

45. Harivamsa:

132—8

46. Harivamsa: 132—14
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talttly to be meditated on. He should never be forgotten." When
they have arrived at this conclusion, how could it be said that, by
the performance of propatti on a single occasion, moksha could be
attained ? The passage in the Gite"? which says :— “ Those 45" who
perform prapattz’ to me alone, get over mr‘zya which cannot be
easily got over — this passage and others like it refer to prapatti
which is an anga or accessory to bhaktz' (upasana) or meditation.
Similarly such texts as the Charama s'loka should be considered as
prescribing [arapa tti with its accessories only as an anga of bhakti".
This contention of theirs is inappr0priate. (For it has been said) :
“ Those "who are incapable of meditation ( upasrma or bhakti )
and seek Thee as their upaya — even they cross over samszira and
enter Thy abode, Vaikunta," “ Whatever“ object is desired, by
whatsoever person and whatever cannot be obtained by other
means, and that molesha from which abode there is no return and
which cannot be attained by karma yoga, jna'nayoga, or bhaktiyoga, all these fruits are obtained, 0 great sage, by those who
reSpectively strive for them by the performance of prapatti. The
Supreme Self is attained only thereby." As stated in these passages, if prapatti adopted as a direct and independent upaya is well
established, the prapamuz acquires, as its reward, the capacity
to meditate constantly on Narayana as stated in S'ri Vaikmzta
gadya. This is just like milk being a suitable drink for both the
healthy man and the man who is in ill-health. Though meditation
(upﬁsana or bhakti ) with its (Vedic ) angas is not Within the
competency of every one, yet it is not impossible for everyone to
meditate on the Lord in such measure as is possible for one with
his competency, as may be seen in the passage :— “May I, “as the
result of Thy will, be endowed with the power of constantly meditating on Thee!” The author of Sr? Bhr‘ishya, too, after teaching
this upﬁya ( [)rapatti ) in his smaller gadya (Srz' Ranga gadya)
and in the longer gadya (Saraac'igati gadya) and referred to it
briefly in the Vaikuntagadya, is pleased to teach this form of
46A. Bhagavad Gita: 7-14
47. Brahma purana:

48. Ahirbudhnya Samhita: 37-25
49. Tirucchanda Viruttam: lOl
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meditation so that the desire for the end in view may gain in
strength without suffering any diminution. He does so in the
passage which begins as follows :— “In order"0 that one may
continue to live the life of the spirit, one should meditate in this
manner.”

THE RITES NITYA AND NAIMITTIKA ARE,
ON NO ACCOUNT TO BE GIVEN UP
BY THE PRAPANNA:
The author of Sri th‘ishya has also described in his N itya the
special form of worship (poem) which is referred to in “ I spent.“
my time in studying the books which mention the attributes of the
Lord, in listening to others reading them and in worshipping H im,"
(The description) begins (with the sentence):—- “ I will ”now
explain the manner in which the man with exclusive devotion to
Bhegavan should perform the adoration (i'iriidhana) of the Lord.
Having become a worshipper with supreme and exclusive devotion
to Him and with a desire only to serve Him ”, he goes on to say,
" Remain meditating“ (on the Lord) with a vision as clear as
visual perception and with extreme love (to Him )”.
This service to the Lord which is the overﬂow of uninterrupt.
ed meditation and seeks no other interest or profit and which
consists in ﬁve forms of service in the course of the day, is in accord
with what is enjoined in the scripture of Bhagavan (Bhagavat
S'iistra) and with what has been prescribed by Vyasa, Daksha and
other great sages. It is also implicit in the following Tamil verses:“Giving up anger and deceit and controlling the senses, 53”‘one should
perform adoration ﬁve times in the day", as commented on by the
ﬁchiiryas. “Approaching“ the Lord in the morning (abhz’gamana ),
then proceeding to collect the materials required for his worship
50. Vaikunta gadya
SI. Nanmugan T_iruvandadi 63.

Ramanuja: Nitya
54' Vangipuram Nambi: Karika 34-36

53.

52. Ramanuja: Nitya
53A. @(5(_LpL'IQLM @9111» is a phrase occurring in the verse
mpn‘sﬁagm PerumalTirumozhi (1.7)
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(upr'idaua); next performing the adoration (Eirﬁdhana), afterwards
uttering the sacred mantras ( j apa ); lastly meditating on the
Supreme Lord (dhyr‘ina); thus in the aforesaid ﬁve parts of the day,
I will Spend my days adoring Him with the good incense and ﬂowers
gathered by me with my own effort.” Having heard. from the
author of Sri Bhashya, this ﬁve-fold division of the day and what
should be done in each, Vangipuram Nambi brieﬂy summarised it
in his Nitya in the words quoted above. This may be seen also in
the treatise on daily life written by Periajeer and others. Any
diﬁ'erences that might appear in these descriptions are easily ex.
plained as due to differences found in diiferent Samhitc‘is.

Hence the prapamza should spend his time in accordance with
such s'r‘istraic scheme of life as has been taught by his c'ichfirya in
rendering service to Bhagavan with no other purpose than to please
Him. (In this context the following passages may be borne in
mind) :— ” I do“ not desire to go to the divine world leaving
Thee; nor do I desire to enjoy immortality so also without Thee,
I have no desire for the glory which comes of ruling the world ”.
“ You will “enjoy yourself with Sita on the slepes of the mountains. I will render all service to you whether you are awake or
‘7
asleep”. “ I may be born to any one in whatever family; (wherever I may be born), may I have the eager longing to enjoy the
pleasure of rendering service to Thee! I will never do anything
on behalf of any other deity with my body, mind, speech or head ”.
“ The “only object that I have in view is that the Lord should take
me into His service for His own pleasure.”
This daily worship of Bhagavan consisting of abhz’gamaua
(approach) (and the four other duties) should not be done for the
sake of such things as vanity, gain or honours as done by unbelievers; nor should it be done for the sake of any other object in
55. Ramayana: Ayodhya kanda:

31—5

56. Ramayana: Ayodhya kanda:

31-27

57-

Jitanta: H

58. Tiruvoymozhi: 2-9-4
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view (than pleasing Bhagavan, as may be done by those who
have no knowledge of the truth and have not yet acquired freedom
from the desire for worldly pleasures (oairﬁgya) and other such
virtues. Without any desire even for the attainment of molesha as
by those who adapt bhaktiyoga but have not completed it, if this
mode of worship is performed with the sole desire of doing what is
agreeable to the Lord for its own sake, as it is done by those who
have already attained muletz', this abhigmmma (approach) and
other things will shield the prajmtma from the approach to other
deities ( abhz’gamana). from activities for the sake of other interests ( upadana), from yajnas to other deities, from words about
other (deities) and from meditation (dhyc‘ma ) of the other deities.

Perialwar has pointed out that there will be no approach to
other deities (abhigammm) in the following verse :— “Now 5’
that I have the austerity (tapas) of rendering service to Thee, it
would be a detraction from Thy glory, if I were hereafter to stand
with bowed head in front of the house of any other. Kindly note”.
He has also pointed out that there will be no activity for securing
other things (upc'idfimz) in the verse :— “I will not 5° beg of Thee
food for eating or cloth for wear." That there will be no yajna
or sacriﬁce to others is brought out in passages like these :— “She“
J’W'ill never adore any deity other than Bhagavan even in her
thoughts”, “Who else" merits our ﬂowers and our adoration than
our Lord ?” “(The “worship of other deities than Bhagavan)
is like washing a wooden doll when ones’ mother is at hand to be
served", and “0 men“ of the world who neglect Bhagavan and
worship ﬁrms as if they were deities! Are you washing a wooden
doll with warm water when Similar service can and should be
rendered to the mothers that gave you birth? Are you without
the grace of the Lord that you cannot render service to Him ?. "
In the discourse of the seven sages also, it has been declared thus :—
59. Perialvar - Tirumozhi 5-3- 3.
‘60. Perialvar - Tirumozhi 5-1-4.
61. Tiruvoymozhiz' 4-6-10.

Tiruvoymozhi: 2—2-4
63. Tiruvasiriyam 6
64. Periatirumozhi 11—6-6

62.
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“He who “has stolen the *6qu of the lotus — let him worship
other deities than Vishnu, who does good to Brahmins, who
exercises control over the gods, who is worshipped by all those who
live in the three worlds, who is the cause of the creation, the
maintenance, and the destruction of the three worlds, who is under
the control of no one else, who is the support of the world and who
both creates and destroys the world, and who is the guru of the
world," and again, “He who has stolen the bulb of the lotus -he is one who never performs those dharmas which please the
Lord, who never favours them, and who is of such a nature that
he practises evil dharmas and evil rites.” That the prapamm Will
never utter the praise of others is declared in verses like the follow.
ing :-—Tiruvoymozh£ 3—9 and also in: “The mouth will never sing
the praise of any one other than the Lord." 80 also that the
prapcmna will never think of others is declared in the following
passages :— “ My thoughts68 are never With any deity other than
the Lord. Bhagavan who helps the gods is aware of this.” and
“ I will” never think that there are other deities that I want to
attain and that will come to me.”
(Our ancient seers) have declared that even those who are not
competent to perform this ﬁve-fold scheme of adoration may not
fail to render this service or kainkarya, if they will perform such
compulsory and occasional rites as they are competent for, if they
sing the praise of the Lord and the like and if they render service
to such persons as have the competency to perform that adoration
and as have exclusive devotion to the Lord in accordance, with their
competence and in perfect dependence on them. And this may be
seen in the following passages :— “ The adorationio of Vishnu is
NOTE"l During a famine, seven sages obtained the bulb of a lotus for
food and went out for their bath. Indra stole it and hid it. When the sages
returned and found it missing, each of them had to swear in these words to
prove that he had not stolen it.
68- Tiruvoimozhi. 7—10-10;
65. Mahabharata: Anusanika
parva: (142-(59-61)
69. Peria Tirumozhi 8-10—2;
67. Mudal Tiruvandadi. ll;
70. Padmottaram: 29-81
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superior to all other adorations. The adoration of Vishun’s devotes.
which is different from it, is said to be superior even to that ”;
“ SatagOpan71 is ever in the company of the servants of Bhagavan
who saved Gokula with the bill (as an umbrella) ” and “ The tapas
of ”those who are attached to the devotees of the Lord will surpass
that of (even) those who sing the praise of the Lord.” The joy
of those who render this service and of those who look with delight
on this service rendered by them is of the same nature as that of
Iswara, who alone is competent to rule over the aﬁairs of the world
(jagad vyapara) and of those who have already attained muktz’
and merely look on. There is nothing inapprOpriate in this joy
being the same in the case of those who perform the service and
of those who look on it with delight, for it is just like the purifying
inﬂuence described in the following 3401“: :— “ To hear” of the
performance of dharma (done by others), to see it, to think of it,
to speak of it and to ﬁnd delight in it -— all these, 0 best of kings,
purify always the person doing so."
So also it is said in the Mahiibhﬁrata:- "Therefore/3A a
Sudra should not utter my names with the pratgava (the syllable
Om), and in the Naradz‘yakalpa ”The japa of the ashtﬁkshara"
has been prescribed, for women and for Sudras to be performed
without the dative sufﬁx thus :— (uamom‘rriiyalga). Similarly
there are no rules for them about the scam, about pratgava and
about touching the limbs (anganyr‘isa ). It is declared in the
s'c‘istras that for women and for Sﬁdras, japa consists in the mere
utterance of the mantra (without them )”. In the Varc‘rhapura4am, it is said, “ The man" born of the caste of those who eat
dog’s ﬂesh woke up as soon as the day dawned, ﬁnished his chest.
vance which consisted in singing the praise of Bhagavan and
returned after uttering the mantra “ Namo Nﬁrﬁyaqa ”. So also
71. Tiruvoimozhi:

74-“

Nanmugan Tiruvandadi: 18
73. Mahabharata: Aswamedhika
parva: 96—31
72.

73A. Mahabharata: Aswamedhika

pan/a: 113-“

74- Naradiya K3193

75. Varahapuranam: 139-53
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:-

“ If a “man goes to Vaikunta uttering
we ﬁnd the following
the moolamantra, ‘ Namo Nr‘irmga ’ with his hands folded in reverence over his head, he will never return to the world of samsfira
etc , and “ If one is "to utter the name of Bhagavan, one should
say “ namo Narana ”. The middle of the sugar-cane (i.e.) Ashtr‘zkshara with eight joints becomes suitable to everyone, if the root
and the top (i .e.) the ﬁrst and the last syllable are cut off. So also
there is nothing inappropriate in all prapmmas enjoying the delight
(rasa) of thinking of Bhagavan at any time whatever. It is only
for bhaktz‘ yoga, which has its angas or accessories and which is
diﬂerent from prapattz', that some are not competent. Even though
prapattz' becomes perfect by the rite which lasts only for a moment
(We are taught) thus by the Saviour: “ Always” utter the dvaya
with the thought of its meaning (in your mind)”. Therefore the
command “Narayana is to be meditated on always” should be taken
as an upfiya for some (viz. those Who adopt bhakti) and as the fruit
for others, (namely praparmas ). Thus the command is in no way
Opposed to prapatti adapted as a direct and independent means.

Sri Ramanuja has explained in such treatises as Sri th‘zshya
how prapatti is an anga to bhakti or upc‘isana. In the gadya he
explains how prapattz' can also be an independent and direct means.
It is true we ﬁnd the following :— “ There is nothing "other than
yoga which can destroy such evil traits as ignorance (avidya')
(and conceit) ” and, “Past karma“ cannot be destroyed even in
ten thousand births without yoga. Only the ﬁre of yoga can consume away the dry grass of karma.” But since prapatti has been
enjoined as a direct and independent means, on the strength of
that ordinance. the passages cited above (on yoga) should be considered as applicable only to those others who are competent for them.
Similarly answers to other misconceptions that might arise in
regard to sadhyopﬁya (bhakti and prajbatti ) may be found in
76. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 4—5—2
77. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 6—10-1
78. Ramanuja: Saranagati Gadya.

79. Vishnupuranam: 6—7-25
80. Vishnudharma:102-4
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Nikshepa rakshii. Sadhyopr‘rya as clariﬁed in this chapter should be
borne in mind in regard to the three mysteries (mantras) in the
appropriate place.
TAMIL VERSE :

The S'ruti states at length that the Supreme Being chooses
those who should win His grace; but this choice (of the jiva bound
by karma for the bestowal of His grace) is based on some consideration. Therefore we obtain redemption by the mercy of the Lord
who, as antaryc'im'i, supports the world and, as Saviour, helps us
cross the sea of samsara and by understanding clearly the good
paths for winning His grace (bhaktz‘ and prapatti) as described in
the s'c'istras.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
Those (great men) who were Well-versed in the dialectical
methods of rationalists which resemble the art of conjuring, who
stand ﬁrst like the little ﬁnger while counting men renowned in
argument and Whose thoughts have been rendered clear by the
soap-nut of the Upanishads and the tradition that has followed
therefrom — (those great men) have taught us, in the manner
described in this chapter, that Sfidhyopiiya (bhakti and prapatti)
are the means of securing the favour of Siddhopaya (namely
Bhagavan).

(25) THE CHAPTER ON THE LIMITS WITHIN
WHICH THE UPAYAS BHAKTI AND
PRAPATTI HAVE POTENCY:

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:

The essential nature (svarﬁpa) of the Omnipresent Lord
(vibhu), what and of what description are His qualities, His
vibhavas (avatars). His sportful activities and the like and the
limits set by His command —- all these can be determined from the
s'rutis. So also the greatness of His devotees and the potency of
the ways in which we should worship Him (bhakti ) and the like
(prapatti) have been determined by great men like Sri Ramanuja
in accordance with what is stated (in the s'c‘istrds ).
We have so far shown the manner in which the misconceptions that arise in regard to the Siddhopﬁya which is revealed
by the words in the second or accusative case in Dvaya (S'r'imcm
NZirc‘zyatga charmgau) and S'aratgam and the speciﬁc siidhyopr'iya
(prapattz’ ) mentioned in the predicate ( prapadye) can be removed.
It now remains to clear those misconceptions that may arise about
the potency of the upiiya —- misconceptions assigning to it a greater
or less potency than that warranted by the prammgas (sources of
true knowledge).
THE GREATNESS OF THE DEVOTEES OF
BHAGAVAN :

Those who have adopted these ujn'iyas are, indeed, described
as having the greatness of being capable of securing redemption
even to those who are connected with them. It is said: “ Their
1fathers and their grand-fathers dance in joy clapping (their hands)
saying: “ A devotee of Vishnu is born into our family and he will
help to save us from samsc'ira ”, and again, “ Those seven‘ generations of men who were born before into my family and those seven
generations who will be born after me have become the servants
l. Varahapuranam

2. Tiruvoymozhi: 2-7-1.
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of the Lord. We have obtained this glorious and great existence ”.
Similarly it has indeed been stated that the greatness of the man
who has a knowledge of Bhagavan cannot be (adequately) estimated
by the gods even ": “ Even the’ gods cannot measure the greatness
of the man who knows Sri Krishna as He is ”. However we will
now state the limits (of this greatness) so far as caste is concerned,
by the force of pramiilgas which are not Opposed to these texts
(quoted above).

DOES PRAPATTI ENTITLE A S'UDRA TO BE
CONSIDERED A BRAHMIN 2

It is said; "Those

S'izdms‘ who have devotion’ (bhakti ) to
Bhagavan are not S’Ttdl‘ds; they who are devotees of Bhagavan are
Brahmins. Those who have no bhakti to Bhagavan (J anardana),
whatever might be their caste — they alone are sﬁdras". Thus by
the presence or absence in them of the speciﬁc attribute of bhakti
to Bhagavan, men of lower castes are called by the names of the
higher and men of higher castes are called by the names of the
lower reapectively. From this, men of poor understanding might
ask, " Are not the devotees of Bbagavan of one and the same
caste ? " If this view were accepted, it would be in conﬂict with all
the whims that prescribe the respective course of right conduct
stating, “ Thus will the devotee of the Lord who is a Brahmin
conduct himself and thus will the devotee who is a S'ﬁdra conduct
himself.” The distance that exists between the mere Brahmin
and the mere S'iidra should be considered to exist (also) between
the Lord '5 devotee who is a Brahmin and the Lord’s devotee who
is a S'iidra. The s'c'istras which state that they are equal refer only
to such things as the attainment of the ﬁnal goal (moksha).
Kadambi Appullar has made this point clear. Further learned
scholars (like Peria Achan Pillai) while commenting on the verse.
“ The Iiname, Narayana confers a (higher) kulam”. express the
Mahabharata: Aranya Parva 191-29.
4. Mahabharata: Aswamedhikaparva: 118-32.
3.

5. Tirumangai Alvar 1-1-9.
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following conclusion:—- “If a man who is low by birth and by
conduct attains contact with Bhagavan, one who has them both
should shrink from calling him low, because of the potency of his
devotion to Bhagavan ”. In answer to the question - “ But this
does not mean intermarriage among them ", they declared that this
(prohibition of intenmarriage) is due to caste and that the praise
of the man is due to his possession of virtues. The words. “It
confers a higher kulam ”, and likewise, the passage -— “ We “will
give up our former kulam, and sing the praise of Bhagavan ”
-mean only exaltation in the Vaishnava kulam. His kulam
is indeed such as will not entertain the worship of other deities as
well as the Lord. The saying current in the families of those who
are exclusively devoted to Bhagavan (ckr'z‘nti) is indeed as follows :“ He to 7WhomVasudeva is not the (sole) deity from birth to deathlet him not be born into our family and even if he is born, let him
die soon." Though the Imlam is changed, since the words caste
and kulam have been used in diﬂerent senses, we may say that the
caste will remain the same. but that the kulam will be different.
“ Though the cow may be of the temple, it does not cease to be a
cow ". In such passages as this :-— “ He should be considered8 as a
S'Tuira ”, the great sages called men of higher castes by the words
applicable to the lower castes and vice versa merely to indicate the
degree of consideration or reSpect to be shown. Therefore the purport of the s'c'istra is only this much: “Brahmins who are not devotees
of Bhagavrm are not to be held in esteem, whereas S'Trdras who are
devotees of Bhagavan should be as much esteemed as Brahmins.”

If this were not accepted (as the right interpretation),

all

rules and regulations (regarding caste) would be set at naught on
the strength of the censure and praise (which) alone are intended
to be conveyed) in such passages as the following :— "‘Auspicious
qualities which carry esteem do not arise from caste. The gods
6.~.‘Perialvar Tiruppallandu 5.

7. Varahapuranam.

83 Parameshtya samhita:

9. Mahabharata : Aswamedhika

parva - 116-8

10'
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consider as a Brahmin even a chandcila who conducts himself in
accordance with his caste,” “Sannyasinslo and those who perform
tapas (austerities) become chandﬁlas when they lapse from the
code of conduct prescribed for them”, and “Because“ a man’s hair
has turned grey, he is not esteemed as old. He who has jnc’ina,
even if he be a child, is esteemed by the gods as an old man". This
is the right explanation of all such passages :—
SANSKRI T S'LOKA :
When a member of one caste is praised as being of another
caste, it is to state that he should be esteemed as such at heart.
But social conduct is regulated by special rules governing it.
Sri Vidura, too, performed marriages and the like in accordance
with the rules of his caste. "After the best of the Brahmins had eaten,
Sri Krishna" sat on a high seat and ate the pure and delicious food
offered by Vidura.” On hearing of this, Duryodhana said to Sri
Krishna:—“Without “coming to Bhishma, Drona or to me, 0 Thou
of lotus eyes. why didst thou eat, 0 Madhusudana, in the house of
a Sﬁdm ?” Sri Krishna replied, “The food“ offered by an enemy
should not be eaten. (So also) an enemy should not be given
food to eat. You hate the Pandavas, 0 king. Are they not my
very life ? ” In answering thus, it is evident that Sri Krishna
admitted the truth of the particular caste ascribed to Vidura by
Duryodhana.

It may be asked: "Is not the eating of food cooked by

a

S'Tidra forbidden to Brahmins and Kshatriyas ?" The answer is
as follows: “Apastamba and others state that Sﬁdms who“ are
under the supervision of Aryas are competent to cook their food".
In other yugas (than Kali) there was no prohibition, because
good Sudras under the control of Aryas were permitted to cook the
food of the Aryas. (We read) further :-- “The “pure Vidura,
1]. Mann Smriti: 2-156
12. Mahabharata: Udgoga parva:
1 (42-45)
13. Bharata Savitri

14.

Mahabharata: UdyOgaparva:

91-27

15. Apastamba: Dharma Sutra: 2-2-4
16. Mahabharata: Udyogaparva: 91—43
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having the qualities necessary for it, brought the food.” This
testiﬁes to it, as Vidura’s exceptional qualities are referred to.
When this Brahma Jnani (Vidura) gave up his life by the
power of yoga, Dharmaputra (it is true) felt it his duty (as his
nephew) to perform his funeral obsequies in the special form (of
Brahmamedha ). But it may have been performed in silence
(without mautras;) or it was justiﬁable in the case of that exceptional individual. This should not be considered as a precedent in
the case of other individuals (as a principle applicable to all ). If
(this answer) were not accepted, it would follow that, because the
virtuous Pandavas had a common wife, owing to the force of
certain exceptional circumstances, others, too, might dolikewise.
(This would lead to promiscuity in social relations )_. Therefore
each individual should stand ﬁrm in his caste and render service
(km'ukarya) to Bhagavan in accordance with what is prescribed
as competent for that caste.
Those who abide by the s'éistras should not believe in the
elevation from (lower) castes stated in the deceptive sﬁstras
(of heretics). The case of such as Visvamitra (who became a
Brahmin after being a Kshatriya, was due to certain special causes
as the charu (ablation of grain cooked in milk and other things)
eaten by his mother without knowing that it was intended for producing a Brahmin child -— it should not be considered that it is
applicable to others as well, for it is against the texts (in the s'astras).
The incidents and conduct of the Alvars who were possessed of
powers even superior to those of Vidura and others should not
be taken as precedents for our conduct. If we examine even their
condact carefully, (we shall ﬁnd) that they did not transgress the
rules of their respective castes.

The s'loka :--“ Vishnu" is always to be praised (in song) with
true knowledge (jm'ina). Therefore the pure knowledge concerning
l7. Mahabharata - Santi Parva 323-88.
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the eternal Lord should be obtained in clearness either from Brahmins or from Kshatriyas or from Vaisyas or from Sudras or from
even lower castes - this s'loka means merely that since knowledge
of Bhagavan is essential as an acquisition, mere knowledge in its
clearness should be obtained, when men of the previous castes are
not available, even from those that are below them. Notwithstanding this, the initiation into vidyfis (upr'isanas), mantras and
the like should be only from such as Brahmins. This is clearly
established from Vidura's words :-—”As I was "born a S’ﬁdra,
I cannot teach any further.”
Tuladhara and Dharmavyadha (who were of lower castes) only
did this much: they treated with reSpect the Brahmins who came
to them to have their doubts cleared regarding dharma and made
them understand the points at issue, just like people who put pilgrims on the right path when they happen to have lost their way.
They did not become the main Eichﬁryas (of the Brahmius). This
is how the incidents in the Itihasas should be understood.
“ Bhakti or” devotion is of eight kinds. If this bhaktz‘ is found
in a mleccha. he should be considered as a devout and knowing
Brahmin. To him giving is prOper and from him taking is proper.
He should be treated with the same reverence as I myself ” - This

s'loka has been commented Upon (by Peria Achan Pillai) as meaning not that girls might be given in marriage to him and the like,
but that he may be given the gift of knowledge and such like.
“ Treatment with reverence ” (,ooojyah) is a general term. Therefore it means that if a man has devotion to Bhagavan, he should be
treated with as much respect as the sw’istras permit. Its purport is
merely this much. that if a nian treats such a devotee in the same
way as he would treat others of the same caste, he would go to
hell. The great sage summarised this in the sdoka “ He who
”treats a devotee of Bhagavan, be he a Sudra, a huntsman, or even
a man who eats dog’s ﬂesh, as he would treat other men of these
18.

Mahabharata: udyoga parva: 4I-5.
19. Garuda Puranam: 219—6-5.

20. Itihasa samucchayam 27—26.
"
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castes - he would go to hell.” Therefore the potency of devotion
to Bhagavan should be so estimated as not to infringe the regulations of caste.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA.
Therefore the contention that all devotees of Vishnu are of the
same caste either because of the lower caste perishing or of all
castes perishing—this contention is foolish.- Reverence for the sake
of devotion to Bhagavan is common, according to the sages. to all.
Equality by the destruction of castes and the like Will occur (only)
at the time of mukti.
I

In the Bhagavad Gt‘ia and elsewhere, in such passages as the

following, the regulations and limits of the respective castes and
regulations of conduct in accordance with castes have been declared
in unequivocal terms, even in the case of men who have devotion
to Bhagavan :—“ Women,“ Vaisyas and Sudras, even among these,
whoever seek me as refuge will attain the highest state”. “The
man who" is absorbed in the performance of the duties and rites
pertaining to his caste will attain the supreme end of life. Learn
from me how this happens. The man attains his end by worshipping Bhagavan with the performance of his ordained karma ”;
“ Therefore the" Sﬁdm should not utter my names with the
prapava (aum ) ”, “Bhagavan who“ is the SUpreme Person is
adored by the man who performs the duties and rites of his varqa
and his (is'rama. There is nothing which delights Bhagavan other
than this”. “The man” who does not deviate in the least from
the karmas ordained for his caste, who considers alike those who
wish him well and those who wish him ill, and who never deprives
another of what belongs to him and never does any action of
violence (himsii) -— know that this man who has a mind free from
21. Bhagavad Gita 9-32.
22. Bhagavad Gita 18(45-46)
23. Mahabharata : Aswamedhikaparva
[18-14.

24. Vishnupurana

3-84

25. Vishnu purana: 3—7-40
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following order of preference—for the possession of vidyi’i (jut-ma ),
of right karma, of age, of relatives and of wealth. Even a S'izdra
possessing these is ﬁt to be honoured in old age ".

If the excellence arising from the body and from the qualities
of the mind were to cause pride or arrogance, it would lead to evil
consequences. It the inferiority in the one (caste due to the body)
and in the other (mental virtues) as described respectively in the
following passages, “ I was” not born in any of the four castes
Where dharma could be practised.’; and “ I was” born in a family
renowned in the world wherein every one was pure and performed
yoga, where every one knew the truth about prakriti with its three
qualities, and the j ivas, where every one had his mind ﬁrmly ﬁxed
at Thy lotusJike feet and yet I inclined to sin and am now sunk in
samsc‘zra, O Saviour” —- if these two kinds of inferiority are reali.
sed by a person and if it should generate in him kc‘irpaaya (humility)
so that he adopts the particular upr‘iya suitable for his c‘ikinchanya
(helplessness), it will be extolled, because it will lead to the attainment of the ultimate end. Thus though there are regulations
regarding castes and the code of conduct pertaining to each caste.
there is nothing to prevent a person from being honoured in the
mind as established above.

EKA-NTINS AND PARAMAIKXNTINS:
Among those who are devoted to Bhagavan, those who do not
bow to any other deity are Ekr‘intins (i.e.) men with exclusive
“Exclusive devo.
devotion to Bhagavan, as stated in the 34012::
”1
tion (Ekantz’tvam) to Bhagavan is common to all these three.
Exclusive devotion consists in indifference to all other deities and
in depending on Him alone.”

:-

Among them the man with jm‘ina‘ is called Paramm’kﬁntin or
man with supreme and exclusive devotion to Bhagavan, because
he does not want anything else and among these latter, the supreme
—90
29. Tirucchanda Vlruttam—
30. Alavandar Stotram: Ql

31. Gitartha Sangraha: 28-32
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and exclusive devotion of those who, impatient of delay, have
performed bhamnyiz’sa to the Almighty S'eshi, and who, under.
standing the truth of the srruti that those asking for other things
are like men putting their money to interest, do not ask even for
moksha as a reward and consider service (kainkarya) as an end
in itself the supreme and exclusive devotion of these men is like
gold which is sixteen points pure*. The great sages who can
estimate this degree of purity have described, at considerable length,
the greatness of these men with supreme and exclusive devotion to
Bhagavan, in such treatises as the Mahabharata.
——

It is said in the " Vihagendra Samhz’ta" as follows :— “The
man who is always thinking of Narayana -— whatever he the
calling (vrz’tti) he Hollows for his living, that is adoration; whatever
he says ( jalpah) is japam; whatever he sees is meditation or
dhyc'imz ; the water that has received contact with his feet is incomparably holy water; whatever is left after he has eaten will purify;
his mere words are a sacred mantra: whatever he touches becomes
pure." These s'lokas, it is true, are authoritative, but “whatever
he the calling, that is adoration ” does not refer to any calling
that is condemned in the s'c‘zstras. It means that even if the man
is obliged, owing to the unfavourable conditions brought about by
place, time and the like, to follow a calling which is not ordained
for him, it will be a proper means of obtaining the materials
required for the adoration of the Lord, for it has been said : “ In
“times of adversity, a man may follow a calling slightly lower than
that prescribed for him.” The passage which says :— “ Even”
the sin committed for my sake will be counted as dharma ” has
also the same purport. If this (interpretation) were not accepted,
it would extend even to those callings that are prohibited. Even
if the reading (in the stolen cited above) be cheshm (movement)
and not vrittz‘ (calling), just like the acts intended for keeping the
body alive and those that are enjoined by the s'c'istra, which are
NOTE :— This means cent per cent purity.
' another
reading cheshta (i.e.) movement (instead of mm

§

32.

is

33.

D.
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gurus. Even if it is of general application, it means only this
much — “If those who are devotees of the Lord should give me
what is left over after their meal, it would purify me, even though
they have been obliged, by force of unfavourable circumstances
like place and time, to follow occupations lower than those ordained
for them and to make others also follow them.” In this (Tamil)
passage, if the word scsha should mean only what is left in the
vessels in which the food was cooked as in the question and answer
(after a s'rc'iddha) — “what: is to be done with the food left over ?,”
and “ let it be eaten in the company of friends ” — if it should
mean only ”this, there is nothing wrong. The word ucchishta, too,
has been employed in the s'rutis to mean what is left in the cooking
vessel after (people) have dined. Menu and others have determined
to this effect :—“One 39Ashould give up wealth and pleasure (artha
and kiima) when they are against dharma. Even dharma which
is likely to bring suffering or which is likely to rouse disgust
among people in the world should be given up”.

“ His very speech should be considered as a sacred mantra ”:This means that even the words in the vernacular language emp.
loyed by him as necessary for spiritual elevation should be cherished like Tirumantra and reﬂected upon. It does not mean that his
talk on worldly affairs is ﬁt to be uttered as japa. The saying:
“ His‘0 words in jest should be cherished as the texts in the slrutis ”
should also be interpreted in this sense. “ All that he touches becomes pure ”; This should be interpreted as follows:--— When a
man is ill (and cannot himself bathe), another is allowed to touch
him and bathe for his sake; when the ﬁcharya initiates the s'ishya
into the sacred mantras, he touches the Slishya with his hand ; this
touch is called “touch with the hand of Vishnu". When an idol is
newly installed, it is touched with the hand by great devotees of the
Lord. In certain other circumstances, too, the touch with the hand
is prescribed as puriﬁcatory. The passage means, therefore, that
his touch of all things is even more puriﬁcatory in such contexts as
are ordained in the sash-as.
39A. Manusmriti: 4-176

40. Joanasaram: 40
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is no doubt of this. The man who drinks liquor goes to hell by him.
self, whereas the man who eats mum on Ekadasz‘ day drags his
ancestors (also) into hell". " The mind becomes" impure by eating
forbidden food, by coveting what one has not got, by seeing various
objects of sense-pleasure and by want of cleanliness in the body ”.
” Yarna plans“ to kill the Brahmin with (the weapons of) failure to
study the Vedas, the absence of right Observances, laziness and
forbidden food.”

If no such discrimination were accepted, it would conﬂict with
many s't'istras which have been recognised as great authorities and
also with the traditional Observances of the learned (srishta ).
Therefore to state such views is merely of the nature of exaggeration (of some one aspect). Even by the man who, has supreme
and exclusive devotion (paramaz‘kﬁntin) and whose greatness is
boundless, these restrictions imposed by the s'ﬁstras are not viola.
ted. This may be understood from the Observances until the last
day of their lives, of great ﬁchﬁryas like Nathamuni, Alavandar and
Sri Ramanuja.

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE RITES OF THE VARNAS
AND KSRAMAS IS OBLIGATORY:
Those who are outside the pale of the Vedas and those who
hold heretical views give up, owing to delusion, these restrictions
and regulations which are ordained in the Vedas and the
srﬁstras based on the Vedas. That this kind of renunciation is
due to tamas is declared by Bhagavan in the whim : — “One
"should not give up the karma ordained for the castes and the
ﬁs'ramas. Their omission arising from ignorance is renunciation
(tyt‘zga) due to tamas”. He has (also) declared that the giving
up of activities and abstentions which are of the nature of pain is
renunciation due to rajas, in the following :— “He who gives up
karma,“ because it is painful and fatiguing to the body — he
47. Srirang;Mamwiya 47-10
48. Manusmriti 5-3

49. Bhagavad Gita 18-7
50. Bhagavad Gita is—s
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renounces owing to rajas and does not obtain the fruit of renunciation. ” His tyz'rga or renunciation is like that of the man who
becomes sannyc'isin because of the diﬂiculties of maintaining a
family.
While giving up, in accordance with our competence, what
should be given up and doing what should be done, we should give
up the thought, “ I am doing all this as an independent agent.
this activity is dependent on me; this will be the means of my
attaining such and such an object ". We should, on the other
hand, think that the Supreme Ruler is the (real) doer and that
We render service to Him, which is His due, with the sole object of
pleasing Him. If we follow this line of thought (in what we do
and in what We refrain from), it is renunciation due to sattvam,
and this has been declared by Bhagavan in :— ” To perform the“
karma ordained for a man with the thought that it is an end in
itself and that it ought to be done without the thought that the
karma is his (independent) action and without the desire for gain
of any kind—this is. O Arjuna. renunciation due to sattvam ” The
man should observe (these rites and regulations) solely for the purpose of pleasing Bhagavan. He should not even ask for moksha
as a reward, for he should realise that, by the grace of the Allmerciful Lord which has been won by the prapatti performed
before, moksha is certain. (He should) render service (kainkarya)
like those who have already attained mukti. This would resemble a
healthy man eating food with milk (without any thought of the
cure from illness to be obtained from milk). Such a code of
conduct is the highest limit of renunciation due to sattvam. This
is like eating food when men are hungry. Otherwise their conduct
would resemble that of men who eat cakes for winning a wager,
(They cannot derive any true pleasure therefrom l. [The man that
eats food when hungry enjoys it, because he does so with no other
object than satisfying his hunger. The man who eats cakes for
winning a wager, cannot ﬁnd any relishin doing so. ]
51. Bhagavad Gita 18-9
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THE REAL MEANING OF
“HAVING GIVEN UP ALL DHARMAS"
IN THE CHARAMA S'LOKA:
While commenting on the words (in the Charamq S'toka)
" Having given up all dharmas ”, the author of Sr: BMshya interpreted them at ﬁrst to mean that the giving up of dharmas means
the giving up of the thought that, in his action. the man himself is
the doer seeking a certain gain for himself by that means. This is
renunciation of action due to sattvam (and not the giving up of the
dharma itself viz... m'tya and naimittika). This form of thought
should be borne in mind by the man who has adOpted prapatti as
a direct and independent upc'iya, at the time of the performance of
prapatti and also in his further actions (after prapatti), which are
ends in themselves and have no relation of any kind to an upr‘z'ya.
In the second interpretation given of those words (by the author of
of the Bhr’ishya), they mean that when the man of poor ability who
cannot brook any delay in the attainment of mulm' falls into grief
or deSpair at the thought of all the dharmas or rites prescribed in
the SIEistras and his inability to perform them, the Lord. in order
to diSpel his despair, ordained another means which is easy of performance and has to be adapted only once and said: “ You need
not go about seeking other upa'yas ” The praprmﬁa should note
that in order that one may be competent for prapatti, the absence
of adoption of any other updya before its performance is a requisite
which has been present of its own accord by the grace of God.
In regard to actions after the performance of prapattz’, this giving
11p of the adoption of other upr‘iyas is insisted on in the s'r‘istra itself
and this shows how prapatti does not require any aid (after it is
once done).

If the word parityajya (having given up) merely states what

has, on account of inability, already occurred (and not what is
enjoined), the meaning (of the ﬁrst part of the charama sdoka)
would be that this having given up is a qualiﬁcation for prapatti.
If, on the other hand, the words (having given up) state what is
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Our ﬁchﬁryﬁs like (Appullar) have argued thus:-:
Since m'tya and maimittika karma are enjoined on a man
(irrespective of all fruit or gain that might arise from it) simply by
virtue of his being a servant of the Lord, they should not be given
up, lest he should be violating the command of the Master,
(although they may not be required as angas for prapattz’).

SANSKRIT SLOKAS

:

Those who have violated the commands (of the Lord) and
have not performed the expiatory ceremonies ( prayasrchitta )
enjoined for these violations according to their competence — they
must suffer the consequences of the violation. By acting in accor.
dance with the commands, one avoids the evil consequences (due
to violation) and enjoys (also) the pleasure arising from the delight
of the Lord. Thus two gains are certain.
Such things as soarga that are declared to be the fruit of
certain (good) karmas will not arise (as the prapamza performs
them without desiring any fruit.) But if the man performs forbidden actions, the evil consequences will necessarily follow (though
not desired by him), owing to another cause (viz. doing the forbidden thing).

When prajmttz' was treated (by the Bhﬁshyakiira) as an anga
of bhakti yoga, it was only to illustrate how it wins bhaktz’ yoga as
a fruit, since it is capable of securing all fruits. In this context,
we should bear in mind that, on the lines of the Bhashyakara’s
second interpretation (of the charama s'loka ). prapatti stands in
the place of all upc‘iyas including bhakti yoga, which are difﬁcult of
performance. In accordance with his ﬁrst interpretation, (that
every dharma should be done with the thought that it is performed
not by oneSelf but by the Lord and for His own ends — s'dttm'kq
parityc'iga) and not out of any desire for one’s own gain, the
meaning should be considered as enjoining the performance of
prapatti with that thought and the service rendered by the praI’anna as an end in itself.
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SANSKRI T SLOKAS :
“ When a man falls into despair or grief because he is not
able to adopt certain upc'iyas which are prescribed as productive of
the desired results — to that man I stand as those upiiyas. This
is the gist of the charama S'loka.”

The performance or the non-performance of certain dharmas
(like m‘tya and naimittika) are not to be considered as angas of
prapatti. The man desires to perform these actions of which he
is capable, because they have been ordained for him ( without any
reference to prapattz‘ ). The non-performance of those actions of
which he is incapable constitute’s Zikinchanya (helplessness) which
is necessary for prapatti.
Rites like dawn and p'zzmamzisa have not been prescribed
as requisites for yajnas (sacriﬁces). So at the time of the performance of yajnas, they are not performed. But on occasions
like the new-moon day, they have to be done because they are
enjoined on their own account. 80 also here; (i.e.) m‘tya and
naimittz'ka are not prescribed as angas for prapattz’; they are not
to be performed at the time of prapattz' as its angas, but because
they have been enjoined on their own account, without any relation or reference to prapatti.

The teaching " Give up" dharma and adharma” relates to
the giving up of those dharmas which are said to be productive of
certain gains (kfz‘mya) and of those karmas which are forbidden.”
So also “give up" satyam and also anrz‘tam ” means “ Do not
desire satyam‘ the enjoyment or experience of your self as an end
in itself; also do not desire the enjoyment of *anrita the pleasures
of the world, wealth and the like ". It may also mean : “Give up
speaking even that truth (satyam) which will cause pain to
52. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 339-44
‘ NOTE :— One interpretation of the word satya is the changeless eternal

mm or self; anrita refers to non-sentient things

sures of wealth.

which contribute to the plea-
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others.” In order to reveal the excellence of his téachiug, it is
“ Having given up both satyam and anritam",
repeated again
it is said further, " Give up the thought which enables you to give
up satyam and anritam, namely, the thought that you are the
deer ”, in order to enable us to realise that even our doership is
dependent on another (the Lord) Thus there is no authority here
for violating the commands of the Lord.
Now let us consider what was taught to Uddhava :-- In spite
of what has been said so far, some quote the words addressed to
Uddhava .— “Give up. 0 Uddhava, all injunctions (vidhis) (like
sandhyc'i, which are prescribed as a means to an end); give up all
prohibitions such as “ don’t injure others " ; give up the dharmas
to be actively performed and also the dharmas which prescribe the
avoidance of or abstention from certain acts and also the requisites ( angas) which you have heard so far and which you will
learn hereafter as being necessary for both of them ~— (Give up all
these) and seek refuge in Me alone by all means, for I am the
Inner Self of all beings. By doing so, you will attain moksha,
where there is freedom from all fear ”. They quote these words
and argue as follows :-- “ Since, here we are enjoinedl' to give up
the abstention from certain actions, and since in the charama
sloka, it is not prOper to restrict or limit the meaning of sarva
(all) in sarva karmc‘in, it follows that we should give up even the
abstention (from evil acts )." This would mean that we should
perform forbidden things as much as lies in our power. Since the
doing of these forbidden things is something that, according to
them, is enjoined, these people argue in their delusion that even
if the prapanna does forbidden things deliberately after pmpattz’,
there would be no stain left. This is extremely ridiculous, for the
(notorious) charvakas (alapakas) say that even if a man sins,
it leaves no stain behind, whereas the argument stated above goes
further and is tantamount to saying that (the prapamm) should
necessarily commit sin: This is l“like the ﬁsh swallowing greedily

:-

clu—

n...-

54. Mahabharata: Udyoga Parva: 34-!3
53. Bhagavatam: 11-12—1445
fNOTE :—- “Giving up abseutation from forbidden thing’ would mean
doing forbidden things.
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the bait made of iron covered with something which is delicious to
eat, without any thought of the consequence. It is in reﬂecting on
such (perversities) that the great sage became sad: “Whatever“
the good man shrinks from, that the wicked man is delighted with.
How painful is the perversity of this world !”

If the interpretation (given by these men) were the real mean-

ing (of the teaching to Uddhava), it would follow that all the
forbidden things done by a man throughout his life would be the
requisites (angas) of prapattz'. The injunction that prapatti
with its angas should be done only once would then have no
meaning. It is not possible to do all the forbidden things at the
moment of performing prapattz’. Nor have we seen any one
performing prapattz', doing as much of the forbidden as lies in his
power. According to this contention of theirs, even sins cannot
be called sins (since they are enjoined), in the same way as injury
(to animals) in the Agnishomiya sacriﬁce is not called a sin (because it is enjoined). All this would be in conﬂict with their own
commentary on the words— "I will release thee from all sins",
including the sins that might be committed deliberately after prapattz‘. It would imply that we should commit the three kinds of
offences (of the mind, speech and body ) as much as lies in our
power. It is also opposed to the code of conduct followed by
previous ﬁchc‘iryas, to the tradition of our ancients, to their own
actual conduct and, further, to the Observances of present day
sepirants to inukti. Those who contend in this manner should,
when they are attacked by a prapmma owing to the desire for
wealth or for pleasure, have to say; “ Is this not, indeed, the
dharma expected of a prapmma ?”. and feel delighted. This
would be Opposed to countless pramiinas and is also not the real
purport of the words in question. Some dchﬁryas would explain
this contention that abstention from forbidden things is also
included in the words sarva dharmr‘in (as something to be given
up) as due to ignorance of the meaning of the word dharma. It is
in this way : Among abstentions only that which is done in accor55. Mahabharata: Aranys Parva: 2-64
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dance with prescribed rules as a means to secure a particular object
is called dharma. Mere non-violence (ahimsi'z') is only the absense
of sin and is not dharma in the primary sense of the word (for no
rules or restraints are observed). Therefore to give up non-violence
undentaken for the sake of an object and in accordance with rules and
restraints (niyama) means to give up the object aimed at and the
rules and restraints in practising it. Beyond this, there is no au.
thority for giving up the abstention from forbidden things that is
prescribed in the uivritti s'dstras (i.e.) s'r'istras for securing mukti.

Even if it be held that mere ahimsc‘i which is not accompanied
by m'yama (the observance of rules and restraints) is also meant
by the word dharma, we submit the following :—
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS:
“ If the word dharma includes in its import also the giving up
of adharma, the giving up of adharma will have to be done always,
as it is an independent m‘dhz’ or injunction (which has nothing to
do with {arapatti ),

“It

is impossible to contend in an assembly of the wise that
the giving up of what is pleasing (to the Lord) r‘iuulzz‘ilya and the
performance of what is disagreeable ( to Him) prﬁtikulya are

angas to prapattr'.
“Let us bear in mind the fact that the injunction not to violate
the code of conduct of the good (such as giving up saudhyzi or
nitya and mzimittika) which we ﬁnd in the chapter on prapatti
is intended to apply only to the prapamza”.
When it is thus clear that these should not be given up as they
are injunctions which have no relation to prapatti and which are
independent rules. it may be asked what is the meaning of the
teaching to Uddhava which says “Give up what is enjOined for
action and also what is forbidden, give up action and abstention
from action". The answer is that they mean only this much: that
they should not be observed as cages or requisites for prapatts‘ :
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and of men who were sageJike, there have occurred forbidden
actions and expiations therefor. If it were otherwise (01¢) that
the aspirant for mukti would never commit an oﬂ'ence deliberately)
then, since those who are upﬁsakas following bhakti yoga are also
aspirants for mukti, it would follow that they, too, would not
commit offences deliberately and the conclusion that is arrived at
in S’n’ th‘zshya that freedom from stain caused by later sins is
applicable only to sins committed in ignorance and that there is no
pardon for sins committed deliberately —- this conclusion would
then become meaningless.
There is no difference between the upc‘isaka (the follower of
Bhakti yoga) and the praparma in regard to what is forbidden on
account of caste (om-1.2a ), ﬁsrrama, sex (jzz'ti ), gotﬁra (family),
pravara (ancestry), right conduct, race hula, place, time, bodily
or mental condition (avasthi‘i), character (guua) or convention
(samaya). If What is forbidden has been done, there is difference
in the manner of expiation, because that depends on the competency (adhz‘kara).
The verse, “ My servants“ will never commit offences. Even
if they commit them, I will consider them as if they were virtuous
actions" —— even this verse indicates that offences are not unlikely.
The sentence “If they commit offences, I will consider them as
virtuous actions” means “ If done in ignorance, I will pardon them.
If oﬂ'ences are committed deliberately and if they do not obtain
pardon, I will condone them after inﬂicting punishment, but will
never forsake them. That, as a matter of fact, these offences are
not virtuous acts is indicated therein when it is said :— “It will be
considered as if they were good deeds ".

It is (distinctly) stated: “If there is an

“oﬂ'ence, expiation
should be done at once. The expiation that is to be done is to per.
form prapatti again”. Therefore it cannot be contended that, if
the prapmma commits an oﬂ'ence deliberately after prapattz‘,
6!. Perialvar Tirumozhi 4-9-2

62. Lakshmitantram 17 (91-92 ).
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Iswara will not have the desire to punish (the prapamm), nor can
it be said that if the Omnipotent Lord desires to punish and if
pardon be not obtained, there will be no evil result following (for
when He has once willed. the result must take place, for He is
Almighty). If it be held that the offence would only cause the
absence of pleasure to the Lord, then if that displeasure would not
cause any evil (to the man), there would be no need to perform a
later prﬁyaychz'tta (which is distinctly ordained in the passage cited
above.) If it be held that the utmost that would happen (on account
of the offence) is only absence of pleasure to oneself in addition to
that of the Lord, the evil consequences, namely, absence of pleasure
will have to be admitted. It may be said :— (Let there be absence
of pleasure; absence of pleasure being only a particular form of
knowledge, it would last only for an instant). There is no reason
for performing a prayaschz’tta in connection with the absence of
one’s own pleasure which has passed away. If it is said that the
expiation or prc'iyaSIchz'tta is intended only to avoid the absence of
pleasure in oneself that might continue, then, there is every reason
to perform expiation owing to the fear that the sufferings stated in
the s'rutis and the smrz’tz’s ( for nomperform ance of ordained
rites and Observances - m‘tya and naimittika ) would follow when
the time comes for its fruition, for these sufferings are on the same

footing as this displeasure ).

Therefore in order to avoid (1) these sufferings and (2) the
interruption to the enjoyment of the Lord (Bhagavad anubhava)
here and the diminution of it caused by the weakness of the
senses, the fading of the intelligence, sorrow and the like and
(3) in the case of those whose term of life has not already been
unalterably ﬁxed, delay in the ultimate gain, viz" moksha by the
extension of the age limit — in order that this may not happen,
prapatti has to be performed again. Even those who hold the
opinion that this is not required will have to concede that the per.
formance of this latter prapatti will be pardoned by the Lord
(even if it be considered as an offence), since they hold the Opinion
that the Lord will forgive (even) the doing of forbidden things.

ATONEMENT NECESSARY
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We have already explained that it is not possible to perform
prapatti in anticipation for oﬂences that might be committed deliberately in future and that there is nothing imprOper in performing
a later prapatti in order to obtain a fruit or object which was not
prayed for in the previous prapattz' (in the chapter on Expitation
for Offences ). Thus it may be understood that there is nothing
improper in observing the code of conduct followed by the good
and arising from the commands 'of the Lord, (viz., m‘tya and
naimt‘ttika ).
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :
He who maintains the view that the prapmma will not be
tainted even when he does forbidden things, — why does he view
with anger those who, in accordance with the Lord’s commands,
observe the code of conduct ordained as proper ?
When it is held (by these disputants) that even when the
(Lord’s) commands are violated, He would not fail to protect,
how could it be said that He would withhold His protection when
His commands are performed ‘2
No form of service (to the Lord) is proper without right
conduct. When a man has not made himself clean, he is not ﬁt
to worship the Lord.

born of right conduct : and the Lord of Dharma
is Achyuta.” The meaning of all the s'ﬁstras is explained in these
words in the, ﬁfth Veda (Mahabharata ).

Dharma

is

The remembrance of the prapam' (performed before) which
is taught by the wise is for the purpose of giving up such prfiyas.
chittas as one is not competent to perform and the performance of
such others as one is competent for.
When prapattz‘ is remembered, the thought will arise that
sins committed in ignorance will cause no taint. It will also be
understood that when they are committed deliberately, the performance of a further pmpatts’ is necessary.
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" Therefore the wise man

should remain without committing
any oﬂ'ence. But when offences have occurred, the prOper thing
to do would be another prapattz‘ ”.

The activities of the man who perimmed prapatti (at ﬁrst)
praying that he should be sinless and of the man who performed
a further prapatti in order that his later life may be free from sin
will invariably be free from sin.

PR1 YASCHITTA FOR DELI BERATE OFFENCES
IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY:
Some may say, in (utter) disregard of texts to the contrary,
that (even) the offences committed deliberately by the prapanna
would be pardoned, their opinion being based on certain incidents
in the Itz'hc'isas and the Purﬁzms. This contention, too, arises
from an ignorance of the real opinions in the respective contexts.
(For instance) when Sugriva transgressed the time ﬁxed by him
for carrying out the terms of the alliance, the offence caused the
appearance of great grief in Sri Rama’s mind and he said, “The
way in“ which Valin was slain is not yet closed. Abide by the
terms of the agreement, 0 Sugriva. Do not go the way of Valin."
0n hearing these words, Lakshmana became so angry that the
Lord had to bring down his wrath. He went to Sugrivu (to
denounce him). On that occasion, did not (Hanuman), the scholar
versed in the science of Indra’s grammer, counsel Sugriva as
follows:— “I do not“ see any other means for you, the oﬁ'ender,
to escape from this situation except by begging the pardon of
Lakshmana with folded hands". Sugriva. too, accepted this advice
“If out ”of over-conﬁdence or out of
and said to Lakshman
affection, I have transgressed in any way, pray, let the oﬁ'ence
of your servant be pardoned". And'Lakshmana too, had to seek
Sugriva's pardon for over-stepping the proper bounds of speech by

.-

63. Ramayana: Kishkindha kanda: 30-81
64. Ramayana: Kishkindha kanda: 32-11
65. Ramayana: Kishkindha kanda: 36-11
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and who are proﬁcient in the knowledge of the injunctions
concerning prapatti, which are diametrically Opposed to the non.
observance of the rites and duties pertaining to each caste and
each Eis'rama—these men of exclusive devotion to the Lord may
he found even in this last yuga, and they will approve of the enquiry
made so far (in this chapter).

( 26)

THE CHAPTER ON THE VINDICATION OF
(THE) POTENCY (OF PRAPATTI ).

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—

It

is, of course, wonderful that stones and the like should become women and the like (Ahalya); (but) more wonderful is it
that fire should become as cold as snow (as in the case of Hanuman) and that a blade of grass should become a missile (Kakasura);
even more wonderful is the act of slaying when it becomes the

means of redemption (as for Sisupala and others). So also it is
most wonderful that the sandal (of Sri Rama) should protect the
three worlds.
(Since the glory of Bhagavan is so wonderful, there is nothing
surprising in pmjzutti to Him accomplishing wonderful things.)

We have already Spoken about the limits within which prajmttz' has potency. We will hereafter remove the misconceptions
of those who would minimise its potency.

It has been

said:—-

“The man ‘who has done good or evil

deeds of a very serious nature will experience their fruits even here
(in this life) within three days, three fortnights, three months or
three years”. In the same way, it has been said, “Bhakti as an
ztpiz'ya’ destroys all sins other than those which have begun to
yield their fruits (jin'irabhdhu'), whereas prapatti (siidhyabhaktz’)
is superior to bhaktz’ and destroys even those sins which have begun
to operate (prﬁrabdha)". Therefore {#:11me gets rid of even sins
that have begun to bear their fruit (ﬁri‘imbdha) and yields the
fruit of ,its own performance. As has been stated in regard to
other vidyiis (forms of meditation: upiismml, that the sins
committed before and those committed after upiismm) will both
be destroyed, prapattz‘, which is superior to them as a vidyc‘z dest-

l. Vihagcndrasamhita.
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roys (even) the suﬁering due to karma which has begun to operate
so that it may not continue the next instant, the next day or the
next life in accordance with the degree or intensity of the man’s
impatience. This is the real purport of the words, “ Do not
despair 0r grieve ”, mt? s'uchah (in the charma s'loka).

THE PURPOSE OF 1—SWARA IN MAKING
THE PRAPANNA SUFFER:
(In this connection) the following question may be asked by
some who minimise the power of pmpatti :— “ If this is the real
meaning, should not the sufferings which are seen in the actual
life of a. prapmma as the result of [Jrﬁrabdha karma and the performance of actions which would result in further suﬂ'éring-—-should
not these sufferings cease (at once)? If it is said that the Lord
will grant the cessation of these (sufferings) only if He is prayed to,
for it, by the sufferer, the question arises, “ Why does not Iswara,
who is the weleisher of all (living beings), grant, of His own
accord, the cessation of these connected sufferings also, in the
same way as prapatti grants incidentally such things as the ability
to purify those who are in one’s society. We do not see Iswara
doing this. Therefore what is said (in the charama s'lolea) about
all grief disappearing should be taken as not literally true, but as
(exaggerated) praise of the potency of pmpattz‘ ”.
The answer to this question is as follows :— " Iswara is
always inclined to bestow His grace. He is eager to confer moksha
on those who seek His protection even at (the time of) the begin.
ning of uttering the sentence which states firapattz‘. But owing to
the man’s desire, the Lord agrees to keep him here (in this world),
for some time longer. If he enjoys the inferior pleasures of life
without any pain (or sorrow or suffering), his desire will never
disappear. Nor will the assurance that the realisation of the Lord
is truly enjoyable grow in him. Therefore as has been said in the
following s'lokas :—
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his wealth I take
away from him. Then his relatives forsake him. So he is ever
full of sorrow or pain. If the man who suﬁ'ers in this way
continues to cling to me. I show him that grace which even the
gods cannot obtain”; (as has been said in these slokas), Iswara
avails Himself of those karma: which have begun to yield their
fruit (prc‘zrabdha) and which are the cause of these suﬂ‘erings and
punishes these men of hard hearts in order to correct them as a
father and the like would do (in the case of such as their sons) with
a whip at hand. It is therefore pr0per to consider such punish—
ments as special favours.
—-

When the king asked whether a disease could be (helpful),
Bhattar replied that even a disease could be a teacher for us. Sufferings are teachers to the prapamza, because, if his term of life is
already unalterably ﬁxed, they would create repentance in the
mind and if his term of life could be extended, they would teach
him not to desire extension of life. This is well-known in such
instances as Kurathalvan (*l

The sufferings are intended only to reveal, to some, their
offences with their consequences and then conceal them in order
to create utter dngust. disgust like that of Perialvar who says:" My mind cannot hear the thought of living in samsﬁra, which is
like living in a house in the roof of which there is a serpent,” so
that thereby they, too, might long for the release from samsc'ira
which Iswara has made up His mind to confer on them. In such
contexts, the aspect of the experience of sorrow or pain is the fruit
of evil deeds ( in the past). The correction that ensures and that
generates (the desire for) performing prﬁyas'chitta is the fruit of
the upﬁya, viz. prapatti.
Among these, some punishments are the fruit of certain good
deeds in the past which have begun to Operate (prc'zrabdha). When
3-A. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 11-8-3
Varahapuranam ?
I'NO‘I‘E :- Azhvan on losing his eye-sight did not long for his eyes again, as
they would make him look at the objects of sense-pleasures.
3. Bhagavatam?
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putra respectively :—“Even “if a man is of impure ways, if he
worships me without the desire for any other fruit, he is certainly
a good man (sﬁdhu). He is worthy of esteem, for his intentions
are good”, and “Even“ ”if my devotees are inclined to sin, no
sin will cling to them, in the same way as water does not stain the
leaf of the lotus ".

It has (also) been said in the discourse between Pundarika

and Narada:——" He who "has sought the protection of the Lord,
0 best of Brahmins, whether he be clad in agarment of bark,
Whether he wears matted locks (j atc‘z), whether he holds a triad of
sticks (like a sannyc'isin), whether he has shaved his head clean or
whether he hears the marks of other (is'ramas or whether he has
not any of them — (it does not matter) r— for these are not the
causes that win moksha. Even those who have no pity, who have
wicked minds and are always inclined to evil ways — even they
attain the highest state, provided they have sought the protection
of Narayana": “ If the devotees‘8 of Vishnu commit sins, the sins
will not taint them, because they will perform priiyas'chitta at
once. They purify the whole world like the rising sun." " The
man “in whom, at the end of thousands of virtuous lives, arises the
thought that he is the servant of Vasudeva, who is the Supreme
Self in all the worlds —- that man will go to the world of Bhagavan.
There is no doubt of this. (Such being the case), is it necessary to
speak of those who, with the senses under control, have ﬁxed their
souls in Bhagavan ". In these claims, it is stated that, even if
devotees of Bhagavan continue to sin, they will doubtless attain
mukti by performing prayas'chma and that (this being so) much
more easily will sinless men attain mukti. Further the great sage
declared also this, among other truths, that those who have no
devotion to Bhagavan will never attain the desired goal even by
15. Bhagavad Gita 9-30
16. Mahabharata: Asvamedhika

parva:

17. Itihasa Samucchaya: 33 - (123-124)
18. Itihasa Samucchaya: 27—25.

96-46.

19. Itihasa Samucchaya 33 - (125-127)
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superior deeds of virtue: “Those ”who do not turn their faces to
Narayana will never reach the desired goal, even though they have
performed a hundred horsesacriﬁces and many hundreds of
Viz‘japeya sacriﬁces”.
Since it has been said :— “He who ”understands Sri Krishna
as He is’ -- even the gods cannot know the extent of his greatness”,
even the eternal sb‘rz‘s cannot, indeed, measure his greatness.
Therefore. even if sufferings afﬂict the devotees of Bhagavan who
have continued to commit offences deliberately, they should not be
treated with disregard. Has it not been stated as follows :— “By
bowing ”before those who are not devotees of Vishnu, by speaking
of Bhagavan with irreverence, and by the viliﬁcation of the devotee
of Vishnu, (by all these), a man will surely have his fall. There is
no doubt of this”? “ The man who " has stolen the bulb of the
lotus —— let him vilify samzyiisz'ns always; let him treat with disregard the devotees of Vishnu, let him be averse to (the study of)
Vedanta, let the man who has stolen the bulb of the lotus be outwardly good. but inwardly wicked; let him hate those who know
Brahman, and censure the rites and Observances prescribed in the
s'fistras. Let the man who has stolen the bulb of the lotus be ever
perverse in his intelligence and delude those who follow the right
code of conduct and who have no ﬁrm faith in the srdstra which
treats of the ﬁrm and the Paramﬁtmr‘z ".

The author of Sri th‘ishya has, in his S'armgiigatz' Gadyam
spoken of offence to Bhagavan and the like ((z'.e) offence to His
devotees) along with the sins of omission and commission (while
This is to
they too are sins of omission and commission).
indicate that offence to Bhagavan (and to Bhagavatas) is extremely
serious, as when we Speak of bovine cattle and bulls, the bull is
mentioned separately, though it is included in “bovine cattle”, simply
to emphasise the bull. All sins are, of course, oﬂences against
20. Itihasa samucchayam: 33—180
22. Naradiyam:
21. Mahabharata: Aranyaparva; 191-20 23. Itihasa Samucchayam
12 - (11

- 72)
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Bhagavan. So the separate mention of some kinds of sin is to
refer to offences against Bhagavan and His devotees. Sri Rama.
nuja’s aim in this separate mention, is to state that whatever
offences may be committed against others, if similar offences are
committed against Bhagavan or His devotees, they would, by their
very nature, lead to more severe punishments just, like treason
against kings. The sphere of samszira is, as it were, the nursery
to Hell. Such being the case, it is very difﬁcult to ﬁnd in it
people who walk in the right path. So to think ill of those who
follow, in regard to Bhagavan, any one of the paths like karma
yoga. which are like the ﬁrst steps leading to mulcti. in accordance
with their competence (adhikr‘zra), is to commit an otTence against
the devotees of Bhagavan.
When it is said ;—-” There 9‘is no nmkti for one who is extremely devoted to the science of grammar (S’abda S'astra), for one
who sets much store by food and clothing. for one who delights in
living in a beautiful house and (so also), for one who is able to
allure the minds of the peOpIe in the world by one’s speech”, it
means (that there is no muktz’ for them) when there is no devotion
to Bhagavan. The same is the meaning of the S’lOka :—- “ Those
who ”are addicted to the pleasures of sex and to good food, and
those who commit (the offences of) theft, uttering falsehoods and
speaking harsh words, are men that have given up dharma and the
gods avoid them and keep at a distance from them on that account.”
The same is also the purport of such s'lokds as the following :—
‘
Those “whose minds are ﬁrmly ﬁxed on the pleasures of the
senses while being averse to Govinda — from them, that Supreme
Brahman is at a great distance". So also it is said:—“ To those”
who always think of Govinda and whose minds are ﬁrmly ﬁxed on
Him -— to them Bhagavan may be considered to be always at
hand ”. Such passages declare that there will be no delay (in
attaining muktz’) for those who are devoted to Bhagavan and who
have, at the same time, given up the pleasures of the senses.
24. Itihasa Samucchayam 2 - 10
25. Mahabharata: Santiparva 305 - 36

26. Vishnu dharma : 99 - I3
27. Vishnu dharma 99-15
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Even those who wander about in the disguise of the devotees
of Bhagavan without any devotion at heart to Him and who are
therefore like tigers wrapped in the skin of the cow for the purpose
of springing on cows -- even these are to be treated with respect
for their appearance and for their names (th‘rgavatas), in the same
way as Uparichara and others treated such persons as the Asuras,
until their inner nature was revealed. It is in regard to these
actors by profession that (we ﬁnd) the saying :-—“The "outward
mark is not the cause of dharma ” and “ Though the fruit of the
soap-nut” tree has the property of rendering (muddy) water clear,
yet the water is not rendered clear by the mere utterance of its
name ”.

THE UTTERANCE OF BHAGAVAN'S NAME PURIFIES
ONLY THOSE WHO DO NOT HATE HIM.
From the s'lokas and Tamil verses that follow, it should
not be understood that the mere mention of Bhagavan’s name,

though in contempt or viliﬁcation, will destroy all sins:——"Those"
(who suffer from troubles), who are miserable, who have no steady
foothold any where, who are afraid of samsc‘ira and who are afﬂicted
with terrible diseases — (all these) obtain freedom (from their ills)
by the mere mention of the word ‘ Narayana’ and become happy".
“The man’1 who, even without his being aware of it, pronounces
the name of Bhagavan, is freed from all sins, in the same way as a
forest is freed from deer owing to the fear of a lion", “The 32"‘men.
tion of Bhagavan’s name - though it be to call a person who (merely)
bears that name, though it be in irony, though it be pronounced
wrongly, though it be in derision -- (the mere mention of His
name) will destroy all sins”. “Hari destroys 3’ all sins when he is
remembered even by men with evil hearts. Even if ﬁre is touched
unawares, it certainly burns. ” “The mention” of many of the
names of Bhagavan which describe his attributes and actions is
28. Itihasa Samucchayam:33-123-124
29. Manusmriti 6-67
30. The dlscourse between Vy353 and

Sanjaya

31. Vishnu Puranam 6—8-19.
32. Haryashtakam:
32-11.

Bhagavatam: 6-2—14

33. Bhagavatam: 6-3-24
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much more (than is necessary). The mention of a single name is
enough; for Ajamila, sinful though he was, attained muktz' by calling
his son ‘Narayana' at the time of his death”. “Kshatrabandhu”
attained the highest state by the mention of the name ‘ Govinda’
with its three syllables, though he was in the midst of past evil
deeds which surrounded him like ants. Why then, should we suffer
from samsfira, while we have Sri Ranganatha who is so inordinate.
ly fond as to be easily accessible towards His servants.” (All these
passages should not be taken as literally true). They only mean
that, if the man has no hatred for Bhagavan, the mention of
Bhagavan's name is extremely puriﬁcatory, though his faith in
Bhagavan is weak, though he utters the name like children and the
like without a knowledge of its meaning, though he blabbers the
name without any thought, though, his intentions being different,
he utters the name as a conventional name or in irony and the like,
though he is associated with other aims and though he has faults.
Certainly it does not mean that derisive speech concerning Bhagavan and the like would destroy sins. Derisive speech and the like
concerning Bhagavan have indeed been counted among the deadly
sins (pﬁtaka ). Has it not been said :— “They who ”hate the
Supreme Self and do not remember Kesava —- they will not find
any good in bathing in the holy waters — nor those who associate
with them (out of regard)" and also :— “The “son that hates his
father should be looked upon as born to somebody else. He who
always hates Bhagavan should be looked upon as being born to a
man of the lowest caste”?

It is said

in the Bhagavatam:—“ The Gapis" attained muktz‘ by
love (to Sri Krishna); Kamsa out of fear ( of Sri Krishna), Sisupala and other kings by hatred (to Sri Krishna), the Vrishnis owing
to their relationship; you ( the Pandavas) out of friendship to him
and we (Narada and others) by devotion ". It states that, in some
way or other (fear, hatred, love, friendship etc. ). those who are
associated with Sri Krishna will obtain redemption, provided they
34. Timmalai: 4

36. Brahmanda puranau:

35. Mahabharata: Sent! Parva: 336-36 37. Bhagavatam 7-1—32
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have done good deeds in the past. The same idea is found also in
the 840124 :—- “Association” with Bhagavan, who is ever pure,
whatever be the form it takes, will destroy sins ”. These two
s'lokas refer to individuals who had a special competency owing to
good deeds done in past lives. This is well—known from the
pun‘iqas which relate the earlier and the later incidents in their
lives. (It should not be considered applicable to others.)

RESIDENCE IN HOLY PLACES.
The statement (in certain passages) that the parting from life
in certain holy places of Bhagavan will help the attainment of
mukti should be understood as applicable only to those who are not
ill-disposed to Bhagavan, though, in their indifference, they may
be like animals. If not understood in this manner, it would follow
that even those who are bent on doing what is displeasing to the
Lord would attain mukh‘ ( which is absurd).
The passage in the S'atvata Samhitzi, which says: “The
mind that is impure owing to subjection to the wild senses —— that
mind becomes pure in the last days by living in the holy places of
Narayana” —- this passage only means to say that though such
men could not realise Bhagavan formerly owing to their addiction
to such pleasures as those of the senses which are not Opposed to
the s'ﬁstras, they will attain purity of mind in their last days”.
This is evident from the context in Satvata Samhz‘tc‘: (where the
“He whom the yogis 394‘endeavour by their
passage is found.
eﬂ’orts to ﬁx in their minds at the time of separation from the body"He enters into their minds without any effort on their part in their
last moments. This much superiority they have. This is shown
also in the case of prapannas of whom it is said: “" They attain
to a clear vision merely by My Grace ".
Therefore to those who are inimical to Bhagavan, there is no
redemption by these marks which serve their enmity — namely,
38. Sriranga Mahatmya: 8-12
39. Satvata Samhita 7-120

39-A.

Mahabharata: Santiparva: 46-139.

40. Saranagati sadya.
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appearance, bearing the name of Bhagavan, residence in a holy
place, and the utterance of His names ".
Things which are displeasing to the Lord, when done in holy
places, contribute very greatly to ruin and this is well-known from
many srr‘z'stras. This is also due to the might of Bhagavan.
To those who are devoted to Bhagavan, Whatever acts they do
in order to please Him, will, as in the case of Vritra and Kshatra.
bandhu, themselves destroy all sins and will be the cause of their
redemption by some vyaja or gesture.
Such being the case, Iswara, who has already made up His
mind to grant, to these devotees (who may have some faults also),
the blessings of nmkti to which they are entitled by their nature, ——
Iswara will ( by some punishment or other means) enable them to
expiate their offences. So we should clearly understand that Iswara
is the only controller of whom it is said :—-— “He alone“ is the Ruler
who controls: there is no second controller.” .. " Know that" He is
the controller over all : He is more subtle than the subtlest ;” and
“ He who “dwells within-the heart — He controls the whole world:
by Whom else is any man controlled?" (With this knowledge in
our minds) we should refrain from treating With disregard these
devotees on the strength of what is said in such passages as this :—
The slayer“ of Madhu ( Madhusudana) does not remain in the
mind of the man which is impure owing to such things as (evil)
desires; the swan never delights in water that is muddy.” On the
other hand, we should feel delighted at any good features that
might be found in such devotees, even as in ﬁnding water in a
wilderness.

“Whatever a man ‘5 often does with the
activities of his body, mind and speech —- it makes a man its captive.
Therefore one should (ever) perform what is good. So we should
never deviate from the right path with the body, mind or speech.

It has been

said

:-—

41. Mahabharata: Aswamedhika
parva: 27-1

42. Manusmriti 12-122

43. Vishnupuranam: 1-17— 20.

44. Vishnu dharma : 9—11
45. Mahabharata: Udyogaparva: 30—56
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There is a saying that “The poison tree called samszira bears two
(kinds of) fruits which are like nectar -— one is bhakti to Bhagavan
and the other association with those who are His bhaktas". There.
fore we should feel it a blessing that we have obtained the unattainable privilege of association with those really great men Who may
appear small (in the eyes of the ignorant) and who have the great
good furtune of having sought the protection of the Supreme
Being, for this should be the great object of desire during our life.
time here. We should rest assured "that evil“ deeds can never be
ours, as we have been accepted by the Lord (as His servants )”, and
“That the "Lord who wields the chakra (the discus) protects us
and that (therefore) no one can do anything harmful to us.” We
should therefore crown ourselves, even here, in anticipation of the
empireship of perfect service to the Lord which will be ours in
Heaven (Pwramaﬁada). This potency which has been determined
so far should be remembered in connection with such places as
indicate the fruit in the three mysteries (mantras), as established
by necessary consequence.
TAMIL VERSE :—
The Supreme Self whose greatness is described in the
Vedas, which reveal the truth, is beyond all limitations and beyond
all measure in regard to His glory. Therefore, about those who
approach Him and seek His feet, though such things as low
birth and certain weaknesses may be found in them, yet it cannot
be said that their greatness is, in any way, limited. This truth has
been taught to us by those who are highest among men and who
are free from all partiality.
46. Tiruviruttam : 88

47. Tiruvoymozhi : 10-4—3
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When the eternal Saviour. who cannot, in the least, be
aﬂ’ected by such great demons as desire, hatred. pride and the like
is present (to save us), that tapas or upc'iya called the surrender of
the responsibility of our protection (bharanyc’isa ), which is accepted
as transcending all other dharmas (upziyas) in putting down all
adharmas — that tapas is so great that the description of even a.
fragment of the ocean of its potency is beyond the range of even
the ancient Vedas.

Here ends the second part entitled the Discussion and
Clariﬁcation of Doubts and Disputed Points.

PART III

I

The Interpretation of the Meaning of the Three rahasyas or
mantras by a study of the grammatical construction
of the words and sentences.

(27) THE CHAPTER ON THE MOOLAMANTRA
(

ASHTAKSHARA.)

SANSKRIT S’LOKA:

(1) THE GOD OF THE MANTRA:
Of us who, with a knowledge of its meaning, are medi-'
tating on the mantra taught to us by our acha'rya which consists
of the pratgava (man) at the beginning with the word namas
(namo) immediately following it and then the word Narayanaya
revealed in the Vedas —— of us who are not competent to adapt
other ztpayas and the reapousibility of redeeming whose souls has
been accepted by our Lord, May He dispel very soon all those
obstacles (past karma) which stand in the way of our enjoying the
imperial bliss of service to Him!.

THE SEER WHO REVEALED THE MANTRA:
May that great seer dwelling in the hermitage of Badarika

(2)

Narayana ), the friend of ( all ) good men, who occupies a
certain chariot called M oolamantra with (its eight syllables as) its
eight wheels and who instructs his reverent pupils, Nara and others
(N made and the like) in the dharma concerning himself which is
characteristic of Krita Ynga —— may that great seer confer (His)
blessing on us
(3) THE MANTRA:

(

!

Let us adore that great mantra, the most important of the
'vyapaka mantras, within which lies imbedded the gist of all the
revealed truths found in the s'rutis and the smritis without any
exception.

—-

" The three mantras Namo Narayanaya, Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya.
and Namo Vishnave, with the Pranava (A UM) preceding each are called vyapaka

mantras for they have the words, Narayana, Vasudeva and Vishnu, Wthh by
their etymology, convey the meaning ‘Omnipresent’ or ‘all pervading’ (vyapaka)
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(4) THE DISCIPLE WHO HAS BEEN INITIATED INTO
THE MEANING OF THE MANTRA BY THE
GRACE OF THE GURU :—

Here a being' who has been blessed by his guru with vision
sees all the meaning concealed within the ”wold-mantra, without
any exception, as if it is a treasure placed underneath a plate made
of crystal.

‘NOTB: Commentators say that there is here an implied reference also to
the author himself who obtained all his knowledge concerning the moala mantra
from his acharya, Sri Appullar:

THE PURPORT OF THE THREE MANTRAS AND THEIR
RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER :
So far we have explained the most essential truths which
every siitvika should remember and established them on a ﬁrm
basis (of authority (pramima) and argument). We will now
proceed to show in what ways, in the three great mysteries
(mantras) which reveal all these (truths), the words and the
sentences should be construed (in order that their meanings may
be preperly understood).

Among them, the ﬁrst, namely, Tirumantra (AshtiikShara) helps us to understand such things as our essential nature,
(svarﬁpa ) which ﬁnds true happiness only in being the wash: of
the Supreme Being. By that (revelation), it creates a longing for
the Supreme Goal of attainment preceded by the removal of all
obstacles thereto and also a feeling of urgency (team) (in regard to
that attainment) whereby the competency for the adOption of the
upﬁya ( prapam' ) becomes perfected. Dvaya reveals clearly the
manner in which this particular upc‘iya should be adopted by this
adhikc‘zrz‘ with an antecedent longing for the fruit thereof. The
charama sloka enjoins (as a vidhz’) the adaption of this upziya.
Though it is possible to ﬁnd all these truths in each of these three
mantras by itself, from the words themselves and from the sense
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acha'ryas delight in it. The Alvars, too, sing its praise with delight
in the following passages :— “ Having learnt” Thy holy mantra
with eight syllables ”, “ Those who have been initiated by the
iichﬁrya into the mantra with eight syllables and utter it with the
prOper m'shta are capable of ruling over Vaikunta ", “ Those“ who
constantly delight in the mantra with eight syllables and utter it
become capable of ruling over Vaikunta ”, “ You “were devotees
that sang the name of the Lord saying " Namo Narayanaya ” so
that country and town might understand " and “ By uttering" the
holy name Namo Narayanaya in the prOper way (i. a.) without
seeking any material gain ” etc. etc. The seers (rishz’s) too, have“
declared as follows :~~-- “ Many were the great seers like Sanaka
who attained the abode of Vishnu by uttering the Ashtﬁkshara ”,
“Just9 as among the deities there is no one superior to Narayana,
there is, among the mantras, no mantra superior to the Ashtakshara ”; “ Raising 10my hand and swearing that it is true,
I declare this to you! O my children and my disciples, listen.
There is no mantra superior to the mantra of eight syllables.
Adore Bhagavan with it always. Show your devotion to Him with
it, and worship Him with it. Those who show their devotion to
Him by looking upon this mantra as supreme will never perish
(i. a. will not be in Samsara-)” and " “ Sitting, or lying down.
or standing anywhere, we have adopted only the mantra, N amo
Ndrc'iyatgﬁya as our upﬁya.”
The Supreme Ruler had this mantra taught to Pundarika
by Narada ; he received it as his supreme good; and as stated in
the s'loka ; “ Pundarika 1”whose mind was ever bent on dharma
understood that, of all things to be attained, Narayana was the
highest and attained mukti by uttering the mantra with eight
syllables: Namo Narayana'ya ”. He practised this mantra and
8-10-3
Tiruchanda Viruttham 71
Thirucchanda Viruttam 78
Thiruppallandu: 4
Thiruppallandu: 4

3. Peria Thirumozhi

4.
5.

6.
7.

8. Naradhiyam: 1-16

9. Naradiyam: 1-42

Narasirnha puranam: 18-32
ll. Naradiyam:
l2. Itihasa Samuchayam 33 - 130
IO.
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It has been said :-- “ By a “knowledge

of Iswara, the devout
jiva attains supreme purity ". When we consider praaava as
giving only a knowledge of the sash? (Bhagavan), ‘ supreme
purity ’ would mean that it removes the unﬁtness of the firm for
the adoption of the upaya. When We consider praaava as indicating a knowledge of the upa'ya, namely, Bhagavan, (and not the
knowledge of the sesh‘i), ‘ supreme purity ’ would mean moksha.
Bhagavan Sandilya explained, as follows, the way in which the
meaning of pranava should be considered:—- “ This Supreme”
Being is of such and such a nature and the ﬂea is of such and such
a nature. Yoga is said to be a knowledge of the relationship between the two (that Iswara is the sreshi and the ﬂea the sesha )".
This meaning has been elaborated as follows :-“ the a (in'“pra;}ava)
is Vishnu who creates, sustains and destroys the world; the m
(in it) means the jiva, who exists for the fulﬁfment of the purposes of Vishnu. The a (in it) indicates that this relationship
between the two can exist only between them (and no others).
So praaava which consists of three letters and is the essence of
the (three) Vedas reveals this meaning.” The Tamil verse which
says, “I am the "servant of Bhagavan, the Lord of Tirukkanna.
puram; how am I entitled to be the servant of anyone else ?” —this Tamil verse also eXplains the meaning of pralgava. The
s'rutis and the smritis describe the three letters of pralga'va as the
essence of the three Vedas.

THE MEANING OF A IN PRANAVA:
That these letters have these meanings will be seen from the
following passage in Vc‘zmana purc‘ma:— By the ﬁrst” letter a
in the praaava, which is one of the members or limbs of the
mantra with eight letters, Bhagavan, who is the support of every.
thing, is denoted; the letter a is the origin of all words and
Brahman is the origin of all things denoted by these words.
‘

21. Yagnavalkya Smriti: 3-34
22. Sandilya Smriti: 5-17
23. Ashtasloki: l

24. Peria Tirumozhi: 8-9—3
25. Vamana puranam:
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Therefore 4 denotes Bhagavan. He is denoted by that letter.
This relationship between the letter a and Bhagaw‘in is seen from
the meaning to be appropriate." Sri Ramanuja stated in the
Vedﬁrthasangraha that by the ﬁrst letter (of prmyava) Which is
the origin of all words is den oted Narayana who is the origin of all
things denoted by these words. From this it follows that Bhagavan is the material and the instrumental cause of the whole world
and that, as may be inferred from this, He is both omniscient and
omnipotent and has other such qualities. “ a means“ negation
(No) and when masculine denotes Vishnu ”. " The letter a denotes
Vishnu ”; “ By using“A the letter a, which is the ﬁrst name of
Narayana. what (an excellent) benedictory prayer has been made ”
All this is evident from the N ighantus and the usage of scholars.
l

When this a d otes the Supreme Ruler, it is derived, accord0?]grammar, from the verbal root
ing to the science
ava which
means to protect, to please etc., (the termination va is drOpped)
and the word that results refers to one who is a protector and so on
(one who pleases). Though this root has many meanings, its
best-known meaning is to protect; further it is this meaning which
is required here (in connection with the mantra ‘ aum ’) ,- besides
there is no authoritative etymological explanation that it should be
considered as having many meanings; so the ﬁrst meaning given
(in grammar), namely, to protect is the direct and primary meaning of the word and the other meanings, when required, should be
considered as suggested (lakshmgfz) by the primary meaning.
This is the appmpriate way of explaining and the achﬁryas have
commented on it only in this way as meaning the Protector or
Saviour. As the meaning protector’ is not. restricted by any
limiting adjunct, the protectorship extends to all. The manner of
protection varies with the objects of protection as shown by the
prammgas (sources of knowledge). Since the protection is not
stated to be based on any reason or condition, it might appear to
be unconditioned (nirupc’zdhika) but Iswara, who is omnipotent
and independent, expects some vyc‘ija or action prescribed by His
‘

Nighantu.
26.

26 A. Commentary on the Sutras

of Panini
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even the Veda does not mention Thee separately.” In all vidyﬁs
or forms of meditation (prescribed in the Upanishads) all qualities
and attributes of Brahman which deﬁne His nature are to be
meditated upon (even though only one or two of them are actually
mentioned in the particular Vidyii). Sirrilarly this attribute,
namely, Lakshmi, who is the most important of all attributes
should also be borne in mind. It is this attribute (Lakshmi) which
rules out other deities, (for they are not related to Lakshmi in
that way) and deﬁnes Bhagavan’s essential nature which is not
dependent upon anything else, as having an excellence which surpasses everything else. His essential nature, form and glories,
which do not arise from any other source, acquire even greater
splendour from the essential nature, form and glories of Lakshmi,
who is His attribute, and shine thereby. This may be seen in the
simile; “ like radiance which cannot be separated frcm the 2”sun.”
And this has been declared by the great sages who understood the
nature and person of the Supreme Deity. So also in the word
Narc'iymga in Tt'rumantra, Narayana’s relationship to His consort
should be borne in mind. This relationship to the spouse is dis.
with Sri).
tinctly and explicitly stated in the Dvaya (S'rimat
In Sri Ramanuja’s elaboration of the Dvaya in his *Gadya. it is
true that, among the nﬁrfis in the words beginning with Bhagavcm
Nan—cyan“ ( Nara—mam +ayauam) Lakshmi is included among
the nﬁras by commentators. (From this it might be argued that
she is also a jiva like other m'iras). But this inclusion is only to
indicate Her dependence on Her Lord and Nifras means etymologically only “ those who are related to Nara ” without the
speciﬁcation of the form of relationship. 80 from that, it should
not be inferred that Lakshmi is also a ﬂea.

-

Here the ﬁrst letter a is in the dative or fourth case singular,
the (usual) dative singular suﬂix has been drapped. The reasons
for holding that the a is in the dative singular (when no case —
suﬂix is seen) are as follows :-- (1) In the place which enjoins the
29. Ramayana Sundara kanda 21 - 15.
NOTE :— ’ Saranagati Gadya.
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The author of S'r'i Bht’ishya has explained it as follows:---“"A He is
the mesh: whose essential nature (svaﬁzpa) has, for its sole interest,
the promotion of the glory or excellence of another; the other is the
s'esh'i.” The genitive dual case ending which is indicated by the
Kata SIruti (their servant) is elliptical. The genitive or sixth case,
which ordinarily indicates relationship in general, extends here to
the special relationship of being sresha to s'eshi which is understood
from the pramc‘mas. Or it may be considered that in order to
make clear the relationship of ‘ existing only for them ’, (viz.
Bhagavan and Lakshmi), the dative dual termination is present,
though in ellipsis. If we take this view, the s'ruti which says “ the
servant of both ” explains the meaning of the elliptical dative dual.

If we take this interpretation that the u refers to Lakshmi and

that the self is 968th to both (Bhagavan and Lakshmi) the ‘ only ’
formerly stated to be the meaning of-u (in a u m) is not given by
the word itself but is suggested by the context. It comes to this
that this self (the jiva) is the unconditioned swim to both Bhagavan and Lakshmi and to no other.

THE MEANING OF U IN AUM :-If, on the other hand, we take the middle letter

to mean
‘only in accordance with Vedic usage, the meaning “only ’ is to
prevent the doubts concerning the relationship of being s'esha
extending to any other (deity) unconditionally and this is done by
the word itself (and is not merely suggested by the context). Since
it declares that the relationship of being swim to other deities than
Bhagavan and Lakshmi does not pertain to one’s essential nature,
it follows that contact with other deities should not exist to the
man who has a knowledge of the nature of his self, and this avoidance of contact extends even to the devotees of other deities. In
the chapter on the Ultimate Object in Life, we have already
stated that, since being S'GShd to Bhagavatas is pleasing to the
Lord, it does not constitute the offence of being s'esha to others.
’

31A

Vedarthasangraha.

2:
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When we consider this natural and pure form of the jivﬁtmrz,
it will appear that it is free from the inertness and other such
defects of nonsentient things and IO also from such things as pain,
suffering etc., which are found in samsr'ira. Hence in the essential nature and the attributes (warﬁpa and dharma ) of the
jivﬁtmﬁ, there is also spotlessness or freedom from all impurity or
defect (m'rmalatva ). The seeker after salvation should meditate
that the jiw‘itmzi is absolutely pure and has its enjoyment only in
being sesha to the Supreme Being and this may be seen from the
Brahma Sﬁtra (33-52) which says:-— “ No, only the state (of the
jivzitmr’z) that differs from the state of samsiira (should be meditated upon), for that is the state which will ensue (in moksha) as in
the contemplation of Brahman as He is ".
To the prapmma, the meditation on the fruit of attainment
in muktz’ is useful in creating a desire for that fruit.
The
forms of meditation (concerning the form of the self) are different
in accordance with the difference in the fruits desired and this is
evident from the eighth chapter of the GM? and Sri Bhﬁshya and
other such treatises.
Since the pramc'iuas declare a plurality (or very large number)
of souls, this third letter m (in aum), used in the singular, denotes
the jc‘m‘ or genus (and not a single individual), as in the Brahma
Sﬁtra (2-3-18) which says ‘ The soul (or self) is not (generated) for
(so says) the S’ruti.’ (Here the word ‘ soul ’ denotes the genus
and therefore it really means ‘ souls ’ (or self’s).

Though it is stated here that all souls are s'cshas to Bhagavan
in general terms as in: ~ “ Al. soulsi"3A are the servants of the
yet since the individual is
Supreme Self by their very nature "
also included in the ‘ all souls,’ it follows that for that reason, every
one should realise that he is also the servant of the Lord.
—-—

Here the knowledge of being a wash“, the abandonment of the
conceit of one’s independence (of the Lord ), the adaption of the
33A. lswara Samhita
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with such things as the senses given by Iswara and by His stimu.
lation and with His help.
The protectorship of all, indicated by the base (prakriti) (viz)
a in the ﬁrst letter of prmgava, ensues, in the case of those who
adapt an upfrya, only by stimulating them to the adaption of any
one of the upc‘iyas. Though the java adapts the upaya, since his
activity is dependent on the Lord and since the one who affords
protection by granting the fruit (of the upﬁya) is the Supreme
Ruler who is gracious, it is only His protectorship of all indicated
in the base of the ﬁrst letter (of pranava) that is conﬁrmed by
this namas. Similarly Iswara’s being the unconditional wash? of
all which is stated by the dative case (fourth case) of the ﬁrst letter
a in the prargava (where the case ending has been dropped )—- this
is conﬁrmed by the interpretation suggested ,before‘, which denies
unconditioned s'eshitvam to the ﬁrm. As declared in the Brahma
Sz'itra (2-3-40 ), “ The doership of the ﬂea is due to the Supreme
Being as stated in the S'ruti ”, the independence that the ﬂea
seems to possess is granted to him in the execution of His own
purposes by the Supreme Being who is the unconditioned swsh'i of
all. The jiva’s being wash? to other things is also due to its being
given to him by the unconditioned seek? for the fulﬁlment of His
own purposes. To sum up --

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
The Lord of Sri is (alone) independent in all things and is
(alone) the Master (of all) without being dependent on any one
else. Independence without any dependence for help on others
and mastership belong to no one else.
This gist of the prmgava and of the namas has been taught to
us by (our) iichc‘iryas, in order that we may have the competence
(for prapatti), namely, such as having the Lord alone as our
refuge.

In ordinary life. being master over others and being inde.

pendent of others are considered desirable, and being a servant and
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being dependent on others are considered undesirable. This is
merely due to past karma as a conditioning factor (uju’idhi). But
here (in spiritual life), being a servant (of the Lord) and being
dependent (on the Lord) are agreeable to those who have a knowledge of the truth, for they are appropriate and natural to our
svarﬁpa ( essential nature), as stated in such passages as the
following :-- " We are all, by4°A nature, His servants ”. Thus it
becomes evident that the ﬁrm exists solely for another (Iswara)
and is entirely dependent on Him. So the jiva‘ may rightly be em.
ployed to do what is pleasing to the s'eshi, who alone is independent
(and omnipotent). Therefore it follows that the ﬁrm should be
s'esiza (and render service) to His devotees, as stated (in the Tamil
verse) :— “ The Lord.“ who is absolutely pure, has made me the
servant of His servants ”. If the Lord who is the srcshi, and who
is independent (and all powerful) is pleased to make us s'eshas to
His good devotees, it cann'ot be called improper or inapprOpriate;
nor can it be avoided (or resisted). Since He is s'cshi, He has a
right to employ us in whatever He desires, and since He is allpowerful, He can enforce it. This idea may also be seen in the
Tamil) verse :-- “ I will never" associate with those who think
that there is any deity other than Thee. But gladly do I accept
(the privilege of) being servant to Thy devotees.”
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Being s'csha to His devotees results to the Supreme Ruler
from His own desire; but to us, it is a consequence of our being
dependent on Him. (Sometimes) even to us, it may come as a
consequence of our own desire, for to one who appreciates the
worth of (virtuous) qualities, a desire to serve may arise towards
those who are great by their virtues. (Thus) service may be done
owing to an appreciation of (noble) qualities, like the service of
Lakshmana to Sri Rama. The omnipotent Lord has Himself
40A. Iswars Samhita

4|.

Amalan Adipiran: l

42. Peria Thirumozhi: 8

-
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one that one is independent and that these things belong to
oneself --— this thought has arisen from the false notion which has
grown in strength owing to wrong impressions (vc‘iscmas) which
are from time immemorial (beginningless ), This notion can be
countered by the right thought viz., me na ( These are not mine).
The meaning of me na is, “ I am not independent. I am not
swim to myself (but to God). (My) body and other things are
not mine; they are s'eshas to the Supreme Being.” By this right
understanding, those false thoughts that they belong to oneself
disappear. Owing to those false thoughts that have arisen from
false impressions (vﬁsanas ), which are from time immemorial
(mu‘zdi) and which have grown in strength by notions opposed to
‘j I am indethe true nature of things, (we think as follows
pendent: these things are mine.” This thought is got rid of by
the word namas uttered by the man performing prapatti with the
right understanding that Bhagavan (Vishnu) is the inner self or
soul of all. Thus has the subtle meaning been explained.

):-

III. THE SUPREME MEANING: (parc‘trtha)

:—

“ Listen now to the supreme meaning (para), which is different (from what has been said before). The syllable na indicates
the upa‘ya (or endeavour): ma indicates that it is principal or all -

important and the visarga (ﬁnal aSpirate) viz., S (in namas)
means Bhagavan. This is the meaning obtained from that word
(namas):- “ In order to attain Bhagavan, who is eternal and who
is the highest ruler, who is omnipotent and is called Purushottama
—- (in order to attain Him), Bhagavan is Himself the principal
means called namana. Thus have I explained to you the three
meanings of namas.”

Since, in the above, it is stated that only the Supreme S’eshi
should be bowed to or sought as refuge, it is evident and apprOpriate
that the Being to whom namas is due is the Supreme S'eshi. In
order to make it clear who this Supreme S'eshi is, the speciﬁc
name (Bhagavan) is given. In one of the Makers quoted before,
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it is said, “ Doing what is forbidden by the s'ﬁstras is apposed to
this (avoiding what is disagreeable to Him) ", and so also “ Doing
evil to other creatures is Opposed to this (doing what is pleasing to
Him). The gist of these sentences is that, if at the time of per.
forming prapatti, there occurs an act which is deliberate and is
disagreeable (to the Lord), there are absent the determination to
do what is pleasing (to Him) and also such things as the abstinence
in thought from doing what is disagreeable (to Him). If, after the
performance of pmpattz‘, the man deliberately does what is dis.
agreeable (to Him), he acts in a manner which is Opposed to the
command of Bhagavan, whom he sought with eagerness (while
performing prapatti).

In the whims cited above, the gross meaning (sthi‘ilartha)

is

that which appears obvious from etymological derivation according
to grammar. The subtle meaning (sﬁkshmartha) is that which
appears from interpretation based on the similarity of syllables on
the strength of Nirukta. The supreme meaning (pan'irtha) is
that which is explained in the secret s'r'istras (i. e.) s'c'istras which
comment on the meaning of the secret mantras) with the help of
the conventions regarding the meaning of letters. (In the Walrus
cited above), in the ﬁrst (sthﬁlartha) interpretation, the behaviour
which is inherent by nature to the s'csha (namely, namrma) and
the structure or constitution of sﬁdhyopﬁya with its angas, are
explained. Then, in the second, they clarify the svarﬁpa of the
jive, as this is essential to the aspirant to mukti who adopts the
upﬁya, namely, that he has no unconditional independence. Then
in the third (i.c.) para, the s'lokas indicate the nature of siddhopc'iya
(Bhagavan), who can be won by the adeption of the particular
sc'idhyopaya and who is also the object to be attained. It may also
be understood as stating that surrender (of self) is more important
than all other upﬁyas. All these are to be understood in their
proper places where the ten different interpretations are given
later on.

27 THE ATTRIBUTES OF BHAGAVAN REVEALED IN TIRUMANTBA 389

From the letter pit one acquires the desire to praise the Lord and
the command of language necessary for praising Him. The letter
ya causes dread in (the minds) of Yakshas, Rakshasas. Vethalas
and goblins (bh‘ﬂtas). Those that know the mantras have thus
described the function of the different letters ".

Thus Tirumantra which has been rendered free from the stain
arising from perverse controversialists with the help of a careful
study of the interpretations derived from grammar, m'rukta and
the like - will, like a mirror, reveal clearly the essential nature of'
the Supreme Being. and also whatever is difﬁcult to see in regard
to one’s own essential nature.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF BHAGAVKN TO BE MEDITATED
UPON lVITH REFERENCE TO TIRUMANTRA:
When we reﬂect in accordance with the pramc'itgas, on the
essential nature of the Supreme Being, who is the deity indicated
by this (mantra) in all the forms which are eXplicitly stated and
which are also implicit in this mantra, we should reﬂect on the
following qualities of His in principal and on other excellent traits
connected with them:---- such qualities as His being the protector:
His protectorship being the result of His very nature: His pro.
tectorship extending to all, the many ways of His protection,
corresponding to the nature of the thing to be protected, His being
the protector at all times, His being the protector in all places, His
protection bsing of all kinds, His protection being directed by His
own interest, the omniscience so essential for a protector, His
omnipotence, the protection being irrevocable by any except His
own will, the irresistibility by others of His protection, His supreme
mercy. His expecting an occasion for protection, His requiring
from the jiva just a pretext or vyﬁja for extending His protection.
His accessibility to all those who have sought His help. His nature
being such as may ever be relied on (for succour), His having
as His attribute (Lakshmi) who will recommend the pardon of
those who have committed offences (17), His being the S’eshi,
His being the Sash? under. all conditions and at all times and to all,
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due to perverted systems of religious thought and to those who are
outside the pale of Vedic religion.
80 also weakness of faith in the Consort of Sri as a Protector.
the search for other Redeemers, ’the protest against being depen.
dent on God, the delusion of being the unconditional 96311:: to
others, reverence to other deities, association with those who are
their devotees, and, likewise, the delight in serving those who are
unﬁt for service, such delusions as that the body and the soul are the
same, such delusions as that the self is independent of Bhagavan,‘
the earning (of money or other things) for one’s own use, offence
to the devotees of Bhagavan, forgetfulness of the fact that one is
helpless and destitute of upiiyas. a longing for the continuance of
life in samsr‘ira, the fear that the soul will suffer annihilation, the
taste for doing what is imprOper, the classiﬁcation of men into
friends and foes, the seeking of other kinsmen (than Bhagavan ),
the desire for other ends (than the attainment of Bhagavan), averseness to the supreme goal of life and other such hindrances to'
one's ﬁrm stand in one's essential nature, in the real upaya and in
the end in view —— all these (delusions) will never approach them.

SANSKRIT SLOKA :—
The person who knows the essence of Ashtﬁkshara will
never be deluded by these and other ideas which are Opposed to his
system and his way of life. In no circumstances are the waters of
the deep pool of the Gangs disturbed :
TEN WAYS OF CONSTRUING AND INTERPRETING
TIRUMANTRA :
We shall now coPsider in what manner the Tirumantra should
be considered as forming a sentence or sentences and the meaning
of such sentence or sentences:—
The Tirumantra is considered as being a single sentence, as
being' two sentences and as being three sentences, in different
traditions. So also the meanings of the sentence or sentences are
reﬂected upon in many ways :—
.‘ a-..
*
Seepage(89),, , ,,
.
.
.-.
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my essential nature, I was like one unborn. After attaining that
knowledge, I was born and I do not forget this ". That is acknow.
ledging, of one's own accord, that one is the new of no one other
than Bhagavan, that one is not subject to the will of any one other
than Bhagavan that, consequently, one has no other interest!
than being s'csha to Him and that one has no other saviour than
He. ‘ Growth ’ means the adoption of the upﬁya resulting from
a knowledge of a particular thing that has to be performed as being
suited to one’s competency. ‘° To stand ﬁrm in Dvaya alone ”
means to become welLestablished in this upc‘iya and in the (know.
ledge of the) fruit arising from it, without associating oneself with
any other upﬁya and without any other end in view. Thus Timmantra and Dvaya combined together reveal the svari'ipa, the
apziya and the end for which the upaya is adopted.
TWO SENTENCES INDICATING THE UPKYA :—
(4) In this construction of Timmantra into two sentences.
some consider that the whole of Tirumantra has, for its
purport, the surrender of the self with its accessories. In that case,
the m in prauava should be considered to be in the nominative or
ﬁrst case. By the principle of the offering of the havis (or
ohlation ), Tirumantra would then mean “This unconditional
offering, namely, the self or soul is surrendered to Narayana who
is denoted by the letter a as His responsibility and who is the
deity subject to no conditions or limiting factors (upadhi ). In this
unconditional sacriﬁce of the self, the word namas (ua mama)
would come to mean that one dissociates oneself lrom oneself and
says, “ The burden of my protection is not mine.” As when (an
offering is made) with the words: “ This is for Indra and not
mine”, here also, the two sentences are essential; one to express
the connection (of the oﬂering) with the Supreme Being and the
denial of its connection with oneself. Also in this surrender with
the words namas ("a mama), the purport may also extend to the
denial of one’s being an agent or doer absolutely independent of
the Supreme Being. The two sentences may also be considered to
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“ In order“A to protect the souls of samszirz'ns whose nature is such
that they have false notions of ‘ I ’ about the body, had ways of life
due to these (false notions) and the impure body which results
therefrom, the Lord of the Nityasuris was born into all sorts of
castes and species ”.

It may be asked :--“ When a prayer has been made for the

removal of hindrances, where is the need for another prayer for
the attainment of the desired end ? Will it not follow as a natural
consequence? Has it not been said: “ When the jiva attains"o
Brahman, those qualities or attributes of his which are natural to
him and which were, till now. hidden begin to shine forth. This is
revealed by the w0rd Some: in the s'ruti ”. “ In the same01 way
as the brightness or radiance of a gem is not produced (anew) but
is a natural consequence of washing away the dirt (covering it), so
also jnana or knowledge is not produced in the soul (anew). When
a tank or a well is dug, the water and the ether (space) are not
created but simply come into prominence (having already been
there). It is only what already exists that is manifested clearly.
How can there be the production of a thing which did not exist?
So also on the removal of undesirable or evil qualities, qualities like
knowledge begin to shine forth. They are not created anew, for
these qualities are eternal in the jiva (since they belong to his
essential nature) "?

The answer to this question may be expressed as follows :—
SANSKRIT S'LOKA:
“ The son begs of his father for his share of the property,
though it is lawfully his. In the same way the servant (the jiva)
who has offended (the Master) begs of the Supreme Being that he
should be permitted to render service ”. There is nothing inappro.
priate in the jiva who has lost what he is entitled to, praying
thus :— “ May I have what is my share! Be Thou so gracious as
to pardon my oﬂence ;"
89 A. Tiruviruttam.
90. Brahma Sutras: 4 - 4

91. Vishnu Dharma: IC4 - (55 - 57).
-

I.
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(is free from all undesirable elements and) has only what is desir-

able. Further the two have to be stated separately, since the
withdrawal of punishment by Bhagavan and such things as the
expansion of the jiva’s knowledge are different things. It is not
improper to pray separately for these two things since the remission
of punishment by God which is the cause of the contraction of
knowledge and the like is diﬂ‘erent from such things as the expan.
sion of knowledge, service and the like which results from the
disappearance of the contraction of knowledge. service and the like,
which were the results of that punishment?

There is also another reason for two separate prayers :— In
some other systems of thought (like that of the TEirkz‘kas), moksha
means the disappearance of all undesirable things and the attain.
ment of a state similar to that of a stone (with no positive content
in the form of enjoyment or bliss). In order to show that moksha
in our system is not of that kind, but has a positive content of
enjoyment or bliss, the two are stated as being separate and also to
show that in the attainment of Bhagavan (in mukti), there is no
such thing as an alloy of misery or pain just as there is in attaining
such states as the position of Indra.”
Thus if it is held that the svarﬁpa and the prayer are expressed
explicitly by the words themselves. the upziya prescribed by the
su‘istms, for the attainment of the end in View (purushﬁrtha)
namely. the siidhyopdya, is implicit in the meaning of namas
which states the disappearance of undesirable things in the case of
the man destitute of all other upc’zyas as a result of bharanyﬁsa.
(8)

SVARI7PA AND UPZYA :—

Since the prayer for the purushr‘irtha is not a mere desire but
the soliciting of a protector, the anga and other accessories may be
considered also as implicit and not expressed. The Tirumantra
would then mainly indicate the svarﬁpa and upfiya. If we split
Narayana into nﬁrﬁrgr‘im uyanam yena “He by WhomHe becomse
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SUMMARY OF THE TEN INTERPRETATIONS OF
TIRUMANTRA GIVEN ABOVE :—

Thus the fichﬁryas consider Tirumantra, which has innumerable meanings within it, as having ten (different) meanings
in accordance with their respective traditionz— When the
Tirumantra is considered as a single sentence, it is thought of as
indicating (1) the essential nature (svar‘izpa) of the jiva and (2) his
activity as a s'esha. When considered as two sentences, it is
thought ofasindicating (1) the essential nature of the self and
(2) the surrender (of the self) by a positive and a negative state.
ment, namely, (The burden of protecting me is Bhagavan’s : it is
not mine) and so also (3) as indicating a prayer for the pumshlirtha. When it is considered as three sentences, it is thought of
in the following ways:—— (1) The ﬁrst two words indicate the
svarﬁpa and the third Word indicates the prayer: ('2) The
pracmva indicates the essential nature or soariipa, and the other
two Words indicate the prayer for the removal of undesirable
elements and for the attainment of the desired end. (3) In the
same manner, the ﬁrst word indicates the svarnpa and the other
two indicate the uprzya, (4) the ﬁrst word indicates the surrender
(of the self) and the other two indicate the prayer for the attainment of the fruit (desired), (5) The three words indicate respectively the tnttva, the upﬁya and the purushﬁrthd.

When some of these meanings are considered as the main
interpretations, the others, too, should be looked upon as being
implicit in the meaning, though not expressed eXplicitly by the
words themselves.

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS‘ :-Therefore by the interpretations of the words and the sentences
thus taught (to us) by the Eichz’rryas, who have realised the truth,
other interpretations stated by those who are outside the pale of
Vedic religion and by heretics (within that fold) have been rejected.
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The ninth is s'anti. Among these, there is nothing which he
cannot have at his desire. The imperfect development of spiritual
qualities results from want of earnestness in meditation. The
inability to attain the eight forms of wealth is due to neglect
The delay in the release from samsa’ra is due to weakness in the
desire for it. That is why it has been declared ”The mantra -‘°'
name nara'yaaa - secures whatever is desired."
SANSKRIT SLOKA

:

Thus (we have shown here what was taught by (acharyas)
who were free from the demon of ignorance (avidya'). who never
ignored the path of the righteous and who shrank in shame from
the enjoyment of petty pleasures.
TAMIL VERSE

:-—

We have been initiated into the excellent mantra, which
enables us to give up all association as s'eshas with those who are
other than our great Redeemer, and to realise that we are souls
(and not mere bodies) (pranava) We have awakened from (our)
ignorance and being without any other refuge, (we) have sought
the feet of Narayana who created (all the worlds) (namas). As the
result of our initiation into this mantra, we (now) seek to perform
that service which the ancient devotees (the eternal srm's render
with eagerness (Narayanagva).

SANSKRIT SLOKA :—
This mantra which is thus constituted of three words that are
composed, respectively, of one, two and ﬁve ‘letters and which
treats of the three things to be known, namely, ,tattva (the truth).
hita (the upa'ya and purushiz‘rtha (the end to be attained) that are
of the very essence of Vedanta—this mantra which is the foremost
of all mantras, which has the pranava of three letters which is the
105. Naradiyam I - 4i
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origin of the Vedas. which has the word having the three meanings,
sthﬁla (gross) sﬁkshma, (subtle) and para the (SUpreine) (namely,
namas‘ and which has in it the word (Narayana) that forms the
essence of the Upanishads—this mantra confers, on thJse who
seek no other reward. freedom from prakriti with its three
qualities (i. c. from samsfira.)
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pray to Her that she should persuade Hill] to be accessible to us on
our approaching His feet for protection. she listens to the cry of
suffering of those who have sought Her as a refuge and pleads (to
the Lord) on our behalf and helps to mitigate our suffering. The
words which (literally) state her activity (really) aim at stating
Her role as a mediator. Having heard from Him these words :
“ Those who32A seek my two feet as their sole £45?in or refuge -I myself take them, 0, my beloved! out of samsa‘ra ", and also
“ Compassion” is a
supreme virtue ”, she would, when the prOper
occasion arises, say, like the female pigeon to the male pigeon in
the whim :--- “ Listen, my beloved “husband, with attention to
what I am going to say for your good. He who has sought refuge
under you should be protected even if it be at the cost of yourlife".
It may also be considered to have the following. meanings:—
Having heard from the Supreme Ruler that He is ever bent on
the advancement of the world’s welfare, she would oﬂ'er her advice
to be listened to even by her enemies as in the passage :— “ If
you should35 desire to save your abode (viz. Lanka) and to avoid a
horrible death, it would be in your interest to obtain the friendship
of Sri Rama, who is the best of men

(5) “ When the etymological meaning (of Sri) is taken to be
that she removes all faults (srmatz‘ ), it would mean that she removes
all hindrances in the way of those who have adapted the upaya
(namely prapatti), such as karma, and this idea is brought out in
the following passages :— “ In all siddhﬁntas (systems‘7 of religious thought) and in the Vedanta, it has been declared that when
Bhagavan affords protection, He does it always with Lakshmi. who
is the very embodiment of compassion, by His side ”, and so also,
“ Lakshmi” who resides in the ever fragrant lotus destroys all the
(past) karma 0f jivas ".
32a. Varahapuranam

33. Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 38-39.
34. Itihasa Samucchayam lOoSl.

35. Ramayana: Sundarakanda 21
37. Lakshmitantram 28
38. Tiruvoymozhi 4 - 5
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In the etymological interpretation, “She makes the world

ripe by her qualities ” (smzr‘ttz’), the root (S'rz') would mean that,
by her attributes like compassion, she enables those who have
sought her protection to become ripe enough to have the qualities
necessary for rendering service to the Lord. This idea is brought
out in the passage :—- “ Having” Thy grace and the grace of Thy
Consort who abides in the lotus, I will sweep the ﬂoor of Thy
temple ". Bearing in mind all these excellences (of Lakshmi)
stated in all these interpretations, Alavandar wrote :—- “ Thy
name“ too is S'ri. How can we have the ﬁtness to praise Thee ? ”
Bhattar, too, had in mind her being unconditionally gracious and
said :- " Bhagavan“ is ever gracious because of His association with
Thee. Thy graciousness is not due to any cause or condition. It
exists of its own accord, for art Thou not Sri? ” Among these
meanings those that are appropriate to Bhagavan’s being the uptiya
'should be-borne in mind in regard to the ﬁrst part (of Dvaya),
while those that are appropriate to Bhagavan’s being the object of
attainment should be borne in mind in regard to the second part
(of Dvaya ).

SANSKRIT S'LOKA:

In the surrender of such as one’s essential nature (and the
burden of protection etc. ), the Master is well known, to those who
see with the eye of the sums, as the upiiya or means and as one to
whom the surrender is made. He is also the upeya (the object of
attainment ).
Though the word S'r'iman means in general ‘ one who is
associated with Sri,’ yet here, as a consequence of the pramﬁnas
(i. e.) S'ruti which says ( Lakshmi is His Spouse) ,it means the
husband or Spouse of Sri.
39. Tiruvoymozhi 9
40. Chatusslolci: l

-
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4|. Srigunaratnakosa:
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Though the word ‘ Narayana ' used here (in Dvaya) has. for
its purport, all the qualities which were etymologically derived
from the word in the chapter on the moolamantra, yet, since in
the ﬁrst part (of Dvaya) the aim of the word ‘ Narayana’ is to
show His being the reIUge, the following are the principal among
the qualities to be borne in mind : affection (like that of a cow for
the calf), that of being the Swﬁmin or Master. good nature, easy
accessibility, omniscience, omnipotence, irresistible will or purpose,
supreme compassion, gratitude, ﬁrmness, perfection or fulness,
supreme generosity and the like. These qualities have been brieﬂy
told in such passages as the following:— “ 0, Thou“ that art full
of matchless qualities, that ownest the three worlds, 0, Thou, that
art my Saviour and that dwellest on the mountain Tiruvengadam
which is longed for by hosts of gods and rishis (Soulabhya) ”.
!

Of these vatszilya or affection is the tenderness which accepts
a man for protection ignoring his offences, as in the Maker : “I will
never“ ignore one who comes to me like a friend, even if there be
faults in him. This will not be censured by the good ”. It is (a
quality) needed for not avoiding Him on account of one's offences.
Swiimitva or the attribute of being the master is the Special kind of
association existing between Bhagavan and the jiva, which is disclosed in the prauava and the like. This is necessary toinspire conﬁdence that He will protect (us) for His own glory. Saus'ilya, or
good nature, is shown in His intimate companionship with such
peOple of low birth as huntsmen, monkeys and cow-herds in spite
of His superiority to all beings. This (quality) is necessary for
inspiring conﬁdence which would not make one despair saying:
" Where is He" who is the Master of all and who is armed with
the discus and where am I " ? but which would encourage one to
expect Him to render even such service as driving the chariot and
conveying a message. Soulabhya or easy accessibility consists in
‘
His being" within the range of the eyes of all men’ even though
50. Tiruvoymozhi: 6

- IO - IO

51. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18 - 3

52. Tiruvoymozhi: 5 - l - 7
53. Sri Ramanuia: Gita Bhashyam.
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He is beyond the reach of even such great yogis as Sanaka and
Sanandana. This (qualiiy) is necessary in order that we may not
give up the longing for Him owing to a notion that He is too
difﬁcult of approach. Omniscience consists in His seeing all things,
” There“ is nothing in
as stated in such s'lokas as the following
any of the three worlds that is not known to Thee ”, and “ I bow
to “Bhagavan who, by His very nature, sees all things at the same
time ”. This is necessary for the thought that there is nothing
unknown to Him among the good things to be given to those who
have sought His protection and among the hindrances to be removed from them. Omnipotence consists in the ability to accomplish what cannot be accomplished (by others). This is necessary
to give us the assurance that, though we are now in samsﬁm ( or
bondage of births and deaths), He can make us enter the assembly
of the eternal sz‘zris. Satyasankalpatva means that His will or
purpose can never be thwarted even by Himself. This is necessary
for the confidence that we should have that the words: “I will
release you from all sins ", will never prove futile. Supreme
compassion is the desire to remove the suffering of others without
any thought of one’s own interests. This is necessary for the
knowledge that He will pardon on some pretext (vyiija) even those
who have committed innumerable offences, as in the s'lokas :—
“ I will never “give up the man who seeks me in the manner of a
friend, even though he has faults ”, and “ Fetch "him, 0 Sugriva,
best of monkeys. whether he be Vibhishana or even Ravana himself.
I promise security to him ”. Gratitude consists in looking upon
even trivial acts of kindness with the greatest regard, as if they
were supreme :deeds of helpfulness and never forgetting them.
(Instances of this) may be seen in such s'lokas as the following :-—“ Since Sri Rama“ is large-hearted, he does not remember even
hundreds of offences committed by others against him. He delights
(on the other hand) on even a single act of help ”, and “ That cry“

:-

-_.
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- - —————— .-

Sle—ﬁamayaha: Yuddhakanda l7-35.
55. Nyaya Tatvam-

56. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18 - 3
57. Ramayana: Yuddha kanda 18-34

—

58. Ramayana; Ayodhyakanda: 1-11
59. Mahabharata: Udyogaparva:
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THE MEANING OF THE WORD S'RIMATE (IN THE
SECOND PART OF DVAYA) :—
Though Bhagavan who is thus endowed with the two vibhiitis
(Lila and Nitya) is the object of attainment, the word S'rimate
(with S'ri) is employed here to show that, for the offering of the
havis of the self, the intended recipients, are both the Lord and
His Spouse. They are ( the two) to Whom we are s'eshas and
consequently (the two) to whom our service is due. Primarily
they are (therefore) the objects of attainment. This idea is implicit
also in the following and other passages :— “ Bhagavan, the” Lord
of the world, is in the glorious world called Vaikunta with Lakshmi”;
“ Bhagavan who100 is seated on the serpent Zdisresha with his
Spouse” “ The101 Lord is seated with Lakshmi who is (in every
way) suited to Him.” “ At them sight of Thee and Thy consort
with her shining bracelets standing together (as the Rulers of the
world) ” “ Lakshmi103 whose beauty fascinates even Thee ”, etc.
Though the word Sri used here has several meanings as stated in
the following s'lokas :— “ She dispelsm‘ all blemishes; generates
good qualities in those who are in the world ; is attained by all at
all times and has herself attained the Supreme Object of attain111ent(Bhagavan)” and “The Lord’s Spouse who”5 has attained
the Lord and is attained by others and who dispels all blemishes
and listens to the cry of the distressed
(though the word has all
these meanings) yet, here, it denotes the person who is entitled to
(our) service as it is derived from the verbal root S'ri which means
‘
Service’.

”-

THE MEANING OF NKRA'YANKYA :—
Though the word S’rimate by itself denotes Bhagavan and His
Spouse who are entitled to our service, yet the w01d Ntiriiyaim is
employed here to indicate the full and perfect enjoyment (mm99. Lainga puranam:

100. Alavandar Stotram: 39.
101. Sri Ramanuja: Vaikunta gadya102. Tiruvoymozhi: 4-9-10.
.-

103. Tiruvoymozhi:

6- 9- 3.

104 Ahirbudhnya samhita.
105. Ahirbudhnya Samhita.
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meaning, ‘ Let there be (in me) no notion at all of the sense of
‘
mine’ (mamakifra)’, which would be a prayer for the removal
of all hindrances or undesirable things, as it asks for the disappearance of the notion of ‘ mine’ in regard to all objects. '1 he objections raised and the answers given thereto in regard to the attain.
ment of the desired end and the disappearance of all undesirable
elements in the case of Tirumantra should be borne in mind here
(also).
Though this word namas prays for the removal of all such
hindrances as avidyﬁ (ignorance), karma, theimpressions and
inclinations which have resulted therefrom (vitamins), the ruchi or
tastes and the association with prakritz’ or matter, yet it is consi.
dered (by some iichr‘iryas) that, in accordance with the sruti"
which gives the etymological interpretation of this word (namas),
the purport or aim here (in the second part of Dvaya) is the
removal, in the state of attaining full and perfect service in mukti.
of the weeds of one’s being the doer by one's own will and
of one’s being the doer for one’s own purpo~es and, likewise, of one’s being the enjoyer by cne’s own will and of
being the enjoyer solely for oneself. This weed or wrong notion is
likely to arise because, in regard to the enjoyment of the fruit
elsewhere (in svarga), the thought is present that the fruit was won
by one by one’s own actions and is enjoyed by one for oneself.
From this it would follow that the (man performing prapam')
understands that, in regard to the service in the state of mukli,
there are no such wrong notions as one’s being the doer and the
enjoyer by one’s own will and for the sake of oneself—notions
which are present in the state of enjoyment of other fruits (like
those in svargc). Having understood this, the man performing
prapam' makes his prayer in conformity with this knowledge.
Arulalapperumalemperumanar commented on the word
mmms occurring here by the following s'loka :-- " The wise say

The Srim' says: Whatever actions may appear mine are the
NOTE
t'
do not belong to me; they are the Lord’s; I emst for
They
Lord's, not mine,
:—-

the Lord and not for myself na mama

(

.
not for me)
not mine;

)
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The (fourth or) dative case of Narayana and the word mmms
have, each, its signiﬁcance. in as much as they indicate reSpectively
the declaration of one’s connexion with the Supreme Being and
the denial of one’s connection with oneself. It may also be that
namas denies such things as one’s being a doer not subject to ( the
will of ) the Supreme Being. Even if we take the simple and
ordinary meaning of mmms as namimu' (I bow to Narayana," it
would be in keeping with the meaning “ 1 surrender ” as the word
uamﬁmi (I bow) has been commented upon in Mantrariijupadastotra as meaning ‘ for the surrender of the self ’.

Thus in the case of those who consider on the latter part of
Dvaya as indicating the surrender of the self, the Special kind of
fruit or end (namely kainkarya) arises of itself (without the need
for stating it), as it is in conformity with the surrender of the self
and consistent with one’s essential nature (svarﬁpa). In the case
of those who interpret on the latter part as indicating the fruit or
object of attainment (namely, Iminkuryal as explained before, the
'
idea of the surrender of the responsibility for protection should be
considered as being present in the ﬁrst part which treats of the
npiiya in the verb (prnpadye) being taken along with the word
s'armgam (upc'iya).
THE PURPORT OF DV A YA

2-—

'l'hus, in Dvaya, in the dilferent words. by the nature of the
words actually used and of the meaning which is implicit (without
being actually stated in words j, the following principal points as
well as what is required for them stand rcvealed:— (Iswara’s)
association with the mediator (Lakshmi), this (association) being
eternal, Sri being included in the upﬁyu along (with Bhagavan),
the Saviour being full and perfect in His qualities, the particular
form of relationship between the jim and lsuara, (that of being
the body and the soul respectively and that of being 8'63)“: and
s'eshilewara having a divine and auspicious form, the sash“
making his approach to the Lord, in this divine form, how (the
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meditation should be as stated above in regard to the upiiya, and
the fruit thereof. It is only if he desires the fruit and is (also)
competent, that the adOption of the upiiya would follow.
The words of learned men such as “One should seek (the
Lord’s) protection with (the utterance) of Dvaya” and “The
srarmgﬁgatz' which is stated in Dvaya consists in the faith that to
attain Narayana with Sri, His two lotus feet are the upﬁya ” -(these words) also show that Dvaya reveals the adOption of the
“pr—(ya.

THE SUMMARY OF THE MEANING OF DVAYA :—
Although here (in Dvaya), the ﬁrst part, the words ending
with the dative (or fourth) case and the namas —— (although) these
three are three separate sentences, yet it should be construed as a
single sentence with the “pay; as the primary purpose. This is
how (it should be construed):——

The sum and substance of Dvaya is this:—- “At the feet of
Narayana who is the Lord of all, who is, in evervway and supremely
blissful (or enjoyable) and who is inseparable from Lakshmi and in
order that I may obtain the removal of all that is opposed to all
kinds of service in all places, at all times and in all states or
circumstances and to receive (the priwlege of ) full and perfect
service to Them, 1, who am destitute of upiiyas, surrender the
responsibility of the protection of myself with the accompaniment
of the ﬁve angas or accessories at the feet of N arayana, so that
I may not have anything to do for such things as the responsibility
for protecting m yself.
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :-This has been taught by iichiiryus who had full control
over their minds as a result of their indifference to worldly objects.
1.
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nothing more holy of resort than His devotees; there is no better
dwelling place than those places that are agreeable to them; there
is no better means of preserving health than the quality of satlm
(or eating siitvic food); there is no other way of acquiring wisdom
than devotion to the wise; there is no bliss greater than mnlcshu
similarly there is no better means of obtaining spiritual welfare
(molesha) than the utterance of Dvuya.
,-

THE CHAPTER ON THE CHARAMA SLOKA.
SANSKRIT SLOKA

:-

Sri Krishna, who stands close to the Upanishads and
from whom, as from the boundless ocean of mercy, came of its
own accord, the s'loka (Charama s'loka) which puts an end to the
sorrows of all men, — by seeking Him as our refuge in *accordance with the injunction (contained in that s'loka), and as the
eternal dharma (Siddhopﬁya), we feel happy with our sins extinm
guished and free from (all) doubts and fears.
(

1)

* NOTE :—

or by good luck (vidhina).

Many are the paths prescribed (in the s'mtz's) (Karma
yoga, Juana yoga‘ and Bhakh' yoga ). they are hard to understand
and impossible of adoption owing to the restrictions and observan—
ces enjoined for them; the fruit to be attained by pursuing them is
at too great a distance and (above all) they are unsuitable for
to us who feel
simple folk (destitute of intelligence and ability)
anxious on these accounts, (He who is) the easy highway, the
charioteer and the guide of all men, has, by His grace, enjoined
certain \‘ictuals (the charama s'loka) for the journey in order to
lead us to His own feet without any hindrances.
(2)

—-—

TAMIL VERSE :--

In order to afford salvation to all the beings created with one
mind by Himself and Lakshmi of shining bracelets, He became
the son of Vasudeva so that the beautiful city of Dwaraka might
prosper. He was then pleased to be the charioteer of the princes
(the Pandavas) and He has become for us the unique dharma
(Siddhopiiyct) which He, with Tulasi ﬂowers adorning His chest,
has Himself declared to us and puts a step to the game of blindman’s buff which stood in the way of our seeing, enjoying and
bearing His feet (in Vaikunta) on our head.

CHARA M AS LOKA
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the end in view only after a very long period of adOption and after
unceasing attention and that the end in view could not be attained
quickly. So Arjuna became overwhelmed with despair. Under
the guise of teaching Arjuna, the Zchdrya of the Gitopauishad is
graciously pleased, out of His inﬁnite compassion, to explain this
most secret upc‘iya (viz. prapatti) in the charama s'lolm which is
the conclusion of the teaching and which leaves nothing unsaid.
Prapatti which is one of the upr‘iyas that he enjoined as Optional
in the s'lolm: “I can be attained by those who desire to serve me
only by bhaktz‘ or by prapatti. There is no other way of attaining
me ", is the means alike, of attaining His feet and all other things
that are desired, for it has been said, “ Only so long as ‘prapam'
which extinguishes all sins is not performed, only so long will there
be suffering, etc.” It can be performed without any accessories
other than the determination to do what is agreeable to the Lord
and the avoidance of what is adverse to Him and the like. It is
easier of performance and can be done in just an instant. Since
the Supreme Lord. who is the Saviour. has Himself taught this
truth which is well known from the s'mlis. it has also the sanction
of the (ichrirya (fur Bhagavan is Himself the iicharya here ). The
permission of the ucharya is prescribed in such treatises as Vishnu.
luttva as follows: -- " Giving 5up all object of desire and the
ermas by which they can be secured, S'aratgirgati with its ﬁve
(lllgds (the (”mas and the (mg; being six) should he performed
with the permission ufthc achiirya in accordance with the rules
prescribed in the s'ilstras and with renunciation of the fruits of all
actions."
SARVA DHARMA‘N ETC.

We have refuted, at considerable length, in Tritparya chandrz‘kr‘i and N ileshepa-rakshci, the interpretations given of this slow
by such perverse (commentators) as Sankara. Here we will state
the best and most apprOpriate meanings as established in the
tradition of wise men. The first half of this (s'loka) enjoins the
4. Vishnupurana:

1—9—73.

5. Sri Vishnutattvam.
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of the avatars and residence in holy places ), for it has been said
“ The ‘vidyiis are
many, as their names and the like are different; ”
there is no impropriety even if we take the plural to signify the
manifoldness of the angi's (forms of meditation) and of the angas
or their accessories.

THE MEANING OF PARI'I‘YAJYA (HAVING GIVEN UP):In the word parityajya, the ‘ giving up or abandonment
consists in the aversion to other kinds of uprzya (than prapattz‘ ),
’

which arises from a consideration of one’s being destitute of the
competency for them, for it has been said, “ By this ”prapatti
and with only aileinchanya or one’s being without other upc‘zyas as
a prerequisite etc)". If there is connexion due to desire, the giving
up of that desire is certainly tyiiga or renunciation.

The preposition jun-i (before tyaj ) is to show the extreme
aversion arising from the lack of competence (for other upﬁyas)
at all times and in every form, which the person destitute of upﬁyas
has come to realise in himself as expressed in the following
passages, “I see 9no means of crossing (the sea of samsﬁra) in
all the eternity of time which lies before me,” and “ It is 5'only by
the lotus feet of the Lord that I shall attain the desired goal.
I have no other means of attaining Spiritual welfare in any of my
births."
“ Aversion in every form " means being Without the imprOper
desire to perform what is impossible for a man with the thought:
“ Though I cannot adopt the upziya in full perfection, I will do it
to the best of my ability; when that also is too difﬁcult to perform,
I will adopt, in the place of the prescribed ngas, something less
difﬁcult or the 14122?yas which will produce the prescribed upc‘iyas ”.
6. Brahma Sutras 3-3-56.
?
7.
8. Sriranga Gadya
9. Jitanta: l - 10.
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performance of dharma, nor have I realised the nature of my self

etc.

To state that the jiva (kshetmjna) is eternally incapable
of all other upa‘yas, since he is entirely dependent on and subject
to the control of Iswara and (in the same breath) to state that the
giving Up of these dharmus or uprryas is enjoined on him is against
all s'iistrus and is opposed also to the very words of these writers
and their actual practice. (For how can a man give up a dharma
which he is not capable of performing? How can a man proceed
to perform kainkarya, if he is incapable of it owing to utter depen—
dence and subjection ‘3). It would, therefore. he extremely ridi.
culous to hold this view. (If this view were right, then by the
same 10gic, even the vidhi contained in m-ajrr (seek me etc.) would
be impossible of performance.
The statement that the jimtmﬁ is eternally incapable of all
other upiiyas would only go to conﬁrm the View that parityajyu
(here, does not enjoin the giving 11p and) only states what has
already occurred (amwizda) (owing to inability ), which these
writers would not like to accept.

(Further) the use of a single set of words in a single sentence
cannot mean both the statement of what has occurred owing to

inability in the case of the man who IS not capable and the injunction to the man who is capable of performance to give it Up ( which
is another view held by some)

Nor can it he held that the Option is given to the same person
(adhilriiri) who IS capable of performing dhurnm either to perform
the dharma or to give it up. 'l‘his would mean two alternative
courses, one of which is diliieult and the other light, when there is
no difference in the object of attainment. For if the man who is
capable of adopting the diﬁicult upiiyrr is enjoined to adOpt the
lighter or easier upr‘iya by giving up the performance (of what he
is capable of). then no one would ever think of adOpting the more
difﬁcult upr'iya and since there is no other way in which the
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difference in competency could be stated, all the srﬁstras which
enjoin the performance or adoption of the more difﬁcult upz‘iya
would carry no weight.

It

extremely inapprOpriate to say that. in order to
stimulate the adoption of the easier upﬁya, the difﬁcult upiiya is
(ﬁrst) enjoined and then forbidden for performance.
is also

The View that what are not (really) upﬁyas are enjoined as
upc'iyas (and are thereafter condemned as unﬁt for performance) -—
this view would tend to look upon the s'rutis and the snm‘tis as
deceptive. Even such things as the essential nature of the Saviour
(which we learn only from them) could not (then) be known for
certain.

It is true that, in the

among those that are desirous of
wealth. some choose cultivation of the soil and other such difﬁcult
operations, while others choose lighter professions like dealing in
rubies and other gems; but this Option is determined by the
differences in capacity or competence among the adhikziris.
World,

Kooarathalvan’s commentary on the charama s'loka :-~ “ You
that suffer (from anxiety) because of the impossibility of adOption
of other upz‘zyas, give up everything that has been declared as the
means of attaining me and seek me as (your) refuge (tor salvation)
“this commentary, too, means only what has been explained (as
the meaning so far) and is not, therefore, Opposed to it. (In that
’
commentary ‘ giving up states only what has occurred before
(amwc‘zda) or means only “ without doing it as an nga required
for praﬁuh‘i.”

It is true that, in such cases, as Samc'ivartana or the conclusion of the Priijﬁpatyavrata, baths accompanied by certain
vratas or Observances are prescribed and also (as an alternative)
baths without any such oratas (which are easier). But this Option

is determined by the condition or the circumstances in which the
person is situated. If we do not take it in this light, the enjoining
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of the more diﬂicult alternative would be of no use (for no one
would adopt it).

There is another (wrong) view that the adhz'kiir’i competent
for prapam' is the person who has fullness of knowledge or fullness
of faith and that the adhikrzri for upr’isam'i is the person who lacks
this fullness of knowledge or fullness of faith. If this view were
accepted, it would follow that such men as Vyasa who taught the
charamas'loka and the like and who, because of their piety, had
fullness of knowledge and fullness of faith should be looked upon as
incompetent for upﬁsam‘i. There is no evidence or premium to
prove that when they taught, they had knowledge and faith and
having (later) become weak in intelligence and faith adOpted
utu‘zsanﬁ. There is no evidence in the respective accounts of their
lives to Show that though they were prapcmnas (With prapatti as
their upfiya) they practised uju’isam“: also for setting an example to
the world. Even if this were admitted to be a fact, the adoption
of a dharma which is forbidden to a man for the sake of setting an’
example to the world would be a sin so far as he is concerned and
as the observance or adoption of the dharma is opposed to the
man’s competence. it would not be a prOper example to set the
world right. (Si-i Ramanuja) has explained in the Gift? Bhﬁshyu
'tbat lokasangraha consists in a man choosing one of two ways of
life (permitted for himself) as being easy of performance by others
and beneﬁcial to them, and ad0pting that way of life as an example
to others in order to establish them firmly in it. A samzyﬁsin
adapting the way of life peculiar to the house-holder and forbidden
to himself is not setting an example for the sake of the betterment
of the world (lokasangraha). This would be only the violation of
the commandment (of the Lord). In the same way, the adoption
by a prapanna of a dharma forbidden to him, under the misapprehension that it would be a form of kaz'nkarya is also Opposed
to his competency.
There is nothing wrong in a prapmma performing those rites
that are prescribed in the s'r'istras and that are not required for
pmpatti with the idea that they are (forms of) km’nkarya (service).
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compassionate could, under no stretch of imagination, be thought
of as deluded or deceitful.

It may be argued that this objection would stand only if the

giving up of all dhm-mas (rites and Observances) is enjoined (on
the prapmma) for the rest of his life, and that it would not hold
good, if the giving up of all dharmas in their essential form
lsvarﬁpa) is considered as an anger (of pmpatti ) to be done only
at the time of performing prajmtti and if their resumption is
permitted after that performance. The answer to this argument
is as follows :-—- “ There is no need at all to enjoin the giving up
of an activity or of an abstention which is not likely to be present
at all at that time. If only such activities or dharmas in their
svar‘z‘ijm as are likely or possible at the time are enjoined to be
given up, it would follow that prajmttz' should be performed after
giving up such things as the following :— residence in holy places
sacred to Bhagavan, the tuft of hair, the sacred thread (yagnopamm) and the wearing of the mark of the sect (jmudra).

Therefore the proper interpretation of the vz'dhi (if it be taken
as vidhi) enjoining the giving up is this 2—- “ Prupaui does not
require, as an anga or accessory, any dhm-ma or observance or
rite which is required as an anga (such as [rm-ma) to upc‘zsmza
(meditation) according to vidyiis‘.
Even in this View that parityajya indicates a m’dhi or injunction to give Up. the person competent for prapatti is one who is
incapable of other upﬁyas, or one who, though capable of other
upﬁyas. is too impatient to endure the dela}r in attaining the fruit
(which the other upiiyus might entail). If we take this view, it
will not be against any of the pramc'iigas (viz those which enjoin
the rites of the varlgas and Fis'ramas, and those which enjoin
bhakti yoga and the like). Former c‘zchziryas did not discuss the
point whether or not the giving up of all dhdrmas in their essential
form is an anga of prapm‘ti. Their discussions were conﬁned only
to the question of which words in the charanm s'lokcz respectively
indicated the qualiﬁcation necessary for prapatti viz. that of being
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those who do not know of other uprryas, either with their
ignorance or with their knowledge of such qualities of the Lord as
His being the Lord (of all), and on account of intensity of bhaktz’ ”.
The answer to this question is as follows :-— The ujnanfzm or
ignorance referred to in the word ((Ijmimll) in Lakshmi Tantra
and avidyﬁtah in Bhattar’s s'loka is not the ignorance of such
beings as cattle of what is stated in the s'astras. It means only
this much, lack of a clear understanding of such forms (of adoration) as ujﬁismms or ignorance, even in regard to prajmtti, of
subtle niceties or distinctions in it. The word vijﬁuatiim in
Lakshm'itcmtram (to those who know) and dove [mribrudatayér
vidz’taya‘ (with the knowledge of such qualities of the Lord as His
being the Lord of all) refer only to the kind of knowledge which
enables one to understand such things as upézsmms or the kind of
knowledge which enables a man to have a clear understanding of
such things as the qualities of the Saviour, which is necessary for
ﬁrapattz'. It does not (certainly) mean a knowledge of all things,
in general, for only the knowledge of the Saviour's quality of being
the Lord of all is referred to here. Even if a man has this knowledge that is essential (for upﬁsrma), when he is without. the ability
to adOpt that (ujmsana), he is one that is destitute of u/ia'yas
(akz‘nchamt) and has competency for prapatti.

Here another objection might be raised, via, “ Even if a man
has ( the knowledge and) the ability, he should remain without any
endeavour on his own part, knowing as he does. the Saviour’s nature,
for does not Sita say:— “ If SL5 Rama”, who can destroy the hosts
of his enemies, discharges his arrows on Lanka and takes me away
from here, it will be the apprOpiiate thing for him ‘3”. 'l‘he answer
to this is that ( b‘ita’s attitude ) would be an example of the ﬁrm
pmma’s later life (not of what he should do or should not do before
prapattz’). If this is not admitted, all s'c'cstras which enjoin the
adeption of upc‘ryas would be meaningless.
15. Ramayana: Sundarakanda : 39 - 30.
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it (so he, too, is competent for prapatti). It is in consideration of
this circumstance that (Bhattar) wrote z—— “ who know of no other
Hpﬁya in the world ".

Vyasa and others who held administrative offices (under the
Lord) could brook delay and were also capable of the other upiiya
(i. e.) upc’iscma. Therefore it is that they adOpted uju’isamz and
not because they were wanting in knowledge or in faith. (Those
who hold administrative ofﬁces must serve their full period before
thinking of attainment.)

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS

:-

(If it be asked, “ Why is it said (in some places) that a man
adopts upﬁsana owing to weakness of intelligence?” the answer
" VVben a man is incapable of an uptiya which is
is as follows)
extremely difﬁcult of adoption and yet adOpts it because of an
obstinate desire, the ignoring of the easy upfiya should be considered as being due to weakness of intellect.” ()r it is proper also
to explain their adoption of the difficult upa'ya as due to their
unfitness for pmjmtti (owing to their lack of faith in it and the like.)
This is not the explanation in the case of Vyasa and others (adopt—
ing upiisagza). for they remove all the doubts of others iand cannot
be considered as wanting in knowledge or faith).

:-

Since in this manner the competency of a man either for
upﬁsmm or for pmpattz’ is determined, both the s'iistras (those of
ujn’zsmm and those of prapatti ) have their own respective purpose.

The difference between the two adhz‘kﬁris in regard to the
rites and observances of their caste and iis'ramu is only the
difference of the purpose for which or the thought with which they
are performed. It is true that, in the case of the prapmma, the
performance of any rite or observance will prevent the attainment
of his end, because, like the Brahma missile, it would cease to have
any effect, if any other rite is performed to attain the same end.
But if these rites are performed for their own sake ( without the
desire for any fruit) or for such things as the glory of Bhagavan or
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themselves, there would arise any such conﬂict. If it is held that
the adaption of karma, jm’ina and bhakti. but without the thought
that they are upfiyas is an anga to pmpuui, there would be no
essential difference between the bhakm and the prapmnm. The
difference would only be nominal «i. c) the man who has bhakti
as the main and independent means and praputti as an accessory
to it could be called a bhakta and the man who adopts pmpattz' as
the main and independent means and bha/m' as an accessory to it
would be called a. prapmma, but both would perform the same
dharmas and there would be no difference in their action.

It may be argued that. in regard to accessory activity, there

.

need not be fullness or perfection of per formance and that some
short-comings might be allowed therein ; but. this argument is not
sound. Has it not been stated :-- " A lite or observance performed
for the attainment of a certain fruit will yield the desired fruit. only
when all the accessory rites or angas are duly performed?" (Pin-w
Mimiimsc‘z).

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS

;-

Thus if it is stated that the dharmus themselves in their
essential form should be given up, even the rendering of service
would become an offence. If it us said that what is to he given up
is only the thought that they are upriyus, then the dharnms in
their essential form would become an nga (of prajmtti ).

It is only those

who have torgotten the episodes" of Kakasura
and the like that would maintain. as rmgas of prapam', these
dharmas without the thought that they are uju’tyas and that the
person is himself the deer of the action and its beneﬁciary (for the
doership and the beneﬁt are God's).

We have (also) heard that, by a single performance alone of
prapatti far removed from any other dharma-, the ancients
obtained at once what they desired.
_.--

~_--

rites due to vama or «warm:-
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tion that in nyiisam’dyc‘i too, these might be required as accessary.
To correct this presumption, here (in parityajya), these dharmas
which might be thought of (wrongly) on the analogy of upﬁsmuls
as angas (to prapatti) are not required for it. This is the right
interpretation of the text here.

Though these dharmas cannot be considered as accessory aids
(to prapatti) as they are stated to he for uprismut in Brahma
Sﬁtras (3 - 4 - 33), yet as stated in another sittm (3 - 4 - 32), the
karmas ordained for the different fis'ramus have to be performed,
as they are enjoined as ordinances or commands ; there is nothing
to prevent their performance by the jwmpmma (since commandments have to be obeyed as such (and for no other reason).
CONCLUSION :—

Therefore, as neither the performance of these dhurnms nor
their giving up is an (mgr: to prapath’; to be without the desire to
do what is beyond one's ability is a mark of competency (for
prapam'). The performance of those duties or rites which are
nityu and mrimit/i/m and which are within the range of one’s
ability takes rank as mere service consisting in the observance of
a command.
SANS KRIT S'LOKA :-—

It is only the thought or the will to do what is pleasing to the
Lord that is stated (in the 341' st ms) as an anga of prajmth', The

action arising out of that will or thought is not an anga. The
rites of the var)!“ and (is'rama are the prOper thing to do in virtue
of their being the Lord‘s command and not because it is the
consequence of the will or the thought to do what is pleasing to
Him.

If so. it may be asked: “ What is the purpose or object of

performing those manifold and great acts of service which cannot
be included among the commands to perform m'tya and naimz’tz‘z’ka
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karma? ”

These cannot be included among any of the other
upiiyas for moksha (because they are not performed with the
object of attaining molesha ); nor are they augas or accessories to
prapatti, because it does not require any such angas or aids.
The person does not perform them because of the fear that the
Lord would be offended at their nomperformance, nor does he
perform them with the desire that they would bring about. by
themselves, extinction of his sins or the attainment of such fruits as
svarga, cattle, children and the like. Neither does he perform
them merely for his own delight just like worldly men playing dice
and the like, nor does he perform them to please the Lord having
seen, like the freed souls, by actual observation, what would be
approved of by Him. If so, why does he perform them, it may be
asked. (The answer is as follows) :— He proceeds to perform
them because it is evident from the s'ﬁsfras that these acts of
service have, for their fruit, the prOpitiation of the Lord (just like
other fruits) As one in whose nature the quality of sattvam predominates, he acquires a taste for pleasing the Lord and follows
the light shed by the lamp of the s'fistras in trying to give delight
to the Lord who stands in varied relationships to him (as father,
mother eta), in the same way as he shows his love to his friends,
children and the like.

In this connection some may ask :—- “ In the case of the wise
man who has made a complete surrender of all responsibility to the
Lord of all, is not the criterion for deciding what should be given
up and what taken up, the knowledge of his own essential nature
(svarﬁpa?) So he is bound (only) by the knowledge of his own
essential nature (to do or not to do this or that); why, then, should
he follow the dictates of the s'u'sfras? ”. This question is improper,
for, if it is determined what his essential nature is with the help of
the s'Eistras, then there is no other guide for him than the sriistras.
until the time of his attaining mukti, to help him to understand
what aims in life he should avoid as also the upayas therefor, and

what aims he should have and also the apt—zyas for securing these
aims. From the knowledge that he is wash: to the Lord and the
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like, it is just possible to know a few things that are appropriate to
the swim. The knowledge of one’s essential nature cannot
indicate, unequivocally, in what manner service should be rendered
in order that it may please the sushi, and What upr’iyas should be
adopted for this service. This being so. if one ignores the s'ﬁstras
and renders service with forbidden substances (like Opium, say)
or even among substances that are permitted, to render service
with substances acquired unjustly and thus render service according
to one’s own sweet will and pleasure in ways opposed to what is
enjoined in the s'ﬁsfras, then there would he no difference between
reverential conduct and offence. Then since there is no criterion
besides one’s own’s own taste, one might think of performing as
service all that is considered as forbidden and therefore avoided by
seekers after mukti. The author of Sr? Bhﬁshyrz has stated (in
“ Having
regard to the offering of food (haris) to Archiz
“collected those things which are not prohibited in the S'Ilsfras
etc." Therefore the prOper thing is to render such forms of service
as are enjoined in the s'iistras as competent to the person concerned
and subject to the dictates of the s'Elin‘tl.s. The teaching contained
in the s'lolea :— “ To know” what ought to be done and what ought .
not to be done, the only authoriiy that you have is the sriistra.
Therefore while you are here, understand the karma enjoined in
this teaching is common to all (whatthe s'ush'u just as it is ”
ever their cernpetency). Sri Alavandar in his Gztu‘rthasaugraha
saysz— “ Among these ekcmtins ( who are devoted exclusively to
the Lord), the wise man (jmm?) is called purumaikimti, one who
has supreme devotion to the [lord to the exclusion of all other
interests. Ilis being alive is solely dependent on the Lord. To be
united with Him is his (only ) delight: to part from Him is his
(only)pain. His mind is always with the herd. He considers
himself as an entity only because of his meditating on Him, of
visiting holy places (sacred to Him), and of speaking of Him to
others, of bowing to Him and uttering his sacred names. His

):-

—-—

14.

Sri Ramanuia; Nitya.

15.

Bhagavad Gita: 16-24
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actions are performed with his life.breath, mind, will and the
senses all dedicated to Him. He performs all the duties pertaining
to him and also practises bhakti inspired solely by love. He should
give up the idea of their being upzfyas and place the uprzya in the
Lord without any fear ”. In these s'lokas what Alavandar meant
by the words “ inspired solely by love" was not that he should
ignore the suistras. His idea was to emphasise the great inspiration arising from his love (of the Lord), whose s'eslm he is, to
perform those acts of service which he can understand only from
the s'iistras, in order to give delight to Him. \Vhen these s'lokas
are considered in relation to the man who practises uprismms and
the like, its aim is to show that these upfisanas are most pleasing
to the person himself, that they are not the direct means of attaining the supreme end, but are the means of winning the favour of
the SaViour who is the direct means or upfzya for obtaining this
end, and that the Lord of all who is pleased by these upiismzm
stands. as the direct upaya for the attainment of this end. When
the s'lokas are considered in relation to the man who has adopted
prupatri as the principal and independent means, their aim is to
show that, though he performs the ordinances of m’tya and naimittika karma and such other rites just as they are enjoined for
blm/zti yoga, since he does not perform them for the sake of other
objects like smrga and moksha and performs them solely for
pleasing the Lord, be has not adopted any other uimya (for
mokshm and has no other interests or object. (Their aim is also)
to show that, as he is destitute of other upfzyas, the Lord Himself
stands in the place of those iapiiyas and rewards him with the
desired fruit.
Those who have not studied Vedanta might ask (in this
connection: . -‘ Both these adhikiiris (the bhaleta. and the prupamm)
are devoted solely and exclusively to the Lord as stated ( in the
“ Wise men do“ not worship Brahma, Rudra and other
3,101,.“
gods. for the reward that can be given by them is limited." “ They

);-

__.__._..————.—__._——-

16. Mahabharata: Santi Parva:

350—36

rue-on.-

....

..

_.-_.-_._.._...
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are 17my devotees who have no devotion to other deities, who love
those that are devoted to me and who seek me alone as their
npiiya ” am “ He "who has attained the lotus feet of Vishnu
should not worship other deities.” If these two adhikiiris should
perform the rites and Observances of their castes and {is'ramas as
stated (in Alavandar's S’lokasl ( viz” all the karmrzs pertaining to
them and also bhaktz' ). would not their supreme and exclusive
devotion to the Lord be adversely affected in as much as these rites
or dharmas are mixed up with (the worship of ) such gods as Agni
and Indra fr' ” Here, as explained in the Brahma Sﬁtms (1-2—29),
names like Agni may be considered, on the authority of Jaimini. as
directly referring to Brahman or Bhagavan for Agni and other
such words may be etymologically derived as agram nayati. ( He
who receives the best part of the offering for Himself) etc. There
is no worship or contact with other deities, because they are like
the sacred names found in Sahasrmtir’ma (etymologically applicable
to Bhagavan ). The author of Sri Bhr'ishya has stated in his
Nityuz— “ Having pleased the gods, the rishis and the Manes with
oblations and with the thought that they have thzgaviin as their
inmr self ” etc. So it is perfectly in accordance with the s'astras
to perform these respective rites meditating that the Supreme
Being has the respective deities as His body In “‘Pratarclmza
vidya and the like we are taught in the S’Elstrds that the SUpreme
Being may be meditated on ( or worshipped) in three forms :
(one ) in His own divine and essential nature, (two), the Supreme
Being as having sentient beings as His attribute (or body). and
( three)
the Supreme Being as. having non-sentient things as
His attribute (or body). Though He is worshipped in these three
ways, the worship is really to the Supreme Being and not to His
attributes (or bodies) (namely . the sentient and non-sentient
beings). In the same way here also, the bhakta or prapamza does
not adore the godS, the rishz's and the Manes, who are really attri'
butes or bodies of the Supreme Being.
-- vCI-v- —-.

l7. Mahabharata: Aswamedhikaparva:

104-91

18. :?
19. Brahma Sutras

——-

1-1-32.
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As stated in the following s'lokas :—-— “ In all”0 yajnas. it is I
that am worshipped and it is also I myself that rewards (those who
perform them) With the fruits thereof," “It is Thou" alone that
assumest the forms of the Pitris and the gods and receivest the

offerings (havis) (made to the gods) and the offerings {kaoya}
made to the Manes in sriiddhas ” and “ Those who" propitiate the
Pitris, the gods, the Brahmins and Agni—they propitiate only
Vishnu who is the inner self of all things ”—as stated in these
.vlokas, it is only the Supreme Being, who is the inner self of all,
that is the object of adoration to the Wise man. Therefore to the
man who performs lazinlmrya or service according to the srr‘istras
with this knowledge, there is no association with other upuyas;
there is no association for him with other objects or purposes in
acquiring the necessary substances for worship and in eating the
food offered (to these gods). Similarly there is no association for
him with other deities when, obeying the injunctions (contained in
the svr‘zstrasl, he Worships the Supreme Being having, for His
attributes, sentient beings and non-sentient things. It has been
said, “He who“ warships as the Supreme Being any deity other
than Narayana who dwells in his heart, who controls him and is
his Lord and Master— —he is a sinner," “ He who considers"M
Narayana as being (only) equal to other deities -—- he will stay in
hell as long as the sun and the moon last ”, and “ One should not“
go near the places where Buddha, Rudra and the like are war.
shipped and so also near the cremation ground, near a corpse, near
a forest and near the capital city of a kingdom." As stated (in
these s'lokasl, it would be a sin for a pammaz’kﬁntin if other
deities are looked upon by him as the Supreme Being, if they are
considered equal (to N arayana) and if he goes to places where other
deities are worshipped. when these deities have nothing to do with
his nitya and mtimittil-a rites and Observances. Since these
deities stand in the position of bodies to the Supreme Being who is
20. Bhagavad Gita: 9 - 24.
2|. Vishnupurana : l - I9 73.

22. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 355 - 41.

23. Prajapatyasmriti.
?
24.
25- Sandilya Smrili: 4 - 19L
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the inner self of all and who is the object of adoration in these
rites and Observances (nitya and naimittz‘ka), there is no thought
in the mind of the man (with supreme and exclusive devotion to
the Lord) of these deities being the Supreme Self, of their being
equal to Bhagavan, of their being independent of the Lord, of
their being objects of adoration or of their being the dispensers of
the fruits of actions. Therefore in the same way as by Praaa,
Vais'viinara, and the three Worlds which are the attributes of the
bupreme Being in the Vidyas or meditations called Vais'viinara
w‘dya and the like. he is not affected, so also his exclusive devotion
to the Lord is not (in the least) affected by such attributes as Agni
(Wthh are associated with these rites and Observances, uitya and

naimittika).

While proceeding to state the adoration of Bhagavan to be
performed by the prapanna in the day and the night, Vangipuram
Nambi has described the dharmas of the castes and the as'ramas
with their respective mantras (in the following passages) :—-“ (The
prapamza) should spend his time by performing duly all the rites
ordained for the time of the sandhyzi, after sipping the water
(iichanuma) with the prescribed mantras ; after this he should
perform the homa to the sacriﬁcial ﬁres during the Agnihotra rites
with the prescribed mantras and with samit (fuel ), ghee and other
such substances. He should do every karma at the time prescribed
for them in the s'c‘istras ". Then he says: ” He should ”perform,
without being lazy, all the rites from the bath to Brahma yajna
prescribed in the Vedas for his .‘rsrrama as ﬁt to be done at noon ".
He continues : “ Then he should perform the prescribed Yaj na
to the gods and to the pitris (Manes), after which he should eat the
food offered to Bhagavan (which act is called armyaga ) ”. Bhattar
and Koorathalvan, too, in their respective m‘tyas, have stated as
“ With the vertical 2F’mark (Urdlwapmuira) on his
follows
forehead, (he) should perform the rites ordained in the s'rutis, and
:-——

26. Vangipuram Nambi: Nitya:
77 ‘ 84'

27. Vangipuram Nambi: Nitya: 90.
28. Bhuttar: Nityam
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smrz‘tis as far as it lies in his power, with the thought that they
form the adoration of the Supreme Being and then offer oblations
of water (imparts-rm)". Peria Jeer (Nanjeer) begins by performing
obeisance with the words: “I seek the feet of Parasara Bhuttarya".
By this he reminds us of the special tradition concerning the
homage to be paid to gurus and the like. After this, he says
“I will now describe the manner in which service should be
rendered to the lotus feet of Bhagavan every day by men with
He then says “ (The
exclusive devotion to him (Ekdntins)“.
Ekiz‘utiu) should sprinkle water on himself by uttering the mantra
beginning with Epohi and then sip water (fichamana) with the
utterance of the mﬁntms which denote Bhagavan; after this he
should offer arghya to the Supreme Being who is in the Sphere of

the sun and then perform japa, meditating on Bhagavan with the
mantra of Gc‘zyatri. After the japa, he should offer praise to
Purushottama. Oblations of water (tarpana) should then be
made to the gods, the rishz‘s and the piiris (Manes), who have
Narayana as their inner self.” \Ve see also that, in all families
which follow the tradition of the author of Sri Bhashya, until the
present day, Weddings and upmmymms (initiation with the sacred
thread) have been performed in accordance with their respective
(Grihya) sﬂtras, (Apastamba and the like) with the respective
mantras denoting the respective deities. It is also welLknown to
all that the great iichiiryas like Peria Nambi performed yajnas
(sacrifices) and the like in accordance with their respective sntras.
Therefore in the case of those who follow the teaching of the
author of S'ri Bhiishya, his disciples and their disciples, it is not
proper to perform any rites (like those of weddings) with the
mantras in certain samhz’tiis“ following the doctrines of the Agamas
(Piirrcharzitra) which are prescribed specially (to those who follow
them ) .
(" NOTE:

samhitas.)

Satvatam: Padmam: Jayakhyam, etc. these are the agama

We have already shown in Sri Pancharﬁtrarakshd (The
Defence of Pancharatra) that the Pancharatra is of four kinds or
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systems (Egama Siddha'nta, Mantra Siddhc‘mta, Tantra Siddhanta and Tantn'intara Siddhc'inta) in accordance With the com—
petency and the like (ability) of the person concerned, that the
principle holds good that what is not stated in any one of them
should be taken from the others, provided there is no conflict or
Opposition and that, in all the four kinds or systems of Patrolmreitra, the direct means or upﬁya of attaining moksha is set forth
and that by every one of them. there is the attainment of molesha.
just in the same way as to all the four «is'ramus there are Brahma
Vidyiis (bhaktz‘ and prapatti) and that to every one of them there
is the possibility of attaining molesha. It has also been stated there,
at considerable length, that if a person were to perform all karmas
or rites with any mantras of his own liking, ignoring what is
enjoined in those s'ristras as the proper thing for each kind or
system, he should perform expiatory rites (jJrEiyas'Chitta) and the
like. Therefore until the time of attaining mukti. there is no
authority for rendering service onnkainkarya (to the Lord) in any
manner other than what is ordained in the s'Zistras as appropriate
for each adhikc‘zr'i.
Hence since even the prujmmm is subject to the authority of
the s'iistras and should perform only such service as is permitted
or enjoined by them. the following (heretical) views which are
Opposed to the scriptures and the traditional Observances (of the
good) supported by right reason or logic are not to be accepted by
those who desire to stand in snttvum - (views such as the following):(1) Both those commands that are enjoined as positive rites 0r
actions and those that forbid certain activities should be violated ;
(‘2) Both these activities and rites that are enjoined and those that
are forbidden should be given up. (3) The rites and Observances
of the varlgus and ciS'rrumls are dependent only on the bodies (of
Brahmins and the like) and may therefore be given up by the
person who has attained a true knowledge of the essential nature of
his self (which is different from the body). (4) rl‘hey maybe
performed or may not be performed (5) Even if they are given
up, no harm will result except the loss of the Lord’s pleasure
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(6) The only harm that would result in their being given up is the
ill-will of society and other such (erroneous) views.

It is true that, as for those in the Eis'rama of the Sannyasin, to
whom certain old rites and Observances (of the grihasz‘hiis'rama)
are forbidden and certain new rites and Observances enjoined.
(so also) for those who are Bhagavatas, as a consequence of their
being such, certain things are forbidden and certain new things are
enjoined. But no karma or rite which has been ordained as compulsory of performance should (on any account) be given up. For
it has been stated :-- “The man ”who does not perform the rites
pertaining to the sandhyfi is always impure and is unfit for the
performance of any (other) rite. \Vhatever other rite or karma
he may perform, he will not obtain the fruit thereof ”. As in the
differences in the manner of performing the sandhya meditation
or worship that are found in the sﬁtras and the different Dharma
S'i‘istrus (Mann, Apastamba and the like) those differences that
are found in the different samhitas of the Lord's S'iistra (Pﬁncharatra) and also such differences in the samlhya meditation as are
stated in the ltihasas and the Puranas -— these differences should
be observed reSpectively by those who follow these reapective
s'ﬁsfras. londuct like the following which is enjoined in the
S'Eistras and the Ithihasas, namely, “At the time of the “juzrvas,
one should pray to the deities for protection” and “One should
bow in front of places where the gods are worshipped -— (conduct
like this) is restricted in the case of the man who is supremely and
exclusively devoted to Bhagavan (Paramaz'kfintinl owing to the
authority of the s'iislra (Le. the only deity or God that he should
pay homage to is Bhagavan). Therefore no s'iistra is violated.
Such injunctions as the following :-— “ Therefore“1 the mantra
called Ashtiikshara should be repeated at the time of the saadhya,
by pure-minded devotees of mine always in order to purify their
29. Dakshasmriti
30. Manusmriti: 4-153

31. Mahabharatha: Aswamedhika

Parva. 93-69
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solves ”, and “uttering the Dvaya always in this manner with its
meaning at heart" in the gadya — these instructions should be
carried out without any conflict with the performance of the rites
(nitya and naimz’ttika) which are compulsory of performance and
at such times as are left over after their performance. Narada and
others have also stated :— “ The jajm (namely, the repetition of
Ashtﬁkshura) should be performed at such times as do not conflict
with the performance of rites ordained in the wrath: and the
smritz’s.” Vangipuram Nambi, too, has said: -" Having spent your
time in performing the homa in rites like Agnihotm etc " Even
in his last days, the author of Sri Bhr‘ishya stood up with great
ditﬁculty and offered the anjali of water at the time of sundhyu.
Therefore giving up the rites of the var/gas and the usrramas on
the pretext that they are dependent on the upr‘idlu' of the body is
opposed to such things as the traditional Observances of the ancients.
If this pretext were sound. since even such special forms of service
(in temples ) as the weaving of garlands and the lighting of lamps
cannot be performed without the upiidhi (or conditioning factor)
of the body, the senses and the like—even these would have to be
given up (by the man who has realised his essential nature
(soarﬁpa). If the performance of such services is desired, the
external purity (ﬁchiz‘ra) and the puritieatory rites (srnnskiirus)
which qualify (a person) for such service, cannot be given up.

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Observing the restrictions concerning food, residence" (if the
reading is graha) or receiving from the good ﬁchr‘tryu the mantras
prescribed for the person, Tmonev, caste and the like. one should
render service to the Lord of Lakshmi in accordance with one’s
ability and with no other aim or purpose.
NOTE‘I :--One should live near Bhagavatas:

fMoney should not be received as a gift from the unworthy.
32. Sri Ramanuja: Gadya :
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Just in the same way as a chaste wife looks after her auspi-

cious thread, clothes and the like with the greatest care, the pra—
jmmm; should preserve the path and manner prescribed in the
s'iistras for the service of the Lord.

husband takes proper care of his wife either with punish.
ment or with favours, respectively, when she loses her thread and
the like or guards them with care. So also will the Lord (his
devotee for giving up or performing the enjoined rites).
rI‘he

To reﬂect on such things as the caste of devotees merely for
the purpose of treating them with disregard will bring ruin; but if
it is done only for understanding the restrictions enjoined in the
swish-as, there is no harm in it anywhere.

That is the reason why, in the s'i‘istms, Dharmavyadha
Tuladhara, Sabari, Vidura and others are described only by.their
respective castes.

Their conduct, too, as described in the Itihasas, was only in
accordance with their castes; if there was" any exceptional circumstances (in their lives against the rules of their caste), it was due to
the exceptional instructions or regulations. The dharmas or rites
prescribed for a certain place. a. certain period of time, a certain
adhikdri and the like should not be adapted at a different. place and
a different time or by another adhikr’irt‘.
Some (peOplel who cannot understand the purport of certain
episodes (in the Itihasas and Puranas) increase the lite msu which
llhagavan enjoys in Kaliyuga. " Daughterain-law should be
treated with regard and {110er adorned by their mothers-inJaw,
their fathersdndaw, their husbands and so also by their brothersin-law who desire to have varied prosperity. Those houses which
are cursed by daughtersinJaw on account of their ill treatment
In statements
will fall into ruin as if pulled down by evil spirits

(' NOTE:

Vidura was cremated according to Brahma Medha rites

because an aerial voice ordered it.)
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like the above, the injunction about treating (the daughter-inJaw)
with regard has, on account of propriety, to be determined with
pr0per restrictions in each case (the mother-in-law's regard is shown
differently from that of the husband or the brother-in-law and so
on). So also injunctions regarding the respect to be shown to
devotees among mlccchas and the like have to be understood with
proper reservations and restrictions.

These reservations and restrictions are established also by the
practice of successive generations of men accepted on all hands as
wise and virtuous. Therefore the performance of the Lord’s
service along with the observance of the regulations enjoined for
the reSpective castes and ﬁs'ramas is not Opposed to the state of
supreme and exclusive devotion to the Lord (pai‘lndikfinlitvd).
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Even the service rendered directly to the Lord of Lakshmi is
surely divided by good men into two classes :— valuable and
worthless.

That (service) is declared to be valuable service which is
rendered by the man who has done what he ought to do (i c. the
[)mparma) with no other aim and for no other purpose (1‘. c. for
its own sake) or for the protection of such persons as gurus.
That (service) is declared to be of no value which is rendered
for ostentation (or vanity), for injuring others, for preventing
others from rendering service or for the sake of some gain.
The Lord of all receives, with His feet. the service rendered
by those have no supreme and exclusive devotion to Him and that
done by those who have supreme and exclusive devotion to Him,
with His head. This idea is expressed by Bhagavan Veda Vyasa
in the following tpassages):—~“ That which" is offered to the gods
and the Pin-is (Manes) in accordance with the prescribed rules
33. Mahabharata: Santi

Parva: 358-63, 64.
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reaches the feet of the God of gods. The rites performed by wise
men who have supreme and exclusive devotion to Bhagavan - these
thagavan receives with His head ”.

The rites. city: and naimz’ttika, which are performed in this
way as commandments of the Lord (iijm‘t) and those valuable
services which are rendered by a man for the pleasure of the Lord
these have no connection
as those approved by Him (anujmi)
with prapalti and this is declared by the injunction contained in
the word parityajya (having given up) (in the charama s'lolm ).

-

SANSKRIT SLOKA:
Therefore one should not perform, for the sake of pra/mttz',
those things of which one is capable, nor should one acquire, for
the sake of pmpatti, the ability or skill needed to accomplish What
one is incapable of.
1.

According to this interpretation (of the word parilyajya in
the Chru-anm Vlad‘a l, iikinchrmya or being destitute of upriyas
which confers competence (adhikr'ird) for pmpam' is suggested by
the sentence which states ”Do not grieve ". If parityujya, on
the other hand, is considered as an anuvﬁda or espression of what
has already occurred (namely, the person being incapable of any
u/mya ), then, the word aka ( me alone) indicates that among those
rites which arise from the Lord’s command and those which are
approved of by him, there is no connection between such of them
as are performed as being within the range of a man’s ability and
pruimtti. In this interpretation, the sentence ma s'nchah (Do not
grievel makes clear the qualiﬁcation (ruihikc’im) needed for
prapattz' which has already been expressed (in parityajya) and
indicates also the manner in which the [irapamm should conduct
himself after the performance of prapatti (i. e.) being free from
all care or anxiety.
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There are some other ways of interpreting the word (pan:
tyjya) Without treating the injunction regarding ‘ giving up’ as
having no authority :—
SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—

What is asked to be given up may be stated to be the
prevention of the vain effort to perform what one is not capable of
or the giving up of such vain effort along with the shame or remorse due to one’s inability (to do it in full).
2.

3' The word tyt'iga contained in parityajya may also be
considered as preventing the continuance of the trivial desire to
perform (these rites) like a drowning man catching at a reed or a
blade of grass.

In the Brahma S‘ﬁtras, it is declared that any one of the
vidyz‘is (thirty two vidyzis or forms of meditation described in the
Ujmm'shads) may be adOpted at one’s Option, as all of them ' yield
the same fruit. By drawing our attention to it, the injunction for
tyﬁga contained in parityajya may also be to suggest that 12mpatti is like the Brahma missile, which proves ineffective if any
other upﬁya is also adopted:
4.

(To sum up :--)

The forms of injunction may be such as

follows :—

To the man who proceeds to adopt what he is not capable
of, it says “ Don’t ”.
1.

To the man who is ﬁrr. ly determined to do what is not in
his power, it says, “ Give up this determination ”.
2.

3. If a man were to adOpt one of the “ﬂaws (other than
prapatti ) which are left Open to the option (of the aspirant to
mukti ), it says to him that, by the principle of the Brahma missile,
it would conﬂict with the effectiveness of prajmttz'.
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SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Therefore the meanings of the words sarva dhdrmmz parityujya (giving up all dharmas) which are approved of by the wise
are as follows :—

(1) incompetence to do those things that are not Within one‘s
power gives competence for pmpatti ; and
being destitute of all other uprzyas is a qualification for

('3)

praputti;

(3) the dharmas or rites being no accessory or anga to prapatti;
(4) the prevention of effort in trying to do what is not possible
for one;

( 5 )

(

the giving up of the desire to do what is beyond one's ability ;

6) the indication of the principle of the Brahma missile.

The interpretation (which is given by some ) that what is
asked to be given up is the dharmas or rites associated with other
deities (than Bhagavan) is not objectionable, but as this applies to
both the man who adOpts bhakti or ujziismuz and the man Who
adepts prapaﬂi. this interpretation is inappropriate here (in the
context Specially relating to the prajvamm ).

“ The giving "up of upayas " stated in such passages as the
One should give up the upfiyas and also the apaiyas
following
( those activities that are forbidden) ” should also be interpreted in
the same way2——

(TAMIL VERSE EMBODYING THESE IDEAS :)
“ Do not endeavour to do what is beyond your power though
you have begun the attempt; at the outset, it is the part of wisdom
to give up the desire to do what lies beyond your ability ; the path
34. Lakshmi Tantra.
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of prapatti does not require any aids; if you desire other aids for
it. it will lose its potency like the Brhama missile; you are not
among those who have the full knowledge required to follow the
path of bhakti or upﬁsaua, which takes a long time to bear fruit;
hence if you seek my feet as your refuge reﬂecting on your being
destitute of other upﬁyas, I will pardon all your sins ": Let us
extol the great and good qualities of the holy Sri Krishna who
Spoke these words.

THE MEANING OF THE WORDS MKM AND AHA.”
IN THE CHARAMA S'LOKA:—As stated in the context" in the Gitii, which describes the
secret of avatﬁra or incarnation and that in which Sri Krishna'“
declares Himself as (Purushottama), the primary aim of the words
mﬁm (me) and ahmu (I) (in the charama s'loka) is to disclose

(Bhagavan’s) easy accessibility and His absolute independence (and
omnipotence) respectively.
SA NSKRIT S'LOKAS:-—

He who knows the secret of incarnation to consist in its being
real, in the incarnation continuing in its real nature (as Bhagavan}
though incarnating in lower forms, in its being constituted of the
(transcendental ) substance called s'uddhasatvam in its being caused
only by Bhagavan's own will or desire (and not by karma) ; in its
occurrence at a time when there is decline of dhm-ma and in its
(he who
being occasioned for the purpose of protecting the good
knows all this) will never be born again.
-——

This knowledge of the secret of incarnation is required for the
bhakta, who has prapatti as an angu, to complete and perfect his
upciya. To the man who has adOpted praputi‘i‘ as the direct and
independent means, it reveals the easy accessibility of the omnipotent and independent Lord. The accessibility and omnipotence
35. Bhagavad

Gita: Chap. IV.

36. Bhagavad Gita: Chap. XV.
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which are declared in these two contexts are complementary to
each other.

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Even if a person is independent and omnipotent, if he is not
accessible, no one will seek him (for protection). Even if a person
is sought ( for protection) on account of his easy accessibility, he
cannot award the desired fruit if he is dependent on others.
Towards one who is not independent, there is no possibility of
rendering service, as the person rendering service, might think of
acting as he pleases; and towards one who is not easily accessible,
service might be possible though diﬂieult, but as is seen in the world,
it does not confer happiness or pleasure (on the person rendering
service).
The Saviour who is both accessible and supreme is not only
merely accessible like a blade of grass but exalted (in status and
nature). Though exalted and supreme, he is not inaccessible like
Mount Meru, but easily accessible. Therefore He is both capable
of being sought (for protection) and capable of being attained. In
these two words mr’im and aham, the eagerness with which the
universal Saviour and S’eshi is awaiting an opportunity for protecting (the ﬂow) is disclosed.

lswara who thus waits for an occasion or opportunity as stated
in the passage :— “ The Lord” expects a prayer for protection,” is
ever favourably inclined saying, “ When will these (jivus) pray for
my help ? ” This attitude of His is suggested by the word mfim
(me) The word aham (I) shows His attitude of readiness to
confer. for His own glory, the desired fruit as quickly as possible
saying. “ When shall I take back (and Wear) (these jivas) like jewels
from which the dirt (prakriti) has been removed.”
Thus the charmna 340]“! indicates by the words mr‘zm and
alarm (me alone) the Siddhopﬁya who does not require anything
37. Lakshmi Tantrami
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Saviour! Thou that dwellest on Mount Venkatam, which is
eagerly longed for by hosts of incomparable gods and rishis ! " —these four qualities are revealed when Sri Krishna did not treat
Arjuna’s miSplaced compassion and affection at the beginning with
disregard, when He Himself declared: " There is no" one higher
than I ”, when He served as charioteer to Arjuna who addressed
Him as “ 0, Krishna O Yadava" and said “ Drive my chariot
and station it between the two armies" and when, at Arjuna's
request, He revealed to Him His universal form immanent in all
things and when later, as soon as he prayed to see His former
delightful form as Sri Krishna, He stood before him once again as
his charioteer. Among the aforesaid qualities of the Saviour, the
most important attributes that are essential for the protection of
those who seek Him have been brieﬂ y set forth in the Bhagavat
S’a‘stra : " Though Bhagavan” who keeps all under His control is
both ommscicu! and compassionate, He expects a prayer for protection, since He has to conduct the course of the world of samsiira " and in this s'lnkct of the wise richﬁrya. “ In the face“ of
Thy omniscienoe, omnipotence and compassion, my sins cannot
bear fruit.” Among these three qualities, knowledge and might
are required in common for conferring punishment and favour.
The Lord’s being the Master serves the purpose both of His
deriving the delight of L712? from man in samsu'ra and His deriving
enjoyment or bhoga in Vaikunta from the soul that has obtained
muletz’. So this attribute of Lordship cannot restrain the Lord‘s
jniimr or knowledge and s'akfz' or might so as to operate only in the
work of protection.
Compassion and its varieties (literally branches) good nature, love and the like are solely responsible for
the conferment of favours. The ancients who appreciated this
distinguishing feature of mercy wrote as follows :—«~ “ 0 Thou “that
art the Lord of Brahma, the god of the gods! I have not the
ability to adore 'l hee or to praise Thee. (Therefore) with comGita: 7-7
40. Lakshmi Tantra: 17-78.
39. Bhagavad

4|. Atimanushastava: 6|.
42. Vishnu puranam:

5—7—70
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passion alone in Thy heart, bestow Thy grace on me.” “I relied"'
on Thy compassion alone for protection.” “ I will “not believe that
I could be saved by anything other than Thy compassion," “I look
to" Thy compassion alone for salvation,” “ 0 Thou that, "in spite
of having the glorious Lakshmi, art so full of compassion as to
come and abide permanently in my heart ”, It is impossible" to
protect me except with Thy holy compassion," “ I will sweep“
Thy temple (and render such other service) being the recipient of
Thy compassion and the compassion of Thy consort who dwells in
the lotus,” “ Showing‘9 Thy mercy with the exclamation ‘Ha!
Hal! ”. “ Show me ”only Thy compassion so that I. Thy servant,
may realise that I have nothing else to attain than Thee and that
I have no other ujn'iya ( than Thee) and so that I may find delzght
only in rendering sefvice to Thee." “ O Lord of Hastigirim
Those that are devoted to Thee by their qualities and actions with
it is Thy compassion which has made
the knowledge of Thee
them devoted to thee. I consider that only that compassion is a
source of strength to me who am destitute of upfryas." In these
ways. these ancients looked upon (the Lord’s) compassion as
their refuge and consxdered the relationship of the s'eshz. to the
swim and other qualities (of the Lord) as the obedient servants of
compassion and became solely dependent on the Lord’s mercy.
Sita devi also said, in spite of the existence of other qualities:—
“ Rama“, the descendant of Kakustha, extended his protection to
him (Kakasurai out of compassion, though he deserved the punishment of being killed”.
——

Since Sri Ramanuja has also written in his gadya” “ At *the
time of the death of the body, you will, by my grace alone, become
43. Perialvar Tirumozhi: 5-4—1
44. Peria Tirumozhi [1‘8-8

45. Perumal Tirumozhi: 5-4
46. Peria Tirumozhi: 9—5-10
47. Tiruvirutham 62
48. Tiruvoimozhi 9-2-l

Tiruvoimozhi: 5-1—9
Alavandar Stotram 48
Varadarajastavam 94.
Ramayana: Sundarakanda: 38-33.
53. Saranagati gadya.

49.
50.
51.
52.

(‘NOTB: Bhagavau‘s words to Sri Ramanuja).
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wise and have avision of me etc.," the primary importance of
(the Lord’s) compassion is indicated. Facing (Arjuna) with this
primary quality so essential for protection and other attributes
which are ancillary to it, Sri Krishna referred to Himself as mam
(me).

THE MEANING OF EKAM IN THE CHARAMA S'LOKA:
While the singular form miim (me) itself indicates the
alone ’ (ekum), the further use of the word ekam is,
according to some, to disclose that He who is the object of attain.
ment is Himself the means or upﬁya for that attainment like the
(celestial) kalpm'm tree giving itself (to those that ask). Thus
(these cormuentators) suggest that the use of elm after mam is to
suggest the identity of the object of attainment and the means of
attaining it. This interpretation ﬁnds support in the sentence mtim
dram cva' in a similar context- :-—- “ By all“ means, seek the
protection only of me alone who am the inner self of all beings.
Xou will then have no fear of any kind.” Since the word war
(only) is already present, it is but proper to seek some other purpose for the existence or use of the word ekam in addition to only.
(This purpose is the declaration of the oneness of the means and
the end).
(1)
idea of

‘

(2) As against this, others say that the word ekam which has
chief ', ‘ something other than’, and
the following meanings:
‘there is no other than this’, is, in this sentence, a mere synonym
of ‘ no other" and means ‘only ’ or ‘alone’ as in the s'lokas,
“ Those who “5 seek me alone (and no other) as their refuge will
surmount the insurmountable mc'iyc'i” and “ Seek the protection
of Him alone (and no other)". In this way they mention that
by emphasising the fullness of the qualities of the Saviour. one is
made to understand that one cannot adopt an upi‘iya by one’s own
independence. If it be asked how, the answer is as follows:-“As
‘

54. Bhagavalani: ll - 12 - Mi
55. Bhagavad Gita: 7-14
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the man adopts, for his own protection, the means ordained for
Him by the s'c'istras for pr0pitiating (the Lord), it is just possible
that he might think of .‘himself also as doing something for his protection on an equal footing with the Saviour who is the Siddhapc‘iya. Taking into account this possibility, the word aka denies
that there is any upfiya other than the Lord to make the upi'iyas
two. If it be asked how this denial is made, the answer is as follows:
It is true that the ﬂea is the doer according to the premium, for
it is stated: - “He is the doer ; otherwise the s'fistras could have
no meaning or purpose”. Still this doership of the jiva is dependent on the Supreme Being and is very limited (in its sc0pe)
besides being subject to hindrances. Therefore though he adopts
the ujmya, it is only on account of the Lord’s grace as stated in
the stolen :-— “ Without Thy“ compassion, O Varada, even the
prayer that Thou shouldst be my uptiya would not arise from me."
When the Lord withholds His help and stimulation, the jiva cannot even stretch out his limbs or bend them. Therefore he practises the upﬁya revealed by the Lord, with the help of the body
and the senses given by Him and with His help and looks 11p to
Him like the chc’itaka bird for the desired fruit to be given by Him.
So it is improper for the intelligent aspirant to mukti to consider
himself, as another siddhopc‘iya equal to the Lord, who is absolutely independent of others and whose activities extend everywhere
and can meet with no hindrances or obstacles. This is, according
to these commentators, the purport of the word aka. (only He
and no other). (3) Following this line of reasoning, they say also
that the word aka (one) is used to prevent the consideration of
prapatti which is siidhyopﬁya as being equal to Siddhopiiya. If
it be asked how, the answer is as follows :—-— Although like bhaktiyoga, prapattz' too, has been enjoined as an endeavour to prOpitiate (the Lord), yet its purpose is merely to allay the displeasure of
the Supreme Ruler who has innate compassion ,and other such
qualities. For the direct attainment of the desired fruit, it is only
56. Bhagavad Gita: 18—62
57. Brahma Sutras:

2-3-33

58. Varadarajastavam: 88
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the will of the Lord who has, by His very nature, the ability and
the compassion ( necessary for protecting the iiva)
it is only
-;
His will that is the cause. He accepts the responsibility for protecting the prapcmna who is absolutely destitue of upiiyas and
Himself stands in the place of such more difﬁcult upc‘iyas as bhaktiyoga. He expects only the vyﬁja ( pretext or gesture) of 15mpatti accompanied by such things as the will to do what is pleasing
to Him. This nyiisa vidyit does not require any ancillary rite or
accessory and has this as its distinguishing feature. Therefore in
this vidyﬁ, He is the only upiiya to he prayed for as stated in the
following passages: “S'arauiigati‘” consists in the thought “I pray
that Thou alone shouldst be my upiiya”; “I made Him the “subject
of the thought that the Lord should be my updya. Even this
became possible only by virtue of His compassion.” “ O Lord“
that mad’st me consent and placed me beneath Thy feet ” As;
stated in these passages, to place the mere vyiija or pretext viz.
pmpatti, which too was inspired only by Him acting as the upiiya—
to place it on an equal footing with Him is not proper. This is
the purport of the word aka (only - no other).
!

Taking into consideration the fact 'that sﬁdhyopiiya is a mere
pretext or gesture (oya‘ja) in relation to Siddhojx'zya and is with.
out any importance, some (writers) exaggerated its insigniﬁcance
by stating that pmjmtti consists merely in (1) the knowledge of the
relation of the 953116: to the wash? (2) the mere knowledge that the
Lord is the Sz'ddhopaya, (3) nonresistance (to His grace) (4) mere
acceptance or receptivity (5) the attitude of being different from
acit or non-sentient matter (6) the activity of the sentient being
and (7) serenity of mind (8) an attribute of the adhikiiri. From
these (exaggerated statements) it is not proper to conclude that any
of them is the real meaning of prapatti, for the purport (of these
exaggerations) is quite different. All these interpretations are
Opposed to the positive injunction contained in s'armgam vraja
5;Ahirbndhnya samhita: 37-31
60. Tiruvoymozhi 8-8-—3.

61. Tiruvoymozhi: 5

- 8

- 9.
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award molcsha to him.
(4) If prapatti were to consist in
mere acceptance, it would then stand on the same footing as
uprismm. There would be no difference between the bhakta and
the prapamm. (5) If prapam' were to consist merely in being
different from non-sentient things, it would be present even when
the man acts against the will of God. This, certainly, could not be
the cause of being saved or protected. (6) If ﬁrapatn’ Were to
consist in the mere activity of the sentient being, not only upfiscmas
but other activities of the sentient being (like eating, breathing,
etc.,) would be the cause of salvation. There would then be no
difference between praimtti and all these activities. If it be said
that prapatti is what happens to a man of its own accord, there
would then be no need for instructions (upudes'a) concerning it.
(7) If it be said that [arapatti means serenity of mind without the
purpose of obtaining any fruit, then it would vary with different
individuals in accordance with their respective tastes. (8) If
prapalfz‘ were a mere attribute of the adhikciri (and not something
to be done), the word vraja would be imprOper, for it lays down
something to be done and there is no reference to any fruit or the
desire for it (and the like). So it would not be pr0per to call
pmpulfi an attribute of the adhiké?ri.* If it were possible to
condemn (the performance of) prapatti in these ways, although it
is enjoined as something to be performed, it would be equally
possible to condemn also upr’isanas and the like in the same manner
In that case, the attempt to distinguish prapattz' from upfzsmms
and the like (which was the reason for the argument) would fail.
If it be said that though this Siddhopc‘iya ( Iswara) has accepted
the responsibility of protecting one and is bent on granting the
(desired ) fruit, yet the man should consider that this acceptance is
unnecessary, pz-apatti would then be a case of meditating on what
is not true (drishti vidhi) ( and it would not lead to nzokslza ).
NOTE“: “ He who desires svarga should perform Jyotishtoma ”. In
this sentence, the adhikari is seen to be one who desires a certain fruit, namely
I
svarga.
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clear that, when praﬁatti is performed to Him who is perfect in
every way, nothing else is required except such as the will to do
what is pleasing to the Lord. Therefore the Lord teaches that one
should not introduce, into this, ancillary rites such as are required
for the vidyiis, under the impression that they, too, form upayas
for propitiating Him. The Lord’s purport (in the slain!) is as
follows :— “ Prapattz‘ does not require any aids such as are performed either because they are my commands or because their
performance is approved of by me. \Vhen I become gracious
owing to the performance of prapatti, I am bent on granting the
desired fruit and stand as the one and only surety for this upﬁya
which is capable of being performed in an instant.
In regard to
the fruit of this prapatti, nothing else need be performed. I do
not require any such aid in regard to my determination to save
Thee ”. This amounts to saying that, with the exception of such
things as the will to do what is pleasing (to the Lord ), no other
auxiliary causes should be added on in the name of ancillaries to
[H'aputti.
As stated (in the S'urczaagati Gadya “ Thou that utterest
the Dvaya in some manner or other " and in Vamdarfija
stava. “ By the mere words which state prapam', I long to see
'l‘hee— Thee that canst not be attained by bhakti ”, even though
a man has not the clear understanding necessary for the full and
perfect performance of prapatti, this upfayu will be effective even it‘
it be adopted in a less satisfactory manner. Therefore there is
certainly no need to seek ancillary rites or dharmas for this upiiya.

(It is true that) (in the Rt-aniyalyt) it is stated :—~ “ Then
Rama,“ the slayer of his enemies, Spread kus'a grass on the beach,
had nis arm shining like the body of a serpent for his pillow, folded
his hands in anjali and lay down facing the east and expecting the
arrival of the god of the ocean " and, likewise, in the story of
Brahmadatta in the episode of Saptavyadha, “The king“ was in
great danger and sought with devotion Narayana, the chief of the
._- .__ -_....__._..._.-_.__.. _ _._
_._._—__—-_—__.
,__ ____—_
____.~
65.
Ramayana:
Kanda
Yuddha
Harivamsa:
27- (ll -l3).
21-,l
2
94.
.—

—.—
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and the upeya being the same. If the word aka is considered as
stating that prapatti does not require anything else, then the word
parityaj ya may be considered as having the other meanings stated
before.

If it be asked why the word aka should be used as an adjective
of the Saviour, when (properly speaking), it should qualify prapatli
(so that it might mean that prapatti alone is necessary without
any ancillary dharmas), the answer is as follows: The words,
mam e/cam (me alone) are employed to show that, in the case of.
the man destitute of other upa'yas. these ancillary dharmas other
than prajmtfi are in no way connected with the Saviour as the
(6) It is also stated by some
means of prOpitiating Him.
(commentators) that, as in the ﬁrst half of the 840’“: -we find the
words sarva dharma‘n (all dharmas) and in the second half the
word sarva pfipcbhyo ( from all sins), the word aka stands here as
the counterpart or counter-poise to the world all. If this be
admitted, then the gist of the charma s'lolca would be:
SANSKRIT SLOKA :—

If a man is in despair because of his inability to adapt such
means or upc'iyas as will yield the respective fruits desired by him,
then, I myself (single as I am) will stand for him as the respective
means or upﬁya to enable him to secure that fruit.”
This statement may be explained as follows :— ” Whatever“
be the object that a man, Whoever he may be, wishes to attain and
whatever be the means or upiiyas by which he cannot attain them
and likewise. the attainment of moksha desired by the aSpirant,
which cannot be attained by karma yoga, jm‘ina yoga and bhakti
yoga. all these fruits, can, 0 great sage, be attained by prapatti.
The place desired by the aspirant to "midi is that supreme abode
from which the man who reaches it never returns ”. As declared
(in the passage cited above), when a man falls into grief because he
cannot obtain any one of the fruits desired by him either because
66- Ahirbudhnyasamhita. 37-25
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of ignorance of the means prescribed in the svc‘istras for acquiring
the respective fruit, or because even while possessing that, knowledge, he is unable to adopt the prescribed means, or because, while
possessing both (the knowledge and the ability), he is too impatient
to wait until the time when the fruit will be attained thereby -——
(when a man falls into grief in this way) the Charma-sdoka declares
to him, “ You need not go about in search of these means. I will
myself be the only and sole ujaiiya for your attainment of all these
fruits, provided I am prOpitiated by the performance of pra/mtli.
The Charma S'loka says, as it were :— “ r[‘his single and sovereign
medicine will give you all the health which a. larger number of
other medicines may confer on you. It is enough. if, instead of
falling into despair, you take this single medicine. This will cure
all the ailments that can be cured by other medicines. After taking
this medicine, you can enjoy all pleasures. Therefore you need
not fall into deSpair thinking that you have lost your health and the
pleasures.” Thisis, as it were, the meaning of the Clmrdma-s'loka.

Though the word elm stands as the countenpart of the word
start)“ (all) and qualiﬁes the Saviour as He is most important.
being the Sidhnpiiya, yet it is tantamount to stating that pmjmui
alone is enjoined as the single dharma in the place of all other
dharmrts, as in the phrase “ by nyr‘isa alone" From this it follows
that even those who desire the, three ends (other than mokshu
(viz)., ( dharmu, arlhu and kéima ) may perform pmpm‘ti to
Bhagavan for securing them. So it is not proper to have any
contact with other deities except as they ﬁgure as attributes 'to the
Lord in the performance of the m'tya and naimittilm rites, as
stated in such s't'ckas as the following :— “ I am “’propitiating Him
from whom, O Indra, you have obtained your position at lordship.
I will not adore you. Here is my cmjali to you. You may strike
me with your thunderbolt or abstain from doing so’. 1 will never
adore any one but Grovinda.”
67. Vishnu Tantram

2-l4 &
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CONCLUSION IN REGARD TO THE MEANING OF
THE WORD EKA

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :—
Six meanings have (thus) been pointed out by ﬁchr’iryas for
the word aka. They are (1) the identity of the object of attainment (Bhagavan) and the means or upaya for that attainment
(2) the denial of one’s own importance (2'. e. of the jiva’s works);
(3) prapam' being only a mere pretext or gesture (vyz‘zja), (4) the
absence of any relation or connection between prapatti and other
upiiyas; (5) and likewise, the absence of any relation or connection
between prapattz' and the angas or ancillary dharmas (karma
yoga, etc. ) of other uprzyas (like bhakti) and (G) ﬁrajzattz' as
a single means of securing all desired ends Without any distinction

whatsoever.

THE SAVIOUR IS BHAGAVKN WITH S'RI AS HIS
ATTRIBUTE:
There are some commentators who state that the meaning of
the word aka (a single one) declares that the Saviour is only one
(namely. Bhagavan) and that Sri has nothing to do with salvation).
But their contention has not stand to reason. Just as qualities
and forms qualify the Lord as His attributes, so also Sri is an
attribute of His (inseparable from Him). She is ‘the ruler over
all beings and is dear to Bhagavan and is declared in the wrath
as sharing in His duties and as ever bent on protecting those that
seek her help. Though it is stated ( in the Chz‘mdogya Upam'shad
and other Vedic texts) that the material cause of the Universe is
only one (sat). yet other things that are requisite as material causes
are understood as existing as His attributes (viz. cit and acit in
their subtle and unmanifested forms) on the authority of the
pramiiaas. So also in this context, S'ri should be understood,
Even when a single form
although not distinctly stated.
of upa‘sana or meditation is enjoined, the qualities that are
connected with the object of meditation enter also into it. Similarly
though a single deity is enjoined as the Saviour to be sought, Sri,
’
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ences that may exist among those that seek Thee ”. Similarly in
such passages as the following :—— “ Those Brahmins” who know
the ﬁrst part of the Veda and those pe0ple who understand the
meaning of its latter part declare that the Supreme Being, Sri
Krishna, is the evenexisting dharma or upiiya”, “ The great'0
and eminent Rishis say that Thou art the refuge and the Saviour
of those that have sought Thy protection ”. “ He is the "Yoga
(ll/Jay“) and the one who leads those who know bhalati yoga to
their goal ”. and “ Bhagavan 7'Awhom the wise call the eternal
means (uptiya) and the goal of attainment ” ~— (in such passages )
also, since there is no limitation of meaning, it has to be understood
that the Saviour is for all. The only requisite for seeking Hun as
the Saviour or Refuge is that the person should be destitute of any
other refuge or protector.

THE MEANING OF THE WORD VRAJA:
The word vraja also, like the word prajzadye (in Dvaya)
enjoins self-surrender with all its auxiliaries. In the word (prajmdye
in Dvaya), the first person is used, because it is the thought or
meditation in the mind of the man who performs prapatti- Here
( in the charamas'loka)
it is in the second person, since the
injunction is addressed to the man (Arjuna) who stands opposite
to the Lord (1'. a.) Sri Krishna) saying :— “ I am" Thy disciple
and (it is only ﬁtting that) Thou shouldst order me to do what is
right ". Auxiliaries like the will to do what is pleasing to the Lord
are also indicated here and may be found suggested in *suitable
words as in Dvaya. There is a ( well-known) principle which
states: “ When an action is enjoined in the yiistra, a single
performance of it satisfies the requirements of the Sliistra ". The
-—.-_‘
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69. Mahabharata: Aranyaparva 7| - 122.
70. Ramayana-Yuddha Kanda 120-18
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71A. Vishuutatva: 72-4
72, Bhagavad Gita: 11-7

Sahasranamam (Mahabharata)
NOTE": The will to do what is pleasing and to avoid what is displeasing
in mam; being destitute of all means in parityajya and intense faith. and the
prayer for protection in saranam rraja
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upﬁsana however, is an exception to this general rule because it
requires frequent repetition. But prapatti is no such exception
(and hence a single performance will quite do ). This statement
is conﬁrmed also by such words as the following: — “ To the man
who "performs prapatti only once and says “ I exist for Thee ” ——
to that man I grant freedom from fear from all beings. This is
my vow ”. To the man who performs bharanyﬁsa (the surrender
of reSponsibility) to the generous and omnipotent (Lord). there is
no reason for delay in the attainment except his own desire.
Therefore in the case of this nyfisa vidyc’i, the peculiarity is that it
arrests even the consequences of past karma which have already
begun to operate (pra‘rabdha karma).
In this connection some (commentators) ask 2—- “ An action
maybe enjoined for performance only by a man who has freedom
of Will and action. How can an action be enjoined (in the word
waja) for performance by one who has been taught as being
absolutely dependent (on the Lord) in the Vedanta and other
sricstras treating of the self and in such as the moola mantra? This
(questionl is the result of an inadequate understanding of what is
meant by complete dependence on another \the Lord). As determined in Vedanta (S'iistms), “ He (1'. e. the jiva is the doer;“
otherwise the s'ﬁstras which enjoin dharmas would have no
purpose or meaning ”, and “ The doership76 (of the jiva) is dependent on the Supreme Self, for the srruti says so ”. Since the jiva
is an agent or doer subject to the will of Bhagavan, there is nothing
to prevent an injunction asking him to do something.

Just as nonsentient things (acit) like ether and ﬁre bear the
attributes reSpectively of sound and heat created by Iswara, the
ﬁnal. absolute dependence on Iswara consists in bearing this
burden of free will (and responsibility) (granted to him by Iswara).
If it be maintained that he has no responsibility at all as a doer or
agent, it would be like the heresies (siddhﬁnta) which attribute
Ramayana: Yuddha Kanda
74. Brahma Sutras: 2 - 3 - 3373.

18—33

75. Brahma Sutras

.-

2 - 3 - 40.
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doership (respectively) to prakriti and avidye (Samkhya and
Advaital. If (on the other hand) it be maintained that the jiva’s
doership is dependent only on himself (and on nobody else), then
since it would resemble the heresy which does not admit the
existence of one who is in supreme control of all selves. it would be
a form of atheism. if it is held that the doership which comes
from the will of the Lord is merely the state of being the knower.
there would be no such thing as a desire for the ends of life
(purushzirtha) and the endeavour to attain them. If it be held
that apart from the knowledge and the particular form of knowledge
called desire, there is no such thing as effort (or mental activity),
it would be impossible to adept any means for securing objects that
are tangible or intangible and for rendering service for its own
sake. Therefore it has to be admitted that the self has these three
(attributes ) :—- knowledge. desire, and eﬂ'Ort (knowing, feeling and
willing ). Among these (three), desire and eﬂ'ort are only different
modifications or states of knowledge and this may he understood
from the principle of logical economy *adopted by Sri liamanuja in
his Vedﬁrthasrmgrahu.

The doership or agentship which consists in being the seat
(US’I’ﬂya) of an action (or the place where an action takes place)
is a common attribute of both sentient beings and non sentient
things (for the latter also move about and undergo changes). But
the seat (irs'raya) of an ell'ort or endeavour ( prayatna) is
(an attribute) peculiar to sentient beings. Elfort or endeavour
(prayatna) is a form of knowledge or will that is the cause of sti—
mulating one to exercise the body (the senses and the like). When
one is the seat of mere knowledge and of mere enjoyment (bhoga),
there is only the doership which consists in being the seat of such
action as is common to sentient beings and non-sentient things.
’—
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(NOTE‘ Logical Economy :-,
is
known
ﬂower
of
the
to be or is
that
fragrance
a
(Instead of saying
experienced as agreeable and that this knowledge or experience gives rise to
pleasure (or sukha ), we may, as well. say that the agreeable is itself pleasure
and is therefore a form or state of knowledge. )
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When a person is stimulated by his will to act in a particular
manner, he becomes the seat of endeavour or effort (prayama)
and is adoer of that particular form. It cannot justly be maintained that this form of doership is found only in rendering 1min.
karya or service. Even in this case, the man must have adapted
an uprzya with a view to attaining the end called the love of the
Lord. If all this is admitted, it is only the doership that takes the
form of an endeavour or effort which would lead to bondage —- it
is only this form of doership that should be avoided. If it be asked
What that form of doership is, the answer is as follows:-— Iswara
has given the jiva such qualities as knowledge and ability and also
such things as the senses and the body. He supports the jiva and
stimulates him (to action). He enjoys also the fruit of (that) action.
When He is thus rendering help (to the jive), if thelatter should
consider himself as being ditl'ereut from this and if, even when he
considers his position in the right spirit, he adapts an upiiya for
the endeavour would lead to bondage.
some (worldly) purpose
l-lven bhakli and prujmm' would certainly lead to bondage in the
case of the man who performs them for securing other ends (than
moksha). Therefore just like the doership in the state of attain.
ment (mukti) of the man who longs for rendering service to the
Lord by virtue of his very nature and with no other purpose, the
doership in the state when he adapts an upﬁya (for the sake of
muktz' and service) is not improper. The doership of varied forms
of service (to the Lord) in the state of attainment (i. e. muktz’)
results from the self 3 own longing (to render service) combined
with the varied desires of the Lord (which have no connection
with karma). The doership in the state of samsfim is of different
kinds corresponding to the conditioning factor ( upzidhi ) in the
forms of sattvam, rajas and tamas which have been evolved
in accordance with the past karma and by the will of fs'wara.
That doership which results from rajas and tamas and so
also from that saliva which is the cause of attachment to other
interests (than moksha) —- that doership leads to bondage. That
doership (on the other hand) which results from the form of
——
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nation would hold good in the case of prajmm‘ also, when it is
mingled with egoism or ahankﬁra.

It is stated by some that Alavandar begs, in the following s'loka,
forgiveness for haVIng performed prapatti :— “ In consideration"
of my grandfather, Nathamuni, and ignoring what I myself have

'

done, vouchsafe unto me Thy grace.” Here Alavandar is not
seeking pardon for the prapatti which he performed in accordance
with the yiistras, on the ground that the performance was an
offence. He is seeking pardon for any trace at egoism (ahanka‘ra)
that might have been present in him and no more than that. If it
were for having performed prapam'. he should beg the pardon (0f
the Lord) for having shown reverence to previous ﬁchiiryas, for
this, too, would be an offence, being an action of his. Thus there
would be no end to the making of apologies (amwasthﬁ ( i. e.)
inﬁnite regress). If it is argued that this second begging of forgiveness is both for itself and for other offences, it might also be
argued that the previous performance of prapatti is also begging
forgiveness for that action and for previous actions. If these
fallacious arguments were adopted. it would follow that the ancients,
too, sinned in performing pmpattz’ and that it was not proper to
show reverence to them. So the reverence shown in this atotra
( by Alavandar) (to his grandfather etc ,) at the beginning and at
the end is either for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of
the prapatti done here or for removing any defects in the performance. As in this reverence shown to ﬁchc‘iryas, in prapatti
and the like also, the doership that is subject to the will of another
There is a (wrong) view that since the
( viz Iswara) is no fault.
doership of the {mm is subject (to the will of Iswara ), the self has
no real doership and therefore if a man knows this real nature of
his (that he is not a door ). none of the forbidden actions that
might be performed by him will leave any stain . on him. This
view ﬁnds its refutation also (in what has been said so far).
78. Stotram 65.
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In the upam’shads, it is stated that the aspirant to mat-ti
should be like a child. S‘ome writers argue from this that he might
act just as he pleases (doing even forbidden things). ' Being like
a child’ means ‘remaining without revealing his "greatness’ and
this is established in the siitra “ Without revealing his greatness)
for this ﬁts in with the vidyii " (and not behaving in achildish
manner.)
( The Git?! says:- )
“To those that ”have not renounced their doership and the
fruit of their actions, the fruits of their karma will (certainly)
follow and they will be of three kinds, what is undesirable, what is
desirable and what is partly desirable and partly undesirable. These
consequences of karma never affect those who have renounced.”
and “ He "who, while performing an action, does not think that it
is done by him and whose mind has no attachment to the fruits of
that action ———-—- he does not slay any one even though he has
slain all those that live in these three worlds ”.-— These passages do
not refer, as shown in Guiabhﬁshya to sins committed deliberately
after the renunciation. otherwise they would conﬂict with many
Further the word " though he has slain " apply to what
s usfras.
is done in a righteous War.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:

The contention that like a potent medicine which is taken
now acting like a cure for unwholesome things that may be done in
the future, prapattz’ will destroy any sins that might be committed
after its performance -— this contention is disproved by hundreds
of texts in the s'rutz's and the smrz‘tz’s which are directly applicable
to the prapanua and are not sublated by other texts.

In such status as the following, Mann and others, too, pres.
cribed the conditions under which transgressions may be permitted;
“ When there“ is a real fear that want of food might cause death,
79. Brahm: Sutras: 3-3-49:
80. Bhagavad Gita: 1842-

8|. Bhagavad Gita: 18-17;
82. Menu: Smriti 5-104.
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if a man eats food obtained from wherever it was possible, he will
not be tainted by the sin thereof, in the same way as mire does
not stain ether (Eikiis'a) ” “ At a tiine'a when there is a fear that
want of food might cause death, the man that eats the food obtained
by him. whatever the source might be, will not be stained by the
sin thereof, in the same way as water does not Wet the leaf of the
lotus.” That this rule applies equally to the man who knows or
meditates on Brahman is seen stated in the Sﬁtra which says,
“At a time“ when death is feared (owing to starvation ), the man

(the man who meditates on Brahman) may eat any food, what.
soever, for the s'ﬁstras say so ” and this is taught there with the
help of an illustration". Therefore the view that the self is not
a doer and that it is entirely dependent (on Iswara) and hence will
not be stained by any sins committed after prapattz‘ though they
are deliberate and that no further pmpatti need be performed (for
their expiation) — this View is Opposed to our siddluinta ( Sri
Ramanuja’s doctrine).

In this context some ( commentators ) explain the meaning of
vraja otherwise ( (i. e. that it does not enjoin any action) and

state that to the aspirant to umkti, there is no upiiycr to be adopted
except the knowledge of relationship that is learnt from the s-'iislr¢ts
to exist between the jiva and Iswara. They ﬁnd support for this
view in the following s'lokas without comprehending their real
purport. The s'lokas are :- “The self is the prOpei-t.y°“ of Bhagavan.
He who considers his self as belonging to himself, is a thief of the
self. Is there any form of sin that is not committed by him?”
“ Bhagavan controls“ all beings in the universe from within the
sphere of the sun and He is the ruler over all. He is within your
heart and if you have no quarrel with him, you need not go (on a
NOTE": ILLUSTRATION. Ushasti was a seer and when owing to
starvation, he feared he might die, he ate the cooked gram given to him by a
man of a low caste. But when this fear did not exust, he refused what was
offered to him afterwards viz. water.
85. Mahabharata: Udyoga parva : 42-35.
83. 7?
86. Manu Smriti: 8- 92.
84. Brahma Sutras: 3-4—37
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already described at great length the essential nature (svariipa)
of this prapatti, its auxiliaries and the like (pages 115
135).

TAMIL VERSE :

-

“I

am the means as well as the end to be attained. The
aspirant (to-mukti) should become subject to me and seek my
protection. The upﬁya called s'ararzﬁgctti is not the direct means
for the attainment. Sadhanas or means like bhaktz’yoga and
karma yoga are no aids to prapatti; other troublesome angas are
not required for prapattz'. I will myself stand in the place of all
such means (as are prescribed for attaining the desired fruits). I
am the messenger and the master. Seek me as your refuge and
be free from all anxiety ”. So says the Lord and surrounds me
on all sides).

THE MEANING OF THE WORD AHAM (I) IN
THE SECOND HALF OF THE S'LOKA
Thus in the ﬁrst half of the charama sloka, Sri Krishna
enjoins, for a. particular person (adhz’kc‘iri), the adaption of that
upfiya (prapatti) which is referred to in the ﬁrst part of Dvaya
and which has (in itself) the potency of all dharmas or rites
and, at the same time a peculiar and unique potency of its own
which none of them possesses (for it can destroy even that karma
which has already begun to Operate and yield its consequences).
He has explained that this upzz'ya does not require any special or
ancillary dharmas on the part of the adhz’kari and has to be
performed only once. In the second half of the aloha, he graciously
explains, at length, the fruit to be attained (by adOpting this
rtpﬁya), which is (only) brieﬂy indicated by the word namas in
the second part of Dvaya. In the ﬁrst half of the Maﬁa, Sri
Krishna stated that which has to be done by the person or
adhikh’ri (seeking muktz‘). In the second half. He states what
He, as the Saviour who has accepted the responsibility of protecting,
will perform and comforts the man who has done what he ought
to do (is) performed ﬁrapatti.
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and hast realised such defects or demerits as triviality and transience
which are inherent in such ends of life as wealth and lordship, Thou
that art eager to attain the supreme end of life which consists in
attaining me, Thou that hast given up all connexion with extremely
difﬁcult upiiyas which have been taught for that purpose, Thou
that hast surrendered the responsibility for protecting to me who is
the object of attainment and who is capable of removing all
obstacles, Thou that having done what ought to be done, hast
nothing else to do towards the attainment of the desired fruit

THE MEANINGS OF SARVA PKPEBHYO (FROM ALL
SINS) :—
Having thus referred to the Dispenser of muktz‘ who is capable
of putting the ﬂed in bondage or out of it and also to the aspirant to
mukti who is incapable (of any endeavour) and who has surrendered
( to the Lord) the responsiblity for his protection, the s'lolra
proceeds to Speak of the bonds in the word sarvcrpizpebhyo ( from
all sins). Sin is the cause of evil and what it is can be understood
from the s'iistras. ‘Evil’ means ‘becoming subject to what is
disagreeable and losing what is agreeable.’ Here (in the charama s'loka) sin denotes also acts of merit (pmgya) which lead to enjoyment in samsiira (which includes svarga ), for they, too, are to the
aSpirant to muktz', productive of undesirable fruits. It has been
said :—-“This ”svarga and other such places are, my child, like hell
when compared with the abode of the Supreme Being”. Thus to
the aspirant to mukti, even such places as svarga are like hell.
In the case of the aSpirant, therefore, that which leads to svarga
is, in no way, different from that which leads to hell. That is why
the aspirant to mukti is enjoined to give np those means which
lead to dharma, artha (wealth) and ki‘ima (pleasure), in the same
way as he is enjoined to give up sinful actions. Indeed the S'rutis
and the Smrz‘tz‘s declare that good deeds and evil dee‘ds are both to
be avoided by the aspirant to mukti, for it is stated “Giving ”up
91. Mahabharata-Semi parvam

l96-6.

92. Tiruvoyrnozhi 1—5-10
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papa of which are both of the nature, karma of and

which are hard to give up etc.”

Thus having denoted, by the word papa (sins), both pmgya
and papa. which are the causes of bondage, the slain: indicates, by
the plural of the word papa (viz. piipebhyah), their being countless.
If so, it may be asked what purpose is served by the word sarva
(all). (The answer is) the word ‘all’ is used for the purpose of
including among the hosts of sins, avdiyii or ignorance, the past
impressions (vasaaas) which create a liking for adverse things. the
taste (ruchz’) for evil things and the contact with prakriti or matter
both in its gross state and in its subtle state (in pralaya), for these
are the causes of karma and also the products of karma. (In the
S'arazgiigati Gadya), Sri Ramanuja has, in three clauses
chooranikas, indicated, both explicitly by the words themselves and
implicitly from their meaning, those hindrances or obstacles which
are referred to in ‘all sins’. The three passages begin with
‘mrmovr‘ikkiiyaih’ (by mind, speech and body).
(A question might arise in this connection):— It is said,
“Having ”administered the aﬂ'tirs entrusted to them by the Lord
for a long time and again and again, they reach the end of their
karma and attain nmkti, Where jivas who were formerly Brahmas,
Indras, and Rudras, are enjoying bliss in Paramapada (the
supreme abode).” (So also) it is said :-- “Those“ that have been
appointed (by the Supreme Being) to be administrators should
remain here (in the world of samsa‘ra) until the expiry of their
period of administration”. (\Ve ﬁnd also the following :--) The
man who adapts95 bhaktz‘ or upc‘isana as the means will have the
hen ~fit of the destruction (the fruits of) such Icarmas (puaya
and papa) as have not begun to yield their consequences at the
very beginning of this upiisana; for (it is said) that there will
be delay (for their attaining mukti) till the enjoyment is
Lakshmitantram: 17—18
94 Brahma Sutras: 3-3-31
93

95 Brahma Sutras: 4—1-15
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committed deliberately can be atoned for by the performance again
of prapatti. for it is said :—-“If an ”offence be committed. expiation
should be made therefor and the expiation to be made is only the
performance of prapatti again.” When it is said that if Iswara is
bent on granting moksha, even deadly sins cannot stand in the way,
and that there will be no punishment for sins committed delibe.
rately after pmpatti, what is meant is not that there is no need for
exPiation or prﬁyasrchitta, but that if Iswara is again propitiated
by prapattt', (which is the prc'ryas'chitta), moksha is sure to follow.
It is the result of God’s forgiveness that the man is induced to
perform expiation by a further prapatti.

It has been said (by some fichc'z'ryas) that, to Iswara, the sins or
offences of the jiva are (agreeable) like the dirt on the body of

a beloved wife and like the slime on the body of the newborn calf
to the cow. This only means that even if wicked men should
perform prapatti, Iswara will not forsake them and will bring
It does not mean that sins
them round to righteous ways.
committed deliberately would give delight to lswara. If so, the
prapamm should have, by all the means in his power. to commit
such sins.

Even if offences are committed deliberately owing to the
peculiar nature of a man’s prakriti, and even if a further prapatti
is not performed (by way of expiation), it is the peculiar characteristic of Is'wara’s forgiveness that He sees to it that such prapmmas
do not go to hell and that He awards them light punishments
(sufferings) as (kings do) in the case of their oﬂ’ending sons. Sins
lead to sufferings that are seen and that are tangible and also to
suﬁerings like those in hell. So when it is said that there is no hell
for the prapanna as in the following s'lokas :— “ Those who"7
consider Vishnu. the bearer of Sarnga, as the supreme end of life
and who perform prapattz' to Him never go to the world of Yama"
and “ Whatever" be the family into which they are born, and
96. Lakshmi Tantram: 17—911'92.
97. Vamana-purana: 94 - 43.

98.
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might be committed deliberately. If this were otherwise, it would
be opposed to the sﬁstra which enjoins a further prapattz‘ and to the
code of conduct followed by virtuous men and to ancient tradition.

(It is true) Nanjiyar stated that if a man does not feel repentent after committing an offence, he should be considered as without

knowledge. But what is meant is that his omission to repent is
due to dulness of intelligence and not that the prapatti was not fnlﬁlled. Deliberate offences which would meet with Bhagavan’s disapproval would not be committed by some men as these result
from conditions created by past karma. In the case of some others
who commit such offences. repentance and the like put an end to
them. Men of hard hearts may not repent at all. Therefore if
deliberate oﬁ'ences happen to be committed. the man should repent
If he does not, they would lead to
and perform prapatti again.
light punishments or sufferings in accordance with what is said in
the s'rutis and the like.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA

1"

Wise men who have perform ed prapatti would never think
of committing offences deliberately, men of a mediocre intelligence
repent (for such offences.) Hard - hearted men meet with punishment for them.

Therefore in order that there may be no punishment of any
kind, one should guard against deliberate offences.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—
When one performs the commands of the omnipotent Lord
(m‘tya and naimz'ttika karma) solely for the purpose of pleasing
Him, no punishment will ensue, though he may not have thought
(of avoiding any such punishment).
as much as it lies in his power, to
avoid offences, he should avoid. even more carefully, oﬂ'ences

Ifapraparma should try,
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against the devotees of Bhagavan and association with those who
commit such offences.
SANSKRIT S’LOKAS :—
The countless and serious sins committed by the man who
meditates on Brahman (Brahmavit) will be transferred to the
man who hates him. Realising this, one should dread committing
any offence against a Brahmavit.
Even by associating with one who has offended against the
devotees of Brahman, a man will incur sins. (At the same time)
a. man should not hate one who offends against the devotees of
Brahman for, by so doing, he takes upon himself the burden of
Iswara, who alone is competent to punish him.
TAMIL VERSE :--

The Lord, whose will is irresistible and who creates, in the
minds of those who do not care for him, all their desires and who
also frustrates them —- the Lord has turned my mind today from
samsfrra or bondage and has placed me beneath His two feet for
protection. He has been pleased to forget His wrath caused by
my actions in the past prompted by my mind before the performancc of prapattz' and has appealed already (as avatiirs and
archii) to grant me mu/cti. He smiles gently, wondering whether
we shall accept His grace today or tomorrow.

THE MEANING OF THE WORD MOKSHA YISHYJMI
(I WILL 8151' THEE FREE)
The word mokshayishyami ’ I Will set thee tree from (all sins)
means “ I will grant thee release (from the bondage of samsfira)
at the time when you want it ”.

It may be asked :— " (In another context) theLord says, “ 1

will never pardon ”. Is it not Opposed to what is stated here viz.
“ I will set thee free from all sins ? ”; therefore this should be
merely to give a little seeming confort in words and is not to be
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in the last moments of the man’s life. This truth is eXpressed in
the 3mm “By '“the same principle, the deeds, too, which are other
than sinful will not stain (the self).” Those good deeds (which
are the cause of rain, food and the like which are necessary for
the performance of the vidyii) will cease to exist immediately after
the fall of the body ”.
Since those good deeds which were performed solely for
pleasing the Lord and which were merely of the nature of service
have already yielded their fruit, there is no need to speak about
their staining the self. Those deeds which were performed by the
man for setting an example to the rest of the world (lokasangmha)
had to be performed as commands of the Lord. They are of the
nature of pure kainkarya or service and have already given their
fruits. Among them, if any such good deeds were done without
the renunciation of egoism ( sﬁtvikatyiiga) out of carelessness, they,
too, would amount to sins as stated in the s'loka :— “ Tapas ism
no sin, the study of the Vt’ga is no sin, the rites and duties prescrib—
ed for each man are no sins, nor is the earning of money by hard
work for their sake a sin. If these very things are done with
a wrong intention with the thought, “ I am doing this and doing
this for myself", they become sinful ". These (sins) will become
subject to the release promised in moleslmyishyiimi. Those pmpattz's that were performed for other ends ( than mukti ) must have
already yielded their fruit.

For the sake of the end for which a former prapatti was
performed, a second or further prapattz‘ ought not to be performed.
as it would be inconsistant with the potency of prapattz' and with
the intense and great faith with which the ﬁrst prapam' was
performed. If one were to perform more than one prapattz' for
the sake of a single end in view, it would be like adopting another
apt—(ya (and there would he need for atonement).
Brahma Sutras: 4-1-14
104. Mahabharata: Adi parva: 1-301
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upaya is the Lord’s will that the oﬁ'ender shall not understand
Him aright and do what is necessary to prOpitiate Him. The
causes of experiencing disagreeable things consist in the will of God
that the man shall experience the consequences or fruits of doing
such karmas as displeased Him.

It all punishments are cancelled in

the case of the aspirant for
mukti, the effects of such punishments, namely, contact with acit
and the like will stand cancelled by the Lord’s grace which cancelled the punishments. Thereafter since there are no causes, there
will be no such effects as disagreeable experiences. This is indicated
in the sﬁtra : “The man who has attained 1°‘moksha will never
return to samsiira, for the wrath; say so", These conclusions are
within the reach of the knowledge of those very wise men who
have studied S'ri th’zshya for a long time along with the traditions
of the good.

Thus (the words) " I will release thee from all sins ” speak
of the removal of the stream of all hindrances which are of the
nature of either causes (the Lord’s will to punish) or effects
(avidyfz and the like) ;- it means the same thing as saying that the
self will (then) have the manifestation (sz‘rbhiiva) of the perfect
enjoyment of Bhagavan. For Bhagavan Sounaka says :— “ When
the106 dirt is washed away, the
gem shines of itself, but the sheen is
not newly produced. In the same Way, when the self casts of? its
blemishes or faults, jm‘ina is not newly created in it (for it is
already there). When a tank is dug, water and space are not
newly created. What is already present is now brought to manifestation. How can a thing which did not exist before arise anew?
So by the casting off of evnl qualities, good qualities like jniina
shine forth. They are not newly produced, for it has been stated
(in the sﬁstras) that they are eternal qualities of the self ". Since
the substance called jnﬁna or knowledge and its inherent power to
‘
cover all objects are both eternal, the right word to use is manifestation ’ (i. c.) it is used in its primary sense.
105. Brahma

Sutras: 4-4-22.

'

106. Vishnudharma: 104 - 55 - S7.
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idea is expressed in the s'loka :-- “ Though‘” you live for a hundred
years, I will always be your servant. Therefore give me orders
saying . " Do this in this beautiful place." Here all the successive
stages of realisation (or fruit) which are stated (by Sri Ramanujal
in the (S'aral_u'igati) Gadya in the sentence with the word
paramiirthika are also implicitly soggested in accordance with the
pramc‘ugas.

THE MEANING OF MA S'UCHAH (DO NOT GRIEVE— DO
NOT DESI’AIR)
Thereafter the words “ Do not grieve ” reveal the certainty of

what has been stated before ”.

There are some (commentators) who hold that “ Do not grieve"
enjoins something to be avoided. {According to them), if, after
a man has performed pmpatti, he grieved or fell into despair, he
would be violating the injunction and the Saviour who is the upfiyu
would become indifferent and leave him to look after himself.
The man would thus become liable, in their opinion, to this disad—
vantage or risk. This View is opposed to their own commentary
on the sins committed deliberately after prapam' and on the words
“ from all sins ”. It is aiso opposed to the texts in the s'rutz's and
the smritz‘s which declare that the Saviour will never forsake the
man who has sought His protection. Therefore since all causes
for grief or deSpair have disappeared in the case of the man who
has adopted this upaya, it repeats that there is absolutely no cause
for despair and aims at conﬁrming the man’s faith.
SANSKRIT SLOKAS

.-—-

Many causes of sorrow (in the case of Arjuna) like those concerning the destruction of relatives have already been removed by
appropriate and excellent teaching. Now the sorrow or despair
caused by the thought that the dharma or rites enjoined (for muktz’)
122.

Ramayana: Aranyakanda:

15

.
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are too difﬁcult to perform, that the hindrances to mukti are
insuperable and that the end in view can be attained only after
protracted delay —- it is this sorrow that is now diSpelled.
(The Lord} intends to say:—— After I have taught you this
upc'iya, which, without being too hard to adopt for the end desired
by you, is also capable of annulling all hindrances that stand in the
way and is not liable to cause any (undue) delay in the attainment
of that aim ~— after this has been taught to you. there is no room
for deSpair due to such things as the difﬁculty of adepting an
upiiya. If you adopt this updya, your Welfare is my burden or
reSponsibility and I shall myself be interested in looking after it.
If I do not protect you, it will he a reproach to me. You are, as it
were, my property or wealth (to look after) and there is no reason
why you should grieve ”.
The grief that is here put an end to is not the old sorrow
caused (in Arjuna’s mind) by the thought of killing (his) relatives.
It is a different kind of grief that has to be consistent with the
context. If it be asked how, the answer is as follows :— "The
rich qualities‘” that distinguish the nature of the gods lead to
moksha, the qualities that make for the nature of the Asuras are the
causes that lead to bondage ". When the two were thus distinguished, Arjuna was grieved at the thought of what he should do if
he belonged to the class of Asuras. Sri Krishna, who understood
this, said to him :— “ O .l’andava do not grieve. You are born
to attain the rich qualities of the gods ”. Similarly here, when
(Arjuna) is extremely desirous of attaining the supreme end, he
grieves at the thought that the upﬁya taught so far has to be
adopted for a long time. and is subject to many hindrances, while
being extremely difﬁcult of performance even for those who are
very careful. At the thought of that upc‘iya and of his own (want
of) capacity for adopting it, be grieved, saying to himself :— “ How
can I succeed in adopting this “Pay“ and secure the end in view ‘2 "
To Arjuna who was in despair (at this thourrht), Sri Krishna shows
!
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to him, conclusively and with deep earnestness, what it is, so that
he may remember that it is just what has already been taught.
On seeing that Arjuna’s depression has become twice as great as
before, the Supreme Ruler, who is (now) the Charioteer, feels that
Arjuna is now in a state of ﬁtness to receive instruction in regard
to the means of attaining moksha (viz. pmpatti) which is the
supreme secret and is, at the same time, extremely easy of adaption.
Without the least delay, even without prefacing that upfiya with
any praise, the Lord immediately teaches him to perform src‘rraac'igati towards Himself. Thus acting as the Charioteer also to the
chariot of Arjuna’s mind, (i. e. to all his aspirations), the Lord
diSpels all his griefs. That the grief which is here put an end to is
therefore different from the old grief concerning the destruction of
his relatives etc.) thus becomes clear after a careful consideration of
the context (in which the words occur).

In the ﬁrst half of this

s-lolca, since (the

Lord) says to the man
who is destitute of all other upiiyas, “ Take refuge under me
alone,” the man who is incapable (of making any endeavour)
surrenders the resposibility iof his protection) into the hands of
One who has the ability. Further the independent and omnipotent
Seshi, who is compassionate, accepts the responsibility. Therefore (in the ﬁrst half of the srloka), the prapamza becomes free
from all responsibility in regard to his own protection. And since
the S'eshi. who is omnipotent and is ever truthful towards those
who have sought His protection, has accepted the responsibility and
is so gracious as to say .-“ I will release you from all sins ”, there
is absolutely no likelihood of any evils like hell ensuing in the
future. Freedom from fear results from this s'lolza, as also freedomlirom all doubt, because these are the glorious and true words of
Sri" Ranganatha Himself, who is ever truthful.
(*‘NOTE: Here the reference is to the words of Sri Ranganatha as
recorded in Saranagati Gadya : “ Therefore be free from all uncertainty about
the attainment of knowledge concerning myself. about having a vision of myself
and also about the attainment of myself)”
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certainly be cancelled by the will of the omnipotent Lord whose
grace has been secured by prapatti.

(In this connection it may be asked whether it is not a sin to
desire to die immediately after performing pmpatti ). The answer
is as follows :-—)

SANSKRIT S'LOKAS :--

In some forms of expiation for sins (prﬁyas'chz'tta) and like.
wise, in certain kinds of offering (made in the ﬁre) like sarvasvﬁra
karma, it is not considered a sin if the man gives up life (by casting
the body down a precipice or in the lire), So also there is no
imprOpriety in praying for instant death in the s'arm_zr'igati of the
prapmma who cannot bear to continue in scum-Era even for
a moment (Firm). On the other hand, the prapamm who desires
to live a long life (dripm) commits an offence, if he violates the
rule in the S’Elstras which enjoins the protection of one’s own life.

In the same way as yogis cast off their bodies in virtue of

certain yogas practised by them, there is nothing to prevent the
man who, while perturming [wrapattg longs to die immediately.
It cannot be said that such casting off of the body is not permitted
to those who are in Kali yuga, like entrance into holy waters for
giving up one’s life there. In fact the ﬁrtha [)rajmmza who prays
for immediate death is one who saves his self sooner than all others.

Prapmmas are spoken of as belonging to two classes ﬁrtas
and driptas on account of the difference in the intensity of the

grief felt by them respectively, (It should not, therefore, be thought
that the latter air", the dripm has no grief. The driplrz prapanna is one who grieves at the thought of another jammr and
believes that he will some day or other attain molrsha and has the
patience to wait until the end of this existence. The word dripta
is here used not in (the usual) sense of one who has arrogance or
pride, which is a quality opposed to the virtues of the soul and leads
one to treat good men with disc-teem. The word Zrta - prajmmza
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in this life, the consequences of his prarabdha karma alone (2'. e.)
that karma which has begun to yield its fruit in this life, and theresuch statements do not apply to the ﬁrta.
after attains molrsha ”
(Sri Bamanuja) has described what the driptaprapazma should do
after the performance of prapatti. in his gadya, in the passages
beginning with:—-— “ You will be” free from all trace of suffering
or hindrance caused by the body, the elements (earth, water, ﬁre,
etc.,) or the gods ” and ending with “ Be free from all uncertainty
in regard to knowledge concerning me and the vision and the
attainment of myself ".

-

The freedom from grief that is stated here (in the charamayloka) has no limiting factors. Therefore the causes of all forms of
grief are stated here to be annulled for the man who has a know"
ledge of this upaya and adopts it. By the teaching given here,
mere knowledge (of the ujniya) may exist without its adoption,
but it would be of no use at all as stated in the wicket. “ The
song‘“ does not regulate (the actions of) the man though he may sing
it very often. Creatures behave in accordance with their past impressions (vc'isana) like the bird" ‘ liulinga ’, which, though it utters the
words mii szihasam 1mm. (Do not behaVe rashly), continues to
behave rashly ”. So in this s'loka, it is implied that annulment of
grief would be the fruit of a combination of both knowledge and
action.
Therefore, here, all grief or despair that might arise in regard
to the ad0ption of the upaya, whether before its adoption or after
it, or in the middle of it - all this grief is here (said to be) annulled.
—-

If it be asked how, the answer is as follows ;-- Deepair may
arise in many forms ;-- (1) in regard to one’s competency for the
upfzya, (‘2) in regard to (the potency of) the updya itself, (3) in
I41. Mahabharata: Sabhaparva: 42-21.
bird whose cries are said to resemble the
fabulous
(‘NOTE) Kulinga: a
words ma sahasam kuru. The bird. however. attempts to snatch the ﬂesh from
between the jaws of the lion.
I40. Saranagati gadya.
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mance, there is no reason for grief or despair at the thought that
these shortcomings might adversely affect the accessories (for they
are not its accessories).

If, in dread of certain sins due to prﬁrabdha karma which
render a man absolutely unﬁt for all karma like a piece of burnt
cloth, by causing a man to offend the great devotees (of God)
deliberately, if, in such cases, the man desires at the time of the
ﬁrst prapatti that his actions after prapatti should be free from
all such oﬁence or if he performs a later prajmtti for avoiding
if he does these, there is no reason for grief-or
these offences
sorrow at the thought that offences may happen to be committed
in future. Even if, at the time of the ﬁrst prapattz', one has not
prayed for a later life free of all offence, in case offences are
committed deliberately, the Saviour of those that have no (other)
refuge who stated, “ I will never forsakem the man who comes to
me in the guise of a friend ” will create repentance in his mind,
and induce him to perform expiation or prfiyas'chitta which (in
this case) is a further prajmtti. If the man is too stubborn to feel
repentant, (the Lord) will cause sufferings by way of punishment
and thus prevent him from committing further offences. Thus
before the time when the attainment of the desired end is prayed for
the expiation will be over. Therefore the prapmma need not feel
grieved at the thought that great sufferings like those of hell would
come to him as a result of deliberate offences committed by him

-

which ﬂash like lightning and disappear quickly.
Since the firtaﬁrapamza will have the desired end at the
very time of performing jnrajmth'. there is no reason why he should
feel grieved at the thought that ti c body which resembles hell
would continue, (for the body has been thus described) :— “ If a
man‘“ is fond of his body constituted of ﬂesh, blood, pus, foecal
matter, urine, muscle, fat and bone -— then he should be fond also
of hell ".
(4)

142. Ramayana: Yuddhakanda: 18-4.

143. Vishnupurana: 1-17-63
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after much delay. Realise that I who am easy of access to all,
who am the Saviour of all the worlds, and who am endowed with all
the attributes essential for a Saviour, am the only upiiya and
perform the surrender of the responsibility of protecting your self
tome with its live angas. When you have adopted this upfiya,
you will have done what you ought to do, you will become my
ward and be extremely dear to me. Supremely compassionate
and gracious. independent and omnipotent, I will, myself, by my
mere will and without any other aid, and for the fulﬁlment of my
own purposes, free you from the manifold, endless, and
insurmountable groups of obstacles witlnut leaving any 'trace of
them. I will enable you to have enjoyments similar to mine own,
since you will enjoy myself and all that belongs to me. I will ﬁnd
delight in making,r you render all forms of service in all places, at
all times and in all circumstances -— service which will be of the
nature of the overflow of the full and perfect enjoyment (of myself).
You have absolutely no cause for grief.”
SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:

This path (prapatti) has been disclosed (to us) by (Echfiryas
who resorted to that unique dharnm (Siddlzopiiya) which can
grant all (desired objects) and which is ever accompanied by Sri
and who (by so doing) became free from (all) grief.
TAMIL VERSE

:

Giving up those dharmas which have to be performed with
extreme care. we were convinced that the true refuge for us is the
feet of that GOpala which are fragrant with helm? and we resorted
to them at once. By the gracious and fascinating words of that
Supreme Person, we have become free from ignorance so that the
karma which has been separated from us can ne ver follow us.
SA NSKRIT S'LOKA

:--

There are some (iichu‘ryas) who have understood the noble
and charming s'loli‘a uttered by Hari which is like the gem koustu.
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taken out of the ocean of Vyasa’s Veda. (Mahabharata). Its
meaning ﬁnds conﬁrmation in the ways of the world (or the
srrtritis) and in the paths of the Vedas. On hearing the words of
these (ﬁchiiryas) which are like steps in the staircase that leads to
the mansion of mukti, great souls like Vsisampsyana and Souneka
nod their heads (in approval and admiration).

Mm

Here ends the third part of Srimad Rahasyatrayasara called
" The Interpretation of the meaning of the three rahasyas or
mysteries by a study of the grammatical construction of the
words and sentences in them ”.
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taught to the man who is grateful for the help rendered to him, who
considers patience and compassion as desirable virtues and who looks
upon all eternal souls as resembling himself. Wise men declare that
this s'c’zstra should not be taught to those who have not these
virtues. When the s'c'istra is imparted to the unworthy, it will not
bring good to the teacher for that very reason. Even if this earth
is ﬁlled with gems and oﬁered (to one). one should not, 0 king,
impart this s'c'istra to the man who has not subjected himself to
discipline. This noble s'Eistra may certainly be taught to the man
who has subdued his senses. You need not be, in the least, afraid,
O Karala. You have been taught this su‘zstm treating of the
SUpreme Brahman. You have been taught the Supreme Brahman
that has no beginning, no middle and no end, that is free from
sorrow and that is most holy." "If a ﬁt ”disciple cannot be found,
the man who is ﬁt to teach this vidyt'i may (even) die with his
vidyti or learning. It should, on no account, even at the time of
great adversity, be sown in a desert”. “Ignorant7 men who consider themselves learned and hypocrites who pretend to observe
dharma while they are really doing adharma —- these man under
the disguise of the virtuous harass (good) men who practise
dharma. He who has skill in performing well such actions
as would lead to moksha but who, elsewhere, follows the
ways of the world —- he is looked down upon as a guru of
a low type. Many are the men who are foolish; the man with
a clear intelligence may occasionally be found somewhere
and only one among many. He is a man with a virtuous
mind who will never allow his intelligence to be clouded by men
that are silly. Trust should never be placed in any man; this is
a matter for careful consideration, eSpecially, in Kali yuga. Great
sinners confound the intellects of the weak.minded with perverse
reasons spouted forth like a downpour of rain. One should guard
dharma from the unﬁt and perform dharma. Never teach anything to one who does not beg for it. Even when asked, secret
meanings or the mysteries of religion and the true doctrine should
6 Mann Smriti: 2-113

7 Sandilya Smriti: 4-251-258
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not be revealed (lightly). To him who has sought one, with true
devotion, who has constant faith in the s'c'istras, who is pure and is
prepared to learn in accordance with the rules — to him one should
teach everything. The man who teaches the srﬁstras to the
unworthy for winning the respect of others, for wealth, for being
honoured by others and far getting rid of the suffering (caused by
poverty) —- that man strays from the right path. ( You) may sow
the seed in a desert, give (your) daughter in marriage to a eunuch
and give a garland of flowers to a monkey; but (you) should never
impart (instruction) in the s'c'istra to one who is unworthy ”.
“ This great mantra should not be tanght" to an atheist, to one who
is insincere, or who is not devout, to one who delights in harassing
others and to a miser. This mantra is not ﬁt to be taught to such
as these. It should be tanght by the Eicha‘rya to the man who is
sincere, to one who has devotion to his gum, to the man who
has devotion to Vishnu and who is intent on doing good to
all beings. These two things should be borne well in mind.”
“ Thus 9have I uttered words which are like a garland to the Lord
and words that would delight His servants, for the sake of the
enjoyment of the Lord which is sweet as ambrosia ”. “Here have
I 10taught deep truths in the form of verses each of which begins
with the last word of the previous verse (anta’dz'). Considering
their great value, receive them without casting them among the
unworthy”. As stated in such treatises as the above, viz, Salvata,
Bhagavad Gitii, the discourse between Vasishta and Karala,
Sandilya Smriti and Satyaki tantra, the ancient iichziryas would
teach only to those who had such qualities as goodness and faith
and who would therefore be approved of by the Saviour. (They
would teach these truths) only to those who were of the nature of
the gods (Dams) as described in the following s'lokas :-—- “These
11are the qualities, 0. Bharata, which enrich man with a nature
similar to that of the gods :- fearlessness, a mind free from the
taint of rajas and tamas, meditation on the essential nature of the
8. Satyaki tantra

9 .Tiruvoymozhiz9—4-9

10. Nanmugan Tiruvandadi

ll.

Bhagavad Gita: 16-1—3

.'
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self, charitableness, subjugation of the senses, the performance of
yajnas or sacriﬁce, the study of ones Veda, austerities like fasting,
being the same in thought, word and deed, refraining from dOing
evil to others, speaking that truth which will be wholesome to
other beings, freedom from anger, giving up what is productive of
evil to oneself, control of the mind, refraining from tale-bearing,
compassion to all creatures, freedom from desires, accessibility to
the good, shamefulness at the thought of doing what is wicked,
serenity of mind even when the objects of sense.pleasure are very
near, never yielding to the vicious, forbearance even when injured
by others, mental courage in continuing to do one’s duties even in
times of great adversity, the purity (of body and mind) that is
necessary for the performance of such rites as are enjoined
in the suistra, freedom from treachery and freedom from-conceit."
So ”also, it has been said; “Creation ‘9 is of two kinds :— the
god-like and iisuric. The god like are, by nature, always full of
devotion to Vishnu. The Jsuric are the very opposite of this.”
Those men with a nature like that of the gods would be tested by
(our) richfiryas for ascertaining their real character as stated in the
following sdokasr— “ The disciple” should be tested in various
ways for a period of one year, or half of it, or (at least) three
months and he should be taught with compassion and without any
thought of gain and the like ”, and ” If a man'9 has come by
chance from a distant land with a mind full of the love of the Lorri,
he should be taught what he deter-es without any prolonged tests ”.
(Having ascertained his fitness), the c'ichzirya would reveal (spiritual
truths) in such a manner that six cars could not hear them (i. e.
that it could be heard only by the sishyu’s two ems and the guru‘s
two cars and no other) and only to a disciple who had no desires and
was content with what he had in regard to other things and who
was keenly desirous only of learning the S'dSh'dS'. ffchc'iryas of
olden days would guard these secrets from asuric natures which are
different and which have, as their possessions. such attributes as the

Hemmer.

__

:_ 1—09-74

13. Sandilya Smriti: 1—116

-_—_. ___

19. Satvata samhita: 21-45.
20. Vishnu dharma 109-74

_
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SANSKRIT S'LOKA :--

“The soul or self is ditt'erent from prakriti or matter ; greater
than the self is the Saviour who is the Ruler (over all); the
supreme good of man consists in the surrender of the responsibility
of the self to Him ; the end (attained thereby) is existence solely
for the fulfilment of His purposes ”. In these words our spiritual
teachers whose sole wealth was their compassion gave us, of their
own accord, as a heritage, the (Spiritual) wealth divided into three
classes (viz, tattva, him, [)urushﬁrﬂm), when we had surrendered
ourselves to them.
three secrets (mantras) found
in the earlier and later chapters) are in accordance with the spiritual
tradition of Vedr‘mta Udayrma, otherwise called, Maduppalli
(who
frchdn, (the preceptor in charge of the kitchen),
prepagated the truths of Vedanta like Udayana commenting on
Tarkas'dsfra). Kidambi Appullar made me learn these words
like a parrot, just as he had learnt them from his own iichiirya
(his father). (Therefore) these words are those that illumined his
mind owing to the compassion of the Lord and that were guarded
by him Without forgetfulness and taught to me without any error.
All these words of mine on the

TAMIL VERSE :—
Those lamps (of spiritual wisdom) which lighted the threshold
of a certain house (in 'I'irukkovauzr ), when, of old, the cow.herd
(Sri Krishna) who vouchs-ifed His grace (even) to cattle, came of
His own accord and squeezed Himself among those three ancient
singers (the ﬁrst three" iilvc‘zrs )——'11hose lamps lighted there (i. 5.
their songs) diapelled the darkness of the land and revealed the path
indicated in the Upanishads which form the concluding part of the
'
four Vedas.
NOTE": Peyalvar, Poygai Alvar, Bhutattalvar:
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TAMIL VERSE :—
Our great c‘ichiiryas, who were absolutely free from ignorance
and error, lighted this undying lamp out of compassionate grace, in
the minds of worthy disciples who had grown rich in the true
wealth of the performance of ordained rites in a manner which
would accord with their knowledge. (They did so) because they
desired that the whole world (of men) should become free from
ignorance and adorn their heads with the Lord’s feet owing to
their longing for Paramapada.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—
The Ez‘chrzrya who obeys the successive commands of (the
Lord who is) the ﬁrst thiirya regulates (the minds and actions of)
his s'ishyus by methods of instruction which *crcate in them noble
qualities similar to those in himself and which are like irresistible
waves of the celestial sea of his boundless compassion. By doing
so, he saves not only the disciple but himself also under the guise
of saving him.
(*NOTE: Gunasamkramah may mean also “ which create a path for the
entrance of their noble qualities into their disciples ”.)

THE CHAPTER ON THE DUTIES OF A SISH YA.

31.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—

The s'z'shya or disciple should be staunch in his devotion to
the guru; he should he intent on doing such things as extending
the renown (of his guru) (and rendering service to him) ; he should
h we the greatest regard for such things as his guru’s prepeity and
his house, he should guard the spiritual tradition in order to hand it
on to another who is worthy; the s'ishva who is grateful and is
perfect in his performzmce (of the ordained rites) is he not sure to
attain the treasure (vim) Bhaguvan ?

THE SIIR VICE RENDERI?D BY THE S'ISH YA TO THE
GURU IS IN NO WA Y A RECOMPENSE :
The s'ﬁstras say that since the ﬁcharya reveals the meanings
(and mysteries) of religion like one who reveals to a poor man the
existence of a great treasure within his house, the S’ishyd should
feel grateful to the cichtirya, who is the great benefactor, and never
do anything against his interests. (The s'as'tras declare that the
s'z'shya should behave in this way) merely in order that he may
not be looked upon with contempt by (those who are in) the two
vibh’ﬁtis (i. e ) this world, the lilci riolmti and the region of eternal
glory (m'tya. vibhﬁtz’) and by the Lord who has these ”\VU) rihh‘ﬁlis.
(They give this advice) in order that. the (s'ishya) may not
resemble such men as Hiranya and Havana who did evil to
Prahlada and Vibhishana for giving them wholesome advice. It.
has been stated :— ” The m-m‘ who steals learning (by listening to
the Jchc‘irya Without his permission and in hiding :l, the man who
does evil to his gum, and the man who speaks Iii of the Vedas and
of the Lord who rules over all —- these men, the s'rutis declare,
should be punished at once ". So when the s'z'shya is asked to
behave prOperly to the gum, it is not to say that, by doing so, he
will make due rcquital or recompense (for what the guru has done

l-??

-_
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that it should be given as an outlet for his affection and regard.
The s'ishya should, on no account, consider himself as having
thereby recompensed his guru.
THE DUTIES OF THE S'ISHYA :—
The s'ishya, who is thus without any means of recompensing
(his guru), should consider it his duty to behave as follows :—-- He
should not let the instructions imparted to him become useless like
water kept in a skull, by actions and cbservances opposed to them;
for it has been said :— “ Water" kept in a skull and milk preserved
in a water-skin made of dog's leather become worthless owing to
the impurity of the containers. So also does the s'iistra taught to
one who misbehaves. The s'ishya should not make mere learning
an end in itself. for it is said : “ That s'iistra 9which, having been
earnt from the (when-ya, does not lead to non-attachment (to
Worldly things), to the performance of dharma or to serenity of
mind —-that sriistm, however beautiful in its diction and style, is as
useless to the man as the cawing of a crow.” He should not eat
the vomit, as it were, by making the s'r'istra which comes out of
his mouth the means of his livelihood. He should not make the
s'r'istra the prostitute’s adornment, the sandal paste (chandmm)
made only for sale. the bag of parched rice emptied in a thoroughfare, or the garland of ﬂowers in the monkey’s hands, for it has
been said in ridicule :-—— Learned 1° men who study their subjects
carefully, again and again, owing to their greed for money make
their learning useful to others like prostitutes adorning their persons
again and again to serve (the lusts of ) others.”

Learning approached the Brahmin and said, “I“ am
guard me with care; do not give me away
your wealth;
If you guard me in
to those who have no liking (for me).
this manner I shall become very powerful ”. As desired
in those words, learning should not be betrayed into the
hands of those who already clasp hate and the like in their hands.
8. Mahabharata: Santiparva; 35-42:

9. Itihasa Samucchaya: 14-43

10.

‘2?

.
2.114
11. Manusmnn:
.
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The s'ishya should clearly realise that he cannot make any re.
compense to the Eichfirya who has enabled him, though born blind,
to become ﬁt for the assembly of the immortals that are free from
ignorance and error. As taught in the stolen : “ The man who
worships Bhagavan alone ( the ekiinh'n) should, while Speaking of
himself, call himself the follower of Vishnu. He should never
refer to himself by his village, or his family, for, to him, Bhagavan
is every thing ”. Superior to this is the state (described by Viswamitra while addressing Dasaratha) - “ This is "indeed beﬁtting
one who was born of a noble race and who always calls himself
:

V asishta’s disciple. No one else would call himself so, () best of
kings ”. The S'ishya should realise that the Saviour“ Himself
was born in such a family and adopted this form of referring to
himself and should adopt it in his own life saying :—- “ You have
“reformed me from wickedness. What requital can I make to
‘2 ”

you

THE IMPARTING OF INSTRUCTION SHOULD BE
PRECEDEI) BY MEDITATION ()14‘ THE SUCCESSION
OI" GURUS :—

‘Vhen the s'ishya hands over the great Wealth of the truths
contained in the gist of the three mysteries (mantras) thus acquired
by him (from his dchu‘rya) to one who, as pointed out in an earlier
chapter, has been found ﬁt for it, he should impart instruction ﬁrst
on the succession of Fu‘hiiryds and reveal also his gratitude (to
them) and the sacredness of those truths. As an example are
quoted the words of the Brahmarishi Sri Parasara to Bhagavan
Maitreya :—-- “ Brahma, born of the lotus, the grand-father of all,
ﬁrst gave instruction to great sages like Daksha at their request,
In that same way was the instruction imparted by them to King
Purukutsa on the banks of the Narbada. He handed it over to
Sarasvata and by Sarasvata was it imparted to me ”. When the
—-. _..__
——*#_ ‘83!
am,
(Norm

—

12. Vishvaksena Samhita
13. Ramayana: Blakanda: 19—2

—
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l4. Tiruvoymozhi: 2-7-8
15. Vishnupurana. 1-2-8—9.
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man who imparts instruction in the mysteries of the science of the
soul is without a tradition and teaches (merely) on the strength of
his own reading of the books or of what he ovenheard from
t a hiding place) behind a wall, he will, like one who Wears stolen
jewels. be ever in dread of those that see him. Moreover it may
even become sinful, for it has been said :— “ The mantra“ which
is learnt by mere chance by one in hiding. under some pretext or
from books -— that mantra will be of no avail : on the other hand.
it may even cause evrl ". Even when a man has learnt from a
guru and then teaches, if he should learn and teach against the
regulations enjoined for it, he would create disgust in the minds of
onlookers like one who wears jewels made from the money given
to him along with “ Kala ”* (These regulations) may be seen in
“ Bow to the guru," ask for explanations,
the following s'lokas
render service to him and then learn the essential nature of the

:-

self ”.

It is said also, “Maitreya18 prostrated (prmgz'patya) before Parasara
and made salutations to him (abhz’vﬁdya) ". As stated in the
xrloka :— " He who impartsm instruction in violation of the regulations and he who learns violating the regulations —- of these two,
one will die or will come to hate the other " -— as stated here, it
may even have evil consequences. Even when the man has learnt
according to the regulations and ihtn teaches, if he should not
render due praise to his guru. his s'tshya may suspect that the
truths revealed by him may have no basis (or authority) like para-sitic plants growing (on the branches of trees) and treat them with
disregard. This omission of givmg due praise to one’s gum before
one’s s'ishya is included as one among the thirty-two kinds of
offences. It has been stated: “ l‘he wise” man should reveal
(the greatness of) his guru and guard the mantra uith great care.
(NOTE * Kala When a man is dangerously ill and longs for recovery.
he has the ﬁgure of a man (Kalapumsha) made with pingely seeds. decks it with
jewels and gives it to a poor man along with money. To receive such a gift is
looked upon as a disgusting thing.)
16. Padmasamhita: Charyapada: 23 - 49. 19. Mahabharata: Santi parva:
335 - 5.
l7. Bhagavad Gita: 4 - 34.
20. Sesha Samhita: l4 - 50.
18. Vishnupurana: l - l . l.
.-

_
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By the omission to reveal (the former) and the omission to guard
( the latter) respectively, a persons’s wealth and term of life suiTer
diminution ”. (By this omission), the wealth of enjoying Bhagavan with clarity of knowledge and the state of mind which consists
in the thought of one being a s'esha, which is the cause of the soul
or self becoming and continuing as an entity - these two will suffer
decline. If, while revealing the greatness of his guru, a man
should contradict the teaching imparted to him by the guru in the
s'astras, he would he called a deceiver and become also a sinner,
for it is said :— “ He who "teaches astronomy, law, the s'tistra of
expiatory rites and the science of medicine against the Spirit of the
respective s'iistras is called a Brahnmghﬁtaka" or one who has
committed the sin of killing a Urahmin ”.

If a man should fail to impart instruction to a worthy S'ishyd
at. the appropriate time, he would be called a miser and incur also
the sin of violating the Lord's command contained in the Wake: :—
“ One ”should cast olt’ one’s body after imparting one’s knowledge
of the self to a worthy s'ishya. A man should not die without
imparting to a worthy s'ishya that knowledge which is the cause of
the world’s being (or which is the cause of the world’s knowledge)”.
Therefore when the king’s torch-bearer is commanded by the king
to go on a certain mission, he would hand over the torch in his
hand to some one who is found fit for it and then start (on his
mission). When a man imparts instruction in a similar manner
to a pupil who is apt for it, he should ﬁrst reveal (the greatness of)
his gum and then teach the truths taught to him. Even when,
owing to some (favourable) circumstances, he has received divine
vision and divine auditions and learnt truths with their help, he
should express the truth in the following words:—— “ I learnt this
owing to the grace of my great Etchiirya. I am not stating what i
learnt by my own cleverness ". This is what (Sanjaya), for
example, says :— “By the grace23 of Vyasa did I hear, directly,
this great Yogas'fistra, which Sri Krishna, who has wisdom and
écsha dharnia.
23. Bhagavad Gita:

-——-—

521.

18 - 75.

22, Poushkara.
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other attributes taught in person ”. If he should say so, the truths
that he teaches would be held in high esteem. He would (also)
then be esteemed as a grateful s'ishya by sc‘itvikas. As one who
spoke the truth, he would be regarded by the Upanishads and by
the Person revealed in the Upanishads as an authority having the
same validity as they themselves are. His c'icha‘rya too, would feel
gratiﬁed to ﬁnd that, in this grateful and diligent s'ishya, his
labours have borne fruit.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—

He who imparted instruction in the

vidyr‘zs

or meditations that
he is considered in

lead directly and by themselves to moksha -the s'r'istras on moksha as the greatest of r’ichfiryas.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:-

The Vedas declare that a man attains moksha by having an
fichﬁrya and the same is declared in the Smritis also. fichﬁryas
knew that, in this world and so also. in the world beyond, the feet
of the Eiclu‘irya are the refuge (for the s'ishya).
TAMIL VERSE :—

Even (the omniscient and omnipotent) Mayan cannot requite
the ﬁchr‘zrya who dispelled all the darkness (in the mind) by lighting
the bright lamp of wisdom therein. (Therefore) for what was
received before (from the fichi‘trya), it is indeed very little (that is
done by the s'ishya) in recounting his praise with delight, in
constant meditation of him, and in extending his growing renown.
SANSKRIT SLOKA :—

The tip of the ﬁchiiryu’s tongue shines bright being the throne
on which is seated (the god) Hayagriva. So we do not consider
any deity as being higher than the Eicharya. Even Narayana
plays the part of the Eichr’irya without ever giving up His supreme
greatness, in order to save those who are sunk in the sea of samsc‘ira.

32.

THE CONCLUDING CHAPTER.

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :—
There may be found some one who, by the grace of his
ﬁcharya, has seen (the truths concerning) the Universe (as
distinctly) as if they were ajubube berry (@Etmiemaimﬂ) in the
hand, whose illusions have been dispelled and who enjoys (the
meanings contained in) such mysteries (mantras) as the moolamantra. When a worthy sn‘shya having the necessary virtues has
been found, he instructs him in the Spiritual tradition and gleans,
for his own Observances, all that is good in the conduct and observances of great men and becomes worthy (himself) of the appre.
ciation of the hosts of the eternal saris.
TOPICS TREATED OF SO FAR :-Here (in this treatise), we have set forth, just as we learnt
them ourselves and just as we believe them to be true in our heart
of hearts, without giving room to any ignorance, doubt or misconception, the following topics of knowledge in accordance with what is
sanctioned by the s'rutis, the snm‘tz’s, the si'itras and the ancient
tradition and in accordance also with right reason :-- (1) How the
iivatma whose essential nature is such that he is ﬁt to enjoy the
how he has lost this ﬁtness
bliss of Bhagavan just like the saris
from beginningless time, how later he acquires the spirit of
detachment (vaz'ragya) in some measure, how he comes in contact
with a worthy fichiirya from whom he begins to learn the truths
and the means of attaining the ends desired by him; (2) how
among the pramanas or valid sources of knowledge, the three
secrets or mysteries (mantras), are of the greatest importance;
(3) how, among the meanings revealed in these (mantras),
such things as the relationship of soul and body that
exists between the Supreme Ruler and those which are
ruled over by Him are the central and most essential
doctrines to be learnt (4) how the ﬁve subjects of knowledge (artha.
panchaka) including that relationship which have been summer.

-
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By His devotees. (20) how, to the man who has been living such a
life, the soul’s departure from the gross body may take place, by
the peculiar will of the Saviour, in any place and at any time
irrespcctive of their being usually considered worthy or unworthy
(21) how the self that has started (from the body) proceeds, like a
prince invited by his father to his installation as heir—apparent, in
full glory to travel along the archirﬁdz‘ route to I’aramapada,
( 22) how after reaching there, the self will have the full and
perfect enjoyment of Hhagavan which will include also free and
voluntary service or kainkaryo and which is the supreme state of
Lordship reserved for the mukta (23) the Sz'ddhopdya which is
the most important of what are to be known ('24) the siidhyopiiya
which is the most important of those things that are to be per.
formed ('25) and (26) the ways in which misconceptions arising
from impure food, from association (with undesirable persons) as
also from the character of the yugd and the like should be removed,
misconceptions in regard to the potency of this apiiya in relation
to the man who has adopted it, misconceptions which describe its
potency as higher or lower than what is stated in the séistrus
( '27, 28 (v 29 ) the construction and interpretation of the words and
the sentences in the three secrets or mysteries (mantras) which
enable a man to meditate one“ these points, (30) the regulations
in regard to the imparting of instruction and the refraining from
it, which have to be kept in mind by the uchdryu who has to
propagate a knowledge of the spiritual tradition concerning these
truths in accordance with the s'c‘istras and (31) the duties expected
of the s'ishyct who, on account of his inability to recompense his
iichiirya adequately has to remain eternally indebted to him --

THE GOOD RESULTS THAT WILL FOLLOW FROM
A STUDY OF THIS TREATISEz—
The s'ishya should, at ﬁrst, approach the good ﬁchc‘zrya in
the proper manner and beg of him in these words :— “I am your1
pupil and have sought you (for guidance). (Therefore) command
1. Bliagavad

Gita: 3-7.
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traverse it alone ?" and “ The path “leading to the house of
Yama where there is no water for quenching the thirst, no staff for
support, no shade to sit under, no house or lodge to rest in and
which produces prolonged suffering." To one who follows the
track of great men, there would be no such painful paths. They
need not be tossed about to and fro like cotton cleaned of its seeds,
combed, and carded before being spun and go up and come down,
like the bucket in a picotah, along the path of smoke (dliimzadi
route)" described in the l’anchagai vidyd in the sixth chapter of
Chiindogya npmu'shad.

It has been said :-- " 0' Lord,’ Thou playest, as with balls,
with creatures bound by the strings of karma and going up and
coming down". To the man who follows the ways of great men,
the state when he is thus a toy for the sport of Bhagavan will soon
pass away. He will then go along a path which is SlipCllOl‘ to the
paths followed by others to attain high ends ( like St’(ll‘g¢l), because
it will lead to an end or goal greater than all others and Wlll never
result in a return to samsiira. It has been said :- “ 1 know"
that the path which will be trodden by the man who has exclusive
devotion to Bhagavan is far superior to others ” and likewise, “ He
the“ ﬂea) starts from the body by an excellent path, which is so
cool as to remove the sufferings of Sclmsdra." and further, “ To
those “who have practised yoga, ( all) sufferings will cease and
they will then journey by the I)evayana route." This excellent
path will terminate in the region (Paramapada) described in the
following s'lokus :-- "It is a ”splendid region on reaching which
l

the self will become (itself), (i. s.) free from avidw and conse.
quently from suffering.” “ The abode" of the Supreme Being,
"Vishnu. shines far more than the sun or the ﬁre. It is so daz-

NOTE“ Going up to svarga and coming down to this world of somsara
after the fruits of good deeds have been enjoyed there and repeating this process.
l2. ??
8. Vangipuram Nambi: Nityam-24
13. Mahabharata: Santi parva
9. Seshadharma.
‘96 ' “IO. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 358—6.
14' Mahabharata:
Arangélwa 136-13.
ll. Mahabharata: Santi parva: 194-27
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zlingly bright that even the gods and «sums cannot gaze at it.”
“ Those great souls“ who have completed their practice of
yoga
and have become free from ignorance and illusion reach that region
from which there is no return to this world of samsﬁm.” “When
comparedm with the region Where the Supreme Being abides, this
svarga and other worlds are, my child, like hells ". This path
(Devayﬁna) will terminate in Paramajmda which is declared in
the wrath also as the ultimate terminus of the route leading away
from samsc‘rra. The self (that takes that path) will have, for its
supporting staff, the grace of Bhagavan, and will have, for the
victuals of its journey, the delight in the thought that it will (soon)
attain the supreme end of life. As stated in the Brahmmsﬁtras
" He will start" from there by the Opening of the vein (nadi) indicated and lighted by the Lord who dwells within the heart” and take
the archira‘di route along which, in the respective regions of the
gods, he would be greeted and Welcomed with honours beﬁtting
emperors by the respective deities thereof with auspicious lamps
and pitchers full of water (pooruakumbha) and attended by their
followers. They will escort the self on its path and those deities to
whom the man made offerings in the World of karma before will
(now) pay tributes to his self. The self then passes into regions
which are heydnd their range and attains a supreme perfection
which would make it difﬁcult for it to be distinguished from the
eternal s‘z‘Zrz’s when it enters their assembly. The self will then
reach under the two feet of the Supreme ,Ruler and His consort
who are resting on a couch in Paramapada, the like of which has
been described in the M ahzzbhﬁram and the Riimiiymga in connection with the avatars as their manner of being seated :— “ Then
he saw Sri Krishna seatet‘l“3 on a throne made of gold and adorned
with gems and looking like a blue cloud resting on Mount Meru.
His form was radiant and adorned with ornaments of unsurpassed
br;illiance he was dressed in a raiment of gold and shone like a
blue gem setin gold; on his chest shone the gem kaustubha and
15.MahabharataAranya parva 136- 23. 17 Brahma Sutras: 4-2-16.
18, Mahabharata.- Santi parva:
16. Mahabharata: Santi parva196- 6.
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lie was like a mountain

lighted up by the sun and had a crown on
His head. Such was His appearance that, in all the three worlds,
there could be found no one to be set in comparison with him ? ”
and “ Sumantra, the” charioteer, saw Sri Rama seated like Kubera
on a throne made of gold and having a beautiful cover-let. His body
was covered with the paste of sandal red like the blood of the boar,
pure, fragrant and of superior quality. Sita was standing by him
with a Chi‘mzara in her hand. like the star Chitra near the moon.
His Splendour was like that of the sun. Suinantra, who knew the
etiquette (suited to courts), bowed with respect to the invincible
Sri Rama who ever gave what was asked of him.” (Having reach.
ed the feet of the Supreme Being”, the self will receive the
pri\ ilegc of rendering all kinds of service suited to all places, all
times and all circumstances and be for ever blissful as prayed for in
“ We should render,"0 constantly and without interthe verse
mission, service to the Lord —— such service as will be most appropriate to all times, to all places and to all occasions ".

:-

Thus (bulb) in the state of endeavour (upiiya) and in the
state of attain ment, the holy feet of Narayana, the Lord of Sri, are
our support.
TAMIL VERSE:
The feet of Sri Ranganatha, ever true to their devotees can
never be given up: they were once awake to the danger from a
mighty wheel (the form taken by an asura) and by touching it they
made it break (into pieces): on another occasion, they crawled on
all fours and caused the two Maruda trees which grew close to
each other to fall down; on the occasion of His searching (for
butter) in the pots hanging from above, they stood indistinguishable from the mortar to which they were bound (by Yasoda), (On
a later day), they gladly consented to go on the mission assigned
to them by the virtuous Dharmaputra; they came to Brindavan
19. Ramayana: Ayodhya Klagda
8

ll)

20. Tiruvoymozhi: 3 - 3 - 1.
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to bring about the destruction of the wicked asuras; while gently
stroked by the hand of Lakshmi, they became red like the petals
of the lotus; they were favourable to the devotion shown by the
great sages who wanted freedom form-the bondage of births; they
rested in a wonderful vimfinu (having a resemblance to pranava),
which was an object of worship to kings of the race of Manu ; they
shone in the chariot of the righteous Arjuna during the great war;
they were inﬂamed with wrath when they danced on the cruel
hoods of the serpent, Kaliya, and made them break down; they
rested in a region (Paramapada) that could not be (even) imagined
by the six systems of philos0phical thought; they became the
subjects of praise in the tongue of the Alvar (Nammalvar), who
was the glory of the beautiful city of Kurugai; they had, for
ornaments, the fragrant flowers of Tulasi; they showed their glory
by graciously transforming the fallen piece of charcoal into a. child
(Parikshit); they chased the armies of the asuras to their
destruction.

SANSKRIT S’LOKA :—
Imbibe the nectar of Spiritual tradition which has come down
from the Udayana of Vedanta (Kirlambi Achan) which is fragrant
with the odours streaming forth from the kitchen of the prince of
samzyflsins (Sri ltarnanuja) and ﬁt to be enjoyed by the assembly
of learned men (also gods).
(NOTE: Kidambi Achan, the disciple of Sri Ramanuja, was in charge of
the kitchen during his acharya's life-time)

SANSKRIT S'LOKA :
When its Sprouts which were relished by quails and which are
(said to be) the a: rows of the god Kama are vomited by such
animals as feed on margosa leaves, the mango tree does not feel
aggrieved.

TAMIL VERSE :
Of what avail is anger towards those Vedic scholars who teach
the knowledge which they have of the truths, and the way of cast-
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ing off illusions and errors, as also the nature of the self (as the
sash: of the Lord), the unique compassion of the Lord shown to
those who are destitute of uju‘iyas, and the carefree state arising
from holding on to the Lord as a refuge as taught in the three
mysteries (mantras) ‘8 We have spoken (thus far) to those who
can appreciate excellence.

SANSKRI'I" S'LOKA :-—

()ur youth has been spent in the enjoyment resulting from
repetitions of the words of that prince of Sannyasins (Sri Rama.
nnja-i. Our days have been lived in happiness by castingr off the
hell of depending on any others (than the Lord); the arrogance of
those who are pei~wrse has also been annihilated for the satisfaction
of good men; and for the rest of our life, we shall be earnestly and
constantly looking up to the realisation of the vow of compassion
taken by that divine couple for the fulﬁlment of whose purposes
alone we exist.
TAMIL VERSE :-These thirtyutwo Tamil verses, which, when recited, are like
nectar to the ears (that hear them), which explain clearlykthe truths
that lie deep within the four Vedas the like of which cannot be seen
elsewhere and which became possible only owingr to the compassion
of those ﬁchiiryrts who delight, of their own accord, to impart
instruction to s'ishyas, when they ﬁnd in them integrity of
character and freedom from faults like envy -— these thirty-two
verses form an ornament to this treatise by virtue of these three
qualities via" their beautiful diction, their wealth of ideas and their
ﬁtness for being sung.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:—-

There will be found some one (or other) who has faith in
religion, who is keen of intellect and (at the same time) free from
envy, whose mind has become pure by following the righteous
tradition of good men, whose aim is to attain the highest goal, who
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is not afraid of conventional judgments and who would look upon
wealth and worldly success as if they were mere trash -— He will
certainly follow the virtuous path (which is described in this
treatise) and which will never become obsolete.

TAMIL VERSE : -Those who have faith in the truths revealed in the Vedas, who
have keenness of intellect, who would never think of speaking in
depreciation of real merit, whose minds have become pure by the
training which they have received from their gurus, who have lofty
aims, who, being ﬁrm of mind, would never swerve from the right
path owingr to the fear of perverted judgements and who would
never care for what is worthless —— these men will enter the
righteous path which will never become obsolete and which has
been indicated by our pureminded ﬁchc‘iryas who had more forbearancc than even the Earth.
TAMIL VERSE :—
” Our acharyas will say :—- “This is the right path ” and will
look upon (this treatise) as being delicious like nectar; they can
show how the pleasures of the senses are mean and are different
from the righteous way (that is described in this treatise). Owing
to their desire that the path indicated here should prevail, they will
overlook any mistakes of ours that may be found (in the book).
We have, by the grace of our uehciryas, accepted this as the pr0per
way.
TAMIL VERSE :—
was so ignorant that I did not know ex en that eight and two
make tea ;* Our Madhava who is eager to bestow on us Paramapada, which is most difﬁcult of access, has taught me (through the
achc‘iryas) the mantra of eight syllables and the other two mantras
(Dvaya and Charama srloka). By His brilliant and noble speech
T

(* NOTE: it may mean also ‘I did not know the Dvaya (the two) nor
did I know the Ashtakshara (the eight).

3‘2
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saying : “ I will see to the absolution of all your sins; Do not be
afraid ”—By these words I have attained the state of staunch faith.
TAM I L VERSE :--

These states of mind in regard to one's essential nature, the
upayas and the end to be attained (which are explained in this
treatise) and which are understood only with short by even
those who are in Paramapada are indeed possible of attainment
even here in this world of samsi’zra. This treatise, though decried
by perverse minds bent (only) on ﬁnding faults, will be found
sweet by the Supreme Ruler whose lotus-like feet overﬂow with
honey.
TAMIL VERSE

.-—

-

The Lord Whose face resembles that of a white horse (Hays...
gnva) assumed the form of my achc’zrya and. by that device, wrote
these truths in my mind and I have (only) transcribed them on
these leaves. The part played by me is none other than this.
Whether this treatise is accepted as worthy or rejected as unworthy,
my clear mind, 0 men of critical minds, will feel neither elated nor
depressed in the least.
SANSKRIT S'LOKA

:—

This treatise, ” The Gist of the Three Mantras or Mysteries "
was composed in brief by the wise Venkatesa endowed with mani.
fold vision, to the satisfaction of those who look upon Sri Narayana
and His consort as the only Saviours.
Here ends the fourth part called “ The path
Tradition.”
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